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Introduction 

We haunt the pages of every book. This particular book, however, 
speaks for the never-born, for those whose questions have never been 

heard—for those who never existed. 
Throughout the first six decades of the twentieth century, hundreds of 

thousands of Americans and untold numbers of others were not permitted 
to continue their families by reproducing. Selected because of their ances- 
try, national origin, race or religion, they were forcibly sterilized, wrongly 

committed to mental institutions where they died in great numbers, pro- 

hibited from marrying, and sometimes even unmarried by state bureau- 

crats. In America, this battle to wipe out whole ethnic groups was fought 

not by armies with guns nor by hate sects at the margins. Rather, this perni- 

cious white-gloved war was prosecuted by esteemed professors, elite uni- 

versities, wealthy industrialists and government officials colluding in a 

racist, pseudoscientific movement called eugenics. The purpose: create a 

superior Nordic race. 

‘To perpetuate the campaign, widespread academic fraud combined 

with almost unlimited corporate philanthropy to establish the biological 

rationales for persecution. Employing a hazy amalgam of guesswork, gos- 

sip, falsified information and polysyllabic academic arrogance, the eugenics 

movement slowly constructed a national bureaucratic and juridical infra- 

structure to cleanse America of its “unfit.” Specious intelligence tests, col- 

loquially known as IQ tests, were invented to justify incarceration of a 
group labeled “feebleminded.” Often the so-called feebleminded were just 

shy, too good-natured to be taken seriously, or simply spoke the wrong lan- 
guage or were the wrong color. Mandatory sterilization laws were enacted 

in some twenty-seven states to prevent targeted individuals from reproduc- 

ing more of their kind. Marriage prohibition laws proliferated throughout 

the country to stop race mixing. Collusive litigation was taken to the U.S. 

Supreme Court, which sanctified eugenics and its tactics. 

XV 
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The goal was to immediately sterilize fourteen million people in the 

United States and millions more worldwide—the “lower tenth”—and then 

continuously eradicate the remaining lowest tenth until only a pure Nordic 

super race remained. Ultimately, some 60,000 Americans were coercively 

sterilized and the total is probably much higher. No one knows how many 

marriages were thwarted by state felony statutes. Although much of the 

persecution was simply racism, ethnic hatred and academic elitism, eugen- 

ics wore the mantle of respectable science to mask its true character. 

The victims of eugenics were poor urban dwellers and rural “white 

trash” from New England to California, immigrants from across Europe, 

Blacks, Jews, Mexicans, Native Americans, epileptics, alcoholics, petty 

criminals, the mentally ill and anyone else who did not resemble the blond 

and blue-eyed Nordic ideal the eugenics movement glorified. Eugenics 

contaminated many otherwise worthy social, medical and educational 

causes from the birth control movement to the development of psychology 

to urban sanitation. Psychologists persecuted their patients. Teachers stig- 

matized their students. Charitable associations clamored to send those in 
need of help to lethal chambers they hoped would be constructed. 

Immigration assistance bureaus connived to send the most needy to sterili- 

zation mills. Leaders of the ophthalmology profession conducted a long 

and chilling political campaign to round up and coercively sterilize every 

relative of every American with a vision problem. All of this churned 

throughout America years before the Third Reich rose in Germany. 

Eugenics targeted all mankind, so of course its scope was global. 

American eugenic evangelists spawned similar movements and practices 

throughout Europe, Latin America and Asia. Forced sterilization laws 

and regimens took root on every continent. Each local American eugenic 

ordinance or statute—from Virginia to Oregon—was promoted interna- 

tionally as yet another precedent to be emulated by the international 

movement. A tightly-knit network of mainstream medical and eugenical 

journals, international meetings and conferences kept the generals and 

soldiers of eugenics up to date and armed for their nation’s next legisla- 
tive opportunity. 

Eventually, America’s eugenic movement spread to Germany as well, 

where it caught the fascination of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi movement. 

Under Hitler, eugenics careened beyond any American eugenicist’s dream. 

National Socialism transduced America’s quest for a “superior Nordic 

race” into Hitler’s drive for an “Aryan master race.” The Nazis were fond 

of saying “National Socialism is nothing but applied biology,” and in 1934 
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the Richmond Times-Dispatch quoted a prominent American eugenicist as 
saying, “The Germans are beating us at our own game.” 

Nazi eugenics quickly outpaced American eugenics in both velocity and 
ferocity. In the 1930s, Germany assumed the lead in the international 
movement. Hitler’s eugenics was backed by brutal decrees, custom- 
designed IBM data processing machines, eugenical courts, mass steriliza- 
tion mills, concentration camps, and virulent biological anti-Semitism—all 
of which enjoyed the open approval of leading American eugenicists and 
their institutions. The cheering quieted, but only reluctantly, when the 
United States entered the war in December of 1941. Then, out of sight of 
the world, Germany’s eugenic warriors operated extermination centers. 
Eventually, Germany’s eugenic madness led to the Holocaust, the destruc- 
tion of the Gypsies, the rape of Poland and the decimation of all Europe. 

But none of America’s far-reaching scientific racism would have risen 
above ignorant rants without the backing of corporate philanthropic largess. 

Within these pages you will discover the sad truth of how the scientific 

rationales that drove killer doctors at Auschwitz were first concocted on 

Long Island at the Carnegie Institution’s eugenic enterprise at Cold Spring 

Harbor. You will see that during the prewar Hitler regime, the Carnegie 

Institution, through its Cold Spring Harbor complex, enthusiastically 

propagandized for the Nazi regime and even distributed anti-Semitic Nazi 

Party films to American high schools. And you will see the links between 

the Rockefeller Foundation’s massive financial grants and the German sci- 

entific establishment that began the eugenic programs that were finished 

by Mengele at Auschwitz. 

Only after the truth about Nazi extermination became known did the 

American eugenics movement fade. American eugenic institutions rushed 

to change their names from eugenics to genetics. With its new identity, the 

remnant eugenics movement reinvented itself and helped establish the 

modern, enlightened human genetic revolution. Although the rhetoric and 

the organizational names had changed, the laws and mindsets were left in 

place. So for decades after Nuremberg labeled eugenic methods genocide 

and crimes against humanity, America continued to forcibly sterilize and 

prohibit eugenically undesirable marriages. 

I began by saying this book speaks for the never-born. It also speaks for 
the hundreds of thousands of Jewish refugees who attempted to flee the 

Hitler regime only to be denied visas to enter the United States because of the 
Carnegie Institution’s openly racist anti-immigrant activism. Moreover, these 

pages demonstrate how millions were murdered in Europe precisely because 
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they found themselves labeled lesser forms of life, unworthy of existence—a 

classification created in the publications and academic research rooms of the 

Carnegie Institution, verified by the research grants of the Rockefeller 

Foundation, validated by leading scholars from the best Ivy League universi- 

ties, and financed by the special efforts of the Harriman railroad fortune. 

Eugenics was nothing less than corporate philanthropy gone wild. 

Today we are faced with a potential return to eugenic discrimination, 

not under national flags or political credos, but as a function of human 

genomic science and corporate globalization. Shrill declarations of racial 

dominance are being replaced by polished PR campaigns and patent pro- 

tections. What eugenics was unable to accomplish in a century, newgenics 

may engineer in a generation. The almighty dollar may soon decide who 

stands on which side of a new genetic divide already being demarcated by 

the wealthy and powerful. As we speed toward a new biological horizon, 

confronting our eugenic past will help us confront the bewildering new- 

genic future that awaits. 

I first became interested in eugenics while researching my previous 

books, The Transfer Agreement and IBM and the Holocaust. The Transfer 

Agreement, published in 1984, documented the tempestuous worldwide 

anti-Nazi boycott, which included vigorous efforts to stop American organ- 

izations from funding medical research. At the time I could not understand 

why Nazi medical research was so important to American corporate philan- 

thropists. The scope of eugenics escaped me. Then in 2000, while research- 

ing IBM and the Holocaust—which revealed IBM’s role in automating 

Germany’s eugenic institutions—I finally came to see that eugenics was a 

life and death proposition for Europe’s Jews. Yet I still didn’t realize that this 

bizarre cult of Nazi race science was organically linked to America. 

As I explored the history of eugenics, however, I soon discovered that 

the Nazi principle of Nordic superiority was not hatched in the Third Reich 

but on Long Island decades earlier—and then actively transplanted to 

Germany. How did it happen? Who was involved? ‘To uncover the story I 
did as I have done before and launched an international investigation. This 

time, a network of dozens of researchers, mostly volunteers, working in the 

United States, England, Germany and Canada unearthed some 50,000 doc- 

uments and period publications from more than forty archives, dozens of 

library special collections and other repositories (see Major Sources). But 

unlike the Holocaust field, in which the documentation is centralized in a 

number of key archives, the information on eugenics is exceedingly decen- 
tralized and buried deep within numerous local and niche repositories. 
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In the United States alone, the investigation brought my team to the 
archival holdings of the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, to 
the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory on Long Island, to Truman State 
University in northeastern Missouri, to numerous obscure community col- 
leges in the Appalachian states, and a long list of state archives, county his- 
torical files and institutional archives where personal papers and period 
materials are stored. I also spent much time in many small, private libraries 
and archives, such as the one maintained by Planned Parenthood. We 
examined records at the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie 
Institution. There are probably two hundred important repositories in 
America, many of them special collections and manuscript departments of 
local libraries or universities. Because eugenics was administered on the 
local level, every state probably possesses three to five sites hosting impor- 
tant eugenic documentation. I only accessed a few dozen of these across 
America. Much more needs to be done and American researchers will 

surely be kept busy for a decade mining the information. 

In England I visited the British Library, the Wellcome Library, the 

University College of London, the Public Record Office and other key 

archives. These not only provided the information on Britain’s eugenic 

campaigns, but also yielded copies of correspondence with American 

eugenic organizations that are simply not available in the American hold- 

ings. For example, strident propaganda pamphlets long cleansed from 

American files are still stored in the British records. 

Because the German and American wings collaborated so closely, the 

German archives clearly traced the development of German race hygiene 

as it emulated the American program. More importantly, because the 

American and German movements functioned as a binary, their leaders 

bragged to one another and exchanged information constantly. Therefore I 

learned much about America’s record by examining Reich-era files. For 

instance, although the number of individuals sterilized in Vermont has 

eluded researchers in that state, the information is readily available in the 

files of Nazi organizations. Moreover, obscure Nazi medical literature 

reveals the Nazis’ understanding of their American partners. Probing the 

prodigious files of Nazi eugenics took my project to the Bundesarchiv in 

Berlin and Koblenz, the Max Planck Institute in Berlin, Heidelberg 

University and many other repositories in Germany. 

When it was finished, the journey to discover America’s eugenic his- 
tory had taken me from an austere highway warehouse in Vermont, where 

the state’s official files are stacked right next to automotive supplies and 
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retrieved by forklift, to the architectonic British Library, to the massive 

Bundesarchiv in Berlin—and every type of research environment in 

between. Sometimes I sat on a chair in a reading room. Sometimes I poked 

through boxes in a basement. 

Even still, I was not prepared for the many profound built-in challenges 

to eugenic research. My experiences are rooted in Holocaust investigation, 

where a well-developed infrastructure is in place. Not so with eugenics. In 

Holocaust research, archives facilitate unlimited speedy photocopying of 

documents. The Public Record Office in London produces copies within 

hours. The National Archives in Washington, D.C., allows self-service 

photocopying. But the most important eugenic archive in Britain, storing 

thousands of important documents, limits users to just one hundred copies 

per year. America’s largest eugenic archive, housing vast numbers of papers 

in numerous collections, limits researchers to just four hundred copies per 

year. Often the beleaguered and understaffed copy departments in these 

archives needed between three and four weeks to produce the copies. One 

archive asked for three months to copy a ten-page document. Fortunately, I 

was able to circumvent these restrictions by deploying teams of five and ten 

researchers at these archives, and by virtue of the gracious and indispensa- 

ble flexibility of archivists who continuously assisted me in this massive 

project (see Acknowledgments). Only by their special efforts and indul- 

gence was I able to secure as many as five thousand copies from a single 

archive, and reasonably quickly—thus allowing me to gain a comprehen- 

sive view of the topic and shorten my work by years. 

Another profound obstacle has been the fallacious claim by many docu- 

ment custodians, in both state and private archives, that the records of 

those sterilized, incarcerated and otherwise manipulated by the eugenics 

movement are somehow protected under doctor-patient confidentiality 

stretching back fifty to one hundred years. This notion is a sham that only 

dignifies the crime. Legislation is needed to dismantle such restrictions. 

No researcher should ever accept assertions by any document custodian 

that such records are covered by confidentiality protections accorded to 

medical procedures—whether in Nazi Germany or the United States. The 

people persecuted by eugenics were not patients, they were victims. No 

doctor-patient relationship was established. Most of the unfortunate souls 

snared by eugenics were deceived and seized upon by animal breeders, 

biologists, anthropologists, raceologists and bureaucrats masquerading as 

medical men. Mengele’s victims were not patients. Nor were those in 

America who were caught up in the fraudulent science of eugenics. 
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In some instances, records were initially denied to me on this basis. 
Fortunately, the investigative reporter only gets started when he hears the 
word no. I demanded full access and was grateful when I received it. I 
applaud the State of Virginia for allowing me to be the first to receive files 
on the infamous sterilization of Carrie Buck; copies of those files are now 
in my office. 

The international scope of the endeavor created a logistical nightmare 
that depended on devoted researchers scouring files in many cities. For 
months, I functioned as a traffic cop, managing editor and travel coordina- 
tor while simultaneously dispatching researchers to follow leads on both 
sides of the Atlantic. On the same day that one group might be interview- 
ing mountain people in the hills of Virginia, another might be examining 
the personal papers of a police chief in California, while another in Berlin 
scanned the financial records of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute to identify 
American financial assistance, while still others reviewed the pamphlets of 
the Eugenics Society in London. 

We were as likely to scrutinize the visitor registers at the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute’s guest facility, Harnack House, to see which Americans 

visited Berlin, as we were to review the mailing lists of Carnegie scientists 

to see who in Germany was receiving their reports. Progress among my 

researchers was exchanged by continuous use of the Internet and by the 

extensive use of faxed and scanned documents. Eventually all of the docu- 

ments came together in my office in Washington. They were then copied 

and arranged in chronological folders—one folder for every month of the 

twentieth century. The materials were then cross-filed to trace certain 

trends, and then juxtaposed against articles published month-by-month in 

journals such as Eugenical News, Journal of Heredity and Eugenics Review, as 

well as numerous race science publications in Nazi Germany. By pulling 

any one monthly folder I could assemble a snapshot of what was occurring 

worldwide during that month. 

When we were done, we had assembled a mountain of documentation 

that clearly chronicled a century of eugenic crusading by America’s finest 

universities, most reputable scientists, most trusted professional and chari- 

table organizations, and most revered corporate foundations. They had 

collaborated with the Department of Agriculture and numerous state agen- 

cies in an attempt to breed a new race of Nordic humans, applying the same 

principles used to breed cattle and corn. The names define power and pres- 

tige in America: the Carnegie Institution, the Rockefeller Foundation, the 

Harriman railroad fortune, Harvard University, Princeton University, Yale 
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University, Stanford University, the American Medical Association, 

Margaret Sanger, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Robert Yerkes, Woodrow 

Wilson, the American Museum of Natural History, the American Genetic 

Association and a sweeping array of government agencies from the obscure 

Virginia Bureau of Vital Statistics to the U.S. State Department. 

Next came an obsessive documentation process. Every fact and frag- 

ment and its context was supported with black and white documents, then 

double-checked and separately triple-checked in a rigorous multistage ver- 

ification regimen by a team of argumentative, hairsplitting fact-checkers. 

Only then was the manuscript draft submitted to a panel of known experts 

in the field from the United States, Germany, England and Poland, for a 

line-by-line review. The result: behind each of the hundreds of footnotes, 

there is a folder that contains the supporting documentation. 

To ensure that all of our information was accurate, we also set about 

verifying the work of numerous other scholars by checking their documen- 

tation. We often asked them to provide documents from their files. In 

other words, we not only documented my book, we verified other works as 

well. Most of the authors graciously complied, readily faxing copies of their 

documents or explaining precisely where the information could be found. 

During this process, however, we discovered numerous errors in many 

prior works. 

For example, in one book an important speech on the value of heredity 

is attributed to Woodrow Wilson, president of the United States—the 

speech was actually given by Jim Wilson, president of the American 

Breeders Association. I can understand how errors like this occur. Many 

scholars rely on other scholars’ works. Summaries of summaries of sum- 

maries yield a lesser truth with every iteration. Except for the work of a few 

brilliant world-class documenters, such as Daniel J. Kevles, Benno Miiller- 

Hill, Paul Weindling and Martin Pernick, I largely considered published 

works little more than leads. What’s more, there is boundless information 

on eugenics accumulating on the Internet, some of it very prettily pre- 

sented, much of it hysterical, and unfortunately, most of it filled with pro- 

found errors. Hence whenever possible, I acquired primary source material 

so I could determine the provable facts for myself. 

When the research phase was over, I realized that less than half the 

information I had assembled would even make it into the book. Frankly, I 

had amassed enough information to write a freestanding book for each of 
the twenty-one chapters in this volume. It was painful to pick and choose 

which information would be included, but I am confident that with so 
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many journalists throughout America now aggressively delving into eugen- 

ics, the field will soon be as broad and diversified as the investigations of 

the Holocaust and American slavery. At least one book could be written for 

each state, starting with California, which was America’s most energetic 

eugenic state. Critical biographies are needed for the key players. In-depth 

examinations of the links between Germany and the Pioneer Fund, the 

Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Institution as well as numerous state 

officials would be welcome. The role of the Chicago Municipal Court must 

be further explored. 

When I began this project in 2001, many in the public were not even 

aware of eugenics. Indeed, for a while my publisher did not even want me 

to include the word eugenics in the title of this book. In reality, however, the 

topic has been continuously explored over the past decades by several 

extremely talented academics and students hailing from a range of disci- 

plines from biology to education. Although most were gracious and sup- 

portive, I was surprised to find that many tended to guard their information 

closely. One such author told me she didn’t believe another book on eugen- 

ics was necessary. (“It depends on how nuanced,” she said with some dis- 

comfort.) Another professor astonished me by asking for money to answer 

some questions within his expertise—the first time I had encountered such 

a request in thirty-five years of historical research. When I contacted a 

Virginia professor who had written a dissertation decades earlier, she actu- 

ally told me she didn’t think a member of the media was “qualified” to read 

her dissertation. One collaborative scholarly eugenic website, ironically 

funded by a federal grant, restricts media usage while permitting unre- 

stricted scholarly usage. 

As I was completing my work, the public was beginning to discover the 

outlines of eugenics. The Richmond Times-Dispatch, Winston-Salem fournal, 

and several other publications and radio stations, as well as the Los Angeles 
Times, New York Times and American Heritage magazine, all produced exem- 

plary articles on various aspects of eugenics. The Winston-Salem Fournal 

series was a feat of investigative journalism. As the manuscript was being 

typed, the governors of Virginia, Oregon, California, North Carolina and 

South Carolina all publicly apologized to the victims of their states’ official 

persecution. Others will follow. The topic is now where it belongs, in the 

hands of hard-driving journalists and historians who will not stop until they 

have uncovered all the facts. 
Now that newspaper and magazine articles have placed the crime of 

eugenics on the front burner, my book explains in depth exactly how this 
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fraudulent science infected our society and then reached across the world 

and right into Nazi Germany. I want the full story to be understood in con- 

text. Skipping around in the book will only lead to flawed and erroneous 

conclusions. So if you intend to skim, or to rely on selected sections, please 

do not read the book at all. This is the saga of a century and can easily be 

misunderstood. The realities of the twenties, thirties and forties were very 

different from each other. I have made this request of my readers on prior 

books and I repeat it for this volume as well. 

Although this book contains many explosive revelations and embarrass- 

ing episodes about some of our society’s most honored individuals and 

institutions, I hope its contents will not be misused or quoted out of con- 

text by special interests. Opponents of a woman’s right to choose could eas- 

ily seize upon Margaret Sanger’s eugenic rhetoric to discredit the 

admirable work of Planned Parenthood today; I oppose such misuse. 

Detractors of today’s Rockefeller Foundation could easily apply the facts of 

their Nazi connections to their current programs; I reject the linkage. 

Those frightened by the prospect of human engineering could invoke the 

science’s eugenic foundations to condemn all genomic research; that would 

be a mistake. While I am as anxious as the next person about the prospect 

of out-of-control genomics under the thumb of big business, I hope every 

genetic advance that helps humanity fight disease will continue as fast and 

as furiously as possible. 

This is the right place to note that virtually all the organizations I inves- 

tigated cooperated with unprecedented rigor, because they want the his- 

tory illuminated as much as anyone. This includes the Rockefeller 

Foundation, the Carnegie Institution, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 

and the Max Planck Institute, successor to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. 

All gave me unlimited access and unstinting assistance. These organiza- 

tions have all worked hard to help the world discover their pasts and must 

be commended. Planned Parenthood worked with me closely day after day, 

searching for and faxing documents, continually demonstrating their inter- 

est in the unvarnished truth. The same can be said for numerous other cor- 

porations and organizations. This is a book of history, and corporate and 

philanthropic America must be commended when they cooperate in an 

investigation as aggressive and demanding as mine. 

Indeed, of the scores of societies, corporations, organizations and gov- 

ernmental agencies I contacted around the world, only one obstructed my 

work. IBM refused me access to its files. Despite this obstruction, I was 

able to demonstrate that the race-defining punch card used by the SS in 
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Nazi Germany was actually derived from one developed for the Carnegie 

Institution years before Hitler came to power. 

This project has been a long, exhausting, exhilarating odyssey for me, 

one that has taken me to the darkest side of the brightest minds and 
revealed to me one reason why America has been struggling so long to 

become the country it still wants to be. We have a distance to go. Again, I 
ask how did this happen in a progressive society? After reviewing thousands 

upon thousands of pages of documentation, and pondering the question 

day and night for nearly two years, I realize it comes down to just one word. 

It was more than the self-validation and self-certification of the elite, more 

than just power and influence joining forces with prejudice. It was the cor- 

rupter of us all: it was arrogance. 

EDWIN BLACK 

Washington, D.C. 

March 15, 2003 
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A Note on the Text 

We Against the Weak utilized published and private sources spanning a 

century, and in several languages, and as such presented numerous tex- 

tual challenges. We relied upon established style conventions as often as 

possible, and, when required, adapted and innovated styles. Readers may 

notice certain inconsistencies. Some explanation follows. 

Every phrase of quoted material has remained as true as possible to the 

original terminology, punctuation and capitalization, even to the point of 

preserving archaic and sometimes offensive terms when used by the origi- 

nal source. No attempt was made to filter out ethnic denigrations when 

they appeared in period materials. Eugenicists in America called them- 

selves eugenicists, but in Britain referred to themselves as ewgenists, and 

sometimes the usage crossed; we used eugenicists in narrative but eugenists 

whenever it appeared in a specific quotation. In several instances we quoted 

from profoundly misspelled handwritten letters, and it was our decision to 

transcribe these as authentically as possible. 

When referring to materials originally published in German, journals 

and magazines are cited by their legal name in German, such as Archiv fiir 

Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie, with the first usage including a translation 

in parentheses. Titles of books are referred to by their English translations; 

the first usage includes the original German title in parentheses. When 
multiple translations of a book title or organization name exist, we selected 

the most appropriate. We made an exception when a book's title rose to the 

public awareness of a Mein Kampf. We used the German fiir whenever pos- 

sible but were compelled to use the variant fuer when it was used in 

American headlines. 
For most points of style, this book has followed The Chicago Manual of 

Style. Unfortunately, not even the near-thousand pages of standards set 

forth in Chicago could cover all the varied forms in which primary informa- 

tion was received. This is especially true when dealing with electronic 

XXVli 
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sources such as Internet web pages, and actual documents—new and old— 

reproduced in PDF formats, electronic books and other Internet sources. 

This is one of the first history books to incorporate widespread use of legit- 

imate materials on the Internet. For example, we obtained copies of Papal 

encyclicals from the Vatican’s website, PDFs of original historical pro- 

grams, and electronic books—all on the Internet. These are legitimate 

materials when used with extreme caution. 

Citing the Internet is a profound challenge. Given the lack of style con- 

sensus, and the fact that websites are continuously updated and rearranged, 

it was necessary to create a new style for Internet citations. We decided to 

include just two key elements: the website’s home page address and the title 

of the document. General search engines such as Google and site-specific 

search engines will be the best means of locating the content of these cited 

pages. Naturally we retained printouts of all cited web materials. 



PART ONE 

From Peapod 

to Persecution 
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CHAPTER | 

Mountain Sweeps 

Wee the sun breaks over Brush Mountain and its neighboring slopes in 
southwestern Virginia, it paints a magical, almost iconic image of 

America’s pastoral splendor. Yet there are many painful stories, long unspo- 
ken, lurking in these gentle hills, especially along the hiking paths and dirt 
roads that lead to shanties, cabins and other rustic encampments. Decades 
later, some of the victims have been compelled to speak. 

In the 1930s, the Brush Mountain hill folk, like many of the clans scat- 
tered throughout the isolated Appalachian slopes, lived in abject poverty. 

With little education, often without running water or indoor plumbing, 

and possessing few amenities, they seemed beyond the reach of social 

progress. Speaking with the indistinct drawls and slurred vestigial accents 

that marked them as hillbillies, dressed in rough-hewn clothing or hand- 

me-downs, and sometimes diseased or poorly developed due to the long- 

term effects of squalor and malnutrition, they were easy to despise. They 

were easily considered alien. Quite simply, polite Virginia society consid- 

ered them white trash. 
Yet Brush Mountain people lived their own vibrant rural highlands 

culture. They sang, played mountain instruments with fiery virtuosity to 

toe-tapping rhythms, told and retold engaging stories, danced jigs, sewed 

beautiful quilts and sturdy clothing, hunted fox and deer, fished a pan full 

and fried it up.! Most of all, they hoped for better—better health, better 

jobs, better schooling, a better life for their children. Hill people did pro- 

duce great men and women who would increasingly take their places in 

modern society. But hopes for betterment often became irrelevant 

because these people inhabited a realm outside the margins of America’s 

dream. As such, their lives became a stopping place for America’s long 

biological nightmare. 

A single day in the 1930s was typical. The Montgomery County sheriff 

drove up unannounced onto Brush Mountain and began one of his many 

3 
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raids against the hill families considered socially inadequate. More pre- 

cisely, these hill families were deemed “unfit,” that is, unfit to exist in 

nature. On this day the Montgomery County sheriff grabbed six brothers 

from one family, bundled them into several vehicles and then disappeared 

down the road. Earlier, the sheriff had come for the boys’ sister. Another 

time, deputies snared two cousins.” 

“I don’t know how many others they took, but they were after a lot of 

them,” recalled Howard Hale, a former Montgomery County supervisor, 

as he relived the period for a local Virginia newspaper reporter a half cen- 

tury later. From Brush Mountain, the sheriffs human catch was trucked to 

a variety of special destinations, such as Western State Hospital in 

Staunton, Virginia. Western State Hospital, formerly known as the West- 

ern Lunatic Asylum, loomed as a tall-columned colonial edifice near a hill 

at the edge of town. The asylum was once known for its so-called “moral 

therapy,” devised by Director Dr. Francis T. Stribling, who later became 

one of the thirteen founding members of the American Psychiatric 

Association. By the time Brush Mountain hillbillies were transported 

there, Western housed not only those deemed insane, but also the so- 

called “feebleminded.”? 
No one was quite sure how “feebleminded” was defined.* No matter. 

The county authorities were certain that the hill folk swept up in their raids 

were indeed mentally—and genetically—defective. As such, they would 

not be permitted to breed more of their kind. 

How? These simple mountain people were systematically sterilized 

under a Virginia law compelling such operations for those ruled unfit. 

Often, the teenage boys and girls placed under the surgeon’s knife did not 

really comprehend the ramifications. Sometimes they were told they were 

undergoing an appendectomy or some other unspecified procedure. 

Generally, they were released after the operation. Many of the victims did 
not discover why they could not bear children until decades later when the 
truth was finally revealed to them by local Virginia investigative reporters 
and government reformers.’ 

Western State Hospital in Staunton was not Virginia’s only steriliza- 
tion mill. Others dotted the state’s map, including the Colony for 
Epileptics and the Feebleminded near Lynchburg, the nation’s largest 
facility of its kind and the state’s greatest center of sterilization. Lynchburg 
and Western were augmented by hospitals at Petersburg, Williamsburg 
and Marion. Lower-class white boys and girls from the mountains, from 
the outskirts of small towns and big city slums were sterilized in assembly 
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line fashion. So were American Indians, Blacks, epileptics and those suffer- 
ing from certain maladies—day after day, thousands of them as though 
orchestrated by some giant machine.® 

Retired Montgomery County Welfare Director Kate Bolton recalled 
with pride, “The children were legally committed by the court for being 
feebleminded, and there was a waiting list from here to Lynchburg.” She 
added, “If you’ve seen as much suffering and depravity as I have, you can 
only hope and pray no one else goes through something like that. We had 
to stop it at the root.”” 

“Eventually, you knew your time would come,” recalled Buck Smith 
about his Lynchburg experience. His name is not really Buck Smith. But 
he was too ashamed, nearly a half century later, to allow his real name to 
be used during an interview with a local Virginia reporter. “Everybody 
knew it. A lot of us just joked about it. ... We weren’t growed up enough to 

think about it. We didn’t know what it meant. To me it was just that ‘my 
time had come.’”® 

Buck vividly recounted the day he was sterilized at Lynchburg. He was 

fifteen years old. “The call came over the dormitory just like always, and I 

knew they were ready for me,” he remembered. “There was no use fighting 

it. They gave me some pills that made me drowsy and then they wheeled 

me up to the operating room.” The doctor wielding the scalpel was 

Lynchburg Superintendent Dr. D. L. Harrell Jr., “who was like a father to 

me,” continued Buck. Dr. Harrell muttered, “Buck, I’m going to have to tie 

your tubes and then maybe you'll be able to go home.” Drowsy, but awake, 

Buck witnessed the entire procedure. Dr. Harrell pinched Buck’s scrotum, 

made a small incision and then deftly sliced the sperm ducts, rendering 

Buck sterile. “I watched the whole thing. I was awake the whole time,” 

Buck recalled.? 
Buck Smith was sterilized because the state declared that as a feeble- 

minded individual, he was fundamentally incapable of caring for himself. 

Virginia authorities feared that if Buck were permitted to reproduce, his 

offspring would inherit immutable genetic traits for poverty and low intel- 

ligence. Poverty, or “pauperism,” as it was called at the time, was scientifi- 

cally held by many esteemed doctors and universities to be a genetic 

defect, transmitted from generation to generation. Buck Smith was hardly 

feebleminded, and he spoke with simple eloquence about his mentality. 

“I’ve worked eleven years at the same job,” he said, “and haven’t missed 

more than three days of work. There’s nothing wrong with me except my 

lack of education.”!° 
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“Pll never understand why they sterilized me,” Buck Smith disconso- 
lately told the local reporter. “I’ll never understand that. They [Lynchburg] 

gave me what life I have and they took a lot of my life away from me. 

Having children is supposed to be part of the human race.”!! 
The reporter noticed a small greeting card behind Buck Smith. The 

sterilized man had eventually married and formed a lasting bond with his 

stepchildren. The card was from those stepchildren and read: “Thinking of 

you, Daddy.” Through tears, Buck Smith acknowledged the card, “They 

call me Daddy.” 
Mary Donald was equally pained when she recalled her years of anguish 

following her sterilization at Lynchburg when she was only eleven. Several 

years later, she was “released” to her husband-to-be, and then enjoyed a 

good marriage for eighteen years. But “he loved kids,” she remembered. “I 

lay in bed and cried because I couldn’t give him a son,” she recounted in her 

heavily accented but articulate mountain drawl. “You know, men want a son 

to carry on their name. He said it didn’t matter. But as years went by, he 

changed. We got divorced and he married someone else.” With these 

words, Mary broke down and wept.” 
Like so many, Mary never understood what was happening. She recalled 

the day doctors told her. “They ask me, ‘Do you know what this meeting is 

for?’ I said, ‘No, sir, I don’t.’ ‘Well this is a meeting you go through when 

you have to have a serious operation, and it’s for your health.’ That’s the way 

they expressed it. ‘Well,’ I said, ‘if it’s for my health, then I guess I’ll go 

through with it.’ See, I didn’t know any difference.” Mary didn’t learn she 

had been sterilized until five years after her operation.'* 

The surgeon’s blade cut widely. Sometimes the victims were simply tru- 

ants, petty thieves or just unattended boys captured by the sheriffs before 

they could escape. Marauding county welfare officials, backed by deputies, 

would take the youngsters into custody, and before long the boys would be 

shipped to a home for the feebleminded. Many were forced into virtual 

slave labor, sometimes being paid as little as a quarter for a full week of con- 

tract labor. Runaways and the recalcitrant were subject to beatings and tor- 

turous ninety-day stints in a darkened “blind room.” Their release was 

generally conditional on family acquiescence to their sterilization. !5 

Mary Donald, “Buck Smith,” the brothers from Brush Mountain and 

many more whose names have long been forgotten are among the more 
than eight thousand Virginians sterilized as a result of coercion, stealth and 
deception in a wide-ranging program to prevent unwanted social, racial 
and ethnic groups from propagating. But the agony perpetrated against 
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these people was hardly a local story of medical abuse. It did not end at the 
Virginia state line. Virginia’s victims were among some sixty thousand who 
were forcibly sterilized all across the United States, almost half of them in 
California.'¢ 

Moreover, the story of America’s reproductive persecution constitutes 
far more than just a protracted medical travesty. These simple Virginia 
people, who thought they were isolated victims, plucked from their remote 
mountain homes and urban slums, were actually part of a grandiose, 
decades-long American movement of social and biological cleansing deter- 
mined to obliterate individuals and families deemed inferior. The intent 
was to create a new and superior mankind. 

The movement was called eugenics. It was conceived at the onset of the 
twentieth century and implemented by America’s wealthiest, most power- 
ful and most learned men against the nation’s most vulnerable and helpless. 
Eugenicists sought to methodically terminate all the racial and ethnic 

groups, and social classes, they disliked or feared. It was nothing less than 

America’s legalized campaign to breed a super race—and not just any super 

race. Eugenicists wanted a purely Germanic and Nordic super race, enjoy- 

ing biological dominion over all others.'” 
Nor was America’s crusade a mere domestic crime. Using the power of 

money, prestige and international academic exchanges, American eugeni- 

cists exported their philosophy to nations throughout the world, including 

Germany. Decades after a eugenics campaign of mass sterilization and 

involuntary incarceration of “defectives” was institutionalized in the 

United States, the American effort to create a super Nordic race came to 

the attention of Adolf Hitler. 
Those declared unfit by Virginia did not know it, but they were con- 

nected to a global effort of money, manipulation and pseudoscience that 

stretched from rural America right into the sterilization wards, euthanasia 

vans and concentration camps of the Third Reich. Prior to World War II, 

the Nazis practiced eugenics with the open approval of America’s eugenic 

crusaders. As Joseph DeJarnette, superintendent of Virginia’s Western State 

Hospital, complained in 1934, “Hitler is beating us at our own game.”!® 

Eventually, out of sight of the world, in Buchenwald and Auschwitz, 

eugenic doctors like Josef Mengele would carry on the research begun just 

years earlier with American financial support, including grants from the 

Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Institution. Only after the 

secrets of Nazi eugenics horrified the world, only after Nuremberg 

declared compulsory sterilization a crime against humanity, did American 
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eugenics recede, adopt an enlightened view and then resurface as “genet- 

ics” and “human engineering.”!? Even still, involuntary sterilization con- 
tinued for decades as policy and practice in America. 

True, the victims of Virginia and hundreds of thousands more like them 

in countries across the world were denied children. But they did give birth 

to a burning desire to understand how the most powerful, intelligent, 

scholarly and respectable individuals and organizations in America came to 

mount a war against the weakest Americans to create a super race. Just as 

pressing is this question: Will the twenty-first-century successor to the 

eugenics movement, now known as “human engineering,” employ enough 
safeguards to ensure that the biological crimes of the twentieth century will 
never happen again? 



CHAPTER 

Evolutions 

fileiade quest for perfection has always turned dark. Man has always 
existed in perpetual chaos. Continuously catapulted from misery to 

exhilaration and back, humanity has repeatedly struggled to overcome vul- 
nerability and improve upon its sense of strength. The instinct is to “play 
God” or at least mediate His providence. Too often, this impulse is not just 

to improve, but to repress, and even destroy those deemed inferior. 

Eventually, the Judeo-Christian world codified the principle that all 

human life should be valued. A measure of our turbulent civilization and 

even of our humanity has always been how well people have adhered to that 

precept. Indeed, as societies became more enlightened, they extended 

respect for life to an ever-widening circle of people, including the less for- 

tunate and the less strong. 

Racism, group hatred, xenophobia and enmity toward one’s neighbors 

have existed in almost every culture throughout history. But it took millen- 

nia for these deeply personal, almost tribal hostilities to migrate into the 

safe harbor of scientific thought, thus rationalizing destructive actions 

against the despised or unwanted. 

Science offers the most potent weapons in man’s determination to resist 

the call of moral restraint. To forge the new science of human oppression— 

a race science—several completely disconnected threads of history twined. 

Indeed, it took centuries of development for three disciplines—socioeco- 

nomics, philosophy and biology—to come together into a resilient and fast- 
moving pseudoscience that would change the world forever. 

Perhaps the story truly begins with the simple concept of charity. 
Charity is older than the Bible.’ Organized refuges for the poor and help- 

less date to the Roman era and earlier.’ The concept of extending a helping 

hand was established in the earliest Judeo-Christian doctrine. “There will 

always be poor people in the land, therefore, I command you to be open- 

handed toward your brothers and toward the poor and needy in your land,” 

9 
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declared Deuteronomy.’ Jesus Christ based his ministry on helping the 

helpless—the lame, the blind, lepers, the mentally deranged, and social 

outcasts such as thieves and prostitutes. He proclaimed, “The meek... 

shall inherit the earth.”* 
After the Roman Empire adopted Christianity, the Canones Arabici 

Nicaeni of 325 A.D. mandated the expansion of hospitals and other monas- 

tic institutions for the sick and needy.’ During medieval times, the church 

was chiefly responsible for “houses of pity.”° In England, such charitable 

institutions for the poor were abundantly required. 

The Black Death killed millions across Europe between 1348 and 1350. 

Labor shortages motivated bands of itinerant workers and beggars to wan- 

der from town to town in search of the highest paying pittance. As they 

wandered, many resorted to petty thievery, highway robbery, and worse. 

With their impoverished existence came the associated afflictions of illiter- 

acy, poor health, rampant disease and physical disability.’ 

During the early and mid-1500s, economic upheavals took their toll on 

all but the richest of the nobility. Silver from the New World and official 

coinage debasements caused prices to rise, increasing the suffering of the 

poor. Tribes of vagrants migrated from the countryside to villages. Later, in 

response to the booming wool market, England’s landowners switched 

from estate farming to vast sheep breeding enterprises. Consequently, 

great numbers of farm workers were evicted from their peasant domiciles, 
bloating the hordes of the unemployed and destitute. This teeming hard- 

ship only increased the church’s role in tending to a multitude of the 

wretched and poor.® 

Everything changed in the 1530s when Pope Clement VII refused to 
annul Henry VIII’s marriage to Catherine of Aragon. Furious, King Henry 

seized church property and monasteries in England, and charitable institu- 

tions slowly became a governmental responsibility.’ Tending to the poor 

was expensive but the alternative was food riots.!° 

By the early sixteenth century, the first poor laws were enacted in 

England. Such measures categorized the poor into two groups. The deserv- 

ing poor were the very young and the very old, the infirm and families who 

fell on financial difficulties due to a change in circumstances. The undeserv- 

ing poor were those who had turned to crime—such as highwaymen, pick- 

pockets, and professional beggars—and also included paupers who roamed 

the country looking for a day’s work. The undeserving poor were consid- 

ered an affliction upon society, and the law laid out harsh punishment. 

Poverty, or more precisely, vagrancy, was criminalized. Indeed, the concept 
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of criminal vagrancy for those with “no visible means of support” has per- 
sisted ever since.!! 

Despite all attempts to contain welfare spending, England’s enormous 
expenditures only escalated. In 1572, compulsory poor law taxes were 
assessed to each community to pay for poor houses and other institutions 
that cared for the deranged, diseased and decrepit among them. These 
taxes created a burden that many resented.!? Now it was the poor and help- 
less against the rest of society. 

Indeed, a distinct pauper class had emerged. These people were per- 
ceived by the establishment as both an arrogant lot who assumed an inher- 
ited “right to relief,” and as seething candidates for riot and revolution. 
Overcrowded slums and dismal poorhouses caused England to reform its 
poor laws and poverty policies several times during the subsequent three 
hundred years. The urbanization of poverty was massively accelerated by 
the Industrial Revolution, which established grim, sunless sweatshops and 
factories that in turn demanded—and exploited—cheap labor. Appalling 
conditions became the norm, inspiring Charles Dickens to rouse the public 

in novels such as Oliver Twist. Despite progress, by the mid-1800s the state 

was still spending £1,400 a year (equivalent to about $125,000 in modern 

money) per 10,000 paupers. The ruling classes increasingly rebelled 
against “taxing the industrious to support the indolent.” 

Soot-smeared and highly reproductive, England’s paupers were looked 

down upon as a human scourge. The establishment’s derogatory language 

began to define these subclasses as subhumans. For example, a popular 

1869 book, The Seven Curses of London, deprecated “those male and female 

pests of every civilized community whose natural complexion is dirt, whose 

brow would sweat at the bare idea of earning their bread, and whose stock- 

in-trade is rags and impudence.”!* 
England’s complex of state-sponsored custodial institutions stretched 

across a distant horizon. Over time, the proliferation of poor houses, 

lunacy asylums, orphanages, health clinics, epilepsy colonies, rescue shel- 

ters, homes for the feebleminded and prisons inevitably turned basic 

Christian charity into what began to be viewed as a social plague. 

While Britain’s perceived social plague intensified, a new social philos- 

ophy began evolving in Europe. In 1798, English economist Thomas 

Malthus published a watershed theory on the nature of poverty and the 

controlling socioeconomic systems at play. Malthus reasoned that a finite 

food supply would naturally inhibit a geometrically expanding human race. 
He called for population control by moral restraint. He even argued that in 
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many instances charitable assistance promoted generation-to-generation 

poverty and simply made no sense in the natural scheme of human 

progress. Many who rallied behind Malthus’s ideas ignored his complaints 
about an unjust social and economic structure, and instead focused on his 

rejection of the value of helping the poor.’ 
In the 1850s, agnostic English philosopher Herbert Spencer published 

Social Statics, asserting that man and society, in truth, followed the laws of 

cold science, not the will of a caring, almighty God. Spencer popularized a 
powerful new term: “survival of the fittest.” He declared that man and soci- 

ety were evolving according to their inherited nature. Through evolution, 

the “fittest” would naturally continue to perfect society. And the “unfit” 
would naturally become more impoverished, less educated and ultimately 

die off, as well they should. Indeed, Spencer saw the misery and starvation 

of the pauper classes as an inevitable decree of a “far-seeing benevolence,” 

that is, the laws of nature. He unambiguously insisted, “The whole effort of 

nature is to get rid of such, and to make room for better... . If they are not 

sufficiently complete to live, they die, and it is best they should die.” 

Spencer left no room for doubt, declaring, “all imperfection must disap- 

pear.” As such, he completely denounced charity and instead extolled the 

purifying elimination of the “unfit.” The unfit, he argued, were predestined 

by their nature to an existence of downwardly spiraling degradation.'© 
As social and economic gulfs created greater generation-to-generation 

disease and dreariness among the increasing poor, and as new philosophies 

suggested society would only improve when the unwashed classes faded 

away, a third voice entered the debate. That new voice was the voice of 

hereditary science. 

In 1859, some years after Spencer began to use the term “survival of the 

fittest,” the naturalist Charles Darwin summed up years of observation in a 

lengthy abstract entitled The Origin of Species. Darwin espoused “natural 

selection” as the survival process governing most living things in a world of 

limited resources and changing environments. He confirmed that his the- 

ory “is the doctrine of Malthus applied with manifold force to the whole 

animal and vegetable kingdoms; for in this case, there can be no artificial 

increase of food, and no prudential restraint from marriage.”!” 

Darwin was writing about a “natural world” distinct from man. But it 

wasn’t long before leading thinkers were distilling the ideas of Malthus, 

Spencer and Darwin into a new concept, bearing a name never used by 

Darwin himself: social Darwinism.'® Now social planners were rallying 
around the notion that in the struggle to survive in a harsh world, many 
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humans were not only less worthy, many were actually destined to wither 
away as a rite of progress. To preserve the weak and the needy was, in 
essence, an unnatural act. 

Since ancient times, man has understood the principles of breeding and 
the lasting quality of inherited traits. The Old Testament describes Jacob’s 
clever breeding of his and Laban’s flocks, as spotted and streaked goats 
were mated to create spotted and streaked offspring. Centuries later, Jesus 
sermonized, “A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, and a bad tree cannot bear 
good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown 
into the fire.”!° 

Good stock and preferred traits were routinely propagated in the fields 
and the flocks. Bad stock and unwanted traits were culled. Breeding, 
whether in grapes or sheep, was considered a skill subject to luck and 
God’s grace. 

But during the five years between 1863 and 1868, three great men of 

biology would all promulgate a theory of evolution dependent upon identi- 

fiable hereditary “units” within the cells. These units could actually be seen 

under a microscope. Biology entered a new age when its visionaries pro- 

claimed that good and bad traits were not bestowed by God as an 

inscrutable divinity, but transmitted from generation to generation accord- 

ing to the laws of science. 
Spencer, in 1863, published Principles of Biology, which suggested that 

heredity was under the control of “physiological units.”?° 
Three years later, the obscure Czech monk Gregor Mendel published 

his experiments with smooth-skinned and wrinkled peas; he constructed a 

predictable hereditary system dependent on inherited cellular “elements.”?! 

Finally, in 1868, Darwin postulated the notion that “the units throw off 

minute granules which are dispersed throughout the entire system.... 

They are collected from all parts of the system to constitute the sexual ele- 

ments, and their development in the next generation forms a new being; 

but they are likewise capable of transmission in a dormant state to future 

generations.” Darwin named these minute granules gemmules.”” 
By any name, science had now pulled away the shroud covering the 

genetic realities of mankind. 

Far-flung notions of social planning, philosophy and biology—cen- 

turies in the making—now gravitated toward each other, culminating in a 

fascinating new ideology that sought to improve the human race—not by 

war or charity, but by the progressive logic of science and mathematics. 

The driving force behind this revelation was not really a scientist, although 
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his scientific methodology influenced many scientists. He was not really a 

philosopher, although his ability to weave scientific principles into social 

philosophy spawned fiery movements of dogma. He was not really a physi- 

cian, although his analyses of human physiology ultimately governed much 

of the surgical and medical profession. The man was Francis J. Galton. He 

was above all a clever and compulsive counter—a counter of things, of phe- 

nomena, of traits, of all manner of occurrences, obvious and obscure, real 

and conjured. If any pattern could be discerned in the cacophony of life, 

Galton’s piercing ratiocination could detect it and just maybe systemize it 

to the level of predictability. 

Galton never finished his studies at London’s King College Medical 

School and instead studied math at Cambridge, where he quickly became an 

aficionado of the emerging field of statistics.”? He joyously applied his arith- 
metic prowess and razor-like powers of observation to everyday life, seeking 

correlation. Galton distinguished himself by his ability te recognize pat- 

terns, making him an almost unique connoisseur of nature—sampling, tast- 

ing and discerning new character in seemingly random flavors of chaos. 

More than correlation, Galton’s greatest quest was prediction. To his 

mind, what he could predict, he could outwit—even conquer. And so 

Galton’s never-ending impulse was to stand before life and defy its myster- 

ies, one by one, with his indomitable powers of comprehension. 

Perhaps counting relieved the throbbing of his constant headaches or 

was an intellectual consequence of his insatiable desire to excel. More than 

once, he succumbed to palpitations and even a nervous breakdown amidst 

the fury of his cogitations. Even his visage seemed sculpted to seek and 

measure. A pair of bushy eyebrows jutted out above his orbits almost like 

two hands cupped over the brow of a man peering into an unfathomable 

distance. At the same time, his dense windswept sideburns swerved back 

dramatically just behind his earlobes, as though his mind was speeding 

faster than the rest of his head.** 
Galton counted the people fidgeting in an audience and tried to relate it 

to levels of interest. He tried to make sense of waves in his bathtub. He gazed 

from afar at well-endowed women, using a sextant to record their measure- 

ments. “As the ladies turned themselves...to be admired,” wrote Galton, “I 

surveyed them in every way and subsequently measured the distance of the 

spot where they stood... and tabulated the results at my leisure.” He even 

tried to map the concentration of beauty in Britain by noting how many 

lovely women were located in different regions of the country.” 
Galton’s favorite adage was, “Whenever you can, count.”?6 
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Much of Galton’s quantitative musings amounted to little more than 
distraction. But some of it became solid science. In 1861, he distributed a 
questionnaire to the weather stations of Europe, asking the superintend- 
ents to record all weather details for the month of December. He found a 
pattern. Analyzing the data, Galton drew up the world’s first weather 
maps, peppering them with his own idiosyncratic symbols for wind direc- 
tion, temperature and barometric pressure. His maps, revealing that 
counterclockwise wind currents marked sudden changes in pressure, 
eventually made isobaric charts possible. Galton’s 1863 publication, 
Meteorographica: or Methods of Mapping the Weather, greatly advanced the 
science of meteorology.”’ 

Later, he discovered that the raised ridges on human fingertips were 
each unique. No two were alike. He devised a system for analyzing and cat- 

egorizing the distinctive sworls, and inking them into a permanent record. 

Galton simply called these fingerprints. The new discipline permitted the 

identification of criminals—this at a time when a wave of crime by uniden- 

tifiable felons gripped London and Jack the Ripper prowled the East End. 

Galton’s book, Finger Prints, featured the author’s own ten arched across 
the page as a personal logotype.”® 

About the time Darwin, Spencer and Mendel began explaining the 

heredity of lower species, Galton was already looking beyond those theo- 

ries. He began to discern the patterns of various qualities in human beings. 

In 1865, Galton authored a two-part series for Macmillan Magazine that he 

expanded four years later into a book entitled Hereditary Genius. Galton 

studied the biographical dictionaries and encyclopedias, as well as the 

genealogies of eminent scholars, poets, artists and military men. Many of 

them were descendants of the same families. The frequency was too 

impressive to ignore. Galton postulated that heredity not only transmitted 

physical features, such as hair color and height, but mental, emotional and 

creative qualities as well. Galton counted himself among the eminent, since 

he was Darwin’s cousin, and both descended from a common grandfather.”? 

Galton reasoned that talent and quality were more than an accident. 

They could be calculated, managed and sharpened into a “highly gifted 

race of men by judicious marriages during several consecutive genera- 

tions.” Far from accepting any of Malthus’s notions of inhibited procre- 

ation, Galton suggested that bountiful breeding of the best people would 

evolve mankind into a superlative species of grace and quality. He actually 

hoped to create a regulated marriage process where members of the finest 

families were only wed to carefully selected spouses.*° 
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Galton did not worry that inbred negative qualities would multiply. He 

said there was “no reason to suppose that, in breeding for the higher order 

of intellect, we should produce...a feeble race.” He explained his own 

incapacitating physical frailties away as a manifestation of hereditary dis- 

tinction. “Men who leave their mark on the world,” wrote Galton, “are 

very often those who, being gifted and full of nervous power, are at the 

same time haunted and driven by a dominant idea, and are therefore within 

a measurable distance of insanity.”*! 
Galton struggled to find the pattern, the predictability, the numerical 

formula that governed the character of progeny. Mathematics would be the 

key to elevating his beliefs from an observation to a science. He didn’t have 

the answer yet, but Galton was certain that the secret of scientific breeding 

could be revealed—and that it would forever change humankind. “Could 

not the undesirables be got rid of and the desirables multiplied?” he asked.*? 
In 1883, Galton published Inquiries into Human Faculty and Development 

and created a new term for his discipline. He played with many names for 

his new science. Finally, he scrawled Greek letters on a hand-sized scrap of 

paper, and next to them the two English fragments he would join into one. 

The Greek word for well was abutted to the Greek word for born.*? 
In a flourish, Galton invented a term that would tantalize his contem- 

poraries, inspire his disciples, obsess his later followers and eventually slash 

through the twentieth century like a sword. The finest and the fiendish 

would adopt the new term as their driving mantra. Families would be shat- 

tered, generations would be wiped away, whole peoples would be nearly 

erased—all in the name of Galton’s word. The word he wrote on that small 
piece of paper was eugenics.** 

* * * 

Eugenics was a protoscience in search of vindicating data. Galton had 

described the eugenically well-born man as a trend in science, but he des- 

perately sought to quantify the biological process. After all, if Galton could 

advance from merely discovering the scientific mechanism controlling 

human character to actually predicting the quality of the unborn, his 

knowledge would become almost divine. In theory, the master of any 

enforced eugenics program could play God—deciding who would be born 

and who would not. Indeed, the notion of constructing a brave new world 

by regimented reproduction has never receded. 

Numbers were needed. In 1884, Galton opened his Anthropometric 
Laboratory at London’s International Health Exhibition. Using question- 
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naires—just as he had in quantifying weather—Galton asked families to 

record their physical characteristics, such as height, weight and even lung 

power. Later Galton even offered cash rewards for the most comprehensive 

family history. The data began to accrue. It wasn’t long before nine thou- 

sand people, including many complete families, offered their physical 

details for Galton’s calculations.*> He began pasting numbers together, 
sculpting formulas, and was finally able to patch together enough margins 

of error and coefficients of correlation into a collection of statistical 
eugenic probabilities. 

At the same time, German cellular biologist August Weismann, using 

more powerful microscopes, announced that something called “germ 

plasm” was the true vehicle of heredity. Weismann observed what he termed 

a “nucleus.” He theorized, “The physical causes of all apparently unimpor- 

tant hereditary habits...of hereditary talents, and other mental peculiari- 

ties must all be contained in the minute quantity of germ-plasm which is 

possessed by the nucleus of a germ cell.”*° Others would later identify char- 
acter-conveying threads termed “chromatic loops” or “chromosomes.” 

Superseding Darwinian precepts of descent and Weismann’s germ 

plasm, Galton, in his essays and an 1889 book entitled Natural Inheritance, 

tried to predict the precise formulaic relationship between ancestors and 

their descendants. He concluded, “The influence, pure and simple, of the 

mid-parent may be taken as '4, of the mid-grandparent '4, of the mid- 

great-grandparent '4, and so on. That of the individual parent would there- 

fore be 44, of the individual grandparent 6, of an individual in the next 

generation %4, and so on.” In other words, every person was the measura- 

ble and predictable sum of his ancestors’ immortal germ plasm. Inheritable 

traits included not only physical characteristics, such as eye color and 

height, but subtle qualities, such as intellect, talent and personality. Galton 

ultimately reduced all notions of heritage, talent and character to a series of 

complex, albeit fatally flawed, eugenic equations.°’ 
Above all, Galton concluded that the caliber of progeny always 

reflected its distant ancestry. Good lineage did not improve bad blood. On 

the contrary, in any match, undesirable traits would eventually outweigh 

desirable qualities.** Hence, when eugenically preferred persons mated 

with one another, their offspring were even more valuable. But mixing 

eugenically well-endowed humans with inferior mates would not 

strengthen succeeding generations. Rather, it would promote a downward 

biological spiral. What was worse, two people of bad blood would only cre- 

ate progressively more defective offspring. 
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It was all guesswork, ancestral solipsism and mathematical acrobatics— 

some of it well-founded and some of it preposterous—forged into a self- 

congratulatory biology and social science. Scholarly kudos and celebration 

abounded. Yet Galton himself was forced to admit in 1892, in the preface to 

the second edition of Hereditary Genius, that his theories and formulae were 

still completely unprovable. “The great problem of the future betterment 

of the human race is confessedly, at the present time, hardly advanced 

beyond the state of academic interest.”*? 

Years later, in a preface to a eugenic tract about gifted families, Galton 

again warned that musing about “improved breeds” of the human race 

were still nothing more than “speculations on the theoretical possibility.” 

Nonetheless, Galton remained convinced that germ-plasm was the ulti- 

mate, elusive governing factor. As such, environment and the quality of 

existence were by and large irrelevant and actually an impediment to racial 

improvement. No amount of social progress or intervention could help the 

unfit, he insisted. Qualifying his sense of charity with a biological impera- 

tive, Galton asserted, “I do not, of course, propose to neglect the sick, the 

feeble or the unfortunate. I would do all... for their comfort and happi- 

ness, but I would exact an equivalent for the charitable assistance they 
receive, namely, that by means of isolation, or some other drastic yet ade- 

quate measure, a stop should be put to the production of families of chil- 

dren likely to include degenerates.”*! 
Galton called for a highly regulated marriage licensing process that 

society at large would endorse. By prohibiting eugenically flawed unions 

and promoting well-born partners, Galton believed “what Nature does 

blindly, slowly and ruthlessly, man may do providently, quickly and 

kindly.”” 

Galton believed that eugenics was too broad a societal quest to be left to 

individual whim. He espoused a new definition of eugenics that wed the 

biology to governmental action. “Eugenics,” asserted Galton, “is the study 

of all agencies under social control which can improve or impair the racial 

quality of future generations.” 
Galton’s ideas ultimately became known as “positive eugenics,” that is, 

suggesting, facilitating, predicting and even legally mandating biologically 

conducive marriages. Every family hopes its offspring will choose wisely, 

and Galton hoped his scientific, equation-filled epistles would encourage 

families and government bureaus to require as much. His convictions, even 

those involving legislation and marriage regimentation, were, within his 

own utopian context, deemed noninvasive and nondestructive. 
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But a few years later, by the dawn of the twentieth century, Galton’s 

notions of voluntary family planning and positive governmental structures 

would be transmogrified into an entirely different constellation of negative 

and coercive thought. The new faithful called it “negative eugenics.” 
Galton died in 1911. With his passing, his positive eugenic principles of 

marriage regimentation also disappeared from the eugenics main stage. 

Certainly his name lived on as a rallying call, stamped on the plaques of 

societies and academic departments. But before long others would come 

along to chew up his ideas and spit them out as something new and 

macabre, barely resembling the original. 

What Galton hoped to inspire in society, others were determined to 

force upon their fellow man. If Galton was correct—and these new follow- 

ers were certain he was—why wait for personal choice or flimsy statutory 

power? In their minds, future generations of the genetically unfit—from 

the medically infirm to the racially unwanted to the economically impover- 

ished—would have to be wiped away. Only then could genetic destiny be 

achieved for the human race—or rather, the white race, and more specifi- 

cally, the Nordic race. The new tactics would include segregation, deporta- 

tion, castration, marriage prohibition, compulsory sterilization, passive 

euthanasia—and ultimately extermination. 

As the twentieth century opened for business, the eugenic spotlight 

would now swing across the ocean from England to the United States. In 

America, eugenics would become more than an abstract philosophy; it 

would become an obsession for policymakers. Galton could not have envi- 

sioned that his social idealism would degenerate into a ruthless campaign 

to destroy all those deemed inadequate. But it would become nothing less 

than a worldwide eugenic crusade to abolish all human inferiority. 
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CHAPTER 4 

America’s National Biology 

esc was ready for eugenics before eugenics was ready for America. 
What in England was the biology of class, in America became the biol- 

ogy of racial and ethnic groups. In America, class was, in large measure, 
racial and ethnic. 

Everything Galtonian eugenics hoped to accomplish with good matri- 

monial choices, American eugenicists preferred to achieve with draconian 

preventive measures designed to delete millions of potential citizens 

deemed unfit. American eugenicists were convinced they could forcibly 

reshape humanity in their own image. Their outlook was only possible 

because American eugenicists believed the unfit were essentially subhu- 
man, not worthy of developing as members of society. The unfit were dis- 

eased, something akin to a genetic infection. This infection was to be 

quarantined and then eliminated. Their method of choice was selective 

breeding—spaying and cutting away the undesirable, while carefully mat- 

ing and grooming the prized stock. 

Breeding was in America’s blood. America had been breeding humans 

even before the nation’s inception. Slavery thrived on human breeding. 

Only the heartiest Africans could endure the cruel middle passage to North 

America. Once offloaded, the surviving Africans were paraded atop auction 

stages for inspection of their physical traits.! 

Notions of breeding society into betterment were never far from post- 
Civil War American thought. In 1865, two decades before Galton penned 

the word eugenics, the utopian Oneida Community in upstate New York 

declared in its newspaper that, “Human breeding should be one of the 

foremost questions of the age....” A few years later, with freshly 

expounded Galtonian notions crossing the Atlantic, the Oneida commune 

began its first selective human breeding experiment with fifty-three female 

and thirty-eight male volunteers.’ 

21 
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Feminist author Victoria Woodhull expressed the growing belief that 

both positive and negative breeding were indispensable for social improve- 

ment. In her 1891 pamphlet, The Rapid Multiplication of the Unfit, Woodhull 

insisted, “The best minds of today have accepted the fact that if superior 

people are desired, they must be bred; and if imbeciles, criminals, paupers 

and [the] otherwise unfit are undesirable citizens they must not be bred.”* 

America was ready for eugenic breeding precisely because the most 

established echelons of American society were frightened by the demo- 

graphic chaos sweeping the nation. England had certainly witnessed a mass 

influx of foreigners during the years leading up to Galton’s eugenic doc- 

trine. But the scale in Britain was dwarfed by America’s experience. So were 

the emotions. 
America’s romantic “melting pot” notion was a myth. It did not exist 

when turn-of-the-century British playwright Israel Zangwill optimistically 

coined the term.* In Zangwill’s day, America’s shores, as well as the three 

thousand miles in between, were actually a cauldron of undissolvable 

minorities, ethnicities, indigenous peoples and other tightly-knit groups— 

all constantly boiling over. 

Eighteen million refugees and opportunity-seeking immigrants arrived 

between 1890 and 1920. German Lutherans, Irish Catholics, Russian Jews, 

Slavic Orthodox—one huddled mass surged in after another.’ But they did 

not mix or melt; for the most part they remained insoluble. 

But ethnic volatility during the late 1800s arose from more than the 

European influx. Race and group hatred crisscrossed the continent. 

Millions of Native Americans were being forced onto reservations. Mexican 

multitudes absorbed after the Mexican-American War, in which Mexico 

lost fully half its land to United States expansion, became a clash point in the 

enlarged American West and Southwest. Emancipated African slaves strug- 

gled to emerge across the country. But freed slaves and their next generation 

were not absorbed into greater society. Instead, a network of state and local 

Jim Crow laws enforced apartheid between African Americans and whites in 

much of the nation, especially in the South. The Chinese Exclusion Act of 

1882 temporarily halted the immigration through California of any further 

Chinese laborers, and blocked the naturalization of those already in the 

country; the measure was made permanent in 1902.° 

“Race suicide” was an alarum commonly invoked to restrict European 

immigration, as 1880 Census Bureau Director Francis Walker did in his 

1896 Atlantic Monthly article, “Restriction of Immigration.” Walker 

lamented the statistical imbalance between America’s traditional Anglo- 
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Saxon settlers and the new waves flowing in from southern Europe. 

Eminent sociologist E. A. Ross elevated the avoidance of “race suicide” to a 

patriotic admonishment, decrying “the beaten members of beaten breeds” 

from Croatia, Sicily and Armenia flooding in through Ellis Island. Ross 
warned that such groups “lack the ancestral foundations of American char- 

acter, and even if they catch step with us they and their children will never- 

theless impede our progress.” 

As the nineteenth century closed, women still could not vote, Native 

Americans who had survived governmental genocide programs were locked 

onto often-barren reservations, and Blacks, as well as despised “white 

trash,” were still commonly lynched from the nearest tree—from 

Minnesota to Mississippi. In fact, 3,224 Americans were lynched in the 

thirty-year period between 1889 and 1918—702 white and 2,522 black. 

Their crimes were as trivial as uttering offensive language, disobeying ferry 

regulations, “paying attention to [a] white girl,” and distilling illicit alcohol. 

The century ahead was advertised as an epoch for social progress. But 

the ushers of that progress would be men and women forged from the 

racial and cultural fires of prior decades. Many twentieth-century activists 

were repelled by the inequities and lasting scars of racial and social injus- 

tice; they were determined to transform America into an egalitarian repub- 

lic. But others, especially American eugenicists, switched on the lights of 

the new century, looked around at the teeming, dissimilar masses and col- 

lectively declared they had unfinished business. 

Crime analysis moved race and ethnic hatred into the realm of hered- 
ity. Throughout the latter 1800s, crime was increasingly viewed as a group 

phenomenon, and indeed an inherited family trait. Criminologists and 

social scientists widely believed in the recently identified “criminal type,” 

typified by “beady eyes” and certain phrenological shapes. The notion of a 

“born criminal” became popularized.’ Ironically, when robber barons stole 

and cheated their way into great wealth, they were lionized as noble lead- 

ers of the day, celebrated with namesake foundations, and honored by 
leather-bound genealogies often adorned with coats of arms. It was the 
petty criminals, not the gilded ones, whom polite society perceived as the 

great genetic menace. 
Petty criminals and social outcasts were abundant in Ulster County, 

New York. Little did these seemingly inconsequential people know they 

were making history. In the first decades of the nineteenth century, this 

rustic Catskill Mountain region became a popular refuge for urban 

dropouts who preferred to live off the land in pastoral isolation. Fish and 
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game were abundant. The lifestyle was lazy. Civilization was yonder. But as 

wealthy New Yorkers followed the Hudson River traffic north, planting 

opulent Victorian mansions and weekend pleasure centers along its banks, 

the very urbanization that Ulster’s upland recluses spurned caught up to 

them. Pushed from their traditional fishing shores and hillside hunting 

grounds, where they lived in shanties, the isolated, unkempt rural folk of 

Ulster now became “misfits.” Not a few of them ran afoul of property and 

behavior laws, which became increasingly important as the county’s popu- 

lation grew.!° Many found themselves jailed for the very lifestyle that had 

become a local tradition. 
In 1874, Richard Dugdale, an executive of the New York Prison 

Association, conducted interviews with a number of Ulster County’s pris- 

oners and discovered that many were blood relatives. Consulting genealo- 

gies, courthouse and poorhouse records, Dugdale documented the lineages 

of no fewer than forty-two families heavily comprised of criminals, beg- 

gars, vagrants and paupers. He claimed that one group of 709 individuals 

were all descendants of a single pauper woman, known as Margaret and 

crowned “mother of criminals.” Dugdale collectively dubbed these forty- 

two troubled families “the Jukes.” His 1877 book, The Fukes, a Study in 

Crime, Pauperism, Disease and Heredity, calculated the escalating annual cost 

to society for welfare, imprisonment and other social services for each fam- 

ily. The text immediately exerted a vast influence on social scientists across 

America and around the world." 
While Dugdale’s book spared no opportunity to disparage the human 

qualities of both the simple paupers and the accomplished criminals among 

the Jukes family, he blamed not their biology, but their circumstances. 

Rejecting notions of heredity, Dugdale instead zeroed in on the adverse 

conditions that created generation-to-generation pauperism and criminal- 

ity. “The tendency of heredity is to produce an environment which perpet- 

uates that heredity,” he wrote. He called for a change in social environment 

to correct the problem, and predicted that serious reform could effect a 

“great decrease in the number of commitments” within fifteen years. 

Dugdale cautioned against statistics that inspired false conclusions. He 

even reminded readers that not a few wealthy clans made their fortunes by 

cheating the masses—yet these scandalous people were considered among 
the nation’s finest families.” 

But Dugdale’s cautions were ignored. His book was quickly hailed as 

proof of a hereditary defect that spawned excessive criminality and 

poverty—even though this was the opposite of what he wrote. For exam- 
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ple, Robert Fletcher, president of the Anthropological Society of 

Washington, insisted in a major 1891 speech that germ plasm ruled, that 

one criminal bred another. “The taint is in the blood,” Fletcher staunchly 

told his audience, “and there is no royal touch which can expel it.... 

Quarantine the evil classes as you would the plague.” 

The fukes was the first such book, but not the last. Tribes of paupers, 

criminals and misfits were tracked and traced in similar books. The 
Smokey Pilgrims of Kansas, the Jackson Whites of New Jersey, the Hill 

Folk of Massachusetts and the Nam family of upstate New York were all 

portrayed as clans of defective, worthless people, a burden to society and a 

hereditary scourge blocking American progress. Most convincing was a 

presentation made in 1888 to the Fifteenth National Conference of 

Charities and Correction by the social reformer Reverend Oscar 
McCulloch. McCulloch, a Congregationalist minister from Indianapolis, 

presented a paper entitled Tribe of Ishmael: A Study of Social Degeneration. 

The widely-reported speech described whole nomadic pauper families 

dwelling in Indianapolis, all related to a distant forefather from the 1790s.'* 
Ishmael’s descendants were in fact bands of roving petty thieves and con 

artists who had victimized town and countryside, giving McCulloch plenty 

of grist for his attack on their heredity. He compared the Ishmael people to 

the Sacculina parasites that feed off crustaceans. Paupers were inherently of 

no value to the world, he argued, and would only beget succeeding genera- 

tions of paupers—and all “because some remote ancestor left its independ- 

ent, self-helpful life, and began a parasitic, or pauper life.” His research, 

McCullouch assured, “resembles the study of Dr. Dugdale into the Jukes 

and was suggested by that.”!° 
Many leading social progressives devoted to charity and reform now 

saw crime and poverty as inherited defects that needed to be halted for 

society’s sake. When this idea was combined with the widespread racism, 

class prejudice and ethnic hatred that already existed among the turn-of- 

the-century intelligentsia—and was then juxtaposed with the economic 

costs to society—it created a fertile reception for the infant field of eugen- 

ics. Reformers possessed an ingrained sense that “good Americans” could 

be bred like good racehorses. 

Galton had first pronounced his theory of the well-born in 1883. For 

the next twenty years, eugenics bounced around America’s intellectual cir- 

cles as a perfectly logical hereditary conclusion consistent with everyday 

observations. But it lacked specifics. Then, as one of the first sparks of the 

twentieth century, Gregor Mendel’s theory of heredity was rediscovered. 
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True, between 1863 and 1868, various theories of heredity had been pub- 

lished by three men: Spencer, Darwin and Mendel. But while Darwin and 

Spencer presided with great fanfare in London’s epicenter of knowledge, 

Mendel was alone and overlooked by the world of science he aspired to. 

The son of simple mountain peasants, Mendel was not socially adept. 

Combative exchanges with those in authority made him prefer solitude. 

“He who does not know how to be alone is not at peace with himself,” he 

wrote. Originally, he had hoped to devote himself to the natural sciences. 

But he failed at the university and retreated to an Augustinian monastery in 

Brno, Moravia. There, while tending the gardens, he continued the work 

of a long line of students of plant hybridization." 
Mendel preferred peas. Peering through flimsy wire-rim glasses into 

short tubular microscopes and scribbling copious notes, Mendel studied 

over ten thousand cross-fertilized pea plants. Key differences in their traits 

could be predicted, depending upon whether he bred tall plants with short 

plants, or plants yielding smooth pods with plants yielding wrinkled pods. 

Eventually, he identified certain governing inheritable traits, which he 

called “dominating” and “recessive.” These could be expressed in mathe- 

matical equations, or traced in a simple genealogical chart filled with line- 

linked A’s and B’s. Among his many conclusions: when pea plants with 

wrinkled skins were crossed with plants yielding smooth skins, the trait for 

wrinkled skin dominated.!’ In other words, the smooth peapod skin was 

corrupted by wrinkled stock. Wrinkled peapods ultimately became a pow- 

erful image to those who found the human simile compelling. 

Mendel’s scientific paper, describing ten years of tedious work, was pre- 

sented to a local scientific society in Brno and mailed to several prominent 

biologists in Europe, but it was ignored by the scientific world. Mendel 

grew more unhappy with the rejection. His combative exchanges with local 

officials on unrelated issues were so embarrassing to the order that when 

Mendel died in 1884, the monastery burned all his notes.!® 

In May of 1900, however, the esteemed British naturalist and Darwin 
disciple William Bateson unexpectedly discovered references to Mendel’s 

laws of heredity in three separate papers. The three papers were independ- 

ently researched and simultaneously submitted by three different students. 

Amazed at Mendel’s findings, an excited Bateson announced to the world 

through the Royal Horticultural Society that he had “rediscovered” 

Mendel’s crucial studies in plant heredity. The science that Bateson called 

genetics was born. Mendel’s laws became widely discussed throughout the 

horticultural world.!? 
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But Galton’s eugenic followers understood that the biological arith- 
metic of peapods, cattle and other lower species did not ordain the futures 
of the most complex organism on earth: Homo sapiens. Height, hair color, 
eye color and other physical attributes could be partially explained in 
Mendelian terms. But intelligent, thought-driven humans beings were too 
subtle, too impressionable, too variable and too unpredictable to be 
reduced to a horticultural equation. Man’s environment and living condi- 
tions were inherent to his development. Nutrition, prenatal and childhood 
circumstances, disease, injury, and upbringing itself were all decisive, albeit 
not completely understood, factors that intervened in the development of 
any individual. Some of the best people came from the worst homes, and 
some of the worst people came from the best homes. 

Hence, during the first decade of the twentieth century, as Mendel was 
being debated, most Galtonian eugenicists admitted that their ideas were 

still too scantily clad to be called science, too steeped in simple statistics 

rather than astute medical knowledge, too preliminary to even venture into 

the far-reaching enterprise of organized human breeding. Eugenics was all 

just theory and guesswork anyway. For example, in 1904 Galton wrote to 

his colleague Bateson seeking any initial evidence of “Mendelianism in 

Man,” suggesting that any data could contribute to what he still called a 

“theoretical point of view.” In another 1904 letter, Galton reminded 

Bateson, “I do indeed fervently hope that exact knowledge may be gradu- 

ally attained and established beyond question, and I wish you and your col- 

laborators all success in your attempts to obtain it.”?° 
As late as 1910, Galton’s most important disciple, mathematician Karl 

Pearson, head of the Eugenics Laboratory, admitted just how thin their 

knowledge was. In a scientific paper treating eugenics and alcoholism, 

Pearson confessed, “The writers of this paper are fully conscious of the slen- 

derness of their data; they have themselves stated that many of their conclu- 

sions are probabilities. .. rather than demonstrations. They will no doubt be 

upbraided with publishing anything at all, either on the ground that what 

they are dealing with is ‘crude and worthless material’ or that as ‘mathemati- 
cal outsiders,’ they are incapable of dealing with a medico-social problem.” 

Pearson added in a footnote that he also understood why some would find 

the linkage of eugenics and alcoholism an act of inebriation in itself. He went 

on to quote a critic: “The educated man and the scientist is as prone as any 
other to become the victim... of his prejudices. ... He will in defense thereof 

make shipwreck of both the facts of science and the methods of science .. . by 

perpetrating every form of fallacy, inaccuracy and distortion.””! 
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Galton himself dismissed the whole notion of human breeding as 
socially impossible—with or without the elusive data he craved. “We can’t 

mate men and women as we please, like cocks and hens,” Galton quipped 

to Bateson in 1904. At the time, Galton was defending his recently pub- 

lished Index to Achievements of Near Kinfolk, which detailed how talent and 

skill run in the same celebrated families. Wary of being viewed as an advo- 

cate of human breeding, Galton’s preface cautioned Mendelian devotees 

with strong conditionals, ifs and buts. “The experience gained in establish- 

ing improved breeds of domestic animals and plants,” he wrote, “is a safe 

guide to speculations on the theoretical possibility of establishing 

improved breeds of the human race. It is not intended to enter here into 

such speculations but to emphasize the undoubted fact that members of 

gifted families are... more likely. ..to produce gifted offspring.”” 
Nor did Galton believe regulated marriages were a realistic proposition 

in any democratic society. He knew that “human nature would never brook 

interference with the freedom of marriage,” and admitted as much publicly. 

In his published memoir, he recounted his original error in suggesting such 

utopian marriages. “I was too much disposed to think of marriage under 

some regulation,” he conceded, “and not enough of the effects of self- 

interest and of social and religious sentiment.””? 

Unable to achieve a level of scientific certainty needed to create a legal 

eugenic framework in Britain, Galton hoped to recast eugenics as a reli- 

gious doctrine governing marriages, a creed to be taken on faith without 

proof. Indeed, faith without proof constitutes the essence of much religious 

dogma. Eugenical marriage should be “strictly enforced as a religious duty, 

as the Levirate law ever was,” wrote Galton in a long essay, which listed 

such precedents in the Jewish, Christian and even primitive traditions. He 

greeted the idea of a religion enthusiastically, suggesting, “It is easy to let 

the imagination run wild on the supposition of a whole-hearted acceptance 

of eugenics as a national religion.””+ 
Many of Galton’s followers agreed that founding a national religion was 

the only way eugenics could thrive. Even the playwright George Bernard 

Shaw, a eugenic extremist, agreed in a 1905 essay that “nothing but a 

eugenic religion can save our civilization.” Late in his life, in 1909, Galton 

declared that eugenics in a civilized nation would succeed only as “one of 
its religious tenets.””° 

But in America, it did not matter that Galton and his followers found 
themselves fighting for intellectual acceptance with little evidence on their 
side. Nor did it matter that British eugenic leaders themselves admitted 
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that eugenics did not rise to a level of scientific certainty sufficient to for- 
mulate public policy. Nor did it matter that Mendel’s newly celebrated laws 
of heredity might make good sense for peapods, but not for thinking, feel- 
ing men, women and children. 

In America, racial activists had already convinced themselves that those 
of different races and ethnic backgrounds considered inferior were no 
more than a hereditary blight in need of eugenic cleansing. Many noted 
reformers even joined the choir. For example, in a 1909 article called 
“Practical Eugenics,” the early twentieth-century education pioneer John 
Franklin Bobbitt insisted, “In primal days was the blood of the race kept 
high and pure, like mountain streams.” He now cautioned that the “high- 
est, purest tributaries to the stream of heredity” were being supplanted by 
“a rising flood in the muddy, undesirable streams.”2¢ 

Bobbitt held out little value for the offspring of “worm-eaten stock.” 
Although considered a social progressive, he argued that the laws of nature 

mandating “survival of the fittest” were constantly being countermanded 

by charitable endeavors. “Schools and charities,” he harangued, “supply 

crutches to the weak in mind and morals... [and] corrupt the streams of 

heredity.” Society, he pleaded, must prevent “the weaklings at the bottom 

from mingling their weakness in human currents.”?’ 
Defective humans were not just those carrying obvious diseases or 

handicaps, but those whose lineages strayed from the Germanic, Nordic 

and/or white Anglo-Saxon Protestant ideal. Bobbitt made clear that only 
those descended from Teutonic forefathers were of pure blood. In one such 

remonstration, he reminded, “One must admit the high purity of their 

blood, their high average sanity, soundness and strength. They were a well- 

born, well-weeded race.” Eugenic spokesman Madison Grant, trustee of 

the American Museum of Natural History, stated the belief simply in his 

popular book, The Passing of the Great Race, writing that Nordics “were the 

white man par excellence.””8 
Indeed, the racism of America’s first eugenic intellectuals was more than 

just a movement of whites against nonwhites. They believed that Germans 

and Nordics comprised the supreme race, and a typical lament among 

eugenic leaders such as Lothrop Stoddard was that Nordic populations 

were decreasing. In The Rising Tide of Color Against White World Supremacy, 

Stoddard wrote that the Industrial Revolution had attracted squalid 

Mediterranean peoples who quickly outnumbered the more desirable 

Nordics. “In the United States, it has been much the same story. Our coun- 

try, originally settled almost exclusively by Nordics, was toward the close of 
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the nineteenth century invaded by hordes of immigrant Alpines and 

Mediterraneans, not to mention Asiatic elements like Levantines and Jews. 

As a result, the Nordic native American has been crowded out with amazing 

rapidity by these swarming, prolific aliens, and after two short generations, 

he has in many of our urban areas become almost extinct.” Madison Grant 

agreed: “The term ‘Caucasian race’ has ceased to have any meaning.”?° 

By no means did the eugenics movement limit its animus to non- 

English speaking immigrants. It was a movement against non-Nordics 

regardless of their skin color, language or national origin. For example, 

Stoddard denigrated the “swart cockney” in Britain “as a resurgence of the 

primitive Mediterranean stock, and probably a faithful replica of his ances- 

tors of Neolithic times.” All mixed breeds were vile. “Where the parent 

stocks are very diverse,” wrote Stoddard, “as [in] matings between whites, 

Negroes and Amerindians, the offspring is a mongrel—a walking chaos, so 

consumed by his jarring heredities that he is quite worthless.”*° 
Grant’s tome lionized the long-headed skulls, blue eyes and blond hair 

of true Nordic stock, and outlined the complex history of Nordic migra- 
tions and invasions across Eurasia and into Great Britain. Eventually, these 

Nordic settlements were supplanted by lesser breeds, who adopted the 

Nordic and Anglo-Saxon languages but were in fact the carriers of corrupt 

human strains.*! 
Indeed, those Americans descended from lower-class Scottish and Irish 

families were also viewed as a biological menace, being of Mediterranean 

descent. Brunette hair constituted an ancestral stigma that proved a non- 

Nordic bloodline. Any claims by such people to Anglo-Saxon descent 

because of language or nationality were considered fraudulent. Grant 

railed, “No one can question...on the streets of London, the contrast 

between the Piccadilly gentleman of Nordic race and the cockney coster- 

monger [street vendor] of the Neolithic type.”3* Hence, from Ulster 
County to the Irish slums of Manhattan, to the Kentucky and Virginia hills, 

poor whites were reviled by eugenicists not for their ramshackle and desti- 

tute lifestyles, but for a heredity that supposedly made pauperism and crim- 

inality an inevitable genetic trait. 

Even when an individual of the wrong derivation was healthy, intelli- 

gent and successful, his existence was considered dangerous. “There are 

many parents who, in many cases, may themselves be normal, but who pro- 

duce defective offspring. This great mass of humanity is not only a social 

menace to the present generation, but it harbors the potential parenthood 

of the social misfits of our future generations.”?? 
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Race mixing was considered race suicide. Grant warned: “The cross 
between a white man and an Indian is an Indian; the cross between a white 
man and a Negro is a Negro; the cross between a white man and a Hindu is 
a Hindu; and the cross between any of the three European races and a Jew 
is aJew.”>* 

The racial purity and supremacy doctrines embraced by America’s pio- 

neer eugenicists were not the ramblings of ignorant, unsophisticated men. 

They were the carefully considered ideals of some of the nation’s most 

respected and educated figures, each an expert in his scientific or cultural 

field, each revered for his erudition. 

So when the facts about Mendel’s peapods appeared in America in 

1900, these influential and eloquent thinkers were able to slap numbers and 

a few primitive formulas on their class and race hatred, and in so doing cre- 

ate a passion that transcended simple bigotry. Now their bigotry became 

science—race science. Now Galtonian eugenics was reborn, recast and 

redirected in the United States as a purely and uniquely American quest. 

To succeed, all American eugenics needed was money and organization. 

Enter Andrew Carnegie. 

Steel made Andrew Carnegie one of America’s wealthiest men. In 1901, 

the steel magnate sold out to J. P. Morgan for $400 million and retreated 

from the world of industry. The aging Scotsman would henceforth devote 

his fortune to philanthropy. The next year, on January 28, 1902, the mil- 

lionaire endowed his newly created Carnegie Institution with $10 million in 

bonds, followed by other endowments totaling $12 million. The entity was 

so wealthy that in 1904, Washington agreed to reincorporate the charity by 

special act of Congress, chartering the new name “Carnegie Institution of 

Washington.” This made the Carnegie Institution a joint incarnation of the 

steel man’s money and the United States government's cachet.*° 
The Carnegie Institution was established to be one of the premier sci- 

entific organizations of the world, dedicated by charter “to encourage, in 

the broadest and most liberal manner, investigation, research, and discov- 

ery, and the application of knowledge to the improvement of mankind.” 

Twenty-four of America’s most respected names in science, government 

and finance were installed as trustees. The celebrated names included 
National Library of Medicine cofounder John Billings, Secretary of War 

Elihu Root and philanthropist Cleveland Dodge. Renowned paleontolo- 

gist John C. Merriam became president. Merriam and his staff were 

required under the bylaws to closely scrutinize and preapprove all activi- 

ties, audit all expenditures and regularly publish research results.*° 
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Several principal areas of scholarly investigation were identified from 

the worthy realms of geophysics, astronomy and plant biology. Now 

another scientific endeavor would be added: negative eugenics. The pro- 

gram would quickly become known as “the practical means for cutting off 

defective germ-plasm” and would embrace a gamut of remedies from seg- 

regation to sterilization to euthanasia.*” This radical human engineering 
program would spring not from the medical schools and health clinics of 

America, but from the pastures, barns and chicken coops—because the 

advocates of eugenics were primarily plant and animal breeders. 

Essentially, they believed humans could be spawned and spayed like trout 

and horses. 

America’s formless eugenics movement found its leader in zoologist 

Charles Davenport, a man who would dominate America’s human breeding 

program for decades. Davenport, esteemed for his Harvard degrees and his 

distinguished background, led the wandering faithful out of the wilderness 

of pure prejudice and into the stately corridors of respectability. More than 

anyone else, it was Davenport who propelled baseless American eugenics 

into settled science—wielding a powerful sociopolitical imperative. 

Who was Charles Benedict Davenport? 

He was a sad man. No matter how celebrated Davenport became within 

his cherished circles, throughout his career he remained a bitter and dis- 

consolate person boxing shadows for personal recognition. Even as he 

judged the worthiness of his fellow humans, Davenport struggled to prove 

his own worthiness to his father and to God. Ironically, it was his mother 

who inspired the conflict between devotion to science and subservience to 

God that Davenport would never bridge.*® 
Davenport grew up in Brooklyn Heights as the proud descendent of a 

long line of English and Colonial New England Congregationalist minis- 

ters. His authoritarian father, Amzi Benedict Davenport, did not join the 

clergy, but nonetheless cloaked his family’s world in the heavy mantle of 

puritanical religion. The elder Davenport’s business was real estate. But as 

a cofounder of two Brooklyn churches—ruling elder of one and a longtime 

deacon of the other—Amzi Davenport infused his household with pure fire 

and brimstone, along with the principles of commerce and market value. 

He demanded from his family impossible levels of Bible-thumbing recti- 

tude and imposed an unyielding disdain for joy.*? 
A close friend described the father’s face as one of “bitter unhappiness,” 

and characterized his parental manner as “harsh masterfulness.” Charles 

Davenport was the last of eleven children. Siblings were born like clock- 
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work in the Davenport home, every two years. Rigorous and often punish- 
ing Gospel studies intruded into every aspect of young Davenport’s 
upbringing, morning and night. The boy’s diary records one typical entry 
about grueling Sunday school lessons. Using personal shorthand and mis- 
spelling as a boy would, young Davenport scribbled, “stuiding S.S. lesson 
from 8:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M. All day!” Once, it was the day after Christmas, 
he jotted, “Woke at 6:30 A.M. and was late for prayers. After breakfast 
father sent me to bed for that reason for two hours.”*° 

Ancestry was a regular theme in the Davenport household. The elder 

Davenport organized two extensive volumes of family genealogy, tracing 

his Anglo-Saxon tree back to 1086. That was the year William the 

Conqueror compiled his massive Domesday census book.*! Shades of 

Davenport’s glorified forebearers must have pursued the boy at every 

moment. 
Yet in the midst of young Davenport’s dour, patriarchal domination, his 

mother Jane was somehow permitted to live a life of irrepressible brightness. 

A Dutch woman, Jane offered unconditional affection to her children, a 

wonderful flower garden to delight in, and a fascination with natural history. 

Young Davenport’s refuge from the severe and unapproachable man he 

trepidatiously called “Pa” was the world of beauty his mother represented.” 
When Davenport as a young man escaped from theology into acade- 

mia, it was to the world of measurable mysteries: science, math and engi- 

neering. In doing so, he declared that God’s work was not infinite—it could 

indeed be quantified. That surely spurned the absolutist precepts of his 

father’s sermonizing. Later, Davenport dedicated his first scientific book, 

Experimental Morphology, “to the memory of the first and most important of 

my teachers of Natural History—my mother.” Such inscriptions were not a 

sign of intellectual liberation. Davenport was never quite comfortable with 

his defection to the world of nature. At one point, he formally requested his 

father’s written permission to study the sciences; seven weeks later he 

finally received an answer permitting it. His father’s written acquiescence 

hinged on “the question of prime importance, [that] is how much money 

can you make for yourself and for me.”* 
After his graduation from Brooklyn Polytechnic, Davenport became a 

civil engineer. His love of animals and natural history led Davenport to 

Harvard, where he enrolled in nearly every natural science course offered 

and quickly secured his doctorate in biology. In the 1890s, he became a 

zoology instructor at Harvard. Later, he held a similar position at the 
University of Chicago.4 
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Long-headed and mustachioed, Davenport always looked squeezed. 

His goatee created a slender but dense column from chin to lower lip; as he 

aged, it would fade from black to white. With a deeply parted haircut hang- 

ing high above his ears, Davenport’s face tapered from round at the top toa 

distinct point at the inverted apex of his beard.* 

Davenport married Gertrude Crotty in 1894. A fellow biologist, 

Gertrude would continually encourage him to advance in personal finance 

and career. However, Davenport never escaped his upbringing. Puritanical in 

his sexual mores, domineering in his own family relationships, inward and 

awkward in most other ways, Davenport was described by a close lifelong col- 

league as “a lone man, living a life of his own in the midst of others, feeling out 

of place in almost any crowd.” Worse, while Davenport's thirst for scholarly 

validation never quenched, he could not tolerate criticism. Hearing adverse 

comments, reading them, just sensing that rejection might dwell between the 

lines of a simple correspondence caused Davenport so much distress, he 

could blurt out the wrong words, sometimes the exact opposite of his intent. 

Criticism paralyzed him.** Yet this was the scientist who would discover and 
deliver the evidence that would decide the biological fate of so many. 

Davenport’s pivotal role as eugenic crusader-in-chief began taking 

shape at the very end of the nineteenth century. He found a modicum of 

professional and personal success directing the Brooklyn Institute of Arts 

and Sciences’s biological laboratory on Long Island. There, he could apply 

his precious Harvard training. The quiet, coveside facility at Cold Spring 

Harbor was located about an hour’s train and carriage ride from 
Manhattan. Situated down the road from the state fish hatchery, and 

ensconced in a verdant, marshy inlet ideal for marine and mammal life, the 

biological station allowed Davenport to concentrate on the lowest species. 

He investigated such organisms as the Australian marine pill bug, which 

clings to the underside of submerged rocks and feeds on rotted algae. He 

employed drop nets to dredge for oysters and other mollusks. Flatfish and 

winter flounder were purchased for spawning studies.*” 
To supplement his income during school breaks, Davenport, aided by 

botany instructors from other institutions, offered well-regarded summer 

courses at Cold Spring Harbor. Students in bacteriology, botany and ani- 

mal biology from across the nation were attracted to these courses.‘ 

Davenport also corresponded with other academic institutions, which 

pleased him greatly. 

While at the Brooklyn Institute’s biological station, Davenport became 
fascinated with Galton. In a series of fawning missives to Galton during 
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the spring of 1897, Davenport praised the British scientist’s work, 
requested his photograph, and ultimately tried to schedule a meeting in 
London that summer. Galton hardly knew what to make of the unsolicited 
admiration. “I am much touched,” Galton replied to Davenport’s earliest 
praise, “by the extremely kind expression in your letter, though curious 
that you ascribe to me more than I deserve.”4? The two exchanged brief 
notes thereafter. Davenport’s were formal and typed. Galton’s were 
scrawled on monarch stationery. 

Davenport incorporated the statistical theories of Galton and Galton’s 
disciple, Pearson, into an 1899 book, Statistical Methods with Special 

Reference to Biological Variation. He wanted the volume to be a serious scien- 

tific publication of international merit, and he proudly mailed a copy to 

Galton for his inspection. Galton penned back a short word of thanks for 

“your beautiful little book with its kindly and charming lines.” Later, 
Galton sent Davenport some sample fingerprints to examine.’ But mete- 
orology, statistics and fingerprints were only the threshold to the real body 

of Galtonian knowledge that riveted Davenport. The precious revelation 

for the American biologist was the study of superiority and ancestry, the 

principle Galton called eugenics. 

Eugenics appealed to Davenport not just because his scientific mind 

was shaped by a moralized world choked with genealogies and ancestral 

comparisons, but because of his racial views and his obsession with race 

mixture.*! Davenport saw ethnic groups as biologically different beings— 

not just physically, but in terms of their character, nature and quality. Most 

of the non-Nordic types, in Davenport’s view, swam at the bottom of the 

hereditary pool, each featuring its own distinct and indelible adverse 

genetic features. Italians were predisposed to personal violence. The Irish 

had “considerable mental defectiveness,” while Germans were “thrifty, 

intelligent, and honest.” 
Social reformers may have held out hope that America’s melting pot 

might one day become a reality, but eugenicists such as Davenport's outspo- 

ken ally Lothrop Stoddard spoke for the whole movement when he declared, 
“Above all, there is no more absurd fallacy than the shibboleth of ‘the melt- 

ing pot.’ As a matter of fact, the melting pot may mix but does not melt. Each 

race-type, formed ages ago, and ‘set’ by millenniums of isolation and 

inbreeding, is a stubbornly persistent entity. Each type possesses a special set 

of characters: not merely the physical characters visible to the naked eye, but 

moral, intellectual and spiritual characters as well. All these characters are 

transmitted substantially unchanged from generation to generation.”*? 
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When Mendel’s laws reappeared in 1900, Davenport believed he had 

finally been touched by the elusive but simple biological truth governing 

the flocks, fields and the family of man. He once preached abrasively, “I 

may say that the principles of heredity are the same in man and hogs and 

sun-flowers.”54 Enforcing Mendelian laws along racial lines, allowing the 

superior to thrive and the unfit to disappear, would create a new superior 

race. A colleague of Davenport’s remembered him passionately shaking as 

he chanted a mantra in favor of better genetic material: “Protoplasm. We 

want more protoplasm!”*? 

Shortly after the Carnegie Institution appeared in 1902, in its pre- 

Congressional form, Davenport acted to harness the institution’s vast 

financial power and prestige to launch his eugenic crusade. The Carnegie 

Institution was just months old, when on April 21, 1902, Davenport out- 

lined a plan for the institution to establish a Biological Experiment Station 

at Cold Spring Harbor “to investigate ...the method of Evolution.” Total 

initial cost was estimated to be $32,000.°° 

By the time Davenport penned his formal proposal to Carnegie trustees 

two weeks later on May 5, 1902, his intent was unmistakably racial: “The 

aims of this establishment would be the analytic and experimental study 

of... race change.” He explained how: “The methods of attacking the prob- 

lem must be developed as a result of experience. At present, the following 

seems the most important: Cross-breeding of animals and plants to find the 

laws of commingling of qualities. The study of the laws and limits of inheri- 

tance.” Davenport tantalized the trustees with the prospect: “The Carnegie 

fund offers the opportunity for which the world has so long been waiting.”*” 

Hence from the very start, the trustees of the Carnegie Institution under- 

stood that Davenport’s plan was a turning-point plan for racial breeding. 

Redirecting human evolution had been a personal mission of 

Davenport's for years, long before he heard of Mendel’s laws. He first advo- 

cated a human heredity project in 1897 when he addressed a group of natu- 

ralists, proposing a large farm for preliminary animal breeding 

experiments. Davenport called such a project “immensely important.” 

With the Carnegie Institution now receptive to his more grandiose idea, 
Davenport knew it was important to continue rallying support from the 

scientific establishment. He convinced the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and 

Science, which controlled the lab site at Cold Spring Harbor, to form a 

prestigious scientific committee to press the “plan for a permanent 

research laboratory...in connection with the Carnegie Institution at 

Washington.”°® 
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Knowing Carnegie officials would refer the question to the institu- 
tion’s Zoological Committee, Davenport elicited support from prominent 
zoologists.*? In May of 1902, he sent a letter of tempting intrigue to his 
friend Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn, director of the New York 
Zoological Society and the American Museum of Natural History. “I do 
not think this is the place to tell in detail what I should expect to do,” 
wrote Davenport, adding only, “The station should undertake to do what 
is impracticable elsewhere.” 

Osborn, a like-minded eugenicist, wrote back with encouragement, 

reporting that Carnegie’s committee had considered the general topic 

before. British eugenicists had already approached Andrew Carnegie 

directly. But Osborn assured, “I know of no one better qualified to do this 

work than you.”®! 
Shoring up his knowledge and enlisting wider consensus, Davenport 

traveled to Europe for four months, where he briefly visited with Galton. 

The founding eugenicist warned Davenport that any such effort must be a 

serious scientific enterprise, not just “any attempt at showy work, for the 

sake of mere show.” Untroubled, Davenport traveled to several European 

marine life research centers gathering academic accord for his project. 

Fresh from his European travels, and fortified with the latest interna- 

tional views on eugenics, Davenport dispatched to the Carnegie Institution 

a more detailed letter plus a lengthy report on the state of human evolution 

studies to date. The documents made clear that far-reaching American race 

policy could not be directed without supportive scientific data based on 
breeding experiments with lower species. The results of those experiments 

would be applied in broad strokes to humans. “Improvement of the human 

race can probably be effected only by understanding and applying these 

methods,” he argued. “How appalling is our ignorance, for example, con- 

cerning the effect of a mixture of races as contrasted with pure breeding; a 

matter of infinite importance in a country like ours containing numerous 

races and subspecies of men.”° 

Davenport hoped to craft a super race of Nordics. “Can we build a wall 

high enough around this country,” he asked his colleagues, “so as to keep 

out these cheaper races, or will it be a feeble dam... leaving it to our 

descendants to abandon the country to the blacks, browns and yellows and 

seek and an asylum in New Zealand.”™ 
Man was still evolving, he reasoned, and that evolution could and should 

be to a higher plane. Carnegie funds could accelerate and direct that process. 

“But what are these processes by which man has evolved,” posited 
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Davenport, “and which we should know. . . in hastening his further evolu- 
tion.” He disputed the value of improved conditions for those considered 

genetically inferior. He readily admitted that with schooling, training and 

social benefits, “a person born in the slums can be made a useful man.” But 

that usefulness was limited in the evolutionary scheme of things. No amount 

of book learning, “finer mental stuff” or “intellectual accumulation” would 

transfer to the next generation, he insisted, adding that “permanent 

improvement of the race can only be brought about by breeding the best.”® 
Drawing on his belief in raceology, Davenport offered the Carnegie 

trustees an example he knew would resonate: “We have in this country the 

grave problem of the negro,” he wrote, “a race whose mental development 

is, on the average, far below the average of the Caucasian. Is there a 

prospect that we may through the education of the individual produce an 

improved race so that we may hope at last that the negro mind shall be as 

teachable, as elastic, as original, and as fruitful as the Caucasian’s? Or must 

future generations, indefinitely, start from the same low plane and yield the 

same meager results? We do not know; we have no data. Prevailing ‘opin- 

ion’ says we must face the latter alternative. If this were so, it would be best 

to export the black race at once.” 

Proof was needed to fuel the social plans the eugenicists and their allies 

championed. Davenport was sure he could deliver the proof. “As to a per- 

son to carry out the proposed work,” he wrote Carnegie, “I am ready at the 

present moment to abandon all other plans for this.” To dispel any doubt of 

his devotion, Davenport told the institution, “I propose to give the rest of 

my life unreservedly to this work.”° 
The men of Carnegie were impressed. They said yes. 

* * * 

During 1903, while the esteemed men of the Carnegie Institution were 

readying their adventure into eugenics, Davenport worked to broaden sup- 

port for the perception of American eugenics as a genuine science. Since 

the great men of medicine were, for the most part, devoted to improving 

individual health, not stunting it, few of them wanted to be affiliated with 
the nascent movement. So Davenport instead turned to the great men of 
the stable, the field and the barnyard. 

He found a willing ear at the newly established American Breeders 
Association. ‘The ABA was created in 1903 by the Association of Agricul- 
tural Colleges and Experimental Stations, after four years of preparatory 
effort spurred by a request from the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture. The 
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American government urged animal breeders and seed experts to “join 
hands.” The idea of bringing the two groups together was first suggested 
to Washington in 1899 by the Hybridizer’s Conference in London meet- 
ing under the auspices of the Royal Horticultural Society. In light of 
Mendel’s discoveries about peapods, the American government pushed 
the plan. 

Many breeders were convinced that their emerging Mendelian knowl- 
edge about corn and cattle was equally applicable to the inner quality of 

human beings. A typical declaration came from one New York State 

breeder: “Every race-horse, every straight-backed bull, every premium pig 

tells us what we can do and what we must do for man.... The results of sup- 

pressing the poorest and breeding from the best would be the same for 

them as for cattle and sheep.” 

At the ABAss first annual meeting in St. Louis during the chilly final 

days of December 1903, Davenport was well received and elected to the 

permanent five-man oversight committee. Two organizational sections 

were established: Plants and Animals. But Davenport prevailed upon the 

ABA to add a third group, a so-called Eugenics Committee. The establish- 

ing resolution declared the committee should “devise methods of record- 

ing the values of the blood of individuals, families, people and races.” The 

resolution specified that the goal was to “emphasize the value of superior 

blood and the menace to society of inferior blood.””° 
Eventually, Davenport bluntly confessed to an ABA audience: “Society 

must protect itself; as it claims the right to deprive the murderer of his life, 

so also it may annihilate the hideous serpent of hopelessly vicious proto- 

plasm.” A report to the committee called for broad public awareness 

through “popular magazine articles, in public lectures...in circular letters 

to physicians, teachers, the clergy and legislators.” The report decried 

“such mongrelization as is proceeding on a vast scale in this 

country. ...Shall we not rather take the steps...to dry up the springs that 

feed the torrent of defective and degenerate protoplasm?” In the process, 

the report claimed, the United States would curtail the $100 million in 

annual expenditures for the destitute, insane, feebleminded, defective and 

criminal elements—a group comprised of at least two million people. 

How? The report, circulated to the entire ABA membership and the fed- 

eral government, was explicit: “By segregation during the reproductive 

period or even by sterilization.””! 
Once defectives were eliminated in America, the same methods could 

be employed worldwide. ABA president Willet Hays, who also served as 
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assistant secretary of agriculture, authored an article entitled “Con- 

structive Eugenics” for American Breeders Magazine, in which he proposed 

a global solution to all unwanted races. “Eugenic problems are much the 

same throughout as the problems of plant breeding and animal improve- 

ment,” wrote Hays, adding, “May we not hope to...lop off the defective 

classes below, and also increase the number of the efficient at the top?” His 

suggestion? A massive international numbering convention, assigning 

descriptive eleven-digit “number names” to every man, woman and child 

on earth using census bureaus. By creating a series of nearly 100 billion 

numbers, for an estimated world population of only 1.5 billion, Hays 

hoped to enroll “every person now living, any person of whom there is any 

history, and any person who might be born in the next thousand 

years.... No two persons would have the same number.” These eleven- 

digit “number names” would not only identify the individual, they would 

trace his lineage and assign a genetic rating, expressed as a percentage. 

Methodically, one nation after another would identify its population and 

eliminate the unwanted strains. “Who, except the prudish, would object if 

public agencies gave to every person a lineage number and genetic per- 

centage ratings, that the eugenic value of every family and of every person 

might be available to all who have need of the truth as to the probable effi- 

ciency of the offspring.””” 
On January 19, 1904, the Carnegie Institution formally inaugurated 

what it called the Station for Experimental Evolution of the Carnegie 

Institution at bucolic Cold Spring Harbor. Davenport’s annual salary was 

fixed at $3,500 plus travel expenses. It was a significant compensation pack- 

age for its day. For example, in 1906, the president of the University of 

Florida received only $2,500 per year, and Northwestern University’s 
librarian earned only $1,200.” 

A new building for the experimental station costing $20,000 was 
approved. Everything would be first class, as it should be, endowed by 
Andrew Carnegie’s fortune. The undertaking was not merely funded by 
Carnegie, it was an integral part of the Carnegie Institution itself. Letterhead 
prominently made it clear at the top that the station was wholly part of the 
Carnegie Institution. Moreover, the purse strings would be tightly held with 
the smallest activity being considered in advance and authorized after 
approval. “The sum of $300 [shall] be paid to Prof. Davenport to enable him 
to procure certain animals for the proposed laboratory,” instructed Carnegie’s 
chairman, John Billings, “... provided that he shall furnish properly accept- 
able vouchers for the expenditure of this money.””4 
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Billings was fastidious about record keeping and supervision. He was 

one of America’s most distinguished citizens. Some would eventually call 

him “the father of medical and vital statistics” in the United States. He 
ensured that medical statistics were included in the United States Census of 
1880, and he took a leadership role in drawing up the nation’s vital statistics 

for the censuses of 1890 and 1900. During Billings’s tenure in the Surgeon 

General’s Office, he was considered America’s foremost expert on hygiene.”* 

Billings and the Carnegie Institution would now mobilize their prestige 

and the fortune they controlled to help Davenport usher America into an 

age of a new form of hygiene: racial hygiene. The goal was clear: to elimi- 

nate the inadequate and unfit. Now it was time to search the nation, from 

its busiest metropolises to its most remote regions, methodically identify- 

ing exactly which families were qualified to continue and which were not. 
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CHAPTER 

Hunting the Unfit 

pe Carnegie Institution’s Station for Experimental Evolution at Cold 

Spring Harbor opened for business in 1904. But in the beginning, little 

happened. The experimental station’s first years were devoted to prepara- 

tory work, mostly because Davenport was fundamentally unsure of just 

how he would go about reshaping mankind in his image. “I have little 

notion of just what we shall do,” Davenport confided in a note. “We shall 

reconnoiter the first year.” ! 

So Davenport focused on the basics. Lab animals were purchased: a 

tailless Manx cat, long-tailed fowl, canaries and finches for breeding 

experiments. Hundreds of seeds were acquired for Mendelian exercises. A 

staff was hired, including an animal keeper from Chicago, several research 

associates, an expert in botany and entomology, plus a gardener and a 

librarian. The librarian assembled shelf after shelf of the leading English, 

German and French biology publications: 2,000 books, 1,500 pamphlets, 

and complete sets of twenty-three leading journals, including American 

Journal of Physiology, Canadian Entomologist, Der Zoologische Garten and 

L’Annee Biologique. Associates were recruited from the scholarly ranks of 

Harvard, the University of Chicago, Columbia University and other 

respected institutions to actively research and consult. Corresponding sci- 

entists were attracted from Cambridge, Zurich, Vienna, Leipzig and 

Washington, D.C. to share their latest discoveries from the fields of ento- 

mology, zoology and biology.’ 
Davenport was so busy getting organized that the Carnegie Institution 

did not issue its official announcement about the experimental station until 

more than a year later, in March of 1905.’ 

Indeed, only after Davenport had recruited enough scholars and 

amassed enough academic resources to create an aura of eugenic preemi- 
nence, did he dispatch a letter to Galton, in late October of 1905, inviting 

him to become a so-called “correspondent.” Clearly, Davenport wanted 

43 
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Galton’s name for its marquee value. “Acceptance of this invitation,” 

Davenport wrote, “[is] implying only [a] mutual intention to exchange pub- 

lications and occasionally ideas by letter.” But Galton was reluctant. “You 

do me honor in asking,” Galton scribbled back, “... but I could only accept 

in the understanding that it is an wholly honorary office, involving no duties 

whatever, for I have already more on my head than I can properly manage.” 

That said, Galton asked Davenport to “exercise your own judgment” before 

using his name “under such bald restriction.”* 

During the next two years, Davenport’s new experimental station con- 

fined its breeding data to the lower life forms, such as mice, canaries and 

chickens, and he contributed occasional journal articles, such as one on 

hereditary factors in human eye color.’ 

But how could Davenport translate his eugenic beliefs into social 

action? 
Talk and theories gave way to social intervention at the December 1909 

American Breeders Association meeting in Omaha, Nebraska. Subcom- 

mittees had already been formed for different human defects, such as 

insanity, feeblemindedness, criminality, hereditary pauperism and race 

mongrelization. Davenport encouraged the ABA to escalate decisively 

from pure hereditary research into specific ethnic and racial investigation, 

propaganda and lobbying for legislation. He convinced his fellow breeders 

to expand the small Eugenics Committee to a full-fledged organizational 

section. ABA members voted yes to Davenport’s ideas by a resounding 499 

to 5. Among his leading supporters was Alexander Graham Bell, famous for 

inventing the telephone and researching deafness, but also a dedicated 

sheep breeder and ardent eugenicist.° 

Now the real work began. Davenport and Bell had already devised a so- 

called “Family Record” questionnaire. Bell agreed to use his influence and 
circulate the forms to high schools and colleges. The ABA also agreed to 

distribute five thousand copies. Davenport’s eugenic form asked pointed 

questions about eye defects, deafness and feeblemindedness in any of a sus- 

pect family’s ancestry. Bell wondered why Davenport would not also trace 

the excellence in a suspect family, as well as its defects.’ 

But Davenport was only interested in documenting human defects in 

other races and ethnic groups, not their achievements. He believed that 

inferiority was an inescapable dominant Mendelian trait. Even if a favor- 

able environment produced a superior individual, if that individual derived 

from inferior ethnic or racial stock, his progeny would still constitute a bio- 

logical “menace.”® 
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Davenport’s scientific conclusion was already set in his mind; now he 
craved the justifying data. Even with the data, making eugenics a practical 
and governing doctrine would not be easy. American demographics were 
rapidly transforming. Political realities were shifting. Davenport well 

understood that as more immigrants filed into America’s overcrowded 

political arena, they would vote and wield power. Race politics would 

grow harder and harder to legislate. It mattered not. Davenport was 

determined to prevail against the majority—a majority he neither trusted 
nor respected. 

The inspiration to persevere against a changing world of ethnic diver- 

sity would come weeks later, during a visit to Kent, England. Davenport 

called the experience “one of the most memorable days of my life.” That 

morning, the weather was beautiful and Davenport could not help but walk 

several miles through the bracing English countryside. He found himself at 

Downe House, Darwin’s longtime residence. For an hour, the American 

eugenicist pondered Darwin’s secluded walking paths and gardens. “It is a 

wonderful place,” Davenport wrote, “and seems to me to give the clue to 
Darwin’s strength—solitary thinking out of doors in the midst of nature. I 

would give a good deal for such a walk. ... Then I would build a brick wall 

around it....I know you will laugh at this,” he continued, “but it means 

success in my work as opposed to failure. I must have a convenient, isolated 

place for continuous reflection.” 

Davenport returned to America and began constructing his scientific 

bastion, impervious to outside interference. The first step would be to 

establish the so-called Eugenics Record Office to quietly register the 

genetic backgrounds of all Americans, separating the defective strains from 

the desired lineages. Borrowing nomenclature and charting procedures 

from the world of animal breeding, these family trees would be called pedi- 

grees. Where would the ERO obtain the family details? “They lie hidden,” 

Davenport told his ABA colleagues, “in records of our numerous charity 
organizations, our 42 institutions for the feebleminded, our 115 schools 
and homes for the deaf and blind, our 350 hospitals for the insane, our 

1,200 refuge homes, our 1,300 prisons, our 1,500 hospitals and our 2,500 

almshouses. Our great insurance companies and our college gymnasiums 

have tens of thousands of records of the characters of human bloodlines. 
These records should be studied, their hereditary data sifted out and prop- 

erly recorded on cards, and [then] the cards sent to a central bureau for 

study... [of] the great strains of human protoplasm that are coursing 
10 through the country. 
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At the same time, Davenport wanted to collect pedigrees on eminent, 

racially acceptable families, that is, the ones worth preserving." 

The planned ERO would also agitate among public officials to accept 

eugenic principles even in the absence of scientific support. Legislation 

was to be pressed to enable the forced prevention of unwanted progeny, as 

well as the proliferation by financial incentives of acceptable families. 

Whereas the experimental station would concentrate on quotable genetic 

research, the ERO would transduce that research into governing policy in 

American society. 

In early 1910, just after the impetus for the new eugenics section of the 

American Breeders Association, Davenport swiftly began making his 

Eugenics Record Office a reality. Once more, the undertaking would 

require a large infusion of money. So once again he turned to great wealth. 

Reviewing the names in Long Island’s Who’s Who, Davenport searched for 

likely local millionaires. Going down the list, he stopped at one name: 

“Harriman.” 
E. H. Harriman was legendary. America’s almost mythic railroad mag- 

nate controlled the Union Pacific, Wells Fargo, numerous financial institu- 

tions and one of the nation’s greatest personal fortunes. Davenport knew 

that Harriman craved more than just power and wealth; he fancied himself 

a scientist and a naturalist. The railroad man had financed a famous 
Darwin-style expedition to explore Alaskan glaciers. The so-called “Harri- 

man Expedition” was organized by famous botanist and ornithologist C. 

Hart Merriam, a strong friend of eugenics. In 1907, Merriam had single- 

handedly arranged a private meeting between Davenport's circle of eugeni- 

cists and President Theodore Roosevelt at the president’s Long Island 
retreat. 

Harriman died in 1909, leaving a fabulous estate to his wife, Mary.!* 

Everything connected in Davenport’s mind. He remembered that three 

years earlier, Harriman’s daughter, also named Mary, had enrolled in one of 

Cold Spring Harbor’s summer biology courses. She was so enthusiastic 

about eugenics, her classmates at Barnard College had nicknamed her 

“Eugenia.” Mrs. Harriman was the perfect candidate to endow the Eugen- 

ics Record Office to carry on her husband’s sense of biological exploration, 

and cleanse the nation of racial and ethnic impurity.!° 
Quickly, Davenport began cultivating a relationship with the newly wid- 

owed Mrs. E. H. Harriman. Her very name invoked the image of wealth and 

power wielded by her late husband, but identified her as now possessing the 

power over that purse. Even though the railroad giant’s wife was now being 
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plagued by philanthropic overtures at every turn, Davenport knew just how 
to tug the strings. Skilled in the process, it only took about a month.!¢ 

In early 1910, just days after the ABA elected to launch the Eugenics 
Record Office, Davenport reconnected with his former student about sav- 

ing the social and biologic fabric of the United States. Days later, on 

January 13, Davenport visited Mary to advance the cause. On February 1, 

Davenport logged an entry in his diary: “Spent the evening on a scheme for 

Miss Harriman. Probably time lost.” Two days later, the diary read: “Sent 

off letter to Miss Harriman.” By February 12, Davenport had received an 

encouraging letter from the daughter regarding a luncheon to discuss 

eugenics. On February 16, Davenport’s diary entry recorded: “To Mrs. 

Harriman’s to lunch” and then several hours later, the final celebratory 

notation: “All agreed on the desirability of a larger scheme. A Red Letter 
Day for humanity!” 

Mrs. E. H. Harriman had joined the eugenic crusade. She agreed to cre- 

ate the Eugenics Record Office, purchasing eighty acres of land for its use 

about a half mile from the Carnegie Institution’s experimental station at Cold 

Spring Harbor. She also donated $15,000 per year for operations and would 

eventually provide more than a half million dollars in cash and securities.!* 

Clearly, the ERO seemed like an adjunct to the Carnegie Institution’s 

existing facility. But in fact it would function independently, as a joint proj- 

ect of Mrs. Harriman and the American Breeders Association’s eugenic 

section. “As the aims of the [ABA’s] Committee are strongly involved,” 
Davenport wrote Mrs. Harriman on May 23, 1910, “it is but natural that, 

on behalf of the Committee, I should express its gratitude at the confidence 

you repose in it.”!? 
Indeed, all of Davenport’s numerous and highly detailed reports to Mrs. 

Harriman were written on American Breeders Association eugenic section 

letterhead. Moreover, the ABA’s eugenics committee letterhead itself 

conveyed the impression of a semiofficial U.S. government agency. 

Prominently featured at the top of the stationery were the names of ABA 

president James Wilson, who was also secretary of the Department of 

Agriculture, and ABA secretary W. M. Hays, assistant secretary of the 

Department of Agriculture. In fact, the words “U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Washington D.C.” appeared next to Hays’s name, as a creden- 

tial.2° The project must have seemed like a virtual partnership between 
Mrs. Harriman and the federal government itself.’ 

Although the establishment of the Eugenics Record Office created a sec- 

ond eugenics agency independent of the Carnegie Institution, the two facili- 
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ties together with the American Breeders Association’s eugenic section in 

essence formed an interlocking eugenic directorate headquartered at Cold 

Spring Harbor. Davenport ruled all three entities. Just as he scrupulously 

reported to Carnegie trustees in Washington about the experimental station, 

and ABA executives about its eugenic section, Davenport continuously 

deferred to Mrs. Harriman as the money behind his new ERO. Endless oper- 

ational details, in-depth explanations regarding the use of cows to generate 

milk for sale at five cents per quart to defray the cost of a caretaker, plans to 

plant small plots of hay and corn, and requests to spend $10 on hardware and 

$50 on painting—they were all faithfully reported to Mrs. Harriman for her 

approval.” It gave her the sense that she was not only funding a eugenic insti- 

tution, but micromanaging the control center for the future of humanity. 

While the trivialities of hay and hardware consumed report after report 

to Mrs. Harriman, the real purpose of the facility was never out of anyone’s 

mind. For example, in his May 23, 1910 report to Mrs. Harriman, 

Davenport again recited the ERO’s mission: “The furtherance of your and 

its [the ABA’s] ideal to develop to the utmost the work of the physical and 

social regeneration of our beloved country [through] the application... of 

ascertained biological principles.” Among the first objectives, Davenport 

added, was “the segregation of imbeciles during the reproductive period.” 

No definition of “imbeciles” was offered. In addition, he informed Mrs. 

Harriman, “This office has addressed to the Secretary of State of each State 

a request for a list of officials charged with the care of imbeciles, insane, 

criminals, and paupers, so as to be in a position to move at once. .. as soon as 

funds for a campaign are available. I feel sure that many states can be 

induced to contribute funds for the study of the blood lines that furnish 

their defective and delinquent classes if only the matter can be properly 

brought to their attention.””3 

Referring to the increase in “defective and delinquent classes” that wor- 

ried so many of America’s wealthy, Davenport ended his May 23 report by 

declaring, “The tide is rising rapidly; I only regret that I can do so little.”?* 
Davenport could not do it alone. Fundamentally, he was a scientist who 

preferred to remain in the rarefied background, not a ground-level activist 

who could systemize the continuous, around-the-clock, county-by-county 

and state-by-state excavation of human data desired. He could not prod the 

legislatures and regulatory agencies into proliferating the eugenic laws 

envisioned. The eugenics movement needed a lieutenant to work the 
trenches—someone with ceaseless energy, a driven man who would never 
be satisfied. Davenport had the perfect candidate in mind. 
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e 
I am quite convinced,” Davenport wrote Mrs. Harriman, “that Mr. 

Laughlin is our man.””° 

* * * 

Fifty-five miles west of where northeast Missouri meets the Mississippi 

River, rolling foothills and hickory woodlands veined with lush streams 

finally yield to the undulating prairie that seats the town of Kirksville. In 

colonial times, mound-building Indians and French trappers prowled this 

region’s vast forests hunting beaver, bear and muskrat pelts. After the 

Louisiana Purchase in 1803, only the sturdiest pioneers settled what 

became known as the state of Missouri. Kirksville was a small rural town in 
its northeast quadrant, serving as the intellectual and medical center of its 

surrounding agricultural community.”° 
In 1891, the Laughlin clan was among the tough middle-class pioneer 

families that settled in Kirksville, hoping to make a life. George Laughlin, a 

deeply religious college professor, migrated from Kansas to become pastor 

at Kirksville’s Christian Church. The next year, the classically trained 

Laughlin was hired as chairman of the English Department of the Normal 

School, the area’s main college.” Quickly, the Laughlins became a leading 
family of Kirksville. 

In a modest home on East Harrison Street, the elder Laughlin raised ten 

children including five sons, one of whom was Harry Hamilton Laughlin. 

Young Harry was expected to behave like a “preacher’s kid,” even though his 

father was a college professor and no longer a clergyman. Preacher’s kid or 

not, Harry was prone to youthful pranks and was endearingly nicknamed 

“Hi Yi” by his siblings. Once, on a sibling dare, Harry swung an axe at his 

younger brother Earl’s hand, which was poised atop a chopping block. One 

of Earl’s fingers was nearly severed, but was later reattached.’® 
Ancestry and social progress were both important in the Laughlin 

household. Reverend Laughlin could trace his lineage back to England and 

Germany, and it included U.S. President James Madison. His mother, 

Deborah, a Temperance League activist, acknowledged that her great- 

grandfather was a soldier in the English Light Dragoons during colonial 

times.”? 
When a well-educated Harry Laughlin graduated from college, he saw 

himself destined for greater things. Unfortunately, opportunity did not 
approach. So Laughlin became a teacher at a desolate one-room school- 
house in nearby Livonia, Missouri. Life in Livonia was an unhappy one for 

Laughlin. He had to walk through a small stream just to reach the front 
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door of the schoolhouse. Laughlin referred to his ramshackle school as 

being “20 miles from any civilized animal.” Sneering at the locals, he 

wrote, “People here are 75 years behind the times.” Laughlin denigrated 

his students as “very dull” and admitted to “a forced smile” when he wasn’t 

erumbling.*° 

Laughlin returned to Kirksville at his first chance. Initially, he hired on 

as principal of the local high school in 1900. However, he soon advanced to 

the Department of Agriculture, Botany and Nature at his college alma 

mater, the Normal School. His wife Pansy had also graduated from there. 

Hence, it was where Laughlin felt most comfortable. Indeed, despite the 

wide travels and illustrious circles he ultimately attained, Laughlin always 

considered simple Kirksville his true home and refuge.’! 

Still, Laughlin was convinced his days at Normal were temporary. A 

political dreamer, Laughlin had already drafted the first of numerous out- 

lines for a one-world government comprised of six continental jurisdic- 

tions, complete with an international parliament apportioning seats in 

favor of the hereditarily superior nations. In Laughlin’s world scheme, the 

best stocks would rule. Laughlin submitted his detailed plans to heads of 

state and opinion makers, but to no avail. No one paid attention.” 
Highfalutin proposals for a personally crafted world order were only 

the outward manifestations of a man who desperately sought to make a 

mark, and not just any mark, but an incandescent mark visible to all. In pur- 

suit of this, Laughlin spent a lifetime submitting his writings on everything 

from politics to thoroughbred horseracing to world leaders and influential 

personalities, seeking favorable comments, approval and recognition. And 

if none of that was possible, just a simple “thank you” would do. 

It was not unusual for Laughlin to mail an obscure journal article or sci- 

entific paper to dozens of perfect strangers in high places, soliciting any 

measure of written approbation. These reply letters typed on important 

letterheads were then filed and cherished. Many were little more than 

polite but depthless two-sentence acknowledgments written by well-placed 

people who scarcely understood why they had been contacted. For exam- 

ple, Laughlin sent one immigration study to dozens of embassies, newspa- 

per editors, business tycoons and private foundation leaders seeking 

comment. The Columbian Ambassador to Washington formally wrote 

back: “I take pleasure in acknowledging receipt of...the books...which I 

will be glad to look over.” The editor of Foreign Affairs magazine issued a 

curt two-sentence thank you, indicating, “It will be useful in our reference 

files.” An assistant in Henry Ford’s office dashed off a two-sentence pro 
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forma note, “We... wish to take this opportunity of thanking you on behalf 
of Mr. Ford for the copy of your work... .”33 

Self-promotion was a way of life for Laughlin.34+ But no matter how 
high his station, it was never high enough. “If I can’t be great,” Laughlin 
once confessed to his mother, at least “I can certainly do much good.”35 

Laughlin’s desperate quest for greatness turned a historic corner on 

May 17, 1907, when he wrote to Davenport asking to attend one of Cold 

Spring Harbor’s continuing summer biology courses. His application was 

immediately approved.*° The relationship between Davenport and 
Laughlin finally ignited in January of 1909 when both men attended the 

American Breeders Association meeting in Columbia, Missouri.>” The next 
year, after Mrs. Harriman approved the ERO, Laughlin was Davenport’s 

number one choice. 
Within Davenport’s grandiose ideas about reshaping mankind, 

Laughlin could both find a niche and secure personal gratification. 
Working in the eugenics movement, with his notions of a one-world gov- 

ernment, Laughlin might achieve a destiny he could barely imagine in any 

other endeavor. 
Davenport understood Laughlin’s deeply personal needs. As such, he 

structured Laughlin’s employment to be more than just a career. The 

Eugenics Record Office would become Laughlin’s life—from morning to 

night and into the next morning. Laughlin found such rigor comforting; it 

represented a personal acceptance he’d never known. Davenport had cer- 

tainly chosen the right man. 
Stressing to Mrs. Harriman that the ERO’s task was a long-term proj- 

ect, Davenport proposed that Laughlin be hired for at least ten years. 

Laughlin’s residence would actually be on the grounds of the Eugenics 

Record Office, and his title would be “superintendent.” Davenport under- 

stood human nature. The very title “superintendent” was reminiscent of 

railroad station managers, the kind who had catered to Mrs. Harriman’s 

late husband’s steel-tracked empire. “Do you wish first to see Mr. 

Laughlin,” Davenport asked Mrs. Harriman with apparent deference, but 

quickly added, “or do you authorize me to offer Mr. Laughlin $2,400 for 

the first year?”38 
Mrs. Harriman approved. Davenport notified Laughlin. The campaign 

to create a superior race would soon be launched. 

* * * 
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By late 1910 the Laughlins had arrived at Cold Spring Harbor to open the 

facility. They lived on the second floor of the ERO’s main building, where 

they enjoyed four large rooms and a fifth smaller one. Laughlin would have 

continuous access to the library, dining room and kitchen adjacent to the 

main business area on the first floor. He would eat and sleep eugenics. 

Working fastidiously on the smallest details of the ERO’s establishment, it 

was not uncommon to find him in the office seven days a week including 

most holidays.*? 

The Eugenics Record Office went into high gear even before the doors 

opened in October of 1910. Its first mission was to identify the most defec- 

tive and undesirable Americans, estimated to be at least 10 percent of the 

population. This 10 percent was sometimes nicknamed the “submerged 

tenth” or the lower tenth. At the time, this amounted to millions of 

Americans. When found, they would be subjected to appropriate eugenic 

remedies to terminate their bloodlines. Various remedies were debated, but 

the leading solutions were compulsory segregation and forced sterilization.” 
No time was wasted. During the ERO’s preparatory summer months, a 

dozen field workers, mainly women, were recruited to canvas prisons and 

mental institutions, establishing good working relationships with their 

directors. The first junket on July 15, 1910, proved to be typical. First, field 

workers visited the notorious prison at Ossining, New York, known as Sing 

Sing, where they were granted a complete tour of the “hereditary crimi- 

nals” they would be studying. After Sing Sing, the group traveled to the 

State Asylum at Matteawan, New York, where Superintendent Lamb 

promised to open all patient records to help “demonstrate at once the 

hereditary basis of criminal insanity.” An albino family was then examined 

in nearby Millerton, New York. The eugenic investigators ended their out- 

ing at a school for the feebleminded in Lakeville, Connecticut. In Lake- 

ville, once again, “the records were turned over to us,” Davenport reported 

to Mrs. Harriman, enabling the “plotting on a map of Connecticut the dis- 

tribution of birth-places of inmates.” None of the institutions hesitated to 

turn over their confidential records to the private ERO—even before the 

agency opened its doors.*! 
After a few weeks of training in eugenic characteristics and principles, 

Laughlin’s enthusiastic ERO field investigators swept across the eastern 

seaboard. Their mission was to identify those perceived as genetically infe- 

rior, as well as their extended families and their geographic concentrations. 

By pegging hotspot origins of defectives, eugenic cleansing priorities could 

be established. By no means was this a campaign directed solely against 
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racial groups, but rather against any individual or group—white or black— 
considered physically, medically, morally, culturally or socially inadequate 

in the eyes of Davenport and Laughlin. Often there was no racial or cul- 

tural consistency to the list of those targeted. The genuinely lame, insane 

and deformed were lumped in with the troubled, the unfortunate, the dis- 

advantaged and those who were simply “different,” thus creating a giant 

eugenic underclass simply labeled “the unfit.” 

The hunt began. 

ERO researcher A. H. Estabrook traveled to western Massachusetts 
and Connecticut to collect family trees on albino families. He was then 

“attached” to the State Asylum at Matteawan to research criminal insanity. 

Thereafter, Laughlin assigned him to search for “degenerates in the iso- 

lated valleys around the upper Hudson [River].” Estabrook developed 35 

pages of pedigrees and 168 pages of personal descriptions in his first forays, 

but Laughlin became most interested in one “large family with much inter- 

marriage that promises to be as interesting as the Juke or Zero family.” 

Mary Drange-Graebe was assigned to Chicago where she worked with 

the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute under Dr. William Healy. After four 

months in Chicago, she was reassigned to track down the so-called Ishmael 

clan of nomadic criminals and vagabonds in and around Indianapolis. The 
tribe of racially mixed white gypsies, Islamic blacks and American Indians 

had been described years earlier in the study The Tribe of Ishmael: a Study in 

Social Degeneration, as a prime example of genetic criminality. This book 

had become a fundamental text for all eugenics. Now the ERO considered 

the book, written a generation earlier, as “too advanced for the times.” So 

Drange-Graebe would resume tracing the family lineages of the infamous 

Ishmaelites. Within months, she had assembled 77 pages of family pedi- 

grees and 873 pages of individual descriptions.¥ 
Criminal behavior was hardly a prerequisite for the ERO’s scrutiny. 

Field worker Amey Eaton was assigned to Lancaster County, Pennsyl- 

vania, to report on the Amish. Buggy-riding Amish folk, the most conser- 

vative wing of Mennonite Christians, were among the most law-abiding, 
courteous and God-fearing people in America. But they were also known 

for their unshakable pacifism, their peculiar refusal to adopt industrial 

technology and their immutable clannishness. This made them different. 

“In this small sect,” Laughlin reported, “considerable intermarriage has 

occurred. These people kindly cooperated in our efforts to learn 

whether... these consanguineous [family-linked] marriages had resulted in 

defective offspring.”** 
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The ERO’s sights were broad, so their workers continued fanning out. 

Helen Reeves sought records of so-called feebleminded patients in various 

New Jersey institutions. Another researcher was sent to trawl the files of 

the special genealogy collection of the New York Public Library, looking 

for family ties to unfit individuals. Various hospitals around the country 

were scoured, yielding records on eighty immigrant families with 

Huntington’s chorea, a devastating disease of the central nervous system. 

Even when Davenport vacationed in Maine, he used the occasion to visit 

the area’s islands and peninsulas to record the deleterious effects of inter- 

marriage in groups considered unfit. Idyllic Washington and Hancock 

counties in Maine were of particular interest.¥ 

Epileptics were a high-priority target for Laughlin and the ERO. Field 

worker Florence Danielson was dispatched to collect the family trees of 

epileptics at Monson State Hospital for Epileptics in Massachusetts. 

Monson had previously been an almshouse or poorhouse. In line with 

eugenic thought, Monson’s administrators believed that epilepsy and 

poverty were genetically linked.” 
Laughlin dispatched a second ERO investigator, Sadie Deavitt, to the 

New Jersey State Village for Epileptics at Skillman to chart individual pedi- 

grees. At Skillman, Deavitt deftly interviewed patients and their families 

about the supposed traits of their relatives and ancestors. The ERO’s scien- 

tific regimen involved ascribing various qualities and characteristics to 

epileptic patient family members, living or dead. These qualities included 

medical characteristics such as “deaf” or “blind,” as well as strictly social 
factors such as “wanderer, tramp, confirmed runaway” and “criminal.”*” 

The definition of “criminal” was never delineated; it included a range of 
infractions from vagrancy to serious felony. 

Miss Deavitt employed warmth and congeniality to extract family and 

acquaintance descriptions from unsuspecting patients, family members and 

friends. A New Jersey State instructive report explained, “The investigator 

visits the patients in their cottages. She does this in the way of a friendly 

visit and leads the patient on to tell all he can about his friends and relatives, 

especially as to addresses. Often they bring her their letters to read and 
from these she gleans considerable information. Then comes the visit to 

the [family’s] home. It is the visitor’s recent and personal knowledge of the 

patient that often assures her of a cordial welcome.” By deftly gaining the 

confidence of one family member and friend after another, Miss Deavitt 

was able to map family trees with various social and medical qualities 

penned in with special codes. “Sx” meant “sexual pervert”; “im” stood for ? 
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“ammoral.”** None of the hundreds of people interviewed knew they were 
being added to a list of candidates for sterilization or segregation in special 
camps or farms. 

Laughlin and the ERO focused heavily on the epileptic menace because 
they believed epilepsy and “feeblemindedness” were inextricably linked in 
human nature. Indeed, they often merged statistics on epileptic patients 

with those of the feebleminded to create larger combined numbers. The 

term “feeblemindedness” was never quite defined; its meaning varied from 

place to place, and even situation to situation. The eugenically damning 

classification certainly included genuine cases of severely retarded individ- 

uals who could not care for themselves, but it also swept up those who were 

simply shy, stuttering, poor at English, or otherwise generally nonverbal, 

regardless of their true intellect or talent.*? Feeblemindedness was truly in 
the eye of the beholder and frequently depended upon the dimness or 

brightness of a particular moment. 

But there was little room for gray in Laughlin’s world. To accelerate the 

campaign against epileptics, Laughlin distributed to hospital and institu- 

tional directors a special thirty-page bulletin, filled with dense scientific 

documentation, number-filled columns, family charts and impressive 

Mendelian principles warning about the true nature of epilepsy. The bul- 

letin, entitled “A First Study of Inheritance of Epilepsy,” and first pub- 

lished in the Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, was authored by 

Davenport and a doctor employed by New Jersey’s epileptic village. The 

treatise asserted conclusively that epilepsy and feeblemindedness were 

manifestations of a common defect, due to “the absence of a protoplasmic 

factor that determines complete nervous development.” The bulletin 

emphasized that the genetic menace extended far beyond the family into 

the so-called genetic “fraternity,” or the lineages of everyone related to 

every person who was considered epileptic. The more such “tainted” 

defectives were allowed to reproduce, the more numerous their epileptic 

and feebleminded descendants would become. In one example, the 

research declared that “in 28 families of normal parents of epileptic chil- 

dren every one shows evidence of mental weakness.”*° 

The ERO dismissed the well-known traumatic causes of epilepsy or 

insanity, such as a fall or severe blow to the head, in favor of hereditary fac- 
tors. In one typical insanity case originally blamed on a fall, the bulletin 

explained, “This defect may be purely traumatic but, on the other hand, he 

has an epileptic brother and a feeble-minded niece so there was probably 
an innate weakness and the fall is invoked as a convenient ‘cause.””*! 
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Strikingly, the ERO’s definition of epilepsy itself was so sweeping that it 

covered not only people plagued by seizures, but also those suffering from 

migraine headaches and even brief fainting spells possibly due to exhaus- 

tion, heat stroke or other causes. “Epilepsy is employed in this paper,” 

Davenport wrote, “in a wide sense to include not only cases of well-marked 

convulsions, but also cases in which there has been only momentary loss of 

consciousness.”°? 

The prospect of epileptics in the population would haunt Laughlin for 

decades as he feverishly launched every effort to identify them. Once he 

identified them, Laughlin wanted to neutralize their ability to reproduce. 

The ERO’s epilepsy bulletin concluded: “The most effective mode of pre- 

venting the increase of epileptics that society would probably countenance 

is the segregation during the reproductive period of all epileptics.”°? 

America’s geography was diverse. Since the western regions of the 

United States were still being settled, the ERO understood that many fam- 

ily trees in those regions would be incomplete. Indeed, many people moved 

out West precisely because they wanted to begin a new life detached from 

their former existence. Public records in western locales often lacked infor- 
mation about extended family and ancestry. Overcoming the challenge of 

documenting the population of a vast continent with only broken bits of 

family data, the ERO promised that “the office is now prepared to index 

any material, no matter how fragmentary or how extensive, concerning the 

transmission of biological traits in man; and it seeks to become the deposi- 

tory of such material.” To that end, the ERO contacted “the heads of all 

institutions in the United States concerned with abnormal individuals.”** 
Extending beyond the reach of his field workers, Laughlin promised 

the eugenics movement that the ERO would register information on all 

Americans no matter where they lived to “[prevent] the production of 

defective persons.” While defectives were to be eliminated, the superior 

families were to be increased. The eugenics movement would seek out and 

list “men of genius” and “special talents,” and then advocate that those 

families receive special entitlements, such as financial rewards and other 

benefits for increased reproduction.** Eventually, the superior race would 

be more numerous and would control American society. At some point, 

they alone would comprise American society. 

The eugenic visions offered by Davenport and Laughlin pleased the 

movement’s wealthy sponsors. On January 19, 1911, Andrew Carnegie 

doubled the Carnegie Institution’s endowment with an additional ten mil- 
lion dollars for all its diverse programs, including eugenics. Mrs. Harriman 
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increased her enthusiastic grants. John D. Rockefeller’s fortune also con- 
tributed to the funding. A Rockefeller philanthropic official became “much 
interested in eugenics and seems willing to help Dr. Davenport’s work,” 
reported one eugenic leader to Mrs. Harriman in a handwritten letter. “His 

preference is to give a small sum at first... raising the amount as the work 
advances.” Initial Rockefeller contributions amounted to just $21,650 in 

cash and were earmarked to defray field worker expenses. But the highly 

structured Rockefeller philanthropic entities donated more than just cash; 

they provided personnel and organizational support, as well as the visible 
name of Rockefeller.*° 

Clearly, eugenics and its goal of purifying America’s population was 

already more than just a complex of unsupported racist theorems and pro- 

nouncements. Eugenics was nothing less than an alliance between biologi- 

cal racism and mighty American power, position and wealth against the 

most vulnerable, the most marginal and the least empowered in the nation. 

The eugenic crusaders had successfully mobilized America’s strong against 

America’s weak. More eugenic solutions were in store. 

* * * 

On May 2 and May 3, 1911, in Palmer, Massachusetts, the research com- 

mittees of the ABA’s eugenic section adopted a resolution creating a special 

new committee. “Resolved: that the chair appoint a committee commis- 

sioned to study and report on the best practical means for cutting off the 

defective germ-plasm of the American population.” Laughlin was the spe- 

cial committee’s secretary. He and his colleagues would recruit an advisory 

panel from among the country’s most esteemed authorities in the social and 

political sciences, medicine and jurisprudence. The advisory panel eventu- 

ally included surgeon Alexis Carrel, M.D., of the Rockefeller Institute for 
Medical Research, who would months later win the Nobel Prize for 

Medicine; O. P. Austin, chief of the Bureau of Statistics in Washington, 

D.C.; physiologist W. B. Cannon and immigration expert Robert 

DeCourcy Ward, both from Harvard; psychiatrist Stewart Paton from 

Princeton; public affairs professor Irving Fisher from Yale; political econo- 

mist James Field from the University of Chicago; renowned attorney Louis 
Marshall; and numerous other eminent men of learning.” 

Commencing July 15, 1911, Laughlin and the main ABA committee 

members met at Manhattan’s prestigious City Club on West Forty-fourth 

Street. During a number of subsequent conferences, they carefully debated 

the “problem of cutting off the supply of defectives,” and systematically 
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plotted a bold campaign of “purging the blood of the American people of 

the handicapping and deteriorating influences of these anti-social classes.” 

Ten groups were eventually identified as “socially unfit” and targeted for 

“elimination.” First, the feebleminded; second, the pauper class; third, the 

inebriate class or alcoholics; fourth, criminals of all descriptions including 

petty criminals and those jailed for nonpayment of fines; fifth, epileptics; 

sixth, the insane; seventh, the constitutionally weak class; eighth, those pre- 

disposed to specific diseases; ninth, the deformed; tenth, those with defec- 

tive sense organs, that is, the deaf, blind and mute. In this last category, 

there was no indication of how severe the defect need be to qualify; no dis- 

tinction was made between blurry vision or bad hearing and outright blind- 

ness or deafness.°® 
Not content to eliminate those deemed unfit by virtue of some malady, 

transgression, disadvantage or adverse circumstance, the ABA committee 

targeted their extended families as well. Even if those relatives seemed per- 

fectly normal and were not institutionalized, the breeders considered them 

equally unfit because they supposedly carried the defective germ-plasm that 

might crop up in a future generation. The committee carefully weighed the 

relative value of “sterilizing all persons with defective germ-plasm,” or just 

“sterilizing only degenerates.” The group agreed that “defective and poten- 

tial parents of defectives not in institutions” were also unacceptable.°? 
Normal persons of the wrong ancestry were particularly unwanted. 

“There are many others of equally unworthy personality and hereditary 

qualities,” wrote Laughlin, “who have...never been committed to institu- 

tions.” He added, “There are many parents who, in many cases, may them- 

selves be normal, but who produce defective offspring. This great mass of 

humanity is not only a social menace to the present generation, but it har- 

bors the potential parenthood of the social misfits of our future genera- 

tions.” Davenport had consistently emphasized that “a person who by all 

physical and mental examinations is normal may lack in half his germ cells 

the determiner for complete development. In some respects, such a person 

is more undesirable in the community than the idiot, (who will probably not 

reproduce), or the low-grade imbecile who will be recognized as such.” 
How many people did the eugenics movement target for countermea- 

sures? Prioritizing those in custodial care—from poor houses to hospitals 

to prisons—the unfit totaled close to a million. An additional three million 

people were “equally defective, but not under the state’s care.” Finally, the 

group focused on the so-called “borderline,” some seven million people, 

who “are of such inferior blood, and are so interwoven in kinship with 
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those still more defective, that they are totally unfitted to become parents 
of useful citizens.” Laughlin insisted, “If they mate with a higher level, they 
contaminate it; if they mate with the still lower levels, they bolster them up 
a little only to aid them to continue their unworthy kind.” The estimated 
first wave alone totaled nearly eleven million Americans, or more than 10 
percent of the existing population.*! 

Eleven million would be only the beginning. Laughlin readily admitted 

that his first aim was at “ten percent of the total population, but even this is 

arbitrary.” Eugenics would then turn its attention to the extended families 

deemed perfectly normal but still socially unfit. Those numbers would 

add many million more. 

Indeed, the eugenicists would push further, attempting a constantly 

upward genetic spiral in their insatiable quest for the super race. The 

movement intended to constantly identify the lowest levels of even the 

acceptable population and then terminate those families as well. “It will 

always be desirable,” wrote Laughlin on behalf of the committee, “in the 

interests of still further advancement to cut off the lowest levels, and 

encourage high fecundity among the more gifted.”® 
The committee was always keenly aware that their efforts could be 

deemed unconstitutional. Legal fine points were argued to ensure that any 

eugenical countermeasure not “be considered as a second punishment... 

or as a cruel or unusual punishment.” The eugenic committee hoped to cir- 

cumvent the courts and due process, arguing that “sterilization of degener- 

ates, or especially of criminals, [could] be legitimately effected through the 

exercise of police functions.” In an ideal world, a eugenics board or com- 

mission would unilaterally decide which families would be the targets of . 

eugenic procedures. The police would simply enforce their decisions.” 

Human rights attorney Louis Marshall, the committee’s main legal 
advisor, opined that eugenic sterilization might be legal if ordered by the 

original sentencing judge for criminals. But to venture beyond criminals, 

he wrote, targeting the weak, the diseased and their relatives, would proba- 

bly be unconstitutional. “I understand that the operation of vasectomy is 
painless,” wrote Marshall, “... other than to render it impossible for him to 

have progeny.... The danger, however, is that it might be inflicted upon 

one who is not a habitual criminal, who might have been the victim of cir- 

cumstances and who could be reformed. To deprive such an individual of 

all hope of progeny would approach closely to the line of cruel and unusual 

punishment. There are many cases where juvenile offenders have been ren- 

dered habitual criminals who subsequently became exemplary citizens... 
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the very fact that they exist would require the exercise of extreme caution in 

determining whether such a punishment is constitutional.” 

Marshall added with vagueness, “Unless justified by a conviction for 

crime, it [eugenical sterilization] would be a wanton and unauthorized act 

and an unwarranted deprivation of the liberty of the citizen. In order to jus- 

tify it, the person upon whom the operation is to be performed has, there- 

fore, the right to insist upon his right to due process of law. That right is 

withheld if the vasectomy is directed... by a board or commission, which 

acts upon its own initiative. ...I fear that the public is not as yet prepared to 

deal with this problem.” 
But Laughlin and his fellow breeders envisioned eugenical measures 

beyond mere sterilization. To multiply the genetically desired bloodlines, 

they suggested polygamy and systematic mating. Additional draconian 

remedies that were proposed to cut off defective germ-plasm included 

restrictive marriage laws, compulsory birth control and forced segregation 

for life—or at least until the reproductive years had passed. Davenport 

believed mass segregation or incarceration of the feebleminded during 

their entire reproductive years, if “carried out thoroughly” would wipe out 

most defectives within fifteen to thirty years. All the extra property 

acquired to incarcerate the inmates could be sold off for cash. As part of any 

long-term incarceration program, the patient could be released if he or she 

willingly submitted to sterilization “just prior to release.” This was viewed 

as a central means of bypassing the need for a court order or even a com- 

mission decision. These sterilizations could then be called “voluntary.”°’ 
One option went further than any other. It was too early to implement. 

However, point eight of the American Breeders Association plan called for 

euthanasia.® 
Despite the diversity of proposals, the group understood that of the 

various debated remedies, the American public was only ready for one: 

sterilization. The committee’s tactic would be to convince America at large 

that “eugenics is a long-time investment” appealing to “far-sighted patri- 

ots.” The agenda to terminate defective bloodlines was advocated and its 

underlying science was trumpeted as genuine, even as the committee con- 

fessed in their own summary report, “our knowledge is, as yet, so limited.” 

Laughlin and his colleagues pursued their mission even as the original 

Galtonian eugenicists in London publicly declared they were “fully con- 

scious of the slenderness of their data.” American eugenicists pressed on 

even as Pearson of the Eugenics Laboratory openly quoted criticism by a 

fellow of the Royal Statistical Society, “The educated man and the scientist 
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is as prone as any other to become the victim... of his prejudices.... He 

will in defence thereof make shipwreck of both the facts of science and the 
methods of science... by perpetrating every form of fallacy, inaccuracy and 

distortion.”®’ America’s eugenicists continued even as their elite leaders 

acknowledged, “public sentiment demanding action was absent.””° 
Laughlin and the American eugenics movement were undeterred by 

their own lack of knowledge, lack of scientific evidence, and even the pro- 

found lack of public support. The crusade would continue. In their eyes, 

the future of humanity—or their version of it—was at stake. 

Moreover, America’s eugenicists were not satisfied with merely cleans- 

ing the United States of its defectives. The movement’s view was global. 

The last of eighteen points circulated by Laughlin’s committee was entitled 

“International Cooperation.” Its intent was unmistakable. The ERO would 

undertake studies “looking toward the possible application of the steriliza- 

tion of defectives in foreign countries, together with records of any such 

operations.” Point eighteen made clear that Laughlin’s ERO and the 

American eugenics movement intended to turn their sights on “the extent 

and nature of the problem of the socially inadequate in foreign countries.””! 
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CHAPTER 5 

Legitimizing Raceology 

vee Galton’s eugenic principles migrated across the ocean to America, 

Kansas physician F. Hoyt Pilcher became the first in modern times to 

castrate to prevent procreation. In the mid-1890s, Dr. Pilcher, superintend- 

ent of the Kansas Home for the Feebleminded, surgically asexualized fifty- 

eight children. Pilcher’s procedure was undertaken without legal sanction. 

Once discovered, Kansas citizens broadly condemned his actions, demand- 

ing he stop. The Kansas Home’s embattled board of trustees suspended 

Pilcher’s operations, but staunchly defended his work. The board defiantly 

proclaimed, “Those who are now criticizing Dr. Pilcher will, in a few years, 

be talking of erecting a monument to his memory.” Later, Pilcher’s national 

association of institution directors praised him as “courageous” and as a 

“pioneer, strong [enough] to face ignorance and prejudice.”! 

Enter Dr. Harry Clay Sharp, physician at the Indiana Reformatory at 

Jeffersonville. Sharp earned his medical degree in 1893. Two years later, he 

was hired by the Indiana Reformatory as its doctor. The Indiana 

Reformatory, the state’s first prison, was proud of its progressive sanitation 

and medical policies. Sharp was already performing extralegal medical cas- 

trations to cure convicts of masturbation. In early 1899, he read an article in 

the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) by distinguished 

Chicago physician Albert John Ochsner, who later cofounded the American 

College of Surgeons. Dr. Ochsner advocated compulsory vasectomy of pris- 

oners “to eliminate all habitual criminals from the possibility of having chil- 

dren.” In this way, Ochsner hoped to reduce not only the number of “born 

criminals” but also “chronic inebriates, imbeciles, perverts and paupers.”” 

Sharp combined Ochsner’s idea with a second suggestion by another 

Chicago doctor, Daniel R. Brower. Brower read a paper before the 

American Medical Society, reprinted in JAMA, similarly urging that 
someone employ vasectomy on convicts to prevent the propagation of a 

criminal class.’ 

63 
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Sharp was willing to be that someone. In October of 1899, he became 

the first in the world to impose vasectomy on a person in custody. A nine- 

teen-year-old Indiana Reformatory prisoner complained of excessive mas- 

turbation, and Sharp used the opportunity. After disinfecting the prisoner’s 

scrotum, the doctor made a one-inch incision, severed the ducts, and then 

buried a stitch. Sharp was pleased with his work. During the next several 

years, he performed the same operation on scores of additional inmates, 

becoming the world expert in human sterilization. Each operation took 

about three minutes. Anesthetic was not used for subsequent operations.* 

The Indiana prison doctor proudly lectured his colleagues about the 

procedure’s advantages in a 1902 article in the New York Medical fournal. 

He presented the surgery strictly as a tool for human breeding. Quoting an 

old essay, Sharp railed: “We make choice of the best rams for our 

sheep ...and keep the best dogs... how careful then should we be in beget- 

ting of children!” 
Sharp’s article described his method in instructive, clinical detail. Yet 

involuntary sterilization was still not legal, and was thought by many to be 

unconstitutional. So he urged his fellow institutional doctors to lobby for 

both restrictive marriage laws and legal authority for every institutional 

director in every state to “render every male sterile who passes its portals, 

whether it be an almshouse, insane asylum, institute for the feeble minded, 

reformatory or prison.” Sharp declared that widespread sterilization was 

the only “rational means of eradicating from our midst a most dangerous 

and hurtful class. ... Radical methods are necessary.”° 

It is no wonder that the world was first prompted to embrace forced 

sterilization by Indiana. Within the state’s mainly rural turn-of-the-century 

population existed a small but potent epicenter of radical eugenic agitation. 

For decades, Indiana law provided for the compulsory servitude of its pau- 

pers. They could be farmed out to the highest bidder. Unwashed homeless 

bands wandering through Indiana were reviled by many within charitable 

circles as genetically defective, and beyond help.’ 

Reverend Oscar McCulloch, pastor of Indianapolis’s Plymouth 

Congregational Church, was known as a leading reformer and advocate of 

public charity. Ironically, McCulloch actually harbored an intense hatred of 

paupers and the displaced. He was greatly influenced by the publication of 

Dugdale’s The Jukes, which traced a Hudson Valley family of paupers and 

criminals as a living example of the need to improve social conditions. But 

McCulloch was foremost among those who twisted Dugdale’s work from a 
cry for social action into a vicious hereditary indictment.® 
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McCulloch went even farther, adding his own genealogical investiga- 
tion of Indiana’s thieving vagabonds, the so-called Tribe of Ishmael. He 
proffered their stories as further scientific proof of degeneration among the 
impoverished. McCulloch preached to his fellow reformers at the 1888 

National Conference of Charities and Corrections that paupers were noth- 

ing more than biologically preordained “parasites” suffering from an irre- 

versible hereditary condition. By 1891, McCulloch had become president 

of the National Conference of Charities and Corrections, further ingrain- 

ing his degeneracy theories upon the nation’s charity and prison officials, 

who were only too quick to accept.’ 

Reverend McCulloch’s outspoken sermons and investigations of the 

Ishmael tribe drew the attention of another leading Indianian, biologist 

David Starr Jordan, president of the University of Indiana. Convinced that 

paupers were indeed parasites, as McCulloch so fervently claimed, Jordan 

lectured his students and faculty to accept that some men were “dwarfs in 

body and mind.” Quickly, Jordan became America’s first eminent eugenic 

theorist. His 1902 book, Blood of a Nation, first articulated the concept of 

“blood” as the immutable basis for race. He readily proclaimed, “The pau- 

per is the victim of heredity, but neither Nature nor Society recognizes that 

as an excuse for his existence.” Jordan left Indiana in 1891 to become the 

first president of the newly created Stanford University, founded by the 

estate of wealthy railroad entrepreneur Leland Stanford. While at 

Stanford, Jordan used his position to further champion the eugenic cause, 

damning paupers in his writings and leading the like-minded elite in 

national eugenic organizations. '° 
Among the staunchest of Indiana’s radical eugenicists was Dr. J. N. 

Hurty, who quickly rose from his insignificant station as the proprietor of an 

Indianapolis drug store to become the secretary of Indiana’s State Board of 

Health. A close colleague of Hurty’s once recalled for a eugenic audience: “It 

was not until Hurty had become the State Health Officer and had observed 

the stupidity of mankind, the worthlessness and the filthiness of certain 
classes of people, that he became really greatly interested in the subject 

[eugenics].” Once, when a prominent minister argued that all human beings 

were God’s children, subject not to the laws of Mendel, but to the laws of 

grace, Hurty retorted, “Bosh and nonsense! Men and woman are what they 

are largely because of the stock from which they sprang.” Hurty was eventu- 

ally elected president of the American Public Health Association."! 

By 1904, Sharp had performed 176 vasectomies as a eugenic solution 

designed to halt bloodlines. But the procedure was still not legal. So for 
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three years, Drs. Sharp and Hurty lobbied the Indiana legislature to pass a 

bill for mandatory sterilization of all. convicts. No distinction was made 

betwen lesser or‘graver crimes. There was no groundswell of public sup- 

port for the measure, just the private efforts of Sharp, aided by Hurty and a 

few colleagues. The men stressed the social cost to the state of caring for its 

existing degenerates, and promised the new procedure would save Indiana 

from caring for future degenerates.'* Drs. Sharp and Hurty were not 

immediately successful. But they did not give up. 

It was an uphill battle. Indiana was not the first state to consider repro- 

ductive intervention, but until now, the idea had been rebuffed. In 1897, 

in the wake of Dr. Pilcher’s first castrations, Michigan’s legislature reject- 

ed a proposed law to make such actions legal. From 1901 through 1905, a 

key Pilcher supporter, Dr. Martin Barr, director of the Pennsylvania 

Training School for the Feebleminded, pushed for compulsory steriliza- 

tion of mental defectives and other degenerates. Barr was undoubtedly 

among those responding to Sharp’s early call to seek legislation. In 1905, 

both houses of Pennsylvania’s legislature finally passed an “Act for the 

Prevention of Idiocy.” The bill mandated that if the trustees and surgeons 
of the state’s several institutions caring for feebleminded children deter- 

mined “procreation is inadvisable,” then the surgeon could “perform such 

operation for the prevention of procreation as shall be decided safest and 

most effective.”! 
Pennsylvania Governor Samuel Pennypacker’s veto message denounced 

the very idea: “It is plain that the safest and most effective method of pre- 

venting procreation would be to cut the heads off the inmates,” wrote 

Pennypacker, adding, “and such authority is given by the bill to this staff of 

scientific experts. ... Scientists, like all other men whose experiences have 

been limited to one pursuit...sometimes need to be restrained. Men of 

high scientific attainments are prone...to lose sight of broad principles 

outside their domain....To permit such an operation would be to inflict 

cruelty upon a helpless class... which the state has undertaken to protect.” 

Governor Pennypacker ended his incisive veto with five words: “The bill is 

not approved.” No effort was made to override.!* 

What failed in Michigan and Pennsylvania found greater success in 
Indiana. Throughout 1906, Sharp ramped up his campaign. But the 

Indiana legislature was still resistant. So Sharp reminded Indiana’s gover- 

nor, J. Frank Hanley, that he was constantly performing vasectomies any- 

way, and his total had by now surged to 206. “I therefore wish to urge you,” 

Sharp wrote the governor, “to insist upon the General Assembly [that] 
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passing such a law or laws... will provide this as a means of preventing pro- 
creation in the defective and degenerate classes.” !5 

On January 29, 1907, Indiana Representative Horace Reed introduced 
Sharp’s bill. The measure’s phrasing was an almost verbatim rendering of 
the previously vetoed Pennsylvania bill. Three weeks later, with little 
debate, Indiana’s House approved the eugenic proposal, 59 in favor and 22 

opposed. About two weeks later, again with virtually no debate, Indiana’s 

Senate ratified the bill, 28 voting aye and 16 nay. This time, there was no 

governor's veto.'® Indiana thereby made its mark in medical history, and 

became the first jurisdiction in the world to legislate forced sterilization of 

its mentally impaired patients, poorhouse residents and prisoners. Sharp’s 

knife would now be one of a multitude, and the practice would crisscross 
the United States. 

* * * 

In 1907, most Americans were unaware that sterilization had become legal 

in Indiana. Nor did they comprehend that a group of biological activists 

were trying to replicate that legislation throughout the country. 

Frequently, the dogged state lobbying efforts were mounted by just one or 

two individuals, generally local physicians who carried the eugenic flame.!” 

In February of 1909, Oregon’s first woman doctor, Bethenia Owens- 

Adair, promoted Bill 68, sporting provisions virtually identical to Indiana’s 

law, but vesting the sterilization decision in a committee of two medical 

experts. Both Oregon houses ratified and Governor George Chamberlain 

had promised to sign the bill into law. But when Chamberlain finally com- 

prehended the final text, he vetoed the bill. In a letter to Dr. Owens-Adair, 

the governor explained, “When I first talked to you about the matter, with- 

out knowing the terms of the Bill in detail, I was disposed to favor it.” But, 

he added, there were too few safeguards to prevent abuse.’® 

In early 1909, several additional attempts in other states also failed. 

Illinois’s Senate Bill 249 authorized either castration or sterilization of con- 
firmed criminals and imbeciles when a facility doctor felt procreation was 

“inadvisable”; it failed to pass. Wisconsin’s Bill 744 to sterilize the feeble- 

minded, criminals, epileptics and the insane on the recommendation of two 

experts was also rejected despite an amendment.” 
But three states did ratify eugenic sterilization in 1909. Washington 

targeted “habitual criminals” and rapists, mandating sterilization as addi- 

tional punishment for the “prevention of procreation.” Connecticut 

enacted a law permitting the medical staff at two asylums, Middletown and 
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Norwich, to examine patients and their family trees to determine if feeble- 

minded and insane patients should be sterilized; the physicians were per- 

mitted to perform either vasectomies on males or ovariectomies on 

women.”? 
California was the third state to adopt forced sterilization in 1909; 

Chapter 720 of the state’s statutory code permitted castration or steriliza- 

tion of state convicts and the residents of the California Home for the Care 

and Training of Feebleminded Children in Sonoma County. ‘Two institu- 

tional bureaucrats could recommend the procedure if they deemed it bene- 

ficial to a subject’s “physical, mental or moral condition.”?! 

During the next two years, more states attempted to enact eugenic ster- 

ilization laws. Efforts in Virginia to pass House Bill 96, calling for the ster- 

ilization of all criminals, imbeciles and idiots in custody when approved by 

a committee of experts, died in the legislature. But efforts in other states 

were successful. Nevada targeted habitual criminals. lowa authorized the 

operation for “criminals, idiots, feebleminded, imbeciles, drunkards, drug 

fiends, epileptics,” plus “moral or sexual perverts” in its custody. The lowa 

act was tacked onto a prostitution law.” 

New Jersey’s legislation was passed in 1911. Chapter 190 of its statutory 

code created a special three-man “Board of Examiners of Feebleminded, 

Epileptics and Other Defectives.” The board would systematically identify 

when “procreation is inadvisable” for prisoners and children residing in 

poor houses and other charitable institutions. The law included not only 

the “feebleminded, epileptic [and] certain criminals” but also a class 

ambiguously referred to as “other defectives.” New Jersey’s measure added 

a veneer of due process by requiring a hearing where evidence could be 

taken, and a formal notice served upon a so-called “patient attorney.” No 

provision permitted a family-hired or personally selected attorney, but only 

one appointed by the court. The administrative hearing was held within 

the institution itself, not in a courtroom under a judge’s gavel. Moreover, 

the court-designated counsel for the patient was given only five days before 

the sterilization decision was sealed. Thus the process would be swift, and 

certainly beyond the grasp of the confused children dwelling within state 
shelters. New Jersey’s governor, Woodrow Wilson, signed the bill into law 

on April 21, 1911. The next year, he was elected president of the United 

States for his personal rights campaign known as the “New Freedoms.” 

Stressing individual freedoms, Wilson helped create the League of 

Nations. President Wilson crusaded for human rights for all, including the 

defenseless, proclaiming to the world the immortal words: “What we seek 
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is the reign of law, based upon the consent of the governed, and sustained 
by the organized opinion of mankind.” 

New York was next. In April of 1912, New York amended its Public 
Health Law with Chapter 445, which virtually duplicated New Jersey’s 
eugenic legislation. New York law created its own “Board of Examiners for 

feebleminded, epileptics and other defectives,” comprised of a neurologist, 

a surgeon and a general physician. Any two of the three examiners could 

rule whether family history, feeblemindedness, “inherited tendency” or 

other factors proved that procreation was inadvisable for the patients or 

prisoners they reviewed. Once again, a so-called “patient attorney” was to 

be appointed by the court. Vasectomies, salpingectomies (tubal ligations), 

and full castrations were authorized, at the discretion of the board.?* 

Despite the spreading patchwork of state eugenic sterilization laws, by 

late 1911 and early 1912, the Cold Spring Harbor stalwarts of the 

American Breeders Association, its Eugenic Record Office and the 

Carnegie Institution’s Experimental Station remained frustrated. Their 

joint Committee to Study and Report the Best Practical Means of Cutting 

off the Defective Germ-plasm of the American Population knew that few 

Americans had actually undergone involuntary sterilization. True, in the 

years since 1907, when Indiana legalized such operations, Sharp had vasec- 

tomized scores of additional prisoners and even published open appeals to 

his professional colleagues to join his eugenic crusade. More than two 

hundred had been forcibly sterilized in California. Connecticut’s Norwich 

Hospital had performed the operation on fewer than ten, mostly women. 

But only two eugenic sterilizations had been ordered in Washington state, 
and both were held in abeyance. An extralegal vasectomy had been per- 

formed on one Irish patient in a Boston hospital constituting a juridical 

test. However, none were authorized in Nevada, Iowa, New Jersey, or 

New York.?° 
Many state officials were clearly reluctant to enforce the laws precise- 

ly because the results were radical and irreversible. The legality of the 

operations and the question of due process had never been satisfactorily 
answered. The Eugenics Section of the American Breeders Association 

admitted in a report that the prior legislation had been pushed by “some 

very small energetic groups of enthusiasts, who have had influence in the 

legislatures... [but] it was a new and untried proposition. Public senti- 

ment demanding action was absent. Law officers of the state were not 

anxious to undertake defense of a law the constitutionality of which was 

questioned.”?° 
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Moreover, the whole concept of eugenic solutions, such as marriage 

restriction, forced segregation and involuntary sterilization was still dis- 

dained by most Americans. Catholics by and large considered the termina- 

tion of reproductive capability to be an act against God. “It is evident,” the 

report continued, “that active hostility and opposition will arise as soon as 

there is any attempt to carry out the laws in a through-going manner.” 

The report concluded, “So we must frankly confess that... this movement 
for race betterment is as yet little more than a hobby of a few groups of 

people.””’ 
The Eugenics Section declared, “It is, therefore, easy to see why little 

has been actually done. The machinery of administration has to be cre- 

ated.... Much more extensive education of the public will be necessary 

before the practice of sterilization can be carried out to the extent which 

will make it a factor of importance.””° 
Clearly, the eugenics movement needed scientific validation, standards 

to identify exactly who was feebleminded and unfit, and most importantly, 

society’s acceptance of the need to cut off defective families. Eugenicists in 

other countries, who had been corresponding together for some years, also 

felt the need to broaden acceptance of their beliefs. All of them wanted 

eugenic solutions to be applied on a global basis. Their mission, after all, 

was to completely reshape humanity, not just one corner of it. Toward this 

end, the Americans, working closely with their counterparts in Germany 

and England, scheduled an international conference in London. July of 

1912 was selected because it coincided with a visit to London by Stanford 

University’s Jordan and other eugenic leaders.”? 
Galton had died in January of 1911. By that time, his original theories 

of positive marriage, as well as his ideas on biometric study, had been cir- 

cumvented by a more radical London group, the Eugenics Education 

Society. The Eugenics Education Society had adopted American attitudes 

on negative eugenics. By now, America’s negative eugenics had also been 

purveyed to like-minded social engineers throughout Europe, especially in 

Germany and the Scandinavian nations, where theories about Nordic 
superiority were well received. Hence, this first conference was aptly called 

the First International Congress on Eugenics, bringing together some sev- 

eral hundred delegates and speakers from across America, Belgium, 

England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain and Norway.*° 
Not a few of the conferees would attend simply to investigate the 

emerging field of eugenics. But many of the Europeans attended because 
they harbored their own racial or ethnic biases against their nations’ 
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indigenous, immigrant or defective populations. For example, Jon Alfred 
Mjgen of Norway was that country’s leading raceologist and eugenicist. He 

believed that crossing blond-haired Norwegians with native dark-haired 
Lapps produced a defective mulatto-like breed. Another major delegate 

was Alfred Ploetz, the spiritual father of Germany’s race hygiene and 
eugenics movement.?! 

Organizers draped the conference with some of the most prestigious 

names in the world. Major Leonard Darwin, son of Charles Darwin, was 

appointed president. Britain’s First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston 

Churchill, would represent the king. Churchill was alarmed at Britain’s 

growing population of “persons...of mental defect” and advocated a 

eugenic solution. The vice presidents would include David Starr Jordan, 

Davenport, Ploetz and Alexander Graham Bell. To impress American gov- 

ernors and scientific organizations, the Eugenics Congress leadership 

wanted the U.S. State Department to send an official American delegate. 

Missouri’s representative on the all-powerful House Appropriations 

Committee proffered the request. However, the State Department could 

not comply because the meeting was nongovernmental; therefore the U.S. 

government could not participate.* 

Instead, Secretary of State P. C. Knox agreed to write the invitations on 

official letterhead and mail them to distinguished Americans in the realms 

of science, higher learning and state government all across the country. 

The U.S. State Department invitations would be officially extended on 

behalf of Alfred Mitchell Innes, the British Embassy’s chargé d’affaires in 

Washington, who in turn was submitting them on behalf of the Eugenics 

Education Society in London. Hence the invitations bore the clear impri- 

matur of the U.S. Secretary of State, yet technically Secretary Knox was 

merely conveying the invitation. The Knox letter also promised “to be the 

medium of communication to the Embassy” for any reply.’? 
Knox’s official-looking invitations were each virtually alike. “At the 

request of the British Embassy at this capital, I have the honor to send you 
herewith an invitation extended to you by the Organizing Committee of 

the First International Eugenics Congress.” Kansas Governor Walter 

Stubbs received one. Kentucky Governor James McCreary received one. 

Maryland Governor Phillip L. Goldsborough received one. Every gover- 

nor of every state received one. Invitations were also sent to the presidents 
of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Political 

and Social Sciences, the American Economic Association at Yale 

University, the American Philosophical Society, and many other esteemed 
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organizations of science and academic study. Knox also mailed an invitation 

to every president of every leading medical society, including the American 

Gynecological Society, the American Neurological Association, the 

American Pediatric Society and, of course, the American Medical 

Association. Hundreds of such letters were posted on a single day—June 

2019122* 
Because the invitations were distributed just a few weeks before the 

London congress, few if any of the invitees could actually attend. This fact 

must have been understood in advance. After all, many received the invita- 

tion quite late, often only after their summer travels were complete. 

Nonetheless, nearly every recipient issued a gracious decline, and a per- 

sonal note of thanks expressing their regret at missing an important event. 

All but one, that is. Secretary of War Henry Stimson dashed off a stern 

rebuff reminding Secretary of State Knox that such official involvement in 

a private conference was precluded by law. Stimson quoted the law in his 

reply: “No money. ..shall be expended. .. for expenses of attendance of any 

person at any meeting or convention of members of any society or associa- 

tion” unless authorized by statutory appropriation.*° 
The message was clear. Knox had, for all intents and purposes, turned the 

State Department into a eugenics post office and invitation bureau. From 

Knox’s point of view, however, he was undoubtedly only too happy to help 

the eugenics program of the Carnegie Institution. Prior to his service as sec- 

retary of state, Knox had been an attorney for the Carnegie Steel Company, 

and was once called by Carnegie “the best lawyer I have ever had.”*° 
Proper or not, eugenics had overnight been packaged into an officially 

recognized and prestigious science in the eyes of those who counted. 

* * * 

Some four hundred delegates from America and Europe gathered at the 

University of London in late July of 1912, where for five days a diverse 

assemblage of research papers were presented exploring the social science 

and heredity of man. Two French doctors reviewed Parisian insanity 

records for the previous half-century. Alcoholism as an inheritable trait was 

debated. But the proceedings were dominated by the U.S. contingent and 

their theories of racial eugenics. Galton’s hope of finding the measurable 

physical qualities of man, an endeavor named biometrics, had become 

passé. One leading eugenicist reported, “‘Biometry’... might have never 

existed so far as the congress was concerned.” Indeed, Galton’s chief disci- 

ple, Karl Pearson, declined to even attend the congress.>” 
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Instead, the racial biology of America’s ERO, and its clarions for sterili- 
zation, dominated. The preliminary ABA report from what was dubbed 
“the American Committee on Sterilization” was heralded as a highlight of 

the meeting. One prominent British eugenicist, writing in a London news- 

paper, identified Davenport as an American “to whom all of us in this coun- 

try are immensely indebted, for the work of his office has far outstripped 
anything of ours.”3® 

One key British eugenicist added that if Galton were still alive and could 

“read the recent reports of the American Eugenics Record Office, which 

have added more to our knowledge of human heredity in the last three years 

than all former work on that subject put together, [he] would quickly seek to 

set our own work in this country upon the same sure basis.”>? 
The medical establishment began to take notice as well, presenting 

eugenics as a legitimate medical concept. The Fournal of the American 

Medical Association’s coverage glowed. JAMA’s headline rang out: “The 

International Eugenics Congress, An Event of Great Importance to the 

History of Evolution, Has Taken Place.” Its correspondent enthusiastically 

portrayed the eugenicists’ theory of social Darwinism, spotlighting the 

destructive quality of charity and stressing the value of disease to the natu- 

ral order. “The unfit among men,” the JAMA correspondent reported 

from a key congress speech, “were no longer killed by hunger and disease, 

but were cherished and enabled to reproduce their kind. It was true, they 

[society] could not but glory in this saving of suffering; but they must not 

blind themselves to the danger of interfering with Nature’s ways. Cattle 
breeders bred from the best stocks. ... Conscious selection must replace the 

blind forces of natural selection.”*? 
Legitimacy, recognition and proliferation were only the beginning. In 

1911, Davenport had authored a textbook entitled Heredity in Relation to 

Eugenics. It had been published by the prestigious Henry Holt & Co. The 

volume blended genuine biological observation with bizarre pseudoscien- 

tific postulations on personal habits and even simple preferences com- 

manded by one’s heredity. “Each ‘family’ will be seen to be stamped with a 

peculiar set of traits depending upon the nature of its germ plasm,” wrote 

Davenport. “One family will be characterized by political activity, another 

by scholarship, another by financial success, another by professional suc- 

cess, another by insanity in some members with or without brilliancy in 

others, another by imbecility and epilepsy, another by larceny and sexual 

immorality, another by suicide, another by mechanical ability, or vocal tal- 

ent, or ability in literary expression.”*! 
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Davenport’s book promulgated a law of heredity that condemned the 

marriage of cousins as prohibited consanguinity, or marriage of close rela- 

tives. “[Should] a person that belongs to a strain in which defect is pres- 

ent...marry a cousin or other near relative...such consanguineous 

marriages are fraught with grave danger.” Nonetheless, Davenport and his 

colleagues extolled the marriage of cousins among the elite as eugenically 

desired; for example, they commonly pointed to great men, such as 

Darwin, who married his first cousin.” 

In the same textbook, Davenport insisted that if immigration from 
southeastern Europe continued, America would “rapidly become darker in 
pigmentation, smaller in stature, more mercurial, more attached to music 

and art, more given to crimes of larceny, kidnapping, assault, murder, rape 

and sex-immorality.” He added a scholarly note about Jews: “There is no 

question that, taken as a whole, the horde of Jews that are now coming to us 

from Russia and the extreme southeast of Europe, with their intense indi- 

vidualism and ideals of gain at the cost of any interest, represent the oppo- 

site extreme from the early English and the more recent Scandinavian 

immigration with their ideals of community life in the open country, 

advancement by the sweat of the brow, and the uprearing of families in the 

fear of God and the love of country.” 
Davenport’s textbook concluded, “In other words, immigrants are 

desirable who are of ‘good blood’; undesirable who are of ‘bad blood.’””* 

The volume declared that, without question, Mendel’s laws governed 

all human character: “Man is an organism—an animal; and the laws of 

improvement of corn and of race horses hold true for him also.” In 

Davenport’s mind, this axiom spawned far-reaching social consequences. 

Applying Mendelian formulas to pauperism, for example, Davenport 

cited “shiftlessness” as a genuine genetic trait, which could be rated for 

severity. On page 80 of his textbook, Davenport explained with mathe- 

matical authority, “Classifying all persons in these two families as very 

shiftless, somewhat shiftless, and industrious, the following conclusions are 

reached. When both parents are very shiftless, practically all children are 

very shiftless or somewhat shiftless.... When both parents are shiftless in 

some degree, about 15 percent of the known offspring are recorded as 

industrious.” Not even the sudden onset of a prolonged disease incapaci- 

tating or killing the family breadwinner, and thereby creating financial 

woes for widows and orphans, was an excuse for poverty. “The man of 

strong stock,” Davenport’s textbook explained, “will not suffer from pro- 
longed disease.”* 
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As a solution to society’s eugenic problem, Davenport’s textbook 

strongly advocated for mass compulsory sterilization and incarceration of 

the unfit, a proliferation of marriage restriction laws, and plenty of govern- 

ment money to study whether intelligence testing would justify such meas- 

ures against a mere 8 percent of America’s children or as many as 38 

percent. 
But could Davenport’s eugenic textbook, and two or three others like it, 

become accepted doctrine at the nation’s universities? American eugenicists 

were firmly entrenched in the biology, zoology, social science, psychology 

and anthropology departments of the nation’s leading institutions of higher 

learning. Methodically, eugenic texts, especially Davenport’s, were inte- 

grated into college coursework and, in some cases, actually spurred a stand- 

alone eugenics curriculum. The roster was long and prestigious, 

encompassing scores of America’s finest schools. Harvard University’s two 

courses were taught by Drs. East and Castle. Princeton University’s course 

was taught by Dr. Schull and Laughlin himself. Yale’s by Dr. Painter. 

Purdue’s by Dr. Smith. The University of Chicago’s by Dr. Bisch. 

Northwestern University, a hotbed of radical eugenic thought, offered a 

course by Dr. Kornhauser, who had interned at Cold Spring Harbor.*” 

Each school wove eugenics into its own academics. At the University of 

California, Berkeley, Dr. Holmes’s semester-long sociology course was 

simply named “Eugenics.” At New York University, Dr. Binder’s fifteen- 

week sociology course was named “Family and Eugenics,” and was 

attended by some twenty-five male and female students. At Stanford 

University, Dr. V. L. Kellogg taught a course covering zoology and eugen- 

ics. Even tiny schools inaugurated eugenics courses. At Alma College in 

Michigan, the biology department offered Dr. MacCurdy’s “Heredity and 

Eugenics” as an eighteen-week course. At tiny Bates College in Maine, Dr. 

Pomeroy’s eighteen-week biology course was called “Genetics.” 
Eugenics rocketed through academia, becoming an institution virtually 

overnight. By 1914, some forty-four major institutions offered eugenic 

instruction. Within a decade, that number would swell to hundreds, reach- 

ing some 20,000 students annually.” 
High schools quickly adopted eugenic textbooks as well. ‘Typical was 

George William Hunter’s high school biology book, published by the 

nation’s largest secondary school book publisher, the American Book 

Company. Hunter’s 1914 textbook, A Civic Biology: Presented in Problems, 

echoed many of Davenport’s principles. For example, in one passage 

Hunter railed against unfit families “spreading disease, immorality, and 
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crime to all parts of this country.” His text added, “Largely for them, the 

poorhouse and the asylum exist. They take from society but they give noth- 

ing in return. They are true parasites.” Before long, the overwhelming 

majority of high schools employed eugenic textbooks that emphasized 

clear distinctions between “superior families” and “inferior families.”*° 

But impeding Davenport and Laughlin’s campaign for eugenic pro- 

grams of sterilization, segregation and social restriction was the lack of 

easy-to-apply standards to earmark the inferior. Measuring man’s intelli- 

gence had always been a eugenic pursuit. In 1883, Galton established what 

amounted to an intelligence test center in London, charging applicants 

three pence each to be evaluated. He measured physical response time to 

auditory, tactile and visual cues. In 1890, Galton’s idea was refined by his 

associate, the psychologist James Cattell, who devised a series of fifty tests 

he called “Mental Tests and Measurements.” Like Galton’s intelligence 

examinations, these “mental tests” logged physical reaction time to sounds 

and pressures.”! 
French psychologist Alfred Binet was not a eugenicist; he believed that 

one’s environment shaped one’s mind. In 1905, at the request of the French 

education ministry, Binet and physician Theodor Simon published the first 

so-called “intelligence test” to help classify the levels of retarded children, 

allowing them to be placed in proper classes. The Binet-Simon Test 

offered students thirty questions of increasing difficulty from which the 

test grader could calculate a “mental level.” But Binet insisted that his test 

did not yield fixed numbers. With assistance, special educational methods 

and sheer practice a child could improve his score, “helping him literally to 

become more intelligent than he was before.” To this end, Binet developed 

mental and physical exercises designed to raise his students’ intelligence 

levels. These exercises actually yielded improved scores.** Heredity was in 
no way a predeterminer of intelligence, he insisted. 

But Binet’s intent was turned upside down by American eugenicists. 

The key instrument of that distortion was psychologist Henry Goddard, an 

ardent eugenic crusader who became the movement’s leading warrior 
against the feebleminded. In 1906, the year after Binet published his intel- 

ligence test, Goddard was hired to direct the research laboratory at the 

Vineland Training School for Feebleminded Girls and Boys in Vineland, 

New Jersey. When the ERO was created a few years later, Goddard rou- 
tinely made his patients available for assessment and family tracing.*? 

In 1913, Goddard published an influential book in the eugenics world, 

The Kallikak Family: A Study in the Heredity of Feeblemindedness. In the tradi- 
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tion of The Fukes and The Tribe of Ishmael, Goddard traced the ancestry, 
immorality and social menace of a large family he named the Kallikaks. He 
created the surname by combining the Greek words for “beauty” and “bad.” 
The story of the Kallikaks presented more than just another defective 
genealogy. The book spun a powerful eugenic lesson and moral warning. 

Family patriarch Martin Kallikak, from the Revolutionary War era, was 

actually a splendid eugenic specimen who fathered an illustrious line of 

American descendants by his legitimate and eugenically sound Quaker 

wife. But Goddard claimed that the same Martin Kallikak had also engaged 

in an illicit affair with a feebleminded girl, which spawned “a race of defec- 

tive degenerates.”*> 
Foreshadowing a philosophy that low intelligence was a hereditary 

curse, Goddard wrote that the bad Kallikaks were “feebleminded, and no 

amount of education or good environment can change a feebleminded 

individual into a normal one, any more than it can change a red-haired 

stock into a black-haired stock.” To drive his point home, Goddard 

included a series of photographs of nefarious-looking and supposedly 

defective Kallikak family members. These photos had been doctored, dark- 

ening and distorting the eyes, mouths, eyebrows, nose and other facial fea- 

tures to make the adults and children appear stupid. Although retouching 

published photos was common during this era, the consistent addition of 

sinister features allowed Goddard to effectively portray the Kallikaks as 

mental and social defectives.*° 
Added to the ominous photos were highly detailed descriptions of the 

Kallikak family tree. Goddard had anticipated that some might question 

how such meticulous biographical information about Kallikak ancestors— 

often hailing back nearly a century and a half—could be reliably extracted 

from feebleminded descendants. His answer: “After some experience, the 

field worker becomes expert in inferring the condition of those persons 

who are not seen, from the similarity of the language used in describing 

them to that used in describing persons whom she has seen.”*’ 

For example, Goddard’s assistant asked one farmer, “Do you remember 

an old man, Martin Kallikak, who lived on the mountain edge yonder?” 

The book’s text quotes the exchange: “‘Do I?’ he answered. ‘Well, I guess! 

Nobody’d forget him. Simple,’ he went on; ‘not quite right here,’ tapping 

his head, ‘but inoffensive and kind. All the family was that.’” Goddard 

recited this documentation in a chapter entitled “Further Facts.”**® 
Mass sterilization, in Goddard’s view, was merely the first step in cor- 

ralling the feebleminded. Sterilization did not diminish sexual function, 
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just reproductive capability. Therefore, Goddard asked, “What will be the 

effect upon the community in the spread of debauchery and disease 

through having within it a group of people who are thus free to gratify their 

instincts without fear of consequences in the form of children? ... The fee- 

bleminded seldom exercise restraint in any case.”*? 

His answer: mass incarceration in special colonies. “Segregation 

through colonization seems in the present state of our knowledge to be the 

ideal and perfectly satisfactory method.” 
Davenport and Goddard both craved a more scientific measurement to 

identify the feebleminded they targeted. To that end, Goddard translated 

Binet’s intelligence test into English to create a new American tool for intel- 
ligence testing. Binet had originally labeled the highest class of retarded 

child débile, French for “weak.” Goddard changed that, coining a new word: 

moron. It was derived from moros, Greek for “stupid and foolish.” 

Financing would be needed to prove Goddard’s new test reliable in the 

field. “It would be very valuable for the general problem of Eugenics,” 

Goddard outlined to Davenport in a July 25, 1912 letter, “...in connection 

with the heredity of feeble-mindedness because...we could judge the 

probable development of the child from the mental condition of the par- 

ents.” The problem? “Our finances have failed us,” wrote Goddard. “I trust 

you will be able to provide for some such work as this.” 
Goddard was provided for. By 1913, he had taken his new intelligence 

test and a team of testers to Ellis Island to conduct experiments. American 

eugenicists long believed that the majority of immigrants, especially 

brown-haired Irish, Eastern European Jews and southeastern Italians, were 

genetically defective. As such, they could be expected to contribute a dis- 

proportionate number of feebleminded to American shores. At Ellis 

Island’s massive intake centers, Goddard’s staff initially selected just twenty 

Italians and nineteen Russians for assessment because they “appeared to be 

feebleminded.” He believed in the “unmistakable look of the feeble- 
minded,” bragging that to spot the feebleminded, just “a glance sufficed.” 

Ultimately, 148 Jews, Hungarians, Italians and Russians were chosen for 

examination.® 
Predictably, Goddard’s version of the Binet test showed that 40 percent 

of immigrants tested as feebleminded. Moreover, he wrote, “60 percent of 

the [Jewish immigrants] classify as morons.” In reporting his results in the 

Journal of Delinquency, Goddard further argued that an improved test 

would reveal even greater numbers of feebleminded immigrants. “We can- 
not escape feeling,” wrote Goddard, “that this method is too lenient... too 
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low for prospective American citizens.” He explained, “It should be noted 

that the immigration of recent years is of a decidedly different character 

from the earlier immigration. It is no longer representative of the respec- 

tive races. It is admitted on all sides that we are now getting the poorest of 
eachrace:?°? 

Goddard’s version of Binet’s test, and the new term moron, began to 

proliferate throughout eugenic, educational, custodial, psychological and 

other scientific circles as a valid—if still developing—form of intelligence 

testing. Mental testing, under different names and on different scales, 

quickly emerged as a fixture of social science, frequently linked to eugenic 

investigation and sterilization efforts. Such tests were invariably exploited 

by the ERO for its eugenic agenda. In 1915, for example, Detroit’s superin- 

tendent of schools tested 100 teenagers who had attended special classes. 

The Eugenics Record Office circulated a note in connection with the test: 

“It would be very interesting to secure the family history of those children 

who improve and did not markedly improve.” Mental examinations as a 

condition of a marriage licenses were advocated by the president of New 

York’s Association of County Superintendents of Poor and Poor Law 

Officers; moreover, the association president also urged the sterilization of 

any children who could be shown as feebleminded or epileptic by age 

twelve.© 
Chicago’s central jail, the House of Correction, studied the “practicality 

of the Binet Scale and the question of the border line case.” By including 

the so-called “borderline,” who tested near but not within the moron 

range, more persons could be classed as feebleminded or “nearly feeble- 

minded.” Chicago Municipal Chief Judge Harry Olson, responsible for 

sentencing prisoners to the House of Correction, was a revered leader of 

the eugenics movement. At the time of the House of Correction study, he 

reminded colleagues, “We have laid too great importance on the environ- 

mental factors and paid too little attention to the problem of heredity.”° 

Mental tests applied to Blacks led to an article in the Archives of 

Psychology reporting that when 486 whites and 907 Blacks were examined, 

Blacks scored only three-fourths as well as their white counterparts. The 

article noted that pure Blacks tested the lowest, about 60 percent lower 

than whites. But as the amount of white blood increased in their ancestry, 

so did the test scores. The authors concluded, “In view of all the evidence it 

does not seem possible to raise the scholastic attainments of the negro... . It 

is probable that no expenditure of time or of money would accomplish this 

end, since education cannot create mental power.”® 
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In 1916, a conference on feeblemindedness and insanity assembled in 

Indiana to an overflowing attendance, where, as eugenicists reported, “The 

keynote of the whole conference was prevention rather then cure.” alive 

group heard many papers on “mental tests and their value.” Even though 

many conferees claimed these mental tests were still in their infancy, 

eugenicists insisted the examinations did not need to be judged because 

they were merely “short-cuts” to “the final test of the person’s mentality.”* 

Nonetheless, many openly disputed the validity of Goddard’s intelli- 

gence test. In one case, the Magdalen Home for the Feebleminded 

commenced an involuntary commitment of a slow-learning twenty-one- 

year-old New York woman, based on her low Binet scores. The woman’s 

fervent protest against incarceration was vindicated by a New York judge, 

who ruled in her favor, declaring: “All criteria of mental incapacity are arti- 

ficial and the deductions therefrom must necessarily lack verity and be, to a 

great extent, founded on conjecture.” 

More sophisticated tests than Goddard’s began to appear. The Yerkes- 

Bridge Point Scale for Intelligence, for instance, was employed by ERO 

field workers “measuring the intelligence of members of pedigrees that are 

being investigated.” The ERO printed special rating forms for the test. 

The test’s creator, Harvard psychologist Robert Yerkes, was a leading 

eugenic theorist and a former student of Davenport’s. Yerkes was a member 

of many elite eugenic committees, including the Committee on the 

Inheritance of Mental Traits and the Committee on the Genetic Basis of 

Human Behavior. Two years after helping invent the Point Scale, Yerkes 

became president of the American Psychological Association.”° 
Europe exploded into war in 1914. America did not join the fray until 

1917, but when it did, Washington struggled to classify more than three 

million drafted and enlisted soldiers. American Psychological Association 

president Yerkes pleaded for intelligence testing. He gathered Goddard 

and Stanford University eugenic activist Lewis Terman and others to help 

develop standardized examinations. Working from May to July of 1917 at 

Goddard’s laboratory at the Vineland Training School for Feebleminded 
Girls and Boys in New Jersey, these eugenic psychologists and others 

jointly developed what they portrayed as scientifically designed army intel- 

ligence tests. These were submitted to the army, and the surgeon general 

soon authorized mass testing.” 
Two main tests were devised: the written Army Alpha test for English- 

speaking literate men; and the pictoral Army Beta test for those who could 

not read or speak English. The Alpha test’s multiple-choice questions 
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could certainly be answered by sophisticated urbanites familiar with the 
country’s latest consumer products, popular art and entertainment. Yet 
most of America’s draftees hailed from an unsophisticated, rural society. 
Large numbers of them had “never been off the farm.””? Many came from 
insular religious families, which disdained theater, slick magazines and 
smoking. No matter, the mental capacity of everyone who could read and 
write was measured by the same pop culture yardstick. 

Question: “Five hundred is played with...” Possible answers: rackets, pins, 
cards, dice. Correct response: cards. 

Question: “Becky Sharp appears in...” Possible answers: Vanity Fair, Romola, 

The Christmas Carol, Henry IV. Correct response: Vanity Fair. 

Question: “The Pierce Arrow car is made in...” Possible answers: Buffalo, 

Detroit, Toledo, Flint. Correct response: Buffalo. 

Question: “Marguerite Clark is known as a...” Possible answers: suffragist, 

singer, movie actress, writer. Correct response: movie actress. 

Question: “Velvet Joe appears in advertisements for...” Possible answers: 

tooth powder, dry goods, tobacco, soap. Correct response: tobacco. 

Question: ““Hasn’t scratched yet’ is used in advertising a...” Possible answers: 

drink, revolver, flour, cleanser. Correct response: cleanser.’* 

Americans and naturalized immigrants who could neither read nor 

write English were administered the Beta picture exam. For example, Beta 

‘Test 6 offered twenty simple sketches with something missing. “Fix it,” the 

subject was instructed. He was then expected to pencil in the missing ele- 

ment. Bowling balls were missing from a bowling lane. The center net was 

subtracted from a tennis court. The incandescent filament was erased from 
a lightbulb. A stamp was missing from a postcard. The upper left diamond 

was missing from a sketch of the jack of diamonds on a playing card.’* 
A third test was administered to those who could not score appreciably 

on either the Alpha or Beta tests. Dr. Terman of Stanford had created a so- 
called Stanford revision of the Binet test, later named the Stanford-Binet 

Test. This test was only an update of Goddard’s work.” 
Predictably, Yerkes’s results from all three tests identified vast numbers 

of morons among the eugenically inferior groups—so many that Yerkes 

asserted the army could not afford to reject all of them and still go to war. 
“It would be totally impossible to exclude all morons,” reported Yerkes, 
because “47 percent of whites and 89 percent of Negroes” were shown to 

have a mental capacity below that of a thirteen-year-old. By contrast, the 
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tests verified that feeblemindedness among eugenically cherished groups 

was indeed miniscule: Dutch people, a tenth of a single percent; Germans, 

just two-tenths of one percent; English, three-tenths; Swedes, less than half 

of one percent.’ 

In 1912, the German psychologist William Stern had begun referring 

to Binet’s original “intelligence level” as an “intelligence age.” Stern went 

further, dividing the intelligence age by the chronological age to create a 

ratio. In doing so, he coined the term intelligence quotient. Four years later, 

after Terman created the Stanford version of Goddard’s Binet test, Terman 

and Yerkes wanted a more identifiable number, one that could be popular- 

ized. In 1916, using the Stanford-Binet test, Terman divided mental age by 

chronological age, and then multiplied by 100. This became the American 

version of the intelligence quotient. Terman nicknamed it IQ. The 

moniker became an instant icon of intelligence. Scales and rankings were 

devised. Those classified below a certain level, 70 scale points, were graded 
»77 99 66s as either “morons,” “imbeciles,” or “idiots. 

Feeblemindedness now had a number. Soon everyone would receive 

one. Terman knew how such a number could be used. While studying 

California public school children, he argued, “If we would preserve our 

state for a class of people worthy to possess it, we must prevent, as far as 

possible, the propagation of mental degenerates.””® 
Yerkes’s work was advanced by another eugenic activist, Princeton psy- 

chologist Carl Brigham. A radical raceologist, Brigham analyzed Yerkes’s 

findings for the world at large, casting them as eugenic evidence of Nordic 

supremacy and the racial inferiority of virtually everyone else. Brigham’s 

1922 book, A Study of American Intelligence, published by no less than 

Princeton University Press, openly conceded that the volume was based on 

two earlier raceological books, Madison Grant’s virulently racist Passing of 

the Great Race, and William Ripley’s equally biased Races of Europe. Before 

Brigham’s book was published, a team of prestigious colleagues from the 

surgeon general’s office, Harvard, Syracuse University and Princeton 

pored over his manuscript, verifying his conclusions, as did Yerkes himself, 

who also wrote the foreword.” 
“We still find tremendous differences between the non-English speaking 

Nordic group and the Alpine and Mediterranean groups,” wrote Brigham. 

“The underlying cause of the nativity differences we have shown is race and 
not language.” Moreover, “The decline in intelligence is due to two factors: 

the change in the races migrating to this country, and to the additional factor 

of the sending of lower and lower representatives of each race. ... The con- 
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clusion [is] that our test results indicate a genuine intellectual superiority of 
the Nordic group over the Alpine and Mediterranean groups.”®° 

According to Brigham, Negro intelligence was predestined by racial 
heredity, but could be improved by “the greater amount of admixture of 
white blood.”*! 

Brigham concluded, “According to all evidence available, then, 

American intelligence is declining, and will proceed with an accelerating 

rate as the racial admixture becomes more and more extensive. The decline 

of American intelligence will be more rapid than the decline of the intelli- 

gence of European national groups,” he warned, “owing to the presence 

here of the negro.” He added, “The results which we obtain by interpret- 

ing the Army data...support Mr. Madison Grant’s thesis of the superiority 

of the Nordic type....”° 
Quickly, A Study of American Intelligence became a scientific standard. 

Shortly after its publication, Brigham adapted the Army Alpha test for use 

as a college entrance exam. It was first administered to Princeton freshman 

and applicants to Cooper Union. Later the College Board asked Brigham 

to head a committee to create a qualifying test for other private colleges in 

the Northeast and eventually across the country. Brigham’s effort produced 

the Scholastic Aptitude Test, administered mainly to upper middle-class 

white students. The test quickly became known as the SAT and was eventu- 

ally employed at colleges across the country. Over time, more and more 

colleges required high school students to take the test and score high 

enough to qualify for application.® 
The deeply flawed roots of the IQ test, the SAT and most other 

American intelligence tests were more than apparent to many thinking 

people of the period. It became glaringly obvious that the tests were vehi- 

cles for cultural exclusion. Poor-scoring southern Italian immigrants would 

not have known who the latest Broadway stars were or which brands of 

flour were popular. They were, however, steeped in the arias of operatic 

masters, the arts in general, and had discovered the secrets of fine cooking 

centuries before. Jews—who overwhelmingly scored as moronic—were 

often only literate in Yiddish. But they enjoyed a rich tradition of Talmudic 

scholarship that debated to abstraction the very essence of life and God’s 

will. Farm boys may not have been aware that Velvet Joe was a cigarette 
advertising character, but they grasped the intricate agrarian tenets of 

growing and curing tobacco leaves to produce the perfect smoke. 

Blacks might not have been able to decipher the reading, writing and 

arithmetic denied to them by a discriminatory educational system intent on 
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keeping them illiterate. They may not have been able to comprehend the 

first thing about tennis nets, bowling lanes or incandescent bulbs. But the 

descendants of men and women ripped from Africa had cultivated a rich 

oral storytelling tradition, an intense, almost enraptured scripture-quoting 

religion, and as a group they would originate the revolutionary music that 

would dominate the twentieth century. Perhaps most remarkably, they 

were smart enough to stay alive in a world where an uppity black man with 

too much on the ball, or too much spring in his step, could be lynched for 

looking in the wrong direction or asking too many questions.** 
Brigham’s book would be circulated to all the state legislatures, con- 

gressional committees and throughout the marble halls of Washington as 

proof positive that the inferior were not just poor or uneducated, but 

genetically defective. This notion was welcome news to many. Now the 

pages of polished scholarship could be held up as justification for the dra- 

conian measures the movement advocated. 

But dissident schools of psychologists and social works emerged. 

Common sense rejected the numbers. Resistance grew. 

The U.S. Army never acted on Yerkes’s voluminous findings, declining 

to classify its inductees according to his data. Indeed, three independent 

investigations of the project were launched, one by the army’s general staff, 

one by the surgeon general and one by the secretary of war. The general 

staff’s investigation derisively concluded, “No theorist may... ride it [the 

test scores] as a hobby [horse] for the purpose of obtaining data for research 

work and the future benefit of the human race.” Nor would military plan- 

ners utilize the information in the next war.® 
Vituperative attacks upon the objectivity and credibility of the Alpha 

and Beta tests were widespread and highly publicized. Typical were the pub- 

lic denunciations of syndicated journalist Walter Lippmann in the New 

Republic. “The danger of the intelligence tests,” warned Lippmann, “is that 

in a wholesale system of education, the less sophisticated or the more preju- 

diced will stop when they have classified and forget that their duty is to edu- 

cate. They will grade the retarded child instead of fighting the causes of his 

backwardness. For the whole drift of the propaganda based on intelligence 

testing is to treat people with low intelligence quotients as congenitally and 

hopelessly inferior.” Terman’s answer to Lippmann was simply, “Some 

members of the species are much stupider than others.” But Lippmann 

summed it up for many when he declared that the Stanford-Binet and other 

IQ tests were “a new chance for quackery in a field where quacks breed like 

rabbits, and... doped evidence to the exponents of the New Snobbery.”*° 
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Eventually, even some of the architects of the IQ, SAT and kindred 

intelligence tests could no longer defend their creations from the growing 

rejection in their own professions. In 1928, Goddard grudgingly retreated 
from his hereditarian stance. “This may surprise you, but frankly when I 

see what has been made out of the moron by a system of education, which 

as a rule is only half right, I have no difficulty in concluding that when we 

get an education that is entirely right there will be no morons who cannot 

manage themselves and their affairs and compete in the struggle for exis- 

tence. If we could hope to add to this a social order that would literally give 

every man a chance, I should be perfectly sure of the result.”*” 
As for the compulsion to sterilize, Goddard eventually abandoned the 

eugenic creed entirely, at least publicly. “It may still be objected that moron 

parents are likely to have imbecile or idiot children. [But] there is not much 

evidence that this is the case. The danger is probably negligible.” Aware he 

had recanted his whole life’s work, Goddard confessed in exasperation, “As 

for myself, I think I have gone over to the enemy.”°* 
In 1929, Brigham finally rejected those scholarly publications that 

asserted a racial basis for intelligence—including his own. Whether out of 

shame or embarrassment, the Princeton scholar submitted, “Comparative 

studies of various national and racial groups may not be made with existing 

tests...one the most pretentious of these comparative racial studies—the 

writer’s own—was without foundation.”*? 
Meaningful as they were to the history of science, the several quiet 

recantations were published in obscure medical and scholarly journals. 

Academia could relish the debate and savor the progress. But the system 

hewed in stone by the eugenics movement’ intelligence warriors has stub- 

bornly remained in place to this day. By the time some scientists saw the 

folly of their fiction, the politicians, legislators, educators and social work- 

ers who had adopted eugenic intelligence notions as firm science had 

enacted laws, procedures, systems and policies to enforce their tenets. 

Quiet apologies came too late for thousands of Americans who would be 

chased down by the quotients, scales and derisive labels eugenics had 

branded upon them. 

No longer constrained by newness or lack of scientific proof, the 

eugenic crusade blitzed across America. The weak, the socially maligned, 

the defenseless and the scientifically indefensible of America’s lowest bio- 

logical caste would now be sterilized by the thousands, and in some cases 

euthanized. 
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CHAPTER 6 

The United States of Sterilization 

t didn’t matter that the majority of the American people opposed steriliza- 
tion and the eugenics movement’s other draconian solutions. It didn’t 

matter that the underlying science was a fiction, that the intelligence meas- 
urements were fallacious, that the Constitutionality was tenuous, or that 
the whole idea was roundly condemned by so many. None of that mattered 
because Davenport, Laughlin and their eugenic constellation were not 
interested in furthering a democracy—they were creating a supremacy. 

Of course, American eugenicists did not seek the approbation of the 
masses whose defective germ plasm they sought to wipe away. Instead, they 

relied upon the powerful, the wealthy and the influential to make their war 

against the weak a conflict fought not in public, but in the administrative 

and bureaucratic foxholes of America. A phalanx of shock troops sallied 

forth from obscure state agencies and special committees—everyone from 

the elite of the academic world to sympathetic legislators who sought to 

shroud their racist beliefs under the protective canopy of science. In tan- 

dem, they would hunt, identify, label and take control of those deemed 
unfit to populate the earth. 

During the years bracketing World War I, a potent, if unsound, intelli- 

gence classification system was taking root. A patchwork of largely inert 

state sterilization laws awaited greater validation. The elite thinkers of 

American medicine, science and higher education were busy expanding the 

body of eugenic knowledge and evangelizing its tenets. However, the 

moment had still not arrived for eugenic rhetoric to massively impact the 

country. During these percolating years, Davenport and Laughlin contin- 

ued to prepare the groundwork. They knew humanity could not be recre- 

ated overnight. They were patient men. 

During the war years, eugenic organizations proliferated in America. 

Like-minded citizens found ethnic solace and even self-vindication in the 
idea of biological superiority. The Race Betterment Foundation was 

87 
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among the leading eugenic organizations that sprouted around the country 

to augment the work at Cold Spring Harbor. The society was founded by 

yet another wealthy American, Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of Battle Creek, 

Michigan. Dr. Kellogg was a member of the state board of health and oper- 

ated a health sanitarium renowned for its alternative and fanciful food regi- 

mens. He had developed for his patients a natural product, a cereal made of 

wheat flakes. In 1898, Dr. Kellogg’s brother, Will, created the corn flake, 

and in 1906 he began selling it commercially through a company that 

would ultimately become the cereal giant known as Kellogg Company. In 

that same year, Dr. Kellogg founded the Race Betterment Foundation to 

help stop the propagation of defectives.’ 

The Race Betterment Foundation attracted some of the most radical 

elements of the eugenics community. The organization wanted to compile 

its own eugenic registry, listing the backgrounds of as many Americans as 

possible, this to augment the one being developed by the Eugenics Record 

Office. In 1914, Dr. Kellogg organized the First Race Betterment 

Conference in Battle Creek, Michigan. The conference’s purpose was to 

lay the foundations for the creation of a super race, amid an atmosphere of 

lavish banquets, stirring calls to biological action, and scientific grandilo- 

quence. “We have wonderful new races of horses, cows, and pigs,” argued 

Dr. Kellogg. “Why should we not have a new and improved race of men?” 

He wanted the “white races of Europe...to establish a Race of Human 

Thoroughbreds.”? 
Davenport told the Battle Creek conferees that this could be accom- 

plished by working quietly with the heads of state institutions. “The super- 

intendents of state institutions,” he explained, “were very desirous of 

assistance. We were able to give it to them, and they to us.” Davenport 

relied upon institutional figures to authenticate his findings. “We have 

found that a large proportion of the feeble-minded, the great majority of 

them, are such because they belong to defective stock.”? 

Whatever restraint Laughlin used in his formal writings was absent 

from his speeches to the eugenic vanguard. Laughlin boldly put the Battle 

Creek gathering on notice: “To purify the breeding stock of the race at all 

costs is the slogan of eugenics.” His three-pronged program was based on 

sterilization, mass incarceration, and sweeping immigration restrictions. 

“The compulsory sterilization of certain degenerates,” affirmed Laughlin, 
“as therefore designed as a eugenical agency complementary to the segre- 
gation of the socially unfit classes, and to the control of the immigration of 
those who carry defective germ-plasm.”* 
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The mothers of unfit children should be relegated to “a place compara- 
ble to that of the females of mongrel strains of domestic animals,” said 
Laughlin. He complained that although twelve states had enacted laws, 
only a thousand people had been sterilized. “A halfway measure will never 

strike deeply at the roots of evil,” he railed. 
At the Second Race Betterment Conference held the next year, ERO 

Scientific Director Irving Fisher, a Yale University economist, was equally 

blunt. “Gentlemen and ladies,” Fisher sermonized, “you have not any idea 

unless you have studied this subject mathematically, how rapidly we could 

exterminate this contamination if we really got at it, or how rapidly the 

contamination goes on if we do not get at it.”° 

Eugenic extremism enjoyed layer upon layer of scientific veneer not 

only because eminent scholars enunciated its doctrine and advocated its 

solutions, but also by virtue of its numerous respected “research bodies.” 

The Eugenics Record Office had inaugurated a Board of Scientific 

Directors in December of 1912. The board was initially comprised of 

Davenport, plus eminent Harvard neuropathologist E. E. Southard, 

Alexander Graham Bell and renowned Johns Hopkins University patholo- 

gist William Welch. Welch enjoyed impeccable qualifications; he had 

served as both the first scientific director of the Rockefeller Institute for 

Medical Research and as a trustee of the Carnegie Institution. Moreover, 

before and during his term on the ERO’s scientific board, Welch was also 

elected president of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Sciences, the American Medical Association and the National Academy of 

Science. Understandably, Laughlin and Davenport felt it only fitting that 

he should serve as chairman of the ERO’s Board of Scientific Directors.’ 
Among the biological issues the board identified as vital were “the con- 

sequences of marriages between distinct races—miscegenation,” “the study 

of America’s most effective bloodlines,” as well as “restricting the strains 

that require state care.” The board also sought to examine the ancestral cal- 

iber of immigrants being allowed into the country. As usual, feebleminded- 

ness took the spotlight. Several key regions of the East Coast were targeted 

for investigation.® 
Among the directors, only Bell became uncomfortable with the ERO’s 

direction. He immediately voiced consternation over eugenics’ constant 

focus on inferior traits. “Why not vary a little from this program and inves- 

tigate the inheritance of some desirable characteristics,” Bell wrote 

Davenport on December 27, 1912, just days after the board’s first meeting. 

For emphasis, Bell reiterated over and over in his letter that the ERO’s sub- 
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stantial funding might be better “devoted to the study of... desirable char- 

acteristics rather than undesirable. The whole subject of eugenics has been 

too much associated in the public mind with fantastical and impractical 

schemes for restricting marriage and preventing the propagation of unde- 

sirable characteristics, so that the very name ‘Eugenics’ suggests, to the 

average mind...an attempt to interfere with the liberty of the individual in 
his pursuit of happiness in marriage.” 

Perhaps the most militant of the eugenic research bodies was the 
Eugenics Research Association, created in June of 1913 at Cold Spring 

Harbor. Like many other eugenic groups, this association was also domi- 

nated by Davenport and Laughlin. But unlike the other eugenic bodies, the 

Eugenics Research Association was determined to go far beyond family 

investigations and position papers. The body was determined to escalate its 

“research” into legislative and administrative action, and public propa- 

ganda for the causes of eugenics, raceology and Nordic race supremacy. As 

such, the Eugenics Research Association brought together America’s most 

esteemed eugenic medical practitioners, the field’s most respected univer- 

sity professors, the movement's most intellectual theorists and the nation’s 

most rabid eugenic racists." 
Only fifty-one charter members created the ERA, and its ranks did not 

exceed five hundred in later years. Those fifty-one charter members 

included men and women from the senior echelons of psychology, such as 

Yerkes and Adolf Meyer; later, Goddard, Brigham, Terman and other intel- 

ligence measurement authorities would join up. Professors from the med- 

ical schools and life science departments of Harvard, Columbia, Yale, 

Emory, Brown and Johns Hopkins were counted among the ranks." 

‘Two race hatred fanatics, Madison Grant and Lothrop Stoddard, 

achieved leadership roles within the organization. Grant was internation- 

ally known for his bestseller, The Passing of the Great Race, which promoted 

Nordic whites as the superior race. Grant’s book, revered by eugenicists, 

lamented that America had been infested by “a large and increasing num- 

ber of the weak, the broken and the mentally crippled of all races drawn 

from the lowest stratum of the Mediterranean basin and the Balkans, 

together with hordes of the wretched, submerged populations of the Polish 

Ghetto.” Grant called these “human flotsam.” Among America’s genetic 
enemies, Grant singled out Irishmen, whom he insisted “were of no social 

importance.” As a eugenic remedy, he preached: “A rigid system of selec- 

tion through the elimination of those who are weak or unfit—in other 

words, social failures—would solve the whole question in a century...” 
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Grant held numerous leadership roles in the Eugenics Research Associa- 
tion, including its presidency, and ultimately sat with Davenport on the 
three-man executive committee.” 

Stoddard would write an equally belligerent bestseller, published by 
Scribner's, entitled The Rising Tide of Color Against White World Supremacy. 
Harvard-educated Stoddard defiantly summarized his science in these 
words: “You cannot make bad stock into good...any more than you can 
turn a cart-horse into a hunter by putting it into a fine stable, or make a 
mongrel into a fine dog by teaching it tricks.” He urged widespread segre- 
gation and immigration restrictions to combat the unfit races, which 
Stoddard compared to infectious bacteria. “Just as we isolate bacterial inva- 
sions and starve out the bacteria by limiting the area and amount of their 
food-supply, so we can compel an inferior race to remain in its native habi- 
tat... [which will] as with all organisms, eventually limit... its influence.” 
Stoddard was one of the early members of the Eugenics Research 
Association, joining in response to the association’s official invitation. 

The ranks of the ERA included eugenic activists of all sorts, but of the 
fifty-one original members, none was more enigmatic than charter mem- 

ber #14. His name was Dr. Edwin Katzen-Ellenbogen.!* 
Dr. Katzen-Ellenbogen had distinguished himself in the field of psy- 

chology, mostly though his work with epileptics. In the years just prior to 

his charter membership, Katzen-Ellenbogen served as the director of the 

Psychopathological Laboratory at New Jersey’s State Village for Epi- 

leptics at Skillman. Before that he had been an assistant physician at 

Danvers Hospital in Massachusetts, as well as a clinical assistant at a med- 

ical school in New York and a lecturer in abnormal psychology at 

Harvard. Just a year before joining the ERA, he had presented a paper on 

the mental capacity of epileptics before the National Association for the 

Study of Epilepsy at Goddard’s Vineland Training School for Feeble- 

minded Girls and Boys in New Jersey. He was considered an up-and- 

coming talent. Although just twenty-seven years of age, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen was listed as a leading psychologist in the distinguished 

biographical volume, American Men of Science.'° 

Who was Katzen-Ellenbogen, really? He spelled his last name numer- 

ous ways, hyphenated and unhyphenated. He was an American citizen, but 
he was actually born in Stanislawow, in Austrian-occupied Poland; he 

immigrated to the United States in 1905. He settled in Fitchburg, 

Massachusetts. Shortly after arriving in Fitchburg, the twenty-four-year- 

old Katzen-Ellenbogen married Marie A. Pierce, an American woman six 
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years his junior. Two months later, he traveled to Paris for further studies, 

but returned to the U.S. in 1907 when he was naturalized. He boasted cre- 
dentials from Harvard and was a member of that university’s postgraduate 

teaching staff, but he had actually received his primary education in Poland 

and his secondary schooling in Germany. He assumed the middle name 

“Maria,” perhaps after his wife’s name, but his real middle name was 

Wladyslaw. He claimed to be Roman Catholic, but was actually Jewish.'° 
Long-skulled, with bushy eyebrows, a thin mustache and a semicircular 

receding hairline topped by a very high brow, Katzen-Ellenbogen’s head 

seemed almost too large for his body. As one who had worked with epilep- 

tics, disturbed children and the insane, Katzen-Ellenbogen had become 

accustomed to tinkering with the extremes of human frailty and the limits 

of will. He was attracted to the mysteries of the mind, but was convinced 

that the field of psychology was still in its infancy as it probed those myster- 

ies. “Psychology is a discipline of undue hopes and uncritical skepticism,” 

he wrote, adding, “It has been a hard battle, which in forty years time has 

elevated psychology from a cinderella science domiciled in one room at the 

Leipzig University to palace-like institutions, such as for instance the 

Harvard Psychological Institute. ...”!” 

In 1915, two years after he joined the Eugenics Research Association, 

Katzen-Ellenbogen sailed again to Europe. He would never return to 

America. He traveled first to Russia, but ended up in Germany. By then, 

Europe was embroiled in a bloody World War. But Katzen-Ellenbogen 

remained an “active member” of the organization even while abroad. Then 

America entered the war against Germany, and on March 21, 1918, the asso- 

ciation’s executive committee dropped Katzen-Ellenbogen from its rolls.!® 
Katzen-Ellenbogen studied troubled minds but was also familiar with 

intense personal pain and the fire of his own considerable mental anguish. 

In 1920, his only son, still in America, fell from a roof garden and was 

killed. The boy’s death destroyed Katzen-Ellenbogen’s sense of personal 

existence. There would be no male heir to carry on his bloodline, which 

contradicted the central aspiration of eugenics. But beyond any tenet of 

science, the untimely death would haunt Katzen-Ellenbogen for the rest 

of his life. He was in Europe when it occurred, yet he did not return for 

the funeral. The doctor’s wife slid into profound depression. Katzen- 
Ellenbogen never forgave himself for staying away. Suicidal impulses 
would grip him for years.!? 

Bitter but also philosophical, purely scientific yet overwhelmingly 
ambitious, Katzen-Ellenbogen wandered from mental place to mental 
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place. He emerged with the disconnected sense of a man with nothing to 
lose. Abortionist, drug peddler, informer, medical theorist, murderer— 
Katzen-Ellenbogen eventually drifted into all of these realms.2° This 
American eugenicist would disappear from America, but his biological 
vision of humanity would eventually shock the world. Nor would he be 
alone in his crimes. 

* * * 

Eugenics found allies not just among the nation’s learned men, but also 
among the affluent and influential. In 1912, shortly before the Eugenics 
Record Office installed its board of scientific directors, the New York State 
legislature had created the Rockefeller Foundation, which boasted fabulous 
assets. John D. Rockefeller donated $35 million the first year, and $65 mil- 

lion more the next year.?! Davenport was keen to funnel Rockefeller’s 

money into eugenics. As he had done with Mrs. Harriman, Davenport cul- 

tivated a personal connection with Rockefeller’s son, John D. Rockefeller 

Jr. The younger Rockefeller controlled the foundation’s millions.” 
Shy and intensely private, the oil heir seemed to enjoy corresponding 

with Davenport about sundry eugenic topics. On January 27, 1912, using 

his personal 26 Broadway stationery, the young Rockefeller wrote 

Davenport a letter about a plan to incarcerate feebleminded criminal 

women for an extra length of time, so they “would... be kept from perpet- 

uating [their] kind...until after the period of child bearing had been 

passed.” ‘Two months later, Rockefeller Jr. sent Davenport a copy of a Good 

Housekeeping article referencing Pearson and British eugenicists. 

Rockefeller asked, “Will you be good enough to return the article with 

your reply, which I shall greatly appreciate.” On April 2, Rockefeller sent 
Davenport a formal thank you for answering a letter just received. About a 

month later, Rockefeller sent another note of personal thanks, this time for 

answering questions about the Good Housekeeping article.> 
At its first meeting, the ERO’s board of scientific directors “voted to 

recommend to Mr. John D. Rockefeller the support of the following inves- 

tigations.” The ERO’s board, chaired by William Welch (who doubled as 
Rockefeller’s own scientific director), compiled a short list: first, “an analy- 

sis of feeblemindedness”; second, “a study of a center of heavy incidence of 

insanity in Worcester County, Massachusetts”; third, a well-financed “pre- 

liminary study of the sources of the better and the poorer strains of immi- 
grants” to be conducted overseas. They also petitioned Rockefeller to fund 

a statistician who would compile the data.”* 
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Welch found his work with the ERO satisfying, and did not mind 
becoming vice-chairman when Alexander Graham Bell was appointed to 

the top post. Two years after Welch joined the board of scientific directors, 

Davenport used the connection to secure additional Rockefeller financial 

support. On March 1, 1915, Davenport told Welch, “It seems to me a 

favorable time to approach the Rockefeller Foundation on the subject of 

giving a fund for investment to the Eugenics Record Office.” Davenport 

skillfully played Mrs. Harriman’s wealth against Rockefeller’s vastly supe- 

rior fortune. To date, Rockefeller’s foundation had “given us $6,000 a year, 

whereas Mrs. Harriman has given us $25,000” as well as funds for con- 

struction and other general expenses. Davenport’s new plan called for an 

annual investment fund, as well as money to establish a better indexing 

operation to link surnames, traits and geographic locales. After adding up 

the columns, itemizing the projects and totaling the results, Davenport 

wrote Welch, “I would suggest that we should ask for $600,000 [$10.1 mil- 

lion in modern money] from the Rockefeller Foundation.” 
If Rockefeller agreed to the $600,000 subvention, Davenport planned 

to go back to Mrs. Harriman and ask her to go one better. “We should then 

ask Mrs. Harriman to consider an endowment of $800,000 to $1 million.” 

That would almost double her annual tithe.”° 

As expected, Davenport lunched with Mrs. Harriman just days later. 

Their discussion was fruitful. “She is, I understand, ready to turn over 

some property to [the Eugenics Record Office],” Davenport happily 

reported to Bell. Mrs. Harriman’s financial support would ultimately grow 

to hundreds of thousands of dollars.?’ 
Big money made all the difference for eugenics. Indeed, biological 

supremacy, raceology and coercive eugenic battle plans were all just talk 

until those ideas married into American affluence. With that affluence 

came the means and the connections to make eugenic theory an adminis- 
trative reality. 

Providing her opulent 1 East Sixty-ninth Street home as a meeting 

place, Mrs. Harriman bestowed her prestige as well as her wealth on the 

eugenic crusade. At one meeting in her home on April 8, 1914, more 

than a dozen experts gathered to plan action against those considered 

feebleminded. Most offered short presentations. Goddard, fresh from 
his intelligence-testing accomplishments, began the meeting with a pro- 
posed definition of “feebleminded.” Another outlined ideas on “segrega- 
tion of the feebleminded.” A third offered “new and needed legislation 
in re: the feebleminded.” Laughlin presented a fifteen-minute talk on 
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“sterilization of the feebleminded.” Davenport spoke on county surveys 
of the feebleminded.”® 

Mrs. Harriman wielded great power. When she made a request of New 

York State officials, it was difficult for them to say no. Davenport’s pro- 

posed county surveys in search of the unfit, for example, were implemented 

by state officials. Eugenic agencies were established, often bearing innocu- 

ous names. Robert Hebberd, secretary of the New York State Board of 

Charities, reported to Mrs. Harriman that “our Eugenics Bureau is known 

officially as the Bureau of Analysis and Investigation.” In describing the 

agency’s work, Hebberd’s letter reflected the usual eugenic parlance, “The 

study of groups of defective individuals is so closely related to the welfare of 

future generations that the lessons drawn from the histories of abnormal 

families... [can] prevent the continuance of conditions which foster social 

evils.” He added that to this end, the records of some 300,000 people had 

already been tabulated in twenty-four of New York State’s counties. 
Hebberd promised to coordinate his agency’s work with privately financed 

eugenic field surveys “in Rockland County, under your direction.” He def- 

erentially added, “Permit me to say that it is gratifying to know of your 

deep interest in this branch of the work of the State Board of Charities.”’? 

Rockefeller also financed private county surveys. His foundation would 

cover the $10,000 cost of a hunt for the unfit in New York’s Nassau County. 

Davenport and several Nassau County appointees formed an impromptu 

“Committee on the Enumeration of Mental Defectives,” which worked 

closely with local school authorities in search of inferior students. Eight 

field workers would assist the search.*° 
Some ordinary New York State agencies changed their focuses from 

benign to eugenic. One such agency operated under the innocuous-sound- 

ing name of the Bureau of Industries and Immigration. Originally estab- 

lished to protect disadvantaged immigrants, the bureau began employing 

investigators to identify “defectives,” the feebleminded and the insane. 

One typical report on fifteen feebleminded newcomers began with Case 
#258, which focused on Teresa Owen, a forty-year-old woman from 

Ireland who was classified as insane. The case note on Owen read, “Has 

been released to her husband and is cohabiting with him, with what disas- 

trous results to posterity...no one can foretell. She is a menace... [and] 
should be removed and segregated pending removal.” Case #430 treated 

Eva Stypanovitz, an eighteen-year-old Russian Jew who was classified as 

feebleminded. The file on Stypanovitz noted, “Case diagnosed by relatives. 

Is of marriageable age, and a menace to the community.” Case #918 dealt 
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with Vittorio Castellino, a thirty-five-year-old from Italy, and recorded, 

“Such a case cannot be too extravagantly condemned from a eugenic and 

economic point of view.”?! 

Another such agency was the organization that became known as the 

National Committee on Prison and Prison Labor, first organized in 1910 

by the New York State Department of Labor to investigate the exploitation 

of convict-manufactured goods. Four years later, the body changed its 

name amid a “widening of its activities.” Judge Olson, the stalwart eugenic 

activist who also directed the Municipal Court of Chicago Psychopathic 

Laboratory, steered his colleagues on the prison committee to create simi- 

lar municipal psychopathic labs to document hereditary criminality in their 

cities. The New York City Police Department did indeed establish a psy- 

chopathic laboratory for eugenic investigations, utilizing Eugenics Record 

Office field workers supplied by Mrs. Harriman. Davenport himself 

headed up the prison group’s special committee on eugenics, which was 

established “to get at the... heredity factors in anti-social behavior... with 

the aid of a careful family history.” Prisoners at Sing Sing were the first to 

be examined by Davenport’s researchers under a year-long joint project 

with the Eugenics Record Office.*? 
In 1916, New York’s Senate Commission to Investigate Provision for 

the Mentally Deficient held hearings and published a 628-page special 

report, including a 109-page bibliography of eugenic books and articles. 

The commission’s purview included imposed sterilization. Among its cited 

resources were eugenic county surveys in Westchester County supervised 

by Dr. Gertrude Hall, one of the eugenic experts in Mrs. Harriman’s circle 

and the director of the Bureau of Analysis and Investigation.** 
Many officials were easily swayed by the stacks of scientific documenta- 

tion eugenicists could amass. New York’s State Hospital Commission— 

comprised of a coterie of leading physicians—emerged from meetings with 

Davenport at the Eugenics Record Office in July of 1917 expressing a new 

determination to concentrate on the feebleminded—even though there 

was not yet a definition for feeblemindedness. After the meeting, the com- 

mission announced it would recommend that the state legislature allocate 

$10 to $20 million during the next decade to eugenically address the insane 

and feebleminded. The ERO pledged its assistance in the effort.** 
New York State was hardly alone. Indiana’s legislature appropriated 

$10,000 for a Committee on Mental Defectives in 1917. Initial research 

was completed by ERO field workers Clara Pond (in Jasper, Wabash and 

Elkhart counties) and Edith Atwood (in Shelby, Vanderburgh and Warrick 
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counties). A commission to investigate the feebleminded was empanelled in 

Utah. Arkansas did the same. One ERO field worker, Ethel Thayer, trav- 

eled some 10,000 miles during six months in 1917, interviewing 472 indi- 

viduals to produce what the ERO termed “more or less complete histories 
of 84 [families].”3> 

There was no way for the public to know if a seemingly unrelated gov- 

ernment agency was actively pursuing a eugenic agenda. The United States 

Department of Agriculture maintained an active role in America’s eugenics 

movement by virtue of its quasi-official domination of the American 

Breeders Association. Various Department of Agriculture officials either 

sponsored or officially encouraged eugenic research. Agricultural depart- 

ment meetings went beyond the bounds of simple agronomy; they often 

encompassed human breeding as well. On November 14, 1912, Professor 

C. L. Goodrich, at the Washington office of the Department of Agri- 

culture, was asked by a colleague in the USDA's Columbia, South Carolina, 

office whether two Negro siblings, both with six fingers on each hand, 

should be brought to an ABA meeting at the National Corn Exposition for 

eugenic evaluation. Professor Goodrich, who controlled the presentations 

of the ABA’s Eugenic Section, replied a few days later, “Have the children 

brought....I will put you on the program for a paper before the Eugenics 

sections °° 
On November 26, 1912, the USDA's Office of Farm Management 

wrote to Davenport on official government letterhead suggesting that the 

ERO assign “a eugenic worker on the case and develop the facts in relation 

to the negro’s family by the time of the meeting of the Breeder’s 

Association in Columbia [South Carolina] in February.” Receptive to the 

idea, Davenport replied three days later, “Perhaps he can present one or 

more of the polydactyls to the eugenics section.”*’ 
On January 3, 1913, Davenport wrote to George W. Knorr at the 

USDA in Washington asking, “If not too late, please add two titles to the 

eugenics program.” One of these would be Davenport’s own last-minute 

entry, “A Biologist’s View of the Southern Negro Problem.” Knorr wrote 
back asking for a lecturer on eugenic immigration issues. On January 8, 

Davenport referred Knorr to a Harvard eugenicist specializing in immigra- 

tion, and reminded the department to make sure “the meeting of the eugen- 

ics section [was all arranged] at the Insane Asylum.” That same day, 

Davenport wrote his colleague at Harvard, asking him to contact the USDA 

to get on the program. On January 10, Davenport asked Knorr to approve 

yet another eugenics paper entitled “Heredity of Left-handedness.”** 
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Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson doubled as president of the 

ABA. At the group’s 1913 convention, he rallied the forces. In his presi- 

dential address, Wilson declared, “You have developed in your eugenics 

section a great experiment station and institution of research, with a splen- 

did building called the Eugenics Record Office. ... Your laboratory mate- 

rial is the heredity that runs through the veins of the good, bad, and indif- 

ferent families of our great country...assembling the genetic data of 

thousands of families... making records of the very souls of our people, of 

the very life essence of our racial blood.... Those families which have in 

them degenerate blood will have new reason for more slowly increasing 

their kind. Those families in whose veins runs the blood of royal effi- 

ciency, will have added reason for that pride which will induce them to 

multiply their kind.” Wilson also encouraged the ERO to seek even 

greater funding. “I observe that you are publicly asking for a foundation of 

half a million dollars,” he said. “Twenty times that sum, or ten millions, 

would come nearer the mark.”?? 
The speeches presented at obscure agricultural meetings in South 

Carolina, the eugenic surveys in small Indiana counties or by major New 

York State agencies, the eugenics courses taught in small colleges or in 

prestigious universities—none of this eugenic activity remained a local 

phenomenon. It quickly accumulated and became national news for a 

movement hungry for the smallest advance in its crusade. Therefore in 

January of 1916, the ERO launched a new publication, Eugenical News, 

which was edited by Laughlin and reported endless details of the move- 

ment’s vicissitudes. Approximately 1,000 copies of each issue were distrib- 

uted to activists. From the most important research to the most obscure 

minutia, an eager audience of committed eugenic devotees would read 

about it in Eugenical News. Almost every administrative proposal, every leg- 

islative measure, every academic course, every speech and organizational 

development was reported in this publication.” 
When field worker Clara Pond began her eugenic duties at the New 

York Police Department on January 15, 1917, it was reported in the 

February issue. When the ERO received records of 128 family charts from 
Morgan County, Indiana, it was reported. When the Village for Epileptics 

at Skillman, New Jersey, contributed 798 pages of data on its patients, it was 

reported. When Laughlin spoke before the Illinois Corn Growers 

Convention at the University of Illinois, it was reported. When Dr. Walter 

Swift of the Speech Disorder Clinic wrote on inherited speech problems in 

the Review of Neurology and Psychiatry, his article was reviewed in depth. 
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When Yerkes paid a courtesy visit to the Eugenics Record Office in Cold 
Spring Harbor, it was reported. When Congress overrode President 

Wilson’s veto of an immigration bill, the vote tallies were reported. When 

the state of Delaware appropriated $10,000 for an institution for the feeble- 

minded, it was reported. When eugenic field worker Elizabeth Moore took 

up gardening at her home in North Anson, Maine, this too was reported.*! 
No legislative development was too small, nor was any locale too 

obscure for coverage. Indeed, the more obscure the eugenic development, 

the more enthusiastic the reportage seemed. The more significant the 

research or legislative effort, the more readers looked to Eugenical News for 

information and guidance. In effect, Eugenical News offered the movement 

organizational, scientific, legislative and theoretical cohesion. 

Eventually, the eugenics movement and its supporters began to speak a 

common language that crept into the general mindset of many of America’s 

most influential thinkers. On January 3, 1913, former President Theodore 

Roosevelt wrote Davenport, “I agree with you...that society has no busi- 

ness to permit degenerates to reproduce their kind....Some day, we will 

realize that the prime duty, the inescapable duty, of the good citizen of the 

right type, is to leave his or her blood behind him in the world; and that we 

have no business to permit the perpetuation of citizens of the wrong type.” 

Episcopalian Bishop John T. Dallas of Concord, New Hampshire, issued a 

public statement: “Eugenics is one of the very most important subjects that 

the present generation has to consider.” Episcopalian Bishop Thomas F. 

Gailor of Memphis, Tennessee, issued a similar statement: “The science of 

eugenics... by devising methods for the prevention of the propagation of 

the feebleminded, criminal and unfit members of the community, is... one 

of the most important and valuable contributions to civilization.” Dr. Ada 

Comstock, president of Radcliffe College, declared publicly, “Eugenics is 

‘the greatest concern of the human race.’ The development of civilization 

depends upon it.” Dr. Albert Wiggam, an author and a leading member of 

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, pronounced his 

belief: “Had Jesus been among us, he would have been president of the 

First Eugenic Congress.” 
While many of America’s elite exalted eugenics, the original Galtonian 

eugenicists in Britain were horrified by the sham science they saw thriving 
in the United States and taking root in their own country. In a merciless 

1913 scientific paper written on behalf of the Galton Laboratory, British 

scientist David Heron publicly excoriated the American eugenics of 

Davenport, Laughlin, and the Eugenics Record Office. Using the harshest 
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possible language, Heron warned against “certain recent American work 

which has been welcomed in this country as of first-class importance, but 

the teaching of which we hold to be fallacious and indeed actually danger- 
ous to social welfare.” His accusations: “Careless presentation of data, inac- 

curate methods of analysis, irresponsible expression of conclusions, and 

rapid change of opinion.”* 
Heron lamented further, “Those of us who have the highest hopes for 

the new science of Eugenics in the future are not a little alarmed by many 

of the recent contributions to the subject which threaten to place 

Eugenics... entirely outside the pale of true science. ... When we find such 

teaching—based on the flimsiest of theories and on the most superficial of 

inquiries—proclaimed in the name of Eugenics, and spoken of as ‘entirely 

splendid work,’ we feel that it is not possible to use criticism too harsh, nor 

words too strong in repudiation of advice which, if accepted, must mean 

the death of Eugenics as a science.” 

Heron emphasized “that the material has been collected in a most unsat- 

isfactory manner, that the data have been tabled in a most slipshod fashion, 

and that the Mendelian conclusions drawn have no justification what- 

ever....” He went so far as to say the data had been deliberately skewed. As 

an example, he observed that “a family containing a large number of defec- 

tives is more likely to be recorded than a family containing a small number 

of defectives.”*° In sum, he called American eugenics rubbish. 

Davenport exploded. 

He marshaled all his academic and rhetorical resources and the propa- 

gandists of the ERO. Davenport and A. J. Rosanoff combined two defen- 

sive essays and a journal article denouncing Dr. Heron’s criticism into a 

lengthy ERO Bulletin. The bulletin, entitled Reply to the Criticism of Recent 

American Work by Dr. Heron of the Galton Laboratory, was circulated to hun- 

dreds of public administrators, eugenic theorists and others whose minds 

needed to be swayed, assuaged or buttressed.* 
As keeper of the eugenic flame and defender of its faithful, Davenport 

correctly portrayed Dr. Heron’s assault to be against “my reputation 

[which] I regard as of infinitely less importance than the acquisition of 

truth; and if I resent these evil innuendoes it is not for myself at all, but only 

for the protection of the scientific interests which I am, for the time, custo- 

dian.” In a rambling, point-by-point confutation, Davenport belittled 
Heron’s attack as a vendetta by his Galtonian enemies in England. He 
explained away his faulty data as typographical. His rebuttal was rich with 
abstruse formulas in support of his subverted theses.*7 
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In Davenport’s mind, Mendel’s laws hovered as the sacred oracle of 

American eugenics, the rigid determiner of everything tall and short, 

bright and dim, right and wrong, strong and weak. All that existed in the 

chaotic pool of life was subservient to Mendel’s tenets as respun by 

Davenport. Indeed, Davenport cherished those tenets as if chiseled by the 

finger of God. Come what may, Davenport declared he would never “deny 

the truth of Mendelism.” He defiantly proclaimed, “The principles of 

heredity are the same in man and hogs and sun-flowers.”*8 

But the attacks did not stop. True, eugenics had ascended to a scientific 

standard throughout the nation’s academic and intellectual circles, becom- 

ing almost enshrined in the leading medical journals and among the most 

progressive bureaucrats. The word itself had become a catchphrase of the 

intelligentsia. But soon the sweeping reality of the eugenics movement’s 

agenda started filtering down to the masses. Average people slowly began 

to understand that the ruling classes were planning a future America, 

indeed a future world, that would leave many of them behind. Sensational 

articles began to appear in the press. 

“14 million to be sterilized” was the warning from the Hearst syndicate 

of newspapers in late September of 1915. Alexander Graham Bell, long 

queasy about Davenport’s obsession with defectives, reacted at once, con- 

tacting Cold Spring Harbor for some reassurance. Davenport wrote back 

on September 25: “I am very sorry that ripples of a very sensational fake 

article about the plans of the Eugenics Record Office to sterilize 14 million 

Americans has rippled”—he crossed out “has rippled”—“... have disturbed 

the placid waters about [Bell’s vacation home in] Beinn Bhreagh [Nova 

Scotia].” Davenport assured Bell he would warn others “against believing 

things...in the Hearst papers.” Bell, only briefly comforted, wrote back, 

“Your note...is a great relief to me, as I was naturally disturbed over the 

newspaper notices—even though I didn’t believe them.”” 
The articles did not stop, however. Crusading journalists and commen- 

tators began to expose American eugenics as a war of the wealthy against 

the poor. On October 14, 1915, the Hearst newspapers syndicated a series 

of powerful editorials pulling no punches. Typical was an editorial in the 

San Francisco Daily News: 

WHERE TO BEGIN 

The millions of Mrs. Harriman, relict of the great railroad “promoter,” 

assisted by other millions of Rockefeller and Carnegie, are to be devoted to 
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sterilization of several hundred thousands of American “defectives” annu- 

ally, as a matter of eugenics. 

It is true that we don’t yet know all that the millions of our plutocracy 

can do to the common folks. We see that our moneyed plutocrats can own 

the governments of whole states, override constitutions, maintain private 

armies to shoot down men, women and children, and railroad innocent 

men to life imprisonment for murder, or lesser crimes. And IF WE SUB- 

MIT TO SUCH THINGS, we ought not to be surprised if they undertake 

to sterilize all those who are obnoxious to them. 

Of course, the proposition depends much on who are to be declared 

“defective.” 

The old Spartans, with war always in view, used to destroy, at birth, 

boys born with decided physical weakness. Some of our present-day 

eugenists go farther and damn children before their birth because of par- 

ents criminally inclined. Then we have eugenic “defectives” in the insane 

and the incurably diseased. The proposition is not wholly without justifica- 

tion. But isn’t there another sort of “defective,” who is quite as dangerous as 

any but whom discussion generally overlooks, especially discussion by the 

senile long-haired pathologists, and long-eared college professors involved 

in the Harriman-Rockefeller scheme to sterilize? 

A boy is born to millions. He either doesn’t work, isn’t useful, doesn’t con- 

tribute to human happiness, is altogether a parasite, or else he works to add to 

his millions, with the brutal, insane greed for more and more that caused the 

accumulation of the inherited millions. Why isn’t such THE MOST DAN- 

GEROUS “DEFECTIVE” OF ALL? Why isn’t the prevention of more 

such progeny THE FIRST DUTY OF EUGENICS? Such “defectives” 

directly attack the rights, liberties, happiness, and lives of millions. 

Talk about inheriting criminal tendencies. Is there a ranker case of such 

than the inheritance of Standard Oil criminality as evidenced in the slaugh- 

ter of mothers and their babes at Ludlow? 

Sterilization of hundreds of thousands of the masses, by the Harrimans 

and Rockefellers? LET’S FIRST TRY OUT THE “DEFECTIVENESS” 
OF THE SONS OF BILLIONAIRES! 

Let’s first sterilize where sterilization will mean something immediate, 

far-reaching and thorough in the way of genuine eugenics!°° 

More letters flew across the country as leading scholars began assessing 
the movement's image. Davenport worked on damage control. He began 
writing letters. Among the first was to Thomas D. Eliot, a major eugenic 
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activist then living in San Francisco. “The article upon which the editorial 
in the San Francisco Daily News was based was entirely without any founda- 
tion in fact,” Davenport assured Eliot. “The writer for the Hearst syndicate 
supplied them with an absolutely baseless and basely false article about 
imaginary plans of the Eugenics Record Office. As a matter of fact, the 
Eugenics Record Office exists only for the purpose of making studies pri- 
marily in human heredity and has nothing whatsoever to do with propa- 

ganda for sterilization. After the printing of this false article in scores of 

papers in this country my attention was called to it, and I wrote a letter to 

the New York American and requested them to publish the letter. This they 
refused to do....”*! 

Davenport scoffed, “We know the name of the unfortunate who wrote 

the article for the Hearst syndicate. To my protestation, he replies only that 

he proposes to publish a series of articles, intimating that he has worse ones 

in store [than] that already published. I tell you this so that you may be pre- 

pared for the future. It is quite within the range of possibility that he may 

state that the Rockefeller, Carnegie and Harriman millions are to be 

devoted to forcing the whites of the South to have children by the blacks in 

order to grade up the blacks. I can imagine even worse things.” He dis- 

missed Hearst readers as “paranoiacs and imbeciles,” and urged his col- 

leagues to stand fast.*? But the press continued. 
On February 17, 1916, a New York American reporter named Miss 

Hoffmann insisted on traveling up to New Haven, Connecticut, to inter- 

view the prominent Yale economist Irving Fisher about eugenics. Fisher, a 

leading raceologist, occupied a central role in the eugenics movement. The 

reporter had latched onto a sentence in a leading eugenic publication, 

which asserted, “Many women of the borderline type of feeblemindedness, 

where mental incapacity often passes for innocence, possess the qualities of 

charm felt in children, and are consequently quickly selected in marriage.” 

Fisher did not know where the correct documentation was to support such 

a statement. “I should have turned her loose on you,” he wrote to 

Davenport, “had I not known your sentiment on reporters especially of the 

Hearst journals! ... Much as I dislike the tone of their articles... if we do 

not help them, they will do us positive injury...[and yet] in spite of their 

sensationalism, we can utilize them to create respect for the eugenics idea 

in the mind of the public.”°? 
Fisher appended a typical progress report to his letter. “You will be glad 

to know,” he wrote, “that I have interested the Dean here in trying to 

secure something in eugenics. You will doubtless hear from him....I am 
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delighted to see how other colleges have taken the matter up. Yale seems to 

be a little behind in this matter.”** 
Davenport was relieved that Fisher had steered the New York American 

reporter elsewhere, admitting, “I might have reacted in a way which I 

should subsequently have regretted.”*° Such scandals in the press 

prompted Alexander Graham Bell to distance himself from the eugenics 

movement. 
Davenport surely sensed Bell’s apprehension. When it came time to call 

the Spring 1916 scientific board meeting, Davenport struggled with the 

phrasing of his letter to Bell. “Do you authorize call for meeting here April 

Eighth.” Vigorously scratched out. Slight variation: “Do you authorize me 

to call meeting here on April Eighth.” Vigorously scratched out. Start 

again: “Do you....” Scratched out, starting once more: “Shall J issue call 

Director’s meeting here on April Eighth.”*° 

On the afternoon of April 8, 1916, too impatient for a letter to arrive, 

Bell telephoned a message to Cold Spring Harbor. 

Dr. Davenport: Greatly regret inability to attend meeting of Eugenics 

Board as I had intended. Detained at last moment by important matters, 

demanding my immediate attention. I believe I have now served for three 

years as chairman. I would be much obliged if you would kindly present my 

resignation on the Board and say that it would gratify me very much to have 

some member now appointed to the position. 

With best wishes for a successful meeting, 

Alexander Graham Bell*’ 

Davenport was surely shaken. He sent off a note asking if Bell would at 

least stay on until the end of the year as chairman of the board of scientific 

directors; at the same time, he assured Bell that in the future more empha- 

sis would be placed on positive human qualities. Bell reluctantly agreed, 

but his connection to the movement was now permanently frayed. 

On April 20, 1916, Bell agreed to chair just one more meeting, the 

December 15 session, but with “the understanding that I will then resign as 
Chairman of the Board.” He added, “I am very much pleased to know from 
your letter that more attention is now to be paid to the Eugenic positive 
side than heretofore.”*® 

Just before the meeting, Bell once again reminded Davenport that he 
would participate in the year-end meeting, but “I hope that you do not for- 
get that I am to be allowed to resign from the chairmanship at this meet- 
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ing.” After that December meeting, Bell severed his relations with the 

movement altogether. In a polite but curt letter, Bell informed Davenport, 

“I will no longer be associated with yourself and the other directors. With 

best wishes for the continuance of the work, and kind regards.”»? 
By the end of 1917, Mrs. Harriman’s privately funded Eugenics Record 

Office had merged with the Carnegie Institution’s Experimental Station. 

Both entities were headed by Davenport. They existed virtually side-by- 

side at Cold Spring Harbor, and to a large extent functioned as extensions 

of one another. This created a consolidated eugenic enterprise at Cold 

Spring Harbor. To facilitate the legal merger of what everyone knew was an 

operational fact, Mrs. Harriman deeded the ERO’s existing assets plus a 

new gift of $300,000 to the Carnegie Institution, thus providing for the 

ERO’s continued operation. As part of the merger, the ERO transferred its 

collection of 51,851 pages of family documentation and index cards on 

534,625 individuals. Each card offered lines for forty personal traits. 
The science of eugenics was now consolidated under the sterling inter- 

national name of the Carnegie Institution. Eugenics was stronger than ever. 

* * * 

Eugenics did not reform despite its public pillorying. The movement con- 

tinued to amass volumes of data on families and individuals by combining 

equal portions of gossip, race prejudice, sloppy methods and leaps of logic, 

all caulked together by elements of actual genetic knowledge to create the 

glitter of a genuine science. 

A statistical study found that fewer than 12 percent of Negro songs 

were in a minor key. “It tends to justify the general impression that the 

negro is temperamentally sunny, cheerful, optimistic,” reported Eugenical 

News. As such, the study purveyed as scientific evidence that while “slave 

songs...refer to ‘hard trials and tribulations,” the genetic constitution of 

Negroes under American apartheid nonetheless displayed a “dominant 

mood... of jubilation. ...”°! 
Eugenicists began compiling long lists of ship captains and their prog- 

eny to identify an invented genetic trait called “thalassophilia,” that is, an 

inherited love of the sea. Eugenical News listed several captains who died or 

were injured in shipwrecks. “Such hardy mariners do not call for our sym- 

pathy,” declared Eugenical News, “they were following their instinct.” 

Behaviors, mannerisms, and personal attributes that we now under- 

stand to be shaped by environment were all deemed eugenic qualities. 

“When we look among our acquaintances,” Davenport wrote, “we are 
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struck by their diversity in physical, mental, and moral traits... they may be 

selfish or altruistic, conscientious or liable to shirk... for these characteris- 

tics are inheritable....”° 
In painstakingly compiled family trait booklets, each numbered at the 

top right for tracking, the most personal and subjective measurements were 

recorded as scientific data. Family trait booklet #40688, of the Bohemian 

farmer Joseph Chloupek and his Irish wife Mary Sullivan, was typical. 

Question 12 asked for “special tastes, gifts or peculiarities of mind or 

body.” For Chloupek, his traits were noted as “reading, affectionate, firm.” 

His wife was noted as “very religious... broad minded in her religious atti- 
tude toward others.” The rest of the family was similarly assessed, includ- 

ing Chloupek’s mother, Eugenia, who was marked as a “good mother.” 

Approximations were frequently entered as authentic scientific meas- 

urements. Question 13 called for the height either in inches, or, if pre- 

ferred, with any of four notations: “very short, short, medium tall, very 

tall.” Question 15 recorded hair color as “albino, flaxen, yellow-brown, 

light brown, medium brown, dark hair, black.” Question 17 asked for the 

individual’s skin to be described as “blond, intermediate, brunette, dark 

brown, black Negro, yellow, yellow-brown or reddish-brown.” Question 

26 asked for visual acuity, and the choices were “blind, imperfect, strong, or 

color blind”; in the case of the Chloupek family, the most common 

response was “good.” 
A second genealogical tool, the family folder, recorded such eugenic 

“facts” as “participation in church activities” and “early moral environ- 

ment.” Special areas were set aside for notations as to whether the individ- 

ual was known for “interest in world events or neighborhood gossip,” or 

“modesty,” or whether the person “holds a grudge.” Question fifty-six 

asked for an evaluation of the individual’s “optimism, patriotism, care for 

the good opinion of others.” 
In ERO Bulletin #13, How to Make a Eugenical Family Study, coauthored 

by Davenport and Laughlin, field workers and information recorders were 

informed that eugenic authorities would explain the “eugenical meaning of 

the facts recorded.”® 
Even within the accepted parameters, the data was often only approxi- 

mated. Heights for several dozen Jewish children were charted in one 
report with a special entry, “These weights recorded by nurses... are con- 

sidered by Dr. Cohen as more accurate than those recorded on March 20.” 

Physician Brett Ratner submitted extensive physical measurements of new- 
borns, with a caveat. “The sheet... [includes] the length,” he explained, 
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“which is taken by the attending doctor by suspending the child by its legs, 

which is of course very inaccurate, and the chest was also done by the 

attending physician. Therefore, I cannot vouch for the chest and length 

measurement. The weights, however, are all absolutely accurate.”® 
Often, the science was filtered through personal animus, colored lan- 

guage and even name-calling. Character flaws were frequently accentuated 

in clinical eugenic descriptions, almost as if to pass the reader a cue. “James 

Dack was commonly known as ‘Rotten Jimmy,” read one typical descrip- 

tion. “The epithet was given because of the diseased condition of his 

legs... although the term is said to have been equally applicable to his 

moral nature.” No wonder Goddard admitted that in writing his revered 

eugenic text on the Kallikak family, “We have made rather dogmatic state- 

ments and have drawn conclusions that do not seem scientifically war- 

ranted by the data. We have done this because it seems necessary to make 

these statements and conclusions for the benefit of the lay reader....” In 

Vermont, a careful and methodical statewide survey condemned one man 

as eugenically unfit based on the genetic datum that he was “a big hopeless 

good for nothing.” 
Davenport and Laughlin brashly predicted, “The day will yet come 

when among the first questions, asked by an employer of the applicant for a 

position, will be those relating to the occupations of his kin and the success 

they have had in such occupations.” 

Correcting the American ethic with a eugenic voice, they promulgated 

the stunning admonishment, “There are those who adhere to the obviously 

false doctrine that men are born equal and therefore it really doesn’t matter 

who marries whom.””° 
The men and women of eugenics wielded the science. They were sup- 

ported by the best universities in America, endorsed by the brightest 

thinkers, financed by the richest capitalists. They envisioned millions of 

America’s unfit being rounded up and incarcerated in vast colonies, farms 

or camps. They would be prohibited from marrying and forcibly sterilized. 

Eventually—perhaps within several generation—only the white Nordics 

would remain. When their work was done at home, American eugenicists 

hoped to do the same for Europe, and indeed for every other continent, 

until the superior race of their Nordic dreams became a global reality. 

Yet the very first sentence of the United States Constitution protected 

future generations. “We the People of the United States, in Order to form 

a more perfect Union, establish Justice ...secure the Blessings of Liberty 

to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Consti- 
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tution.””! Posterity would be the monumental issue over which the forces 

of eugenics struggled. To eugenicists, the future of America and humanity 

itself was at stake. 
In 1924, they would wage a pitched battle against a lone adversary. This 

adversary would not be a crusading journalist or an outspoken politician, 

but rather a helpless Virginia teenager named Carrie Buck. Declared fee- 

bleminded, she was actually a good student in a family of good students. 

Called a menace to society and to the future of mankind, she was actually 

just poor white trash from the back streets of Charlottesville, Virginia. This 

simple yet often eloquent girl would make the perfect test case. She was 

selected for exactly this reason. 

* * * 

Carrie Buck’s mother, Emma, was one of Charlottesville’s least respected 

citizens. Widowed and worthless, living on the margins of society, Emma 

was deemed a perfect candidate for feeblemindedness. After World War I, 

Virginia had a well-established policy of sweeping its social outcasts into 

homes for the feebleminded and epileptic. In Virginia, the two conditions, 

feeblemindedness and epilepsy, were virtually synonymous. They were also 

synonymous with another diagnosis, shiftlessness, that is, the genetic defect 

of being worthless and unattached in life.’ 
On April 1, 1920, Emma was hauled before a so-called Commission on 

Feeblemindedness. Justice of the Peace C. D. Shackleford convened the very 

brief hearing required. Physician J. S. Davis conducted the examination, 

referred to on the form as “an inquisition.” The state’s form enumerated sixty 

pointed questions. Question two, under Social History and Reaction, asked if 

Emma had ever been convicted of a crime. Emma’s response: “Prostitution.” 

In those days any woman might be charged with prostitution, whether for 

actually selling her body or simply for conducting herself in a fashion morally 

repugnant to the local authorities or even to the cop on the beat. Question 

eighteen, under Personal and Developmental History, asked if Emma had any 

diseases. She responded that she had syphilis. Question eight, under Physical 

Condition, asked specifically if Emma had ever had syphilis, to which her 

response was yes. Question nine, also under Physical Condition, asked if any 

venereal disease was present, and for the third time Emma confirmed that she 

had had syphilis. As to her moral character, the hearing officials wrote “noto- 
riously untruthful.” Indeed, question five, under Social History and Reaction, 

asked whether she had “conducted... herself in a proper conjugal manner.” 
The examiners wrote “No.””3 
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A few minutes later, Emma was officially deemed feebleminded. 

Shackleford signed the order of commitment, declaring she was “suspected 

of being feebleminded or epileptic.” Five days later, Emma was driven to 

the Colony for Epileptics and Feebleminded. There she was consigned to 

Ward Five. She would remain at the colony for the rest of her life.”4 
Years before, in 1906, when Emma was still married, she had given 

birth to a daughter, Carrie. When Emma’s husband died, the widow 

drifted into the social fringes of Charlottesville. At age three, Carrie was 

removed from Emma’s custody and placed with another family. There 

were no formal adoption proceedings. Charlottesville peace officer J.T. 

Dobbs and his wife simply took the child into their Grove Street house. 

The Dobbses had a child of their own, approximately Carrie’s age. Mrs. 

Dobbs needed extra help with the chores. Carrie was good at her chores, 

and also did well in school. School records show her performance was 

“very good—deportment and lessons.” But when Carrie was in sixth 

grade, the Dobbses withdrew the girl from school so she could concen- 

trate on the increasing load of housework—not only for their home on 

Grove Street, but for others in the neighborhood that Carrie was “loaned” 

to. Although Carrie never felt like she was a part of the Dobbs family, she 

was happy to be there. She recalled being obedient, and always considered 

herself “a good girl.””° 
One day in the summer of 1923, seventeen-year-old Carrie was discov- 

ered to be pregnant. She explained that she had been raped. “He forced 

himself on me,” Carrie later recollected, “he was a boyfriend of mine and 

he promised to marry me.” Years later, she would accuse a Dobbs nephew 

of being the rapist.’ 
The Dobbses would not listen to her explanations. They wanted 

Carrie—and her shame—out of the house at once. As Dobbs was the local 

peace officer, and familiar with the legal workings of the county, he knew 

just what to do. He filed commitment papers with Justice Shackleford. 

Dobbs claimed the girl was feebleminded, epileptic or both, and anyway, 

the family could no longer afford to board her. Shackleford scheduled a 

commitment proceeding.” 
On January 23, 1924, Shackleford convened a brief hearing. ‘Two doc- 

tors attended to render their expert opinions. The Dobbses testified that 

Carrie had experienced “hallucinations and...outbreaks of temper” and 

had engaged in “peculiar actions.” Carrie was quickly declared “feeble- 

minded” and transferred to the custody of the Colony for Epileptics and 

Feebleminded. For Shackleford, it was the second generation of Bucks he 
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had sent to the colony—first the mother, Emma, and now her daughter, 

Carriex® 
It was not unusual for Virginia to use its Colony for Epileptics and 

Feebleminded as a dumping ground for those deemed morally unsuitable. 

Classifying promiscuous women as morons was commonplace. The 

colony’s superintendent, Dr. Albert Priddy, admitted as much in a report: 

“The admission of female morons to this institution has consisted for the 
most part of those who would formerly have found their way into the red- 

light district and become dangerous to society. ...””? 
But the numbers of morally condemned women were becoming eco- 

nomically daunting. “If the present tendency to place and keep under cus- 

todial care in State institutions all females who have become incorrigibly 

immoral [continues],” he argued, “it will soon become a burden much 

greater than the State can carry. These women are never reformed in heart 

and mind because they are defectives from the standpoint of intellect and 

moral conception and should always have the supervision by officers of the 

law and properly appointed custodians.” Priddy’s solution was the common 

eugenic remedy, sterilization.*° 

When Carrie was condemned, eugenical sterilizations were not yet 

legal in Virginia. Priddy’s institution had certainly sterilized many women, 

but always as part of “therapeutic” treatment for unspecified types of 

“pelvic disease.”®! These therapeutic sterilizations on young, unsuspecting 

women were recorded as “voluntary,” with informed consent transcripts to 

prove it. One such transcript read: 

Doctor: Do you like movies? 

Patient: Yes, sir. 

Doctor: Do you like cartoons? 

Patient: Yes, sir. 

Doctor: You don’t mind being operated on, do you? 

Patient: No, sir. 

Doctor: Then you can go ahead.” 

Priddy well understood how far outside the law such sterilizations were. 
In 1916, he had been taken to court for sterilizing several members of 
another Virginia family. On September 23, 1916, while the hardworking 
George Mallory was on shift at a nearby sawmill, his wife Willie and nine 
of their dozen children were at home in Richmond. Two family friends 
were visiting. Suddenly, two Richmond policemen burst in and declared 
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the Mallory home “a disorderly house,” that is, a brothel. It was later 

alleged that one of the policemen actually “made an indecent proposal” to 
one of the daughters.®? 

No matter, the younger children were turned over to the juvenile court, 

which, citing “vicious and immoral influences,” transferred them to the 

Children’s Home Society. Willie and her two eldest daughters, Jessie and 
Nannie, were confined at the City Detention Home, and then on October 

14 referred to the Commission for the Feebleminded.** 
Willie later recalled her experience. “A doctor examined my mind,” she 

recounted, “and asked if I could tell whether salt was in the bread or not, 

and did I know how to tie my shoes. There was a picture hanging on the 

wall of a dog. He asked me if it was a dog or a lady. He asked me all sorts of 

foolish questions, which would take too long for me to tell you.... Then 

the doctor took his pencil and scratched his head and said, ‘I can’t get that 

woman in.’” But the attending juvenile probation officer, Mrs. Roller, was 

determined to have the family institutionalized. She told the doctor to 

write “unable to control her nerves,” and added, “We can get her in for 

that.”®° He did so. 
Mrs. Mallory, Jessie and Nannie were committed for lack of nervous 

control. Priddy had them now. Willie and Jessie were sterilized first. In 

late 1917, Priddy was getting ready to operate on the other daughter, 

Nannie, when he received another in a series of letters from George 

Mallory. Proud and strong-willed, Mallory expressed himself in powerful, 

if simple, terms. His English was lousy and his spelling atrocious. But his 

outrage was palpable. Grammar and form did not matter for Mallory. His 

family had been ripped from his home, and he wanted them back. On 

November 5, 1917, after several earlier letters were ignored, Mallory 

wrote an angry final demand.*° 

Dr Priddy 
Dear sir one more time I am go write to you to ask you about my child I 

cannot here from her bye no means I have wrote three orfour times cant 

get hereing from her at all. We have sent her a box and I dont no wheather 

she recevied them or not. I want to know when can I get my child home 

again My family have been broked up on fake pertents same as white slav- 

ery. Dr what busneiss did you have opreatedeing on my wife and daughter 

with out my consent. I am a hard working man can take care of my family 

and can prove it and before I am finish you will find out that I am. I heard 

that some one told you lots of bad news but I have been living with her for 
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twenty three years and cant no body prove nothing againts my wife they 

cant talk anything but cant prove nothing... just to think my wife is 43 

years old and to be treated in that way, you ought to be a shamed of your 

selft of opreateding on her at that age just stop and think of how she have 

been treated what cause did you have opreateding her please let me no for 

there is no law for such treatment I have found that out | am a poor man 

but was smart anuf to find that out I had a good home as any man wanted 

nine sweet little children now to think it is all broke up for nothing I want 

to no what you are go do I earn 75$ a month I dont want my child on the 

state I did not put her on there. if you don’t let me have her bye easy term 

I will get her by bad she is not feeble minded over there working for the 

state for nothing now let me no at once I am a humanbeen as well as you 

are I am tired of being treated this way for nothing I want my child that is 

good understanded let me know before farther notise. Now I want to 

know on return mail what are you go do wheather are go let my child 

come home let me here from her 
Verly Truiley 

Mr George Mallory 

My last letter to you for my child with out trouble don’t keep my child 

there I have told you not to opreated on my child if you do it will be more 

troubles,” 

Priddy was livid, and wrote Mallory back, threatening his own action. 

“Now, don’t you dare write me another such letter or I will have you 

arrested in a few hours.” Implying a threat of surgical consequences, he 

added, “If you dare to write me another such communication I will have 

you arrested and brought here too.” Mallory’s spelling was bad, but he 

retained an attorney who could spell quite correctly. He sued Priddy for 

sterilizing his wife and daughter Jessie. Mallory also filed a writ of habeas 

corpus, and by early 1918 his family was returned to him. Although Priddy’s 

conduct was upheld on appeal, the judge warned Priddy not to sterilize any 

other patients until the law was changed.*® 
Enter Carrie Buck. She would be the test case. 

Virginia’s legislators had been reluctant to pass a eugenic sterilization 

law. “[We] were laughed at by the lawmakers who suggested they might fall 
victim to their own legislation,” recalled Joseph DeJarnette, superintend- 

ent of the Western State Hospital in Staunton, Virginia. He added, “I really 

thought they ought to have been sterilized as unfit.”*? 
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In 1922, after numerous state laws had been vetoed or overturned by 

the courts on Constitutional grounds, Laughlin completed a massive 502- 

page compilation of state eugenical legislation. It was entitled Ewgenical 

Sterilization in the United States. The dense volume, bristling with state-by- 

state legal analysis and precedent, included what lawyers and eugenicists 

unanimously declared to be a new “model sterilization law,” updated since 

previous iterations of Laughlin’s model legislation. It was indeed the com- 

plete legislator’s guide. Laughlin was certain that a law that followed a rigid 

course of due process, proper notification to the patient, adversarial pro- 

tection of the patient’s rights, and a narrow, nonpunitive, health-based 

eugenical sterilization regimen could withstand a U.S. Supreme Court 

challenge. Burnishing the report’s legal soundness was the fact that it was 

not issued by any of the Cold Spring Harbor entities, but was distributed as 

an official document of the Municipal Court of Chicago. Judge Olson, who 

headed Chicago’s Municipal Court, concomitantly served as president of 

the Eugenics Research Association. Olson even wrote the introduction, 

saluting Laughlin, who “rendered the nation a signal service in the prepa- 

ration of this work....”?° 
Laughlin personally sent a copy to Priddy. Now Priddy and his fellow 

Virginia eugenicists would carefully follow Laughlin’s advice. In the fall of 

1923, with a mandate from Virginia’s State Hospital Board, Priddy and 

colony attorney Aubrey Strode authored comprehensive new legislation 

closely resembling the text and format of Laughlin’s model statute. By 

March 30, 1924, Virginia’s eugenics law, which now included numerous 

due process safeguards, was finally passed by both state houses and signed 

by the governor. It was to take effect on June 17, 1924.”! 
Although Carrie was condemned as feebleminded on January 23, 1924, 

she was not immediately admitted to the colony. Pregnant girls were not 

permitted in the facility. On March 28, Carrie gave birth to a daughter, 

Vivian. Since Carrie had been declared mentally incompetent, she could 

not keep the child. Ironically, the Dobbses took Vivian in.” Three genera- 

tions of Bucks had intersected with J.T. Dobbs. 

Carrie’s arrival at the colony was delayed until June 4, just days before 

the new sterilization law took effect. A legal guardian, Robert Shelton, 

was properly appointed for her and properly paid $5 per day, just as the 

statute and due process required. On September 10, 1924, a colony 

review board properly met and ruled that Carrie “is feebleminded and by 

the laws of heredity is the probable potential parent of socially inadequate 

offspring, likewise afflicted...,” and as such “she may be sexually steril- 
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ized...and that her welfare and that of society will be promoted by her 

sterilization. ...”%3 
Upon completion of the hearing, the board properly inquired if they 

could proceed. Colony attorney Strode properly advised that the Virginia 

act “had yet to stand the test of the Courts.” Strode later recounted, 

“Whereupon, I was instructed to take to court a test case.”*4 
Carrie’s guardian, Shelton, was then asked by Strode to appeal the case 

“in order that we may test the constitutionality through our state courts, 

even to the Supreme Court of the United States.” Shelton then secured 

ostensibly independent counsel to represent the eighteen-year-old in a 

legal challenge scheduled for November 18, 1924. Attorney Irving 

Whitehead was selected to represent Carrie. Whitehead was no stranger to 

the colony, however, and to many the arrangement seemed little more than 

a collusive defense. He was, after all, one of the original three directors 

appointed by the governor to manage the colony when it was established in 

1910. Whitehead and his fellow trustees appointed Priddy as their first 

superintendent. Later, Whitehead had represented the institution on the 

State Board of Hospitals. In his official capacity, Whitehead had personally 

endorsed the sterilizations of some two dozen women, including the two 

Mallory women, and had even lobbied the Virginia legislature for broader 

legal authority. A building in the colony complex erected the year before 

was actually named after him. The Wednesday before the trial, Priddy rec- 

ommended Whitehead for a government position.” 

Yet it was Whitehead, a staunch eugenicist, founding father of the 

colony and an advocate of sterilization, who was to champion Carrie Buck’s 

defense. 

To bolster the argument that Carrie represented a biological menace, 

attention next fell on little Vivian. If the infant could somehow be deemed 
mentally defective, the Bucks would represent three generations of imbe- 

ciles—a clear threat to the state. Priddy asked a Red Cross social worker to 

send evidence certifying the infant as feebleminded, and was almost cer- 

tainly startled to hear back from the social worker: “I do not recall and am 
unable to find any mention in our files of having said that Carrie Buck’s 

baby was mentally defected.” 
Priddy dispatched a note to eugenic activist Dr. Joseph DeJarnette, 

superintendent of the State Hospital at Staunton. DeJarnette would be 

called as a state expert witness. “A special term of the Court of Amherst will 

be held... November 18, 1924 to hear... the case of Carrie Buck’s child, on 
which the constitutionality of the sterilization law depends. It is absolutely 
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necessary that you be present and I would suggest you read up all you can 

on heredity like [the] jukes, callikaks [sic] and other noted families of that 

stripe.” Priddy added, “I want you to help me in this matter by going over 

to Charlottesville... to get a mental test of Carrie Buck’s baby.... The test 

you will make will be the usual one in line with the inclosed [sic] test sheet. 

We are leaving nothing undone in evidence to this case. ... I am enclosing 

you a letter from Dr. Laughlin and think you will need it. Please return the 

inclosures [sic] as Col. Strode may want them for his files, he having had the 

correspondence with Dr. Laughlin.”?” 

Priddy also assured DeJarnette that even though Vivian was only a few 

months old, she could still be deemed unfit. “We have an advantage,” wrote 

Priddy, “in having both Carrie Buck and her mother, Emma, as inmates of 

this institution.” Once more, the emphasis was on three generations.” 

Shortly thereafter, Carrie’s seven-month-old daughter Vivian was 

examined by a social worker. In a subsequent hearing the social worker was 

asked, “Have you any impression about the child?” Emphasizing the word 

probabilities, the social worker replied, “It is difficult to judge probabilities 

of a child as young as that, but it seems to me not quite a normal baby.” In 

reply, she was led, “You don’t regard her child as a normal baby?” The 

social worker cautiously responded, “In its appearance—I should say that 

perhaps my knowledge of the mother may prejudice me in that regard, but 

I saw the child at the same time as Mrs. Dobbs’ daughter’s baby, which is 

only three days older than this one, and there is a very decided difference in 

the development of the babies.”” 
Once more, the social worker was prompted, “You would not judge the 

child as a normal baby?” The social worker answered, “There is a look 

about it that is not quite normal, but just what it is, I can’t tell.” That was 

enough for the judge. Vivian was deemed defective, like her mother and 

grandmother before her.!° 
Priddy also requested expert eugenical testimony from Laughlin, who 

would not be able to travel to Virginia for the trial but agreed to file a dep- 
osition. He asked Priddy for Carrie’s genealogy to help him prepare a 

proper eugenical verdict. Priddy had nothing. “As to our test case,” Priddy 

wrote Laughlin, “I am very sorry I cannot make you out a genealogical tree 

such as you would like to have, but this girl comes from a shiftless, ignorant 

and moving class of people, and it is impossible to get intelligent and satis- 

factory datas"! 
Laughlin’s deposition simply echoed Priddy’s offhand words. “These 

people belong to the shiftless, ignorant and moving class of anti-social 
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whites of the South,” wrote Laughlin. His expert opinion went on: “Carrie 

Buck: Mental defectiveness evidenced by failure of mental development, 

having a chronological age of 18 years with a mental age of 9 years, accord- 

ing to Stanford Revision of Binet-Simon ‘Test; and of social and economic 

inadequacy; has record during life of immorality, prostitution and untruth- 

fulness; has never been self-sustaining; has had one illegitimate child, now 

about six months old and supposed to be mental defective.”!” 

Laughlin’s deposition then dispatched the mother, Emma Buck. 

“Mental defectiveness evidenced by failure of mental development,” 

Laughlin averred, “having a chronological age of 52 years, with a mental 

age, according to Stanford Revision of Binet-Simon Test, of seven years 

and eleven months (7 yrs. 11 mos.); and of social and economic inadequacy. 

Has record during life of immorality, prostitution and untruthfulness; has 

never been self-sustaining, was maritally unworthy; having been divorced 

from her husband on account of infidelity; has had record of prostitution 

and'syphilisg, 7 
Ultimately, Laughlin connected the dots, declaring that Carrie’s “one ille- 

gitimate child, [was also] considered feeble-minded.”'™* Three generations. 

The judge took the case under advisement. While awaiting a decision, 

Priddy died of Hodgkin’s disease, a cancer of the lymphatic system. 

Priddy’s assistant, J. H. Bell, replaced him as defendant. Thereafter the case 

became known as Buck v. Bell.'° 
On April 13, 1925, the Amherst County Circuit Court upheld the orig- 

inal decision of the colony’s special board. Carrie’s attorney, Whitehead, 

immediately appealed the decision to the Virginia Court of Appeals. He 

petitioned on three Constitutional points: first, deprivation, without due 

process, of a citizen’s rights to procreate; second, violation of the Four- 

teenth Amendment of the Constitution, providing for due process; and 

third, a violation of the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution, proscrib- 

ing cruel and unusual punishment. Whitehead’s brief was brief indeed, just 

five pages long. On the other hand, colony attorney Strode filed a forty- 

page brief carefully documenting the state’s police powers and its need to 

protect public health and safety.!° 
Virginia’s Court of Appeals upheld the colony’s decision to sterilize 

Carrie, denying all claims of cruel and unusual punishment or lack of due 

process.'®” For Carrie, and the future of sterilization, there was nowhere to 

go but up. The circle of friends staging a collusive Constitutional chal- 

lenge, papered wall to wall with documented safeguards and procedural 

rectitude, were now ready for their final step. Carrie’s case was appealed to 
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the highest court in America, the United States Supreme Court. The 
colony was confident. The board minutes for December 7, 1925, record: 
“Colonel Aubrey E. Strode and Mr. I. P. Whitehead appeared before the 
Board and outlined the present status of the sterilization test case and pre- 
sented conclusive argument for its prosecution though the Supreme Court 

of the United States, their advice being that this particular case was in 

admirable shape to go to the court of last resort, and that we could not hope 

to have a more favorable situation than this one.”!% 
If the Supreme Court would uphold Carrie Buck’s sterilization, the 

floodgates of eugenic cleansing would be opened across the United States 

for thousands. Carrie’s destiny, and indeed the destiny of eugenics, rested 

upon nine men—and most heavily on the one man who would ultimately 

write the court’s opinion. That man was Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., 

considered by many to be America’s clearest thinker and most important 
judicial authority.!° 

* * * 

Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. lived a life innervated by the great men of liter- 

ature, propelled by his personal acts of courage, and eventually gilded by 

the judicial preeminence thrust upon him. He was the best America had to 

offer. Born in Massachusetts in 1841, his father was a famous physician, 

poet, and essayist. He had achieved literary esteem from his satirical 

columns in the Atlantic Monthly, later collected for the anthology Autocrat 

of the Breakfast Table. Young Oliver grew up in the company of his father’s 

circle of literati, including Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Ralph Waldo 

Emerson, and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Herman Melville was a neighbor at 

the Holmes’ summerhouse.!!° 
It was the law, however, that would capture the imagination of Oliver 

Wendell Holmes Jr. Judges and attorneys had peopled the Holmes family 

tree for three centuries. A maternal grandfather had sat on the Supreme 

Judicial Court of Massachusetts."!! 

Holmes was a Harvard scholar, but he had been brave enough to join 

the rush to war in 1861, even before taking the final exams needed for grad- 

uation. He joined the Twentieth Massachusetts Volunteers, known as the 

Harvard Regiment. He fought valiantly and was wounded three times, 

once in the chest at Ball’s Bluff, once in the leg at Chancellorsville and once 

through the neck at Antietam during the single bloodiest day of the war. 

Some thought the scholar-turned-soldier fought to test his own manliness; 

others suggested it was for “duty and-honor.”'!” It was probably both. 
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Certainly, Holmes achieved hero status. One legend claims that when 

President Lincoln visited Fort Stevens, near Washington, D.C., Holmes 

had served as his escort. At some point the president stood up to get a better 

view of something, and a Confederate soldier promptly shot at his stovepipe 

hat. Holmes dragged the president down, admonishing, “Get down, you 

damn fool!” Far from insulted, a grateful Lincoln replied, “Goodbye, 

Captain Holmes. I’m glad to see you know how to talk to civilians.”!”? 
Even amid the wounds of war, Holmes never lost his fascination 

with the great thinkers. While recovering from injuries sustained at 

Chancellorsville, Holmes read the latest philosophical treatises. After the 

war, he returned to his beloved Harvard to earn a law degree and write 

legal theory.!!* 
Soon, Holmes’ rapier-like pronouncements on the purpose of Amer- 

ican law as a champion of the people’s will began to shape legal thought in 

the nation. He saw the law as a living, organic expression of the people, not 

just a sterile codex. “The life of the law has not been logic: it has been expe- 

rience,” Holmes lectured. “The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent 

moral and political theories, intuitions of public policy, avowed or uncon- 

scious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow men, have 

had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in determining the rules by 

which men should be governed. The law embodies the story of a nation’s 

development through many centuries, and it cannot be dealt with as if it 

contained only the axioms and corollaries of a book of mathematics.”!» 
His rise was rapid. In March of 1881, Holmes’ provocative lectures on 

the nature of law were compiled into an anthology, The Common Law. It 

was an immediate success. Within ten months of the book’s publication, in 

January of 1882, Holmes was elected a Harvard law professor by the uni- 
versity faculty. His reputation as an authority on jurisprudence widened. 

On December 8 of that same year, before serving his first full year as a pro- 

fessor, the governor of Massachusetts sent an urgent request for Holmes to 

leave Harvard and assume a seat as associate justice on the Massachusetts 

Supreme Court. So pressed was the governor that he implored Holmes to 

reply by 3:00 P.M. of the same day. Holmes replied on time and accepted the 

position. In 1899, Holmes was appointed chief justice of the Massachusetts 
Supreme Court.!!° 

In 1902, President Theodore Roosevelt, impressed with Holmes’ grow- 

ing juridical prestige, appointed Holmes to the U.S. Supreme Court. There, 

Holmes assumed a legendary status as a defender of the Constitution and 

proud expositor of unpopular opinions that nonetheless upheld the rule of 
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law. For more than a quarter century, his name was virtually synonymous 
with the finest principles of the legal system. During his tenure on the high- 
est bench, he wrote nearly one thousand valued opinions. !!7 

Holmes also became famous for powerful dissents, 173 in all. Many 

championed and clarified the most precious elements of free speech. In one 

such dissent, he argued “the ultimate good desired is better reached by free 

trade in ideas—that the best of truth is the power of the thought to get 

itself accepted in the competition of the market....” In 1928, he enunci- 

ated the lasting precept: “If there is any principle of the Constitution that 

more imperatively calls for attachment than any other it is the principle of 

free thought—not free thought for those who agree with us but freedom 

for the thought we hate.” Yet Holmes was wise enough to assert that “the 

most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely 

shouting fire in a theatre and causing a panic.”!!® 

Indeed, in 1931, his ninetieth birthday celebration would be an event 

for the nation, broadcast over the Columbia Radio System. Speeches 

lauded him as “America’s most respected man of law.”!!” 

Into the hands of Oliver Wendell Holmes, defender of the noblest ideal 

of American jurisprudence, was Carrie Buck commended. 

Buck v. Bell would be decided in May of 1927. But the eighty-six-year- 

old Holmes was in many ways defined by the Civil War and ethically 

shaped by the nineteenth century. While recovering from the wounds of 

Chancellorsville, his reading included Spencer’s Social Statics, the turning- 

point tract that advocated social Darwinism and so significantly influenced 

Galtonian thought. Spencer argued the strong over the weak, and believed 

that human entitlements and charity itself were false and against nature. 

Indeed, Holmes’ 1881 lecture series in The Common Law also asserted that 

the idea of inherent rights was “intrinsically absurd.”!?° 
Moreover, the warrior-scholar seemed to believe that “might makes 

right.” In his essay entitled “Natural Law,” Holmes defined truth. “Truth,” 
he declared, “was the majority vote of that nation that could lick all oth- 

ers.”!?! In a graduation speech to Harvard’s class of 1895, Holmes declared 

the sanctity of blindly following orders. “I do not know what is true,” he 

told the audience. “I do not know the meaning of the universe. But in the 

midst of doubt, in the collapse of creeds, there is one thing I do not 

doubt... that the faith is true and adorable which leads a soldier to throw 
away his life in obedience to a blindly accepted duty, in a cause he little 

understands, in a plan of a campaign of which he has no notion, under tac- 

tics of which he does not see the use.”!”? 
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While Holmes’ influential Supreme Court opinions and dissents exem- 

plified and eloquently immortalized the highest virtues of American 

jurisprudence, his private exchanges reveal a different man. Holmes reviled 

“do-gooders” and in 1909 he quipped to a friend, “I doubt if a shudder 

would go through the spheres if the whole ant-heap were kerosened.” In 

1915, writing to John Wigmore, dean of Harvard Law School, Holmes 

sneered at “the squashy sentimentalism of a big minority” of people, who 

made him “puke.” He was similarly nauseated by those “who believe in the 

upward and onward—who talk of uplift, who think...that the universe is 

no longer predatory. Oh, bring me a basin.”!”’ 

In the years just prior to receiving Buck v. Bell, Holmes expressed his 

most candid opinions of mankind. In 1920, writing to English jurist Sir 

Frederick Pollack, Holmes confessed, “Man at present is a predatory ani- 

mal. I think that the sacredness of human life is a purely municipal idea of 

no validity outside the jurisdiction. I believe that force, mitigated so far as it 

may be by good manners, is the w/tima ratio, and between two groups that 

want to make inconsistent kinds of world I see no remedy except force.”!”* 
He was fond of a certain slogan, and in June of 1922 he repeated it to 

British scholar and future Labor Party Chairman Harold J. Laski. “As I 

have said, no doubt, often, it seems to me that all society rests on the death 

of men. If you don’t kill °em one way you kill ’em another—or prevent their 

being born.” He added, “Is not the present time an illustration of 

Malthus?”!° 
In 1926, Holmes again confided to Laski, “In cases of difference 

between oneself and another there is nothing to do except in unimportant 

matters to think ill of him and in important ones to kill him.”!’° Shortly 
thereafter, Holmes wrote Laski, “We look at our fellow men with sympathy 

but nature looks at them as she looks at flies. ...”!?7 

The other men of the Supreme Court included Justice Louis Brandeis, 

the eminent Jewish human rights advocate. Another was the racist and anti- 

Semite James Clark McReynolds, who refused to even sit or stand next to 

Brandeis. The chief justice was former president William Howard Taft.!?8 
On May 2, 1927, in the plain daylight of the Supreme Court, with only 

Justice Pierce Butler dissenting, Justice Holmes wrote the opinion for the 
majority. 

Carrie Buck is a feeble minded white woman who was committed to the 
State Colony above mentioned in due form. She is the daughter of a feeble 
minded mother in the same institution, and the mother of an illegitimate 
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feeble minded child. She was eighteen years old at the time of the trial of 
her case in the circuit court, in the latter part of 1924. An Act of Virginia, 
approved March 20, 1924, recites that the health of the patient and the wel- 
fare of society may be promoted in certain cases by the sterilization of men- 
tal defectives, under careful safeguard ... without serious pain or substantial 
danger to life; that the Commonwealth is supporting in various institutions 
many defective persons who if now discharged would become a menace but 

if incapable of procreating might be discharged with safety and become 

self-supporting with benefit to themselves and to society; and that experi- 

ence has shown that heredity plays an important part in the transmission of 

insanity, imbecility, &c.!?? 

Holmes’ opinion summarized the extensive procedural safeguards 

Virginia had applied, and concluded, “There is no doubt that in that 

respect the plaintiff in error has had due process of law.”'3° He continued, 
and in many ways quoted Laughlin’s model eugenical law verbatim. 

The attack is not upon the procedure but upon the substantive law. It seems to 

be contended that in no circumstances could such an order be justified. It cer- 

tainly is contended that the order cannot be justified upon the existing 

grounds. The judgment finds the facts that have been recited and that Carrie 

Buck “is the probable potential parent of socially inadequate offspring, like- 

wise afflicted, that she may be sexually sterilized without detriment to her 

general health and that her welfare and that of society will be promoted by her 

sterilization,” and thereupon makes the order....We have seen more than 

once that the public welfare may call upon the best citizens for their lives. It 

would be strange ifit could not call upon those who already sap the strength of 

the state for these lesser sacrifices, often not felt to be such by those con- 

cerned, in order to prevent our being swamped with incompetence."?! 

Then Holmes wrote the words that would reverberate forever. 

It is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to execute degenerate off- 

spring for crime, or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can pre- 

vent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind. The 

principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is broad enough to cover 

cutting the Fallopian tubes. 

Three generations of imbeciles are enough.'*” 
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It was over. Carrie Buck was sterilized before noon on October 19, 1927. 

Her file was noted simply: “Patient sterilized this morning under authority 

of Act of Assembly....” Her mother Emma, residing elsewhere in the same 

institution, ultimately died some years later, and was ignominiously buried 

in a colony graveyard beneath tombstone marker #575. Little Vivian, the 

third generation to be declared an imbecile, was raised by the Dobbses, and 

enrolled in school, where she earned a place on the honor roll. In 1932, 

however, Vivian died of an infectious disease at the age of eight.’*? 
Eugenical sterilization was now the law of the land. The floodgates 

opened wide. 

* * * 

In the two decades between Indiana’s pioneering eugenical sterilization law 

and the Carrie Buck decision, state and local jurisdictions had steadily 
retreated from the irreversible path of human sterilization. Of the twenty- 

three states that had enacted legislation, Maine, Minnesota, Nevada, New 

Jersey, South Dakota and Utah had recorded no sterilizations at all. Idaho 

and Washington had performed only one procedure each, and Delaware 

just five. Even states with strong eugenics movements had only performed 

a small number: Kansas, for instance, had sterilized or castrated 335 men 

and women; Nebraska had sterilized 262 men and women; Oregon had 

sterilized 313; and Wisconsin had sterilized 144.134 

Although some 6,244 state-sanctioned operations were logged from 

1907 to July of 1925, three-fourths of these were in just one state: 

California. California, which boasted the country’s most activist eugenic 

organizations and theorists, proudly performed 4,636 sterilizations and 

castrations in less than two decades. Under California’s sweeping eugenics 

law, all feebleminded or other mental patients were sterilized before dis- 

charge, and any criminal found guilty of any crime three times could be 

asexualized upon the discretion of a consulting physician. But even 

California’s record was considered by leading eugenicists to be “very lim- 

ited when compared to the extent of the problem.”!* 
Many state officials were simply waiting for the outcome of the Carrie 

Buck case. Once Holmes’ ruling was handed down, it was cited everywhere 
as the law of the land. New laws were enacted, bringing the total number of 

states sanctioning sterilization to twenty-nine. Old laws were revised and 

replaced. Maine, which had not performed such operations before, was 
responsible for 190 in the next thirteen years. Utah, which had also 
abstained, performed 252 in the next thirteen years. South Dakota, which 
had performed none, recorded 577 in the next thirteen years. Minnesota, 
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which had previously declined to act on its legislation, registered 1,880 in 

the next thirteen years.°° 
The totals from 1907 to 1940 now changed dramatically. North 

Carolina: 1,017. Michigan: 2,145. Virginia: 3,924. California’s numbers 

soared to 14,568. Even New York State sterilized forty-one men and one 

woman. The grounds for sterilization fluctuated wildly. Most were 

adjudged feebleminded, insane, or criminal; many were guilty of the crime 

of being poor. Many were deemed “moral degenerates.” Seven hundred 

were classed as “other.” Some were adjudged medically unacceptable. All 

told, by the end of 1940, no fewer than 35,878 men and woman had been 

sterilized or castrated—almost 30,000 of them after Buck v. Bell.'3’ 

And the men and women of eugenics had more plans. They even had a 

song, created on the grounds of the Eugenics Record Office in the summer of 

1910, which they chanted to the rambunctious popular melodies of the day. 

They sang their lyrics to the rollicking jubilation of ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay. 

We are Eu-ge-nists so gay, 

And we have no time for play, 

Serious we have to be 

Working for posterity. 

Chorus: 

Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay, 

We’re so happy, we’re so gay, 

We’ve been working all the day, 

That’s the way Eu-gen-ists play 

Trips we have in plenty too, 

Where no merriment ts due. 

We inspect with might and main, 

Habitats of the insane. 

Statisticians too are we, 

In the house of Carnegie. 

If to future good you list, 

You must be a Eu-ge-nist.'** 
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CHAPTER 7 

Birth Control 

Hes American masses were not rising up demanding to sterilize, institution- 

alize and dehumanize their neighbors and kinfolk. Eugenics was a move- 

ment of the nation’s elite thinkers and many of its most progressive 

reformers. As its ideology spread among the intelligentsia, eugenics cross- 

infected many completely separate social reform and health care move- 

ments, each worthwhile in its own right. The benevolent causes that became 

polluted by eugenics included the movements for child welfare, prison 

reform, better education, human hygiene, clinical psychology, medical treat- 

ment, world peace and immigrant rights, as well as charities and progressive 

undertakings of all kinds. The most striking of these movements was also one 

of the world’s most overdue and needed campaigns: the birth control move- 

ment. The global effort to help women make independent choices about 

their own pregnancies was dominated by one woman: Margaret Sanger. 

Sanger was a controversial rabble-rouser from the moment she sprang 

onto the world stage, fighting for a woman’s most personal right in a com- 

pletely male-dominated world order. In the early part of the twentieth cen- 

tury, when Sanger’s birth control movement was in its formative stages, 

women were second-class citizens in much of America. Even the most pow- 

erful women in America, such as Mrs. Harriman, could not vote in a federal 

election, although the most uneducated coal miner or destitute pauper could. 

Many husbands treated their wives like baby machines, without regard for 

their health or the family’s quality of life. Inevitably, in this state, many 

women could not expect any role in the world beyond a life of childbearing 

and childrearing. Sanger herself was the sixth of eleven children.' 

Motherhood was to most civilizations a sacred role. Sanger, however, 

wanted women to have a choice in that sacred role, specifically if, when and 

how often to become pregnant. But under the strict morals laws of the day, 
even disseminating birth control information was deemed a pornographic 

endeavor.’ 

125 
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Sanger was not an armchair activist. She surrounded herself with the 

very misery she sought to alleviate. Working as a visiting nurse in New 

York City, Sanger encountered unwanted pregnancies and their conse- 

quences every day, especially in the teeming slums of lower Manhattan and 

Brooklyn. There, the oppressive reality of overpopulation and poverty 

cried out for relief. Without proper health care, poor women often died 

during pregnancy or in labor. Without proper prenatal care, children were 

often born malnourished, stunted or diseased, further straining family 
resources and subverting the quality of life for all. Infant mortality was high 

in the sooty slums of New York.’ 
In her autobiography, Sanger dramatized the moment that moved her to 

devote her life to the cause. It occurred one night in 1912 when she was 

called to the disheveled three-room flat of Jake and Sadie Sachs. The young 

couple already had three children and knew nothing about reproductive con- 

trols. Just months earlier, Sadie had lost consciousness after a self-induced 

abortion. Later, Sadie pleaded with Sanger for some information to help her 

avoid another pregnancy. Such information did exist, but it was not com- 

monly available. One doctor advised that Sadie’s husband “sleep on the 

roof.” Now Sadie was pregnant again and in life-threatening physical dis- 

tress. Sadie’s frantic husband summoned nurse Sanger, who raced to the 

apartment and found the young woman comatose. Despite Sanger’s efforts, 

Sadie died ten minutes later. Sanger pulled a sheet over the dead woman’s 

face as her helpless, guilt-ridden husband shrieked, “My God! My God!”* 

“T left him [Jake Sachs] pacing desperately back and forth,” Sanger 

recounted in her autobiography, “and for hours I myself walked and walked 

and walked through the hushed streets. When I finally arrived home and 

let myself quietly in, all the household was sleeping. I looked out my win- 

dow and down upon the dimly lighted city. Its pains and griefs crowded in 

upon me, a moving picture rolled before my eyes with photographic clear- 

ness: women writhing in travail to bring forth little babies; the babies 

themselves naked and hungry, wrapped in newspapers to keep them from 

the cold; six-year-old children with pinched, pale, wrinkled faces, old in 

concentrated wretchedness, pushed into gray and fetid cellars, crouching 

on stone floors, their small scrawny hands scuttling through rags, making 

lamp shades, artificial flowers; white coffins, black coffins, coffins, coffins 

interminably passing in never-ending succession. The scenes piled one 

upon another on another. I could bear it no longer.” 

Sanger was never the same. A crusader at heart, she was thrust into a 

mission: to bring birth regulating information and options to all women. It 
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was more than a health movement. It was women’s liberation, intended to 
benefit all of society. Sanger and her circle of friends named the program 
“birth control.” She traveled across the nation demanding the right to dis- 
seminate birth control information, which was still criminalized. She 
fought for access to contraception, and for the simple right of a woman to 

choose her own reproductive future. She herself became a worldwide cause 

célébre. Her various advocacy organizations evolved into the worldwide fed- 

eration known as Planned Parenthood. Sanger eventually assumed leg- 

endary status as a champion of personal freedoms and women’s rights.® 

Because Sanger challenged the moral as well as the legal order, and 

antagonized many religious groups that understandably held the right to 

life an inviolable principle, Sanger made many enemies. They dogged her 

everywhere she went, and in every endeavor.’ 

Sanger-hatred never receded. Decades after her death, discrediting 

Sanger was still a permanent fixture in a broad movement opposed to birth 

control and abortion. Their tactics frequently included the sloppy or delib- 

erate misquoting, misattributing or misconstruing of single out-of-context 

sentences to falsely depict Sanger as a racist or anti-Semite.® Sanger was no 

racist. Nor was she anti-Semitic. 
But Sanger was an ardent, self-confessed eugenicist, and she would turn 

her otherwise noble birth control organizations into a tool for eugenics, 

which advocated for mass sterilization of so-called defectives,’ mass incar- 

ceration of the unfit!? and draconian immigration restrictions.!! Like other 

staunch eugenicists, Sanger vigorously opposed charitable efforts to uplift 

the downtrodden and deprived, and argued extensively that it was better 

that the cold and hungry be left without help, so that the eugenically supe- 

rior strains could multiply without competition from “the unfit.”!’ She 

repeatedly referred to the lower classes and the unfit as “human waste” not 
worthy of assistance, and proudly quoted the extreme eugenic view that 

human “weeds” should be “exterminated.”!? Moreover, for both political 

and genuine ideological reasons, Sanger associated closely with some of 

America’s most fanatical eugenic racists.'* Both through her publication, 

Birth Control Review, and her public oratory, Sanger helped legitimize and 

widen the appeal of eugenic pseudoscience.!’ Indeed, to many, birth con- 
trol was just another form of eugenics. 

But why? 

The feminist movement, of which Sanger was a major exponent, always 

identified with eugenics. The idea appealed to women desiring to exercise 

sensible control over their own bodies. Human breeding was advocated by 
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American feminists long before Davenport respun Mendelian principles 

into twentieth century American eugenics. Feminist author Victoria 

Woodhull, for example, expressed the belief that encouraging positive and 

discouraging negative breeding were both indispensable for social improve- 

ment. In her 1891 pamphlet, The Rapid Multiplication of the Unfit, Woodhull 

insisted, “The best minds of to-day have accepted the fact that if superior 

people are desired, they must be bred; and if imbeciles, criminals, paupers 

and [the] otherwise unfit are undesirable citizens they must not be bred.”'° 
Twenty years later, Sanger continued the feminist affinity for organized 

eugenics. Like many progressives, she applied eugenic principles to her pet 

passion, birth control, which she believed was required of any properly run 

eugenic society. Sanger saw the obstruction of birth control as a multitiered 

injustice. One of those tiers was the way it enlarged the overall menace of 

social defectives plaguing society.'” 
Sanger expressed her own sense of ancestral self-worth in the finest 

eugenic tradition. Her autobiography certified the quality of her mother’s 

ancestors: “Her family had been Irish as far back as she could trace; the 

strain of the Norman conquerors had run true throughout the generations, 

and may have accounted for her unfaltering courage.”!* Sanger continued, 

“Mother’s eleven children were all ten-pounders or more, and both she and 

father had a eugenic pride of race.”!” 

Sanger always considered birth control a function of general population 

control and embraced the Malthusian notion that a world running out of 
food supplies should halt charitable works and allow the weak to die off. 

Malthus’s ideals were predecessors to Galton’s own pronouncements. 

Indeed, when Sanger first launched her movement she considered naming 

it “Neo-Malthusianism.” She recounted the night the movement was 

named in these words: “A new movement was starting. ... It did not belong 

to Socialism nor was it in the labor field, and it had much more to it than 

just the prevention of conception. As a few companions were sitting with 

me one evening, we debated in turn voluntary parenthood, voluntary mother- 

hood, the new motherhood, constructive generation, and new generation. The 

terms already in use—Neo-Malthusianism, Family Limitation, and Conscious 

Generation seemed stuffy and lacked popular appeal. ... We tried population 

control, race control, and birth rate control. Then someone suggested ‘Drop 

the [word] rate.’ Birth control was the answer. ...”2° 

Years later, Sanger still continued to see eugenics and birth control as 

adjuncts. In 1926, her organization sponsored the Sixth International Neo- 

Malthusian and Birth Control Conference. In a subsequent Birth Control 
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Review article referencing the conference, Jewish crusader Rabbi Stephen 
Wise, president of the American Jewish Congress, declared, “I think of 
Birth Control as an item...supremely important as an item in the eugenic 
program. ... Birth control, I repeat, is the fundamental, primary element or 
item in the eugenic program.”?! 

Indeed, Sanger saw birth control as the highest form of eugenics. “Birth 
control, which has been criticized as negative and destructive, is really the 
greatest and most truly eugenic method, and its adoption as part of the pro- 
gram of Eugenics would immediately give a concrete and realistic power to 

that science. As a matter of fact, Birth Control has been accepted by the 

most clear thinking and far seeing of the Eugenists themselves as the most 

constructive and necessary of the means to racial health.””? 

More than a Malthusian, Sanger became an outspoken social Darwin- 

ist, even looking beyond the ideas of Spencer. In her 1922 book, Pivot of 

Civilization, Sanger thoroughly condemned charitable action. She devoted 

a full chapter to a denigration of charity and a deprecation of the lower 

classes. Chapter 5, “The Cruelty of Charity,” was prefaced by an epigraph 

from Spencer himself: “Fostering the good-for-nothing at the expense of 

the good is an extreme cruelty. It is a deliberate storing up of miseries for 

future generations. There is no greater curse to posterity than that of 

bequeathing them an increasing population of imbeciles.””’ 
Not as an isolated comment, but on page after page, Sanger castigated 

charities and the people they hoped to assist. “Organized charity itself,” she 

wrote, “is the symptom of a malignant social disease. Those vast, complex, 

interrelated organizations aiming to control and to diminish the spread of 

misery and destitution and all the menacing evils that spring out of this sin- 

isterly fertile soil, are the surest sign that our civilization has bred, is breed- 

ing and is perpetuating constantly increasing numbers of defectives, 

delinquents and dependents. My criticism, therefore, is not directed at the 

‘failure’ of philanthropy, but rather at its success.”?* 
She condemned philanthropists and repeatedly referred to those need- 

ing help as little more than “human waste.” “Such philanthropy. .. unwit- 

tingly promotes precisely the results most deprecated. It encourages the 

healthier and more normal sections of the world to shoulder the burden of 
unthinking and indiscriminate fecundity of others; which brings with it, as 

I think the reader must agree, a dead weight of human waste. Instead of 

decreasing and aiming to eliminate the stocks that are most detrimental to 
the future of the race and the world, it tends to render them to a menacing 
degree dominant.””° 
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Sanger added, “[As] British eugenists so conclusively show, and as the 

infant mortality reports so thoroughly substantiate, a high rate of fecundity 

is always associated with the direst poverty, irresponsibility, mental defect, 

feeble-mindedness, and other transmissible taints. The effect of maternity 

endowments and maternity centers supported by private philanthropy 

would have, perhaps already have had, exactly the most dysgenic tendency. 

The new government program would facilitate the function of maternity 

among the very classes in which the absolute necessity is to discourage it.””° 
She continued, “The most serious charge that can be brought against 

modern ‘benevolence’ is that it encourages the perpetuation of defectives, 

delinquents and dependents. These are the most dangerous elements in the 

world community, the most devastating curse on human progress and 

expression. Philanthropy is a gesture characteristic of modern business lav- 

ishing upon the unfit the profits extorted from the community at large. 

Looked at impartially, this compensatory generosity is in its final effect 

probably more dangerous, more dysgenic, more blighting than the initial 

practice of profiteering and the social injustice which makes some too rich 

and others too poor.””’ 
Like most eugenicists, she appealed to the financial instincts of the 

wealthy and middle class whose taxes and donations funded social assis- 

tance. “Insanity,” she wrote, “annually drains from the state treasury no less 

than $11,985,695.55, and from private sources and endowments another 

twenty millions. When we learn further that the total number of inmates in 

public and private institutions in the State of New York—in alms-houses, 

reformatories, schools for the blind, deaf and mute, in insane asylums, in 

homes for the feeble-minded and epileptic—amounts practically to less 

than sixty-five thousand, an insignificant number compared to the total 

population, our eyes should be opened to the terrific cost to the commu- 

nity of this dead weight of human waste.”?® 
She repeated eugenic notions of generation-to-generation hereditary 

pauperism as a genetic defect too expensive for society to defray. “The off- 

spring of one feebleminded man named Jukes,” she reminded, “has cost the 

public in one way or another $1,300,000 in seventy-five years. Do we want 

more such families?”?? 

Sanger’s book, Pivot of Civilization, included an introduction by famous 

British novelist and eugenicist H. G. Wells, who said, “We want fewer and 

better children...and we cannot make the social life and the world-peace 

we are determined to make, with the ill-bred, ill-trained swarms of inferior 

citizens that you inflict upon us.”?° 
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Later, Sanger’s magazine reprinted and lauded an editorial from the 
publication American Medicine, which tried to correct “the popular misap- 
prehension that [birth control advocates] encourage small families. The 
truth is that they encourage small families where large ones would seem 

detrimental to society, but they advocate with just as great insistence large 

families where small ones are an injustice to society. They frown upon the 

ignorant poor whose numerous children, brought into the world often 

under the most unfavorable circumstances, are a burden to themselves, a 

menace to the health of the not infrequently unwilling mother, and an 

obstacle to social progress. But they frown with equal disapproval on the 

well-to-do, cultured parents who can offer their children all the advantages 

of the best care and education and who nevertheless selfishly withhold 

these benefits from society. More children from the fit, less from the 

unfit—that is the chief issue in Birth Control.” But on this last point, how- 

ever, Sanger disagreed with mainstream eugenicists—she encouraged 

intelligent birth control even for superior families.*! 

Sanger would return to the theme of more eugenically fit children (and 

fewer unfit) again and again. She preferred negative, coercive eugenics. 

“Eugenics seems to me to be valuable in its critical and diagnostic aspects, 

in emphasizing the danger of irresponsible and uncontrolled fertility of the 

‘unfit’ and the feeble-minded establishing a progressive unbalance in 

human society and lowering the birth-rate among the ‘fit.’ But in its so- 

called ‘constructive’ aspect, in seeking to reestablish the dominance of 

[the] healthy strain over the unhealthy, by urging an increased birth-rate 

among the fit, the Eugenists really offer nothing more farsighted than a 

‘cradle competition’ between the fit and the unfit.”* 

Sanger’s solutions were mass sterilization and mass segregation of the 

defective classes, and these themes were repeated often in Pivot of 

Civilization. “The emergency problem of segregation and sterilization 

must be faced immediately. Every feeble-minded girl or woman of the 

hereditary type, especially of the moron class, should be segregated during 

the reproductive period. Otherwise, she is almost certain to bear imbecile 

children, who in turn are just as certain to breed other defectives. The 

male defectives are no less dangerous. Segregation carried out for one or 

two generations would give us only partial control of the problem. 

Moreover, when we realize that each feeble-minded person is a potential 

source of an endless progeny of defect, we prefer the policy of immediate 

sterilization, of making sure that parenthood is absolutely prohibited to 

the feeble-minded.”*? 
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Indeed, Sanger listed eight official aims for her new organization, the 

American Birth Control League. The fourth aim was “sterilization of the 

insane and feebleminded and the encouragement of this operation upon 

those afflicted with inherited or transmissible diseases. ...”?# 
For her statistics and definitions regarding the feebleminded, Sanger 

subscribed to Goddard’s approach. “Just how many feebleminded there are 

in the United States, no one knows,” wrote Sanger in another book, Woman 

and the New Race, “because no attempt has ever been made to give public care 

to all of them, and families are more inclined to conceal than to reveal the 

mental defects of their members. Estimates vary from 350,000 at the present 

time to nearly 400,000 as early as 1890, Henry H. Goddard, Ph.D., of the 

Vineland, N.J., Training School, being authority for the latter statement.”?? 
Similarly, she accepted the view that most feebleminded children 

descended from immigrants. For instance, she cited one study that con- 

cluded, “An overwhelming proportion of the classified feebleminded chil- 

dren in New York schools came from large families in overcrowded slum 

conditions, and... only a small percentage were born of native parents.”*° 
Steeped in eugenic science, Sanger frequently parroted the results of 

U.S. Army intelligence testing which asserted that as many as 70 percent of 

Americans were feebleminded. In January of 1932, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle 

sent Sanger a quote from a British publication asserting that one-tenth of 

England’s population was feebleminded due to “random output of unre- 

stricted breeding.” In a letter, the Eagle editor asked Sanger, “Is that a fair 

estimate? What percentage of this country’s population is deficient for the 

same reasons?” Sanger wrote her response on the letter: “70% below 15 

year intellect.” Her secretary then formally typed a response, “Mrs. Sanger 

believes that 70% of this country’s population has an intellect of less than 

15 years.”>’ Her magazine, Birth Control Review, featured an article with a 
similar view. “The Purpose of Eugenics” stated, “Expert army investigators 

disclosed the startling fact that fully 70 per cent of the constituents of this 

huge army had a mental capacity below... fourteen years.”3® 
When lobbying against the growing demographics of the defective, 

Sanger commonly cited eugenic theory as unimpeachable fact. For exam- 

ple, she followed one fusillade of population reduction rhetoric by assur- 

ing, “The opinions which I summarize here are not so much my own, 

originally, as those of medical authorities who have made deep and careful 
investigations.”>? 

Sanger was willing to employ striking language to argue against the 

inherent misery and defect of large families. In her book, Woman and the 
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New Race, she bluntly declared, “Many, perhaps, will think it idle to go far- 

ther in demonstrating the immorality of large families, but since there is still 
an abundance of proof at hand, it may be offered for the sake of those who 

find difficulty in adjusting old-fashioned ideas to the facts. The most merci- 

ful thing that the large family does to one of its infant members is to kill it.”4° 
At times, she publicly advocated extermination of so-called human 

weeds to bolster her own views. For example, her August 15, 1925, Collier’s 

magazine guest editorial entitled “Is Race Suicide Probable?” argued the 

case for birth control by quoting eminent botanist and radical eugenicist 

Luther Burbank, “to whom American civilization is deeply indebted.” 

Quoting Burbank, Sanger’s opinion piece continued, “America...is like a 

garden in which the gardener pays no attention to the weeds. Our criminals 

are our weeds, and weeds breed fast and are intensely hardy. They must be 

eliminated. Stop permitting criminals and weaklings to reproduce. All over 

the country to-day we have enormous insane asylums and similar institu- 

tions where we nourish the unfit and criminal instead of exterminating 

them. Nature eliminates the weeds, but we turn them into parasites and 

allow them to reproduce.”*! 
Sanger surrounded herself with some of the eugenics movement’s most 

outspoken racists and white supremacists. Chief among them was Lothrop 

Stoddard, author of The Rising Tide of Color Against White World Supremacy. 

Stoddard’s book, devoted to the notion of a superior Nordic race, became a 

eugenic gospel. It warned: “‘Finally perish!’ That is the exact alternative 

which confronts the white race....If white civilization goes down, the 

white race is irretrievably ruined. It will be swamped by the triumphant 

colored races, who will obliterate the white man by elimination or absorp- 

tion.... Not to-day, nor yet to-morrow; perhaps not for generations; but 

surely in the end. If the present drift be not changed, we whites are all ulti- 

mately doomed.” 
Stoddard added the eugenic maxim, “We now know that men are not, 

and never will be, equal. We know that environment and education can 

develop only what heredity brings.” Stoddard’s solution? “Just as we isolate 

bacterial invasions, and starve out the bacteria, by limiting the area and 
amount of their food supply, so we can compel an inferior race to remain in 

its native habitat... [which will] as with all organisms, eventually limit... 

its influence.”*3 

Shortly after Stoddard’s landmark book was published in 1920, Sanger 

invited him to join the board of directors of her American Birth Control 

League, a position he retained for years. Likewise, Stoddard retained a key 
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position as a member of the conference committee of the First American 

Birth Control Conference.¥ 

Another Sanger colleague was Yale economics professor Irving Fisher, a 

leader of the Eugenics Research Association. It was Fisher who had told the 

Second National Congress on Race Betterment, “Gentlemen and Ladies, 

you have not any idea unless you have studied this subject mathematically, 

how rapidly we could exterminate this contamination if we really got at it, 

or how rapidly the contamination goes on if we do not get at it.”* Fisher 

also served on Sanger’s Committee for the First American Birth Control 

Conference, and lectured at her birth control events. Some of these events 

were unofficial gatherings to discuss wider eugenic action. In a typical 

exchange before one such lecture in March of 1925, Laughlin wrote to 

Fisher, “I have received a letter from Mrs. Sanger verifying your date for 

the round-table discussion. ... Dr. Davenport and I can meet you... thirty 

minutes before Mrs. Sanger’s conference opens...so that we three can 

then confer on the business in hand in reference to our membership on the 

International Commission of Eugenics.”*° 
Henry Pratt Fairchild served as one of Sanger’s chief organizers and major 

correspondents.*’ Fairchild became renowned for his virulent anti-immi- 

grant and anti-ethnic polemic, The Melting Pot Mistake. Fairchild argued, 

“Unrestricted immigration . .. was slowly, insidiously, irresistibly eating away 

the very heart of the United States. What was being melted in the great 

Melting Pot, losing all form and symmetry, all beauty and character, all nobil- 

ity and usefulness, was the American nationality itself.” Like Stoddard, 

Fairchild compared ethnic minorities to a vile bacterium. “But in the case of a 

nationality,” warned Fairchild, “the foreign particle does not become a part of 

the nationality until he has become assimilated to it. Previous to that time, he 
is an extraneous factor, like undigested, and possibly indigestible, matter in 

the body of a living organism. That being the case, the only way he can alter 

the nationality is by injuring it, by impeding its functions.”** Like Fisher, 
Fairchild offered key speeches at Sanger’s conferences, such as the 1925 Sixth 

International Neo-Malthusian and Birth Control Conference and the 1927 
World Population Conference. In 1929, he became vice president and board 

member of Sanger’s central lobbying group, the National Committee for 

Federal Legislation on Birth Control; in 1931 he served on the advisory board 

of Sanger’s Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau, and later he served as vice 
president of the Birth Control Federation of America.*? 

Stoddard, Fairchild and Fisher were just three of the many eugenicists 

working in close association with Sanger and her birth control movement. 
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Therefore, even though Sanger was not a racist or an anti-Semite herself, 
she openly welcomed the worst elements of both into the birth control 
movement. This provided legitimacy and greater currency for a eugenics 
movement that thrived by subverting progressive platforms to achieve its 

goals of Nordic racial superiority and ethnic banishment for everyone else. 

* * * 

Because so many American eugenic leaders occupied key positions within 

the birth control movement,*° and because so much of Sanger’s rhetoric on 

suppressing defective immigration echoed standard eugenic vitriol on the 

topic,*! and because the chief aims of both organizations included mass 

sterilization and sequestration, Sanger came to view eugenics and her 

movement as two sides of the same coin. She consistently courted leaders 

of the eugenics movement, seeking their acceptance, and periodically 

maneuvering for a merger of sorts. 

The chief obstacle to this merger was Sanger’s failure to embrace what 

was known as constructive eugenics. She argued for an aggressive program of 

negative eugenics, that is, the elimination of the unfit through mass sterili- 

zation and sequestration.” But she did not endorse constructive eugenics, 
that is, higher birth rates for those families the movement saw as superior.*? 

Moreover, Sanger believed that until mass sterilization took hold, lower 

class women should practice intelligent birth control by planning families, 

employing contraception, and spacing their children. This notion split the 

eugenic leadership. 

Some key eugenicists believed birth control was an admirable first step 

until more coercive measures could be imposed. However, other leaders 

felt Sanger’s approach was a lamentable half-measure that sent the wrong 

message. A telling editorial in Eugenical News declared that the leaders of 
American eugenics would be willing to grant Sanger’s crusade “hearty sup- 

port” if only she would drop her opposition to larger families for the fit, 

and “advocate differential fecundity [reproductive rates] on the basis of 

natural worth.”** 
In other words, Sanger’s insistence on birth control for all women, even 

women of so-called good families, made her movement unpalatable to the 

male-dominated eugenics establishment. But on this point she would not 

yield. In many ways this alienated her from eugenics’ highest echelons. 

Even still, Sanger continued to drape herself in the flag of mainstream 

eugenics, keeping as many major eugenic leaders as close as possible, and 

pressing others to join her. 
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Typical was her attempt on October 6, 1921, to coax eugenicist Henry 

Osborn, president of the New York’s Museum of Natural History, to join 

ranks with the First American Birth Control Conference. “We are most 

anxious to have you become affiliated with this group and to have your 

permission to add your name to the Conference Committee.” When he 

did not reply, Sanger sent a duplicate letter five days later. Her answer 

came on October 21, not from Osborn, but from Davenport. Davenport, 

who vigorously opposed Sanger’s efforts, replied that Osborn “believes 

that a certain amount of ‘birth control’ should properly be exercised by the 

white race, as it is by many of the so-called savage races. I imagine, how- 

ever, that he is less interested in the statistical reduction in the size of the 

family than he is in bringing about a qualitative result by which the defec- 

tive strains should have, on the average, very small families and the effi- 

cient strains, of different social levels, should have relatively larger fami- 

lies.” Davenport declined on Osborn’s behalf, adding, “Propaganda for 

birth control at this time may well do more harm than good and he is 

unwilling to associate himself with the forthcoming Birth Control 

Conference... [since] there is grave doubt whether it will work out the 

advancement of the race.”°° 
Sanger kept trying. On February 11, 1925, she wrote directly to 

Davenport, inviting him to become a vice president of the Sixth 

International Neo-Malthusian and Birth Control Conference. Within 

forty-eight hours, America’s cardinal eugenicist sharply declined. “As to 

any official connection on my part with the conference as vice president, or 

officially recognized participant or supporter, that is, for reasons which I 

have already expressed to you in early letters, not possible. For one thing, 

the confusion of eugenics (which in its application to humans is qualitative) 

with birth control (which as set forth by most of its propagandists, is quan- 

titative) is, or was considerable and the association of the director of the 

Eugenics Record Office with the Birth Control Conference would only 

serve to confuse the distinction. I trust, therefore, you will appreciate my 

reasons for not wishing to appear as a supporter of the Birth Control 

League or of the conference.”°° 
Not willing to take no for an answer, Sanger immediately wrote to 

Laughlin at Cold Spring Harbor, asking him to join a roundtable discus- 

sion at the conference. Among the conference topics devoted to eugenics 

was a daylong session entitled, “Sterilization, Crime, Eugenics, Biological 
Fertility and Sterility.” Irving Fisher was considering participating, and by 

mentioning Fisher’s name, Sanger hoped to entice Laughlin. When 
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Laughlin did not reply immediately, Sanger sent him a second letter at the 
Carnegie Institution in Washington on March 23, and then a third to Cold 
Spring Harbor on March 24. Fisher finally accepted and then wired as 
much to Laughlin, who then also accepted for the afternoon portion of the 
eugenic program.*” 

Ironically, during one of the conference’s sparsely attended administra- 

tive sessions, when Sanger was undoubtedly absent, conservative eugenic 

theorist Roswell Johnson took the floor to quickly usher through a special 

“eugenic” resolution advocating larger families for the fit. It was exactly 

what Sanger opposed.*® 
Johnson, coauthor of the widely used textbook Applied Eugenics, intro- 

duced the resolution and marshaled a majority from the slight attendance 

while Sanger’s main organizers were presumably out of earshot. It read: 

“Resolved, that this Conference believes that persons whose progeny give 

promise of being of decided value to the community should be encouraged 

to bear as large families, properly spaced, as they feel they feasibly can.” 

Newspapers on both sides of the Atlantic energetically pounced on the 

resolution.*? 
Outraged, Sanger immediately repudiated the resolution—uncon- 

cerned with whether or not she alienated her allies in the mainstream 
eugenics movement. “It is my belief,” she declared in the next available vol- 

ume of Birth Control Review, “that the so-called ‘eugenic’ resolution, passed 

at the final session of the Sixth International Neo-Malthusian and Birth 
Control Conference, has created a lamentable confusion. ... It was inter- 

preted by the press as indicating that we believed we could actually increase 

the size of families among the ‘superior’ classes by passing resolutions rec- 

ommending larger families.” 
Despite the public row, Sanger continued to push for a merger with the 

Eugenics Research Association. The ERA had considered affiliation, but 

eventually declined. “For the time being... [the organization] would not 

seek formal affiliation with the Birth Control Conference.”*! Yet the over- 
lap between Sanger’s organizations and the most extreme eugenic bodies 
continued. The American Eugenics Society, founded in 1922, was the key 

advocacy and propaganda wing of the movement. Its board of directors, 

which included Davenport and Laughlin, also included two men who 

served on Sanger’s organizational and conference boards, University of 

Michigan president Clarence C. Little and racist author Henry Pratt 
Fairchild. Moreover, the American Eugenics Society’s advisory council 

included a number of men who also served in official capacities with 
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Sanger’s various organizations, including Harvard sociologist Edward East, 

psychologist Adolf Meyer, and Rockefeller Foundation medical director 

William Welch.” 
Therefore, it was only natural that the issue of merger continued to 

resurface, especially since Sanger’s conferences and her publication, Birth 

Control Review, continued to trumpet the classic eugenic cause, often in the 

most caustic language. For example, a February 1924 birth control confer- 

ence in Syracuse featured a paper entitled “Birth Control as Viewed by a 

Sociologist.” The speech argued, “We need a eugenic program and by that 

I mean a program that seeks to improve the quality of our population, to 

make a stronger, brainier, and better race of men and women. This will 

require an effort to increase the number of superior and diminish that of 

the inferior and the weakling. ... It is quite important that we cut down on 

the now large numbers of the unfit—the physical, mental and moral sub- 

normals.” This speech was quickly reprinted in the May 1924 issue of Birth 

Control Review, with the eugenic remarks highlighted in a special subsec- 

tion headlined “Eugenics and Birth Control.”® 
In the December 1924 Birth Control Review, another typical article, this 

one by eugenicist John C. Duvall, was simply titled “The Purpose of 

Eugenics.” In a section subtitled “Dangerous Human Pests,” Duvall 

explained, “We therefore actually subsidize the propagation of the Jukes 

and thousands of others of their kind through the promiscuous dispensa- 

tion of charitable relief, thereby allowing these classes of degenerates to 

poison society with their unbridled prolific scum, so that at the present 

time there are about one-half million of this type receiving attention in 

publicly maintained institutions, while thousands of others are at large to 

the detriment of our finer elements.” The article added thoughts about 

eradicating such a problem. “It is interesting to note that there is no hesita- 

tion to interfere with the course of nature when we desire to eliminate or 

prevent a superfluity of rodents, insects or other pests; but when it comes 

to the elimination of the immeasurably more dangerous human pest, we 

blindly adhere to the inconsistent dogmatic doctrine that man has a perfect 

right to control all nature with the exception of himself.”°* It was the sec- 
ond time that year that Sanger’s magazine had published virtually the same 

phrases declaring lower classes to be more dangerous than rats and bugs.® 

Such denunciations were commonplace in Birth Control Review. 

No wonder then that in 1928, leaders of the American Eugenics Society 
began to suggest that its own monthly publication of eugenic proselytism, 

Eugenics, merge with Sanger’s Birth Control Review. Leon Whitney, execu- 
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tive secretary of the American Eugenics Society and a Sanger ally, wrote 
Davenport on April 3, 1928, “It would be an excellent thing if both the 
American Birth Control League and the American Eugenics Society used 
the same magazine as their official organ, especially since they were both 

interested so much in the same problems.” Whitney took the liberty of 

meeting with Sanger on the question, and reported to colleagues, “She felt 

very strongly about eugenics and seemed to see the whole problem of birth 

control as a eugenical problem.” As to combining their publications, he 

added, “Mrs. Sanger took very kindly to the idea and seemed to be as 

enthusiastic about it as I was.”° 
But most of the eugenics movement’s senior personalities recoiled at 

the notion. Furious letters began to fly across the eugenics community. On 

April 13, Paul Popenoe, who headed up California’s Human Betterment 

Society, reviewed the Whitney letter with racial theorist Madison Grant, 

who happened to be traveling in Los Angeles. The next day, his agitation 

obvious, Popenoe wrote Grant a letter marked “Confidential” at the top. “I 

have been considerably disquieted by the letter you showed me yesterday, 

suggesting a working alliance between the American Eugenics Society and 

the American Birth Control League. In my judgment we have everything 

to lose and nothing to gain by such an arrangement.... The latter soci- 

ety...is controlled by a group that has been brought up on agitation and 

emotional appeal instead of on research and education. With this group, 

we would take on a large quantity of ready-made enemies which it has 

accumulated, and we would gain allies who, while believing that they are 

eugenists, really have no conception of what eugenics is. .. .”°7 

Popenoe reminded Grant that Sanger had personally repudiated the 

Johnson Resolution in favor of larger families. “If it is desirable for us to 

make a campaign in favor of contraception,” stressed Popenoe in conde- 

scending terms, “we are abundantly able to do so on our own account, 
without enrolling a lot of sob sisters, grandstand players, and anarchists to 

help us. We had a lunatic fringe in the eugenics movement in the early 

days; we have been trying for 20 years to get rid of it and have finally done 

so. Let’s not take on another fringe of any kind as an ornament. This letter 

is not for publication, but I have no objection to your showing it to Mr. 

Whitney or any other official of the American Eugenics Society....”% 

Grant dashed off an urgent missive to Whitney the next day, making 

clear, “I am definitely opposed to any connection with them.... When we 

organized the Eugenics Society, it was decided that we could keep clear of 

Birth Control, as it was a feminist movement and would bring a lot of 
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unnecessary enemies....I am pretty sure that Dr. Davenport and Prof. 

Osborn would agree with me that we had better go our own way indefi- 

nitely.” Grant copied Davenport.” 

Davenport was traveling when the letters started flying. On his return, 

he immediately began to rally the movement's leading figures against any 

“alliance with Mrs. Sanger.” Davenport emphasized his feelings in a letter 

to Whitney. “Mrs. Sanger is a charming woman,” he began, “and I have no 

doubt about the seriousness of her effort to do good. I have no doubt, also, 

that she may feel very strongly about eugenics. I have very grave doubts 

whether she has any clear idea of what eugenics is.... We have attached to 

the word, eugenics, the names of Mrs. E. H. Harriman and Andrew 

Carnegie—persons with an unsullied personal reputation, whose names 

connote good judgment and great means. Such valued associations have 

given to the word, eugenics, great social value and it is that which various 

organizations want to seize.””° 
He continued, “Now comes along Mrs. Sanger who feels that birth 

control does not taste in the mouth so well as eugenics and she thinks that 

birth control is the same as eugenics, and eugenics is birth control, and she 

would, naturally, seize with avidity a proposal that we should blend birth 

control and eugenics in some way, such as the proposed [joint] maga- 

zine.... The whole birth control movement seems to me a quagmire, out of 

which eugenics should keep.””! 
Davenport concluded with a clear threat to steer clear of any merger 

talk, or else. “I am interested in the work of the American Eugenics 

Society,” he stated, “but I am more interested in preserving the connota- 

tion of eugenics unsullied and I should feel that if the Eugenics Society tied 

up with the birth control movement that it would be necessary for the 

Eugenics Record Office of the Carnegie Institution of Washington to 

withdraw its moral support.””? 
But the idea of a merger between eugenic and birth control groups 

never subsided. By the 1930s, both movements had fragmented into 

numerous competing and overlapping entities—many with similar 

names. Sanger herself had resigned from the American Birth Control 

League to spearhead other national birth control organizations. In 1933, 

when the Depression financially crippled many eugenics organizations, a 

union was again suggested. This time the idea was to merge the Ameri- 

can Birth Control League and the American Eugenics Society precisely 

because the concept of a birth control organization now free of Sanger’s 

strong will—but flush with funds—was attractive. But as all learned, no 
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organization associated with birth control, whether or not Sanger was 

still associated with it, could be free from the presence of the birth con- 

trol movement’s founder. 
On February 9, 1933, Fairchild wrote to Harry Perkins, president of 

the American Eugenics Society. “For two or three days I have been mean- 

ing to write to you, to report on recent developments. Things are moving 

pretty fast. Miss Topping has been asked by the Board of the A.B.C.L. 

[American Birth Control League] to spend two weeks or so interviewing 

various people, especially those not connected with any of the organiza- 

tions involved, about the desirability of a merger. ... Last Sunday I had a 

chance to talk with Margaret Sanger, and found her enthusiastic and 

entirely ready to cooperate. So about the only thing that remains to make it 

unanimous is an assurance that a working majority of the Board of the 

League is favorably inclined. There is every evidence that that requirement 

can be met. When that point is reached the main remaining question at 

issue will be that of finances. The Eugenics Society has none anyway, so 

that is easily disposed of. The main question is whether the supporters of 

the League, particularly the Rockefeller interests, will continue, or enlarge 

their contributions in case a merger is carried out.””’ 
Within a month, the idea was again dead. “It looks as if the merger, 

after all, will not materialize in the immediate future,” Fairchild informed 

Perkins. “It is the same old difficulty. The majority of the Board of the 

League seems to be in favor of a merger...a pet dream...cherished for 

years. However, they absolutely balk at the mention of Margaret Sanger. 

They all profess to love her dearly, and admit that she is one of the biggest 

women in the world, but they say that it is utterly impossible to work with 

her, and that any association which had her on its Board would go to pieces 

in a very short time, etc., etc., etc.””* 

Refusals by eugenic stalwarts carried their own organizational dangers. 

Fairchild and others actually feared Sanger would try to absorb large parts 

of the eugenics movement into her own. “As you may know,” Fairchild 

warned Perkins, “I think the League is going to try to get a large number of 

the members of our Board and Advisory Council on to their Board. I shall 

not assist them in this effort, as I do not think the League is now, or ever 

can be as an independent organization, competent to function effectively in 

the field of Eugenics, although that is now their great objective. If, how- 

ever, they do succeed in getting several of our members on their Board, it 

may make it possible for us to over-ride the objections to Mrs. Sanger by 

force of ballots if this ever seems desirable.””° 
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The Great Depression continued to nudge the causes together. Stull 

pending was the question of which movement would absorb the other. 

Perkins received yet another frank letter in mid May of 1933 from Popenoe. 

“Regarding amalgamation with The American Birth Control League,” 

Popenoe wrote, “all of us out here were opposed to such a move when 

Whitney took it up five or six years ago and got in some premature and 

unfavorable publicity. Since then, conditions have changed a good deal. 

Mrs. Sanger’s withdrawal from the League, followed by that of many of her 

admirers and of her husband’s financial support, has crippled the League 

very badly in a financial way and it has also lost prestige scientifically for 

these and other reasons and because other agencies are now actively in the 

field.... The Birth Control League now has much less bargaining power 

than it had five or six years ago and if a coalition were worked out it could 

not expect to get such favorable terms as it would have asked for at that time. 

The same unfortunately applies in still greater measure to The American 

Eugenics Society because of its present depressed finances.””° 

Popenoe added candidly, “In effect, I should be perfectly willing to see 

the Eugenics Society swallow the Birth Control League....I should not 

like to see the reverse situation in which the Birth Control League would 

swallow the Eugenics Society and tie us all up with its slogans and cam- 

paign practices....If it comes to definite negotiations, the Birth Control 

people will naturally hold out for all they can get, but I think that a good 

poker player could get some big concessions from them.””” 
But no amount of maneuvering or economic desperation or organiza- 

tional necessity would allow the equally doctrinaire movements to find a 

middle ground. The old men of eugenics would not permit it so long as 

Sanger would not compromise. Each side believed they possessed the more 

genuine eugenic truth. Both movements roamed the biological landscape in 

perpetual parallel, following the same lines but never uniting. Moreover, 

the thin space between the groups was mined. Once, on May 22, 1936, the 

executive secretary of the American Eugenics Society, George Reid 

Andrews, circulated to the directors a list of prestigious names to consider 

adding to the board. Sanger’s name appeared on page one. Two weeks later 

Perkins received a handwritten note from another society officer: “Mr. 
Andrews has been dismissed ... with no opportunity to present his case.”’8 

Sanger went on to lead numerous reform and women’s advocacy organ- 

izations around the world. Her crusades evolved from birth control and 
contraception into sex education and world population control. She cham- 

pioned the cause of women on all continents and became an inspiring fig- 
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ure to successive generations. Her very name became enshrined as a bea- 
con of goodwill and human rights. 

But she never lost her eugenic raison d’étre, nor her fiery determination to 
eliminate the unfit. For instance, years after Sanger launched birth control, 

she was honored at a luncheon in the Hotel Roosevelt in New York. Her 
acceptance speech harkened back to the original nature of her devotion to 

her cause. “Let us not forget,” she urged, “that these billions, millions, thou- 

sands of people are increasing, expanding, exploding at a terrific rate every 

year. Africa, Asia, South America are made up of more than a billion human 

beings, miserable, poor, illiterate labor slaves, whether they are called that or 

not; a billion hungry men and women always in the famine zone yet repro- 

ducing themselves in the blind struggle for survival and perpetuation... .7° 
“The brains, initiative, thrift and progress of the self supporting, cre- 

ative human being are called upon to support the ever increasing and 

numerous dependent, delinquent and unbalanced masses. ... I wonder how 

many of you realize that the population of the British Isles in Shakespeare’s 

time was scarcely more than six millions, yet out of these few millions came 

the explorers, the pioneers, the poets, the Pilgrims and the courageous 

founders of these United States of America. What is England producing 

today with her hungry fifty million human beings struggling for survival? 

She had then a race of quality, now it’s merely quantity. One forgets that 

the Italy of the Renaissance, of the painters, the sculptors, the architects, 

was a loose collection of small towns—a tiny population that was yet the 

nursery of geniuses. There again quality rises supreme above quantity.®° 

“This twentieth century of ours has seen the most rapid multiplication 

of human beings in our history, quantity without quality, however. .. . Stress 

quality as a prime essential in the birth and survival of our population... . *! 

“[The] suggestion I would offer as one worthy of national considera- 

tion is that of decreasing the progeny of those human beings afflicted with 

transmissible diseases and dysgenic qualities of body and mind. While our 

present Federal Governmental Santa Clauses have their hands in the tax- 

payer’s pockets, why not in their generous giving mood be constructive and 

provide for sterilizing as well as giving a pension, dole—call it what you 

may—to the feebleminded and the victims of transmissible, congenital dis- 
eases? Such a program would be a sound future investment as well as a 

kindness to the couples themselves by preventing the birth of dozens of 

their progeny to become burdens, even criminals of another generation.”* 

Sanger did not deliver this speech in the heyday of Roaring ‘Iwenties 

eugenics, nor in the clutches of Depression-era desperation, nor even in a 
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world torn apart by war. She was speaking at the Thirtieth Annual Meeting 

of the Planned Parenthood Federation on October 25, 1950. A transcript 

of her remarks was distributed to the worldwide press. A pamphlet was also 

distributed, entitled “Books on Planned Parenthood,” which listed seven 

major topics, one of which was “Eugenics.” The list of eugenic books and 

pamphlets included the familiar dogmatic publications from the 1930s cov- 

ering such topics as “selective sterilization” and “the goal of eugenics.”®? 
Almost three years later, on May 5, 1953, Sanger reviewed the goals of a 

new family planning organization—with no change of heart. Writing on 

International Planned Parenthood Federation letterhead, Sanger asserted 

to a London eugenic colleague, “I appreciate that there is a difference of 

opinion as what a Planned Parenthood Federation should want or aim to 

do, but I do not see how we could leave out of its aims some of the eugenic 

principles that are basically sound in constructing a decent civilization.”** 
Margaret Sanger gave hope to multitudes. For many, she redefined 

hope. In the process, she split a nation. But when the smoke cleared on the 

great biological torment of the twentieth century, Margaret Sanger’s move- 

ment stands as a powerful example of American eugenics’ ability to per- 

vade, infect and distort the most dedicated causes and the most visionary 

reformers. None was untouchable. If one who loved humanity as much as 

Sanger could only love a small fraction of it, her story stands as one of the 

saddest chapters in the history of eugenics. 



CHAPTER & 

Blinded 

Wey did blindness prevention rise to the top of the eugenic agenda in the 
1920s? 

Because mass sterilization, sequestration, birth control and scientific 

classifications of the mentally defective, socially unfit and racially inferior 

were just the leading edge of the war against the weak. Eugenic crusaders 

were keen to launch the next offensive: outlawing marriage to stymie pro- 

creation by those deemed inferior. To set a medicolegal precedent that 

could be broadly applied to all defectives, eugenicists rallied behind the 

obviously appealing issue of blindness. Who could argue with a campaign 

to prevent blindness? 

Eugenicists, however, carefully added a key adjective to their cause: 

hereditary. Therefore, their drive was not to reduce blindness arising from 

accident or illness, but to prevent the far less common problem of “heredi- 

tary blindness.” How? By banning marriage for individuals who were blind, 

or anyone with even a single case of blindness in his or her family. Accord- 

ing to the plan, such individuals could also be forcibly sterilized and segre- 

gated—even if they were already married. If eugenicists could successfully 

lobby for legislation to prevent hereditary blindness by prohibiting suspect 

marriages, the concept of marriage restriction could then be broadened to 

include all categories of the unfit. Marriage could then be denied to a wide 

group of undesirables, from the feebleminded and epileptic to paupers and 

the socially inadequate. 
Lucien Howe was a legendary champion in the cause of better vision. 

He is credited with helping preserve the eyesight of generations of 

Americans. A late nineteenth-century pioneer in ophthalmology, he had 

founded the Buffalo Eye and Ear Infirmary in 1876. He also aided thou- 

sands by insisting that newborns’ eyes be bathed with silver nitrate drops to 

fight neonatal infection; in 1890, this practice became law in New York 

State under a statute sometimes dubbed “The Howe Law.” His monumen- 
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tal two-volume study, Muscles of the Eye (1907), became a standard in the 

field. In 1918, Howe was elected president of the American Ophthal- 

mologic Society, and he enjoyed prestige throughout American and 

European ocular medicine. For his accomplishments, he would be awarded 

a gold medal by the National Committee for the Prevention of Blindness. 

Later, he helped fund the Howe Laboratory of Ophthalmology at Harvard 

University. Indeed, so revered was the handlebar-mustachioed eye doctor 

that the American Ophthalmological Society would create the Lucien 

Howe Medal to recognize lifetime achievement in the field.' 

Howe became a eugenic activist early on. He quickly rose to the execu- 

tive committee of the Eugenics Research Association, then became a mem- 

ber of the International Eugenic Congress’s Committee on Immigration, 

and ultimately became president of the Eugenics Research Association.’ It 

was Howe who led the charge to segregate, sterilize and ban marriages of 

blind people and their relatives as a prelude to similar measures for people 

suspected of other illnesses and handicaps. 

Eugenic leaders understood their campaign was never about blindness 

alone. Blindness was only the test case to usher in sweeping eugenic mar- 

riage restrictions. Eugenicists had sought such laws since the days of 

Galton, who had encouraged eugenically sound marriage and discouraged 

unsound unions. Of course marriage prohibitions for cultural, religious, 

economic and health reasons had flourished throughout history. In modern 
times, many such traditions continued in law throughout Europe. These 

mainly banned marriage to partners of certain ages, close familial relation- 

ships and serious health conditions. But the United States, with its numer- 

ous overlapping jurisdictions, led the world in marriage restriction laws, 

based on various factors of age, kinship, race and health. For example, mar- 

riage between whites and persons of African ancestry was criminalized in 

many states, including California, Maryland and North Dakota, plus the 

entire South. Montana outlawed marriage between whites and persons of 

Japanese or Chinese descent. Nevada forbade unions between whites and 

Malays. Several states legislated against intermarriage between whites and 
Native Americans.’ 

Eugenicists saw America’s marriage laws as ways of halting procreation 

between defectives, because in addition to broad laws against race mixing, 
many states prohibited marriage for anyone deemed insane, epileptic, fee- 

bleminded or syphilitic. Delaware even criminalized marriage between 

paupers. No wonder radical British eugenicist Robert Rentoul proudly 

enumerated American state laws in his 1906 book Race Culture; Or, Race 
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Suicide?, commenting, “It is to these States we must look for guidance if we 
wish to... lessen the chances of children being degenerates.” 

In preparing to instigate eugenic marriage legislation, Davenport circu- 
lated a state-by-state survey in 1913. It was part of an ERO bulletin entitled 
State Laws Limiting Marriage Selection Examined in the Light of Eugenics. In 
1915, the Journal of Heredity, the renamed American Breeders Magazine, 
published an in-depth article by U.S. Assistant Surgeon General W. C. 
Rucker castigating the existing marriage laws as insufficient from a eugenic 
perspective. Rucker admitted that the movement preferred “permanent 

isolation of the defective classes,” and continued, “neither the science of 

eugenics nor public sentiment is ready for [purely eugenic marriage] legis- 

lation.” Hence, the only laws that would be viable, he suggested, would be 

“strictly... hygienic in intent.”° 
Enter the cause to prevent hereditary blindness. 

In 1918, Howe began in earnest by compiling initial financial data from 

leading agencies serving the blind, tabulating an institution-by-institution 

cost per blind person. Cleveland’s public school system spent $275 for each 

of its 153 blind pupils. The California School for the Deaf and Blind spent 

$396.90 per blind student. Maine’s Workshop for the Blind topped the list, 

spending $865 for each of its forty individuals.® 
Adding lost wages to custodial and medical care, Howe settled on the 

figure of $3.8 million as the national cost of blindness—a number he adver- 

tised to press his point. But how many people actually suffered from heredi- 

tary blindness? Howe knew from the outset that the number was small, 

estimated at about 7 percent of the existing blind population. No one knew 

for sure because so much blindness at birth was caused by problem pregnan- 

cies or poor delivery conditions. Eugenical News reported that the 1910 cen- 
sus initially counted 57,272 blind individuals in America, but then came to 

learn that nearly 4,500 of these cases were erroneously recorded. After fur- 

ther investigation, the Census Bureau reported that more than 90 percent 

of blind people had no blind relatives at all. Indeed, of 29,242 blind persons 

questioned, only thirty-one replied that both parents were also blind.’ 

Yet Howe and the eugenics movement seized upon hereditary blindness 

as their cause du jour. Howe and Laughlin contracted with a Pennsylvania 

printer to publish a fifty-two-page Bibliography of Hereditary Eye Defects, 

which included numerous European studies. The pages of Eugenical News 

became filled with articles on hereditary blindness. One issue contained 

four articles in a row on the topic. Howe became chairman of a Committee 

on Hereditary Blindness within the Section on Ophthalmology of the 
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American Medical Association. The AMA Section committee voted to add 

a geneticist—Laughlin was chosen—plus a practitioner “especially conver- 

sant with the good and also with the bad effects of sterilization.” The steril- 

ization expert chosen was Dr. David C. Peyton, of the Indiana Reformatory, 

who had succeeded eugenic sterilization pioneer Harry Clay Sharp.® 

The AMA Section committee then began a joint program with the 

ERO to register family pedigrees of blind people. Four-page forms were 

printed. Each bore the distinct imprimatur of the “Carnegie Institution of 

Washington, Eugenics Record Office, founded by Mrs. E. H. Harriman,” 

but at the top also declared official AMA cosponsorship. The subheadline 

read “in cooperation with the Committee on Hereditary Blindness, 

Section of Ophthalmology of the American Medical Association” and then 

credited Laughlin.’ 
Employing careful vagueness, the forms requested “any authentic fam- 

ily-record of what seem to be hereditary eye defects,” and then explained 

how to “plot the family pedigree-chart.” Ten thousand of these forms, enti- 

tled “Eye Defect Schedule,” were printed at a cost of $91.76, half of which 

was defrayed by the ERO and half by the AMA Section. They were then 

mailed to America’s leading institutions for the blind, as well as schools and 

help organizations, such as the Cleveland School for the Blind, the Blind 

Girls Home in Nashville, and the Illinois Industrial Home for the Blind.'° 

Even the ERO form admitted that delivering the family members’ names 

could only hope to “lessen, to some extent at least, the frequency of heredi- 

tary blindness.” But, cooperating with the request, many in the ophthalmo- 

logic community began handing over the names of those who were blind or 

related to blind people. “I am much interested in this investigation,” 

Laughlin wrote to Howe, “and feel sure that under your leadership, the com- 

mittee will be able to secure many interesting first-hand pedigrees which will 

not only throw light upon the manner of inheritance of the traits involved, 
but will as well provide first-hand information which may be used for practi- 

cal eugenical purposes in cutting off the descent lines of individuals carrying 

the potentiality for offspring with seriously handicapping eye defects.”!! 
The ERO now possessed yet another target list of unfit individuals. 

By early 1921, ERO assistant director Howard Banker was able to 
brag to Ohio State University dean George Arps, “Records [have] already 

been collected of several hundred families, in which hereditary eye 

defects existed. ...” Banker then confided, “In spite of evident reasons for 

drastic remedies, it does not seem advisable to recommend now any radi- 
cal methods... .”!? 
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Nonetheless, the outlines of anti-blind legislation were taking shape. 
Howe published a major article in the November 1919 edition of Journal of 
Heredity, entitled “The Relation of Hereditary Eye Defects to Genetics and 
Eugenics.” The piece was not a clinical paper, but rather a call to legislative 
action. First, Howe guesstimated that the number of blind people in 

America had almost doubled to 100,000 since the 1910 census. (His own 

calculations of official reports from ten states, including the populous ones 

of New York, Massachusetts and Ohio, reported a total of only 23,630, 

indicating virtually no national increase.) Howe’s article then addressed the 

entire blind population as though all of the exaggerated 100,000 suffered 

from a hereditary condition. Yet Howe knew that hereditary blindness con- 

stituted just a small percentage of the total, and even that fraction was 

falling fast. Because of medical and surgical advances, and as corrective 

lenses became more commonplace, estimates of hereditary blindness were 

constantly being reduced." 
As though his statistics and projections were authentic, Howe railed, “It 

is unjust to the blind to allow them to be brought into existence simply to 

lead miserable lives.... The longer we delay action to prevent this blind- 

ness, the more difficult the problem becomes.” His plan? Give blind people 

and their families the option of being isolated or sterilized. “A large part, if 

not all, of this misery and expense,” promised Howe, “could be gradually 

eradicated by sequestration or by sterilization, if the transmitter of the 

defect preferred the later.” Howe suggested that authorities wait to dis- 

cover a blind person, and then go back and get the rest of his family.'* 

Howe’s article asked colleagues to carefully study sterilization laws 

applying to the feebleminded. “Where such eugenic laws have been 

enacted... [they] could be properly amended.” Under Howe’s plan, incar- 

cerated blind people would be required to labor at jobs commensurate with 

their intelligence; such work would lessen their “sense of restraint.” In a 
final flourish, Howe asked, “What are we going to do about it? That is the 

question at last forced on ophthalmologists. ...”!° 

By 1921, the ERO and AMA Section subcommittee had drafted sweep- 
ing legislation that pushed far beyond hereditary blindness or even general 

blindness. It targeted all people with imperfect vision. Under the proposal, 

any taxpayer could condemn such a person and his family as “defective.” 

Such a measure would, of course, apply to anyone with blurry vision or 

even glasses, or any family that included someone with imperfect vision. 

According to the plan, one ophthalmologist and one eugenic practitioner, 

such as Laughlin, would render the official assessment. The ERO and 
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AMA Section subcommittee’s draft law was entitled, “An Act for the Partial 

Prevention of Hereditary Blindness.”'¢ 

The draft law read: “When a man and woman contemplate marriage, if 

a visual defect exists in one or both of the contracting parties, or in the fam- 

ily of either, so apparent that any taxpayer fears that the children of such a 

union are liable to become public charges, for which that taxpayer would 

probably be assessed, then such taxpayer... may apply to the County Judge 

for an injunction against such a marriage.” The judge would then “appoint 

at least two experts to advise him concerning the probabilities of the fur- 

ther transmission of the eye defect.” The experts were specified as a quali- 

fied ophthalmologist and “a person especially well versed in distinguishing 

family traits which are apt to reappear....” Upon the advice of the two 

experts, the judge could then decide to prohibit any planned marriage, 

which might yield “at least one child who might have more or less imper- 

fect vision. ...”1” 
On January 6, 1921, the ERO distributed the draft law for review by 

several dozen of its core coterie. The mailing list of names was then marked 

with a plus next to those who approved, and a minus for those opposed. 

The people consulted included the leading psychologists of the day, such as 

Goddard, Terman, Yerkes, and Meyer. Apparently, not a few of the respon- 

dents either wore glasses or had a family member who did. The vote was 

divided. Many, such as psychologists Terman and Arps, voted in favor. 

Several were undecided, but at least half of those polled were opposed.'® 

Eugenicist Raymond Pearl, of Johns Hopkins University, promptly 

wrote back with his objections. “It makes the primary initiatory force any 

taxpayer,” complained Pearl. “This opens the way at once for all sorts of 

busybodies to work out personal spite by holding up peoples’ marriages 

pending an investigation. ... Anyone who wore glasses contemplating get- 

ting married might under the terms of the law stated easily have their 

progress held up by some neighbor who wanted to make trouble. ...Only 

busybodies would be likely to interest themselves in taking any action 

under it.”!? 
Nonetheless, the ERO leadership sent the draft language to every fel- 

low of the AMA’s Ophthalmology Section. The nine-page list of ophthal- 

mologists was similarly annotated with a plus or minus sign. Most of the 

doctors did not respond. But among those who did, not surprisingly, the 

yeas outpaced the nays. Dr. James Bach of Milwaukee was marked plus. Dr. 

Olin Barker of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, was marked plus, and was also 

noted for sending in a patient’s family tree. Dr. David Dennis of Erie, 
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Pennsylvania, was marked plus and noted for sending in three family trees. 
The ophthalmologist mailing list’s adjusted tally: 88 yes, 40 no.2° That level 
of support was enough for the ERO. 

On April 5, 1921, a New York State senator sympathetic to the eugenic 
cause introduced Bill #1597. It would amend the state’s Domestic Relations 
Law with Howe’s measure. It required “the town clerk upon the applica- 
tion for a marriage license to ascertain as to any visual defects in either of 
such applicants, or in a blood relative of either party....” The clerk or any 
taxpayer could then apply to the local county judge who would then 
appoint either two physicians, one an ophthalmologist and the other a 
eugenic doctor, or one person who could fulfill both roles. Based on their 
testimony, the clerk was then empowered to prohibit the marriage.”! 

‘To lobby for the bill, Howe and other eugenicists created a special advi- 
sory committee to the Committee to Prevent Hereditary Blindness. Howe 
was hardly alone within the ophthalmologic community. His advisory com- 

mittee included some of the leading doctors in the field. The long list 

included Dr. Clarence Loeb of Chicago, associate editor of the Journal of 

Ophthalmology; Dr. Frank Allport of Chicago, former chairman of the 

AMA’s Committee on Conservation of Blindness; Dr. G. F. Libby of 

Denver, author of the “Hereditary Blindness” entry in the Encyclopedia of 

Ophthalmology; William Morgan of New York, president of the National 

Committee for the Prevention of Blindness; Professor Victor Vaughan of 

Ann Arbor, former president of the AMA’s Committee of Preventive 

Medicine; as well as many other vision experts.” 
In September of 1921, Howe and the ERO tried to extend the advisory 

committee beyond the field of ophthalmology. They sent personalized 

form letters to prominent New York State doctors, judges and elected offi- 

cials. The invitations requested permission to add their names to the advi- 

sory committee, couching membership as an honorary function. The goal 

was to create the appearance of a groundswell of informed support among 

the state’s administrative and medical establishment for the marriage 
restriction measure.” 

Usually, the prominent individuals solicited were only too happy to see 

their names added to prestigious letterhead advancing a good cause. Few had 

any understanding of hereditary blindness or the specifics of Howe’s legisla- 

tive proposal. Often, respondents stated that they knew little about the sub- 

ject, but were only too happy to join the committee. Only rarely did an 
individual decline. One who did decline was Dr. H. S. Birkett, an ear, nose 

and throat doctor with no knowledge of ophthalmologic health; he wrote 
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back, “As this seems to be associated largely with an Ophthalmologic 

Committee, I would feel myself rather out of place. ... I hardly think that my 

name would be an appropriate one on such a Committee.” ERO organizers 

routinely kept track of how many eminent people joined or refused. It was all 

for appearances. At one point, an ERO notation asked for “more judges.””* 
The ERO’s sweeping anti-blindness measure did not succeed in 

1921.25 But Howe refused to give up. On January 12, 1922, Howe remind- 
ed Laughlin that the intent was to target a broad spectrum of defectives, 

but beginning with known medical diseases was still the best idea. “We 

tried to legislate against too many hereditary defects,” Howe recounted, 

“It would be better to limit the legislation to hereditary blindness, insanity, 

epilepsy and possibly hereditary syphilis.” Crafting such legislation 

required care. Howe conceded, “The phraseology as concocted by doctors 

and scientists is quite different from that which Constitutional lawyers 

would have recommended.””° 
Howe was relentless in keeping the idea alive. Lawyers associated with 

Columbia University were called upon to refine the text to pass 

Constitutional muster. In one reminder letter, Howe asked Laughlin, 

“Have you heard anything from our friends connected with the Law 

Department of Columbia, as to what progress they have made in their 

attempt to formulate that law for the prevention of hereditary blind- 

ness?... When members of a committee are supposedly resting, that is the 

time to get work out of them.”?’ 
On July 22, 1922, Howe wrote to Laughlin from his New York estate, 

aptly named “Mendel Farm.” Howe expressed his undying devotion to the 

Mendelian cause and his still-burning determination to “hunt” those with 

vision problems and subject them to eugenic countermeasures. “As today 

is...the centenary of the birth of our ‘Saint’ Gregor,” wrote Howe with 

some gaiety, “I feel like sending a word to you, to Drs. Davenport, Little— 

indeed to every one of the earnest workers at Cold Spring Harbor. ... If our 

good old Father Mendel is still counting peas grown in the celestial garden, 

he probably takes time on this anniversary, to lean over the golden bars, 

and as he rubs his glasses to look down on what is being done at Cold 
Spring Harbor and several other institutions like it, his mouth must stretch 

into a very broad grin when he thinks how little attention was paid to him 
on earth and what a big man he is now.”?® 

Returning to the idea of hunting down the families of the visually 
impaired, Howe wrote, “Can you suggest any appeal which could be made 
to the State Board of Health so as to induce them to set one or two of their 
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field workers to hunting up other defective members of certain families 
whose names appear so frequently among the pupils of schools for the 
blind? ... With remembrances to Mrs. Laughlin and best wishes always.”2? 

Laughlin replied that he too wanted to “hunt” for those with imperfect 
vision. “A state survey hunting hereditary eye defects and other degener- 
acy, but laying principal emphasis on eye disorders, would constitute a 
splendid piece of work.” Howe responded with a letter, eager as ever, 
declaring that the schools could easily provide the family trees. “Probably 
the director of almost every school of the blind can remember two or three 

pupils from branches of the same family who are there because of albinism, 

cataract, optic atrophy or some similar condition. ... But,” he cautioned, 

“superintendents have not been trained as field workers [to trace the 
extended families].”>° 

Therefore, Howe again pushed for the New York State Board of Health 

to undertake such a statewide hunt. Fortunately, New York State 

Commissioner of Public Health Hermann M. Biggs was already a member 

of Howe’s advisory committee to prevent hereditary blindness. “I will ask 

one or two doctors in New York or elsewhere to send letters to you for Dr. 

Biggs advocating such an investigation,” wrote Howe. He also offered to 

personally train the state’s field workers.*! 

An official New York State hunt for the visually impaired never 

occurred. But Howe continued his pursuit of the names. In 1922, twenty of 

forty-two state institutions for the blind filled out forms on a total of 2,388 

individuals in their care, constituting approximately half of America’s insti- 

tutionalized total. The numbers only further infuriated Howe. By his cal- 

culations, institutionalized blind people cost taxpayers $28 to $39 per 
inmate per month, higher than the feebleminded at $15.21 per month and 
prison inmates at $18.93 per month. No wonder that on February 10, 

1923, Howe sent a letter jointly addressed to Davenport and Laughlin sug- 

gesting that any blindness-prevention law include a provision to imprison 
the visually impaired. In a list, Howe’s second point read: “If the hereditary 

blind whose intended marriage has been adjudged to be dangerous, prefer 

to go to prison at the expense of the taxpayer that would probably be 

cheapest for the community and kindest to possible children...and a bet- 

ter protection against future defectives.” Howe repeated the idea twice 

more in that letter.*? 
In the same long February 10 letter, Howe promised to send a report 

to the secretary of the AMA’s Section on Ophthalmology. But he was wait- 

ing for additional names of blind people to come in so he could forward 
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the latest tally. Howe also assured that he was working closely with 

Columbia University law professor J. P. Chamberlain to revise the hoped- 

for legislation.*? 
Several months later, in July of 1923, Professor Chamberlain wrote an 

article for the American Bar Association fournal advocating what he called 

“repressive legislation” to restrict marriages. “The effect of the modern 

doctrine of eugenics is being felt in state legislative halls,” Chamberlain 

began. “There is a growing tendency to segregate them [defective persons] 

in colonies for their own well being and to protect society...and along 

with this repressive legislation is another trend... legislation limiting the 

rights of certain classes of persons to marry and requiring preliminary evi- 

dence of the fitness of the parties to the ceremony.” Professor Chamberlain 

assured the nation’s attorneys that protecting future generations was sound 

public policy and within any state’s police powers. Once a proper “standard 

of deficiency” could be written into the statutes, marriage restriction could 

be enforced against the defective as well. “The past record makes it appear 

probable that the law will not lag behind medical science.”** 
Howe floated another attempt at legislation to prevent hereditary blind- 

ness when on February 1, 1926, Bill #605 was introduced to the New York 

State Assembly. This time, the proposal required a sworn statement from 

any marriage applicants averring, “Neither myself nor, to the best of my 

knowledge and belief, any of my blood relatives within the second degree 

have been affected with blindness....” No definition of blindness was 

offered. Once again, the bill empowered the town clerk to prohibit the mar- 

riage, and even made initial consultation with experts optional. Ironically, 

even Howe could not craft a definition for blindness. In a letter to another 
ophthalmologist, he confessed that in a conversation with a federal official, 

Howe had been called upon to define the condition; both had been at a loss 

for words. “He was as much in doubt as I,” wrote Howe, adding, “Please tell 

me what better measure you can suggest.” Bill #605 was never enacted.>° 
But Howe continued his crusade. Even as he was pushing his anti-blind- 

ness legislation, Howe was also orchestrating a second marriage restriction 

against not just the visually impaired, but anyone judged unfit. His idea was 

to require a large cash bond from any marriage applicant suspected of being 

“unfit.” Again, no definitions or standards were set. The couple applying for 

a marriage license would be required to post a significant cash bond against 

the possibility that their defective children might be a cost to the state. 
Howe suggested bonds of as much as $14,000, equivalent to over $130,000 
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today.*° In other words, marriage by those declared eugenically inferior 

would be made economically impossible by state law. 

Howe had come up with his idea for a general marriage bond as early as 

1921. At the time, Laughlin had praised Howe’s concept. “Your plan for 

offering bond is, I believe, a practical one,” Laughlin wrote Howe on 

March 30, 1921. He continued, “For one thing, it presents in very clear and 

clean cut manner to the average tax-payer the problem of paying for social 

inadequates from the purse of the tax payer. There is nothing like touching 

the purse of the tax payer in order to arouse his interest...” Laughlin was 

pleased with the larger implications because Howe’s idea represented a 

“feature in future eugenical control, not only of hereditary blindness but of 

hereditary defects of all sorts.” Howe’s bonding plan, wrote Laughlin, 

would “place the responsibility for the reproduction of defectives upon the 

possible parents of such.” Moreover, Laughlin wrote, cash bonding would 

be most useful in “border-line” cases where no one could be sure.*” 
Within a year, Howe was asking Columbia University’s Professor 

Chamberlain to draft legislative language to enforce bonding. In May of 

1922, Laughlin sent yet another letter of encouragement to Howe, assert- 

ing that should any law to “bond parents against the production of defec- 

tive children” withstand court challenge, “a great practical eugenical 
principle will have been established.”** 

In late December of 1922, in a letter inviting Mr. and Mrs. Howe to 

join the Laughlins for lunch at Cold Spring Harbor, Laughlin could not 

hide his continuing enthusiasm. “The bonding principle,” wrote Laughlin, 

“',.securing the state against the production of defectives has, I think, 

great possibilities. Perhaps the greatest single amendment which can be 

made to the present marriage laws for the prevention of the production of 

degenerates. If you can develop the principle and secure its adoption, you 

will have deserved the honor of the eugenical world.”*” 
Eventually, the marriage bond proposal was introduced to the New 

York State Assembly as a part of Bill #605, Howe’s amended anti-blindness 

effort. Under the proposal, any town clerk, depending on the severity of 

the suspected defectiveness, could set the bond, up to $14,000. The 

amount of $14,000 represented Howe’s estimate for supporting and edu- 

cating a blind child. The bond could be released once the wife turned 

forty-five years of age. Eugenicists were hopeful and even published the 

entire text of Bill #605 in Ewgenical News. Marriage bonding legislation, 

however, died in New York when Bill #605 was voted down.” 
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Even still, the Eugenics Record Office wove the notion into the model 

eugenics legislation it distributed to the various states. In a memo, 

Laughlin asserted that the principle should be viewed “in reference not 

only to the blind, but also to all other types of social inadequacy (and this is 

the goal sought).” He added, “If this principle were firmly established it 

would doubtless become the most powerful force directed against the pro- 

duction of defectives and inadequates.”*! 
During the 1920s, while Howe was trying to establish marriage preven- 

tion and marriage bonding, he and Laughlin were also working on a third 

concept. It was known by several names and was ultimately called “inter- 

state deportation.” Under this scheme, once a family was identified as unfit, 

family members could be uprooted and deported back to the state or town 

of their origin—presumably at the expense of the original locale. This 

would create a financial liability for any town or state, forcing them to view 

any suspected defective citizens as an intolerable expense. The plan held 

open the possibility of mass interstate deportations to jurisdictions that 

would simply refuse the deportees, leading to holding pens of a sort. Some 

eugenicists called for “colonies.” Margaret Sanger advocated “wide open 

spaces” for the unfit. After all, the United States government had already set 

the precedent by creating a system of reservations for Native Americans. 

It was Howe’s initiative for marriage prevention and bonding that 

opened the door. In a review of Howe’s marriage restrictions, Laughlin 

wrote in the spring of 1921, “It is easy for the eugenicist to plan a step fur- 

ther and to urge further development of our deportation services which 

means only that the community which produces a non-supporting defec- 

tive must maintain him...it means more inter-state deportation and 

finally, within the state, deportation to counties in which defectives are 

born or have citizenship or long residence.” 
By late 1922, Howe and other sympathetic ophthalmologic colleagues, 

along with Laughlin and the Carnegie Institution, were formulating depor- 

tation specifics. Howe was developing a eugenic “debit and credit” system 

to rank individuals. Towns, counties and states would then be charged when 

their defectives moved elsewhere in the nation. “Of course our national 

deportation system is based upon this theory,” Laughlin acknowledged to 

Howe in a December 5, 1922, letter. A few weeks later, Laughlin again 

lauded a system of bonding “each state, community and family... for its 

own degenerates.” He adding that “the matter of deportation... [is] only 

one other phase in the application of this greater principle.” 
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Once more, bonding marriages against hereditary blindness was to be the 
precedent for national deportation. “You have done a splendid service,” 
Laughlin wrote Howe in March of 1925, “in directing the work of the 
Committee on Prevention of Hereditary Blindness. The whole thing appeals 

so strongly to me because I believe it is a step in the direction of working 

out... the matter of placing responsibility for the production of hereditary 

inadequates upon families, towns, states and nations which produce them.” 

Eventually, the eugenics movement developed a constellation of bond- 

ing, financial responsibility and deportation principles which it tried to 

implement based on precedents set by Howe’s hereditary blindness coun- 

termeasures. The program’s goal was to create enclaves of eugenically 

preferred citizens, which would be achieved when the unfit were systemati- 

cally expelled from an area. It was defective cleansing. An outline of the 
measure was published as a lead essay in Eugenical News. The section head- 

lined “Interstate Deportation” declared, “There is now, however, a sub- 

stantial and growing movement for the inter-state and inter-town return of 

charity cases and ne’er-do-wells from the host communities to the commu- 

nities which produced them.”** 
Setting up an argument for property confiscation, the Eugenical News 

outline explained that the cost of relocation and maintenance would be 

borne first by the community the family had come from, but then ulti- 

mately by the defective family itself. “In many communities the town or the 

county or the state has a legal claim upon any property of the producing 

family, particularly the parents....”*° The government would have the 

power to turn any family deemed unfit into a family of paupers. 

The Eugenical News essay also challenged the concept of free movement 

within the United States. “It remains to be seen whether an individual 
inadequate can simply move in on a community and claim legal residence.” 

Eugenical News asked, “Is there a legal recourse, for example, in the case of 

‘dumping’ the undesirables of one community on another, of ‘exiling’ or 

‘driving out of town’ undesirable persons? Perhaps the time will come 

when there will be no place where such undesirables can go, in which case 

the logical place for them is the community and family where they were 

produced.” But in the end, after describing a thorough program of disloca- 

tion and deportation, the article made the final result clear: “Compulsory 
segregation or sterilization of potential parents of certain inadequates.””” 

Throughout the essay outlining the new set of eugenic responsibilities 

and countermeasures, Howe was credited for his tireless efforts. One arti- 
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cle declared, “He threw the weight of his professional experience, as an 

ophthalmologist, into this particular field...” * 
But most of Howe’s most radical plans never took root, in large part 

because the famed ophthalmologist died before he could complete his work. 

He died on December 17, 1928, at age eighty, in his Belmont, Massachusetts, 

home. The next month Eugenical News eulogized the man who had served as 

president of the Eugenics Research Association until shortly before his 

death. “Lucien Howe was a true gentleman, a broad scholar, and he loved his 

fellow men.” This statement echoed the tribute of the American Ophthal- 

mological Society, which adopted the following resolution: “A student of 

quality, an author of distinction, a scholar in the house of scientific interpre- 

tation and original research, Dr. Howe, a former president of this Society, 

has added to its reputation and has maintained its tradition.” For eight 
decades, the American Ophthalmological Society has awarded the Lucien 

Howe Medal for service to the profession and mankind.” 



CHAPTER Q 

Mongrelization 

les U.S. Census Bureau would not cooperate with eugenics. No agency 
collected and compiled more information on individuals than the 

bureau. Its mission was clear: to count Americans and create a demographic 

portrait for policymakers. A fundamental principle of census taking is the 

confidentiality and sanctity of individual records. In the early twentieth 
century, American eugenics coveted this information. 

For years, eugenic leaders tried—with little result—to convince the 

Census Bureau to change its ways. They targeted the 1920 census. In 1916, 

Alexander Graham Bell, representing the Eugenics Record Office, was 

among the first to formally suggest that the bureau add the father’s name 

and the mother’s maiden name to the data gathered on each individual.! 

The Census Bureau declined to make the addition. 
But shortly after Bell’s first entreaty, Laughlin proposed a survey of all 

those in state custodial and charitable facilities, as well as jails. The Census 

Bureau agreed, and soon thereafter its director of statistical research, 

Joseph A. Hill, granted Laughlin the assignment. Laughlin was creden- 

tialed as a “special agent of the Bureau of the Census.”” This first joint pro- 

gram, however, would not lead to an alliance with the Census Bureau, but 

to a bureaucratic war. 
Since the 1880s, the Census Bureau had compiled statistics on what it 

called “the defective, dependent and delinquent” population, referring to 

the insane as defective, the elderly and infirm as dependent, and prisoners as 

delinquent. Laughlin insisted on changing the Census Bureau’s terminology 

to “the socially inadequate” and adding to its rolls large, stratified contin- 

gents of the unfit, especially along racial lines. Laughlin’s concept of social 

inadequacy would encompass those who “entail a drag upon those mem- 

bers of the community who have sufficient insight, initiative, competence, 

physical strength and social instincts to enable them to live effective 

livesce 

Le 
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The Census Bureau refused. It stubbornly claimed that Laughlin’s 

newly concocted term, socially inadequate, if used publicly, would surely 

“call forth criticism and protest.” Nor would it accept any of Laughlin’s 

substitute categories, such as “submerged tenth” or “the sub-social classes.” 

To adhere to the legal descriptions of the project—and follow the most 

conservative line—the Census Bureau insisted on its traditional appella- 

tions, “defective, dependent and delinquent.”* 

A war of nomenclature erupted, one Laughlin described as a “tempest 

in a teapot.” It raged for more than two years. First, the Census Bureau 

polled its own stable of social science experts, who reacted with “caustic 

criticism.” Unwilling to back down, Laughlin consulted his own bevy of 

experts, and then, disregarding any direction from the Census Bureau, 

employed the term socially inadequate anyway when he requested informa- 

tion from 576 state and federal institutions. To rub his point in the Census 

Bureau’s face, Laughlin asked the institutions not only for data, but also 

for their opinions about his choice of terminology. All but three of the 

institutions endorsed his new term, and he eventually swayed those three 

as well, achieving unanimity. Laughlin saw this as more than vindication 

for his position.’ 

The Census Bureau did not. Although the outbreak of World War I 

interrupted the project, in May of 1919 the bureau finalized and then pub- 

lished Laughlin’s work under the title it chose, Statistical Directory of State 

Institutions for the Defective, Dependent and Delinquent Classes. Determined to 

have the last word, Laughlin published a vituperative article in the Journal 

of Sociology, recounting the quarrel in detail. Quoting page after page of 

support for his position from prominent sociologists and officials he had 

worked with, Laughlin publicly castigated the Census Bureau for lack of 

leadership and scientific timidity.® 

Following the irksome, years-long experience, the Census Bureau 

refused all but cosmetic cooperation with eugenicists. Laughlin, in his 

capacity as secretary of the Eugenics Research Association, wrote to 
Samuel Rogers, director of the census, in 1918, asking if the bureau 

planned to identify nine classes of “socially inadequate.” Rogers formally 

replied that no such data would be gathered, except the names and 

addresses of the deaf and blind, as previously collected.’ 

Ata 1919 conference, the ERA Executive Committee decided to try to 

convince the Census Bureau to conduct “an experimental genealogical sur- 

vey of a selected community.” Three days later, the ERA formally peti- 

tioned Census Bureau Director Rogers to add two additional columns 
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titled Ancestry to the paper questionnaires or enumeration sheets. “In the 
interest of race betterment,” the two new columns, to be situated between 
the existing columns eleven and twelve, would identify the mother, by 
maiden name, and the father. “Family ties would be established,” explained 
the ERA request, “and thus all census enumeration records would become 
available for genealogical and family pedigree-studies.” The ERA pre- 
dicted that these records would “constitute the greatest and most valuable 
genealogical source in the world.” Writing in the Journal of Heredity, 
Laughlin advocated the two additional columns so that any “individual 
could be located from census to census and generation to generation.... 
Such investigations would be of the greatest social and political value.”® 

The proposals became more and more grandiose as the government’s 
capacity for data retrieval and analysis increased. But any cooperation 

between the Census Bureau and American eugenics was for all practical 

purposes destroyed by Laughlin’s dogmatic insistence on employing 

charged terminology more pejorative than the Census Bureau was willing 
to adopt.” 

Despite a year-to-year cascade of petitions, letters, scientific articles 

and eugenic rationales urging the agency to create a massive registry of 

American citizens that could be marked as fit or unfit, the Census Bureau 

stands out as one federal organization that simply refused to join the 

movement.!° 
Rebuffed by the Census Bureau, Laughlin turned his attention to other 

government agencies, using his official bureau contacts with hundreds of 

state and federal institutions. His goal was to create further classifications 

that other bureaus and agencies of the federal government could adopt. An 

official 1922 booklet distributed by the U.S. House of Representatives to 

administrators of state institutions was entitled “Classification Standards to 

be Followed in Preparing Data for the Schedule ‘Racial and Diagnostic 

Records of Inmates of State Institutions’, prepared by Harry Laughlin.” It 

listed sixty-five racial classifications. Classification #15 was German Jew, 
#16 was Polish Jew, #17 was Russian Jew, #25 was North Italian, #26 was 

South Italian, #30 was Polish (“Polack”), #61 was Mountain White, #62 

was American Yankee, #63 was American Southerner and #64 was Middle 

West American.!! If the Census Bureau would not adopt his eugenic classi- 

fications, Laughlin hoped the states would. 

Virginia was eager, thanks to its registrar of vital statistics, Walter 

Ashby Plecker. Plecker considered himself a product of the Civil War, even 

though he was born in Virginia in 1861, just as the conflict began. 
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Memories of his youth in Augusta County, Virginia, during the turbulent 

Reconstruction years, were influenced greatly by a beloved Negro family 

servant called Delia. In many ways, Delia represented the emotional 

strength of the whole family. As was common, she essentially raised Plecker 

as a young boy, exercising “extensive control” over his activities and earn- 

ing his lasting gratitude. Plecker’s sister sobbed at Delia’s wedding at the 

thought of losing the connection, and Delia broke down as well. When 

Plecker’s mother fell ill for the last time, she sent for Delia to nurse her 

back to health if possible. In his mother’s final hour, it was Delia who com- 

forted her at her deathbed, and when the moment came, it was Delia who 

tenderly placed her fingers on the woman’s eyelids and shut them for the 

last time. No wonder Delia was remembered in the mother’s will. No won- 
der that Plecker, as executor of his mother’s estate, warmly wrote the first 

bequest check to Delia. From Plecker’s point of view, Delia was family.” 
Fond memories of Delia did not prevent Walter A. Plecker from 

becoming a fervent raceologist and eugenicist, however. He detested the 

notion of racial and social mixing in any form. His obsession with white 

racial purity would turn him into America’s preeminent demographic 

hunter of Blacks, American Indians and other people of color. In the 

process, Plecker fortified Virginia as the nation’s bastion of eugenic racial 

salvation. Plecker’s fanaticism propelled him into a lifelong crusade to cod- 

ify the existence of just two races: white and everything else. 

Plecker began his career in medicine, receiving a degree from the 

University of Maryland at Baltimore, and then continuing in obstetrics at 

the New York Polyclinic. He opened a practice in Virginia and quickly 

became involved with family records, at one point serving as a pension 

examiner. Plecker moved his practice to Birmingham, Alabama, for several 

years, but soon returned to his beloved Virginia. He settled in Elizabeth 

City County, one of the eight original Virginia shires created in 1634. 

Elizabeth City County was intensely proud of its genealogical heritage. 

The historic county’s citizens included many so-called First Families of 
Virginia, that is, Colonial settlers. Meticulous family records had been 

kept, but were in large part destroyed during the numerous battles and 

town burnings of the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, and the Civil 

War. After the Civil War, Elizabeth City County meticulously restored and 

reorganized its population records.¥ 
In 1900, Elizabeth City County created a health department, along with 

a section of vital statistics to document births and death. A few years later, 

Plecker was hired as a county health officer, where he fastidiously recorded 
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life cycle events. One triracial Hampton, Virginia, family that he first 

encountered in 1905 made quite an impact on him. After delivering their 

baby boy, Plecker at bedside registered the mother as “Indian and colored,” 

and the husband as “Indian and white.” Later, the woman’s daughter ran off 

with a white man, marrying in another state. The young couple then 

returned to Hampton as a second-generation racially mixed marriage.'4 
Plecker was appalled by the racial permissiveness of Virginia’s system. 

Later, when Plecker observed a local Negro death rate twice that of 

whites, he began to investigate, pursuing a goal of “near 100% registration 

of births and deaths.” Population statistics and registration became more 

than a fascination; they became his mission. His proficiency at registering 

citizens made Plecker a natural pick in 1912 to help draft the state’s new law 

creating the Bureau of Vital Statistics. At age fifty-one, Plecker was invited 

to head the new agency as registrar and to set his own salary. He was so 

dedicated to population registration that he magnanimously asked “for lit- 

tle more than subsistence.” Virginia’s 1912 statute established registration 

of the state’s citizens by race—without clear definitions. Yet for three hun- 

dred years Virginia had produced racially mixed citizens by virtue of the 

state’s original Colonial settlement, its indigenous Indian population, a 

thriving slave system, and waves of European immigration.'° 

But a desire for general population registration was not what drove 

Plecker. He was hardly devoted to the statistical sciences or demographics. 

He was simply a racist. Plecker’s passion was for keeping the white race 

pure from any possible mixture with Black, American Indian or Asian 

blood. The only real goal of bureaucratic registration was to prevent 

racially mixed marriages and social mixing—to biologically barricade the 

white race in Virginia. 

In an official Virginia State Health Bureau pamphlet, Plecker declared: 

“The white race in this land, is the foundation upon which rests its civiliza- 

tion, and is responsible for the leading position which we occupy amongst 

the nations of the world. Is it not, therefore, just and right that this race 

decide for itself what its composition shall be, and attempt, as Virginia has, 

to maintain its purity?”'° 
Plecker was no authority on eugenics, however. He was a proud mem- 

ber of the American Eugenics Society, but that required no real scientific 

expertise for membership. Nor did Plecker really comprehend the tenets 

of Mendelian genetics or heredity. Years after he became a leading expo- 

nent of eugenic raceology, Plecker wrote to Laughlin for advice on race 

mixing formulas, and confided, “I am not satisfied with the accuracy of my 
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own knowledge as to the result of racial intermixture with repeated white 

crossings.” He added that he just didn’t understand Davenport’s complex 

protoplasmic discussion of skin color, explaining, “I have never felt justi- 

fied in believing that...children of mulattoes are really white under 

Mendel’s Law.”!” 
Although he cloaked his crusade under the mantle of eugenic science, 

Plecker did not mind confessing his real motive to Laughlin. “While we are 

interested in the eugenical records of our citizens,” Plecker wrote the 

ERO, “we are attempting to list only the mixed breeds who are endeavor- 

ing to pass into the white race.”!* In other words, Plecker could not be dis- 

tracted with complex formulas and eugenic charts tracing a spectrum of 

racial and subracial lineages. In Virginia, you were either ancestrally white 

or you weren't. 

Plecker introduced new techniques in registering births and deaths. In 

July of 1921, for instance, the Bureau of Vital Statistics mailed a special 

warning to each of Virginia’s 2,500 undertakers. Plecker reminded them 

that under the law, death certificates could not simply be mailed, but must 

be delivered in person for verity’s sake. Nor could a body be removed or 

buried without a proper burial permit. An extra permit was needed to ship a 

body. Moreover, Plecker demanded that coffin dealers provide monthly 

reports of “all sales of which there is any doubt, giving the address of pur- 

chaser, or head of the family, and name of deceased with place and date.”!” 

Under Plecker’s rule, no one was permitted to die in Virginia without leav- 

ing a long racial paper trail. 

Plecker would enforce similar regimens with midwives and obstetri- 

cians, town clerks and church clerics—anyone who could attest to the racial 

makeup of those who lived and died in Virginia. Over the next several 

years, he created a cross-indexed system that recorded more than a million 

Virginia births and deaths since 1912. He also catalogued thousands of 

annual marriages, each filed under both husband’s and wife’s name. The 

data quickly became too voluminous for index cards. Plecker created a 
complicated but unique system to store the massive troves of information. 

Clerks would type all the names “on to sheets of the best linen paper, using 

unfading carbon ribbons,” Plecker once explained in a flourish of brag- 

gadocio, adding, “We make these in triplicate and bind them in books. 

These [names] can be quickly referred to as easily as you can find a word in 

the dictionary.” Eventually, Plecker hoped to secure state funding to recon- 

struct as many records as possible going back to 1630 and then “indexing 

these by our system.”?? 
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Plecker planned to add the names of all epileptics, insane, feebleminded 

and criminals, which would be gathered from the state’s hospitals, prisons, 

city bureaus and county clerks, bestowing on Virginia a massive eugenical 

database that would reach back to the first white footfalls on Virginia soil. 

“The purpose will be to list degenerates and criminals,” he assured.?! Of 

course the ERO was also assembling hundreds of thousands of names, but 

its extensive rolls only amounted to a patchwork of lineages from counties 

speckled around the country. Plecker’s vision would deliver America’s first 

statewide eugenic registry—a real one. 

It is important to understand that while carrying the banner of eugenics, 

Plecker’s true passion never varied. It was always about preserving the purity 

of the white race. Millions of inscribed linen pages and thousands of leather- 
bound volumes could be filled, but Plecker would never achieve his real goal 

without dramatic legislative changes. Existing state laws outlawing mixed- 

race marriages, including Virginia’s, were simply too permissive. In the first 

place, most states varied on what exactly constituted a Negro or colored per- 
son. At least six states forbade whites from marrying half-Negroes or mulat- 

toes. Nearly a dozen states prohibited whites from marrying those of 

one-quarter or even one-eighth Negro ancestry. Others were simply vague. 

Virginia’s own blurred statutes had allowed extensive intermarriage through 

the generations: between whites and light-skinned Negroes, White-Indian- 

Negro triracials, mulattoes, and others. Plecker and the ERO called this 

process the “mongrelization” of Virginia’s white race.” 
To halt mongrelization, a coalition of Virginia’s most powerful whites 

organized a campaign to create the nation’s stiffest marriage restriction law. 

It would ban marriage between a certified white person and anyone with 

even “one drop” of non-Caucasian blood. The key would be mandatory 

statewide registration of all persons, under Plecker’s purview as registrar of 

the Bureau of Vital Statistics. Leading the charge for the new legislation 

were Plecker and two friends, the musician John Powell and the journalist 

Earnest S. Cox.?? 
Powell was one of Virginia’s most esteemed composers and concert 

pianists. Ironically, he built his musical reputation on performing his 

Rhapsodie Negre, which wove Negro themes and spirituals into a popular 

sonata form. Later, as Powell became more race conscious, he claimed that 

Negroes had stolen their music from the “compositions of white men.” 

Powell decried the American melting pot as a “witch’s cauldron.””* 

Cox led the White America Society, and authored the popular racist 

tome, White America (1923), which warned of the mongrelization of the 
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nation. “[The] real problems when dealing with colored races,” trumpeted 

Cox, “{is] the sub-normal whites who transgress the color line in practice 

and the super-normal whites who [only] oppose the color line in theory.” 

Eugenical News effusively reviewed Cox’s book, stating, “America is still 

worth saving for the white race and it can be done. If Mr. E. S. Cox can 

bring it about, he will be a greater savior of his country than George 

Washington. We wish him, his book and his ‘White America Society’ god- 

speed.” Plecker, Cox and Powell created a small but potent white suprema- 

cist league known as the Anglo-Saxon Clubs, which would become pivotal 

in the registration crusade.”° 
Despite their virulent racism, the Anglo-Saxon Clubs claimed they har- 

bored no ill will toward Negroes. Why? Because now it was just sclence— 

eugenic science. The Anglo-Saxon Clubs could boast, “‘One drop of negro 

blood makes the negro’ is no longer a theory based on race pride or color 

prejudice, but a logically induced, scientific fact.” As such, even the group’s 

constitution proclaimed its desire “for the supremacy of the white race in 

the United States of America, without racial prejudice or hatred.”’° This 
was the powerful redefining nature of eugenics—in action. 

The Anglo-Saxon Clubs and their loose confederation of local branches 

successfully petitioned the Virginia General Assembly and quickly brought 

about Senate Bill #219 and House Bill #311, each captioned “An Act to 

Preserve Racial Integrity.” The legislation would require all Virginians to 

register their race and defined whites as those with “no trace whatsoever of 

any blood other than Caucasian.” As one Norfolk editorialist described the 

proposal, “Each person, not already booked in the Vital Statistics Bureau 

will be required to take out a sort of passport correctly setting forth his 

racial composition. ...” This passport or certificate would be required 

before any marriage license could be granted. Pure whites could only 

marry pure whites. All other race combinations would be allowed to inter- 

marry freely.?’ 
The Anglo-Saxon Clubs found a powerful ally in their campaign. The 

state’s leading newspaper, the Richmond Times-Dispatch, allowed its pages to 

become a megaphone for the legislation. In July of 1923, for example, Cox 

and Powell published side-by-side articles entitled “Is White America to 

Become a Negroid Nation?” The men claimed their proposed legislation 

was based on sound Mendelian eugenics that now conclusively proved that 
when two human varieties mixed, “the more primitive ... always dominates 
in the hybrid offspring.” The Richmond Times-Dispatch supported the idea 
in an editorial.”8 
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On February 12, 1924, Powell enthralled a packed Virginia House of 
Delegates with his call to stop Negro blood from further mongrelizing the 
state’s white population. “POWELL ASKS LAW GUARDING RACIAL 
PURITY” proclaimed the Richmond Times-Dispatch’s page one headline. 
Subheads read “Rigid Registration System is Needed” and “Bill Would 
Cut Short Marriage of Whites with Non-Whites.” The newspaper's lead 
paragraph called the address “historic.” Leaving little to doubt, the article 

made clear that a “rigid system of registration” would halt the race mixing 

and mongrelization arising from centuries of procreation by whites with 

Negro slaves and their descendants. Such preeminent eugenic raceologists 

as Madison Grant were quoted extensively to reaffirm the scientific neces- 

sity underpinning the legislative effort. Lothrop Stoddard, a member of 

Margaret Sanger’s board of advisors, was also quoted, declaring, “I consider 

such legislation ...to be of the highest value and greatest necessity in order 

that the purity of the white race be safeguarded from possibility of contam- 

ination with nonwhite blood. ... This is a matter of both national and racial 

life and death.””” 
Virginia’s legislature, in Richmond, was soon scheduled to debate what 

was now dubbed the “Racial Integrity Act.” It was the same 1924 session of 

the legislature that had enacted the law for mandatory sterilization of men- 

tal defectives that was successfully applied to Carrie Buck. On February 18, 

1924, with the forthcoming debate in mind, the Richmond Times-Dispatch 

published a rousing editorial page endorsement that legislators were sure 

to read. Employing eugenic catchphrases, the newspaper reminded readers 

that when “amalgamation” between races occurred, “one race will absorb 

the other. And history shows that the more highly developed strain always 

is the one to go. America is headed toward mongrelism; only... measures 

to retain racial integrity can stop the country from becoming negroid in 

population. ... Thousands of men and women who pass for white persons 

in this state have in their veins negro blood ...it will sound the death knell 

of the white man. Once a drop of inferior blood gets in his veins, he 

descends lower and lower in the mongrel scale.”*° 
Despite the bill’s popular appeal, legislators were unwilling to ratify the 

measure without two adjustments. First, the notion of mandatory registra- 

tion was considered an “insult to the white people of the state,” as one irri- 

tated senator phrased it. Plecker confided to a minister, “The legislature 
was about to vote the whole measure down when we offered it making reg- 
istration optional.” Mandatory registration was deleted from the bill. 

Second, a racial loophole was permitted (over Plecker’s objection), this to 
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accommodate the oldest and most revered Virginia families who proudly 

boasted of descending from pre-Colonial Indians, including Pocahontas. 

Plecker’s original proposal only allowed those with one-sixty-fourth Indian 

blood or less to be registered as white. This was broadened by the senators 

to one-sixteenth Indian blood, with the understanding that many of 

Virginia’s finest lineages included eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

Indian ancestors.*! 

Virginia’s Racial Integrity Act was ratified on March 8, 1924, and 

became effective on June 15. Falsely registering one’s race was defined as a 

felony, punishable by a year in prison.*? 
As soon as the law was enacted, Plecker began circulating special bul- 

letins. The first went out in March of 1924, even before the effective date 

of the law. Under the insignia of the Virginia Department of Health, a spe- 

cial “Health Bulletin,” labeled “Extra #1” and entitled “To Preserve Racial 

Integrity,” laid out strict instructions to all local registrars and other gov- 

ernment officials throughout the state. “As color is the most important fea- 

ture of this form of registration,” the instructions read, “the local registrar 

must be sure that there is no trace of colored blood in anyone offering to 

register as a white person. The penalty for willfully making a false claim as 

to color is one year in the penitentiary. ... The Clerk must also decide the 

question of color before he can issue a marriage license.... You should 

warn any person of mixed or doubtful color as to the risk of making a claim 

as to his color, if it is afterwards found to be false.” Health Bulletin Extra #1 

defined various levels of white-Negro mixtures, such as mulatto, quadroon, 

octoroon, colored and mixed. Along with the bulletin, Plecker distributed 

the first 65,000 copies of State Form 59, printed on March 17, 

“Registration of Birth and Color—Virginia.”* 
Health Bulletin #2 was mailed several days later and warned, “It is esti- 

mated that there are in the state from 10,000 to 20,000, possibly more, near 

white people, who are known to possess an intermixture of colored blood, 

in some cases to a slight extent, it is true, but still enough to prevent them 

from being white. In the past, it has been possible for these people to 

declare themselves as white.... Then they have demanded the admittance 

of their children into the white schools, and in not a few cases have inter- 

married with white people. ... Our Bureau has kept a watchful eye upon the 

situation.” Bulletin #2 reminded everyone that a year of jail time awaited 
anyone who violated the act.** 

Plecker quickly began using his office, letterhead and the public’s 
uncertainty about the implications of the new law to his advantage. His let- 
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ters and bulletins informed and sometimes hounded new parents, newly- 
weds, midwives, physicians, funeral directors, ministers, and anyone else 
the Bureau of Vital Statistics suspected of being or abetting the unwhite.*° 

April 30, 1924 

Mrs. Robert H. Cheatham 

Lynchburg, Virginia 

We have a report of the birth of your child, July 30th, 1923, signed by Mary 
Gildon, midwife. She says that you are white and that the father of the child 
is white. We have a correction to this certificate sent to us from the City 
Health Department at Lynchburg, in which they say that the father of this 
child is a negro. This is to give you warning that this is a mulatto child and 
you cannot pass it off as white. A new law passed by the last legislature says 
that if a child has one drop of negro blood in it, it cannot be counted as 
white. You will have to do something about this matter and see that this 
child is not allowed to mix with white children. It cannot go to white 

schools and can never marry a white person in Virginia. 
It is an awful thing. 

Yours very truly, 

W. A. Plecker 

STATE REGISTRAR** 

Plecker followed this with a short note to the midwife, Mary Gildon. 

This is to notify you that it is a penitentiary offense to willfully state that a 

child is white when it is colored. You have made yourself liable to very seri- 

ous trouble by doing this thing. What have you got to say about it? 

Yours very truly, 

W. A. Plecker 

STATE REGISTRAR?’ 

Plecker’s friend Powell of the Anglo-Saxon Clubs was copied on both 

letters. A small handwritten notation at the top left read, “Dear Mr. Powell: 

This is a specimen of our daily troubles and how we are handling them.”?® 
Plecker acted on rumor, consulted arcane tax and real estate docu- 

ments, and of course whatever records were available from various eugenic 

sources. On July 29, 1924, Plecker wrote to W. H. Clark, who lived at Irish 

Creek in Rockbridge County. “I do not know you personally and have no 
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positive assurance as to your racial standing, but I do know that an investi- 

gation made some time ago by the Carnegie Foundation of the people of 

mixed descent in Amherst County found the Clark family one of those 
known to be thus mixed. We learned also that members of this family and 

of other mixed families have crossed over from Amherst County and are 

now living on Irish Creek.” After informing Clark that his ancestors 

included “three Indians who mixed with white and negro people,” Plecker 

asserted that the man was now one of five hundred individuals who would 
be removed from the list of white people.*? 

Adding a threat of prosecution, Plecker warned, “We do not expect to 

be easy upon anyone who makes a misstatement and we expect soon to be 

in possession of facts which we can take into court if necessary.” Plecker 

seemed to enjoy taunting the racially suspect. He sardonically added that 

he looked forward to tarring even more of Clark’s extended family. “I will 

be glad to hear what you have to say,” quipped Plecker, “and particularly to 

have the dates and places of the births and marriages of yourself, your par- 

ents and grandparents.”*? 

Plecker was equally ruthless with his own registrars. One was Pal S. 

Beverly, a registrar in Pera, Virginia. Beverly had bitterly complained that 

registration of his own family as white had been overruled by Plecker. 

Records unearthed by Plecker showed Beverly to be a so-called “Free Issue” 

Negro, that is, a class of freed slave. “Because of your constant agitation,” 

Plecker wrote him on October 12, 1929, “of the question that you are a 

white man and not a member of the ‘Free Issue’ group of Amherst, as you 

and your ancestors have been rated, we wrote to you recently asking for the 

names of your father and of his father and your grandfather’s mother.”*! 

Plecker had probed Beverly’s family tree for generations. The registrar 

laid it out for him in stunning and damning detail. “The certificate of death 

of your mother Leeanna (or Leander) Francis Beverly, Nov. 5, 1923, states 

that she was the wife of Adolphus Beverly,” informed Plecker. “This certifi- 

cate was signed by you when you were our local registrar.” Plecker then 

checked Adolphus Beverly’s 1881 marriage license and discovered that 

Beverly’s father was listed as colored. Plecker then investigated Adolphus 

Beverly’s father, Frederick. In the Personal Property Tax Book for the years 

1846 through 1851, Frederick was listed as a freed slave. Frederick was 

born in 1805 and was recorded in the census along with his older brother, 
Samuel—and on and on.” 

“I am notifying you finally,” Plecker informed Beverly, “that you can 
have no other rating in our office under the Act of 1924 than that of a 
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mulatto or colored man, regardless of your personal appearance, voting 
list, or statements which any persons may make to petitions in your 
behalf. ...I want to notify you further that any effort that you make to reg- 
ister yourself or your family in our office as white is, under the Racial 
Integrity Act of 1924, a felony making you liable to a penalty of one year in 
the penitentiary.” For extra measure, he added that the bureau had identi- 
fied numerous other mixed-race individuals in the county named Beverly. 

As promised, Plecker began decertifying the extended family members 
of Pal Beverly. Among them was Mascott Hamilton of Glasgow, in 
Rockbridge County, Virginia. After Plecker’s ruling, Hamilton’s children 
were thrown out of the white school they attended. When Hamilton 
threatened to sue, Plecker gleefully replied, “I am glad to learn from you 
the fact that your children are kept out of the white schools. ...” He pre- 
sented the point-by-point documentation: “You and your wife belong to 
the group of people known as ‘free issues’ who are classed in Amherst 
County where they started as of free Negro stock, the name they were 

called by before the War Between the States to distinguish them from slave 

Negroes.... Your wife’s mother married Price Beverly, a grandson of 

Frederick Beverly, who was a son of Bettie Buck or (Beverly) who was a 

slave and set free and sent to Amherst by her owner Peter Rose of 

Buckingham County, together with her sons Frederick and Samuel. Your 

wife’s grandmother, Aurora Wood married Richard, a son of the freed 
negro, Frederick Beverly.” 

The litany continued. “The children which you refer to were probably 

your wife’s by her divorced husband Sam Roberts, who is shown to be an 

illegitimate son of Jennie Roberts. You did not marry Dora till 1925. The 

Roberts family is also of true ‘free issue’ stock. Your wife gave birth to one 

child two months after she was married to Sam Roberts. Does she say that 

the father was a white man and not her husband? What a mess—trying to 

be white!!”*° 
Plecker scoffed, “Your wife’s history shows a complete line of illegiti- 

macy and she claims this as the ground upon which she hopes to be classi- 

fied as white. It would be difficult to find a white family except of 

feebleminded people in the state with such a record.” Ending with his stan- 

dard threat, Plecker warned, “It is a penitentiary offense to try to register as 

white a child with any ascertainable trace of negro blood, and that when 

you go into court you will have this charge to face.”*° 
Similarly denigrating correspondence was mailed across the state. In 

May of 1930, Plecker notified the wife of Frank C. Clark, of rural Alleghany 
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County, that her protestations of a white appearance and years of living as 

white were meaningless. “The question of whether or not there is any trace 

of negro blood present is determined by the record of ancestors and not by 

the appearance of an individual at the present day after securing crossings of 

white blood. Neither does the securing of marriage licenses, and registering 

children falsely as white establish the racial origin.” Her father-in-law’s col- 
ored marriage license, and the state’s pre—Civil War tax records, “establishes 

the colored ancestry of your husband Frank C. Clark.”*’ 
Plecker then enumerated the genealogical details of Mrs. Clark’s 

mother, Elena, her grandmother, Ella, and even her great-great-grand- 

mother, Creasy, “who was said to have been ‘a little brown-skinned Negro 

who lived to be nearly one hundred years old.” In closing, Plecker admon- 

ished, “All descendants of the people referred to above are colored and will 

be so considered in our office. They cannot legally marry into the white 

race nor attend white schools. Anyone who registers the births of descen- 

dants of the above as white... makes himself or herself liable to one year in 

the penitentiary.”** 
In one case, four mulattoes from one family married white spouses, two 

in Washington, D.C., one ina distant Virginia town, and one in an undeter- 

mined location. When they returned to their hometown, Plecker tracked 

them all down and called the police. The couples “fled before the warrants 

issued for their arrest were served,” Plecker recounted to a friend.” 

In another case, Plecker investigated a Grayson County couple married 

five years earlier. The couple had just given birth to a son. After a review of 

the birth certificate and other records, the man was found to be white, but 

Plecker determined his wife to be of Negro descent. Plecker essentially 
unmarried the couple. He ruled, “They were married illegally and under 

the laws of Virginia, they are not legally married. Both are liable to the 

State Penitentiary.” That ruling and any attendant information was for- 

warded to the Commonwealth Attorney for prosecution.” 

Plecker’s relentless crusade continued for years. His typical workday 

began at 8:30 in the morning and ended at 5:00, and he usually put in a 

half-day on Saturdays. Two assistants, Miss Marks and Miss Kelly, helped 

him manage his constant correspondence as he probed for clues about indi- 

viduals’ racial composition and then consummated his investigations with 
elaborate, combative missives.*! 

More than just prohibiting marriage and school admittance, he also 
tried to keep everyone but certified whites from riding in the white railroad 
coaches. He even pressured white cemeteries. When Riverview Cemetery 
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in Charlottesville tried to bury someone of suspected Negro bloodline, 
Plecker protested, “This man is of negro ancestry. ... To the white owner of 
a lot, it might prove embarrassing to meet with negroes visiting at one of 
their graves on the adjoining lot.”*? 

When he didn’t possess actual documentation, the registrar was more 
than willing to fake it. In 1940, fifteen citizens in Pittsylvania County had 

petitioned Plecker to bar the five children of the King Family from attend- 

ing white school “on account of being of negroid mixture.” Plecker con- 

tacted the chairman of the Pittsylvania County school board seeking infor- 

mation on the five students admitting “we have no information in regard 
to them...[and] no way of proving facts from the record.” Plecker 

explained, “We are particularly desirous of knowing whether a negro man 

is the reputed father of these children, and if possible, his name.” Until 

that time, Plecker assured the school official, “We will preserve [the peti- 

tions of the fifteen people] in our files as evidence ...and upon that infor- 

mation we will designate any of these children found in our records as col- 

ored—regardless.”*? 
In one episode, the Bedford County clerk, Mr. Nichols, contacted 

Plecker to confirm the racial status of a young man seeking to marry a 

white girl. The young man’s complexion was one of mixed parentage. 

Plecker wrote back, “We do not know whether we can establish his racial 

descent until we have had further information as to his family. ... [But] if 

this young man has the appearance of being mulatto and cannot prove the 

contrary, I would suggest that no license be granted to him.” Two days 

later, the young couple went to the next county, Roanoke County, and suc- 

cessfully secured their marriage license. Plecker discovered it after the fact, 

haranguing the issuing clerk, “We have no positive information as to the 

man’s pedigree, we can only surmise it from Mr. Nichols’ observation as to 

his appearance. [But] shall this man...be turned loose upon the commu- 

nity to raise more mulatto children?”** 
Plecker proselytized and chastised anyone who would listen. His 

Bureau of Vital Statistics regularly published radical racist and eugenic lit- 

erature, which was distributed to thousands of doctors, ministers, teachers, 

morticians and racial integrity advocates. One series of official tracts, enti- 

tled the “New Family Series,” was aimed at youngsters to heighten their 

awareness of “dangers threatening the integrity and supremacy of the white 

race.” The bureau’s 1925 annual report to the governor was itself widely 

disseminated as a special health bulletin. In that report, Plecker lamented, 

“Not a few white women are giving birth to mulatto children. These 
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women are usually feebleminded, but in some cases they are simply 

depraved. The segregation or sterilization of feebleminded females is the 

only solution to the problem.”*” 
The 1924 state publication, Eugenics and the New Family, insisted, “The 

variation in races is not simply a matter of color of skin, eyes, and hair and 

facial and bodily contour, but goes through every cell of the body. The 

mental and moral characteristics of a black man cannot even under the best 
environments and educational advantages become the same as those of a 

white man. But even if the negro’s attainments should be considerable, 

these could not be transmitted to his offspring since personally acquired 

qualities are not inheritable. Neither can the descendents of the union of 

the two races if left to their own resources, be expected to develop or main- 

tain the highest type of civilization.”°° 
When Virginia’s Racial Integrity Act was passed in 1924, Plecker 

became an immediate hero among raceologists and eugenicists across 

America. He addressed major eugenic conferences and authored special 

articles on the topic for Eugenical News, the American Eugenics Society’s 

Eugenics, and various eugenic research anthologies. Laughlin was so 

impressed that he cited Plecker’s work in the 1929 edition of the American 

Year Book “for leadership in establishing new racial integrity laws in the 

American states.”°” 
Plecker’s audience expanded beyond eugenic circles. The American 

Public Health Association invited him to read a paper before its fifty-third 

Annual Meeting in October of 1924, in Detroit. At the event, Plecker 

preached to the nation’s most important public health officials that whites 

and nonwhites could not “live in close contact without injury to the higher 

[whites], amounting in many cases to absolute ruin. The lower [nonwhites] 

never has been and never can be raised to the level of the higher.” The asso- 

ciation was so taken with Plecker’s advocacy that it reprinted much of his 

speech in the American Journal of Public Health. The journal praised 

Virginia’s law as “the most perfect expression of the white ideal, and the 

most important eugenical effort that has been made in the past 4,000 

years.” Such platforms only served to legitimize Plecker’s views.°8 
Soon Plecker was pushing for similar “one drop” racial integrity laws in 

other states. Exporting such legislation was essential to his strategy since 

Virginians of any complexion could easily cross state lines to marry. In one arti- 
cle Plecker complained, “White and coloreds... quietly move to Washington 
or northern States and become legally married. In some instances, they even 
return to their home State and live in marriage relations. ...”5° 
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‘To help make Virginia’s race law a national standard, Virginia Governor 

E. Lee Trinkle proudly distributed copies of the Racial Integrity Act to 

every governor in America, with a personal letter requesting that they pro- 

pose similar legislation in their own states. John Powell reported to one 

interested Midwestern legislator, “He [Trinkle] received thirty-one replies. 

Nineteen of these, most of them from southern governors, were noncom- 

mittal; eleven, the majority from the north and west, strongly approved; 

the only disapproval came from the governor of Minnesota.” 
Powell added, “Of course, laws against intermarriage cannot solve the 

negro problem in any of its aspects—industrial, economic, political, social, 

biological or eugenical. They can, however, delay the evil day and give time 

for the evolvement of an effective solution. ..a real and final solution.”°! 
Even if some governors were hesitant, legislators and activists across 

the nation were eager to replicate the law. Ohio senator Harry Davis 

requested more information, which Plecker provided along with a detailed 

briefing on the difficulties of lobbying such a bill. A Maryland lawmaker, 

John R. Blake, asked for a copy of the law plus a recommendation for a 
speaker to address the legislature. When the race-minded Reverend Wen- 

dell White of South Carolina wrote for more information on such a law, 

Plecker gladly sent it, bemoaning the vague response of that state’s gover- 

nor. Plecker encouraged the clergyman, “If such men as you and others will 

get behind him [the governor of South Carolina] and the legislature, you 

can get this or a better law across.” 
To help, Plecker’s Bureau of Vital Statistics mailed literature to legisla- 

tors in “all of the States, appealing to them to join Virginia in a united 

move to preserve America as a White Nation.” The first two states to 

emulate Virginia’s statute were Alabama and Georgia. Wisconsin attempt- 

ed to follow suit. Other states were slow to approve “one drop” measures, 

in part because of increasing civil rights activism. With methodical lobby- 

ing, however, the eugenics movement hoped to spur more such laws. ‘To 

that end, Laughlin asked Plecker to compile a special chart for Eugenical 

News entitled “Amount of Negro Blood Allowed in Various States for 

Marriage to Whites.”° 
Plecker’s bureaucratic ire did not confine itself to white and Negro 

unions. Asians were also barred from marrying whites. For instance, on 

February 28, 1940, Spotsylvania Circuit Court Clerk A. H. Crismond 

issued a marriage license to a local couple, Philip N. Saure and Elsie M. 

Thomas. Upon checking, Plecker discovered that the groom was a native 

of the Philippines and the bride an Italian-American born in Pittsburgh. 
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Assuming the woman was white, Plecker chided, “You as Clerk were not 

authorized to issue a marriage license to a person of any of the colored 

races, including Filipinos.” He lectured the clerk parenthetically in typical 

eugenic prose, “The Italians from the Island of Sicily are badly mixed with 

former negro slaves, and if this woman is from there, it is... [possible] she 

herself would have a trace of negro blood.”™ 
At about the same time, Plecker informed a California researcher that 

Virginia was also disallowing marriages between whites and Hindus because 

they were “of the colored races... who are considered either Mongolian or 

Malay, I am not sure which.” He told a South Boston, Virginia, contact that 

Portuguese were admixed with Negroes, and equally disqualified. His 

eugenic tracts bemoaned the presence of 500,000 to 750,000 Mexicans in 

Texas and called for their expulsion south of the border.” 

But Plecker harbored a special animus toward one ethnic group. He 

despised Native Americans. Because he believed that American Indian 

tribes had intermixed for generations with whites and some Negroes, 

Plecker was satisfied that pure Indians no longer existed. To him, they were 

all mongrels. Worse, because Virginia’s Racial Integrity Act contained a 

historic loophole for those with no more than one-sixteenth Indian ances- 

try, Plecker saw the exemption as a demographic escape tunnel for those of 

mixed Negro lineage. From the outset, Plecker embarked upon a furious 
campaign to eradicate American Indian identity. 

Virginia’s fabled history of settlement began with Indians. Years before 

any European landed in America, the Algonquin ruled the wooded lands 

which later became known as Virginia. Dashing Stream and his wife, Scent 

Flower, gave birth to Powhatan, who rose to become a noble chief ruling a 

federation of Algonquin tribes. Powhatan’s daughter was the beautiful 

Pocahontas, who in legend and perhaps in fact saved Captain John Smith 

by persuading her father to spare Smith’s life when he was Powhatan’s cap- 

tive. Ultimately, in a well-documented saga, she married John Rolfe and 

sailed for England, where in 1617 she died of smallpox at the age of twenty- 

two. Their Virginia descendants included the Randolphs, the Bollingses, 

the Rolfes, the Pendletons, the Smiths, the Wynnes, the Yateses, and many 

others who helped build Virginia during the earliest Colonial times and 

eventually constituted Virginia’s aristocracy. 
But three hundred years of population admixture, genocide and oppres- 

sive living conditions for those who remained had reduced the continent’s 
many once proud tribes to a decimated remnant. The U.S. Census Bureau 
counted Indians in varying ways at various times, employing an array of 
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definitions, all subject to local discretion, throughout the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Partially as a result of these inconsistencies, 
Indian demographic statistics ebbed and flowed in American population 
records, and their legal status was complex and troubled. But on June 2, 
1924, Congress finally granted citizenship to all Indians not already natu- 
ralized under its Indian Citizenship Act. This law was ratified less than two 
weeks before the effective date of Virginia’s own Racial Integrity Act. The 
new federal Indian law, together with Virginia’s one-sixteenth Indian 
exemption, outraged Plecker.*” 

He embarked on a systematic effort to identify the lower class descen- 
dants of American Indians who had intermarried with whites and Negroes, 
and to reclassify them from Indian or white to mongrel. Among his main 
targets were the Monacan Indians, mainly of Amherst County, who 
descended from the Monacan Confederacy and dated back to Pocahontas’s 
day. Others he pursued included the Rappahannock, Chickahominy and 

Pamunkey tribes. These Indian communities were small and often clois- 

tered. Some two hundred dwelled in Rockbridge County. In King William 

County there were probably fewer than 250. In another county, there were 

just forty individuals who called themselves Indians but whom Plecker 

claimed derived instead from the illegitimate daughter of a Negro and a 

white.®* All were targets for the registrar. 
American Indians throughout the state vigorously objected when the 

Bureau of Vital Statistics attempted to reclassify them as Negro, or mon- 

grel, or even nonwhite. “We had considerable trouble,” Plecker admitted 

in a correspondence, “in establishing the position of the American Indian, 

and admitted those with one-sixteenth or less of Indian blood, to accom- 

modate our Pocahontas descendants and one or two other cases known to 
us in the State. That clause, however, has given us much trouble, as a num- 

ber of groups who have but a trace of Indian blood, the rest being negro 

and white, are claiming exemption under that clause. In at least one county, 

some who are descendent of antebellum ‘free negroes’ with a considerable 

admixture of illegitimate white blood, are claiming themselves Indians and 

seem to have been meeting with success.” 
Most of Virginia’s Indians were rural poor, living in modest cabins 

near mission churches. It was easy to marginalize them as unfit. 

Physically, most of them bore only the strong, classically handsome fea- 

tures of American Indians, including high cheekbones, thick black hair 

and their traditional complexion. Some, however, did possess blond hair, 

reflecting clear Anglo-Saxon parentage. A few, presumably descended 
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from intermarriages with free Negroes in the prior century, possessed 

darker skin.”° 
Virginia’s registrar, however, only allowed for two classifications, white 

and nonwhite. All 1,300 of Virginia’s local registrars were under orders to 
watch for Indians with any trace of Negro ancestry registering as white. In 

at least one case, the local registrar consulted a hair comb hanging inside a 

Monacan church. “If it passes through the hair of an applicant,” explained 

Plecker, “he is an Indian. If not, he is a negro.” In a private letter, Plecker 

described the hair comb as being “about as reliable as some of their [the 

Indians’] other tests.” In Eugenical News, he bragged that his “systematic 

effort to combat” what he called “near-whites” included utilizing “living 

informants” as well as the state’s oldest tax and registration records.’! If he 
couldn’t get them one way he would get them another way. 

Plecker employed his usual pejorative tactics in erasing “Indian” as a 

racial category from the state’s records. He sarcastically accused one Indian 

family in Rockbridge County of having a bloodline that included several 

Indians who had intermarried with some whites and Negroes. He 

instructed local registrar Aileen Goodman to change their classification to 

“colored” and brashly notified the accused individual that, “In the future, 

no clerk in Virginia is permitted to issue a marriage license... [to] persons 

of mixed descent with white people and our Bureau expects to make it very 

plain to clerks that this law must be absolutely enforced.” The Rockbridge 

family members were no longer Indians.” 

Even when no Negro bloodline was apparent, Plecker was adamant. He 

identified one man in Lexington, Virginia, as “one-fourth Indian, three- 

fourths white, who cannot be distinguished from a white man. He attended 

one of the colleges of Virginia, studied law, and married into a good family 

in Rockbridge County. There are several similar cases in Southwest 

Virginia where Indians... have married white women and their children 
are passing as white.” He informed the local registrar, “You see [to it] that 

the mixed people of your territory are registered either as colored or ‘free 
issue.’” Disallowing even the category “mixed Indian,” Plecker instructed, 
“the term ‘mixed’ without the word ‘Indian’ after it might be acceptable but 
we would prefer one of the other terms.” The Lexington, Virginia, family 
members were no longer Indians.” 

At one point Plecker visited an Indian church following its Sunday serv- 
ice, and after two hours sternly informed the assembled that no matter how 
they protested, they would be registered as “colored and would continue to 
be so and that none of them would be considered anything else.” Some 
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years later, when the clerk of Charles City tried to issue a marriage license 
to a member of the church, Reable Adkins, and even included the birth cer- 
tificate attesting to the man’s white lineage, Plecker simply changed the 
records. “We received this certificate for this birth with both parents given 
as white,” he acknowledged. “Of course we will not accept the certificate in 

that way. ... All of the Adkins group and others associated with them under 

their Chickahominy Charter are classed in our office as colored and never 

as white or Indian. In reply to your inquiry as to whether a marriage license 

should be issued to them other than colored, when they present birth cer- 

tificates stating that they are Indian, I wish to state emphatically that this 

should not be done.... They are negroes and should always be classed as 

negroes, regardless of any birth certificate they present. ... When the cer- 

tificates come in to us we index and classify them as negroes.” A special 

form was usually attached to the back of the certificate nullifying the cate- 

gory. Adkins family members were no longer Indians.”# 

Plecker’s interference even extended beyond Virginia. For example, 

Plecker wrote to William Bradby of Detroit, Michigan, advising that his 

birth certificate claiming to be of “half-breed Indian” parentage would be 

disallowed. Leaving no room for argument, Plecker declared simply, “We 

do not recognize any native-born Indian as of pure Indian descent unmixed 

with negro blood.” Bradby’s family members were no longer Indians. ” 

To bolster his assertion that Indians simply no longer existed, only 

mongrel mixtures, Plecker turned for scientific support to the Carnegie 

Institution and its Eugenics Record Office. For years prior to the passage 

of Virginia’s Racial Integrity Act, the ERO had focused on the Indians of 

Virginia as examples of the unfit. In 1926, the Carnegie Institution 

financed and published the results of extensive fieldwork by two of its 

Virginia researchers who had examined some five hundred tribal mem- 

bers in one area. The Carnegie Institution’s book, printed under its own 

imprimatur with Davenport’s close supervision, was entitled Mongrel 

Virginians.”© 
Mongrel Virginians was heralded for its academic completeness. It 

asserted that all living descendants of the several hundred Indians in 

question “have been visited time and again by one or both of the authors. 

In addition every known white, colored or Indian person in the county, 
state or nation who could furnish information concerning the deceased or 

living has been consulted and asked to give any material of value to the 

investigation.” The Carnegie report lumped all of these Indians into one 

new group, which they called the “Win Tribe.” Indeed, the subtitle of 
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Mongrel Virginians was The Win Tribe. No one had ever heard of a Win 

Tribe prior to this volume. The book explained “Win” stood for “White- 

Indian-Negro.””” 
“The Wins themselves claim to be of Indian descent,” the book 

asserted. “They are described variously as ‘low down’ yellow negroes, as 

Indians, [and] as ‘mixed.’ No one, however, speaks of them as white. The 

Wins themselves in general claim the Indian descent although most of 

them realize they are ‘mixed,’ preferring to speak of the ‘Indian’ rather than 

of a possibility of a negro mixture in them.””® 
The Carnegie report assessed their usefulness to society as follows: “It 

is evident from this study that the intellectual levels of the negro and the 

Indian race as now found is below the average for the white race. In the 

Wins, the early white stock was probably at least of normal ability, i.e. for 

the white.... [Today, however,] the whole Win tribe is below the average, 

mentally and socially. They are lacking in academic ability, industrious to a 

very limited degree and capable of taking little training. Some of them do 

rather well the few things they know, such as raising tobacco or corn—a 

few as carpenters or bricklayers, but this has been the result of years of per- 

sistent supervision by the white landlords. Less than a dozen men work 

even reasonably well without a foreman. ... Very few could tell the value of 

either twenty-five or seventy-five cents.””? 
Nor did the Carnegie report find redeeming qualities in the Indian cul- 

ture it described. “There is practically no music among them,” the study 

reported, “and they have no sense of rhythm even in the lighter mulatto 

mixtures. As is well known, the negro is ‘full’ of music. Some of them [the 

mulattoes] have been given special training in music, but no Win has ever 

shown any semblance of ability in this line.”*° No mention was made of the 
Indians’ legendary rhythmic dances or songs and their many drums and 
other musical instruments. 

Mongrel Virginians was accorded credibility because of its prestigious 

authorship, and its touted academic rigor. “Amidst the furor of newspaper 

and pamphlet publicity on miscegenation which has appeared since the 
passage of the Virginia Racial Integrity Law of 1924,” the report assured, 
“this study is presented not as a theory or as representing a prejudiced 
point of view, but as a careful summary of the facts of history.”*! 

Plecker seized on Mongrel Virginians to prove his point and help him 
reclassify Indians. He helped popularize the book around the state with his 
own enthusiastic reviews. Eugenical News extolled the study to the move- 
ment at large.*? 
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Despite Mongrel Virginians, Indians and others fought back. Several 
sued Plecker from the beginning and made substantial progress in the 
courts. Plaintiffs’ attorneys were often unyielding in their objections. One 
such attorney, J. R. Tucker, demanded that Plecker stop interfering with a 

birth certificate and threatened, “I find nowhere in the law any provision 

which authorizes the Registrar to constitute himself judge and jury for the 

purpose of determining the race of a child born and authorizing him to 

alter the record....I desire and demand a correct copy of the 

record... without comment from you and without additions or subtrac- 

tions, and I hereby notify you that unless I obtain a prompt compliance... I 

shall apply to a proper court for a mandamus to compel you.”® 
In a candid note, Plecker admitted to his cohort Powell that his bureau’s 

strategy was based in no small way on simple intimidation. Tucker’s ultima- 

tum had rattled Plecker. “In reality,” he conceded, “I have been doing a 

good deal of bluffing, knowing all the while that it could not be legally sus- 

tained. This is the first time my hand has absolutely been called.”** 

As early as November of 1924, one judge by the name of Henry Holt 

ruled against Plecker, setting the stage for a test case. “In twenty-five gener- 

ations,” wrote the judge in an incisive opinion, “one has thirty-two millions 

of grandfathers, not to speak of grandmothers, assuming there is no inter- 

marriage. Half of the men who fought at Hastings were my grandfathers. 

Some of them were probably hanged, and some knighted. Who can tell? 

Certainly in some instances there was an alien strain. Beyond peradventure, 

I cannot prove that there was not.” Nor could the judge find any two ethno- 

logic authorities who could agree on the definition of pure Caucasian.®*° 
Powell and Plecker worried about the judge’s ruling. The common- 

wealth attorney was willing to pursue an appeal as a test case, but he also 

warned that the entire Racial Integrity Act might be struck down. They 

decided not to pursue the appeal. Plecker in turn assisted efforts to get the 

legislature to reduce the Pocahontas exemption, causing raucous debate 

within the state house and in the newspapers of Virginia.*° 
Plecker continued his crusade even after retiring in 1946 at the age of 

eighty-four. To the last day he was publishing racist pamphlets decrying 

mongrelization, defending the purity of the white race, decreeing demo- 

graphic status family-by-family in a state and in an era when demographic 

status defined one’s existence. In a final flourish, Plecker submitted his res- 

ignation with the declaration, “I am laying down this, my chief life work, 

with mingled feeling of pleasure and regret.” He hoped to be dubbed 

“Registrar Emeritus.”*’ 
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During his tenure, Walter A. Plecker dictated the nature of existence 

for millions of Americans, the living, the dead and the never born. His ver- 

dicts, often just his suspicions, in many ways defined the lives of an entire 

generation of Virginians—who could live where, who could attend what 

school and obtain what education, who could marry whom, and even who 

could rest in peace in what graveyard. It was not achieved with an army of 

soldiers, but rather with a legion of registrars and millions of registration 

forms. He was able to succeed because his campaign was not about racism, 

nor mere prejudice, nor even white supremacy. It was about science. 

Now that science was ready to spread across the seas. 



PART TWO 

Eugenicide 
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Origins 

ile morning in June of 1923, John C. Merriam, the Carnegie Institu- 
tion’s newly installed president, telephoned Charles Davenport at Cold 

Spring Harbor. Anticipation was in the air. A long-awaited eugenic coun- 
termeasure, loosely called “the plan,” finally seemed within reach. “The 
plan” would create an American eugenic presence throughout the world 
even as inferior strains were eliminated in the United States. It was now 

important to be politically careful. Merriam, however, was worried about 
the behavior of Harry H. Laughlin.! 

Merriam’s hopeful phone call to Davenport had been years in the mak- 

ing. American eugenics had always sought a global solution. From the 

beginning, ERO leaders understood all too well that America was a nation 

of immigrants. But American eugenicists considered most of the immi- 

grants arriving after 1890 to be genetically undesirable. This was because 

the 1890s witnessed the onset of the great Eastern and Southern European 

exodus to the United States, with throngs of non-English-speaking fami- 

lies crowding into the festering slums of New York and other Atlantic 

seaboard cities.’ 
Eugenicists viewed continued immigration as an unending source of 

debasement of America’s biological quality. Sterilizing thousands of the 

nation’s socially inadequate was seen as a mere exercise, that is, fighting 

“against a rising tide,” unless eugenicists could also erect an international 

barrier to stop continuing waves of the unfit. Therefore the campaign to 

keep defective immigrants out of the country was considered equally 

important to the crusade to cleanse America of its genetic undesirables. 

This meant injecting eugenic principles into the immigration process 

itself—both in the U.S. and abroad. 
Immigration had always been a complex, emotionally-charged concept 

in the United States. A thousand valid arguments encompassing econom- 

ics, health conditions, overcrowding, demographics and humanitarianism 

185 
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perpetually fed competing passions to either increase or decrease immigra- 

tion. Moreover, the public and political mood twisted and turned as condi- 

tions in the country changed. Between 1880 and 1920, more than twenty 

million immigrants had flooded into the United States, mainly fleeing 

Europe’s upheaval. More than eight million of that number arrived 

between 1900 and 1909.° 
America’s turn-of-the-century welcome was once poetically immortal- 

ized with the injunction: “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled 

masses yearning to breathe free, the wretched refuse of your teeming 

shore.”* But after World War I, American society was in ethnic, economic 

and demographic turmoil. Now-curtailed war industries laid off millions. 

Returning “dough boys” needed work as well, only adding to widespread 

joblessness. Inflation ate into wages. African-Americans who had gone to 

war now expected employment as well; they had fought for their country, 

and now they wanted their sliver of the American dream. Dislocation bred 

discontent. Massive labor strikes paralyzed much of America during 1919, 

with some 22 percent of the workforce joining a job action at some point 

during that year. 
Moreover, demographic upheaval was reweaving the very fabric of 

American social structure. Boy soldiers raised on the farm suddenly turned 

into hardened men during trench warfare; upon returning they often 

moved to cities, ready for a new life. Postwar immigration boomed—again, 

concentrated in the urban centers. The 1920 census revealed that for the 
first time in American history, the population majority had shifted from 

rural to urban areas. America was becoming urbanized, and mainly by 

immigrants. The 1920 census meant wrenching Congressional reappor- 

tionment, that is, a redrawing of district lines for seats in the House of 

Representatives. Eleven rural states were set to lose seats to more urban- 

ized states. The House had expanded its available seats to 435 to preserve 

as much district status quo as possible.® But immigration remained the focal 

point of a political maelstrom. 

To further inflame the day, race riots and ethnic strife ripped through 

the cities. African-Americans, back from soldiering, were tired of racism; 

they wanted a semblance of rights. At the same time, the Ku Klux Klan rose 

to never before seen prominence. The threat of Bolshevism worried the 

government and the average man. The Red Scare in the summer of 1919 
pitted one ism against another. Marxism, communism, Bolshevism, and 
socialism sprang into the American consciousness, contending with capi- 
talism. Race riots against African-Americans and mob violence against 
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anarchistic Italians and perceived political rabble-rousers ignited through- 
out the nation. A man named J. Edgar Hoover was installed to investigate 
subversives, mainly foreign-born.’ 

As the twenties roared, they also growled and groaned about immigra- 

tion. Along with the most recent huddled masses came widespread vexation 

about the future of American society. Legitimate social fears, ethnic com- 

bat and economic turmoil stimulated a plethora of restrictive reforms, 

some sensible, some extreme. 

The best and worst of the nation’s feelings about immigration were 

exploited by the eugenicists. They capitalized on the country’s immigration 

stresses, as well as America’s entrenched racism and pervasive postwar racial 

anxiety. Seizing the moment, the men of the Carnegie Institution injected a 

biological means test into the very center of the immigration morass, drag- 

ging yet another field of social policy into the sphere of eugenics. 

As early as 1912, the eugenics movement’s chief immigration strategist, 

Harvard professor Robert DeCourcy Ward, advocated eugenic screening 

of immigrant candidates before they even reached U.S. shores. Davenport 

enthusiastically wrote a colleague, “I thoroughly approve of the plan which 

Ward urges of inspection of immigrants on the other side.”® Bolstered by 

other eugenic immigration activists, such as ophthalmologist Lucien 

Howe, Laughlin became the point man in the movement’s efforts. Their 

goals were to rewrite immigration laws to turn on eugenic terminology, 

and to install an overseas genetic surveillance network. 

Key to any success was Albert Johnson. Johnson was an ambitious 

small-town personage who would eventually acquire international potency. 

Born in 1869 in Springfield, Illinois, on the northern edge of the Mason- 

Dixon Line, Johnson grew up during the tempestuous Reconstruction 

years. His high school days were spent in provincial Kansas communities, 

including the newly created village of Hiawatha, and later Atchison, the 

state’s river and railroad center. But Johnson was an urban newspaperman 

at heart, working first as a reporter on the Herald in St. Joseph, Missouri, 

and then the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. Within a few years he had joined the 
ranks of east coast journalists, becoming managing editor of Connecticut's 

New Haven Register in 1896, and two years later serving as a news editor of 

the Washington Post. After his stint with the Post, Johnson moved to 

Tacoma, Washington, where he worked as editor of the Tacoma News. 

Johnson then returned to his small-town roots as editor and publisher of 

the local newspaper in Hoquiam, Washington. In 1912, while publisher, he 

successfully ran for Congress. Johnson chaired the House Committee on 
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Immigration and Naturalization for twelve years, beginning in 1919. In 

that pivotal position, Johnson would shape American immigration policy 

for decades to come. During his tenure, Johnson acted not only as a legis- 

lator, but also as a fanatic raceologist and eugenicist. 

Even before Johnson rose to chair the Immigration Committee, 

Congress had enacted numerous immigration restrictions that were reac- 

tive, not eugenic, in nature, even if the legislation employed much of the 

same terminology. For example, a 1917 statute barred immigration for “all 

idiots, imbeciles, feebleminded persons, epileptics, insane persons... [and] 

persons of constitutional psychopathic inferiority.” Laughlin and his col- 

leagues wanted to rewrite these classifications along strictly biological and 

racial lines. His idea? New legislation to create a corps of eugenic “immi- 

gration attachés” stationed at American consulates across Europe and 

eventually the entire world. These consuls would exclude “all persons sexu- 

ally fertile... who cannot...demonstrate their eugenical fitness... mental, 

physical and moral.” Laughlin’s proposed law was of paramount impor- 

tance to eugenic stalwarts. As a leading immigration activist told 

Davenport in an October 1, 1920, letter, any new system would need to 

“heavily favor the Nordics” and ensure that “Asiatics, Alpines and 

Meds... [are] diminished.”!° 

The Journal of Heredity, formerly the American Breeders Magazine, 

trumpeted one of the movement's rationales for overseas screening in an 

article entitled “Immigration Restriction and World Eugenics.” The article 

declared, “Just as we isolate bacterial invasions, and starve out the bacteria 

by limiting the area and amount of their food supply, so we can compel an 

inferior race to remain in its native habitat. . . [which will] as with all organ- 

isms, eventually limit... its influence.”!! 
Premier racial theorist Madison Grant, president of the Eugenics 

Research Association and vice president of the Immigration Restriction 

League, was a close ally and confidant of Johnson’s. Grant’s influence with 

Congress on immigration was a recognized asset for the eugenics move- 

ment, and was well utilized. Davenport would periodically send him mate- 

rials, including confidential reports done by social workers on individual 

New York immigrants deemed defective, “which you may be able to use 

with Congress.” As far as Johnson was concerned, any immigration was too 

much immigration. In fact, Johnson had already introduced without suc- 

cess an emergency measure to suspend all immigration for two years.! 
It wasn’t long before Laughlin became the designated eugenic authority 

for Johnson’s committee. Laughlin began in 1920 by offering Johnson the 
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same definition of the “socially inadequate” previously rejected by the 
Census Bureau, together with the same flawed data. Unlike the Census 
Bureau, however, Johnson readily accepted these notions. He invited 
Laughlin to testify before a full House committee to formally espouse his 
raceology and lobby for the new legislation.!3 

Laughlin enthusiastically testified for two mornings, on April 16 and 
17, 1920, invoking a gamut of eugenic arguments, from the history of the 
Jukes to the Tribe of Ishmael to the high cost of institutionalizing defective 
stock. At one point, when Laughlin was explaining one of his new terms for 
mental incompetence, a committee member interrupted and asked him 
how to spell it. Laughlin replied: “M-O-R-O-N. It is a Greek word mean- 
ing a foolish person.”!4 

‘To stem the supply of morons and stymie further degeneracy, Laughlin 

asked Johnson to allow him to enable “testing the worth of immigrants... 

in their home towns, because that is the only place where one can get 

eugenical facts.... For example, whether he comes from an industrious or 

shiftless family.” But just as the terms feeblemindedness and blindness were 

vague and fundamentally undefined, the exact nature of shiftlessness was also 

unclear. Laughlin assured Johnson that this could be remedied. “General 

shiftlessness could easily be made into a technical term,” he explained, “by 

a little definition in the law. It could be made a technical term by describing 

it by a $0-word paragraph....” 

Laughlin emphasized that the quality and character of the individual 

candidate for immigration were not as important as his ancestral pedigree. 

“If the prospective immigrant is a potential parent, that is, a sexually fertile 

person,” testified Laughlin, “then his or her admission should be depend- 

ent not merely upon present literacy, social qualifications and economic 

status, but also upon the possession in the prospective immigrant and in his 

family stock of such physical, mental, and moral qualities as the American 

people desire.... The lesson,” he emphasized, “is that...the family stock 

should be investigated, lest we admit more degenerate ‘blood.””!® 
Johnson, a proud champion of immigration quotas, was greatly 

impressed with Laughlin’s expertise and saw its usefulness in drafting any 

restrictive legislation. The chairman promised to invite Laughlin back as 

an expert to help the committee deliberate on his proposal for eugenic 

attachés. Laughlin’s two-day testimony and proposed law were published 

by the House under the title “The Biological Aspects of Immigration.”!7 

When Laughlin came back to consult, an encouraged Johnson created a 

new title for him: “Expert Eugenics Agent.” Laughlin was now empowered 
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to conduct wide-ranging racial and immigration studies, and to present 

them as reliable Congressional data. His new authority included the power 

to print and circulate official committee correspondence and question- 

naires, and mail them en masse at House expense. The first of these was a 

survey entitled “Racial and Diagnostic Record of State Institutions.” It was 

printed on official House letterhead, with the committee members’ names 

routinely listed at the top, but now with Laughlin’s name added as “Expert 

Eugenics Agent.” The form asked 370 state institutions—hospitals, pris- 

ons, asylums—in the forty-eight states to report the nationalities, races and 

problematic natures of their residents. Perhaps intentionally, private insti- 

tutions were not queried, limiting the survey and its resulting data to the 

most needy and troubled within immigrant groups.!® 

Laughlin’s target for the survey data was the 1924 legislative session. This 

was when temporary immigration quotas, enacted under Johnson’s baton in 

1921, were scheduled to be revised. Those restrictive quotas had calculated 

the percentages of the foreign born nation-by-nation, as enumerated by the 

1910 census, and then limited each nation’s new annual immigration to only 
3 percent of that number. This had the effect of turning America’s demo- 

graphic clock back to 1910. But to eugenicists, this restrictive quota was not 

restrictive enough. Laughlin and his colleagues wanted to turn the clock 

back to 1890, before mass influxes from Eastern and Southern Europe had 

begun. Laughlin’s study of “Racial and Diagnostic Records of State 

Institutions” would statistically prove that certain racial and national types 

were criminalistic and amoral by genetic nature.!” 
But the hundreds of state hospitals, prisons and other institutions 

spread across the United States all saw their residents’ ancestries through 

different eyes using different terminology. To guide institutions in stan- 
dardizing their responses, Laughlin circulated a supplemental Congres- 
sional publication entitled “Classification Standards to be Followed in 
Preparing Data for the Schedule ‘Racial and Diagnostic Records of 
Inmates of State Institutions.” His title, “Expert Eugenics Agent,” was 
printed on the cover. The booklet listed sixty-five racial classifications to be 
employed. Classification #15 was German Jew, #16 was Polish Jew, #17 was 
Russian Jew, #18 was Spanish-American (Indian), #19 was Spanish- 
American (White), #25 was North Italian, #26 was South Italian, #29 was 
Russian, #30 was Polish (Polack), #61 was Mountain White, #62 was 
American Yankee, #63 was American Southerner, and #64 was Middle 
West American. Crimes to be classified for genetic purposes included sev- 
eral dozen categories ranging from homicide and arson to driving reck- 
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lessly, disorderly conduct, and conducting business under an assumed 
name. The data collected would all go into one mammoth Mendelian data- 
base to help set race-based immigration quotas.2° 

The Carnegie Institution was no bystander to Laughlin’s operation. 
Laughlin regularly kept Carnegie president John Merriam briefed on the 
special Congressional privileges and testing regimens placed at the disposal 

of the eugenics movement. Merriam authorized Carnegie statistician J. 

Arthur Harris to validate the reliability of the data Laughlin would offer 

Congress. However, Laughlin’s derogatory raceological assertions were 

now becoming more public, and Merriam feared that his views would not 

be popular with America’s vocal minorities.?! 
In November of 1922, Laughlin’s statistics-filled presentation to 

Congress was published as “Analysis of America’s Modern Melting Pot.” It 

contained copious racial and ethnic denigrations. Johnson declared that the 

entire session would be published officially with the pejorative subtitle 

“Analysis of the Metal and Dross in America’s Modern Melting Pot.” The 

dross was the human waste in American society. Laughlin’s testimony 

insisted, “Particularly in the field of insanity, the statistics indicate that 

America, during the last few years, has been a dumping ground for the 

mentally unstable inhabitants of other countries.””” 
During his testimony about the melting pot, Laughlin told the House, 

“The logical conclusion is that the differences in institutional ratios, by 

races and nativity groups...represents real differences in social values, 

which represent, in turn, real differences in the inborn values of the family 

stocks from which the particular inmates have sprung. These degeneracies 

and hereditary handicaps are inherent in the blood.” Laughlin asked for 

authority to conduct additional racial studies of “Japanese and Chinese... 

Indians... [and] Negroes.” He appended a special statistical qualification 

for Jews, explaining, “The Jews are not treated as a separate nation, but are 

accredited to their respective countries of birth.” As such, he urged a sepa- 

rate “study of the Jew as immigrant with special reference to numbers and 

assimilation.” 
Laughlin’s constant racial and ethnic derogations were no longer con- 

fined to scholarly journals, but were now echoing in Congressional hearing 

rooms. Indeed, a graphic raceological immigration exhibit from a recent 

eugenics conference had been installed for public examination in the 
Immigration Committee’s hearing rooms. All these ethnic and racial revile- 

ments in turn opened Carnegie and the movement to increasingly vituper- 

ative attacks from the large immigrant groups that were becoming ever 
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more entrenched in the country. But Laughlin was unbending. “If immi- 

gration is to be made a biological or racial asset to the American people,” 

he railed, “radical statutory laws must be enforced.” At one point he 

authored an immigration treatise under the Carnegie Institution’s creden- 

tial, which concluded that America was being infested by defective immi- 

grants; as its prime illustration, the treatise offered “The Parallel Case of 

the House Rat,” which traced rodent infestation from Europe to the rats’ 

ability “to travel in sailing ships.”?* 
Incendiary or not, Laughlin’s rhetoric and eugenic data were produc- 

ing results with Congress. It was exactly the scientific justification Johnson 

and other government figures needed to implement greater quotas and 

deploy the overseas network they wanted. Johnson was increasingly 

becoming not just a congressman favoring racial immigration quotas, but a 

eugenic organizational leader in his own right. In 1923, while chairing 

Congress’s House Immigration and Naturalization Committee, Johnson 

also joined an elite new private entity with a Congressional-sounding 

name. The new seven-man ad hoc panel was called the “Committee on 

Selective Immigration.” Chaired by Johnson’s friend, raceologist Madison 

Grant, and vice-chaired by immigration specialist Robert DeCourcy 

Ward, the body also included Laughlin as secretary and eugenic ophthal- 

mologist Lucien Howe.”’ 

The Committee on Selective Immigration’s first report concluded that 

America needed the Nordic race to thrive. “Immigrants from northwestern 

Europe furnish us the best material for American citizenship and for the 

future upbuilding of the American race. They have higher living standards 

than the bulk of southeastern Europeans; are of higher grade of intelli- 

gence; better educated; more skilled; better able to understand, appreciate 

and support our form of government.” In contrast, the committee con- 

cluded, “Southern and eastern Europe... have been sending large numbers 
of peddlers, sweatshop workers, fruit-stand keepers [and] bootblacks. ...”76 

Citing the research on “inferiors” produced by Laughlin and other 
experts, the eugenic committee assured, “Had mental tests been in opera- 
tion [years ago]...over 6 million aliens now living in this country, free to 
vote, and to become the fathers and mothers of future Americans, would 
have never been admitted.” Relying on Laughlin and other commonly 
accepted eugenic principles, the ad hoc committee advocated passage of 
Laughlin’s overseas surveillance laws and declared that racial quotas “based 
on the 1890 census [are] sound American policy....”27 Because Johnson 
functioned as both a member of the elite eugenic panel and as chairman of 
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the House Immigration Committee, eugenic immigration quotas based on 
1890 demographics now seemed assured. 

Suddenly, in June of 1923, Johnson was thrust into new importance 
within the eugenics movement. On June 16, he was elected president of the 
Eugenics Research Association. Prior to this he hadn’t even been a member 
of the organization. Nonetheless, this now positioned Johnson, with all his 

governmental powers, at the narrow pinnacle of eugenic organizational 

leadership. At the same time, Secretary of Labor James J. Davis, whose 

department was responsible for the domestic aspects of immigration, had 

signaled his willingness to cooperate in creating the overseas eugenic net- 

work to investigate immigrant families. The battle for negative eugenics— 

prevention—could now be waged at its source.’® 
No wonder that four days later, on June 20, Merriam anxiously tele- 

phoned Davenport. Secretary Davis had just sent a letter to President 

Warren Harding supporting the eugenic immigration legislation, and 

Davis was eager to secure any scientific underpinnings to justify it. Davis 

was due to sail to Europe on July 4, and now he contacted Merriam to ask if 

Laughlin might accompany him. Merriam answered that the Carnegie 

Institution would of course cooperate. That was the exciting part of 

Merriam’s telephone conversation with Davenport. But then Merriam 

expressed his concerns about Laughlin.’ 
Laughlin was unpracticed in politics and was now expostulating scien- 

tific conclusions that were provoking reproach. Merriam told Davenport 

that the Carnegie Institution was quite aware of Laughlin’s shortcomings 

and wanted to ensure that nothing stood in the way of a quiet success for 

“the plan” and its incorporation into the expected 1924 immigration 

reforms. Laughlin did not merely verbalize extremist views; many saw him 
as a eugenic zealot who would do anything to accomplish his goals. Yet in 

this situation, some political caution was necessary. “It is understood,” 

Merriam repeated to Davenport moments later, “that the desire to have Dr. 

Laughlin associated with the Secretary is not for the purpose of changing 

our plans but is rather due to the fact that the Secretary recognizes that our 

work...can be useful to him....It is not expected that there will be any 

modification of our plan, but rather that the Secretary will help to carry out 

the plans which you and Dr. Laughlin have worked out.”?° 

Minutes later, Merriam went to the unusual extreme of dictating a 

letter to Davenport explicitly reiterating his concerns. “In order that 

there may be no misunderstanding... regarding Dr. Laughlin’s work,” 

Merriam wrote, “I wish to be frank and say that I have heard a number of 
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quite different criticisms”—he scratched out the word different and 

penned in the word frank—“... quite frank criticisms of Dr. Laughlin’s 

conclusions drawn from his recent studies.... Because the genetics and 

eugenics work is so important it is necessary that we be exceedingly 

guarded, lest conclusions go beyond the limits warranted by the facts and 

therefore ultimately diminish the effectiveness of our scientific work.” 

Merriam closed with a warning, “I am sure that neither you nor Dr. 

Laughlin will underestimate my interest in this problem or my recogni- 

tion of its very great importance.”?! 

Davenport in turn spoke to Laughlin, advising him that Secretary Davis 

had invited Laughlin to join him in sailing to Europe. Davenport also ver- 

balized Merriam’s concerns about Laughlin. When Merriam’s letter 

arrived in Cold Spring Harbor a few days later, Davenport issued a pointed 

memorandum to Laughlin driving home Merriam’s censure by quoting 

verbatim: “In order that there may be no misunderstanding... regarding 

Dr. Laughlin’s work I wish to be frank and say that I have heard a number 

of quite frank criticisms of Dr. Laughlin’s conclusions drawn from his 

recent studies. ... Because the genetics and eugenics work is so important, 

it is necessary that we be exceedingly guarded lest conclusions go beyond 

the limits warranted by the facts and therefore ultimately diminish the 

effectiveness of our scientific work....I am sure that neither you nor Dr. 

Laughlin will underestimate my interest in this problem or my recognition 

of its very great importance.”* 
The next Monday, Davis appointed Laughlin “Special Immigration 

Agent to Europe,” making it official with a certificate. Laughlin had a pen- 

chant for titles that used the word agent. First he was retained as a “Special 
Agent of the Bureau of the Census.” Then Johnson dubbed him the 
House’s “Expert Eugenics Agent.”’? Now in his latest agent capacity he 
would tour Europe for six months, quietly investigating the family trees of 
aspiring immigrant families. 

If he could establish the scientific numbers necessary to pronounce cer- 
tain ethnic and racial groups as either eugenically superior or inferior, 
America’s whole system of immigration could change. Laughlin wanted all 
potential immigrants to be ranked in one of three classes. “Class 1: Not 
sexually fertile, now or potentially, and not debarred on account of cacoge- 
nesis [genetic dysfunction]. Class 2: Sexually fertile, now or potentially, and 
not debarred on account of cacogenesis. Class 3: Sexually fertile, now or 
potentially, and debarred on account of cacogenesis.”}+ Laughlin now 
found himself the syndic of America’s genetic future. 
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Despite the urgings of the Carnegie Institution, Laughlin was unwill- 

ing to sail with Davis in July. He needed more time. Instead, he and his wife 

departed aboard the S.S. Belgoland about a month later, in time to attend an 
international eugenics meeting in Lund, Sweden. For the next six months, 
Laughlin would travel throughout Europe, setting up shop at American 

consulates and rallying logistical support from like-minded European 

eugenics groups.*° 
Scandinavia was first. In Sweden, he contacted the American embassy 

in Stockholm, as well as consular officials in Uppsala and Goteborg. In 

Denmark, he visited the consulate in Copenhagen. Laughlin concluded 

that Sweden was actually hoarding its superior strains by discouraging emi- 

gration through such groups as the Society for the Prevention of Emigra- 

tion and an investigation undertaken by the government’s Emigration 

Commission. Working with Sweden’s official State Institute of Race- 

Biology, Laughlin launched ancestral verifications of four immigrant can- 

didates, all young men, one from Kalmartan, one from Valhallavagen, and 

two from Stockholm. The American consul was to provide a social worker 

to undertake the field work along the lines of an earlier Laughlin study that 

was being translated into Swedish.*° 
He was sure his work in Sweden would yield scientific proof that 

Nordics were superior human beings. Writing from Europe, he expressed 

his elation to Judge Harry Olson of Chicago. “It seems that the Swedish 

stock has been selected for generations by a very hard set of national condi- 

tions—severe climate, relatively poor soil. The strenuous struggle for exis- 

tence seems to have eliminated the weaklings....Of course, the original 

Nordic stock was sound, else it would have died out entirely... [and] could 

not have made a good stock.” Indeed, Laughlin thought that Swedish emi- 

grants “must be considered her finest product in international commerce.”*” 

His optimism faded as he traveled south. In Belgium, Laughlin contacted 

the American consul in Brussels to initiate investigations of four applicants 

whose visas had not yet been approved—two men and a woman from 

Brabant, and a woman from Brussels. His fellow eugenic activist Dr. Albert 

Govaerts, who had studied the previous year in Cold Spring Harbor, helped 

Laughlin get organized and performed the physical examinations. ‘The 

Solvay Institute, with the consent of Vrije University, provided desk space.** 

In Italy, he liaised with that country’s Commissioner General of 

Emigration who agreed to help prepare field studies of four Italians seeking 

to emigrate to the U.S. Laughlin was convinced Italy had “an excess of 

population” and that the Italian government was “desirous of finding an 
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outlet for their ‘unemployed.’” With this in mind, he began investigating 

the four Italians.*? 
In England, an office was set up for Laughlin in the Eugenics 

Education Society headquarters outside London. Four Britons who had 

applied to emigrate were selected for familial examination. They included 

two Middlesex Jews (a teenage man named Morris and a woman in her 

twenties), plus a young woman from Devonshire and a young man from 

Hampshire. U.S. Public Health Service officers stationed in England were 

to perform the medical examinations.” 

Laughlin reported back to Davenport that the various investigations 

“were made by a field worker...in much the same fashion as similar indi- 

vidual and family histories are made by eugenical field workers in the 

United States.” The help of U.S. consuls was indispensable to “securing 

the most intimate individual and family histories of would-be emigrants to 

America... awaiting visas.” Indeed, the individuals themselves were actu- 

ally selected by the consuls, “who are giving their full cooperation in the 

work,” Laughlin added. He hoped consular officials would go further and 

glean confidential family character information from local priests. If immi- 

grant candidates felt the questions were too intrusive or offensive, 

Laughlin explained, field workers would “simply withdraw to the American 

Consulate, and announce that if the would-be immigrant desires to have 

his passport vised [issued a visa], he must provide the information concern- 

ing his own ‘case history’ and ‘family pedigree.’”” Laughlin boasted that the 

consuls would “smooth the way for perfecting these field studies.”*! 
Mental tests to identify feeblemindedness were of course part of the 

investigation, although Laughlin did not indicate what language was being 

used in the various non-English-speaking countries. Where U.S. Public 

Health staff was not available for medical examinations, Laughlin proposed 

contract nurses or physicians. Secretaries and stenographers stationed 

around the Continent would be employed to type up the results.” 
The purpose of Laughlin’s family probes was not to help the United 

States properly ascertain the intellectual, economic, political or social cal- 

iber of individual immigrants, which fell well within any government's pre- 

rogative, but rather to determine how much tainted blood an applicant had 

received from his forebears. Ancestral blood, not individual worth, would 

be Laughlin’s sole determinant. 

He was receiving excellent cooperation until he arrived in Paris in late 

November of 1923. There he set up a mailing account at the local Ameri- 
can Express office at 11 Rue Scribe, and was then ready to begin work. But 
when he contacted American Consul General A. M. Thackera to begin his 
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local probes, the embassy balked. Someone at the embassy checked Regu- 
lation 124, dating back to 1896. It was against regulations for American 
consuls to correspond with officials of other American departments. 

Laughlin, as Special Immigration Agent to Europe, was officially a repre- 

sentative of the Department of Labor. Obviously, the rule would not allow 
them to collaborate with Laughlin.# 

‘To resolve the problem, a conference was held in Paris on Sunday, 

December 2, 1923, attended not only by Consul General Thackera, but 

also by his British counterpart, Consul General Robert Skinner, as well as 

Consul General-at-Large Robert Frazer. They could find no way around 

the regulations. So they cabled Washington for instructions. By the end of 

the week, the State Department sent notice that the rule had been waived, 

so long as the diplomats “confined themselves to facts and did not render 

opinion or try to outline policy,” as Laughlin reported it. The project pro- 

ceeded unimpeded, mainly because the consuls were eager to cooperate.4 

Before he was done, Laughlin had visited twenty-five U.S. consular 

offices in ten countries: Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Italy, Holland, 

Germany, Switzerland, England, Spain and France, as well as the French 

colony of Algiers. Not only did Laughlin proudly establish eugenic testing 

procedures and precedents wherever he went, he created a network of 

friendly American consuls throughout the Continent, a feat he bragged 

about to the ERO. In fact, going beyond on-site work with the twenty-five 

consulates, Laughlin also mass-mailed every American consulate in Europe 

and the Near East—128 consulates in all—advising them of his project and 

seeking detailed local demographic data. Within months, two consulates 

had already provided partial reports directly to Laughlin, and more than 

two dozen others had sent the requested information to the State 

Department to be forwarded to Laughlin, who was still traveling. Even- 
tually eighty-seven consulates supplied the requested population and eth- 

nic information directly to Laughlin. Only eleven did not respond.” 
During his whirlwind tour, Laughlin found little time for sightseeing. 

Moreover, as he traveled from city to city and incurred mounting 

expenses for stenographers, field investigators, report printing and other 

general living expenses, he was advancing his own money. He was still 

collecting a salary as ERO assistant director, but he complained more 

than once, “I am bearing my own expense.” He was uncertain if he would 

ever be reimbursed. In late 1923, Laughlin petitioned Davenport, “If 

these studies prove profitable, and I am permitted to continue them 

beyond the first of January [1924], I respectfully request that provision be 

made for my expenses.”*° 
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Assistant Secretary of Labor Henning had promised a $500 stipend, and 

Laughlin had applied to receive it, but Henning’s secretary then notified 

Laughlin that the department had “no means of sending you cash in 

advance....” Laughlin confided to Davenport, “I am a little uneasy about 

the 500 Dollars. The Department of Labor promised, but did not deliver.”*” 
Carnegie and the ERO were not helpful, still apprehensive about 

Laughlin’s growing reputation for outlandish race science. Even the presti- 

gious scientific journal Nature had publicly castigated Laughlin in a review 

of his 1922 study on eugenic sterilization. For Laughlin, the tension with 

his own organization was palpable. To counter the bad reviews, he began 

sending a disenchanted Merriam as many complimentary European 

reviews of his work as he could. He also dispatched frequent optimistic 

reports back home justifying his investment of time, but noted that, in 

return, “I have not heard very many times from Cold Spring Harbor.”*8 
At one point in late November of 1923, an almost desperate Laughlin 

admitted that the British and Belgian family case studies had already 

exhausted the anticipated $500 Labor Department reimbursement, and 

“the Swedish and Italian studies will need additional funds.” He asked for 
financial assistance from the Carnegie Institution, and also mentioned this 

request to Davenport, so formally as to almost be provocative. “I...do not 

feel like going into the matter any further without authorization for 

expenses from the director of the Eugenics Record Office,” Laughlin wrote 

to Davenport, who was, of course, the director of the ERO. He added, “I 

should also like the assurance that in case the Department of Labor does 

not supply the money which I have actually spent for field assistance, I 

should be reimbursed [by the ERO].”* 

Finally, on December 21, the Carnegie Institution decided to be more 
forthcoming with support for Laughlin’s European endeavors. Davenport 

dispatched a letter to Laughlin in Belgium assuring him that the 

Department of Labor would reimburse all legitimate expenses. At the end 

of the letter he casually appended exactly what he knew Laughlin most 

wanted to hear: “Did I tell you that $300 has been appropriated for your 

traveling expenses in the budget of this Department [at Carnegie], and a 

check will be made out to you for it January first?” 
In mid-February of 1924, Laughlin sailed into New York Harbor after 

an exhausting six-month eugenic mission to Europe. Now it was time for 

the special immigration agent to compile his ideas and data into a scientific 
report to Congress. His government allies were more than ready. Several 
weeks before Laughlin sailed home, the seven-man ad hoc Committee on 
Selective Immigration published a detailed endorsement of his conclusions 
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and proposed legislation, including overseas eugenic screening. Signing on 
to that report was House Immigration Committee Chairman Johnson, act- 
ing in his alter ego as member of the seven-man committee. The published 
report noted that although Laughlin was still in Europe, they knew he 
would agree with its contents.*! 

On February 17, 1924, just after Laughlin returned, Davis in his capac- 
ity as secretary of labor also advocated Laughlin’s ideas in a special editorial 
in the New York Times. Davis declared that the program suggested by 
Laughlin must be enacted “so that America may not be a conglomeration 

of racial groups... but a homogenous race striving for the fulfillment of the 

ideals upon which this Government was founded.”*? 
On March 8, Laughlin again testified before Johnson’s immigration 

committee, this time presenting a massive table- and chart-bedecked 

report bearing the charged title “Europe as An Emigrant-Exporting 

Continent and the United States as an Immigrant-Receiving Nation.” True 

to form, Laughlin declared the existence of an “American Race.” He 

admitted that America was created by “a transplanted people,” but that the 

“nation was established by its founders. The pioneers ‘got in on the ground 

floor.’” As such, this new American race “is a race of white people.” 

Therefore, he summarized, the nation’s racial character “is being modified 

to some degree by the changed racial character of the immigration of the 

last two generations.”* 
His voluminous charts and reports displayed samplings of the twelve 

family pedigrees he had assembled in Europe, as well as abundant columns 

of immigrant data and U.S. population trends. In exhibit after exhibit, 

Laughlin piled racial ratio upon racial ratio and population percentage 

upon population percentage, offering copious scientific reinforcement of 

his conclusions. The majority of Johnson’s committee expressed complete 

support for both Laughlin and his research. At one point a congressman 

asked Laughlin to respond to denunciations of his work. “I decline to get 

into controversy with any heckler-critics,” he retorted, “...I shall answer 

criticisms by supplying more first-hand facts.” Johnson piped in, “Don’t 

worry about criticism, Dr. Laughlin, you have developed a valuable 

research and demonstrated a most startling state of affairs.”** 

Johnson’s committee was also willing to lobby within other government 

agencies in support of Laughlin’s work. For example, when it became obvi- 

ous that the State Department itself was now balking at releasing the confi- 

dential information that twenty-five consulates had submitted for 

Laughlin, immigration committee members bristled. “I think we ought to 
have a show-down on this,” snapped one congressman.*° 
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The issue was finally decided some weeks later in a private meeting. On 

June 17, Carnegie president Merriam and Laughlin met at Washington’s 

elite Cosmos Club with Assistant Secretary of State Wilbur Carr, who 

headed up the consular service. Carnegie officials correctly believed that 

Carr had become “very favorably inclined toward cooperation with the 

Institution in this matter.” At their meeting, Merriam explained the ERO’s 

interest and Carr agreed to share the information, so long as Laughlin 

abided by a working understanding. Inasmuch as Laughlin held multiple 

government positions, any Carnegie Institution activities on the topic 

inside the United States would continue under the purview of the 

Department of Labor, the House Immigration Committee or any other 

domestic agency. But any overseas activity would need both general State 

Department approval and prior agreement by the ranking diplomat in the 

foreign locale. As part of the arrangement, Laughlin also agreed that any 

future demographic publications gleaned from consular data would be sub- 

mitted in advance to the State Department “to prevent any possible embar- 

rassment of the Federal Government.”*° 
Two days later, with the arrangement sealed, Secretary of Labor Davis 

delivered a formal, interdepartmental request directly to Secretary of State 

Charles Evans Hughes asking that the confidential consular data be made 

available to Laughlin. Laughlin was prepared to assemble a detailed, highly 

personal, multifolder case study of immigrant candidates and their ances- 

try. Folder D, section 2b, for example, catalogued the family’s “moral qual- 

ities.” With the new information, Laughlin could offer vivid examples of 
his new system of human “filtering.”*” 

The State Department sought to “prevent any possible embarrassment 
of the Federal Government” by Laughlin for the same reason the Carnegie 

Institution and Merriam expressed jitters. By this time Laughlin was more 
than a controversial pseudoscientist increasingly challenged by immigrant 
groups and others; he was in some quarters a complete laughingstock. And 
when Laughlin was excoriated in the popular press, all of eugenics and the 
Carnegie Institution itself were also opened to ridicule. 

Perhaps no better example of the ridicule directed at Laughlin at the 
time was a forty-seven-page lampoon written under the pseudonym Ezekiel 
Cheever, who in reality was probably either the irreverent Baltimore Sun 
commentator H. L. Mencken or one of his associates. Cheever’s booklet, a 
special edition of his School Issues, was billed on its cover as a “Special Extra 
Eugenics Number” in which Cheever “wickedly squeals on Doctor Harry 
H. Laughlin of the Carnegie Institution and other Members of the 
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Eugenics Committee of the United States of America for feeding scientifi- 
cally and biologically impure data to Honorable Members of the House of 
Representatives concerning the Immigration Problem.” In page after page 
of satirical jabs, Laughlin’s statistics were cited verbatim and then dismem- 
bered for their preposterousness.*? 

For example, Cheever deprecated Laughlin’s reliance on IQ testing to 
gauge feeblemindedness. “Undoubtedly, one of the greatest blunders made 

by scientific men in America the past fifty years,” he wrote, “was the pre- 

mature publication of the results of the Army [intelligence] tests.” Mocking 

Laughlin’s scientific racism, Cheever titled one section “Nigger in the 

Wood-Pile,” which charged, “If the opinions advanced by Doctor Laugh- 

lin and based upon this same unscientific rubbish, are as unreliable as they 

appear when the rubbish is revealed in a true light, then it would seem that 

the Carnegie Institution of Washington must either disclaim any part of 

the job or confess that the job, despite Carnegie Institution’s part is a rotten 

one, provided Carnegie Institution does not wish to be regarded as on a par 

with the Palmer Institute of Chiropractic.” 

Cheever scolded “Honorable Albert Johnson, Chairman of the House’s 

Committee on Immigration and Naturalization and a member of the 

Eugenics Committee, [who] announced at the hearings: ‘I have examined 

Doctor Laughlin’s data and charts and find that they are both biologically 

and statistically thorough, and apparently sound.’ It is now in order for 

Congress to examine Honorable Albert Johnson and ascertain if as much 

can be said about him.”¢! 
In a section titled “Naughty Germ Plasms,” referring to Laughlin’s 

race-based state institution surveys, Cheever jeered, “If the reader will 

examine the schedules sent out to cooperating institutions he will get a new 

and somewhat startling view as to what constitutes ‘the more serious crimes 

or felonies.’ Under adult types of crime there were listed: Drunkenness, 

Conducting business under an assumed name, Peddling without license, 

Begging, and Reckless driving. Among the serious crimes or felonies of the 

juvenile type he will find: Trespass, Unlawful use of automobiles, Begging, 

Truancy, Running away, Being a stubborn and disobedient child. If Doctor 

Laughlin can devise a means for locating germ plasms that are responsible 

for such heinous crimes, his fame will overshadow that of Pasteur.” 

Often, the booklet used Laughlin’s own words against him. Cheever 

quoted from one passage in Laughlin’s testimony that confessed, “At the 

beginning of this investigation there were in existence no careful or 

extended studies of this particular subject; the figures that were generally 
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given were either guesswork or based upon very small samples of the 

population.”% 
“Either Doctor Laughlin is exceedingly stupid,” scorned Cheever, “or 

else he is merely a statistical legerdemain [sleight of hand artist].” 
Extracts from Cheever’s booklet were syndicated in the Baltimore Sun. 

Other attacks followed. One severe assessment of his work by a reviewer 

named Jennings, writing in Science Magazine, caused eugenic circles partic- 

ular distress because it appeared in a scholarly publication. “Can’t you get 

out some sort of reply to Jennings,” immigration guru Robert DeCourcy 

Ward wrote Laughlin. “He has been making a lot of trouble about your 

Melting Pot Report....I hate to have that man talk and write without get- 

ting any real come-back from you.” Impervious as always, Laughlin 

shrugged off Jennings, and also dismissed Cheever as “more of a political 

attack trying to answer scientific data.”° 
Davenport had no choice but to also deflect complaints arising from the 

steady stream of critical articles. Not a few of these were sent directly to the 

Carnegie Institution. Writing on Carnegie Institution letterhead, 

Davenport defensively replied to one man who had read Cheever’s pieces 

in the Baltimore Sun, asserting that Laughlin had been unduly libeled. 

Indeed, Davenport’s rebuttal likened the Cheever articles to the ridicule 

launched against Davenport himself years earlier by Galtonian eugenicists 

in England. He closed by saying that Cheever was so “out for blood” that 
he should be imprisoned.© 

But no amount of public rebuke would dissuade Johnson, and that was 

all Laughlin cared about. Johnson continued to publish Laughlin’s testi- 

mony as though it were solid scientific truth. Using Laughlin’s biological 

data as a rationale, he pressed for new immigration quotas keyed to the 
national ancestral makeup reflected in the 1890 census. During April and 
May of 1924, the House and Senate passed the Immigration Act of 1924, 
and President Calvin Coolidge signed the sweeping measure into law on 
May 26. This legislation would radically reduce non-Nordic immigration, 
since the representation of Eastern and Southern:-Europeans was radically 
less in 1890 than it had been in 1910. The Italian quota, for example, would 
be slashed from 42,000 per year to just 4,000. Many called the new legisla- 
tion the “National Origins Act” because it limited new immigration to a 
quota of just 2 percent of the “national origins” present in America accord- 
ing to the 1890 census.* 

But tempestuous debate still surrounded the statistical validity of the 
1890 census, and no one knew how reliable its reporting had been. 
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Statisticians quarreled over just who was Irish or German or Italian, and/or 

whose name sounded sufficiently Irish or German or Italian to be counted as 

such. Quotas could not be established until the disputed 1890 percentages 

were settled. So the 1924 law charged the Census Bureau with the duty of 

studying the numbers and reporting their conclusions to a so-called “Quota 

Board,” which would be comprised of the three relevant cabinet secretaries: 

Davis of Labor, Herbert Hoover of Commerce, and Frank Kellogg of State. 

Quotas were to be announced by the president himself in 1927. 
Eugenicists tried mightily to influence the Quota Board’s deliberations. 

Just how the quotas were set would dictate the success or failure of this lat- 

est eugenic legislative crusade. A common rallying cry was expressed in 

A. P. Schultz’s raceological tome, Race or Mongrel, which proclaimed, “The 

principle that ‘all men are created equal’ is still considered the chief pillar 

of strength of the United States....Only one objection can be raised 

against it, that it does not contain one iota of truth.” 
Constant permutations and reevaluations of the demographic data were 

bandied back and forth throughout 1926. Politically-spun rhetoric masked 

true feelings. One senator, for example, staunchly announced he would not 

permit the new quotas to discriminate against Jews, Italians or Poles, but he 

concluded with the traditional eugenic view that any quota system must 

stop discriminating against Northwestern Europeans, that is, Nordics. As 

ethnic groups ramped up their pressure, however, some of the most stal- 

wart quota crusaders began to falter.”° 
In the second half of 1926, the quota champion himself, Albert 

Johnson, came up for reelection. By now the immigrants in his district had 

come together in opposition to further restrictions. He began to equivo- 

cate. In August of 1926, Johnson gave a campaign speech opposing the 

“national origins” provisions because too many foreign elements would 

vote for repeal anyway. At one point he publicly declared in a conciliatory 

tone, “If the national origins amendment... is going to breed bad feeling in 

the United States...and result in friction at home, you may rest assured it 

will not be put into effect.” He added that his own “inside information” was 

that the quotas would never be instituted.’! Disheartened eugenicists sadly 

concluded that Johnson and his allies had completely succumbed to the 

influence of foreign groups. 
Johnson’s inside information proved somewhat prophetic. On January 

3, 1927, Secretaries Davis, Hoover and Kellogg delivered to President 

Coolidge country-by-country quota recommendations, accompanied by a 

carefully crafted cover letter declaring that they could come to no reliable 
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consensus about the true percentages of national origins in 1890. “It may 

be stated,” the joint letter cautioned, “that the statistical and historical 

information available from which these computations were made is not 

entirely satisfactory.” On January 6, Congress requested the official letter 

and its recommendations. The White House delivered them the next day. 

Eugenicists assumed that although there was room for argument, some 

form of quotas would be enacted at once.” 

But before the sun set that day, the White House delivered a replace- 

ment cover letter to the Senate. This one was similar, bearing the same 

January 3 date, again addressed to President Calvin Coolidge and again 

signed by all three cabinet secretaries. But the key phrase warned the 

President more forcefully: “Although this is the best information we have 

been able to secure, we wish to call attention to the reservations made by 

the committee and to state that, in our opinion, the statistical and historical 

information available raises grave doubts as to the whole value of these 

computations as a basis for the purposes intended. We therefore cannot 

assume responsibility for such conclusions under these circumstances.””3 

In other words, within hours the demographic information went from 

merely problematic to absolutely worthless. Quotas could not be reliably 

ordained under the circumstances. On the last day of the 1927 session, 

Congress passed Senate Joint Resolution 152 postponing implementation 

of the new quotas for one year. House debate on the question ran less than 

thirty minutes. A year later, in 1928, quotas were once more postponed, 

again after a protracted statistical and political standoff replete with 

Congressional letter-writing campaigns and fractious newspaper editori- 

als. Eugenicists were outraged and saw it as a triumph by organized for- 
eign elements.”* 

Even before the first postponement, Laughlin began investigating the 

heritage of the individual senators themselves. “We are working on the racial 

origin study of present senators,” Laughlin reported to a eugenic immigra- 

tion activist, “and will line the study up with the data which you sent on mem- 

bers of the [original] Constitutional Convention. It will make an exceedingly 

interesting comparison,” he added, “showing the drift of composition in the 

racial make-up of the American people, or at least of their leaders.””5 
Finally, in 1929, after indecisive demographic scuffles between census 

scholars and eugenic activists trying to preserve Nordic preference, com- 
promise quotas were agreed upon by scholars formally and informally 
advising Congress and the president. Admitting that the numbers were 
“tainted” and “far from final,” binding quotas were nonetheless created. 
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The new president, Herbert Hoover, promulgated the radical reductions 

based on the accepted analysis of the 1890 census. Even those quotas did not 

last long. Two years later they succumbed to redistricting pressures, politi- 

cal concerns and the momentum of the coming 1930 census. Finally, the 
quotas were revised based on national percentages from the 1920 census.” 

Laughlin’s quest for an overseas network of eugenic investigators 

achieved only brief success. The system was installed in Belgium, Great 

Britain, the Irish Free State, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, 

Czechoslovakia, Italy, Holland and Poland, and for a time the system 

eugenically inspected some 80 percent of the would-be emigrants from 

those countries. On average, 88 of every 1,000 applicants were found to be 

mentally or physically defective. Laughlin aimed to have one eugenicist 

stationed in each capital. But overseas examination was short-lived for lack 

of the extraordinary funding and complicated bilateral agreements 

required. Moreover, too many foreign governments ultimately objected to 

such examinations of their citizens.’’ Long after the examinations ceased, 

however, America’s consuls remained eugenically aware of future immi- 

grants and refugees as never before. Their biological preferences and prej- 

udices would become insurmountable barriers to many fleeing oppression 

in the world of the 1930s. 
Quotas and the National Origins Act ruled immigration until 1952. 

Only the 1952 McCarran-Walter Immigration and Naturalization Act 

amended almost a century of racial and eugenic American law to finally 

declare: “The right of a person to become a naturalized citizen... shall not 

be denied or abridged because of race or sex or because such person is 

married.”’® 
American eugenics felt it had secured far less than half a loaf. For this 

reason, it was important that inferior blood be wiped away worldwide by 

analogous groups in other countries. An international movement would 

soon emerge. During the twenties, the well-funded eugenics of Laughlin, 

Davenport and so many other American raceologists would spawn, nurture 

and inspire like-minded individuals and organizations across Europe. 
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Britain’s Crusade 

RY the time four hundred delegates crowded into an auditorium at the 

University of London to witness the opening gavel of the First 

International Congress of Eugenics in 1912, Galton had died and Galton- 

ian eugenics had already been successfully dethroned. America had appro- 

priated the epicenter of the worldwide movement. Eugenic imperialism 

was vital to the followers of Davenport, as they envisioned not just a better 

United States, but a totally reshaped human species everywhere on earth. 

Nowhere was American influence more apparent than in the cradle of 

eugenics itself, England. The same centuries of social consternation that 

had shaped Galton also shaped the new generation of eugenicists who sup- 

planted him. Several storm fronts of historic population anxieties collided 

over England at the turn of the century. Urban overcrowding, overflowing 

immigration, and rampant poverty disrupted the British Empire’s elegant 

Victorian era. After the Boer War, the obvious demographic effects of 

Britain’s far-flung imperialism and fears over a declining birth rate and 

future manpower further inflamed British intellectuals, who were reexam- 

ining the inherent quality and quantity of their citizens.! 

English eugenicists did what they did for Britain in a British context, 

with no instructions or coordination from abroad and precious little orga- 

nizational assistance from anyone in America. While Britain’s movement 

possessed its own great thinkers, however, British eugenic science and doc- 

trine were almost completely imported from the United States. With few 

exceptions, American eugenicists provided the scientific roadmaps and the 
pseudoscientific data to draw them. During the early years, the few British 

attempts at family tracing and eugenic research were isolated and unsuc- 
cessful. Hence, while the population problems and chronic class conflicts 

were quite British, the proposed solutions were entirely American. 

207 
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Galton died in 1911, more than a year before the First International 

Congress, but his marginalization had begun when Mendel’s work was 

rediscovered in the United States. Quaint theories of felicitous marriages 

among the better classes, yielding incrementally superior offspring, were 

discarded in favor of wholesale reproductive prohibition for the inferior 

classes. Eugenic thought may have originated in Britain, but eugenic action 

began in America. 

In the first decade of the twentieth century, while Galton and his circle 

were still publishing thin pamphlets, positing revolutionary positions at 

elite intellectual get-togethers and establishing a modest biometric labora- 

tory, America was busy building a continent-wide political and scientific 

infrastructure. In that first decade, no government agency in Britain offi- 

cially supported eugenics as a movement. But in America, the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture and its network of state college agricultural sta- 

tions lent its support as early as 1903. Galton in London did not enjoy the 

backing of billionaires. But on Long Island, the vast fortunes of Carnegie, 

Rockefeller and Harriman financed unprecedented eugenic research and 

lobbying organizations that developed international reach. By 1904, when 

Galton and his colleagues were still moderating their theories, Charles 

Davenport was already creating the foundations of a movement that he 

would soon commandeer from his British predecessors. Before 1912, the 

Eugenics Record Office would begin extensive family-by-family lineage 

investigations in prisons, hospitals and poor communities. In England the 

one major attempt at tracing family pedigrees was a lone, protracted effort 

that took more than a decade to complete and another decade to publish.” 
Americanized eugenics began to take root in England in the twentieth 

century under the pen of a Liverpool surgeon named Robert Reid Rentoul. 
In many ways, Rentoul helped lay the philosophical groundwork for British 
eugenics, and he would become a leading voice in the movement. A distin- 
guished member of the Royal College of Surgeons, Rentoul worked with 
the feebleminded and had undertaken intense studies of America’s eugenic 
activities. In 1903, he published a twenty-six-page pamphlet, Proposed 
Sterilization of Certain Mental and Physical Degenerates: An Appeal to Asylum 
Managers and Others. He urged both voluntary and compulsory steriliza- 
tion to prevent reproduction by the unfit. As precedents, Rentoul devoted 
several pages to the legislative efforts in Minnesota, Colorado, Wisconsin 
and other U.S. states. The pamphlet’s appendix included an abstract of 
Minnesota’ early marriage restriction law. Rentoul lobbied for similar leg- 
islation in the United Kingdom. In one speech before the influential 
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Medico-Legal Society in London, he proposed that all physicians and 
lawyers join the call to legalize forced sterilization.} 

Rentoul’s ideas quickly ignited the passions of new eugenic thinkers, 
including those who gathered at a meeting of the London Sociological 
Society on the afternoon of May 16, 1904. Galton delivered an important 

address entitled “Eugenics, its Definition, Scope and Aims,” stressing actu- 

arial progress, marriage preferences and general education. “Over-zeal 

leading to hasty action,” he cautioned, “would do harm, by holding out 

expectations of a near golden age, which will certainly be falsified and cause 

the science to be discredited.” He added, “The first and main point is to 

secure the general intellectual acceptance of Eugenics as a hopeful and most 

important study.” But the famous novelist and eugenic extremist H. G. 

Wells then rose to publicly rebuke Galton, bluntly declaring, “It is in the 

sterilization of failures, and not in the selection of successes for breeding, 

that the possibility of an improvement of the human stock lies.” On that 

afternoon in Britain the lines were clearly drawn—it was positive eugenics 

versus negative eugenics.* . 

Rentoul continued his study of American eugenics throughout 1905, 

specifically fixing on the emerging notion of “race suicide” as espoused by 

the likes of American raceologist E. A. Ross and President Theodore 

Roosevelt. In 1906, Rentoul published his own in-depth eugenic polemic 

entitled Race Culture; Or, Race Suicide’, which became a veritable blueprint 

for the British eugenic activism to come. In page after page, Rentoul 

mounted statistics and percentages to document Great Britain’s mental and 

physical social deterioration. But as remedies, Rentoul held up America’s 

marriage restriction laws, advocacy by American physicians for steriliza- 

tion, and recent state statutes. He explained the fine points of the latest leg- 

islative action in New Jersey, Delaware, Minnesota, Ohio, Indiana, North 

Dakota and other U.S. jurisdictions. “I cannot express too high an appreci- 

ation,” Rentoul wrote, “of the many kindnesses of the U.S.A. officials to 

me in supplying information.” 
Rentoul declared that he vastly preferred Indiana’s vasectomies and 

salpingectomies to the castrations performed in Kansas and Massachusetts. 

But he added that the Kansas physician’s pioneering efforts at asexualization 

were enough to justify “erecting a memorial to his memory.” In one chapter, 

Rentoul cited an incident involving Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, the father 

of the future Supreme Court justice. When called to attend to a mentally 

unstable child, Dr. Holmes complained that to be effective, “the consulta- 

tion should have been held some fifty years ago!” Rentoul also quoted 
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Alexander Graham Bell’s eugenic denigration of charity: “Philanthropy in 

this country is doing everything possible to encourage marriage among deaf 

mutes.” Rentoul urged his countrymen to duplicate American-style surveys 

of foreigners housed in its mental institutions and other asylums.° 

Rentoul summarized his vision for Britain’s eugenic future with these 

words: “It is to these States we must look for guidance if we wish to... 

lessen the chances of children being degenerates.”’ 

Of course Rentoul’s scientific treatise also addressed America’s race 
problem in a eugenic context. In a passage immediately following refer- 

ences to such strictly local curses as Jack the Ripper, Rentoul asserted, “The 

negro is seldom content with sexual intercourse with the white woman, but 

culminates his sexual furor by killing the woman, sometimes taking out her 

womb and eating it. If the United States of America people would cease to 

prostitute their high mental qualities and recognize this negro as a sexual 

pervert, it would reflect greater credit upon them; and if they would sterilize 

this mentally afflicted creature instead of torturing him, they would have a 

better right to pose as sound thinkers and social reformers.” ° 

The next year a few dozen eugenic activists formed a provisional com- 

mittee, which a year later, in 1908, constituted itself as the Eugenics 

Education Society. Many of its founders were previously members of the 

Moral Education League, concerned with alcoholism and the proper 

application of charity. David Starr Jordan, president of the Eugenics 

Section of the American Breeders Association, was made a vice president 

of the Eugenics Education Society. The new group’s biological agenda 

was to cut off the bloodlines of British degenerates, mainly paupers, 

employing the techniques pioneered in the United States. The two 

approved methods were sterilization—both voluntary and compulsory— 

and forcible detention, a concept euphemized under the umbrella term 

“segregation.” Sympathetic government and social service officers were 
intrigued but ultimately unconvinced, because England, although steeped 
in centuries of class prejudice, was nonetheless not yet ready for 
American-style coercive eugenics.’ 

‘True, some in government explored eugenic ideas early on. For exam- 
ple, in August of 1906 the Lancashire Asylums Board unanimously 
resolved: “In view of the alarming increase of the insane portion of our 
population, immediate steps [should] be taken to inquire into the best 
means for preventing the propagation of those mentally afflicted. ...” But 
that resolution only called for an inquiry. Then the office of the secretary of 
state considered establishing a penal work settlement for convicts, vagrants 
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and the weak-minded on the Island of Lundy, thus setting the stage for seg- 

regating defectives. But this proposal floundered as well.! 

It wasn’t that England lacked the legal or sociological precedents for a 

eugenics program. Pauperism was thought to be hereditary and had long 

been judged criminal. Class conflict was centuries old. But America’s solu- 

tions simply did not translate. Marriage restriction and compulsory segre- 

gation were anathema to British notions of liberty and freedom. Even 

Galton believed that regulated marriages were an unrealistic proposition in 

a democratic society. He knew that “human nature would never brook 

interference with the freedom of marriage,” and admitted as much publicly. 

In his published memoir, he recounted his original error in even suggesting 

such utopian marriages. “I was too much disposed to think of marriage 

under some regulation,” he conceded."! 
As for sterilization, officials and physicians alike understood that the 

use of a surgeon’s knife for either sterilization or castration, even with the 

consent of the family or a court-appointed guardian, was plainly criminal. 

This was no abstruse legal interpretation. Reviewers commonly concluded 

that such actions would be an “unlawful wounding,” in violation of Section 
Twenty of the 1861 Offense against the Person Act. Thus fears of impris- 

onment haunted every discussion of the topic. Ministry of Health officials 
understood that in the event of unexpected death arising from the proce- 

dure, guardians or parents and physicians alike could be prosecuted for 

manslaughter. Such warnings were regularly repeated in the correspon- 

dence of the Eugenics Education Society, in memorandums from the 

Ministry of Health, and in British medical journals. Even the Journal of the 

American Medical Association and Eugenical News made the point clear.'? 

America enjoyed a global monopoly on eugenic sterilization for the 

first decades of the twentieth century. What was strictly illegal in the 

United Kingdom was merely extralegal—a gray area—in America. 

Therefore Indiana prison physician Harry Clay Sharp was able to sterilize 

scores of inmates long before his state passed enabling legislation in 1907. 

Moreover, while American states maintained control over their own med- 

ical laws, in Britain only Parliament could pass such legislation. British 

eugenicists understood what they did about sterilization by observing the 

American experience. 
Nor did organized British eugenics immediately launch any field stud- 

ies to trace the ancestries of suspected degenerates. Indeed, the whole idea 

of family investigation caused discomfort to many in Britain, especially 

members of the peerage, who cherished their lineages and genealogies. 
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Eugenicists believed that the firstborn in any family was more likely to suf- 

fer crippling diseases and insanity than later children, and this undermined 

the inheritance concepts attached to primogeniture, by which the eldest 

often inherited everything. Essentially, they thought the peerage itself had 

become unsound. In fact, Galton and his chief disciple, Karl Pearson, 

described the House of Lords as being occupied by men “who have not 

taken the pains necessary to found or preserve an able stock.” 

Only a sea change in British popular sentiment from top to bottom, and 

an overhaul of legal restraints, would enable eugenical activity in England. 

Hence the Eugenics Education Society well understood that education 

would indeed have to be its middle name. That mission never changed. 

Almost twenty years later, when the organization shortened its name to the 

Eugenics Society, its chief organizers admitted, “It was believed that the 

object of the Society being primarily education was so universally estab- 

lished as to make the word education in the title redundant.”"* In reality, of 
course, “education” meant little more than constant propagandizing, lob- 

bying, letter writing, pamphleteering, and petitioning from the intellectual 

and scientific sidelines, where British eugenics dwelled. 

From its inception in 1908, the Eugenics Education Society had 

adopted American attitudes on negative eugenics. But with a movement 

devoid of any firsthand research in English society, the newly born EES 

was reduced to appropriating American theory from Davenport and com- 

pany, and then trying to force it into the British sociological context. 

Although an aging Galton agreed to become the society’s first “honorary 

president,” by 1910 Galton and Pearson both understood that their ideas 

were not really welcome in the society. The Galton Laboratory and the 

simple biometric ancestral outlines recorded at various collaborating insti- 

tutions by Pearson were seen as innocuous vestiges of the current move- 
ment. The society’s main function was suasion, not science.!5 

Throughout late 1909, parlor lectures were given to inquisitive audi- 

ences in Derby, Manchester, Leeds and Birmingham. Groups in Liverpool, 
Glasgow, Cardiff and London scheduled talks as well. Such propagandizing 
was repugnant to Galton and Pearson, who saw themselves as scientists. 
Moreover, while monies were being raised for a Lecture Fund to defray the 
society’s travel expenses, much of Pearson’s research remained unpublished. 
Ina January 3, 1910, interview with The Standard of London, Pearson com- 
plained about “four or five memoirs [scientific reports] on social questions 
of which the publication is delayed from lack of funds...the problem of 
funds is becoming so difficult that the question of handing it over to be pub- 
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lished outside this country has already arisen.” Almost derisively, he clari- 
fied, “The object of the Galton Laboratory is scientific investigation, and as 
scientific investigators, the staff do not attempt any form of propaganda. 

That must be left to outside agencies and associations.” !¢ 
By 1912, America’s negative eugenics had been purveyed to like- 

minded social engineers throughout Europe, especially in Germany and 

the Scandinavian nations, where theories of Nordic superiority were well 
received. Hence the First International Congress of Eugenics attracted 

several hundred delegates and speakers from the United States, Belgium, 

England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain and Norway.!’ 
Major Leonard Darwin, son of Charles Darwin and head of the EES, 

was appointed congress president. But the working vice presidents 

included several key Americans, including race theorist David Starr Jordan, 

ERO scientific director Alexander Graham Bell, and Bleeker van 

Wagenen, a trustee of New Jersey’s Vineland Training School for Feeble- 

minded Girls and Boys and secretary of the ABAs sterilization committee. 

Of course Charles Davenport also served as a working vice president.'® 

Five days of lectures and research papers were dominated by the U.S. 

contingent and their theories of racial eugenics and compulsory steriliza- 

tion. The report from what was dubbed the “American Committee on 

Sterilization” was heralded as a highlight of the meeting. One prominent 

British eugenicist, writing in a London newspaper, identified Davenport as 

an American “to whom all of us in this country are immensely indebted, for 

the work of his office has far outstripped anything of ours. ...”!? 

Although Galton had died by this point, a young Scottish physician and 

eugenic activist by the name of Caleb Saleeby informed his colleagues that 

if Galton were still alive, he would agree that eugenics was now an 

American science. If Galton could “read the recent reports of the American 

Eugenics Record Office,” wrote Saleeby, “which have added more to our 

knowledge of human heredity in the last three years than all former work 

on that subject put together, [Galton] would quickly seek to set our own 

work in this country upon the same sure basis.””° 
By the final gavel of the First International Congress of Eugenics, 

Galton’s hope of finding the measurable physical qualities of man had 

become officially passé among British eugenicists. Saleeby cheerfully 

reported, “‘Biometry’... might have never existed so far as the Congress 
was concerned.” Indeed, Pearson declined to even attend the congress. In 

newspaper articles, Saleeby denounced biometrics as a mere “pseudo- 

science.”?! 
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The society had by now successfully purveyed the notion that defective 

individuals needed to be segregated. Whenever social legislation arose, the 

society’s several dozen members would implore legislators and key decision 

makers to consider the eugenic agenda. For example, when the Poor Laws 

were being revised in 1909, a typical form letter went out. “The legislation 

for the reform of the Poor Law will be prominently before parliament. It is 

most essential that, when the reforms are made, they should include provi- 

sions for the segregation of the most defective portion of the community; it 

will be the business of the Society, during the coming year, to appeal to the 

country on this ground....” ”? 
But the crusade to mass incarcerate and segregate the unfit did not 

achieve real impetus until England considered a Mental Deficiency Act in 

1913. Like so many freestanding social issues invaded by eugenics, mental 

illness, feeblemindedness and pauperism had long been the subject of leg- 

endary argument in England. From 1886 to 1899, Britain passed an Idiots 

Act, a Lunacy Act, and a Defective and Epileptic Children Act. With the 

arrival of the twentieth century, the nation sought an updated approach.”? 
From 1904 to 1908, a Royal Commission on the Care and Control of 

the Feebleminded had deliberated the question of segregating and steriliz- 

ing the mentally unfit. The commission’s ranks included several British 

eugenicists who had formed other private associations ostensibly devoted 

to the welfare of the feebleminded, but which were actually devoted to pro- 

moting eugenic-style confinement and surgical measures. The associations 

sounded charitable and benevolent. But such groups as The National 

Association for the Care and Protection of the Feebleminded and The 
Lancashire and Cheshire Association for the Permanent Care of the 

Feebleminded really wanted to ensure that the “feebleminded”—whatever 

that meant—did not reproduce more of their kind.”* 

The ambitious British eugenic plans encompassed not just those who 

seemed mentally inferior, but also criminals, debtors, paupers, alcoholics, 

recipients of charity and “other parasites.” Despite passionate protestations 

from British eugenicists, however, the commission declined to recommend 

either widespread segregation or any form of sterilization.”> 

But eugenicists continued their crusade. In 1909 and 1910, other so- 
called welfare societies for the feebleminded, such as the Cambridge 

Association for the Care of the Feebleminded, contacted the Eugenics 

Education Society to urge more joint lobbying of the government to sanc- 

tion forced sterilization. Mass letter-writing campaigns began. Every candi- 

date for Parliament was sent a letter demanding they “support measures... 
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that tend to discourage parenthood on the part of the feebleminded and 

other degenerate types.” As in America, sterilization advocacy focused first 

and foremost on the most obviously impaired, in this case, the feeble- 

minded, but then escalated to include “other degenerate types.” Seeking 
support for the Mental Deficiency Act, society members mailed letters to 

every sitting member of Parliament, long lists of social welfare officials, and 

virtually every education committee in England. When preliminary gov- 

ernmental committees shrank from support, the society simply redoubled 

its letter-writing campaign.”° 
Finally the government agreed to consider the legislation. Home 

Secretary Winston Churchill, an enthusiastic supporter of eugenics, reas- 

sured one group of eugenicists that Britain’s 120,000 feebleminded persons 

“should, if possible, be segregated under proper conditions so that their 

curse died with them and was not transmitted to future generations.” The 

plan called for the creation of vast colonies. Thousands of Britain’s unfit 

would be moved into these colonies to live out their days.?’ 
But while on its surface the proposed Mental Deficiency Act seemed 

confined to the feebleminded, many of whom already resided in institu- 

tions, the bill was actually a stalking-horse for more draconian measures. 

The society planned to slip in language that could snare millions of 

unwanted, pauperized and other eugenically unsound families. EES presi- 

dent Major Leonard Darwin revealed his true feelings in a speech to the 

adjunct Cambridge University Eugenics Society. 

“The first step to be taken,” he explained, “ought to be to establish 

some system by which all children at school reported by their instructors to 

be specially stupid, all juvenile offenders awaiting trial, all ins-and-outs at 

workhouses, and all convicted prisoners should be examined by trained 

experts in mental defects in order to place on a register the names of all 

those thus ascertained to be definitely abnormal.” Like his colleagues in 

America, Darwin wanted to identify not just the so-called unfit, but their 

entire families as well.”8 
Darwin emphasized, “From the Eugenic standpoint this method would 

no doubt be insufficient, for the defects of relatives are only second in 

importance to the defects of the individuals themselves—indeed, in some 

cases [the defects of relatives] are of far greater importance.” British 

eugenicists were convinced that just seeming normal was not enough—the 

unfit were ancestrally flawed. Even if an individual appeared normal and 

begat normal children, he or she could still be a “carrier” who needed to be 

sterilized. One society leader, Lord Riddell, explained, “Mendelian theory 
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has disclosed that human characteristics are transmitted through carriers in 

a weird fashion. Mental-deficients may have one normal child who procre- 

ates normal children; another deficient child who procreates deficients and 

another apparently normal child who procreates some deficients and some 

normals. Mathematically, this description may not be quite accurate, but it 

will serve the purpose.”?? 
More than a decade after Rentoul first proposed mimicking U.S. laws, 

British eugenicists now lobbied to install American-style marriage restric- 

tions. Once again, it was the seemingly “normal” people that British 

eugenicists feared. Saleeby explained, “The importance... will become 

apparent when we consider the real meaning of the American demonstra- 

tion that many serious defects are Mendelian recessives. It is that there are 

many persons in the community, personally normal, who are nevertheless 

‘impure dominants’ in the Mendelian sense, and half of whose germ cells 

accordingly carry a defect. According to a recent calculation, made in one 

of the bulletins of the Eugenics Record Office, about one-third of the pop- 

ulation in the United States is thus capable of conveying mental deficiency, 

the ‘insane tendency,’ epilepsy, or some other defect. ... Their number 

would be increased... [unless] Dr. Davenport’s advice as to the mating of 

defectives with normal persons were followed, for all their offspring would 

then belong to this category.”*° 
Leonard Darwin and his colleagues hoped “a system will also be estab- 

lished for the examination of the family history of all those placed on the 

register as being unquestionably mentally abnormal, especially as regards 

the criminality, insanity, ill-health and pauperism of their relatives, and not 

omitting to note cases of marked ability.” Their near kin were to be shipped 

off to facilities, and marriages would be prohibited or annulled.3! 
But once the plan to incarcerate entire families became known, revolted 

critics declared that the eugenic aspects of the Mental Deficiency Act 
would “sentence innocent people to imprisonment for life.” In a newspaper 
article, Saleeby strongly denied such segregation need always be perma- 
nent. In a section subheadlined “No Life Sentences,” Saleeby suggested, 
“All decisions to segregate these people must be subject to continual revi- 
sion....”>? Under the society’s actual plan, however, incarcerations of ordi- 
nary people would occur not because of any observable illness or 
abnormality—but simply because of a suspect lineage. 

Leonard Darwin authored a revealing article on the proposed law in 
February of 1912 for the society’s publication, Eugenics Review. He con- 
fessed to the membership, “It is quite certain that no existing democratic 
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government would go as far as we Eugenists think right in the direction of 
limiting the liberty of the subject for the sake of the racial qualities of future 

generations. It is here we find the practical limitation to the possibility of 

immediate reform: for it is unwise to endeavor to push legislation beyond 

the bounds set by public opinion because of the dangerous reaction which 

would probably result from neglecting to pay attention to the prejudices of 
the electorate.”}? 

The First International Congress of Eugenics convened in London in 

July of 1912, at the height of the Parliamentary debate about the Mental 

Deficiency Act. Saleeby hoped the American contingent could offer their 

latest science on feeblemindedness as grist to sway lawmakers. But while 

the American delegation had spent over a year preparing a report on meth- 

ods to terminate defective family lines, they were focused on sterilization of 

the unfit, not segregation. On the eve of the congress, Saleeby bemoaned 

the lost opportunity in a newspaper editorial. “It so chances, most unfortu- 

nately,” he wrote, “that though the American Committee on Sterilization 
will present a preliminary report on the practicability of surgical measures 

for the prevention of parenthood on the part of defectives, no paper is 

being read on Mental Deficiency, of all subjects that which we should most 

have desired to hear discussed and reported widely at the present time.”3* 
Saleeby added, “Dr. Davenport, the director of the American Eugenics 

Office ...is to read a paper, but unfortunately he will not deal with the fee- 

bleminded.” Nonetheless, Saleeby saw progress. “Four years after a Report 

[by the Royal Commission on the Care and Control of the Feebleminded] 

which the American Students altogether superseded in 1909, thanks to 

their introduction of the Mendelian method, we have at last got a Mental 

Deficiency Bill through its second reading in the House of Commons.”*° 
Parliament, however, could not endorse the wholesale segregation into 

colonies envisioned by the society. Political parties clashed on the issue. 

Catholics, laborites and libertarians staunchly attacked the legislation. At 

the end of 1912, Eugenics Review informed its members, “It is with the 

deepest regret that we have had to relinquish all hope of seeking this much- 

needed measure become law this Session.” The clauses most important to 

the society were stricken. Clause 50, for example, had mandated an 

American-style marriage restriction—it was rejected. But eugenics’ sup- 

porters in the House of Commons promised to revive the bill for the next 

session. “Our efforts to secure this result,” Eugenics Review continued, 

“must not, however, be in the slightest degree relaxed. ...” Speaking to its 

several branches and affiliates throughout the nation, the publication 
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urged: “Members of Eugenic societies should continue to urge on their 

representatives in Parliament by every available means...and should 

unsparingly condemn their abandonment on account of the mere demands 

of party.”3° 
Throughout 1913, the society continued to press for eugenic action 

along American lines. One eugenically-minded doctor reintroduced the 

marriage restriction clause, asking that existing marriages to so-called 

defectives be declared “null and void.” This clause was refused. So were 
sweeping efforts to round up entire families. But in August of 1913, much 

of the bill was passed, partly for eugenic reasons and partly for social policy 

reasons. Britain’s Mental Deficiency Act took effect in April of 1914. The 

act defined four classes: idiot, imbecile, feebleminded and moral defective. 

People so identified could be institutionalized in special colonies, sanitari- 

ums or hospitals established for the purpose. A Board of Control, essen- 

tially replacing the old Lunacy Commission, was established in each area to 

take custody of defectives and transport them to the colonies or homes. A 

significant budget was allocated to fund the new national policy.*’ 
In many ways, this measure was simply an attempt to provide care and 

treatment for the needy. Colonies for epileptics, the insane, the feeble- 

minded and those suffering from other maladies were already a part of 

Britain’s national medical landscape. But to eugenicists, institutionalization 

was the same as incarceration. In a journal article, Saleeby explained to 

British readers, “The permanent care for which the Act provides is, under 

another name, the segregation which the principles of negative eugenics 

requires. ...In the United States, public opinion and understanding appear 

to be so far advanced that the American reader need not be appealed to.”** 

But as the law was finally rendered, the families of identified individuals 

were in no danger of being rounded up. Marriage restrictions were also 

rejected. The society admitted that the watered-down act “does not go as 

far as some of its promoters may have wished.” In a review, one of its mem- 

bers conceded that legislators could not in good conscience enact profound 

new policies “where so much is debatable, so much untried, or still in 

experimental stages.” Quickly, however, twenty-four Poor Law unions— 

charitable organizations—in the north of England purchased land to create 

colonies. Others proceeded much more slowly. It was all complicated 

because standards for certifying mental defectives varied widely from place 
to place.*? 

The eugenicists intended to press on, but several months later they 
were interrupted by the outbreak of World War I. 
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American eugenicists enjoyed a gargantuan research establishment, well 
funded and well staffed. The list of official and quasi-official bodies sup- 

porting or engaged in eugenical activities was long: the Carnegie 

Institution’s Experimental Station, the Eugenics Record Office, the 

Eugenics Section of the American Breeders Association (which had by now 

changed its name to the American Genetic Association), the U.S. Army, the 

Department of Agriculture, the Labor Department, agencies of the State 

Department, and a Committee of Congress. Moreover, scores of state, 

county and municipal agencies and institutions added their contributions, 
as did a network of biology, zoology, genetic and eugenic departments at 

some of the country’s most respected private and state universities. 

Buttressing all of it was a network of organizations, such as the Eugenics 

Research Association in New York, the Human Betterment Foundation in 

California, the Race Betterment Foundation in Michigan, as well as profes- 

sional organizations throughout the medical and scientific fields. A 

labyrinth of American laws, enough to fill a five hundred-page guide to 

sterilization legislation, innervated the sterilization enterprise.” 

At any given time there were hundreds of field workers, clinicians, 

physicians, social workers, bureaucrats and raceologists fanning out across 

America, pulling files from dimly-lit county record halls, traipsing through 

bucolic foothills and remote rural locations, measuring skulls and chest 

sizes in prisons, asylums and health sanitariums, and scribbling notes in the 

clinics and schools of urban slums. They produced a prodigious flow of 

books, journal articles, reports, columns, tables, charts, facts and figures 

where tallies, ratios and percentages danced freely, bowed and curtsied to 

make the best possible impression, and could be relied upon for encores as 

required. Little of it made sense, and even less of it was based on genuine 

science. But there was so much of it that policymakers were often cowed by 

the sheer volume of it. 
British eugenic groups were merely eager end users. 

But the Eugenics Education Society understood that it would be nearly 

impossible to apply American eugenic principles to the British social con- 

text without native research. Certainly, Galton and Pearson had been 

devoted to statistics from the beginning. Galton was the one who came up 

with the idea of family pedigree. His first efforts at organized human meas- 

urement, self-financed, were launched in the 1880s. Galton even created his 

own short-lived Eugenics Record Office in 1904, which was soon merged 
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with Pearson’s Biometric Laboratory. But lack of funds, lack of manpower 
and lack of momentum made these slow and careful pursuits far too tenta- 

tive for the new breed of British eugenicists. Although pedigrees were faith- 

fully published in the Galton Laboratory’s multivolume Treasury of Human 

Inheritance, this was done not so much to show transmissible flaws as a prel- 

ude to sterilization, but rather to track the incidence of disease and defect, 

demonstrating the need to carefully control one’s progeny.*! 
After a few years, Pearson and his circle of biometricians became bitter 

and isolated from the movement at large. At one point the Carnegie 

Institution routinely dispatched a staff scientist from its Department of 

Physiological Psychology, Professor Walter Miles, to tour European 

eugenic and biological laboratories. Miles made a proper appointment at 

Pearson’s laboratory with the receptionist. But when Miles arrived, he was 

rudely refused entry. Nor was Miles even allowed to announce his presence 

or leave a message. Miles complained in a confidential memo, “She said 

that Dr. Pearson was an extremely busy man and could not be interrupted.” 

The Carnegie representative was also denied a courtesy tour in the compu- 

tational section of the lab away from Pearson. “The porter,” continued 

Miles, “would not even take my card with a written statement on it that I 

had called and was exceedingly sorry...not to have been able to visit the 

Laboratory.” An irritated Carnegie lab director in Boston later demanded 

an explanation of Pearson. An antagonistic exchange of letters culminated 

in a blunt message from the Boston director to Pearson declaring that the 

Carnegie Institution “will have to forgo the privilege of having personal 

contact with you or your associates. ... It is more than obvious that visitors 
are not wanted.” 

Galtonian biometrics and sample pedigrees remained handy relics 

within the British eugenics establishment, but the Eugenics Education 

Society was convinced it needed more substantial homegrown research to 
advance its legislative agenda. It tried to utilize ERO-style pedigrees in 
1910 when a Poor Law reform committee asked for information. From the 
society’s point of view, the “conclusion that pauperism is due to inherent 
defects which are hereditarily transmitted” was inescapable. In some cases 
pauper pedigrees reached back four generations, enabling society lobbyists 
to declare, “There is no doubt that there exists a hereditary class of persons 
who will not make any attempt to work.”8 

Yet the Royal Commission on the Poor Law—in both its minority and 
majority reports—found the few cases unconvincing. The eugenic view- 
point “was almost wholly neglected,” as the society’s liaison committee 
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bemoaned. “It soon appeared,” a 1910-1911 society annual report admit- 
ted, “that before anything could be ascertained concerning the existence of 
a biological cause of pauperism, research must be made into a number of 
pauper family histories.” 

Ernest J. Lidbetter stepped forward to emulate the American model. 
He would lead the society’s charge toward a semblance of convincing 

research. But it took him twenty-two years to complete his work and pub- 

lish his results. When he eventually did so, it was amid accusations and 

acrimony by and among his colleagues.* 
Lidbetter was neither a physician nor a scientist. Since 1898, he had 

been a case investigator with the Poor Law Authority in London. He was 

eventually assigned to Bethnal Green, one the East End’s most poverty- 

wracked districts. It had been a zone of impoverishment for decades. Once 

the society began probing pauper heritage, the eugenic match was made. In 

about 1910, Lidbetter became a proponent of the society’s hereditarian 

view of pauperism, speaking to his fellow relief officers through the 

Metropolitan Relieving Officer’s Association, university circles and at will- 

ing venues. The EES thanked Lidbetter for his help when several work- 

houses contributed family tree data to the society.* 

Lidbetter’s outlook was expressed perfectly in his lecture to a few dozen 

colleagues one Wednesday night in 1913, at a board meeting of the 

Metropolitan Relieving Officer’s Association. Research into hereditary 

pauperism, far advanced in America and accepted in many official circles, 

was just starting in England. Eugenic notions were completely new to his 

audience. Lidbetter displayed heredity diagrams and insisted that England 

was plagued by a biologically distinct “race of chronic pauper stocks.” He 

insisted that doubters “had to be answered, not in the light of their opinion, 

but by a series of cases checked, tested and confirmed over and over again.” 
Hence he urged their cooperation in assembling pauper pedigrees from 

amongst their poverty cases.*” 
Attempts to create more than token samples of degenerate family trees 

were interrupted by the Great War, which began in the fall of 1914. British 

eugenics understandably slid into the background. In 1918, after shell- 

shocked soldiers climbed out of Europe’s muddy trenches, British eugenics 

slowly regrouped. Lidbetter did not resume his examination of degenerate 

families until March of 1923, more than a decade after he had begun. By 

this time the Eugenics Education Society had been infused with other sci- 

entists, including the esteemed agronomist and statistician Ronald A. 
Fisher. Fisher had calculated the Mendelian and genetic secrets of various 
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strains of potatoes and wheat, and he had used this information to create 

more effective manures at an experimental agriculture station north of 

London. He and others were now applying the coefficients and correla- 

tions so successful in mixing fertilizer and spawning stronger crops to com- 

plex hereditary formulas for humans. Fisher tacked the essence of Pearson’s 

biometric measurements and agrarian science onto American Mendelism 

to create his own strain of eugenics.” 
Lidbetter finally resumed his simple work in March of 1923, with a sur- 

vey of all the indigents of Bethnal Green’s workhouses and welfare clinics. 

He counted 1,174 people. But the society, especially its so-called Research 

Committee, which now included Fisher, insisted on proper statistical “con- 

trol groups.” Lidbetter, a welfare worker, was lost. Control groups? Should 

he compare streets, or maybe homes, perhaps families, or would one school 

against another be a better idea? In any event there was no money to 

finance such as effort. Eventually someone donated a token £20, which 

allowed a student to begin field work in the summer of 1923. But as the 

project sputtered on, it made little progress.” 
The society shopped around for a few hundred pounds here and there, 

with little luck. In September of 1923, Laughlin showed up. He was in the 

middle of his Congressional immigration mission. The society provided 

him office space for three weeks so he could undertake American-style 

pedigree research on eugenically suspect immigration applicants. The soci- 

ety’s difficulties were instantly apparent to him. England was helping too 

many of its indigent citizens. Laughlin wrote to his colleague Judge Harry 

Olson in Chicago. “England has a particular hard eugenic problem before 

her, because her Poor Law system has worked anti-eugenic, although from 

the standpoint of pure charity, it has saved much individual suffering.”*° 
Eugenicists from Laughlin to Lidbetter were staunchly opposed to 

charitable works as a dysgenic force, that is, a factor that promoted eugeni- 

cally unacceptable results. Lidbetter, a Poor Law officer charged with help- 

ing the disadvantaged, regularly lectured his fellow relief officers that 

charity only “created an environment in which the worst could survive as 
well as the best.” He believed that poor people were “parasites” and that 

“public and private charity tended to encourage the increase of this class.”>! 

Disdain for charity dramatically increased during and after World 

War I, especially among eugenic theorists such as David Starr Jordan, 

Laughlin and indeed many Britons. They postulated that in war, only the 

strong and brave killed each other. In other words, in war, the finest 

eugenic specimens of every nation would die off en masse, leaving the 
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cowards, the infirm, the physically incapable and the biologically weak to 
survive and multiply. 

In articles, speeches and booklets, eugenicists lamented the loss of life. 
In his 1915 booklet, War and the Breed, David Starr Jordan wrote as a con- 
cerned American, years before the U.S. entered the conflict. Jordan 
mourned the dead young men of Scotland, Oxford and Cambridge. He 

quoted one war dispatch: “Ypres cost England 50,000 out of 120,000 men 

engaged. The French and Belgian loss [is estimated] at 70,000 killed and 

wounded, that of the Germans at 375,000. In that one long battle, Europe 

lost as many men as the North lost in the whole Civil War.”>} More then 

seven million would ultimately die in the Great War. 

Yet eugenicists seemed more distressed that the strong were dying on 

the battlefield while the inferior remained. Jordan railed in his volume, 

“Father a weed, mother a weed, do you expect the daughter to be a saffron 

root?” The Eugenics Education Society published another typical article 

entitled “Skimming the Cream, Eugenics and the Lost Generation.” War 

was denounced as dysgenic because “the cream of the race will be taken and 

the skimmed milk will be left.”** 
Lidbetter’s research efforts were still unable, however, to attract the 

financial or investigative resources needed to convince British policymak- 

ers to do away with their unfit by a widespread American-style program of 

sterilization. By 1926, the quest for financing had compelled the society to 

plead with a Harvard eugenic psychologist, “English finances are inde- 

scribable, and we greatly fear our work will be brought to a standstill for 

want of the small sum needed, namely £300-£500 per year.”*° 

An internal struggle developed within the society as skilled statisticians, 

such as Fisher, tried to oust Lidbetter from the Research Committee leader- 

ship in an attempt to improve the appearance of studies. ‘The minutes of acri- 

monious meetings were doctored to conceal the degree of organizational 

strife. Financial resources dwindled. Lidbetter’s meagerly paid assistant quit 

over money. At one point the society was unable to acquire the family index 

cards Lidbetter had accumulated. The society’s general secretary, Cora 

Hodson, wrote to the new assistant, “I am trying to persuade Mr. Lidbetter to 

let us duplicate his index... keeping cards here. ... may not succeed....”*° 
But Lidbetter’s new assistant also quit within a year, again for lack of 

money. On September 15, 1927, Hodson revealed to a member, “I am 

rather seriously troubled about Mr. Lidbetter’s research work. Funds have 
dropped tragically off....We are now faced with the loss of [an assis- 

tant] ...simply for want of an adequate salary.”*’ 
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Years of solitary and unfinanced effort had produced precious little data 

to support the society’s vituperative rhetoric against so-called defectives. 

When the issue of publishable “results” came up, the society was forced to 

inform its membership, “It is impossible to speak of the ‘result’ of an inves- 

tigation such as this after so short a period of work. The sum of money avail- 

able was enough to provide an investigator for only a few months. ... Much 

useful work has been recorded and the outline of seven promising pedigrees 

prepared. In none of these however was it possible in the time available to 

prepare the work in such detail as to warrant publication.”*® 
Eventually, in 1932, after many society squabbles and a cascade of 

attempted committee coups, Lidbetter arranged to publish his results. He 

planned a multivolume set. “There is good hope of funds for the publica- 

tion of a first volume to be contributed from the U.S.A.,” a society official 

wrote. But that funding fell through. The first book in his series was finally 

released in England, but it was also the last; the other volumes were 

dropped. During the first three decades of the twentieth century, British 

eugenicists were forced to rely mainly on American research because it was 

the only other English-language science available to them, except for mate- 

rials from Scandinavia and Germany—and these too had generally been 

translated by American sources. In February of 1926, the society secretary 

had sent off a note to a member, “Do you read German? The most 

thoughtful articles on the new methods are in a Swiss medical journal.”>? 
At one point Saleeby bragged that he had accumulated a eugenic bibli- 

ography 514 pages long. But this bibliography was in fact the work of 

University of California zoology professor Samuel J. Holmes, and it was 

published by the university’s academic press. 
As late as mid-1925, EES secretary Hodson was still seeking elemen- 

tary information on heredity. On June 17, 1925, she dispatched a letter to 
Yale University’s Irving Fisher, who headed the Eugenics Research 
Association. “My Council is considering the question of trying to extend 
the knowledge of heredity by liaison with our Breeders Associations. They 
are eager to get as much information as possible about the very successful 
work in Eugenics done by the American Breeders’ Association, and I shall 
be most grateful if you will ... forward any particulars that you think will be 
useful, or to tell me with whom I should communicate on the matter.” She 
was referred to the Eugenics Record Office at Cold Spring Harbor.®! 

When Hodson tried to interest British high schools in adding eugenics 
to their curriculums, she wrote to the American Eugenics Society for infor- 
mation. “We are just making a beginning over here,” she wrote, “with defi- 
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nite eugenic teaching in schools and it will be most helpful to me to be able 
to say that something concrete is being done in the United States, even if I 
cannot give chapter and verse for statistics.” 

When British officials needed information on sterilization, they often 

wrote to America, bypassing the Eugenics Education Society—which had 

in 1926 changed its name to the Eugenics Society. In the spring of 1928, 

for example, when the medical officer for the County Council of 

Middlesex sought preliminary information on “sterilization of mental 

defectives,” he wrote a letter directly to the American Social Hygiene 

Association, a Rockefeller-endowed organization in New York. In his 

response, the acting director of ASHA’s Division of Legal and Protective 

Measures took the liberty of mentioning to the Middlesex medical officer 

Laughlin’s vast legislative guide, Eugenical Sterilization in the United States. 

ASHA contacted Laughlin and asked him to send anything additional 

“which might be of aid to him. We are sure he would appreciate anything 

you may be able to send.”® 
By the late twenties, thousands of Americans had been forcibly steril- 

ized. British eugenicists believed that America was lighting the way while 

Britain cowered in the shadows. British eugenicists were steadfast in their 

determination to introduce similar legislation in England. This meant a 

continued reliance on the science of Laughlin and Davenport. 

The tradition already existed. On January 29, 1924, Laughlin had lec- 

tured at a society meeting. He described the American approach. “Then we 

go down still further and include the great mass of people, about nine- 

tenths of humanity. Then there is the submerged tenth, the socially inade- 

quate persons who must be prevented. from reproducing. If we. try to 

‘them by ty] types, we must call them the insane, the feebleminded, the 
pau jupers; the epileptic, the criminals, and so on. These people, and the fam- 

ily stocks that produce them... _ must be cut off and prevented from repro- 

ducing at-all.”* 
Bad sagolaketphasivet that it was not enough to sterilize an individual; 

his entire extended family needed to be sterilized as well. “I do not believe 

that humanity would ever make... eugenical progress if it simply prevented _ 

these individuals from reproducing. In order to prevent the reproduction 

of such individuals, we have to go up higher into the upper strata, and find 

out which families are reproducing these degenerates. The remedy lies in _ 

drying up t the source. It is the pedigree rather than the individual basis of 

selection that counts in racial fortunes.” This mandate was published more 

than a year later in the April 1925 Eugenics Review as a reminder. The soci- 
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ety was determined to follow the American lead and sterilize all suspects, 

not just the obvious ones.” 
In 1927, still desperate for research, Hodson circulated a draft letter 

endorsing eugenics in Britain. Members of the society were to sign these 

letters and mail them en masse to the editors of the Times—without disclos- 

ing their affiliations. “Two distinguished American authors,” the proposed 

letter began, “have recently calculated that 1,000 college graduates will 

have scarcely 200 grown up great-grandsons, whilst 1,000 miners will have 

3,700. We have no reason to doubt these figures, though unfortunately 

British statistics give us no means of checking them accurately. ... We have 

nothing based on past experiences to guide us....”°° The nation was still 

reeling from a devastating coal miners’ strike and Hodson’s letter was 

surely designed to inflame. 

The society was sending strategic letters to newspaper editors because it 

intended to make its strongest push to legalize sterilization. The first step in 

the British game plan, segregation, was faltering. Sterilization was needed. 

Medical, welfare and eugenic circles had been debating the subject for years. 

The British Medical Association’s section on medical sociology had exam- 
ined the subject extensively in 1923; Hodson appeared before the group and 

proclaimed that at least 10 percent of the nation must be forcibly sterilized 

at once—or many more would need to be sterilized within one or two gen- 

erations. This warning became a popular slogan for society advocates.® 

By 1926, British intelligence testers were surprised to discover that the 

number of mental defectives had vastly increased and maintenance costs 

were running as high as £4 million annually. Within three years, govern- 

ment investigators, employing mental tests designed by the Americans 

Goddard, ‘Terman and Yerkes, claimed that the numbers of the mentally 
deficient had almost doubled in two decades, from 156,000 in 1909 when 

numbers were being gathered during the first Royal Commission to some 

300,000 in 1929. The rate of mental deficiency had nearly doubled as well, 

they claimed, from 4.6 per thousand to 8.56 per thousand.® There was no 
way to know if the numbers had genuinely doubled or were merely a result 

of Terman and Goddard’s questionable methodology—which had recently 
deemed 70 percent of American military recruits feebleminded. 

The alarming new intelligence statistics were produced by the govern- 

ment’s Mental Deficiency Committee, established to investigate mental 
defectives under the leadership of Sir Arthur Wood. Wood was a former 

assistant secretary of the medical branch of the Board of Education. Several 

eugenic advocates were associated with the Mental Deficiency Committee, 
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and the resulting 1929 three-volume Wood Report closely resembled 

eugenic thinking on the deterioration of British intelligence levels. The 

committee used a new category, the “Social Problem Group,” to describe 

the subnormal tenth of the nation. The Social Problem Group was com- 

prised not only mental deficients, but also criminals, epileptics, paupers, 

alcoholics and the insane. Wood speculated that Britain was afflicted by a 

large number of problem types who although not certifiable, were never- 

theless “carriers.” The committee thanked the eugenics movement for its 

service in addressing the problem, but declined to endorse sterilization.© It 

was a significant setback. 

To the additional outrage of eugenic activists, government policymak- 

ers now recommended that the many colonies and custodial institutions 

governed under the Mental Deficiency Act stop operating as mere long- 

term warehouses of people. Instead, these facilities “should be used for the 

purpose of stabilizing, training and equipping defectives for life in the com- 

munity, [rather] than providing permanent homes,” as one society memo 

glumly reported. The society complained that these colonies would soon 

be “turned into ‘flowing lakes’ rather than remain as ‘stagnant pools.’” 

Deinstitutionalization would reverse all the society had sought to achieve.” 
Sterilization was now more imperative than ever. By early 1929, the 

society mounted a fresh campaign to pass a national sterilization act. In 

mid-February of 1929, they sent a petition to Minister of Health Neville 

Chamberlain, a future prime minister. “Segregation as a remedy is failing,” 

the resolution advised, “principally owing to the increasing number of defi- 

cients and the enormous costs.””! 

Within sixty days, a preliminary sterilization bill was drafted and circu- 

lated. It proposed coercive sterilization for those certified as feebleminded 

or about to be released from an institution; it also mandated broad mar- 

riage prohibitions, gave the state the power to unmarry couples, and crimi- 

nalized the concealment of sterilization from a spouse. A postscripted 

suggestion declared, “If ever we have a proper system of registration, each 

person would have a card (or some equivalent), and on this card [eugenic] 

events, such as cancellation of marriage should be entered.” Sir Frederick 

Willis had assembled the draft law almost two years earlier and passed it 

along to the society with one condition. “Should you care to use this draft, 

I should prefer that it should not be known that I have had anything to do 

with it; it does not necessarily represent my view.””” 

Eugenic stalwarts began propagandizing in earnest. Lord Riddell cre- 

ated a position paper for the Medico-Legal Society, a copy of which was 
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duly forwarded to Chamberlain. Citing the many billions devoted to caring 

for the unfit, Riddell cautioned, “Unless we are careful, we shall be eaten 

out of house and home by lunatics and mental deficients.” Riddell then 

quoted Harvard eugenicist Edward East. “Professor East says “We are get- 

ting a larger and larger quantity of human dregs at the bottom of our 

national vats.’” Assuring that vasectomy did not reduce sex drive, Riddell 
asserted, “This is confirmed by replies sent to questionnaires put to 75 nor- 

mal, intelligent, mostly professional American men who had undergone 

voluntary sterilization.... The dangers for men are negligible, and for 

women, in light of the Californian experience, not very serious.””’ 
Indeed, Riddell emphasized that the proposed British law was effica- 

cious because, “In California, where the law is similar to that now advo- 

cated, the results have been highly satisfactory.””* 

A Committee for Legalising Sterilization was formed in about 1930, and 

it began proffering intellectual position papers and suggestions for a draft 

law fused with layers of standard eugenic dogma. The phrase “voluntary 

sterilization” was employed to make it more palatable to the British public. 

The bill also provided so-called “safeguards” that would allow court- 

appointed guardians to make the decision for the individual—which techni- 

cally constituted a voluntary decision. One report from the Committee for 

Legalising Sterilization repeatedly pointed to the 8,515 compulsory steril- 

izations performed throughout America, and especially California, as 

precedents. The CLS explained that California had performed 5,820 sur- 

geries up until January 1, 1928, and had increased that number to 6,255 by 

January 1, 1929. These procedures were largely recorded as “voluntary.” 

The committee’s report explained, “In the California institutions, the 

defectives have been made to feel that by asking for sterilization, they are 

behaving in a laudable and socially useful manner.””° 
Eugenicists also capitalized on legitimate economic fears arising from 

years of crippling domestic strikes and the worldwide depression. Lord 

Riddell had challenged both the Medico-Legal Society and the Ministry of 

Health with visceral economic rhetoric. He calculated that the annual cost 
of caring for a growing population of the unfit could skyrocket to well 

above £16 million. “One is appalled by the prospect of multiplying these 

vast colonies of the lost, and...the injustice...of erecting splendid new 

buildings to house lunatics and mental defectives, when thousands of 

sound citizens are unable to secure decent dwellings at a moderate rent.” 

He hammered, “As it is, the abnormal citizen receives far more care and 
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attention than the normal one.... Consider an alternative solution— 
namely sterilization.””° 

In 1930 the society launched another attempt to create a consensus of 
sorts among welfare organizations, the medical establishment and the 
British populace. A sudden endowment helped enormously. The society’s 

financial problems disappeared when a wealthy Australian sheep rancher 

who periodically visited England (but spent most of his time at his villa in 

Nice, France) endowed the society. His name was Henry Twitchen. A 

bizarre and diseased man whom society elders called a “queer being,” 

Twitchen had become enamored with eugenics in the early twenties and 

had promised to bequeath his fortune to the society. He died in 1929. 

Although his fortune had shrunk by that time, the £70,000 he donated 

changed everything for the organization now known as the Eugenics 

Society. One society official happily remembered that the money suddenly 

made the organization “rich.”””’ Money meant travel expenses, pamphlet 
printing, better orchestrated letter-writing campaigns and the other essen- 

tials of political crusades. 

Lidbetter’s study, for whatever it was worth, was still unpublished. To 

compensate for their total lack of scientific evidence other than the 

American offerings, which even then were becoming increasingly discred- 

ited, in mid-1930 the society reached out to Germany, where expanding 

eugenic research was producing prodigious volumes of literature. German 

eugenicists were only too happy to forward packets of materials, including 

a five-page explication of the existing German literature on feebleminded- 

ness along with four reprints. One of these essays, “Psychiatric Indications 

for Sterilization,” was translated by the society and published as a pam- 

phlet. Most of all, the German studies reflected the control groups that the 

statisticians demanded. One essay explained, “My procedure is to ascertain 

the number of psychopaths a) in an affected family, b) in families carefully 

selected ... [and] a sample of the average population.””® 
Packets of documentation from Germany did not prevent Hodson 

from expressing her continuing admiration for American eugenics. On 

June 11, 1930, Hodson wrote to her counterpart at the American Eugenics 

Society that her recent review of “the wide and far-seeing development of 

the task in the United States” only reinforced her belief in the primacy of 

America’s movement. “I used to say, when asked,” Hodson added, “that I 

thought probably Germany was taking Eugenics most seriously, but I am 

quite sure that now the American Eugenics Society leads the world.” 
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British efforts, Hodson admitted, “are not covering even one-third of the 

field of your committees.””” 
Hodson’s continuing appreciation for American eugenics was under- 

standable. Throughout the first half of 1930, Hodson had corresponded 

with Davenport in preparation for a gathering of international eugenic sci- 

entists in September. Davenport would serve as president of the confer- 

ence. In February of 1930, Hodson wrote him for approval of conference 

dates and discussion topics, and then asked if she could print the program 

in both French and English for distribution. Hodson hoped that 

Davenport’s latest views on race mixing would “wake up our Government 

people....” She added, “There is another point of importance for England 

in this connection—our anthropologists are not working much in uni- 

son....[The conference’s work] might be a focus in getting their activities 

combinedssqe7°? 
In March of 1930 she wrote Davenport asking if any good films could 

be brought over from the ERO to screen at the conference. “Our English 

films I should offer only in the last resort as we are not really proud of 

them.” A few days later, Davenport wrote back answering Hodson’s cascade 

of questions, approving or rejecting detail after detail. In April, Hodson 

sent a letter to colleagues explaining, “Dr Davenport hopes that this year, 

the American interest in standardisation of human measurements may be 

linked up with the work proceeding in that direction in England....”®! 

In May, Davenport mailed Hodson another long list of approvals and 

declinations of her ideas. Typical was his review of her draft letters, which 

Davenport had to approve. “I think the draft of Letter #2 is to be preferred 

to #1. Of course, it is much weaker than #1 but may serve as a penultimate. 

Something like your draft #1 might serve as an ultimate and then we can 

prepare an ultissimum, if that has no effect.”*? Davenport was accustomed 
to treating Hodson like a secretary, not a general secretary. 

A month later, however, Davenport cancelled his trip altogether, saying 

he was suddenly in poor health and in need of a long rest. It was after this 

unexpected cancellation that Hodson finally turned to the Germans for 

information, in July of 1930, since German eugenicists would now be run- 

ning the conference in Davenport’s absence.®*? 
That summer Britain first confronted American-style eugenics. Dr. 

Lionel L. Westrope was the doctor at the High Teams institution located in 

London’s Gateshead district. He impressed Ministry of Health officials as 
“an enthusiast on the question of the sterilisation of the unfit and was 
inclined to mix up the therapeutic and sociological aspects of these cases.” 
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Around June of 1930, supervisors discovered that Westrope was castrating 
young men. He admitted to having performed two in May of 1930, and a 
third on an unknown date.*+ 

William George Wilson had been admitted as a diagnosed imbecile to 
the Gateshead mental ward about a decade earlier. Later, Wilson was 
described as “thoroughly degenerate... extremely dirty and absolutely 
indifferent as to his personal appearance.” Wilson also masturbated exces- 
sively, so much so “that there was actually hemorrhage from the penis.” His 
mother reportedly caught the boy masturbating once and asked for help. 
Westrope castrated Wilson, then twenty-two years old, and reported, “the 

improvement was wonderful. Not only did the patient cease to masturbate, 

but, three months after the operation, he began to take some interest in his 

appearance....” Buta year later Wilson died, supposedly of pneumonia.* 

Nonetheless, Westrope was encouraged. In February of 1930, an eight- 

year-old boy named Henry Lawton was brought to Gateshead for being an 

“epileptic imbecile, unable to talk” and for suffering what Westrope called 

“fits.” After admission, Henry was discovered writhing on his stomach, as 

though in a “sexual connection.” When staffers rolled him over they found 

his penis to be erect. No determination was made as to whether the writh- 

ing was a “fit,” an epileptic seizure or just ordinary prepubescent activity. 

On May 7, 1930, the boy was castrated.*° 
Five days later, fifteen-year-old Richard Pegram was arrested for 

allegedly sexually assaulting a woman. The record stated that Pegram 

“pushed up against her and said that he was ‘horny.’” When asked to explain, 

Pegram flippantly replied, “Well, I had the ‘horn.’” Police immediately 

brought the young man to Gateshead. Within days, he too was castrated.*’ 
When the Ministry of Health learned of Westrope’s illegal surgeries, a 

flurry of anxious memos and reports were exchanged as astonished officials 

tried to find some way to justify what they themselves knew was criminal 

castration. Westrope claimed he had parental consent. Officials bluntly 

rejected this assertion. One wrote, “Consent or no consent, the surgeon is 

guilty of unlawful wounding...and in the case of [the] death, manslaugh- 

ter.” As officials passed the reports back and forth, some of them scribbled 

in the margins that two of the boys had not even been certified as mentally 

defective. One wrote, “This was NOT a case of certified mental defect.” 

Another penned in the margin, “Not a certified case.” Hence there was no 

possibility of arguing therapeutic necessity. 
Westrope himself simply claimed that it had not occurred to him that 

the procedure might be illegal. But in fact anyone associated with the sur- 
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geries might have been held civilly or criminally responsible, including 

Board of Control officials themselves. The Board of Control had custody 

over the boys. On August 1, 1930, facing the prospect of criminal prosecu- 

tion, Board of Control Chairman Sir Lawrence Brock wrote a letter to a 

Ministry of Health attorney providing all the details and admitting that the 

boys had been castrated “as the result of sexual misbehavior.” Brock then 

added, “If sterilization is to be carried out by Medical Officers of Poor Law 

Institutions it would in any case seem to be preferable to adopt the 

American method [of vasectomy] and not resort to the extremer course of 

actual castration.”®? 
The matter was hushed up as some sort of therapeutic necessity or 

medical oversight. Westrope was not prosecuted and remained at his post 

at Gateshead. He was, however, required to submit an immediate letter of 

apology, and to promise not to do it again. On October 14, Westrope, writ- 

ing on Gateshead Borough letterhead, penned a short note to Ministry of 

Health officials: “I now hereby give an undertaking, that I will not perform 

the operation again, until such time as the operation may be legalized.” 

Two days later, a supervising doctor came by and asked Westrope to sign 

the note, which he did. Nine years later, Westrope was still presiding at 

Gateshead, and even sat as a merit judge in awarding gold medals to ambu- 

lance crews who distinguished themselves by promptly delivering patients 

to the institutions.” 
The campaign to legalize sterilization continued in 1930, Westrope’s 

misconduct notwithstanding. However, despite efforts to convince policy- 

makers, the British people simply could not stomach the notion. Labor was 

convinced that the plan was aimed almost exclusively at the poor. Catholics 

believed that eugenics, breeding and sterilization were all offenses against 

God and the Church, and indeed in some cases a form of murder.?! 

With a sense that eugenic marriage restrictions and annulments, as well 

as sterilization, would soon be enacted in Britain, the Vatican spoke out. 

On December 31, 1930, Pope Pius XI issued a wide-ranging encyclical on 

marriage; in it he condemned eugenics and its fraudulent science. “That 

pernicious practice must be condemned,” he wrote, “which closely touches 

upon the natural right of man to enter matrimony but affects also in a real 

way the welfare of the offspring. For there are some who over solicitous for 

the cause of eugenics... put eugenics before aims of a higher order, and by 
public authority wish to prevent from marrying all those whom, even 
though naturally fit for marriage, they consider, according to the norms 
and conjectures of their investigations, would, through hereditary trans- 
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mission, bring forth defective offspring. And more, they wish to legislate to 
deprive these of that natural faculty by medical action [sterilization] despite 
their unwillingness. ...% 

“Public magistrates have no direct power over the bodies of their subjects; 
therefore, where no crime has taken place and there is no cause present for 
grave punishment, they can never directly harm, or tamper with the integrity 
of the body, either for the reasons of eugenics or for any other reason.” 

Making clear that the destruction of a child for any “eugenic ‘indica- 
tion” was nothing less than murder, the encyclical went on to quote 
Exodus: “Thou shalt not kill.”* 

Disregarding religious and popular sentiment, the society pressed on. 
Articles that they promoted continued to warn British readers of the dan- 

gers posed by family lines such as America’s Jukes; readers were also 

reminded of the success California was having with sterilization. But 

Labor and Catholics would not budge. Nor would their representatives in 

Parliament.” 
Two more papal decrees, issued in March of 1931, denounced both pos- 

itive and negative eugenics. On July 21, 1931, A. G. Church exercised his 

right under the House of Commons’ Ten Minute Rule to put the issue to a 

test. Under the Ten Minute Rule, debate would be massively curtailed. 

Church was a member of the Eugenics Society’s Committee on Voluntary 

Sterilization, and in his ten minutes he stressed the strictly “voluntary” 

nature of his measure. But then he let it slip. He admitted that, indeed, the 

voluntary proposal offered that day was only the beginning. Ultimately, 

eugenicists favored compulsory sterilization.” 
Sterilization opponents in the House of Commons “crushed” Church, 

as it was later characterized. In the defeat that followed, Church was voted 

down 167 to 89. He was not permitted to introduce his legislation. Society 

leaders were forced to admit that it was Labor’s opposition and the 

Church’s encyclicals that finally defeated their efforts.” 

Still unwilling to give up, within a few weeks the society began inviting 

more experts to form yet another special commission. Constantly trumpet- 

ing the successes in California and other American states, the society con- 
vinced Minister of Health Chamberlain to convene a special inquiry to 

investigate the Social Problem Group and how to stop its proliferation. 

The man selected to lead the commission was Board of Control Chairman 
Brock, the same man who had presided over the Gateshead debacle.”® 

The Brock Commission convened in June of 1932. One of its first acts 

was to ask the British Embassy in Washington and its consulates through- 
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out the nation to compile state-by-state figures on the numbers of men and 

women sterilized in America. British consular officials launched a nation- 
wide fact-finding mission to compile America’s legislation precedents and 

justifications. Numerous state officials, from Virginia to California, 

assisted consular officials. Reams of interlocutory reports produced by the 

Brock Commission advocated using American eugenic sterilization as a 

model, and in 1934 the commission formally recommended that Britain 

adopt similar policies. Section 86 of the recommendations, entitled “The 

Problem of the Carrier,” endorsed the idea that the greatest eugenic threat 

to society was the person who seemed “norma!” but was actually a carrier of 

mental defect. “It is clear that the carrier is the crux of the problem,” the 

Brock Report concluded, bemoaning that science had not yet found a 

means of identifying such people with certainty.” 
But for opponents, the Brock Report only served to confirm their rejec- 

tion of sterilization in Britain. The Trades Union Congress condemned the 

idea, insisting that protracted unemployment might itself be justification 

for being classed “unfit.” In plain words, Labor argued that such applica- 

tions of eugenics could lead to “extermination.” The labor congress’s reso- 

lution declared: “It is quite within the bounds of human possibility that 

those who want the modern industrial evils under the capitalist system to 

continue, may see in sterilization an expedient, degrading though it may 

be, to exterminate the victims of the capitalist system.”!°° 

No action was ever taken on Brock’s recommendations. By this time it 

was 1934, and the Nazis had implemented their own eugenic sterilization 

regime. In Germany, the weak, political dissidents, and Jews were being 

sterilized by the tens of thousands.!°! The similarities were obvious to the 
British public. 



CHAPTER | D 

Eugenic Imperialism 

merican eugenicists saw mankind as a biological cesspool. 

After purifying America from within, and preventing defective strains 

from reaching U.S. shores, they planned to eliminate undesirables from the 

rest of the planet. In 1911, the Eugenics Section of the American Breeders 

Association, in conjunction with the Carnegie Institution, began work 

upon its Report of the Committee to Study and to Report on the Best Practical 

Means for Cutting Off the Defective Germ-Plasm in the Human Population. 

The last of eighteen points was entitled “International Co-operation.” Its 

intent was unmistakable: the ERO would undertake studies “looking 

toward the possible application of the sterilization of defectives in foreign 

countries, together with records of any such operations. ...” The American 

eugenics movement intended to turn its sights on “the extent and nature of 

the problem of the socially inadequate in foreign countries.” This would 

be accomplished by incessant international congresses, federations and sci- 

entific exchanges. 

Global eugenics began in 1912 with the First International Congress of 

Eugenics in London. At that conference, the dominant American contin- 

gent presented its report on eliminating all social inadequates worldwide. 

Their blueprint for world eugenic action was overwhelmingly accepted, so 

much so that after the congress the Carnegie Institution published the 

study as a special two-part bulletin.’ 
International cooperation soon began to coalesce. That first congress 

welcomed delegations from many countries, but five in particular sent 

major consultative committees: the United States, Germany, Belgium, Italy 
and France. During the congress, these few leaders constituted themselves 

as a so-called International Eugenics Committee. This new body first met 

a year later. On August 4, 1913, prominent eugenic leaders from the 

United States, England, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy and 

Norway converged on Paris. This new international eugenics oversight 

230) 
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committee would function under various names and in various member 
configurations as the supreme international eugenics agency, deciding 

when and where congresses would be held, which national committees and 

institutions would be recognized, and which eugenic policies would be pur- 

sued. The dozen or so men scheduled a second planning session for one 

year later, August 15, 1914, in Belgium. They also scheduled the Second 

International Congress of Eugenics, which would be open to delegates 

from all nations and held two years later, in 1915, in New York.’ 

But in August of 1914, Germany invaded Belgium. 

A continent-wide war ignited before Europe’s eyes. The Belgian plan- 

ning session was cancelled, and the Second International Congress of 

Eugenics was postponed. While Europe fought, and indeed even after the 

United States entered the war, America continued its domestic eugenic 

program and held its place as the world leader in eugenic research, theory 

and activism.* 
When the war ended four years later, international eugenics reorgan- 

ized, with America retaining its leadership. The Second International 

Congress of Eugenics was rescheduled for September 1921, still in New 

York, under the auspices of the Washington-based National Research 

Council, the administrative arm of America’s prestigious, Congressionally- 

chartered National Academy of Sciences. The National Academy of 

Sciences functioned as a way of uniting America’s disparate scientific estab- 

lishments. As it had for the first congress, the State Department mailed the 

invitations around the world. Although the National Research Council was 

the official authorizing body, Davenport wrote his colleagues that it was 

“up to the New York group to put this Congress through.” 

The “New York group” was led by Laughlin, Mrs. Harriman and 

Madison Grant, author of The Passing of the Great Race. In addition to being 

among the world’s leading raceologists, Grant was a trustee for the 

American Museum of Natural History. The museum became the titular 

sponsor of the second congress. The museum’s premises were used for the 
congress’s meetings and exhibits, its staff helped with the details, and its 
president, Henry Osborn, a eugenicist himself, was named president of the 
international gathering. The museum’s name was prominently displayed 
on the published proceedings, as though the congress were just another 
museum function.° All of this imbued the event with a distinctly evolution- 
ary and anthropological quality. This was exactly the intent of congress 
organizers. They wanted the event to be seen as a milestone in the natural 
history of the human species. 
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The second congress was rich with typical raceological dogma and 
dominated by American biological precepts. Alexander Graham Bell 
assumed the honorary presidency. The proceedings were divided into four 
sections: comparative heredity, the human family, racial differences and 
“Eugenics and the State.” Delegates from every continent attended to 
share eugenic principles and to form legislative game plans they could take 
back home. Osborn’s opening address represented a challenge from 
America. “In certain parts of Europe,” he set forth, “the worst elements of 
society have gained the ascendancy and threaten the destruction of the 
best.” He recognized that “To each of the countries of the world, racial bet- 

terment presents a different aspect.... Let each...consider its own prob- 

lems....” But in the final analysis it came down to one mandate: “As 

science has enlightened government in the prevention and spread of dis- 

ease, it must also enlighten government in the prevention of the spread and 

multiplication of worthless members of society. ...”7 

Osborn also repeated the standard eugenic idea: “The true spirit of 

American democracy that a// men are born with equal rights and duties has 

been confused with the political sophistry that a// men are born with equal 

character and ability to govern themselves... .”® 

Not only was the rhetoric American, but so was the science. Out of 

fifty-three scientific papers, all but twelve were produced by American 

eugenicists on American issues, all conforming to the Carnegie Institu- 

tion’s sociopolitical strategies. Topics included Indiana’s Tribe of Ishmael, 

Kentucky’s mountain people and Lucien Howe’s proposals on hereditary 

blindness.’ 
Some European eugenicists complained about America’s domination of 

the global congress. Sweden’s Hermann Lundborg, for example, railed to 

Davenport in a rambling handwritten missive that America was trying to 

hijack the worldwide movement. “I have been hoodwinked. ... By what 

right do you in America usurp the words Second International, when the 

Congress is not international. It is an injustice which not only I, but I 

believe the majority of my [Swedish] section do not approve of.”!° 

Such protests did not deter Davenport and his colleagues. Indeed, in a 

special presentation on the essence of eugenic research, Davenport 

explained his dedication. “Why do we investigate?” he asked. “Alas! We 

have now too little precise knowledge in any field of eugenics. We can 

command respect for our eugenic conclusions only as our findings are 

based on rigid proof....” Davenport reminded the delegates that wealthy 

American benefact>rs had made the critical difference between mere ideas 
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and hard data. “It is largely due to the extraordinary vision of Mrs. E. H. 

Harriman, the founder of the Eugenics Record Office, that in this country, 

eugenics is more a subject of research than [mere] propaganda.”"! 
Money made the difference for the international convention as well. 

Mrs. Harriman donated an extra $2,500 to fund the more than 120 exhibits 

erected throughout the museum. These included a prominent exhibit on 

sterilization statutes in the United States. The Carnegie Institution 

extended a special grant of $2,000 to defray travel expenses for several of 

the key European speakers, and to cover general expenses for the delegates. 

Other wealthy eugenicists contributed significant sums and were named 

patrons of the gathering. They included sanitarium owner John Kellogg, 

working through his Race Betterment Foundation, and YMCA benefactor 

and prominent political contributor Cleveland H. Dodge.!” 
In recalling the congress some weeks later for the Indiana Academy of 

Science, Carnegie researcher Arthur Estabrook quoted Osborn: “That all 

men are born with equal rights and duties has been confused with the polit- 

ical sophistry that all men are born with equal character and ability to gov- 

ern themselves... .”!? 
During the congress Davenport orchestrated the renaming and broad- 

ening of the International Eugenics Committee into a Permanent 

International Commission on Eugenics. This renamed entity would sanc- 

tion all eugenic organizations in “cooperating” member countries, which 

now included Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Great Britain, 

Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, 

Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Venezuela, Australia, New Zealand and the 

United States. Germany was not included because it refused to sit on the 

same panel with its World War I enemies Belgium and France. Germany 
was also struggling under the punitive terms of the Treaty of Versailles, 
which made international eugenic cooperation difficult.!4 

Multinational eugenics gathered momentum during the next two years. 
In October of 1922, the Permanent International Commission assembled 
in Brussels. The meeting was once again steered by Davenport and his cir- 
cle. Representatives from Belgium, Denmark, Great Britain, France, the 
Netherlands and Norway began coordinating their efforts. The commis- 
sion resolved to learn more about eugenic campaigns in India and Japan, 
and also voted unanimously to invite Germany back into its ranks.15 

In September of 1923, Laughlin kicked off his first European immigra- 
tion tour by attending the Permanent International Commission meeting 
in Lund, Sweden. Preparations for this meeting prevented Laughlin from 
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sailing to Europe in July with Secretary of Labor James Davis. At the 
Lund meeting, Laughlin advanced most of the motions that the commis- 
sion adopted.!¢ 

The 1923 meeting proved a watershed event for the movement. The 
group ratified the four-point “Ultimate Program” devised by the American 
Eugenics Society, calling for each nation to undertake research, education, 
administrative measures and “conservative legislation” within its borders. 
And although it welcomed news of their efforts, the commission stopped 
short of extending membership to Japan and India.!” 

‘To keep the eugenic directorate truly elite, commission rules permitted 

no more than three representatives of each cooperating country to be 

empanelled. Davenport and Laughlin sat at the apex of this group. All com- 

mission members were dedicated to the American-espoused belief in 

Nordic supremacy, a sentiment which was also growing in Germany. Yet 

Germany was still not a full participant on the commission. Although 

Germany was willing to rejoin the group, German race scientists told com- 

missioners that Germany still “could not cooperate with representatives of 

certain nations.” In personal correspondence, German eugenicists specified 

whom they meant: the French.'’ Commission leaders said they would wait. 

During the next two years, with Germany still in the periphery, 

Davenport and Laughlin were able to extend U.S. domination of the com- 

mission’s scope, science, and political agenda. Resolutions were binding on 

the dozen or so members, committing them to pursue the agreed-upon leg- 

islative and scientific strategies. Because of this, policy developed on Long 

Island leapt across the ocean directly into the capitals of other nations.!? 

For example, in 1925 Davenport introduced a resolution based on 

Laughlin’s strategy of investigating immigrant families and screening them 

for eugenical fitness. Likening human beings to farm animals, Davenport’s 

resolution read: “Whereas every nation has a right to select those who shall 

be included in its body politic, and whereas some knowledge of both family 

history and past personal performance are as essential a part of the infor- 

mation about a human immigrant and potential parent, as about an 

imported horse or cow, therefore [be it] resolved that each immigrant- 

receiving country may properly enquire into the family and personal his- 

tory of each immigrant.”?? Commission members, working through 

scientific and intellectual societies back home, then pressured for changes 

in immigration regulations along these lines. 

Worldwide uniformity was important to Davenport. ‘To push usage of | 

the ERO’s standard family pedigree form in all countries, Davenport issued | 
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a message: “Members are reminded that a standardized form of pedigree 

was worked out by the Federation and has been widely published in most 

countries.” He also asked all cooperating national societies to lobby for 

national registration and census schemes similar to models already devel- 

oped by his colleagues in Norway and Holland. Davenport tempered his 

worldwide eugenic mandates by assuring he would “avoid anything which 

might savour of interference in national affairs,” adding, “nevertheless, it is 

clear that in certain directions, such work might be usefully undertaken.”?! 
By 1925, the commission was comprised not just of individuals, but also 

of constituent eugenic societies and institutions. Hence it was time to 

adopt another new name, the International Federation of Eugenic Organi- 

zations (IFEO). The new name was meant to further extend the organiza- 

tion’s scope, and also reflected Davenport and Laughlin’s desire to energize 

and standardize the movements in many countries. Ultimately, uniformity 

of eugenic action was written into IFEO membership rules. As president of 

the IFEO, Davenport issued a memorandum to member societies restating 

the federation’s goals: “To endeavor to secure some measure of uniformity 

in the methods of research, and also sufficient uniformity in the form of 

presentation of results to make international work of worldwide use. To 

endeavor to promote measures tending to eugenic progress, whether inter- 

national or national, on comparable lines.” 
Even though Davenport was an influential steering force, federation 

members were independent thinkers. They advanced their own substantial 

legislative and scientific contributions for consideration by the federation. 

The Nordic countries of Scandinavia were especially active in this regard. 

Indeed, Europe’s northwestern nations were the most receptive to eugen- 

ics. Predominantly Catholic countries were the most resistant. Whether 

resistant or receptive, however, each country’s eugenics movement devel- 

oped its own literature in its own language, its own racial and genetic soci- 

eties, its own raceological personalities and its own homegrown agenda. 
Nonetheless, the movement’s fundamental principles were American and 
shepherded by Americans. Many foreign eugenicists traveled to America 
for training at Cold Spring Harbor and to attend meetings, congresses and 
conferences. As the epicenter of eugenics, and by virtue of its domination 
of the IFEO, American eugenic imperialism was able to take root through- 
out Europe and indeed the world.”? 

Belgium’s Société Belge d’Eugénique was organized in 1919. The 
Belgian Eugenics Society announced in Eugenical News that it was “fully 
awake to the needs of the time in connection with preservation of the race. 
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Its leaders realize that the safeguarding of public health through hygienic 
measures is not sufficient, but that due attention must be paid to the pre- 
vention of the transmission of hereditary traits that would be injurious to 
the race.” The new society’s nine sections included ones for social hygiene, 
documentation and legislation. Within two years, the Belgian Eugenics 
Society launched its own journal, which the ERO at Cold Spring Harbor 
quickly declared to be of “high order.”4 

Dr. Albert Govaerts led the Belgian movement. He was allied with 
Laughlin from the beginning. After the second international congress in 
New York in 1921, Govaerts stayed on and traveled to Cold Spring Harbor 

for a term of study, which was funded by a fellowship from America’s post- 

war Commission for Relief in Belgium Educational Foundation. 
Govaerts’s work at the ERO concentrated on hereditary tuberculosis 

studies, and his research was published in the American Review of Tuber- 

culosis in 1922. After Govaerts returned to Belgium, his original tables and 

calculations remained on file at the ERO. By early 1922, Govaerts’s Belgian 

Eugenics Society had installed eugenic lectures and courses at the 

University of Brussels. They also succeeded in garnering recognition of the 

budding science from the Belgian government. Later in 1922, a govern- 

ment-supported National Office of Eugenics opened in Brussels at the dis- 

tinguished Solvay Institute. The National Office of Eugenics trained 

eugenic field workers and operated as a Belgian version of the ERO.”6 

Laughlin and Govaerts often worked as a team. Laughlin used 

Govaerts’s office as a headquarters during his 1923 sojourn throughout 

Europe as a Congressional immigration agent, and he even stayed in his 

home when visiting Brussels. Eugenicists never secured sterilization laws in 

Belgium, but Govaerts boasted of his lobbying efforts for a “eugenical 

prenuptial examination” to be required of all marriage applicants. Eugenical 

News reported that Govaerts “very graciously states that Belgian eugeni- 

cists are deeply indebted to the Eugenics Record Office for the service ren- 

dered in aiding the Belgian society to establish its new office.”?’ 
In Canada, eugenic passions became inflamed over many issues, includ- 

ing the birth rate of French Canadians. But perhaps no debate was more 

heated than the one prompted by problems associated with immigrant 

groups. Hard-working Asian and European immigrants flowed into 

Canada throughout the 1890s as the country’s infrastructure expanded. In 

1905, Ontario carried out its first census of the feebleminded. Shortly after 

Indiana passed its 1907 sterilization law, Ontario’s Provincial Inspector of 

Hospitals and Public Charities argued that Rentoul’s concepts could end 
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the hereditary production of tramps, prostitutes and other immoral charac- 

ters. Another Canadian physician pointed to the example of a Chicago doc- 

tor who advocated asexualization.”* 

By 1910, Canada’s British-American Medical Association was studying 
the sterilization laws in California and Indiana. Similar legislation pro- 

posed in Ontario and Manitoba did not succeed. But the movement for 

human breeding and sterilization of the unfit continued. The first 

Canadian sterilization law was passed by Alberta’s legislature in 1928. 

Alberta’s Sexual Sterilization Act targeted mental defectives who “risk... 

multiplication of [their] evil by transmission of [their] disability to prog- 

eny.” Alberta’s Eugenics Board authorized the sterilization of four hundred 

people in its first nine years. In 1937, certain safeguards were eliminated by 

the new Social Credit government, and the door was opened to forced ster- 

ilization. Until the law was repealed in 1972, of some 4,700 applications, 

2,822 surgeries were actually authorized. The majority of Alberta’s steril- 

ized were young women under the age of twenty-five, many under the age 

of sixteen. Following the example of America’s hunt for mongrels, Alberta 

disproportionately sterilized French-Canadian Catholics, Indians and 

Métis (individuals of mixed French-Canadian and Indian descent). Indians 

and Métis constituted just 2.5 percent of Canada’s population, but in later 

years represented 25 percent of Alberta’s sterilized.’? 
British Columbia passed its own law in 1933, creating a three-person 

Eugenics Board comprised of a judge, a psychiatrist and a social worker. 

Because records were lost or destroyed, no one will ever know exactly how 

many were sterilized in British Columbia, although one study discussed the 

fates of over fifty women who had undergone the operation.>° 
In Switzerland, the eminent psychiatrist and sexologist Dr. Auguste 

Forel was a leading disciple of eugenics beginning in 1910. He was also a 
proponent of U.S.-style sterilization laws. The wealthy industrialist Julius 
Klaus was another early advocate, endorsing eugenic registers to identify 
Switzerland’s unfit. When he died in 1920, Klaus bequeathed more than a 
million Swiss francs, or about $4.4 million in modern money, to establish a 
fund for Swiss eugenic investigations and related advocacy. Klaus’s will 
specifically forbade using the fund for charitable works to “ameliorate the 
condition of physical and mental defectives.”3! 

Swiss eugenic scientists were suddenly endowed. The anthropologist 
Otto Schlaginhaufen became director of the Zurich-based Julius Klaus 
Foundation for Heredity Research, Social Anthropology and Racial 
Hygiene as well as the Institution for Race Biology. These organizations 
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were dedicated to “the promotion of all scientifically based efforts, whose 
ultimate goal is... to improve the white race.” In 1923, Schlaginhaufen and 
Forel, now fully funded, ascended to the Permanent International Eugen- 
ics Commission.* 

Swiss eugenics focused on the exclusion of certain ethnic groups, as 
well as Forel’s notion of sexology, that is, the study of sexual behavior, espe- 
cially as it related to women. Forel believed women wished to be and 
should be “conquered, mastered and subjugated” to fulfill their national 
reproductive duty. In 1928, Switzerland’s first sterilization law was passed 
in Canton Vaud, where Forel practiced. It targeted a vaguely-defined 
“unfit.” Only Vaud passed such a law, but physicians across the country 

performed sterilizations for both medical and eugenical reasons. Although 

the extent of Swiss sterilizations remains unknown, one scholar ascertained 

that some 90 percent of the operations were conducted on women.?3 
In Denmark, eugenics was organized by two of Davenport’s earliest 

confederates, August Wimmer and Séren Hansen. Wimmer was a psychia- 

trist at the University of Copenhagen, and Hansen was president of the 

Danish Anthropological Committee. As Nordic raceologists seeking to 

stamp out defective strains within an already eugenically elite country, their 

affiliation with Davenport was natural. One Danish physician even traveled 

to the Vineland Training School in New Jersey to study under H. H. 

Goddard, whose texts on the Kallikaks and revision of the Binet-Simon test 

became standard in Danish eugenical publications. Although resistant at 

first, in 1912 the government launched a massive eugenical registration of 

deaf-mutes, the feebleminded and other defectives. It was not until a 

decade later that the first eugenic marriage restriction law was adopted. So- 

called “therapeutic sterilization” was common, but compulsory steriliza- 

tion would not be legalized until 1929.54 
A government commission reexamined the sterilization issue in 1926, 

looking to America for guidance. In November of 1927, Laughlin arranged 

for his lengthy legislative guide on sterilization to be sent by Chicago judge 

Harry Olson directly to a member of the Danish sterilization commission. 

In 1929, Hansen proudly reported to Eugenical News that his country had 

finally adopted what he termed, “the first ‘modern’ eugenical sterilization 

law to be enacted in Europe.”?° 
Shortly after the passage of Denmark’s legislation, the Rockefeller 

Foundation began supporting eugenic research in that country. Denmark’s 

leading eugenic scientist, Dr. Tage Kemp, received much of the financial 

support. The first grants were awarded in 1930 for blood group research. 
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The next year Kemp received a special Rockefeller fellowship to continue 

his research. In 1932, Kemp traveled to Cold Spring Harbor for further 

study. He wanted eugenic and geneti¢ research to achieve greater scientific 

and medical exactitude. “I was notably impressed by the importance of 

the careful execution of the several observations,” he wrote Rockefeller 

officials, adding, “these ought as far as possible to be carried out and re- 

examined (after-examined) by an investigator with medical education.” 

Rockefeller officials agreed, granting Kemp a second fellowship in 1934. 

They would continue to fund race biology and human genetics in 

Denmark throughout the 1930s.°° 
Kemp was among the new breed of eugenic geneticists the Rockefeller 

Foundation was cultivating to lift eugenics out of mere racial rhetoric and 

into the realm of unemotional science. A Rockefeller report explained their 

confidence in Kemp. “Race biology today suffers immensely from its mix- 

ture with political dogmas and drives. Dr. Kemp, through his personality 

and training, is as free from these as possible.”>’ 
In Norway, the raceologist Jon Alfred Mjoen endorsed American 

eugenics from the outset. He propounded his theories from a well- 

equipped animal and human measurement lab as well as a grand personal 

library, crammed floor to ceiling with books and files. At the second con- 

gress in New York, Mjgen suggested the resolution that ultimately led to 

the formation of the American Eugenics Society. In his opening address to 

the convention, Osborn singled out Mjgen and Lundborg. “It is largely 

through the active efforts of leaders like Mjoen and Lundborg,” he 

acknowledged, “that there is a new appreciation of the spiritual, moral and 

physical value of the Nordic race.”3* 

Davenport toured eugenic facilities in Norway, and Mjgen visited New 

York on several occasions. Mjgen was also a frequent contributor to, and 

topic of, Eugenical News. The dapper Norwegian was often pictured arm- 

in-arm with leading American eugenicists, such as Leon Whitney. Norway 

passed its sterilization law in 1934, and in 1977 amended it to become a 

mostly voluntary measure. Some 41,000 operations were performed, about 

75 percent of them on women.?? 
The Swedish government's State Institute of Race-Biology opened its 

doors in 1922. It was an entire school dedicated to eugenic thought, and it 

would leave a multilayered movement in its wake. Sweden alternately 
shared and coordinated its programs with the IFEO. Sweden’s first sterili- 

zation law was passed in 1934. It began by sterilizing those who had “men- 
tal illness, feeble-mindedness, or other mental defects” and eventually 
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widened its scope to include those with “an anti-social way of life.” Even- 

tually, some 63,000 government-approved sterilizations were undertaken 

on a range of “unfit” individuals, mainly women. In some years women 
represented a mere 63 percent of those sterilized, but in most years the per- 

centage who were women exceeded 90 percent.” 
American influence rolled across the Continent. Finland, Hungary, 

France, Romania, Italy and other European nations developed American- 

style eugenic movements that echoed the agenda and methodology of the 

font at Cold Spring Harbor. Soon the European movements learned to 

cloak their work in more medically and scientifically refined approaches, 

and many were eventually funded by such philanthropic sponsors as the 

Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Institution. In the late twenties 

and thirties, these foundations liberally granted money to studies that 

adhered to a more polished clinical regimen.*! 
Throughout the twenties and thirties, America’s views were celebrated 

at the numerous international gatherings held in America, such as the 

Third International Congress of Eugenics, which in 1932 was hosted once 

again at New York City’s American Museum of Natural History. Theory 

became doctrine when proliferated in the many eugenic newsletters, books, 

and journal articles published by the American movement. America’s most 

venerable universities and academic authorities also reinforced the view 

that eugenic science was legitimate.” 
Some nations, such as France and Italy, rejected their native eugenic 

movements. Some, such as Holland, only enacted broadly-based registra- 

tion laws. Some, such as Lithuania and Brazil, enacted eugenic marriage 

laws. Some, such as Finland, went as far as forced sterilization. 

One nation, Germany, would go further than anyone could imagine. 
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CHAPTER | 3 

Eugenicide 

M urder was always an option. 

Point eight of the Preliminary Report of the Committee of the Eugenic Sec- 

tion of the American Breeders Association to Study and to Report on the Best Prac- 

tical Means for Cutting Off the Defective Germ-Plasm in the Human Population 

specified euthanasia as a possibility to be considered.! Of course euthanasia 

was merely a euphemism—actually a misnomer. Eugenicists did not see 

euthanasia as a “merciful killing” of those in pain, but rather a “painless 

killing” of people deemed unworthy of life. The method most whispered 

about, and publicly denied, but never out of mind, was a “lethal chamber.” 

The lethal chamber first emerged in Britain during the Victorian era as 

a humane means of killing stray dogs and cats. Dr. Benjamin Ward 

Richardson patented a “Lethal Chamber for the Painless Extinction of 

Lower Animal Life” in the 1880s. Richardson’s original blueprints show a 

large wood- and glass-paneled chamber big enough for a Saint Bernard or 

several smaller dogs, serviced by a tall slender tank for carbonic acid gas, 

and a heating apparatus. In 1884 the Battersea Dogs Home in London 

became one of the first institutions to install the device, and used it contin- 

uously with “perfect success” according to a sales proposal at the time. By 

the turn of the century other charitable animal institutions in England and 

other European countries were also using the chamber.’ 

This solution for unwanted pets was almost immediately contemplated 

as a solution for unwanted humans—criminals, the feebleminded and other 

misfits. The concept of the lethal chamber was common vernacular by the 

turn of the century. When mentioned, it needed no explanation; everyone 

understood what it meant. 
In 1895, the British novelist Robert Chambers penned his vision of a 

horrifying world twenty-five years into the future. He wrote of a New York 

where the elevated trains were dismantled and “the first Government 
Lethal Chamber was opened on Washington Square.” No explanation of 

ay 
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“Government Lethal Chamber” was offered—or necessary. Indeed, the 

idea of gassing the unwanted became a topic of contemporary chitchat. In 

1901, the British author Arnold White, writing in Efficiency and Empire, 

chastised “flippant people of lazy mind [who] talk lightly of the ‘lethal 

chamber’....”? 
In 1905, the British eugenicist and birth control advocate H. G. Wells 

published A Modern Utopia. “There would be no killing, no lethal cham- 

bers,” he wrote. Another birth control advocate, the socialist writer Eden 

Paul, differed with Wells and declared that society must protect itself from 

“begetters of anti-social stocks which would injure generations to come. If 

it [society] reject the lethal chamber, what other alternative can the socialist 

state devise?”* 
The British eugenicist Robert Rentoul’s 1906 book, Race Culture; Or, 

Race Suicide?, included a long section entitled “The Murder of Degener- 

ates.” In it he routinely referred to Dr. D. F. Smith’s earlier suggestion that 

those found guilty of homicide be executed in a “lethal chamber” rather 

than by hanging. He then cited a new novel whose character “advocate[d] 

the doctrine of ‘euthanasia’ for those suffering from incurable physical dis- 

eases.” Rentoul admitted he had received many letters in support of killing 

the unfit, but he rejected them as too cruel, explaining, “These [sugges- 

tions] seem to fail to recognize that the killing off of few hundreds of 

lunatics, idiots, etc., would not tend to effect a cure.”° 

The debate raged among British eugenicists, provoking damnation in 

the press. In 1910, the eugenic extremist George Bernard Shaw lectured at 

London’s Eugenics Education Society about mass murder in lethal cham- 

bers. Shaw proclaimed, “A part of eugenic politics would finally land us in 

an extensive use of the lethal chamber. A great many people would have to 

be put out of existence, simply because it wastes other people’s time to look 

after them.” Several British newspapers excoriated Shaw and eugenics 

under such headlines as “Lethal Chamber Essential to Eugenics.”° 

One opponent of eugenics condemned “much wild and absurd talk 

about lethal chambers....” But in another article a eugenicist writing 
under the pseudonym of Vanoc argued that eugenics was needed precisely 

because systematic use of lethal chambers was unlikely. “I admit the word 

‘Eugenics’ is repellent, but the thing is essential to our existence... .It is 

also an error to believe than the plans and specifications for County 

Council lethal-chambers have yet been prepared.”’ 

The Eugenics Education Society in London tried to dispel all “dark 

mutterings regarding ‘lethal chambers.” Its key activist Saleeby insisted, 
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“We need mention, only to condemn, suggestions for ‘painless extinction,’ 
lethal chambers of carbonic acid, and so forth. As I incessantly have to 
repeat, eugenics has nothing to do with killing....” Saleeby returned to 
this time and again. When lecturing in Battle Creek, Michigan, at the First 
National Conference on Race Betterment in 1914, he emphasized a vigor- 
ous rejection of “the lethal chamber, the permission of infant mortality, 
interference with [pre]-natal life, and all other synonyms for murder.”® 

But many British eugenicists clung to the idea. Arthur F. Tredgold was a 
leading expert on mental deficiency and one of the earliest members of the 
Eugenics Education Society; his academic credentials eventually won him a 
seat on the Brock Commission on Mental Deficiency. Tredgold’s landmark 
Textbook on Mental Deficiency, first published in 1908, completely avoided 
discussion of the lethal chamber. But three subsequent editions published 

over the next fourteen years did discuss it, with each revision displaying 

greater acceptance of the idea. In those editions Tredgold equivocated: 

“We may dismiss the suggestion of a ‘lethal chamber.’ I do not say that 

society, in self-defense, would be unjustified in adopting such a method of 

ridding itself of its anti-social constituents. There is much to be said for 

and against the proposal....” By the sixth edition, Tredgold had modified 

the paragraph to read: “The suggestion [of the lethal chamber] is a logical 

one....It is probable that the community will eventually, in self-defense, 

have to consider this question seriously.” The next two editions edged into 

outright, if limited, endorsement. While qualifying that morons need not 

be put to death, Tredgold concluded that for some 80,000 imbeciles and 

idiots in Britain, “it would be an economical and humane procedure were 

their existence to be painlessly terminated.... The time has come when 

euthanasia should be permitted. ...”° 

Leaders of the American eugenic establishment also debated lethal 

chambers and other means of euthanasia. But in America, while the debate 

began as an argument about death with dignity for the terminally ill or those 

in excruciating pain, it soon became a palatable eugenic solution. In 1900, 

the physician W. Duncan McKim published Heredity and Human Progress, 

asserting, “Heredity is the fundamental cause of human wretchedness. ... 

The surest, the simplest, the kindest, and most humane means for prevent- 

ing reproduction among those whom we deem unworthy of this high privi- 

lege [reproduction], is a gentle, painless death.” He added, “In carbonic acid 

gas, we have an agent which would instantaneously fulfill the need.”'° 

By 1903, a committee of the National Conference on Charities and 

Correction conceded that it was as yet undecided whether “science may 
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conquer sentiment” and ultimately elect to systematically kill the unfit. In 

1904, the superintendent of New Jersey’s Vineland Training School, E. R. 

Johnstone, raised the issue during his presidential address to the 

Association of Medical Officers of American Institutions for Idiotic and 
Feebleminded Persons. “Many plans for the elimination [of the feeble- 

minded] have been proposed,” he said, referred to numerous recently pub- 

lished suggestions of a “painless death.” That same year, the notion of 

executing habitual criminals and the incurably insane was offered to the 

National Prison Association.'! 
Some U.S. lawmakers considered similar ideas. Two years later, the 

Ohio legislature considered a bill empowering physicians to chloroform 

permanently diseased and mentally incapacitated persons. In reporting 

this, Rentoul told his British colleagues that it was Ohio’s attempt to “mur- 

der certain persons suffering from incurable disease.” Iowa considered a 

similar measure.!? 
By 1910, the idea of sending the unfit into lethal chambers was regu- 

larly bandied about in American sociological and eugenic circles, causing a 

debate no less strident than the one in England. In 1911, E. B. Sherlock’s 

book, The Feebleminded: a guide to study and practice, acknowledged that “glib 

suggestions of the erection of lethal chambers are common enough....” 
Like others, he rejected execution in favor of eugenic termination of blood- 

lines. “Apart from the difficulty that the provision of lethal chambers is 

impracticable in the existing state law...,” he continued, “the removal of 

them [the feebleminded] would do practically nothing toward solving the 

chief problem with the mentally defective set..., the persistence of the 
obnoxious stock.” 

But other eugenicists were more amenable to the idea. The psychologist 
and eugenicist Henry H. Goddard seemed to almost express regret that 
such proposals had not already been implemented. In his famous study, The 
Kallikak Family, Goddard commented, “For the low-grade idiot, the loath- 
some unfortunate that may be seen in our institutions, some have proposed 
the lethal chamber. But humanity is steadily tending away from the possibil- 
ity of that method, and there is no probability that it will ever be practiced.” 
Goddard pointed to familywide castration, sterilization and segregation as 
better solutions because they would address the genetic source. 

In 1912, Laughlin and others at the Eugenics Section of the American 
Breeders Association considered euthanasia as the eighth of nine options. 
Their final report, published by the Carnegie Institution as a two-volume 
bulletin, enumerated the “Suggested Remedies” and equivocated on 
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euthanasia. Point eight cited the example of ancient Sparta, fabled for 
drowning its weak young boys in a river or letting them die of exposure to 
ensure a race of warriors. Mixing condemnation with admiration, the 
Carnegie report declared, “However much we deprecate Spartan ideals and 
her means of advancing them, we must admire her courage in so rigorously 
applying so practical a system of selection.... Sparta left but little besides 
tales of personal valor to enhance the world’s culture. With euthanasia, as 
in the case of polygamy, an effective eugenical agency would be purchased 
at altogether too dear a moral price.”!° 

William Robinson, a New York urologist, published widely on the topic 
of birth control and eugenics. In Robinson’s book, Eugenics, Marriage and 
Birth Control (Practical Eugenics), he advocated gassing the children of the 

unfit. In plain words, Robinson insisted: “The best thing would be to gen- 

tly chloroform these children or to give them a dose of potassium cyanide.” 

Margaret Sanger was well aware that her fellow birth control advocates 

were promoting lethal chambers, but she herself rejected the idea com- 

pletely. “Nor do we believe,” wrote Sanger in Pivot of Civilization, “that the 

community could or should send to the lethal chamber the defective prog- 

eny resulting from irresponsible and unintelligent breeding.”!® 

Stull, American eugenicists never relinquished the notion that America 

could bring itself to mass murder. At the First National Conference on Race 

Betterment, University of Wisconsin eugenicist Leon J. Cole lectured on 

the dysgenic effects of charity and medicine on eugenic progress. He made a 

clear distinction between Darwin’s concept of natural selection and the 

newer idea of simple “selection.” The difference, Cole explained, “is that 

instead of being natural selection it is now conscious selection on the part of 

the breeder. ... Death is the normal process of elimination in the social 

organism, and we might carry the figure a step further and say that in pro- 

longing the lives of defectives we are tampering with the functioning of the 

social kidneys!”!” 
Paul Popenoe, leader of California’s eugenics movement and coauthor of 

the widely-used textbook Applied Eugenics, agreed that the easiest way to 

counteract feeblemindedness was simple execution. “From an historical point 

of view,” he wrote, “the first method which presents itself is execution... . Its 

value in keeping up the standard of the race should not be underestimated.”!® 

Madison Grant, who functioned as president of the Eugenics Research 

Association and the American Eugenics Society, made the point clear in 

The Passing of the Great Race. “Mistaken regard for what are believed to be 

divine laws and a sentimental belief in the sanctity of human life tend to 
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prevent both the elimination of defective infants and the sterilization of 

such adults as are themselves of no value to the community. The laws of 

nature require the obliteration of the‘unfit and human life is valuable only 

when it is of use to the community or race.”!? 
On November 12, 1915, the issue of eugenic euthanasia sprang out of 

the shadows and into the national headlines. It began as an unrelated med- 

ical decision on Chicago’s Near North Side. At 4 A.M. that day, a woman 

named Anna Bollinger gave birth at German-American Hospital. The baby 

was somewhat deformed and suffered from extreme intestinal and rectal 

abnormalities, as well as other complications. The delivering physicians 

awakened Dr. Harry Haiselden, the hospital’s chief of staff. Haiselden came 

in at once. He consulted with colleagues. There was great disagreement 

over whether the child could be saved. But Haiselden decided the baby was 

too afflicted and fundamentally not worth saving. It would be killed. The 

method—denial of treatment.”° 
Catherine Walsh, probably a friend of Anna Bollinger’s, heard the news 

and sped to the hospital to help. She found the baby, who had been named 

Allan, alone in a bare room. He was naked and appeared to have been lying 

in one position unattended. Walsh urgently called for Haiselden, “to beg 

that the child be taken to its mother,” and dramatically recalled, “It was con- 

demned to death, and I knew its mother would be its most merciful judge.”?! 
Walsh pleaded with Haiselden not to kill the baby by withholding 

treatment. “It was not a monster—that child,” Walsh later told an inquest. 

“It was a beautiful baby. I saw no deformities.” Walsh had patted the infant 

lightly. Allan’s eyes were open, and he waved his tiny fists at her. She kissed 

his forehead. “I knew,” she recalled, “if its mother got her eyes on it she 
would love it and never permit it to be left to die.” Begging the doctor 
once more, Walsh tried an appeal to his humanity. “If the poor little dar- 
ling has one chance in a thousand,” she pleaded, “won’t you operate and 
save it?”?? 

Haiselden laughed at Walsh, retorting, “I’m afraid it might get well.” 
He was a skilled and experienced surgeon, trained by the best doctors in 
Chicago, and now chief of the hospital’s medical staff. He was also an 
ardent eugenicist.”? 

Chicago’s health commissioner, Dr. John Dill Robertson, learned of the 
deliberate euthanasia. He went to the hospital and told Haiselden he did 
not agree that “the child would grow up a mental defective.” He later rec- 
ollected, “I thought the child was in a dying condition, and I had doubts 
that an operation then would save it. Yet I believed it had one chance in 
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100,000, and I advised Dr. Haiselden to give it this one chance.” But 
Haiselden refused.’* 

Quiet euthanasia of newborns was not uncommon in Chicago. Haisel- 
den, however, publicly defended his decision to withhold treatment as a 
kind of eugenic expedient, throwing the city and the nation into moral tur- 
moil amid blaring newspaper headlines. An inquest was convened a few 
days later. Some of Haiselden’s most trusted colleagues were impaneled on 
the coroner’s jury. Health Commissioner Robertson testified, “I think it 
very wrong not to save life, let that life be what it may. That is the function 
of a physician. I believe this baby might have grown up to be an average 
man. ...I would have operated and saved this baby’s life... .”25 

At one point Haiselden angrily interrupted the health commissioner’s 

testimony to question why he was being singled out when doctors through- 

out Chicago were routinely killing, on average, one baby every day, under 

similar circumstances. Haiselden defiantly declared, “I should have been 

guilty of a graver crime if I had saved this child’s life. My crime would have 

been keeping in existence one of nature’s cruelest blunders.” A juror shot 

back, “What do you mean by that?” Haiselden responded, “Exactly that. I 

do not think this child would have grown up to be a mental defective. I 

know it.”?6 
After tempestuous proceedings, the inquest ruled, “We believe that a 

prompt operation would have prolonged and perhaps saved the life of the 

child. We find no evidence from the physical defects that the child would have 

become mentally or morally defective.” The doctor jurors concluded that the 

child had at least a one-in-three chance—some thought an “even chance”—of 

surviving. But they also decided that Haiselden was within his professional 

rights to decline treatment. No law compelled him to operate on the child. 

The doctor was released unpunished, and efforts by the Illinois attorney gen- 

eral to indict him for murder were blocked by the local prosecutor.”’ 
The medical establishment in Chicago and throughout the nation was 

rocked. The Chicago Tribune ran a giant banner headline across the width of 
its front page: “Baby Dies; Physician Upheld.” One reader in Washington, 

D.C., wrote a letter to the editor asking, “Is it not strange that the whole 

country should be so shaken, almost hysterical, over the death of a babe 

never consciously alive... ?” But the nation was momentarily transfixed.”® 

Haiselden considered his legal vindication a powerful victory for 

eugenics. “Eugenics? Of course it’s eugenics,” he told one reporter. On 

another occasion he remarked, “Which do you prefer—six days of Baby 

Bollinger or seventy years of Jukes?””? 
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Emboldened, Haiselden proudly revealed that he had euthanized other 

such newborns in the past. He began granting high-profile media inter- 

views to advertise his determination to continue passively euthanizing 

infants. Within two weeks, he had ordered his staff to withhold treatment 

from several more deformed or birth-defected infants. Haiselden would 

sometimes send instructions via cross-country telegraph while on the lec- 

ture tour that arose from his eugenic celebrity. Other times he would han- 

dle it personally, like the time he left a newly delivered infant’s umbilical 

cord untied and let it bleed to death. Sometimes he took a more direct 
approach and simply injected newborns with opiates.*° 

The euthanasia of Allan Bollinger may have begun as one doctor’s con- 

troversial professional decision, but it immediately swirled into a national 

eugenic spectacle. Days after the inquest ruling, The Independent, a Hearst 

weekly devoted to pressing issues of the day, ran an editorial asking “Was 

the Doctor Right?” The Independent invited readers to sound off. In a spe- 

cial section, The Independent published supportive letters from prominent 

eugenicists, including Davenport himself. “If the progress of surgery,” 

wrote Davenport, “is to be used to the detriment of the race...it may con- 

ceivably destroy the race. Shortsighted they who would unduly restrict the 

operation of what is one of Nature’s greatest racial blessings—death.”*! 

Haiselden continued to rally for eugenic euthanasia with a six-week 

series in the Chicago American. He justified his killings by claiming that 
public institutions for the feebleminded, epileptic and tubercular were 

functioning as lethal chambers of a sort. After clandestinely visiting the 

Illinois Institution for the Feebleminded at Lincoln, Illinois, Haiselden 

claimed that windows were deliberately left open and unscreened, allowing 

drafts and infecting flies to swarm over patients. He charged that Lincoln 

consciously permitted “flies from the toilets, garbage and from the erup- 

tions of patients suffering from acute and chronic troubles to go at will over 

the entire institution. Worse still,” he proclaimed, “I found that inmates 

were fed with the milk from a herd of cattle reeking with tuberculosis.”*? 
At the time, milk from cattle with tuberculosis was a well-known 

cause of infection and death from the disease.*? Lincoln maintained its 
own herd of seventy-two cows, which produced about 50,000 gallons of 

milk a year for its own consumption. Ten diseased cows had died within 
the previous two years. State officials admitted that their own examina- 
tions had determined that as many as half of the cows were tubercular, but 

there was no way to know which ones were infected because “a tubercular 

cow may be the fattest cow in the herd.” Lincoln officials claimed that 
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their normal pasteurization “by an experienced employee” killed the 
tuberculosis bacteria. They were silent on the continuous handling of the 
milk by infected residents.*+ 

Medical watchdogs had often speculated that institutions for the feeble- 
minded were really nothing more than slow-acting lethal chambers. But 
Haiselden never resorted to the term /ethal chamber. He called such institu- 
tions “slaughterhouses.”?5 

In tuberculosis colonies, residents continuously infected and reinfected 
each other, often receiving minimal or no treatment. At Lincoln, the 

recently established tuberculosis unit housed just forty beds for an esti- 

mated tubercular population of hundreds. Lincoln officials asserted that 

only the most severely infected children were placed in that ward. They 

stressed that other institutions for the feebleminded recorded much higher 

mortality rates, some as high as 40 percent.*° 
Eugenicists believed that when tuberculosis was fatal, the real culprit 

was not bacteria, but defective genes. The ERO kept special files on mor- 

tality rates resulting from hereditary tuberculosis, compiled by the Belgian 

eugenicist Govaerts and others.*” 

Tuberculosis was an omnipresent topic in textbooks on eugenics. 

Typical was a chapter in Davenport’s Heredity in Relation to Eugenics (1911). 

He claimed that only the submerged tenth was vulnerable. “The germs are 

ubiquitous. ... Why do only 10 percent die from the attacks of this para- 

site? ... It seems perfectly plain that death from tuberculosis is the result of 

infection added to natural and acquired non-resistance. It is then highly 

undesirable that two persons with weak resistance should marry....” 

Popenoe and Johnson’s textbook, Applied Eugenics, devoted a chapter to 

“Lethal Selection,” which operated “through the destruction of the indi- 

vidual by some adverse feature of the environment, such as excessive cold, 

or bacteria, or by bodily deficiency.”**® 
Some years earlier, the president of the National Conference on Chari- 

ties and Correction had told his institutional superintendents caring for the 

feebleminded, “We wish the parasitic strain...to die out.” Even an article 

in Institution Quarterly, Ulinois’s own journal, admitted, “it would be an act 

of kindness to them, and a protection to the state, if they could be killed.”*? 

No wonder that at one international conference on eugenics, Daven- 

port proclaimed without explanation from the podium, “One may even 
view with satisfaction the high death rate in an institution for low grade 

feeble-minded, while one regards as a national disaster the loss of... the 

infant child of exceptional parents.”” 
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Haiselden himself quipped, “Death is the Great and Lasting Disin- 

fectanty:' 
Haiselden’s accusations of deliberate passive euthanasia by neglect and 

abuse could neither be verified nor dismissed. Lincoln’s understaffed, 

overcrowded and decrepit facility consistently reported staggering death 

rates, often as high as 12 percent per year. In 1904, for example, 109 of its 

epileptic children died, constituting at least 10 percent and probably far 

more of its youth population; cause of death was usually listed as “exhaus- 

tion due to epileptic seizures.” Between 1914 and 1915, a bout of dysen- 

tery claimed eight patients; “heat exhaustion” was listed as the cause. 

During the same period, four individuals died shortly after admission 

before any preliminary examination at all; their deaths were categorized as 

“undetermined.”” 
For some of its most vulnerable groups, Lincoln’s death rate was partic- 

ularly high. As many as 30 percent of newly admitted epileptic children 

died within eighteen months of admission. Moreover, in 1915, the overall 

death rate among patients in their first two years of residence jumped from 

4.2 percent to 10 percent. 
Tuberculosis was a major factor. In 1915, Lincoln reported that nearly 

all of its incoming patients were designated feebleminded; roughly 20 

percent were classified as epileptics; and some 27 percent of its overall 

population were “in the various stages of tubercular involvement.” No 

isolation was provided for infected patients until the forty-bed tuberculo- 

sis unit opened. Lincoln officials worried that the statistics were “likely to 

leave the impression that the institution is a ‘hot-bed’ for the spread of 

tuberculosis.” Officials denied this, explaining that many of the children 
came from filthy environments, and “the fact that feebleminded children 
have less resistance, account[s] for the high percentage of tuberculosis 
found among them.”** 

Lincoln officials clearly accepted the eugenic approach to feeblemind- 
edness as gospel. Their reports and explanations were laced with scientific 
quotations on mental deficiency from Tredgold, who advocated euthanasia 
for severe cases, and Barr, who extolled the wisdom of the Kansas castra- 
tions. Lincoln officials also made clear that they received many of their 
patients as court-ordered institutionalizations from the Municipal Court of 
Chicago; as such, they received regular guidance from the court’s supervis- 
ing judge, Harry Olson. Eugenical News praised Olson for operating the 
court’s psychopathic laboratory, which employed Laughlin as a special con- 
sultant on sterilization. Olson was vital to the movement and hailed by 
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Eugenical News as “one of its most advanced representatives.” In 1922, 
Olson became president of the Eugenics Research Association.*5 

Moreover, staff members at Lincoln were some of the leading eugeni- 
cists in Illinois. Lincoln psychologist Clara Town chaired the Eugenics 
Committee of the Illinois State Commission of Charities and Corrections. 
‘Town had helped compile a series of articles on eugenics and feeblemind- 
edness, including one by her friend Henry H. Goddard, who had invented 
the original classifications of feeblemindedness. One reviewer described 
‘Town’ articles as arguments that there was little use in caring for the insti- 
tutionalized feebleminded, who would die anyway if left in the community; 
caring for them was little more than “unnatural selection.”* 

For decades, medical investigators would question how the death rates 

at asylums, including the one in Lincoln, Illinois, could be so high. In the 

1990s, the average life expectancy for individuals with mental retardation 

was 66.2 years. In the 1930s, the average life expectancy for those classified 

as feebleminded was approximately 18.5 years. Records suggest that a dis- 

proportionate percentage of the feebleminded at Lincoln died before the 
age of ten.*” 

Haiselden became an overnight eugenic celebrity, known to the average 

person because of his many newspaper articles, speaking tours, and his out- 

rageous diatribes. In 1917, Hollywood came calling. The film was called 

The Black Stork. Written by Chicago American reporter Jack Lait, it was pro- 

duced in Hollywood and given a massive national distribution and promo- 

tion campaign. Haiselden played himself in a fictionalized account of a 

eugenically mismatched couple who are counseled by Haiselden against 

having children because they are likely to be defective. Eventually the 

woman does give birth to a defective child, whom she then allows to die. 
The dead child levitates into the waiting arms of Jesus Christ. It was unbri- 

dled cinematic propaganda for the eugenics movement.*® 
In many theaters, such as the LaSalle in Chicago, the movie played con- 

tinuously from 9 A.M. until 11 P.M. National publicity advertised it as a 

“eugenic love story.” Sensational movie posters called it a “eugenic photo- 

play.” One advertisement quoted Swiss eugenicist Auguste Forel’s warning: 

“The law of heredity winds like a red thread through the family history of 

every criminal, of every epileptic, eccentric and insane person. Shall we sit 

still... without applying the remedy?” Another poster depicted Haiselden’s 

office door with a notice: “BABIES NOT TREATED.” In 1917, a display 

advertisement for the film encouraged: “Kill Defectives, Save the Nation 

and See “The Black Stork.””*? 
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The Black Stork played at movie theaters around the nation for more 

than a decade.*° 
Gassing the unwanted, the lethal chamber and other methods of 

euthanasia became a part of everyday American parlance and ethical debate 

some two decades before President Woodrow Wilson, in General Order 62, 

directed that the “Gas Service” become the “Chemical Warfare Service,” 

instructing them to develop toxic gas weapons for world war. The lethal 

chamber was a eugenic concept more than two decades before Nevada 

approved the first such chamber for criminal executions in 1921, and then 

gassed with cyanide a Chinese-born murderer, the first such execution in the 

world. Davenport declared that capital punishment was a eugenic necessity. 

Popenoe’s textbook, Applied Eugenics, listed execution as one of nine sug- 

gested remedies for defectives—without specifying criminals.°! 
In the first decades of the twentieth century, America’s eugenics move- 

ment inspired and spawned a world of look-alikes, act-alikes and think- 

alikes. The U.S. movement also rendered scientific aid and comfort to 

undisguised racists everywhere, from Walter Plecker in Virginia right 

across Europe. American theory, practice and legislation were the models. 

In France, Belgium, Sweden, England and elsewhere in Europe, each 

clique of raceological eugenicists did their best to introduce eugenic princi- 

ples into national life; perhaps more importantly, they could always point 

to recent precedents established in the United States. 

Germany was no exception. German eugenicists had formed academic 

and personal relationships with Davenport and the American eugenic estab- 

lishment from the turn of the century. Even after World War I, when 

Germany would not cooperate with the International Federation of Eugenic 

Organizations because of French, English and Belgian involvement, its 

bonds with Davenport and the rest of the U.S. movement remained strong. 

American foundations such as the Carnegie Institution and the Rockefeller 

Foundation generously funded German race biology with hundreds of thou- 

sands of dollars, even as Americans stood in breadlines.*? 

Germany had certainly developed its own body of eugenic knowledge 

and library of publications. Yet German readers still closely followed 

American eugenic accomplishments as the model: biological courts, forced 

sterilization, detention for the socially inadequate, debates on euthanasia. 

As America’s elite were describing the socially worthless and the ancestrally 

unfit as “bacteria,” “vermin,” “mongrels” and “subhuman,” a superior race 

of Nordics was increasingly seen as the final solution to the globe’s eugenic 
problems.” 

29 66 
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America had established the value of race and blood. In Germany, the 
concept was known as Rasse und Blut. 

U.S. proposals, laws, eugenic investigations and ideology were not 
undertaken quietly out of sight of German activists. They became inspira- 
tional blueprints for Germany’s rising tide of race biologists and race-based 
hatemongers, be they white-coated doctors studying Eugenical News and 
attending congresses in New York, or brown-shirted agitators waving ban- 
ners and screaming for social upheaval in the streets of Munich. 

One such agitator was a disgruntled corporal in the German army. He 
was an extreme nationalist who also considered himself a race biologist and 
an advocate of a master race. He was willing to use force to achieve his 

nationalist racial goals. His inner circle included Germany’s most promi- 

nent eugenic publisher. In 1924, he was serving time in prison for mob 

action.*t While in prison, he spent his time poring over eugenic textbooks, 
which extensively quoted Davenport, Popenoe and other American raceo- 

logical stalwarts.°* Moreover, he closely followed the writings of Leon 
Whitney, president of the American Eugenics Society, and Madison Grant, 

who extolled the Nordic race and bemoaned its corruption by Jews, 

Negroes, Slavs and others who did not possess blond hair and blue eyes. 

The young German corporal even wrote one of them fan mail.*° 

In The Passing of the Great Race, Madison Grant wrote: “Mistaken 

regard for what are believed to be divine laws and a sentimental belief in 

the sanctity of human life tend to prevent both the elimination of defec- 

tive infants and the sterilization of such adults as are themselves of no 

value to the community. The laws of nature require the obliteration of 

the unfit and human life is valuable only when it is of use to the commu- 

nity or race.”°’ 
One day in the early 1930s, AES president Whitney visited the home of 

Grant, who was at the time chairing a eugenic immigration committee. 

Whitney wanted to show off a letter he had just received from Germany, 

written by the corporal, now out of prison and rising in the German politi- 

cal scene. Grant could only smile. He pulled out his own letter. It was from 

the same German, thanking Grant for writing The Passing of the Great Race. 

The fan letter stated that Grant’s book was “his Bible.”*® 
The man writing both letters to the American eugenic leaders would 

soon burn and gas his name into the blackest corner of history. He would 

duplicate the American eugenic program—both that which was legislated 

and that which was only brashly advocated—and his group would consis- 

tently point to the United States as setting the precedents for Germany's 
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actions. And then this man would go further than any American eugenicist 

ever dreamed, further than the world would ever tolerate, further than 

humanity will ever forget. 

The man who sent those letters was Adolf Hitler.*” 
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EUGENICAL NEWS 
CURRENT RECORD OF HUMAN GENETICS AND RACE HYGIENE 

GERMAN POPULATION AND 
RACE POLITICS.* 

AN ADDRESS BY DR. FRICK, REICHSMINIS- 
TER FOR THE INTERIOR, BEFORE THE 
FIRST MEETING OF THE EXPERT COUN- 
CIL FOR POPULATION- AND RACE-POLI- 
TICS HELD IN BERLIN, JUNE 28, 1933. 

German Men and Women: 

While thanking you for your ready co- 
Operation I take the liberty of giving you 

today a survey of the work which we pro- 
pose to do, as well as an outline of the 

goal which we want to reach, 

The National Socialistic movement un- 

der the leadership of Adolf Hitler de- 

serves the merit of having preserved the 
German nation from utter political dis- 

ruption and the Reich from disorganiza- 

tion. It would be a great mistake to be- 
lieve that now the main problem has been 

solved. Any one with perspicacity knows 
that the most difficult task has yet to be 
accomplished, namely to stop the national 
and cultural ruin. Germany is one of the 

countries which not only had to bear the 

main burden of the World War with tre- 
mendous losses of its best men and racial 

constituents, but it is also the one country 
which has been threatened (during as 
well as after the war) with a decreasing 

birth-rate. While at the beginning of this 
century we still had approximately two 

million births per year, today these only 
amount to 975,000. In 1900 there were 

* Translated from the German for the Eu- 

36 living births to 1000 inhabitants—this 

number dwindled down to about 15 in 

1932, The number of children, then, is 

alarmingly decreasing—the post-war two- 

child system has been superseded; the 

German nation has adopted the one-child 

and even the no-child system. 

Notwithstanding the successful results 

achieved in reducing mortality and length- 

ening the span of life by means of gen- 

eral hygiene, control of infectious diseases, 

social hygiene and medicine, the decrease 

in mortality is not sufficient to preserve 

the population as a biologic national en- 

tity. Today rough figures of births and 

deaths give only an inadequate estimate; 

in order to recognize the true situation 

from the standpoint of population-politics, 

we must carefully sift the vital debits and 

credits by considering the age distribu- 

tion of the various classes. According to 

the figures of the Statistical Reichsmat, 

the German nation with its present low 

birth-rate is no longer able to maintain 

itself by its own strength, With 15 births 

to 1000 inhabitants the figure falls about 

30% below the increase needed to main- 

tain the population number in the future. 

With the present birth-rate neither Berlin 

nor other large German cities, not even 

the medium and small towns are able to 

maintain their population number. Only 

the rural communities still have a minimal 

excess of births, but this is no longer suf- 

ficient to offset the loss in the German 
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and twins; and in this work there will not 

be invextigated alone interesting twins, bat 

al} twins and families of definite geographi- 

cal origin must be considered. It is desir- 
able to determine what traits uf bodily and 

interior is given in Fig. 2, 
The Eucenicac News oxtends best 

wishes to Ds. O. Freiierr von Verschuer 

for the success of his work in his new and 

favorable environment. 

mental sort, what diseases and anomalies ; 
in mankind are hereditary; according to 
what laws they arc transniitted from one 

influences that may act inhibiting or 

acedlerating fashion must be taken into 
many other points. 
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ON THE BREEDING OF ARYANS 

And Other Genetic Problems of War-time Germany 

Tace U. H. ELtincer 

URING a visit to Germany in 
D the winter of 1939-40, I had an 

opportunity to meet some of my 
fellow geneticists, who seemed to be 
working undisturbed by the campaign 
and the “mopping up” in Poland, and by 
the hectic preparations for the assaults 
on a great many peaceful countries 
such as Denmark, Norway, Holland, 
and Belgium. The following unpre- 
tentious notes, written for laymen, may 
perhaps interest some of their many 
‘American friends. 

Quite a few of them were busy treat- 
ing or rather mistreating the sex cells 
of animals and plants in order te pro- 
duce new varieties. I was introduced to 
all kinds of extraordinary creatures 
produced in that way, mice without toes 

or with corkscrew tails, flies that vio- 
lated the very definition of a fly by 
having four wings instead of two, 
funny-looking moths, and 
plants. 

Radiation, especially with X-rays, is 
the principal means of producing such 
new kinds, or rather monsters, of ani- 
mals and plants, and the wizard in this 
business was a Russian, Dr. Timofeeff- 
Ressovsky, who has found an asylum 
at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 
Brain Research. An industrial concern 
has presented him with the enormous 
machines with which he radiates the 
minute sex cells of tiny little Droso- 
phila flies. 

Timofeeff is a fanatic and an en- 
thusiast. I was really spellbound while 
he gave me a three-hour lecture on his 
work, incessantly gesticulating as he 
walked up and down the floor. The 
German staff of the Institute looked at 
this strange and temperamental Rus- 
sian with amusement and sincere ad- 
miration. They even granted him a 
freedom of speech and opinion they 
would deny any other human being. 

strange 

141 

Genuine German thoroughness char- 
acterized Professor Nachtsheim’s elab- 
orate experiments on the heredity of 
disease. Since one can not very well 
make human patients mate and produce 
numerous babies to suit the analysis of 
a pathological problem, he had resort- 
ed to rabbits. These obliging and fer- 
tile animals suffer from a great many 
troubles like our own, It was a pathetic 
sight to look at the hundreds of incur- 
ables in the rabbit houses. But at that. 
our own institutions housing people af- 
flicted with hereditary diseases are no 
less disconsolate. 
When I went to see the famous old 

“Geheimrat” Fischer at the Kaiser Wil- 
helm Institute for Anthropology, an 
S.A. man in black uniform was present 
during the conversation. He was intro- 
duced as Dr. Abel, and the director 
afterwards asked him to show me 
around. The result was that we spent 
several days together. 

Twins in the “New Order” 

Twins have, of course, for a long 
time been a favorite material for the 
study of the relative importance of 
heredity and environment, of nature 
and nurture. It does, however, take a 
dictatorship to oblige some ten thou- 
sand pairs of twins, as well as triplets 
and even quadruplets, to report to a 
scientific institute at regular intervals 
for all kinds of recordings and tests. 

I was particularly interested in their 
laboratory for the study of the inheri- 
tance of behavior and mental capacities. 
For this urpose, the twins were placed 
in two identical rooms, separated by a 
narrow corridor for the observer, who 
had a free view over both rooms 
through big windows in the walls. 
These, however, were fitted with that 
remarkable kind of glass through 
which you can see in one direction 
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During the past year a large part of the resources of the 
Foundation has been devoted to a second survey of sterilization in 
California, in collaboration with the California Bureau of Juvenile 
Research, The task of collecting case histories from the state in- 
stitutions was completed by the Foundation workers, and all of these 
were tabulated and coded. Hollerith cards were then punched for each 
individual, 67 facts being thus recorded for each of about 8,000 persons. 
These cards are now being sorted to make 1500 scatter diagrams, which 
will reveal the correlations of all of the facts. Males and females are 
tabulated separately, as are also the insane and feeble-minded. In this 
immense but highly important task, the staff of the Foundation has been 
helped by six SERA workers furnished by the Bureau of Juvenile Research. 
The study should be completed within the next year, and will not merely 
bring up to date the previous study which this Foundation made (begin- 
ning in 1926), but will extend it and result ina great deal of new 
and valuable information, 

The Foundation had a poster exhibit in connection with the 
annual meeting of the American Public Health Association in Pasadena in 
September. Frank C, Reid of the Foundation staff spent most of the 
time during the week in charge of this exhibit, contacting leaders in 
the field of public health from all over the United States. An outstand- 
ing feature of the meeting was also the eugenics exhibit of the German 
government, which was devoted largely to sterilization. This is re- 

Goethe of Sacramento, one of the members of the Foundation, wrote as 
vs to Mre Gosney: 

"You will be interested to know that your work has 
played a powerful part in shaping the opinions of the group 
of intellectuals who are behind Hitler in this epoch-making 

program. Everywhere I sensed that their opinions have been 

tremendously stimulated by American thought, and particularly 
by the work of the Human Betterment Foundation, I want you, 

my dear friend, to carry this thought with you for the rest 

of your life, that you have really jolted into action a great gov- 
‘ernment of 60,000,000 people," 

The offices of the Foundation are frequently visited by distin- 

ad people from out of town, Among the most recent callers who were in- 
ed in eugenic sterilization were: Dr, Harry H, Benjamin of New York 
Dr. Wilhelm Krauss of the Institute of Race Biology, Sweden; and 

Human Betterment Foundation Annual Report for 1935 citing a letter from 

board member C. M. Goethe to racist eugenicist E. S. Gosney, bragging: “You 

will be interested to know that your work has played a powerful part in shaping the 

opinions of the group of intellectuals who are behind Hitler in this epoch-making 

program. Everywhere I sensed that their opinions have been tremendously stimulated 

by American thought, and particularly by the work of the Human Betterment 

Foundation. I want you, my dear friend, to carry this thought with you for the 

rest of your life, that you have really jolted into action a great government of 60 

million people.” verMONT STATE PUBLIC RECORDS DIVISION 
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CHAPTER | 4 

Rasse und Blut 

Neer eugenic solutions appeared in Germany at the end of the nine- 
teenth century. 

From 1895 to 1900, German physician Gustav Boeters worked as a 

ship’s doctor in the United States and traveled throughout the country. He 

learned of America’s castrations, sterilizations and numerous marriage 

restriction laws. When Boeters returned to Germany, he spent the next 

three decades writing newspaper articles, drafting proposed legislation and 

clamoring to anyone who would listen to inaugurate eugenic sterilization. 

Constantly citing American precedents, from its state marriage restriction 

statutes to sterilization laws from Iowa to Oregon, Boeters passionately 

argued for Germany to follow suit. “In a cultured nation of the first 

order—the United States of America—that which we strive toward [sterili- 

zation legislation], was introduced and tested long ago. It is all so clear and 

simple.” Eventually, Boeters became so fixated on the topic that he was 

considered delusional and was forced to retire from his post as a medical 

officer in Saxony—but not before prompting German authorities to seri- 

ously consider eugenic laws.! 

While Boeters was touring America, so was German physician Alfred 

Ploetz. A socialist thinker, Ploetz had traveled to America in the mid-1880s 

to investigate utopian societies. He became caught up in the post—Civil 

War American quest to breed better human beings. In Chicago, in 1884, he 

studied the writings of leading American utopians. He also spent several 

months working at the Icarian Colony, an obscure utopian community in 

Iowa. Ploetz was disappointed to find the Icarians socially disorganized, 

and he began to believe that racial makeup was the key to social success.’ 
Ploetz also opened a medical practice in Springfield, Massachusetts, 

and began to breed chickens. Later, he moved to Meriden, Connecticut, 

where he graduated to human breeding projects. By 1892, Ploetz had 

already compiled 325 genealogies of local families and hoped to gather 
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even more from a nearby secret German lodge. A colleague recalled that 

Ploetz was convinced “the Anglo-Saxons of America would be left behind, 

unless they adopted a policy that would change the relative proportions of 

the population.”? 
Like his medical and utopian colleagues, Ploetz was undoubtedly a 

devotee of the late nineteenth century’s hygiene and sanitary movement 

that sought to eradicate germs and disease. One of the leading exponents of 

this movement was Benjamin Ward Richardson, inventor of the lethal 

chamber and author of Hygeia, A City of Health. The same conflicts that 
perplexed late-nineteenth-century British and American social Darwinists, 

from Spencer to New York’s human breeding advocates, also confronted 
German hereditarians. By the mid-1880s, Ploetz had propounded a 

eugenic racial theory. Galton’s term eugenics had not yet been translated, 

and Ploetz coined the term Rassenhygiene (racial hygiene). He articulated his 
notions of racial and social health in a multivolume 1895 work, The 

Foundations of Racial Hygiene. Volume one was entitled Fitness of Our Race 

and the Protection of the Weak. His colleagues later argued that the term 

Rassenhygiene should not be translated into English as race hygiene, but as 

eugenics. [he two were one and the same.* 

Ploetz believed that a better understanding of heredity could help the 

state identify and encourage the best specimens of the German race. 

Ironically, while Ploetz believed in German national eugenics and har- 

bored strong anti-Semitic sentiments,’ he included the Jews among 

Germany’s most valuable biological assets. After returning to Germany, 

Ploetz in 1904 helped found the journal Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschafts- 

biologie (Archives of Race Science and Social Biology), and the next year he 

organized the Society for Racial Hygiene (Gesellschaft fiir Rassenhygiene) to 

promote eugenic research. Both entities functioned as the principal clear- 

inghouses for German eugenics for years to come. Understandably, Ploetz 

emerged as Germany’s leading race theorist and was often described as “the 

founder of eugenics as a science in Germany.”° 

Even as Boeters and Ploetz were formulating their American-influenced 

ideas, German social theorist Alfred Jost argued in his 1895 booklet, The 

Right to Death, that the state possessed the inherent right to kill the unfit and 

useless. The individual’s “right to die” was not at issue; rather, Jost postu- 

lated, it was the state’s inherent “rights to [inflict] death [that are] the key to 

the fitness of life.”’ The seeds of German negative eugenics were planted. 

With Nordic superiority as the centerpiece of American eugenics, 

Davenport quickly established good personal and professional relations 
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with German race hygienists. As director of the Carnegie Institution’s 
Station for Experimental Evolution, Davenport was more than happy to 
correspond frequently with German eugenic thinkers on matters major 
and mundane. In the first decade of the twentieth century, typed and hand- 
written letters sailed back and forth across the Atlantic, encompassing 
requests for copies of the latest German research to replies to German 
appeals for Carnegie donations for a memorial to Mendel. 

Quickly, Davenport and the Carnegie Institution became the center of 
the eugenic world for German researchers. America was enacting a grow- 

ing body of eugenic laws and governmental practices, and the movement 

enjoyed wealthy backers and the active support of U.S. officials. While a 

small group of German social thinkers merely expounded theory, America 

was taking action. At the same time, by virtue of their blond and blue-eyed 

Nordic nature as well as their stellar scientific reputation, Germany’s bud- 

ding eugenicists became desirable allies for the Americans. A clear partner- 

ship emerged in the years before World War I. In this relationship, 

however, America was far and away the senior partner. In eugenics, the 

United States led and Germany followed. 

One of Davenport’s earliest German allies was the anthropologist and 

eugenicist Eugen Fischer. Fischer was among the first “corresponding scien- 

tists” recruited by Davenport when the Cold Spring Harbor facility opened 

in 1904. Before long Davenport and Fischer were exchanging their latest 

research, including studies on eye color and hair quality. In 1908, Fischer 

expanded into research on race mixing between whites and Hottentots in 

Africa, focusing on the children known as “Rehoboth bastards.” Miscegen- 

ation fascinated Davenport. He and his colleagues, both German and 

American, jointly pursued studies on race mixing for years to come.” 

When Davenport elevated eugenics into a global movement, he chose 

German eugenicists for a major role, and British leaders went along. 

Indeed, the First International Congress of Eugenics in London was sched- 

uled for July of 1912 to coincide with summer visits to Great Britain by 

leading German and American eugenicists. At the time, these two groups 

were seen as the giants of eugenic science.'° But in fact there was only room 

for one giant in the post-Galtonian world—and that would be America. 
When Ploetz founded the Society for Racial Hygiene in Berlin in 1905, 

it was little more than an outgrowth of his own social circle and his publica- 

tion, Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie. By the end of 1905, the 

Society for Racial Hygiene had just eighteen German and two non- 

German members. Even when so-called “branches” opened in other 
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German cities, these chapters usually claimed only a handful of members. 

The society was less a national organization devoted to Germany’s territo- 

rial borders than it was a Germanic society devoted to the Nordic roots and 

Germanic language innervating much of northwestern Europe. Ploetz 

himself maintained Swiss citizenship, as did some of his key colleagues. 

Thinking beyond Germany’s borders, Ploetz expanded the group within a 

few years into the International Society for Race Hygiene. So-called 

branches were established in Norway and Sweden, but again, these 

branches were comprised of just a handful of eugenic compatriots.'! 
As society members traveled through other traditionally Germanic and 

Nordic lands, however, they recruited more fellow travelers. By 1909, 

Ploetz’s growing international organization numbered more than 120 mem- 

bers, although most were German nationals. In the summer of that year, the 

organization gained prestige when Galton agreed to become its honorary 

president, just as he had for the budding Eugenics Education Society.'” 

Two years later, in 1911, Ploetz raised his group’s profile again, this 

time by participating in the International Hygiene Exhibition in Dresden. 

But the Anglo-American bloc was clearly reluctant to see the German wing 

rise on the world eugenic stage. After a series of negotiations, the Anglo- 

American group for all intents and purposes absorbed Ploetz’s budding 

international network into their larger and better-financed movement." 

Ploetz was brought in as a lead vice president of the First International 

Congress of Eugenics in London in 1912. He was one of about fifteen indi- 

viduals invited back to Paris the next year to create the Permanent 

International Eugenics Committee. This new and elite panel evolved into 

the International Eugenics Commission and later became the International 

Federation of Eugenic Organizations, which governed the entire world- 

wide movement. After some failed attempts to regain leadership, Ploetz 

and his societies finally bowed to American eugenicists and their interna- 

tional eugenics agencies.'* 

After 1913, the United States continued to dominate by virtue of its 

widespread legislative and bureaucratic progress as well as its diverse 

research programs. These American developments were closely followed 

and popularized within the German scientific and eugenic establishment 

by Géza von Hoffmann, an Austro-Hungarian vice consul who traveled 

throughout the United States studying eugenic practices. Von Hoffmann’s 

1913 book, Racial Hygiene in the United States (Die Rassenhygiene in den 

Vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika), exhaustively detailed American laws 

on sterilization and marriage restrictions, as well as methods of field inves- 
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tigation and data collection. With equal thoroughness, he delineated 
America’s eugenic organizational structure—from the Rockefeller 
Foundation to the institutions at Cold Spring Harbor. Then, in alphabeti- 
cal order, he summarized each state’s eugenic legislation. A comprehensive 
eighty-four-page bibliography was appended, with special subsections for 

such topics as “euthanasia” and “sterilization.” 

Most importantly, von Hoffmann’s comprehensive volume held up 

American eugenic theory and practice as the ideal for Germany to emulate. 

“Galton’s dream,” he wrote, “that racial hygiene should become the reli- 

gion of the future, is being realized in America. ... America wants to breed 

a new superior race.” Von Hoffmann repeatedly chided Germany for 

allowing mental defectives to roam freely when in America such people 

were safely in institutions. Moreover, he urged Germany to follow 

America’s example in erecting race-based immigration barriers. For years 

after Racial Hygiene in the United States was published, leading German 

eugenicists would credit von Hoffmann’s book on America’s race science as 

a seminal reference for German biology students.!° 

Laughlin and the Eugenics Record Office were the leading conduits of 

information for von Hoffmann. The ERO sent von Hoffmann its special 

bulletins and other informational summaries. In turn, von Hoffmann 

hoped to impress Laughlin with updates of his own. He faithfully reported 

the latest developments in Germany and Austria, such as the formation of a 

new eugenic research society in Leipzig, a nascent eugenic sexology study 

group in Vienna, and genetic conference planning in Berlin.!” 
But it was the American developments that captivated von Hoffmann. 

Continually impressed with Laughlin’s ideas, he frequently reported the 

latest American news in German medical and eugenic literature. “I thank 

you sincerely,” von Hoffmann wrote Laughlin in a typical letter dated May 

26, 1914, “for the transmission of your exhaustive and interesting reports. 

The far-reaching proposal of sterilizing one tenth of the population 

impressed me very much. I wrote a review of [the] report...in the Archiv 

fiir Rassen- und Gesellschafisbiologie [Ploetz’s journal].”!* 
Eager to be a voice for German eugenics in America, von Hoffmann 

also contributed articles about German developments to leading U.S. pub- 

lications. In October of 1914, his article “Eugenics in Germany” appeared 

in the Journal of Heredity, explaining that while sterilization was being 
debated, “the time has not yet come for such a measure in Germany.” In 

the same issue, the Journal of Heredity published an extensive review of 

Fischer’s book about race crossing between Dutch and Hottentots in 
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Africa, and the resulting “Rehoboth bastard” hybrids. Indeed, German 

eugenic philosophy and progress were popular in the Journal of Heredity. In 

1914, for example, they published’an article tracing the heredity of 

Bismarck, an article outlining plans for a new experimental genetics lab in 

Berlin, an announcement for the next international genetics conference in 

Berlin, and reviews of the latest German books.!” 

In the fall of 1914, the Great War erupted. During the war, “the eugen- 

ics movement in Germany stood entirely still,” as one of Germany’s top 

eugenic leaders later remembered in Journal of Heredity. Ploetz withdrew to 

his estate. Sensational headlines in American newspapers reported and 

denounced German atrocities against civilians, such as bayoneting babies 

and mutilating women’s breasts. Many of these stories were later found to 

be utterly unfounded. But despite the headlines, the American eugenics 

movement strengthened ties with its German scientific counterparts. In 

1916, Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race declared that the white 
Nordic race was destined to rule the world, and confirmed the Aryan peo- 

ple’s role in it. German nationalists were heartened by America’s recogni- 

tion of Nordic and Aryan racial superiority. Reviews of the book inspired a 

spectrum of German scientists and nationalists to think eugenically even 

before the work was translated into German.”° 
American fascination with the struggling German eugenics movement 

continued right up until the United States entered the war in April of 1917. 

In fact, the April issue of Eugenical News summarized in detail von Hoff- 
mann’s latest article in Journal of Heredity. It outlined Germany’s broad 

plans to breed its own eugenically superior race after the war to replace 

German men lost on the battlefield. The article proposed special apart- 

ment buildings for desirable single Aryan women and cash payments for 
having babies.7! 

America entered the war on April 6, 1917. Millions died in battle. At the 

eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month of 1918, a defeated 

Germany finally agreed to an armistice, ending the bloody conflict. The 

Weimar Republic was created. A peace treaty was signed in June of 1919. 

American eugenics’ partnership with the German movement resumed.”? 
Laughlin prepared a detailed pro-German speech for the Ninth Annual 

Meeting of the Eugenics Research Association, held at Cold Spring Harbor 
in June of 1920. In the text, Laughlin analyzed Germany’s newly imposed 
democratic constitution point by point, identifying the clauses that author- 
ized eugenic and racial laws. These included a range of state powers, from 
“Article 7... [allowing] protection of plants from disease and pests” to 
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“Articles 119 to 134 inclusive [which] prescribe the fundamental law of 
Germany in reference to the social life.” Declaring that “modern civiliza- 
tion” itself depended on German and Teutonic conquest, Laughlin closed 
by assuring his colleagues, “From what the world knows of Germanic traits, 

we logically concede that she will live up to her instincts of race conserva- 

tion....” Laughlin never actually delivered the speech, probably because of 

time constraints, so Eugenical News published it in their next issue, as did a 

subsequent edition of the official British organ, Eugenics Review. Reprints of 

the Eugenics Review version were then circulated by the ERO.” 
Scientific correspondence also resumed. Shortly after Laughlin’s 

enthusiastic appraisal, a eugenicist at the Institute for Heredity Research in 

Potsdam requested ERO documentation for his advisory committee’s pres- 

entation to the local government. Davenport dispatched materials and sup- 

porting statements “that will be of use to you in your capacity as advisor to 

the Government in matters of race hygiene.” ERO staffers had missed their 

exchanges with German colleagues, and Davenport assured his Potsdam 

friend, “I read your letter to our staff at its meeting on Monday and they 

were interested to hear from you.” Information about the new advisory 

committee was published in the very next issue of Eugenical News. German 

race scientists reciprocated by sending their own research papers for 

Davenport's review, covering a gamut of topics from inherited human traits 

to mammalian attributes.’* 
But efforts by German eugenicists to join America’s international 

movement were still hampered by the aftershocks of the war. Under the 

Treaty of Versailles, Germany agreed to pay the Allies massive war repara- 

tions, 132 billion marks or 33 billion dollars. This crippled the finances of 

all of Germany, including its raceologists. Meanwhile, German nationalists 

were enraged because France and Belgium now occupied the Rhineland. 

France’s army had long included African soldiers from its colonies—such as 

Senegal, Mali and North Africa—who were now mingling with German 

women and would ultimately father several hundred children of mixed race 

in Germany.”° 
Infuriated Germans refused to cooperate with international commit- 

tees that included Belgian or French scientists. Nor did they have the 

money to travel, even within Europe. The International Congress of 

Hygiene, for instance, originally scheduled for May of 1921 in Geneva, was 

cancelled because “the low value of the currency of many countries and the 

high value of the Swiss franc make it impossible for many countries to send 

delegates,” as one published notice explained.”° 
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Hence German scientists were unable and unwilling to attend the 

Second International Congress of Eugenics in New York in September of 

1921. Instead, they sent bitter protest letters to Cold Spring Harbor, 

denouncing the French and Belgian occupation of their land and seeking 

moral support from colleagues in America. Indeed, even though invitations 

to the congress were mailed to eugenicists around the world by the State 

Department, the Germans were excluded due to escalating postwar diplo- 

matic and military tensions. Three weeks before the Second Congress, 

Davenport wrote to one prominent Berlin colleague, Agnes Bluhm, “pro- 

found regrets that international complications have prevented formal invi- 

tations to the International Eugenics Congress in New York City.” He 

added his “hope that by the time of the following Congress such complica- 

tions will have been long removed.” So once again American science took 

center stage in international eugenics. Alienated from much of the 

European movement, Germany’s involvement in the field was now mainly 

limited to correspondence with Cold Spring Harbor.’’ 
In 1922, Germany defaulted on its second annual reparations payment. 

France and Belgium invaded Germany’s rich industrial Ruhr region on 

January 11, 1923, to seize coal and other assets. During the height of the 

harsh Ruhr occupation, the Weimar government began printing money 

day and night to support striking German workers. This shortsighted move 

made Germany’s currency worthless nearly overnight, leading to unprece- 

dented hyperinflation.”® 

All of these factors contributed to Germany’s isolation from organized 

eugenics. Efforts by Davenport in 1920 and 1921 to include German scien- 

tists in the International Eugenics Commission were rebuffed. None of the 

players wanted to sit together. Determined to bring German eugenicists 

back into the worldwide movement, Davenport traveled to Europe in 

1922. He selected Lund, Sweden, as the site of the 1923 conference, 

because, as he confided to a German colleague, “it would be convenient to 

Berlin.” It also circumvented Allied nations such as Belgium, England and 

France. Davenport then arranged for his colleagues on the IEC to take the 

first step and formally invite German representatives to join the commis- 

sion. But tensions over the Rhineland and reparations were still too explo- 

sive for the Germans to agree. By the spring of 1923, Davenport had to 

concede in frustration, “German delegates would not meet in intimate 
association with the French.”’? 

Davenport wrote to one key German eugenicist, “I implore you, that 

you will use your influence to prevent such a backward step. The only way 
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we can heal the wounds caused by the late war is to repress these sad mem- 
ories from our scientific activities. It will do a lot to restore international 
science and to set an example for other scientific organizations to follow if 
a delegate is sent to the meeting of the Commission to be held in Lund 
next autumn.”?° 

But the occupation of the Ruhr by French and Belgian forces further 

inflamed angry German eugenicists. “Cooperative work between Germans 

and French seems to be impossible so long as the Ruhr invasion lasts,” one 

embittered German eugenic leader wrote Davenport. “If in America a for- 

eign power had entered and held in its grasp the chief industrial area surely 

no American man of science would sit with a representative of that other 

nation at a table. Therefore, one should correspondingly not expect 

Germans to do this.”?! 
Weimar continued to print money around the clock, creating hour-to- 

hour hyperinflation. Fabulous stories abounded of money being carted 

around in wheelbarrows and being used to stoke furnaces. One famous 

story centered on a Freiburg University student who ordered a cup of cof- 

fee listed on the menu for 5,000 marks; by the time he ordered a refill, the 

second cup cost 9,000 marks. Another told of an insurance policy redeemed 

to buy a single loaf of bread. The American dollar, which had traded for 

1,500 marks in 1922, was worth 4.2 trillion marks by the end of 1923.°? 
German extremists tried to exploit the hyperinflation crisis to start a 

political revolution to abrogate the Treaty of Versailles. Among the agita- 

tors was Adolf Hitler. In November of 1923, Hitler organized the Beer 

Hall Putsch in Munich. He hoped to seize power in Bavaria and march all 

the way to Berlin. His rebellion was quickly put down. Hitler was sen- 

tenced to five years in prison, to be served at Landsberg Fortress. Referring 

to his jail cell as his “university,” Hitler read voraciously. It was during 

these prison years that Hitler solidified his fanatical eugenic views and 

learned to shape that fanaticism into a eugenic mold.* 
Where did Hitler develop his racist and anti-Semitic views? Certainly 

not from anything he read or heard from America. Hitler became a mad 
racist dictator based solely on his own inner monstrosity, with no assis- 

tance from anything written or spoken in English. But like many rabid 

racists, from Plecker in Virginia to Rentoul in England, Hitler preferred 

to legitimize his race hatred by medicalizing it, and wrapping it in a more 

palatable pseudoscientific facade—eugenics. Indeed, Hitler was able to 

recruit more followers among reasonable Germans by claiming that sci- 

ence was on his side. 
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The intellectual outlines of the eugenics Hitler adopted in 1924 were 

strictly American. He merely compounded all the virulence of long-estab- 

lished American race science with his fanatic anti-Jewish rage. Hitler’s 

extremist eugenic science, which in many ways seemed like the logical 

extension of America’s own entrenched programs and advocacy, eventually 

helped shape the institutions and even the machinery of the Third Reich’s 

genocide. By the time Hitler’s concept of Aryan superiority emerged, his 

politics had completely fused into a biological and eugenic mindset. 

When Hitler used the term master race, he meant just that, a biological 

“master race.” America crusaded for a biologically superior race, which 

would gradually wipe away the existence of all inferior strains. Hitler would 

crusade for a master race to quickly dominate all others. In Hitler’s view, 

eugenically inferior groups, such as Poles and Russians, would be permit- 

ted to exist but were destined to serve Germany’s master race. Hitler demo- 

nized the Jewish community as social, political and racial poison, that is, a 

biological menace. He vowed that the Jewish community would be neutral- 

ized, dismantled and removed from Europe.** 

Nazi eugenics would ultimately dictate who would be persecuted, how 

people would live, and how they would die. Nazi doctors would become 

the unseen generals in Hitler’s war against the Jews and other Europeans 

deemed inferior. Doctors would create the science, devise the eugenic for- 

mulas, write the legislation, and even hand-select the victims for steriliza- 

tion, euthanasia and mass extermination. 

Hitler’s deputy, Rudolf Hess, coined a popular adage in the Reich, 
“National Socialism is nothing but applied biology.”?5 

While in prison, at his “university,” Hitler codified his madness in the 
book Mein Kampf, which he dictated to Hess. He also read the second edi- 
tion of the first great German eugenic text, Foundation of Human Heredity 
and Race Hygiene (Grundriss der menschlichen Erblichkeitslehre und Rassen- 
hygiene), which had been published in 1921. Germany’s three leading race 
eugenicists, Erwin Baur, Fritz Lenz and Eugen Fischer, authored the two- 
volume set.*® All three of the book’s authors were closely allied to American 
eugenic science and Davenport personally. Their eugenics originated at 
Cold Spring Harbor. 

Baur, an intense racist, closely studied American eugenic science and 
formulated his ideas accordingly. He was comfortable confiding to his dear 
friend Davenport just how those ideas fused with nationalism. For exam- 
ple, in November of 1920, about a year before Foundation of Human 
Heredity and Race Hygiene went to press, Baur wrote to Davenport in almost 
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perfect English, “The Medical Division of the Prussian Government has 
asked me to prepare a review of the eugenical laws and Vorschriften [regula- 
tions] which have already been introduced into the differed States of your 
country.” He emphasized, “Of especial interest are the marriage certificates 
(Ehebestimmung)—certificates of health required for marriage, laws forbid- 

ding marriage of hereditarily burdened persons among others—[and] fur- 

ther the experiments made in different states with castration of criminals 
and insane.*’ 

“It is at present extraordinarily difficult [here in Germany] to gather 

together the desired material [about U.S. legislation],” Baur continued. “I 

am thinking, however, that perhaps in your institute [Carnegie Institu- 

tion] all this material has been already gathered. That, perhaps, there may 

be some recent printed report on the matter. If my idea is correct I would 

be exceedingly thankful to you if you could help me with a collection of 

the material.”?* 
Baur then bitterly complained about confiscatory war reparations 

under the Treaty of Versailles, and the presence of French and Belgian- 

African troops as enforcers. “The entire work of eugenics is very difficult 

with us,” Baur reported, “all children in the cities are entirely insufficiently 

nourished. Everywhere milk and fat are lacking, and this matter will 

become yet greater if we now shall give up to France and Belgium the milch 

[milk] cows which they have requisitioned [for war reparations]. The 

entirely unnecessary huge army of occupation eats us poor, but eugenically 

the worst is what we call the Black Shame, the French negro regiments, 

which are placed all over Germany and which in the most shameful fashion 

give free rein to their impulses toward women and children. By force and 

by money they secure their victims—each French negro soldier has, at our 

expense, a greater income than a German professor—and the consequence 

is a frightful increase of syphilis and a mass of mulatto children. Even if all 
French-Belgian tales of mishandling by German soldiers were true, they 

have been ten times exceeded by what now—in peace!—happens on 

German soil.*? 
“But I have wandered far from my theme,” Baur continued. “We have 

under the new government an advisory commission for race hygiene... 

[which] will in the future pass upon all new bills from the eugenical stand- 

point. It is for this commission that I wish to prepare the Referate [reports] 

on American eugenic laws.” Baur added that the Carnegie researcher 

Alfred Blakeslee’s “paper is in press [for publication in Germany], the plate 

is at the lithographers.”*° 
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Baur was one of the principal German scientists Davenport had 

implored to join the International Eugenics Commission.*! 

Baur’s coauthor, Fritz Lenz, like many German eugenicists, was long 

an aficionado of American sterilization. He lectured German audiences 
that they were lagging far behind America. Like Baur, Lenz was among 

the German eugenic leaders Davenport beckoned to join him at the helm 

of world eugenics. Lenz reluctantly refused Davenport’s entreaties to 

attend either an international commission or congress, and in 1923 can- 

didly declared to Davenport, “Europe goes with rapid steps toward a new 

frightful war, in which Germany will chiefly participate.... That is the 

position in Europe and, therefore, I do not believe the time for interna- 

tional congresses has arrived so long as France occupies the Ruhr, that is, 

not before the second World War. I do not wish this certainly; I know that 

our race in it would suffer more heavily than in the past World War but it 

cannot be avoided.”” 
Lenz suggested to Davenport that while he could not participate in 

international gatherings, German and American eugenics could and should 

continue to advance eugenic science between them, mainly by correspon- 

ding. California eugenic leader Popenoe had already established a vigorous 

exchange with Lenz. Lenz wanted such bilateral contact extended to the 

ERO as well. “I would be thankful,” he wrote Davenport, “if I also could 

secure the publications of the Eugenics Record Office in order to notice 

them [report on them] in the Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie 

[Archives of Race Science and Social Biology}. | have much missed the bulletins 

of these last years.” Lenz closed his letter with “the hope of a work of mutual 

service.” Lenz later predicted, “The next round in the thousand year fight 
for the life of the Nordic race will probably be fought in America.” 

The third coauthor of Foundation of Human Heredity and Race Hygiene 
was Eugen Fischer, a Carnegie Institution “corresponding scientist” since 
1904. Fischer was a close colleague of Davenport’s, and they would form an 
international eugenic partnership that would last years.* 

The two-volume Foundation of Human Heredity and Race Hygiene that 
Hitler studied focused heavily on American eugenic principles and exam- 
ples. The book’s short bibliography and footnotes listed an abundance of 
American writers and publications, including the Journal of Heredity, vari- 
ous Bulletins of the Eugenics Record Office, Popenoe’s Applied Eugenics, 
Dugdale’s The Jukes, Goddard’s The Kallikak Family and Davenport’s own 
three books, Heredity in Relation to Eugenics, The Hill Folk and The Nams. Of 
course, the Baur-Fischer-Lenz work also featured themes and references 
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from von Hoffmann’s Racial Hygiene in the United States and Hitler’s 

favorite, Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race. 

The Baur-Fischer-Lenz volumes also included repeated explorations 

and reiterations of American eugenic issues. World War I U.S. Army test- 

ing had revealed that “the high percentage of blue eyes [among recruits] is 

remarkable.” The authors then noted the decline of blue-eyed men since 

the trait was measured in Civil War recruits. The anthropological fine 

points of American immigration were probed. For example, Fischer wrote, 

“In the children of Jews who have emigrated from eastern or central 

Europe to the United States, the skulls are narrower than those of their 

broad-skulled parents, and this comparative narrowness is more marked in 

proportion to the number of years that have elapsed since the migra- 

tion.... Sicilians acquire somewhat broader heads in the United States.” 

Repeated references to American Indian, Negro, and Jewish characteristics 

were liberally sprinkled throughout the volumes. They also included infor- 

mation on the Eugenics Record Office and Indiana’s pioneering steriliza- 

tion doctor, Harry Clay Sharp.*’ 
The Baur-Fischer-Lenz volumes were well received in Cold Spring 

Harbor. Davenport promised he would write a review for Eugenical News. 

Both Eugenical News and Journal of Heredity ran favorable reviews of each 

subsequent revised edition. One of Popenoe’s reviews in Journal of Heredity, 

this one in 1923, lauded the work as “worthy of the best traditions of 

German scholarship, and...to be warmly recommended.” Popenoe espe- 

cially praised Lenz’s sixteen-point program, which outlined plans to cut off 

defective lines of descent and the “protection of the Nordic race.”* 

It was no accident that Hitler read Foundation of Human Heredity and 

Race Hygiene. It was published by Julius Lehmann of Lehmanns Verlag, 

Germany’s foremost eugenic publishing house. Someone at Lehmanns 

happily reported to Lenz that Hitler had read his book. Lehmanns Verlag 

also published Ploetz’s Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie, the 
Monatsschrift fiir Kriminalbiologie (Monthly Journal of Criminal Biology), and 

von Hoffmann’s Racial Hygiene in the United States. The year after Hitler 

was imprisoned, Lehmanns published the German translation of Grant’s 

The Passing of the Great Race.” 
Julius Lehmann was not just a publisher with a proclivity for race biol- 

ogy. He was a shoulder-to-shoulder coconspirator with Hitler during the 

1923 Beer Hall Putsch, and was at Hitler’s side on November 8, 1923, 

when the National Socialists launched their abortive coup against the 

Bavarian government. After the beer hall ruckus, Bavarian officials were 
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held hostage at Lehmann’s ornate villa until the uprising was suppressed. 

As the revolt collapsed, Lehmann, a financial supporter as well as a friend, 

convinced the Nazi guards to allow their captives to escape rather than exe- 

cute them. Lehmann was the connection between the theory of the Society 

for Racial Hygiene and the action of militants such as the Nazis.°° 

Hitler openly displayed his eugenic orientation and thorough knowl- 

edge of American eugenics in much of his writing and conversation. For 

example, in Mein Kampf he declared: “The demand that defective people be 

prevented from propagating equally defective offspring is a demand of the 

clearest reason and, if systematically executed, represents the most humane 
act of mankind. It will spare millions of unfortunates undeserved sufferings, 

and consequently will lead to a rising improvement of health as a whole.”*! 

Hitler mandated in Mein Kampf that “The Peoples’ State must set race 

in the center of all life. It must take care to keep it pure. ... It must see to it 

that only the healthy beget children; that there is only one disgrace: despite 

one’s own sickness and deficiencies, to bring children into the world....It 

must put the most modern medical means in the service of this knowledge. 

It must declare unfit for propagation all who are in any way visibly sick or 

who have inherited a disease and can therefore pass it on, and put this into 

actual practice.”* 

Hitler railed against “this... bourgeois-national society [to whom] the 

prevention of the procreative faculty in sufferers from syphilis, tuberculo- 

sis, hereditary diseases, cripples, and cretins is a crime....A prevention of 

the faculty and opportunity to procreate on the part of the physically 

degenerate and mentally sick, over a period of only six hundred years, 

would not only free humanity from an immeasurable misfortune, but 
would lead to a recovery which today seems scarcely conceivable... The 
result will be a race which at least will have eliminated the germs of our 
present physical and hence spiritual decay.”*? 

Repeating standard American eugenic notions on hybridization, Hitler 
observed, “Any crossing of two beings not at exactly the same level pro- 
duces a medium between the level of the two parents. This means: the off- 
spring will probably stand higher than the racially lower parent, but not as 
high as the higher one. ... Such mating is contrary to the will of Nature for 
a higher breeding of all life.”>* 

In some cases, Hitler’s eugenic writings resembled passages from 
Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race. Grant wrote, “Speaking English, 
wearing good clothes and going to school and to church do not transform a 
Negro into a white man. Nor was a Syrian or Egyptian freedman trans- 
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formed into a Roman by wearing a toga and applauding his favorite gladia- 

tor in the amphitheater.”*® 
In a similar vein, Hitler wrote, “But it is a scarcely conceivable fallacy of 

thought to believe that a Negro or a Chinese, let us say, will turn into a 

German because he learns German and is willing to speak the German lan- 

guage in the future and perhaps even give his vote to a German political 

party.” He also noted, “Surely no one will call the purely external fact that 

most of this lice-ridden [Jewish] migration from the East speaks German a 

proof of their German origin and nationality.”*° 

Grant wrote, “What the Melting Pot actually does in practice can be 

seen in Mexico, where the absorption of the blood of the original Spanish 

conquerors by the native Indian population has produced the racial mixture 

which we call Mexican and which is now engaged in demonstrating its 

incapacity for self-government. The world has seen many such mixtures 

and the character of a mongrel race is only just beginning to be understood 

at its true value.”*’ 
In a similar vein, Hitler wrote, “North America, whose population con- 

sists in by far the largest part of Germanic elements who mixed but little 

with the lower colored peoples, shows a different humanity and culture 

from Central and South America, where the predominantly Latin immi- 

grants often mixed with the aborigines on a large scale.”**® 

Mein Kampf also displayed a keen familiarity with the recently-passed 

U.S. National Origins Act, which called for eugenic quotas. “There is 

today one state in which at least weak beginnings toward a better concep- 

tion [of immigration] are noticeable. Of course, it is not our model German 

Republic, but the [United States], in which an effort is made to consult rea- 

son at least partially. By refusing immigrants on principle to elements in 

poor health, by simply excluding certain races from naturalization, it pro- 

fesses in slow beginnings a view which is peculiar to the Peoples’ State.”*” 

In page after page of Mein Kampf’s rantings, Hitler recited social 

Darwinian imperatives, condemned the concept of charity, and praised the 

policies of the United States and its quest for Nordic purity. Perhaps no 

passage better summarized Hitler's views than this from chapter 11: “The 

Germanic inhabitant of the American continent, who has remained racially 

pure and unmixed, rose to be master of the continent; he will remain the 

master as long as he does not fall a victim to defilement of the blood.” 

Hitler proudly told his comrades just how closely he followed American 

eugenic legislation. “Now that we know the laws of heredity,” he told a fel- 

low Nazi, “it is possible to a large extent to prevent unhealthy and severely 
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handicapped beings from coming into the world. I have studied with great 

interest the laws of several American states concerning prevention of 

reproduction by people whose progeny would, in all probability, be of no 

value or be injurious to the racial stock. ... But the possibility of excess and 

error is still no proof of the incorrectness of these laws. It only exhorts us to 

the greatest possible conscientiousness. ...It seems to me the ultimate in 

hypocrisy and inner untruth if these same people [social critics]—and it is 

them, in the main—call the sterilization of those who are severely handi- 

capped physically and morally and of those who are genuinely criminal a 

sin against God. I despise this sanctimoniousness. ...”°! 
Reflecting upon the race mixing caused by occupying French-African 

troops and his hope for Nordic supremacy, Hitler later told one reporter, 

“One eventually reaches the conclusions that masses of men are mere bio- 

logical plasticine [clay]. We will not allow ourselves to be turned into nig- 

gers, as the French tried to do after 1918. The nordic blood available in 

England, northern France and North America will eventually go with us to 
reorganize the world.” 

Moreover, as Hitler’s knowledge of American pedigree techniques 

broadened, he came to realize that even he might have been eugenically 

excluded. In later years, he conceded at a dinner engagement, “I was shown 

a questionnaire drawn up by the Ministry of the Interior, which it was pro- 

posed to put to people whom it was deemed desirable to sterilize. At least 

three-quarters of the questions asked would have defeated my own good 

mother. If this system had been introduced before my birth, I am pretty 

sure I should never have been born at all!”® 
Nor did Hitler fail to grasp the eugenic potential of gas and the lethal 

chamber. Four years before Mein Kampf was written, a psychiatrist and a 
judge published their treatise, Permission to Destroy Life Unworthy of Life, 
which insisted that the medical killing of the unfit, such as the feeble- 
minded, was society’s duty; but the extermination had to be overseen by 
doctors. Several subsequent publications endorsed the same view, making 
the topic au courant in German eugenic circles. Hitler, who had himself 
been hospitalized for battlefield gas injuries, wrote about gas in Mein Kampf. 
“If at the beginning of the War and during the War twelve or fifteen thou- 
sand of these Hebrew corrupters of the people had been held under poison 
gas, as happened to hundreds of thousands of our best German workers in 
the field, the sacrifices of millions at the front would not have been in vain. 
On the contrary: twelve thousand scoundrels eliminated in time might have 
saved the lives of a million real Germans, valuable for the future.” 
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On January 30, 1933, Adolf Hitler seized power following an inconclu- 

sive election. During the twelve-year Reich, he never varied from the 

eugenic doctrines of identification, segregation, sterilization, euthanasia, 

eugenic courts and eventually mass termination of germ plasm in lethal 

chambers. During the Reich’s first ten years, eugenicists across America 

welcomed Hitler’s plans as the logical fulfillment of their own decades of 

research and effort. Indeed, they were envious as Hitler rapidly began ster- 

ilizing hundreds of thousands and systematically eliminating non-Aryans 

from German society. This included the Jews. Ten years after Virginia 

passed its 1924 sterilization act, Joseph DeJarnette, superintendent of 

Virginia’s Western State Hospital, complained in the Richmond Times- 

Dispatch, “The Germans are beating us at our own game.”© 
Most of all, American raceologists were intensely proud to have inspired 

the purely eugenic state the Nazis were constructing. In those early years of 

the Third Reich, Hitler and his race hygienists carefully crafted eugenic 

legislation modeled on laws already introduced across America, upheld by 

the Supreme Court and routinely enforced. Nazi doctors and even Hitler 

himself regularly communicated with American eugenicists from New York 

to California, ensuring that Germany would scrupulously follow the path 

blazed by the United States.° American eugenicists were eager to assist. As 

they followed the day-to-day progress of the Third Reich, American 

eugenicists clearly understood their continuing role. This was particularly 

true of California’s eugenicists, who led the nation in sterilization and pro- 
vided the most scientific support for Hitler’s regime.® 

In 1934, as Germany’ sterilizations were accelerating beyond five thou- 

sand per month, the California eugenic leader and immigration activist 

C. M. Goethe was ebullient in congratulating E. S. Gosney of the San Diego— 

based Human Betterment Foundation for his impact on Hitler’s work. Upon 

his return in 1934 from a eugenic fact-finding mission in Germany, Goethe 

wrote Gosney a letter of praise. The Human Betterment Foundation was so 

proud of Goethe’s letter that they reprinted it in their 1935 Annual Report.® 

“You will be interested to know,” Goethe’s letter proclaimed, “that your 

work has played a powerful part in shaping the opinions of the group of 

intellectuals who are behind Hitler in this epoch-making program. 

Everywhere I sensed that their opinions have been tremendously stimu- 

lated by American thought, and particularly by the work of the Human 

Betterment Foundation. I want you, my dear friend, to carry this thought 

with you for the rest of your life, that you have really jolted into action a 

great government of 60 million people.”” 
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CHAPTER | 5 

Hitler’s Eugenic Reich 

(}: the evening of Friday, September 27, 1929, the upper echelon of 

eugenics met in majestic and Mussolini-ruled Rome, in the high- 

ceilinged library of the newly created Central Statistical Institute.! 

They came from Sweden, Norway, Holland, Italy, England, Germany 

and the United States, gathering as the International Federation of 

Eugenic Organizations. Among this group, two men ruled supreme: 

Charles Davenport and Eugen Fischer. A large map dominated the room. 

This was no ordinary map, but an atlas of the defective populations on 

every inhabited continent.’ 
The men were flushed with excitement. Just two hours earlier, they had 

met personally with Mussolini at the Piazza Venezia, with a view of Trajan’s 

Column of antiquity. Indeed, their mission was a return to hereditary 

antiquity. All were intensely aware that they were assembled for a sacred 

duty in a city they revered as “the oldest capital of the world.” Davenport 

read the preliminary report of the Committee on Race Crossing. Entire 

populations of the unfit were designated. The eugenic atlas and other maps 

were scrutinized for the “regions in which the Committee had ascertained 

that tolerably pure races were intermarrying... [creating] first generation 

hybrids.” These would be the first people subjected to eugenical measures.’ 

Jon Alfred Mjgen of Norway displayed a map of his country, pinpoint- 

ing regions with high concentrations of tuberculosis; he proclaimed that 
the tubercular zones constituted “a map of race crosses in Norway.” Mjoen 

wanted to target Lapp, Finn and Norwegian hybrids. Captain George Pitt- 

Rivers of England called for anthropologists to help catalog ethnographic 

statistics, asserting that the most dangerous effect of miscegenation was its 

disruption of “the ethnic equilibrium shown in the differential survival 

rate.” The Dutch representative focused on the mixed breeds of the Java 

islands. In describing America’s problem, Davenport spoke of U.S. Army 

intelligence testing that documented high levels of mental defectives. He 

299 
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also discussed tuberculosis rates in Virginia, comparing what he called “the 

Black Belt” against other areas in the state. Fischer insisted that the “whole 

weight of the Federation should be engaged in supporting this work.” He 

suggested that “Jew-Gentile crosses providing excellent material were 

obtainable in most European countries, and that bastard twins would give 

splendid data.”* 

During the course of their deliberations, the eugenic leaders agreed 

that paupers, mental defectives, criminals, alcoholics and other inferior 

strains should be incarcerated en masse. They resolved that “all... members 

[should] bring to the notice of their governments the racial dangers 

involved in allowing defective persons, after training and rehabilitation in 

institutions, to return to free life in the community.” In other words, they 

were advocating permanent incarceration. Only later did someone think to 

amend the resolution to read, “whilst retaining their ability to procreate.”° 

The worldwide cataloging of the unfit was to begin at once. It would 

start on “the American continent and certain small and large islands in the 

oceans.” At this point, America was still the only country with years of 

experience in state-sanctioned sterilization and other eugenic legislation. 

Fischer chimed in, however, that changes in the German criminal code 

were coming, and these would soon enable widespread sterilization and 

other eugenic measures there.° 

Hitler’s arrival on the eugenic scene changed the entire partnership 

between German and American eugenicists. 

America had shown Germany the way during the first two decades of 

the twentieth century, treating the struggling German movement with 

both parental fascination and Nordic admiration. But when Hitler 

emerged in 1924, the relationship quickly shifted to an equal partnership. 

National Socialism promised a sweeping hereditary revolution, establish- 

ing dictatorial racial procedures American activists could only dream of. 

During the period between wars, the American movement viewed National 

Socialism as a rising force that could, if empowered, impose a new biologi- 

cal world order. Nazi eugenicists promised to dispense with the niceties of 

democratic rule. So even if America’s tower of legislation, well-funded 

research and entrenched bureaucratic programs still monopolized the 

world of applied eugenics in the 1920s, National Socialism promised to 

own the next decade. American eugenicists welcomed the idea. 

As early as 1923, Davenport and Laughlin decided that Eugenical News 

should add a subtitle to its name. It became Eugenical News: Current Record 
of Race Hygiene.’ In doing so, the publication discarded any pretense that it 
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might be anything other than a race science journal. Adding Germany’s 

unique term for eugenics, race hygiene, was also a bow by the American 

movement to the Germans. 
By 1923, articles from Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie 

(Archives of Race Science and Social Biology) were highlighted and summarized 

almost quarterly in Eugenical News. In fact, no longer did such reviews bear 

specific headlines about interesting articles; rather, the summaries 

appeared as though they were regular columns, often just headlined 

“Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie,” and proceeded to explore 

the contents of the journal’s latest issue. Articles by Lenz, Fischer and Baur 

were among those most frequently featured.® 

In the 1920s, German raceologists became even more sought after as 

authors and topics for the Journal of Heredity and Eugenical News, thus 

increasing their influence in American eugenic circles. For instance, in May 

of 1924 Fritz Lenz authored a long article for the Journal of Heredity simply 

titled “Eugenics in Germany,” with the latest news and historical reminis- 

cences. California eugenicist Paul Popenoe, head of the Human Betterment 

Foundation, functioned as Lenz’s principal translator in the United States. 

Similar articles were published from time to time as updates, thus keeping 

the American movement’s attention riveted on the vicissitudes of the 

German school. A typically enthralled review of the latest German booklet 

on race hygiene ran in the October 1924 Eugenical News with the lead sen- 

tence: “It was a happy thought that led Dr. Lewellys F. Barker, a leading 

eugenicist as well as a physician, to translate the little book of Dr. H.W. 

Siemens, of Munich, into English.”? Such fawning editorial treatment 

appeared in virtually every edition of American eugenic journals. 

Nor was coverage of German race hygienists and their work limited to 

the eugenic press. They were reported as legitimate medical news in almost 

every issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association, chiefly by the 

journal’s German correspondent. For example, in May of 1924, Erwin 

Baur’s latest lecture to Berlin’s local eugenics society was covered in great 

detail in a two-column story. JAMA repeated, without comment or qualifi- 

cation, Baur’s race politics. “A person of moderate gifts may be educated to 

be very efficient,” the article read, “but he will never transmit other than 

moderate gifts to his own offspring. The attempts to elevate the negroes of 

the United States by giving them the same educational advantages the 

white population receives have necessarily failed.” The article also regurgi- 

tated Baur’s contention that the Jukes family was proof positive of eugeni- 

cally damaged ancestry. “Race suicide,” JAMA continued from Baur’s 
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speech, “brought about the downfall of Greece and Rome, and Germany is 

confronted by the same peril.” 74MA used no quotation marks and pre- 

sented the statements as unredacted medical knowledge.'® 

Nor did the rise of Hitler in Weimar race politics, after 1924, diminish 

the frequency or prominence of German raceologists’ exposure in the 

American eugenic press. The January 1926 issue of Eugenical News featured 

a long article, written by Lenz, entitled “Are the Gifted Families in 

America Maintaining Themselves?” Dense with statistics and formulas, 

Lenz’s article analyzed recent California eugenic research with a German 

mindset, warning “the dying out of the gifted families... of the North 

American Union [United States] proceeds not less rapidly; and also among 

us in Europe....I think one ought not to look at the collapse of the best 

elements of the race without action.”!! 
When Lehmann’s fascist publishing house released a series of race 

cards, that is, popular trading cards depicting racial profiles—from the 

Tamils of India to the primitive Baskirs of the Ural Mountains—their avail- 

ability was fondly reported in Eugenical News. Fascinated with the novelty, 

Eugenical News suggested, however, that the cards could be improved if the 

pictures would reveal more body features. German race cards, just like 

many baseball cards, came ten to a package.” 
In May of 1927, Eugenical News reported the introduction of a German 

“race biological index,” to eugenically rate different ethnic groups. The arti- 

cle repeated German warnings “of the danger of an eruption of colored races 

over Europe, through the French colonies and colonial troops.” In the arti- 

cle, German researchers urged “further studies in America, both of Indians 

and American negroes, as compared with those still living in Africa.”!? 
German race analyses of American society were always well received. 

Unqualified German racial references to Jews gradually became com- 

monplace in American publications as well. For example, in the April 1924 

issue of Eugenical News, an article reviewing a new German “racial pride” 

book published by Lehmanns mentioned, “In an appendix the Jews are 

considered, their history and their role in Germany.” A German article on 

consanguineous marriages summarized in the November 1925 issue of 

Eugenical News stated, “Their evil consequences...are pointed out 

[and] ... are commoner among Jews and royalty than elsewhere in the pop- 

ulation.” A December 1927 summary of a German article reported, “The 

social biology and social hygiene of the Jew is treated by the distinguished 

anthropologist, Wissenberg of Ukrania. This has largely to do with the 

vital statistics of the Jews in Odessa and Elizabethgrad, with special relation 
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of the Jews to acute infection.” In April of 1929, a Eugenical News book 

review entitled “Noses and Ears” informed readers, “The straight nose of 

Gentiles seems to dominate over the convex nose of Jews.”!* No explana- 
tion was necessary or offered for these out-of-context references to Jews. 

That Jews were eugenically undesirable was a given in German eugenics, 

and many American eugenicists adopted that view as well. 

By the mid-twenties, Germany had achieved preeminence in both 

legitimate genetic research and racial biology. Germany’s new status arose, 

in large measure, from its distinguished Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes. An out- 

growth of the esteemed Kaiser Wilhelm Society, the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Institutes would over time develop a network of research institutions 

devoted to the highest pursuits of science. These included the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Physics, boasting a shelf of Nobel Prizes, a sister 

institute for chemistry, another for biology, another for pathology, and 

many more. The twenty-plus Kaiser Wilhelm organizations were easily 

confused and bore related names. But while they were related, they were 

independent and often located in different cities. In fact, at one point 

Davenport confessed to a London colleague, “There are so many Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institutes, that it is necessary to specify.”!° 

Also among the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes were several that would soon 

make their mark in the history of medical murder. The first was the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Psychiatry. The second was the Institute for 

Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics. The third was the Institute 

for Brain Research. All received funding and administrative support from 

Americans, especially the Rockefeller Foundation. 

James Loeb, an American banker and art lover of German-Jewish descent 

who lived in Europe, was among the first to subsidize the organizations that 

evolved into the Kaiser Wilhelm group. In early 1916, Loeb granted 500,000 

marks to the German Psychiatric Institute in Munich.'° Loeb’s money, how- 

ever, was quickly overshadowed by the Rockefeller Foundation’. 

Rockefeller’s connection to German biomedicine traced back to the 

early years of the twentieth century, when Germany’s scientific preemi- 

nence was first challenged by America and its new system of corporate phil- 

anthropic funding begun by Carnegie, Rockefeller and Harriman. Medical 

educator Abraham Flexner was among the first to establish significant cor- 

porate philanthropic financial links with Germany. Flexner completed his 

monumental Carnegie Institution survey, Medical Education in the United 

States and Canada, in 1910. The prodigious report compared North 

America’s medical inadequacy to Germany’s excellence. Flexner next 
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turned to Europe, creating the 1912 report, Medical Education in Europe. 

Soon Flexner was renowned for his pioneering reports and was invited to 

help lead medical efforts at Rockefeller’s powerful new foundation.”” 

One of Flexner’s first Rockefeller efforts yielded the 1914 study, 

Prostitution in Europe, which featured an introduction by John D. Rocke- 

feller Jr. himself. Prostitution was a topic of recurring interest to both 

Rockefeller and his foundation. At about this time, 1914, German acade- 

micians began to realize that generous American-style philanthropy was a 

springboard to higher scientific achievement. Several esteemed German 

academicians and industrialists organized the Kaiser Wilhelm Society in 

this vein, with Kaiser Wilhelm II as its chief patron. The society sponsored 

the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, dedicated to a spectrum of new scientific 

disciplines. But the First World War, the Treaty of Versailles, and the crip- 

pling inflation of the early twenties paralyzed the KWI and German scien- 

tific progress.!® 
To literally save German science, Rockefeller money—guided by 

Flexner’s recommendations—came to the rescue in November of 1922. 

Because anti-German feeling engendered by the war still roiled in 

America, and because Rockefeller, like many, distrusted German universi- 

ties, viewing them as hotbeds of political agitation and warmongering aca- 

demics, the Rockefeller Foundation circumvented the universities, the 

traditional channels of scientific funding. Instead, the foundation inaugu- 

rated its own special funding committee. Flexner selected his longtime 

Berlin friend Heinrich Poll to lead the committee. Poll had assisted 

Flexner during his earlier survey of German medical schools. Poll, also a 

leading eugenicist, advised the Prussian Ministry of Health and lectured 

extensively on hereditary traits and feeblemindedness. Since relations 
between Germany and the United States were still uneasy late into 1922, 

the foundation in large part administered the massive donations through its 

Paris office.!” 
Rockefeller Foundation money began to flow immediately. During the 

final weeks of 1922, 194 fellowships were awarded, totaling $65,000. The 

next year, 262 fellowships were awarded for a total of $135,000. By 1926, 

Rockefeller had donated some $410,000—almost $4 million in twenty- 

first-century money—to hundreds of German researchers, either directly 

or indirectly through international programs that passed funds through to 

German recipients.”° 
Quickly, Rockefeller’s freely flowing money, distributed by Poll, 

became a forceful and intrusive factor in German research. Scientists across 
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Germany eagerly sent in reports of their worthiness, each hoping to be the 

next recipient. By March of 1923, leading German researchers, such as 

Fritz Haber, were grumbling to each other about “King Poll,” whom they 
said exercised an intolerable control over Rockefeller grants and therefore 

German science itself.”! 
Ignoring any criticism, the Rockefeller Foundation only increased its 

extravagant spending. Loeb was instrumental in convincing Flexner to 

marshal Rockefeller millions for Loeb’s favorite, the German Psychiatry 

Institute. Rockefeller officials were fascinated with the promise of psychia- 

try, and they began aligning themselves with German psychiatrists of all 

stripes. The German Psychiatry Institute was the first to receive big 

money. In May of 1926, Rockefeller awarded the institute $250,000 shortly 

after it amalgamated with the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute to become the 

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Psychiatry. The following November, 

Rockefeller trustees allocated the new institute an additional $75,000.” 

Among the leading psychiatrists at the institute was Ernst Ridin, who 

headed the genealogical and demographic department. Riidin would soon 

become director of the institute. Later, he would become an architect of 

Hitler’s systematic medical repression.” 
Who was Riidin? A founding father of German eugenics in the Weimar 

days, Riidin was considered by American circles as among the most promis- 

ing raceologists in Germany. In the 1890s, Riidin joined Alfred Ploetz in a 

quest for utopian socialism. The two men became fast friends after Ploetz 

married Riidin’s sister. From the beginning, Riidin’s impulse was to stop 

dangerous human breeding. At the 1903 International Congress Against 

Alcoholism, Riidin declared that the condition was an inherited trait. 

Alcoholics, he argued, should be segregated and allowed to marry only if 

they were first sterilized. In 1905, Riidin cofounded the Society for Racial 

Hygiene (Gesellschaft fiir Rassenhygiene) with Ploetz. During the next several 

years, Riidin pontificated against the unfit in articles and in his travels.” 

After World War I, as the chief of the German Psychiatry Institute’s 

genealogical and demographic department, Riidin began assembling a 

massive catalog of family profiles from the records of prisons, churches, 

insane asylums, hospitals, and from family interviews. By 1926, Ridin was 

granted special permission by the Reich Ministry of the Interior to consult 

criminal and institutional records and report back with his own findings. In 

other words, Riidin’s operation began forming the same types of discreet 

governmental relationships that the Eugenics Record Office had struc- 

tured in the United States during the previous fifteen years.” 
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Riidin, of course, was quite visible in America. Articles by and about 

him had run in the national eugenic press for years. In May of 1922, the 

Journal of Heredity published a brief‘about a discussion by Ridin on the 

inheritance of mental defects. In June of 1924, Eugenical News informed its 

readership that Riidin was building an extensive collection of family histo- 

ries, and assured “a vast quantity of data has been obtained.” Later that 

year, in the September issue, Ewgenical News published a follow-up report, 

asserting that Riidin’s studies of the “inheritance of mental disorders are 

the most thorough that are being undertaken anywhere. It is hoped that 

they will be long continued and expanded.” A 1925 Eugenical News article 

praising the family tree archives of the German Psychiatric Institute cele- 

brated Riidin, “whose dynamic personality infuses itself throughout the 

entire establishment.” By this time Riidin was the star of German eugenics. 

Later, the Journal of the American Medical Association also published a long 

report about Riidin’s work on heredity and mental disease.’° 
Davenport’s efforts to bring the Germans back into the international 

movement were more than successful. In 1928, the International 

Federation of Eugenic Organizations met in Munich. Riidin functioned as 

the gracious host when IFEO members, including the impressed American 

delegation, were treated to a guided tour of Riidin’s department at the 

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Psychiatry. The next year, the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Institute for Psychiatry was selected for IFEO membership. In 1932, 

Davenport consented to relinquish the presidency of the IFEO, and Riidin 

was elected to succeed him. Laughlin was proud to offer the nomination. 

The vote was unanimous.”’ German race hygiene was now primed to seize 
the reins of the international movement and become senior in its partner- 

ship with the American branch. 
In 1927, the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes added another eugenic estab- 

lishment, the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics 

(Kaiser Wilhelm Institut fiir Anthropologie, menschliche Erblehre und Eugenik), 

located in Berlin-Dahlem. The name itself symbolized the affinity between 

the American and German movements. Earlier, Eugenical News had 

adopted a subtitle in homage to the German term race hygiene; now the 

Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes reciprocated by including the term eugenics in 

tribute to the American movement.”® 
The first director of the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity 

and Eugenics was Eugen Fischer, a longtime Carnegie Institution associate 

and Davenport collaborator. This new institute was not funded by 

American capital, but rather by an assortment of German government 
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agencies—local, Prussian and federal—to whom eugenics and race science 
were becoming increasingly important. The Ministry of the Interior pro- 

vided the largest single donation: 500,000 marks. The Prussian Ministry of 

Science donated some 400,000 marks, including the land itself. Small 

amounts were also contributed by the provinces of Upper Silesia, the 

Rhine, Westphalia and the municipality of Essen. Funds from industrial- 

ists, such as the Thyssen brothers, comprised just token monies.’?? While 
the institute’s initial funding was German, it enjoyed both the envy and 

unqualified support of the American eugenics establishment. 

The grand opening of the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity 

and Eugenics took place in September of 1927 as an official function of the 

Fifth International Congress on Genetics in Berlin. Davenport was chair- 

man of the human eugenics program and an honorary president of the con- 

gress. Baur was chairman of the local German eugenics committee. The 

congress was the first major international scientific event to be held in 

Germany since the Great War.*° 
The congress began on September 11, 1927, with approximately one 

thousand delegates from all over the world gathered in a gala Berlin set- 

ting. Registrants were first greeted with a Sunday dinner at the zoo, then a 

barrage of sumptuous banquets staged by the Berlin Municipality and for- 

mal dinner events enlivened by divertimenti, followed by the finest liquors 

and cigars. Museum tours were scheduled for the ladies, and everyone was 

invited to a special performance at the Opera House.*! Germany was 

unfurling the red carpet to celebrate its regained scientific leadership. 

Welcoming grandiloquence by both government officials and local aca- 

demics eventually gave way to the real business of the conference: genetics. 

A procession of several dozen research papers and exhibits reported the lat- 

est developments in a spectrum of related disciplines, from genuine scien- 

tific revelations about the genetics of plants and animals, to the most recent 

advances in cytology, to the newest slogans and Mendelian math of tradi- 

tional racial eugenics. A large Carnegie contingent was on hand to con- 

tribute its own research, proffering papers and delivering lectures.”” 

On the afternoon of September 27, Davenport and his colleagues trav- 

eled to Berlin-Dahlem for the much-anticipated grand opening of the new 

Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics. Davenport 

had been eager to congratulate his friend Fischer in person from the 

moment he had learned about his appointment almost a year earlier. 

Situated on about an acre of land, with a museum in the basement and a 

complex of lecture rooms, measurement labs and libraries on most other 
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floors, the institute was the new centerpiece of eugenic research in 

Germany. As the leader of American eugenics, Davenport proudly deliv- 

ered one of the commemorating addresses at the grand opening. The next 

year, the IFEO added the new institute to its roster. Davenport was so 

impressed with Fischer's institute that he felt obliged to provide a brief his- 

tory of eugenic progress in America to the institute’s administration.** 

The third Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Germany’s eugenic complex was 

the Institute for Brain Research. Like other Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, this 

one grew out of a research operation created years earlier by the family of 

psychiatrist Oskar Vogt, which merged into the KWI in 1915. In those days 

the Institute for Brain Research was housed in a modest neurological labo- 

ratory also run by Vogt. Everything changed when the Rockefeller money 

arrived in 1929. A grant of $317,000 allowed the institute to construct a 

major building and take center stage in German race biology. Rockefeller 

funders were especially interested in the Institute’s Department of 

Experimental Genetics, headed by Russian geneticist Nikolai Timoféeff- 

Ressovsky. The Institute for Brain Research received additional grants from 

the Rockefeller Foundation during the next several years.** 
By the late twenties, Davenport and other Americans had created a 

whirlwind of joint projects and entanglements with German eugenics. No 

longer content to direct purely domestic efforts, the two schools now eyed 

the rest of the world. They graduated from discussion and philosophy to 

concrete plans and actions. Among the most ambitious of these was a proj- 

ect to identify and subject to eugenic measures every individual of mixed 

race, everywhere. The approach would be along the lines created in the 

United States. Identification was the first step. In 1927, Davenport pro- 

posed a systematic survey of mixed-race populations in every region of the 

world. It would cover all Africans, Europeans, Asians, Mexicans, indigenous 

peoples and others who had mixed during centuries of modern civilization. 

The global search for hybrids originated around February of 1926. 

Davenport had made the acquaintance of wealthy raceologist Wickliffe 

Draper, who shared Davenport’s anxiety about human hybridization. The 

plan was to conduct field surveys using questionnaires, just as eugenicists 

had done in various counties and remote areas around the United States. 
But this time they would cover not just a state, not just a nation, but eventu- 

ally every populated region on earth.** 
They needed a demonstration project. Davenport's first impulse was to 

survey New York City, but he thought mixed-race individuals would be eas- 

ier to identify in foreign countries or colonies. “I am suggesting Jamaica,” 
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Davenport wrote Draper on February 23, 1926, “... because I take it that 

there is a larger proportion of mulattoes.” Within three weeks, Draper 

wrote a check to the Eugenics Research Association for $10,000 to defray 

the costs of a two-year study of “pure-blooded negroes, as found in the 

western hemisphere ...and of white, as found in the same places with espe- 

cial reference to inheritance of the differential traits in mulatto offspring.” *° 

Over the next two years, Davenport’s investigators deftly researched 

the family backgrounds of 370 individuals, taken from the local peniten- 

tiary and from the city center of Kingston. The American Consul in 

Jamaica interceded with the British Colonial Office to provide special 

access to the island’s jails, schools and doctors. Some eight thousand sheets 

of information were generated by field workers and archived in the 

Eugenics Record Office.*” 
But the Jamaica project featured something totally new. For the first 

time, personal information and eugenic traits were punched into IBM’s 

Hollerith data processing machines. International Business Machines 

would be a perfect match for eugenics. People tracking was the company’s 

business. IBM’s technology involved hundreds of thousands of custom- 

designed punch cards processed through punching, tabulating and sorting 

machines. Hollerith punch cards could store an almost unlimited amount 

of information on people, places and processes by virtue of the holes strate- 

gically punched into their columns and rows. Hollerith processors then 

read these holes and tabulated the results. Hollerith cards were originally 

developed for the U.S. Census, and IBM enjoyed a global monopoly on 

data processing. More than just counting machines, Hollerith systems 

could cross-tabulate all information on individuals and then match or 

cross-reference the data to their plain paper or already-punched street 

addresses or other geographic identifiers. Hence, people identified with 

certain traits could be easily located for additional eugenic action.** 

For example, these high-speed tabulators could quickly identify a spe- 

cific class of eugenic subjects, say, all first-generation morons of Mexican 

extraction with vision problems. All relatives across extended family trees 

could be connected to the selected individuals. Or the machines could 

identify all eugenically inferior residents in a single village, plus their 

descendants living elsewhere. At the rate of 25,000 cards per hour, IBM 

machines could rapidly search out the holes, stack the cards and provide 

seemingly miraculous results. Continuous refinements in high-speed 

Hollerith technology would soon permit alphabetizing and printouts. As 

massive numbers of individuals passed from identification to segregation to 
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sterilization and beyond, even the workflow could be managed by IBM 

technology, using card designs, punching patterns and equipment arrays, 

each custom configured to a specific use. Mass eugenics required efficient 

systems.*? IBM was willing. 

IBM managers desired the lucrative ERO account, but the process of 

punching in the hundreds of thousands of existing index cards at Cold 

Spring Harbor was simply too massive and expensive an undertaking. But if 

brought into a project at the outset, IBM could cost-effectively tabulate all 

names, racial information, medical characteristics and other eugenic data. 

This required IBM engineers to confer with Davenport’s eugenic investi- 

gators to jointly plan the program, ensuring that data was collected in a 

fashion that could be systematically coded and punched into Hollerith 

machines for later retrieval and management. To design the system cor- 

rectly, the IBM engineers needed to know both the eugenic information 

that Carnegie researchers wanted to input as well as how they wanted the 

results retrieved. IBM always needed to know the end result in order to 

design the system. In a report on the Jamaica project, Davenport con- 

firmed, “The test records were scored as received chiefly by Miss Bertha 

Jacobson. Codes for each of the traits to be tabulated were worked out, 

adapted to the Hollerith punch cards. Ratios were computed.”* 

IBM custom-designed the layout for at least forty-five variables to be 

punched in on the Jamaica project for later retrieval by eugenicists. Sex and 

race were to be punched into column 1. Age in column 2. Height in col- 
umns 3 and 4. Cranial capacity in column 18. Foot length in column 24. 

Army Alpha intelligence testing in column 33, and Beta testing in column 

32. Information on fingerprints was punched into columns 44 and 45. At 

one point, Davenport considered securing data from banks about how 

much money was in each individual’s account and cross-referencing this 

information against eugenic standards.*! 
The 1927-1928 Jamaica race-crossing investigation was the first time 

IBM devised a system to track and report racial characteristics. Five years 
later, IBM, under the leadership of its president, Thomas J. Watson, would 
adapt the same technology to automate the race warfare and Jewish perse- 
cution in Hitler’s Reich. IBM custom-designed the indispensable systems 
that located European Jews and other undesirables, and then provided a 
multiplicity of custom-tailored punch card programs to help the Nazis 
trace family trees, index bank accounts and other property, organize 
eugenic campaigns and even manage extermination in death camps. 
Indeed, a decade later, the SS Race Office employed a punch card with 
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physical attributes specified column-by-column in a fashion almost identi- 

cal to those first worked out for the Jamaica study.” 
The pilot investigation in Jamaica went well, so well that the Carnegie 

Institution proudly published a major research volume on the project. Even 

as the program was underway, in February of 1927, Davenport was confi- 

dent enough to contact Fischer in Germany and discuss ideas with him. 

“No one has greater experience in the field than you,” wrote Davenport, 

“and we shall of course want to get the benefit of that experience.” A few 

days later, he notified the IFEO secretary in London that a race-crossing 

committee would be needed “in view of...the international nature of the 

problem.” In short order, Fischer was invited to join the committee. 

Davenport would chair the panel. 

The campaign to identify mixed-race people of all varieties across 

America began on November 14, 1928, with one of the ERO’s well-honed, 

massive letter-writing efforts. Beginning that day, scores of letters were 

mailed by Davenport to eugenic contacts at universities, prisons, agricul- 

tural colleges, as well as to members of the American Breeders Association 

and other interested parties in every state from California to Florida and 

even the Alaska territory. It was the first step in searching out the racially 

unacceptable. Davenport's letters were all variations on a few forms: 

The I.FE.O. is making a survey of the points of contact of dissimilar human 

races in different parts of the world. In carrying out this program may I call 

upon you for some assistance? We should be glad if you would inform us if 

there are areas where widely different races of mankind have recently begun 

to come into contact in your state. By races we have in mind not only pri- 

mary races, like white, negro, Indian and Orientals but also very dissimilar 

European races. Especially important would be localities where the first and 

second hybrid generations can be secured in considerable numbers. ** 

A letter went to sociologist Raymond Bellamy at the Florida State 

College for Women; Bellamy replied, “I am glad to do anything I can to 

help,” and specified Negroes and Seminole Indians in South Florida, and 

Cubans in Tampa. A copy went to W. E. Bryan, a plant breeder at the 

University of Arizona in Tucson; Bryan reported race-mixing between 

American Indians and Mexicans, and suggested using a field worker who 

could speak Spanish. A letter went to J. S. Blitch, superintendent of the 

Florida State Reformatory; Blitch responded that of his 1,640 prisoners, 

fewer than a third were white, the rest being “plain negro stock.” UCLA 
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official Bennet Allen replied that Los Angeles was home to many ethnic 

groups, including Japanese, Mexican, Italian, and Portuguese. He also 

reported that the Mexicans and the Japanese rarely married outside their 

respective groups. Henry Bolley of the North Dakota Agricultural 

College’s Botany Department reported “half-breeds among our North 

Dakota Indians, but I think largely of French origin,” as well as farmers of 

Russian and possibly Polish heritage.*° 

On February 29, 1929, Davenport went global. He mass mailed letters 

to eugenic contacts and official sources in countries on every continent, 

signing them as president of the IFEO’s Committee on Race Crossing. 

The letters all declared: 

The committee on race crossing of the Federation is seeking to plot the 

lines, or areas, where race crossing between dissimilar, more or less pure 

races is now occurring or has been occurring during the last two genera- 

tions. The committee would appreciate very much your assistance. We 

should be glad to have a statement from you as to the location in your coun- 

try or the principal regions of such race crossing, the races involved (e.g. 

European and negro, European and Amerindian, Chinese, Malay, North 

European and Mediterranean) together with the number of generations 

during which hybridization has been going on on a significant scale.* 

In Norway, Dr. Halfdan Bryn focused on “the northern parts of the 

country,” where, over the centuries, Laplanders and Alpines had mixed with 

pure Nordics; Bryn added that his forthcoming book, to be published by 

Lehmann in Munich, would include plenty of pictures of “Norwegian 

hybrids.” In Moscow, Professor Bunak, director of the Institute of 

Anthropology, explained that the Eastern European plains, the Caucasus, 

Siberia and Turkistan all featured “numerous tribes, [such] as North 

European, Baltic, Mediterranean, Armenoid, Uralian (Ougrofinnic), 

Mongolic, Turck and others” who had intermingled during the past twenty 

to thirty centuries; more recently, Yakoutian-Russians and other “race- 

hybrids” had proliferated through the regions. In colonial Rhodesia, a 

museum zoologist acknowledged some Bantu and Asiatic mixtures, but he 

assured Davenport that “miscegenation is regarded by decent persons as 

severely as it probably is in the Southern States of the USA.” Reports came 

from Brazil, China, Holland, France, Fiji, Chile and many more countries.*” 

In locations with no known eugenic contacts, Davenport resorted to 

Laughlin’s network of American consuls. In the Azores, Vice-Consul 
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Prescott Childs demonstrated an excellent knowledge of eugenic principles 

and reported that due to the islands’ remoteness, very few of Breton or 

Flemish blood had mixed with pure Portuguese; Childs added that his real 

“eugenic concern” was too much intermarriage, which he believed led to 

increased insanity. In Harbin, American Consul C. C. Hansen pointed out 

that a number of Russians had migrated into North Manchuria resulting in 

“intermingling of Chinese men with Russian women”; Hansen reported 

the villages along various rivers where “half-caste children... of the first 
generation” could be located. In Nairobi, American Consul Charles 

Albrecht outlined the geographic districts of Kenya and attached a list of 

photographers “who might be able to furnish you with photographs of race 

hybrids.” In Estonia, Tahiti and other remote locations, American consuls 

pledged their assistance.*® 
At 6:15 BM. on Friday, September 27, 1929, the International Federa- 

tion of Eugenic Organizations met in Rome to consider the preliminary 

report of the Committee on Race Crossing. From their perspective, identi- 

fication and eugenic countermeasures of all sorts were more than press- 

ing—the world was in crisis, and they were in a race against time. 

Mussolini, a dictator, was not hampered by the checks and balances of 

democracy. The IFEO wanted to enlist him to help impose stern eugenic 

measures in Italy. Since the summer, Fischer and Davenport had been 

working on a special appeal to I/ Duce. Now, in the Piazza Venezia, they and 

their colleagues would have an audience with Mussolini.” 

Fischer stepped forward to read the long appeal. It was not lost on the 

delegation that they were in Rome, seat of the Catholic Church, which 

strenuously opposed all forms of eugenics. “It seems natural and desirable,” 

Fischer read, “when considering eugenic problems, that some expression of 

our hopes and wishes should be addressed to the great statesman 
who...shows more than any other leader today... how much he has the 

eugenic problems of his people at heart.” Fischer went on to label the 

effects of race mixing “catastrophes,” and urged immediate measures to 

“Tset] a model to the world by showing that energetic administration can 

make good the damage.” In an emotional crescendo to his appeal, Fischer 

declared, “The urgency brooks no delay; the danger is imminent.””° 

Two hours later, the men retreated to the elegant library of the Central 

Statistical Institute where they huddled over maps, reports, tables and sur- 

veys as they plotted the course of their global eugenic action. Virginia, the 

Java Islands, Norway, Germany, all of Europe, all of the United States, all 

of the British Empire. The world. With trained field workers and Hollerith 
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data processing equipment, the unfit could be quickly and methodically 

identified, quantified, qualified and prioritized for countermeasures— 

whether they resided in big cities, the hinterlands or island villages. Every 

delegate was instructed to lobby his government for cooperation.”! 
Davenport was encouraged. Fascism was on the rise in Europe, and he 

realized it was time to relinquish the reins. On December 2, 1929, 

Davenport wrote to Fischer asking him to assume chairmanship of the 

Committee on Race Crossing. Riidin would soon replace Davenport as 

IFEO president as well. The Germans were the future. Davenport wrote 

Ploetz in Munich, “Personally, I am very glad that the Federation is now 

under the Leitung [leadership] of a German.” 
Fischer was willing to assume leadership of the Committee on Race 

Crossing, but who would pay the postage and printing costs? Davenport 

replied that the IFEO treasury would, since “it is more important to spend 

our money that way than almost any other.” Davenport and Fischer coau- 

thored a questionnaire to be sent worldwide “to the persons living and 

working in foreign regions, physicians, missionaries, merchants, farmers 

and travelers,” asking them to “send as detailed and significant data as pos- 

sible.” The questionnaires would be produced in English, Spanish and 

German. Davenport and Fischer reported in a joint memo that the data 

would eventually identify not only race-crossed individuals, “but entirely 

foreign people, that is the so-called colored ones.”*? 

As the thirties opened, many key players in the American eugenics 

movement continued to support German raceology. In December of 1929, 

the Rockefeller Foundation began a five-year subsidy of Fischer’s German 

national “anthropological survey” with a donation totaling $125,000. 

Although the study was labeled “anthropological,” it was in fact racial, 

eugenic and, in part, directed at German Jewry. German officials who sup- 

ported the proposal for the study made this clear in a letter to the founda- 

tion. They would not survey a single large sample of people “of an ancient 

type”; instead, they would select multiple smaller cross-sections of the gen- 
eral population, which would “be examined in its genealogical and histori- 

cal relationships with the help of church records, place and family 

histories.” The Germans specified, “In this way it is hoped to find new 

solutions about the appearance of certain signs of degeneration, especially 

the distribution of hereditary pathological attributes.”*+ 

The letter continued, “From the eugenic standpoint, questions will be 

submitted on the biological conditions of families, the number of births 
and abortions, succession and rate of births, and finally questions on the 
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decline of births and birth registration in the region being investigated. ... 

A determination of blood groups will also be undertaken. ... There is also 

planned an investigation of the Westphalian aristocracy, of the old-estab- 

lished Jewish population of Frankfurt, and the so-called old lineage of some 

other towns.... For certain eugenic discussions it seemed of the greatest 

importance to obtain useful support for the question of... pathological 

lines of heredity among the population.”*° 
Rockefeller executives quickly approved the idea, channeling the 

money through the Emergency Fund for German Science. Rockefeller 

trustees authorized the grant in the midst of the devastating worldwide 

depression ignited by the stock market crash of 1929. As breadlines 

stretched across American cities, the economic crisis also crippled the 

German economy.*° German eugenicists needed all the financial assistance 

they could get. 
In August of 1930, Germany’s Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie 

ran a tribute to Ploetz on his seventieth birthday. Among those extending 

kudos were Davenport and Popenoe on behalf of the United States. In 

October of 1930, Eugenical News called the edition “a worthy tribute of 

esteem and affection for the genial and high-minded scholar whom it hon- 

ors.” In the same issue of Eugenical News, an article entitled “Jews in West 

Africa” reviewed a book claiming “evidence of Jewish infiltration” among 

the Masai tribes of Africa as a result of a “trek of Jews from Jerusalem to the 

Niger.” The book was deemed “a good example of the deductive 

method ...so great as to make the book a very valuable contribution.” The 

next news item congratulated J. F. Lehmann, now openly Nazi, for being 

Germany’s leading eugenic publisher. At about that time, the IFEO created 

a Committee on Racial Psychiatry under Riidin’s chairmanship.*’ 

In December of 1930, Eugenical News reprinted Riidin’s long paper, 

“Hereditary Transmission of Mental Diseases.” In it Riidin declared, 

“Humanity demands that we take care of all that are diseased—of the hered- 

itarily diseased too—according to our best knowledge and power; it 

demands that we try to cure them from their personal illnesses. But there is 

no cure for the hereditary dispositions themselves. In its own interest, con- 

sequently, and with due respect to the laws of nature, humanity must not go 

so far as to permit a human being to transmit his diseased hereditary disposi- 

tions to his offspring. In other words: Humanity itself calls out an energetic 

halt to the propagation of the bearer of diseased hereditary dispositions.”*8 

Riidin advocated sterilization of all members of an unfit individual’s 

extended family. “It becomes clear,” he argued, “that, in these cases, propa- 
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gation ought to be renounced... for other degrees of relationship, e.g., for 

the nephews and nieces, grandchildren. ... We must make the eugenic ideal 

a sacred tradition. It must be rooted so deeply in man, and at the right time, 

that the respect he owes it becomes a matter of course with him, and that 

he will find love without trespassing on the laws of eugenics.”*? 
In 1931, Rockefeller approved an additional ten-year grant totaling 

$89,000 to Riidin’s Institute for Psychiatry. This grant funded research by 

two doctors into the links between blood, neurology and mental illness. It 

reflected a growing trend among some philanthropic foundations to avoid 

funding scientific organizations focused on eugenics, which in recent years 

had come under fire for being too political and too scientifically shoddy. 
Genetics, psychiatry, brain research, anthropology and sociology were all 

preferable destinations for American biologic research dollars. One 

Rockefeller memo observed, “Race biology today suffers immensely from 

its mixture with political dogmas and drives”; in that instance, the founda- 

tion had granted $90,000 to a eugenic geneticist who had studied at Cold 

Spring Harbor, because they felt the recipient was worthy. Moreover, 

eugenicists were constantly seeking the “carriers”—the normal people who 

transmitted defective genes that might crop up once in several generations. 

Because of the bad publicity surrounding this idea, and the growing belief 

that eugenics was more racism than science, the new breed of eugenicists 

began looking for blood identifiers that seemed ethnically neutral. Even 

still, the searches remained race-specific.°! 

Whether under the banner of psychiatry, anthropology, genetics or 

race hygiene, American funding was still consciously promoting eugenic 

research. For example, in 1931, the Carnegie Institution contributed 

$5,000 for an international genetics congress and the separate Carnegie 

Endowment added $3,500. Davenport also contacted the Rockefeller 

Foundation to enlist their support for this event. 
Also in 1931, the famous Baur-Fischer-Lenz volume, Foundation of 

Human Heredity and Race Hygiene (Grundriss der menschlichen Erblich- 

keitslehre und Rassenhygiene), was translated into English. One chapter was 

entitled “Racial Psychology” and cited a study demonstrating that “the 

racial endowment of the Jews finds expression in the nature of the offences 

they commit.” Another passage asserted that “fraud and the use of insulting 
language really are commoner among Jews,” adding, “It is said that Jews are 
especially responsible for the circulation of obscene books and pictures, and 
for carrying on the White Slave Trade. Most of the White Slave traders are 
said to be Ashkenazic Jews.” Another passage insisted, “The Jews could not 
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get along without the Teutons.” The term fewish Question (Fudenfrage), 

which was used throughout the book, required no explanation.© 

A 1931 review of the newly translated book in Eugenical News lauded 

the work and declared, “the section on methodology is especially valuable,” 
adding that it was now the “standard treatise” on the topic. The review 

concluded, “We welcome the English translation, which seems to have 

been well done. ... We bespeak for it a wide circulation.” 

During 1931 and 1932, Hitler became an increasingly loud and perni- 

cious voice for persecution, fascist repression and warlike territorial occu- 

pation. In America he was heard on radios, seen in newsreels and read in 

newspapers. Virulent and very public anti-Semitism was sweeping across 

Germany.® None of this caused American eugenic circles to pause in their 
support of German eugenics. 

In the March-April edition of Eugenical News, the long essay “Hitler 

and Racial Pride” heaped praise on the up-and-coming leader. One passage 

proclaimed, “The Aryans are the great founders of civilizations... . The 

mixing of blood, the pollution of race...has been the sole reason why old 

civilizations have died out.” The Hitlerite term Aryan was now becoming 

synonymous with the traditional Nordic. In another passage, the article 

cited an earlier New York Times report declaring, “The Hitlerites hold the 

Nordic race to be ‘the finest flower on the tree of humanity’... It must be 

bred...according to the ‘criteria of race hygiene and eugenics.’”® 
On May 13, 1932, the Rockefeller Foundation in New York dispatched 

a radiogram to its Paris office: 

JUNE MEETING EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE NINE THOU- 

SAND DOLLARS OVER THREE YEAR PERIOD TO KWG 

INSTITUTE ANTHROPOLOGY FOR RESEARCH ON TWINS 

AND EFFECTS ON LATER GENERATIONS OF SUBSTANCES 

TOXIC FOR GERM PLASM. NATURE OF STUDIES REQUIRES 

ASSURANCE OF AT [Rockefeller’s director of science in Europe, 

Augustus Trowbridge].° 

At about that time, Fischer and other eugenicists were busy presenting 

drafts of compulsory sterilization laws to the Weimar authorities. During a 

committee meeting on the subject in the summer of 1932, Fischer shouted 

at the Nazi representative, “Your party has not been in existence nearly as 

long as our eugenic movement!” One leading eugenicist at the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Biology later bristled, “The Nazis took over the 
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whole draft and they used the most inhumane and execrable methods to 

put the humane measures, which we had conscientiously and responsibly 

drafted, into everyday practice.” 
The Third International Congress of Eugenics was held in New York 

City in August of 1932, once again at the American Museum of Natural 

History. Although organizations such as the Rockefeller Foundation were 

donating vast sums to German eugenics for research and travel, the grants 

were frequently limited to specific activities within Germany or neighbor- 

ing countries. Hence there was no money for the German delegation to 

travel to Manhattan. Nor did Carnegie make up the shortfall. Davenport 

apologized in a letter to Fischer. “Of course, the depression at this time has 

interfered with our efforts to secure funds to help defray the expense of our 

foreign colleagues....We are very much disappointed that you and other 

friends from Europe may not be able to... come to the United States and 

see the work going on there. We had hoped you would come and find your 

expenses paid by giving some lectures.” But the German delegation did not 

come, and instead sent a few poster exhibits from the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics. At the opening 

ceremonies Davenport lamented the absence of the German delegation 

and lauded their leadership.® 
The September-October Eugenical News carried another long article 

praising Hitler and his eugenic ideas. It also explained how his ideology 

had been guided by such American authors as Lothrop Stoddard and 

Madison Grant. German elections were looming, and the article prophe- 

sied the results. “The Hitler movement sooner or later promises to give 

him full power, [and] will bring to the Nordic movement general recogni- 

tion and promotion by the state.” The article added, “When they [the 

Nazis] take over the government in Germany, in a short time there may be 

expected new race hygienic laws and a conscious Nordic culture and ‘for- 
eign policy.’””° 

The next month, November of 1932, Germany held a fractious elec- 
tion. Hitler received twelve million votes, approximately a third, but no 
majority. A coalition government was out of the question because other 
parties refused to share power with Hitler and vice versa.7! 

January 30, 1933, as America awoke, swastikas flew above Berlin, 
Munich, Leipzig and the other strongholds of Nazi agitation. Brown- 
shirted mobs marched through the streets in celebration, swaggered in 
beer halls, rode their bicycles in tandem and joyously sang the “Horst 
Wessel Song.” For years the Nazis had promised that upon assuming 
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power they would rebuild Germany’s economy, dismantle its democracy, 
destroy the German Jewish community and establish Aryans as the master 
race. On January 30, 1933, President Paul von Hindenburg, exasperated 

with fruitless all-night attempts to create a governing coalition, finally 

exercised his emergency powers. Hindenburg appointed Adolf Hitler 

interim chancellor. The Third Reich was born.” 

* * * 

Years later, many would deny knowledge of what Germany was doing, 

would claim they only discovered Hitler’s merciless anti-Semitic and polit- 

ical repression, as well as the Reich’s fascist medical programs, after the 

Allies trrumphed in 1945. But in truth, Hitler’s atrocities against Jews and 

others were chronicled daily on the pages of America’s newspapers, by wire 

services, radio broadcasts, weekly newsreels, and national magazines.” 
Germany bragged about its anti-Jewish measures and eugenic accomplish- 

ments. An entire propaganda operation was established under Joseph 

Goebbels to publicize the information.’”* Simultaneously, American 
eugenicists kept day-to-day tabs on the Nazi eugenic program. As of 

January 30, 1933, however, the American-German eugenic partnership was 

obsolete. Germany was now completely leading the way, despite a hurri- 

cane of anti-Nazi denunciations and retaliatory economic boycotts.” 
Once in power, Hitler’s government immediately began issuing legal 

decrees to exclude Jews from professional and governmental life, and used 

other brutal methods—including condoned street violence—to eliminate 

political opponents. Dachau concentration camp opened on March 20, 

1933, amid international news coverage of the event. Refugees, including 

many Jewish scientists, poured out of Germany. Their plight was visible in 

the cities of the world.” 
It did not take Germany long to implement its eugenic vision. The first 

law was decreed July 14, 1933: Reich Statute Part I, No. 86, the Law for the 

Prevention of Defective Progeny. It was a mass compulsory sterilization 

law. Riidin was coeditor of the official rules and commentary on the law.” 

Nine categories of defectives were identified for sterilization. At the top 

of the list were the feebleminded, followed by those afflicted by schizo- 

phrenia, manic depression, Huntington’s chorea, epilepsy, hereditary body 

deformities, deafness and, of course, hereditary blindness. Alcoholism, the 

ninth category, was listed as optional to avoid confusion with ordinary 

drunkenness. The Reich announced that 400,000 Germans would immedi- 

ately be subjected to the procedure, beginning January 1, 1934.78 
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A massive sterilization apparatus was created: more than 205 local 

eugenic or hereditary courts would be ruled by a physician, a eugenicist and 

a panel chairman. For contested cases, there were at least twenty-six special 

eugenic appellate courts. Anyone could be reported for investigation. 

Doctors who failed to report their suspect patients would be fined. In hear- 

ings, physicians were obligated to provide confidential patient information. 

Fischer’s institute was asked to quickly train the legion of race experts 

required for the task.” 

Germany’s program was immediately seized upon by the world’s media 

as the latest example of Hitler’s inhumane regime. Many eugenic leaders 

felt pressured into publicly disassociating themselves from Nazi barbarism, 

but their denunciations were only lip service. An anxious C. P. Blacker, 

director of Britain’s Eugenics Society, watched as his own sterilization cam- 

paign lost public support as the obvious comparisons were made. “This 

Society deprecates the use of the term Eugenics to justify racial animosi- 

ties,” Blacker announced, adding that he condemned, “its misuse as an 

instrument of tyranny by racial or social majorities.”®° 
While much of the world recoiled in revulsion, American eugenicists 

covered eugenic developments in Germany with pride and excitement. By 

the summer of 1933, Eugenical News had become bimonthly due to 
Depression-era finances, and had changed its subtitle again, this time to 

Current Record of Genetic News and Race Hygiene. Cold Spring Harbor 

quickly obtained a full copy of the eighteen-paragraph Nazi sterilization 

law from German Consul Otto Kiep, and rushed a verbatim translation 

into the next issue as its lead item. In accompanying commentary, 

Eugenical News declared: “Germany is the first of the world’s major nations 
to enact a modern eugenical sterilization law for the nation as a 

unit.... The law recently promulgated by the Nazi Government marks 

several substantial advances. Doubtless the legislative and court history of 

the experimental sterilization laws in 27 states of the American union pro- 
vided the experience, which Germany used in writing her new national 

sterilization statute. To one versed in the history of eugenical sterilization 

in America, the text of the German statute reads almost like the ‘American 

model sterilization law.’”®! 
Proudly pointing out the American origins of the Nazi statute, the arti- 

cle continued, “In the meantime it is announced that the Reich will secure 

data on prospective sterilization cases, that it will, in fact, in accordance 

with ‘the American model sterilization law,’ work out a census of its socially 

inadequate human stocks.”* 
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Countering criticism that Hitler’s program constituted a massive 

human rights abuse, Eugenical News asserted, “To one acquainted with 

English and American law, it is difficult to see how the new German sterili- 

zation law could, as some have suggested, be deflected from its purely 

eugenical purpose, and be made ‘an instrument of tyranny,’ for the sterili- 

zation of non-Nordic races.” The publication argued that in the 16,000 

sterilizations performed in America over recent years, not a single “eugeni- 

cal mistake” had been made. The publication concluded, “One may con- 

demn the Nazi policy generally, but specifically it remained for Germany 

in 1933 to lead the great nations of the world in the recognition of the bio- 

logical foundations of national character.”*? 
Throughout 1933, American eugenic groups continued their enthusi- 

astic coverage of and identification with German mass sterilization. Birth 

Control Review ran an extensive article entitled “Eugenic Sterilization, An 

Urgent Need,” authored by Riidin himself, and also reprinted a pamphlet 

he had prepared for British eugenicists. “Act without delay,” urged Riidin. 

By this time Margaret Sanger had left the publication, and Birth Control 

Review had relaxed its previous position that birth control was for everyone, 

not just the unfit, and that it was wrong to encourage greater birth rates for 

the eugenically preferred. Indeed, Riidin’s article did just that. “Not only is 

it our task to prevent the multiplication of bad stocks,” he demanded, “it is 

also to preserve the well-endowed stocks and to increase the birth rate of 

the sound average population.”** 
Eugenic influence continued in mainstream medical publications. In 

1933, the Journal of the American Medical Association reported on the new 

sterilization statute as if it were an almost routine health measure. JAMA’s 

coverage included unchallenged data from Nazi eugenicists such as: “The 

fact that among the Jews the incidence of blindness is greater than among 

the remainder of the population of Germany (the ratio is 63 to 53) is doubt- 

less due to the increased danger of hereditary transmission resulting from 

marriage between blood relatives.” 
JAMA, in another 1933 issue, continued its tradition of repeating Nazi 

Judeophobia and National Socialist doctrine as ordinary medical news. For 

example, in its coverage of the German Congress of Internal Medicine in 

Wiesbaden, 74MA reported that the congress chairman “brought out the 

following significant ideas:...A foreign invasion, more particularly from 

the East, constitutes a menace to the German race. It is an imperative 

necessity that this menace be now suppressed and eliminated. ... Racial 

problems and questions dealing with hereditary biology must receive spe- 
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cial consideration.” The article continued, “Eugenics and the influences of 

heredity must be the preferred topics [at future medical meetings],” and 

then warned of “the severity of the measures to be adopted for the preser- 

vation of the German race and German culture.”*° 
Eugenical News spoke in similar terms. In a September—October 1933 

review of yet another Lehmann-published anti-Semitic epistle, Race 

Culture in the Nationalistic State (Rassenflege in Volkischenstaat), Eugenical 

News insisted in italics, “There is no equal right for all.... Natare is not dem- 

ocratic, but aristocratic....[German racial] demands appear harsh, 

but... the very existence of the race is at stake.”®” 
Rockefeller money continued to stream across the Atlantic. The 1933 

financial books of the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and 

Eugenics reflected the foundation’s continuing impact. Page four of the 

balance sheet: Rockefeller paid for a research assistant, a statistician, two 

secretaries and a gardener. Page six of the balance sheet: Rockefeller paid 

clerical costs associated with research on twins. Ironically, while Fischer 

remained in charge at the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity 

and Eugenics, he was being replaced at the Society for Racial Hygiene. He 

had taken over the society for Ploetz, but in 1933 Nazis overran the society 

and Fischer was considered too moderate. He was replaced by Riidin, then 

president of the IFEO.** 

Unlike eugenic leaders associated with Eugenical News, Rockefeller offi- 
cials did not propagandize for Nazism, nor did they approve of the Reich’s 

virulent repression. The Rockefeller Foundation’s agenda was strictly bio- 

logical to the exclusion of politics. The foundation wanted to discover the 

carriers of defective blood—even if it meant funding Nazi-controlled insti- 

tutions. Moreover, Rockefeller executives knew their money carried power, 

and they used it to ensure that the most talented scientists continued at the 

various Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, frequently shielding them from periodic 
Nazi purges. 

For example, in early June of 1933, one of the foundation’s favorite 

researchers, Oskar Vogt, head of the Institute for Brain Research, was 

threatened with removal because of his perceived socialist leanings. 

Rockefeller mobilized.*” On June 7, 1933, H. J. Muller, a University of 

‘Texas geneticist working at the Institute for Brain Research, alerted Robert 

A. Lambert in Rockefeller’s Paris office. Just days before, Lambert had 

toured various Berlin research facilities. In his letter, Muller warned 

Lambert, “If this director loses his position it is a foregone conclusion, and 
common knowledge, that the head of the genetics department and all other 
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non-Germans, as well as Germans closely associated with the director, will 

also lose their positions. ...I realize that the Rockefeller Foundation must 

preserve its neutrality so far as matters of politics are concerned. On the 

other hand, it wishes to have its funds used so that they can best serve the 

furtherance of truly scientific work.” 
Muller asked Lambert and other Rockefeller executives to consider 

“the making of a statement, not necessarily a public one, but, it may be, one 

expressed in a letter to some responsible person, such as for example 

[physicist] Dr. [Max] Planck, which could then be shown to the authorities 

concerned, so that they could be informed of your policy, in advance. Some 

statement similar to that which you made orally to the director of the insti- 

tute here, would suffice, namely, that the Rockefeller Foundation would 

not feel justified, from the point of view of the furtherance of scientific 

work, in sending additional funds to the support of institutions in 

Germany, (1) if, on grounds other than their scientific work, worthy scien- 

tists, not engaged in political activity, are dismissed from institutions which 

have been founded or supported in part by funds of the Foundation, or (2) 

if persons who have been assigned stipends from the Foundation are dis- 

missed from such institutions.””! 
Oskar Vogt was not removed. He remained at his post until well after 

his Rockefeller funding had run its course.” 
With each passing day, the world was flooded with more Jewish 

refugees, more noisy anti-Nazi boycotts and protest marches against any 

scientific or commercial exchanges with Germany, more public demands to 

isolate the Reich, and more shocking headlines documenting Nazi atroci- 

ties and anti-Jewish legislation. Still, none of this gave pause to America’s 

eugenicists. Correspondence on joint research flowed freely across the 

Atlantic. American eugenicists, and their many organizations and commit- 

tees, from New York to California and all points in between, maintained 

and multiplied their contacts with every echelon of official and semiofficial 

German eugenics. As the Reich descended into greater depths of depraved 

mistreatment and impoverishment of Jews, as well as territorial threats 

against its neighbors, these contacts seemed all the more insulated from the 

human tragedy unfolding within Europe. Eager and cooperative letters, 

reports, telegrams and memoranda did not number in the hundreds, but in 

the thousands of pages per month. 

While concentration camps, pauperization and repression flourished in 

Nazi Germany, and while refugees filled ships and trains telling horrifying 

stories of torture and inhumanity, it was business as usual for eugenics. 
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Nor were the contacts and scientific support a secret. For example, in 

March of 1934, eugenicist W. W. Peter published a long article in the 

American Fournal of Public Health defending Germany’s sterilization pro- 

gram. Peter had traveled some 10,000 kilometers over the course of six 

months, visiting every region of Germany to study the Reich’s plan. He 

gave it an unqualified endorsement, declaring, “This particular program 

which Germany has launched merits the attention of all public health 

workers in other countries.”” 
Sterilizations had begun January 1 of that year. Within forty-eight 

hours, the Reich Interior Ministry’s eugenics expert announced that the list 

would include a vast cross-section of the population—from children as 

young as ten to men over the age of fifty. The ministry added that the first 

to be sterilized would not be residents of “institutions,” but those who were 

“at large.” Quickly, the procedure became known as the Hitlerschnitte, or 

“Hitler’s cut.” During 1934, the Third Reich sterilized at least 56,000 indi- 

viduals—approximately one out of every 1,200 Germans.”* 
In mid-July of 1934 the IFEO met in Zurich, and congratulated 

Germany on a campaign being conducted “with characteristic thorough- 

ness and efficiency... mainly on sound and truly eugenic lines.” That con- 

clusion was publicized in Eugenical News. The idea was to rebut mounting 
criticism that the Reich’s mass sterilization program was not only a medical 

sham, but undisguised racial persecution. In Germany, “racial persecution” 

invariably meant “Jewish persecution.” Newspapers around the world were 

filled with condemnation of Germany and its treatment of the Jews.” 
Jews were indeed on the minds of the eugenicists at Cold Spring 

Harbor. For example, the New York Times of January 7, 1934, had run an 

article on Hitler’s race policy headlined “NAZIS INSIST REICH BE 

RACE MINDED,” and subheadlined “No One Knows Exactly What That 

Means There, Except That Jews Are Target.” The article went into 

Laughlin’s clipping folder. So did other New York Times articles from 

January and early February about German-Jewish refuges in Europe, as did 

articles about financial assistance to Jews in the United States.®° The folder 
grew thick. 

With so much anti-Nazi publicity in the air, putting a positive face on 

the Reich’s conduct was a continuing priority at Eugenical News. Even as the 

New York Times was denigrating the Reich’s eugenics as pure racial and reli- 

gious oppression, and using quotes from Interior Minister Wilhelm Frick 

to illustrate the point, Laughlin was assuring colleagues that the Cold 

Spring Harbor publication would help counteract that impression among 
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eugenicists. Laughlin’s January 13, 1934, letter to Madison Grant 

explained, “We propose devoting an early number of the Eugenical News 

entirely to Germany, and to make Dr. Frick’s paper the leading article. Dr. 

Frick’s address sounds exactly as though spoken by a perfectly good 

American eugenicist in reference to what ‘ought to be done,’ with this dif- 

ference, that Dr. Frick, instead of being a mere scientist is a powerful 

Reichsminister in a dictatorial government which is getting things done in 

a nation of sixty million people. Dr. Frick’s speech marks a milepost in 

statesmanship. The new German attitude and resolution mean that in the 

future, regardless of nationality, every statesman, who takes the long view 

of his country’s problems, will be compelled to look primarily to eugenics 

for their solution.””” 
In the very next issue, March—April 1934, the speech in question, deliv- 

ered by Frick nine months earlier, led off an edition devoted to German 
eugenics. It included a detailed directory of the Third Reich’s leading 

eugenicists, exuberant praise of the Nazi sterilization campaign, and one 

article describing the flood of Jewish refugees with the phrase, “it is ‘rain- 

ing’ German Jews.” Another article examined the destinations of some 

60,000 German-Jewish refugees: 25,000 had fled to France, 6,500 to 

Palestine, 6,000 to Poland and so on.” 

There was room in the issue to discuss other minorities as well. One 

article discussed the question of sterilizing some six hundred “negroid chil- 

dren in the Rhine and Ruhr districts—Germany’s legacy from the presence 

of French colonial troops there during the war.”” In a salute to the Fihrer, 
another article clearly suggested that Hitler’s eugenics would soon be 

applied across all of Europe. “This State Cause does not only concern 

Germany but all European peoples. But may we be the first to thank this 

one man, Adolf Hitler, and to follow him on the way towards a biological 

salvation of humanity.”!°° 
Eugenical News was the official voice of the American eugenics move- 

ment. Its masthead declared it “the official organ of the Eugenics Research 

Association, the Galton Society, The International Federation of Eugenic 

Organizations, [and] the Third International Congress of Eugenics.” It was 

published at the Carnegie offices in Cold Spring Harbor. A three-man edi- 

torial committee, listed on every masthead, tightly controlled all text: 

Harry Laughlin, Charles Davenport and Morris Steggerda (Davenport’s 

assistant on the Jamaica project).!°! 

Eugenical News was read by virtually the entire eugenics community in 

America and enjoyed an equally attentive overseas readership. In Nazi 
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Germany, race hygienists followed the publication closely. After the 

March-April 1934 issue, for example, Ploetz wrote a letter to the editor cor- 

recting several typos and adding a clarification. “The 60,000 Jews. ..were 

not expelled.... Nobody chased them away.... They went, frightened by 

the Jewish reports of horror.” Ironically, in the same issue, Eugenical News 

ran a report headlined “Jewish Physicians in Berlin” that declared, “The 

city of Berlin quite logically is trying to reduce the number of its Jewish 

physicians, which is not in keeping with the racial composition of the gen- 

eral population.” The article added that anti-Jewish laws were still not 

working and the numbers of Jewish doctors “were but slightly reduced.”!” 
Rockefeller funding continued even as anti-Nazi protest groups com- 

plained directly to foundation executives. For example, shortly after Hitler 

attained power, Riidin and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes became known as 

mere scientific fronts for Nazi ideology. The foundation’s own best contact 
within Riidin’s institute, Dr. Walther Spielmeyer, confirmed in a November 

3, 1933, letter, “Prof. Riidin...also holds the post of Reichskomissar for 

Race Investigation.” Once word surfaced in late 1933 of the foundation’s 

ties to Riidin and his Munich-based Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 
Psychiatry, the anti-Nazi boycotters and protest movement mobilized. One 

typical complaint letter from New Republic editor Bruce Bliven to the 

Rockefeller Foundation, sent December 20, 1933, asked whether the 

reported link could be true. Concerned officials at the foundation jotted 

notes on Bliven’s letter: “June 3, 1932 $9,000 3 for 3 yrs.” Under that, some- 

one wrote, “Inst for Anthro.” Under that: “Sexuality & Genetics.”!% 
On January 10, 1934, Rockefeller executive Thomas Appleget replied 

to Bliven that the foundation had indeed helped erect the building some 

years before, and had then approved another eight-year grant for two of its 

doctors. But, Appleget added, “Strictly speaking this [Riidin’s institute] is 

not an institute of the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft.” A Rockefeller col- 
league who saw the falsity scribbled in the margin, “TBA—What basis for 

this?” On January 31, Appleget wrote to Bliven “in correction of my earlier 

communication” and admitted that the Institute for Psychiatry was indeed 

“one of the regular institutes.”!% 
Protests did not subside. Two days later, Jewish newspapers across the 

country published notices similar to the one that appeared in the American 
Hebrew: “Recently the American Committee Against Fascist Oppression in 
Germany declared that the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, a German institute 
for psychiatric research with headquarters in Munich, and subsidized by 
the Rockefeller Foundation is carrying on a bitter pro-Nazi agitation... 
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The Committee accuses the Institute of spreading Nazi propaganda under 

the cloak of science and paid for by the money of the Rockefeller 
Foundation. ... One of the Institute’s departments, devoted to the study of 

racial theories, has ‘proved’ through ‘scientific claims’ that Hitler’s theory 

regarding the superiority of the ‘Nordic race’ and the inferiority of the 

Semitic and other races is altogether correct.... Dr. Theodore Lang, 

founder of the National Socialist Doctors’ Association, is also a research 

worker at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute; his Doctors’ Association is carry- 

ing on a bitter campaign against Jewish physicians in Germany.”!” 
The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America continued 

the pressure, sending the foundation the American Hebrew article and ask- 

ing for an explanation. Worried Rockefeller officials sent a note to a foun- 

dation attorney explaining, “As a matter of fact, it is not research that 

would lend itself to propaganda purpose. Riidin was, and continues to be, a 

member of the staff of the [Kaiser Wilhelm] Institute [for Psychiatry]. No 

grants have ever been made for his work or for the general budget of the 

Institute. Riidin’s present political affiliations are not under the control of 

the Institute or the Kaiser William Gesellschaft [Society]. Undoubtedly 

some of the [anti-Semitic] publications, which your correspondent 

describes, have been written in the building that we donated. ... In the cir- 

cumstances, I think it is quite untrue to say that Foundation funds are being 

used to subsidize race prejudice.”!° 
Yet the protest letters still flowed in. “We are getting a number of 

inquiries from various liberal groups as to our connection with the 

Forschungsanstalt fiir Psychiatrie [Research Institute for Psychiatry] in 

Munich....The principal complaint is that Professor Riidin... [is] appar- 

ently very active in the preparation of the anti-Jewish propaganda.” 

Rockefeller officials tried to provide assurances to protestors that they were 

not funding Riidin himself but rather two doctors working under his direc- 

tion. But this hardly believable story was itself internally contradicted. A 

March 16, 1934, letter to Appleget by the foundation’s Paris representative 

reminded, “There is however another grant of funds made through... the 

Notgemeinschaft der [Deutschen] Wissenschaft [Emergency Fund for 

German Science] which at least in part is utilized by Professor Ridin.... 

$125,000 over a period of five years.” The sum of $125,000 equals more 

than a million dollars in twenty-first-century money.'”” 

Despite anti-Nazi protests, Rockefeller continued its subventions to 

Germany. Indeed, the foundation made periodic increases to account for 

the fluctuating exchange rate. Moreover, it quickly learned that while its 
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grants specified that money go to one project, Nazi science administra- 

tors were quite willing to divert it to another department with a greater 

ideological priority. For example, in October of 1934, Alan Gregg, direc- 

tor of the foundation’s Division of Medical Sciences received a blunt let- 
ter from the foundation’s most reliable contact in Riidin’s institute, Dr. 

Spielmeyer. “In the field of medicine,” Spielmeyer unhappily conceded, 

“both practice and scientific research is concerned primarily with genetics 

and race hygiene, as you know. You convinced yourself of that this sum- 

mer, during your visit.” He went on to explain that the space and 

resources that the foundation financed for his blood chemistry research 

had been appropriated by Riidin’s race investigations. Ridin, reported 

Spielmeyer, simply required more space, more stenographers and more 

race investigators. “For this reason, it was unfortunately not possible to 

maintain the chemical division properly.... The Rockefeller Foundation 

has, for the past four years, provided funds for the maintenance of the 

chemical division,” said Spielmeyer, but those funds were now being used 

for “racial research.”!° 
At about the same time, an internal note was circulated to Rockefeller 

Foundation officials informing them that a Jewish doctor at the Institute 

for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics had made clear to the 

foundation that, “In his lifetime, the Jews will not be permitted to return to 

Germany.” Nonetheless, the foundation found additional recipients for its 

German research funding.!° 
The foundation began financing biologist Alfred Kiihn’s hormone 

studies on meal moths. German race hygienists had been actively research- 

ing moths for years, claiming they exhibited what Lenz in the Archiv fiir 
Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie called “Mendelian segregation in later gen- 

erations.” As such, moths were an ideal species to study for “carriers” of 

defective genes. Rockefeller official Wilbur Tisdale commented on Kiihn’s 

1934 grant, “However uncertain the political situation might make a large 

or longtime project, [we are] safe in dealing with sound men as Kiihn on a 

year-to-year basis.” Tisdale added, “Nowhere in the continent or England 

[does one] find chemists, embryologists, and geneticists willing to cooper- 

ate among themselves as are these German scientists.”!!° 
For Rockefeller, it was just eugenics. But for Hitler, science and tech- 

nology were magical weapons to wield against the Jews and all other non- 
Aryan undesirables. Just after Hitler rose to power, IBM initiated an 
aggressive commercial compact with Nazi Germany, generating windfall 
profits as it organized and systemized the Reich’s anti-Jewish and eugenic 
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programs. As the Hitler regime took each step in its war against the Jews 

and all of Europe, IBM custom-designed the punch cards and other data 

processing solutions to streamline those campaigns into what the company 

described as “blitzkrieg efficiency.”!"! 

It began in 1933, when the company designed and executed Hitler’s first 

census. From there, IBM’s involvement with the Reich mushroomed. On 

January 8, 1934, IBM opened a million-dollar factory in Berlin to manufac- 

ture Hollerith machines and coordinate data processing functions. At the 

factory opening, the manager of IBM’s German subsidiary, Willi Heidinger, 

spoke vividly about what IBM technology would do for Germany’s biologi- 

cal destiny. Standing next to the personal representative of IBM president 

Thomas J. Watson, and with numerous Nazi Party officials in attendance at 

a ceremony bedecked by swastika flags and Storm Trooper honor guards, 

Heidinger emotionally declared that population statistics were key to eradi- 

cating the unhealthy, inferior segments of German society.!” 

“The physician examines the human body and determines whether... 

all organs are working to the benefit of the entire organism,” asserted 

Heidinger to the crowd of Nazi officials. “We [IBM] are very much like the 

physician, in that we dissect, cell by cell, the German cultural body. We 

report every individual characteristic ...on a little card. These are not dead 

cards, quite to the contrary, they prove later on that they come to life when 

the cards are sorted at a rate of 25,000 per hour according to certain char- 

acteristics. These characteristics are grouped like the organs of our cultural 

body, and they will be calculated and determined with the help of our tabu- 

lating machine.!!? 
“We are proud that we may assist in such task, a task that provides our 

nation’s Physician [Adolf Hitler] with the material he needs for his exami- 

nations. Our Physician can then determine whether the calculated values 

are in harmony with the health of our people. It also means that if such is 

not the case, our Physician can take corrective procedures to correct the 

sick circumstances. ... Our characteristics are deeply rooted in our race. 

Therefore, we must cherish them like a holy shrine, which we will—and 

must—keep pure. We have the deepest trust in our Physician and will fol- 

low his instructions in blind faith, because we know that he will lead our 

people to a great future. Hail to our German people and der Fiihrer! un 

Most of Heidinger’s speech, along with a list of the invited Nazi Party 

officials, was rushed to Manhattan and immediately translated for Watson. 

The IBM leader cabled Heidinger a prompt note of congratulations for a 

job well done and sentiments well expressed." 
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Following up, an August 1934 article in IBM’s German customer 

newsletter, Hollerith Nachrichten, extolled the benefits of advanced data 

processing for eugenics. The article, entitled “An Improved Analysis of 

Statistical Interdependencies via Hollerith Punch Card Process,” illus- 

trated how complex data calculations could be better interpreted and pre- 

dict probabilities. As a prime example, the journal cited “the field of 

medicine, and the science of genetics and race.” Complex tabulations could 

be rendered, the article suggested, regarding “the size of fathers and their 

children, number of children and parents. Diphtheria and age, and the dif- 

ferent racial characteristics.”!!° 
Medical questionnaires to be filled out by hand were jointly designed 

by IBM engineers and Nazi disability or welfare experts for compatibility 

with Hollerith cards. For example, diseases were coded: influenza was 3, 

lupus was 7, syphilis was 9, diabetes was 15; these were entered into field 9. 

As a notice from IBM’s German subsidiary advised, the questionnaires 

would have to be adapted to the technical demands of IBM’s Hollerith sys- 

tem, not the other way around. A vertical notice printed along the bottom 

left of typical welfare forms often indicated the information was to be 

processed “by the punch card office,” generally an in-house bureau.!!” 
Raceology in Nazi Germany was enabled as never before. Statistical 

official Friedrich Zahn extolled the fact that “registered persons can be 

observed continually, [through] the cooperation of statistical central 

offices... [so] other statistical population matters can be settled and regu- 

lated.” Zahn proposed “a single file for the entire population to make pos- 

sible an ethnic biological diagnosis [to] turn today’s theory into tomorrow’s 

practice. Such a file would serve both practical considerations as well as sci- 

ence.” He added, “Clarified pictures of the volume of genetic diseases 

within the population...now gives science a new impetus to conduct 

research... which should promote good instead of bad genetic stock.”!!® 

Mathematic formulas and high-speed data processing of population 

and medical records would indeed become the key to Jewish persecution in 

Nazi Germany. In November of 1935, Germany took the next step. 

Defining just who was a Jew was problematic, since so many of Jewish 

ancestry were practicing Christians or unaffiliated. Throughout 1935, 

German race specialists, bolstered by population computations and endless 

tabular printouts, proffered their favorite definitions of Jewishness. Some 

proposals were so sweeping as to include even those with the faintest 

Jewish ancestry—similar to the familiar “one drop” race purity laws in 
Virginia. But many tried to create complex pseudoscientific castes, com- 
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prised of “full Jews,” who professed the religion or possessed four Jewish 

grandparents, as well as the so-called “three-quarter,” “half,” and “one- 

quarter” Jews with fewer Jewish ancestors.!!° 

Adolf Hitler was personally aware of preliminary findings showing that 

while only about a half million Germans had registered as Jews in the cen- 

sus, the veins of many more coursed with traces of Jewish blood. About a 

million more, he thought.'”° The Jews Hitler feared most were the ones 
not apparent—what eugenicists called the “carriers.” 

Suddenly, on September 13, 1935, der Fiihrer demanded that a decree 

defining Jewishness be hammered out in time for his appearance two days 

later before the Reichstag (Parliament) at the culmination of Party Day fes- 

tivities. Top eugenic experts of the Interior Ministry flew in for the assign- 

ment. Working with drafts shuttled between Hitler’s abode and police 

headquarters, they finally patched together twin decrees of disenfranchise- 

ment and marriage restriction. The Law for the Protection of German 

Blood and a companion statute, the Reich Citizenship Law, deprived Jews 

of their German citizenship. These laws—the Nuremberg Laws—would 

apply not only to full Jews, but also to half and quarter Jews, all defined 

according to complex eugenic mathematics. Jewish hybrids were called 

Mischling, or mixed-breeds.!*! High-speed Hollerith systems offered the 
Reich the speed and scope that only an automated system could deliver to 

identify not only half and quarter Jews, but even eighth and sixteenth Jews. 

It was a new, automated system, yet applied to the well-developed, decades- 

old Cold Spring Harbor procedure of developing family pedigrees.'”” 
The new formulaic approach to Jewish persecution exploded into world 

headlines. Under a page one banner story, the New York Times’s lead was 

typical: “National Socialist Germany definitely flung down the gauntlet 

before the feet of Western liberal opinion tonight... [and] decreed a series 

of laws that put Jews beyond the legal and social pale of the German 

nation.” The newspaper went on to detail the legal import of the new 

ancestral fractions.!” 
The news was everywhere and inescapable. Centuries of religious prej- 

udice had now been quantified into science. Even if Germans of Jewish 

ancestry had been practicing Christianity for generations—as many had— 

henceforth, they would all be legally defined as a race, without regard to 

religion. That was in 1935. 
Eleven years earlier, Harry H. Laughlin’s memo to Representative 

Albert Johnson’s House Committee on Immigration and Naturalization 

regarding Jewish racial quotas read: “For this purpose, it would be neces- 
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sary to define a Jew. Tentatively, such a definition might read, ‘A Jew is a 

person fifty percent or more of whose ancestry are generally recognized as 

being Jewish in race. The definition applies entirely to race and in no man- 

ner to religion.’”!?4 
Shortly after the Nuremberg Laws were promulgated in 1935, and in 

view of the negative publicity race laws were receiving, Nazi eugenicist 

Ernst Rodenwaldt thought it might be helpful to give Laughlin special 

recognition for his contribution to Reich policy. Rodenwaldt suggested an 

honorary degree for Laughlin. In a December 1935 letter to Carl 

Schneider, dean of the University of Heidelberg’s medical school, 

Rodenwaldt wrote, “Every race hygienist knows Laughlin as a champion 

of the eugenic sterilization. Thanks to his indefatigable studies and his 

indefatigable propaganda activity in America, there exist, since the end of 

the twenties, in several states of America, sterilization laws and we can 

report about 15,000 sterilizations until 1930, mainly in California. 

Professor Laughlin is one of the most important pioneers on the field of 

racial hygiene. I got to know him in 1927 in Cold Spring Harbor.... 

Heidelberg University honoring professor Laughlin’s pioneer work would, 

in my opinion, make a very good and compensating impression in 

America, where racial hygienic questions are propagated in the same way 

as here, but where many questions of the German racial hygienic laws are 

mistrusted.”!?° 
Schneider gladly approved the honor. Laughlin could not travel to 

Heidelberg to accept, but he expressed his gratitude in a letter to 

Schneider. “I was greatly honored,” Laughlin wrote, “to accept this degree 

from the University of Heidelberg which stands for the highest ideals of 
scholarship and research achieved by those racial stocks which have con- 

tributed so much to the foundation blood of the American people. ... I con- 

sider the conferring of this high degree upon me not only as a personal 

honor, but also as evidence of a common understanding of German and 

American scientists of the nature of eugenics as research in and the practi- 

cal application of those fundamental biological and social principles.”!”6 
Some three years after Laughlin’s award, shortly after World War II 

broke out in September of 1939, the same Carl Schneider helped organize 

the gassing of thousands of adults adjudged mentally handicapped. The 

project was codenamed T-4 after the address of the staff, located at 

Tiergartenstrasse 4 in Berlin. Mass gassings with carbon monoxide, which 

began in January 1940 at locations across Germany, proved most efficient. 

Victims were told to undress and to enter a room resembling a shower 
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complete with tiled surfaces, benches and a drain. Crematoria were erected 

nearby to dispose of the bodies.!?” 
From 1936 to early 1939, Nazi Germany was considered a threat to the 

other countries of Europe, and indeed to all humanity. Refugees flooded 

the world. The Third Reich continued arming for war and demanded terri- 

torial concessions from its neighbors. In 1938 the Nazis annexed Austria, 

and then in early 1939 the Reich overran Czechoslovakia in prewar aggres- 

sion and consolidation. Concentration camps of gruesome notoriety, from 

Dachau to Buchenwald, were established across Germany; the horror sto- 

ries they inspired became common talk of the day. Nazi subversion was a 

new fear in American society.!?8 
Certainly, there were many vocal Nazi sympathizers in America. But 

those who supported any aspect of the Hitler regime, from economic con- 

tacts to scientific exchanges, did so at a substantial moral risk. Genuine 

revulsion with Nazified eugenics was beginning to sweep over the ranks of 

previously staunch hereditarians who could no longer identify with a move- 
ment so intertwined with the race policies of the Third Reich. A group of 

longtime eugenicists and geneticists spoke of a resolution to disassociate 

eugenics from issues of race. Letters to Davenport calling for his support 

were unsuccessful. Institutions such as the Eugenics Research Association, 

the American Eugenics Society, the Eugenics Record Office and a labyrinth 

of related entities all remained intact in their support of Germany.!”° 
Monthly coverage in JAMA became more skeptical and detached start- 

ing about 1936, with headlines such as “Strangulation of Intellectualism” 
placing the Nazi takeover of medical science into clearer perspective. One 

JAMA article unambiguously explained, “The president of the new [med- 

ical] society is no distinguished clinician; he is the Nazi district governor of 

Vienna, that is to say a politician who is also an official of the Nazi bureau 
of national health.” JAMA also began inserting quotation marks around 

Nazi medical expressions and statements to differentiate them from ordi- 

nary medical discourse.'3° 
After Raymond Fosdick assumed the presidency of the Rockefeller 

Foundation in 1936, the charitable trust became increasingly unwilling to 

fund any projects associated with the term eugenics, even Fischer’s 

genealogical studies. The idea of investigating family trees was just too 

emblematic of repressive Nazi persecution. Funding was also curtailed for 

some of the foundation’s traditional programs at the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Institutes. Money continued to flow for eugenic projects, but only when 

they were packaged as genetics, brain research, serology or social biology. 
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For example, Rockefeller fellowships and scholarships from 1936 through 

1939 allowed German genetic researchers to travel to Cold Spring Harbor 

and California for further study. But the fact that Rockefeller executives 

became exceedingly cautious about their continued sponsorship of Nazi 

medicine was a testament to the controversial nature of any contact with 

the Third Reich.!?! 
Indeed, on June 6, 1939, Fosdick circulated a pointed memo to 

Rockefeller Foundation executives. “I have read with a good deal of inter- 
est your Letter no. 40 of May 25th about our general relation with totali- 

tarian countries, and particularly about the fellowship situation. The 

rumor which Mr. Kittridge brought back from Geneva to the effect that 

the Foundation was boycotting all requests from Germany is of course 

hardly correct....I am frank in saying that at the present moment it would 

be not only embarrassing, but probably impossible, to make any major 

grants in Germany. There is a matter of public policy involved here which 

has to be taken into consideration, and I do not believe that this is the 

moment to consider any sizable requests for assistance from German 

sources.” Fosdick added that individual fellowships to German scientists 

would still be possible, but only if “sifted with rigid scrutiny to make sure 

that we are not being used for ulterior purposes.” He added, “I earnestly 

hope that this evil hour will soon pass.”3? 
Despite Nazi Germany’s descent into pariah status, core eugenic lead- 

ers were steadfast in their defense of, fascination with, and general admira- 

tion for Hitler’s program. In late 1935, ERA president Clarence Campbell 

traveled to Berlin for the World Population Congress, an event staged 

under the patronage of Nazi Interior Minister Frick. Fischer was president 

of the congress. Campbell created a scandal back home when he loudly and 

passionately proclaimed his admiration for Hitler’s policy. “The leader of 

the German nation, Adolf Hitler,” declared Campbell, “ably supported by 

Frick and guided by this nation’s anthropologists, eugenists and social 

philosophers, has been able to construct a comprehensive racial policy of 

population development and improvement that promises to be epochal in 

racial history. It sets a pattern which other nations and other racial groups 

must follow if they do not wish to fall behind in their racial quality, in their 

racial accomplishments and in their prospects for survival.”!33 
Campbell’s speech made headlines in the next morning’s New York 

Times: “US EUGENIST HAILS NAZI RACIAL POLICY.” When 
Campbell returned to America, he hit back at his critics in the lead article 

of the March-April 1936 issue of Eugenical News. “It is unfortunate that the 
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anti-Nazi propaganda with which all countries have been flooded has gone 
far to obscure the correct understanding and the great importance of the 
German racial policy.”!3+ 

Throughout 1936, the American eugenic leadership continued its 
praise for Hitler’s anti-Jewish and racial policies. “The last twenty years 
witnessed two stupendous forward movements, one in our United States, 
the other in Germany,” declared California raceologist C. M. Goethe in his 

presidential address to the Eugenics Research Association. He added with a 

degree of satisfaction, “California had led all the world in sterilization 

operations. Today, even California’s quarter century record has, in two 

years, been outdistanced by Germany.”!*° 
Eugenicist Marie Kopp toured 15,000 miles across Nazi Germany, and 

with the assistance of one of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, was able to 

undertake extensive research on the Nazi program in cities and towns. 

Kopp was even permitted access to the secret Nazi Heredity Courts. 

Throughout 1936, Kopp wrote articles for eugenic publications, partici- 

pated in promotional roundtables with such luminaries as Margaret 

Sanger, and presented position papers praising the Nazi program as one of 

“fairness.” Kopp was able to assure all that “religious belief does not enter 

into the matter,” because Jews were defined not by their religious practices, 

but by their bloodlines.!*¢ 
At one American Eugenics Society luncheon, Kopp emphasized, 

“Justice Holmes, when handling down the decision in the Buck versus Bell 
case, expressed the guiding spirit. ... ‘It is better for all the world, if instead 

of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime or let them starve for 

their imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from 

continuing their kind. Three generations of imbeciles are enough.’””’ 

In 1937, Laughlin and his Cold Spring Harbor office became the U.S. 

distributor of a two-reel Nazi eugenic propaganda film entitled Erbkrank 

(The Hereditarily Diseased). Erbkrank began with scenes of squalid German 
slums where superior Nordic families were forced to live because so much 

public money was spent on bright, well-constructed institutions to house 

the feebleminded. Laughlin loaned the film to high schools in New York 

and New Jersey, to welfare workers in Connecticut, and to the Society for 
the Prevention of Blindness. Although he acquired the film from the Race 

Policy Office of the Nazi Party (Rassenpolitisches Amt der NSDAP), he 

assured, “There is no racial propaganda of any sort in the picture; it is [sim- 

ply] recognized that every race has its own superior family-stocks and its 
own degenerate strains.”!°8 
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Yet in fact the film declared, “Jewish liberal thinking forced millions of 

healthy volk-nationals into need and squalor—while the unfit were overly 

coddled.” In another frame the movieexplained, “The Jewish people has a 

particularly high percentage of mentally ill.” Indeed, one archetypal defec- 

tive citizen was a mental patient described as a “fifty-five year old Jew— 

deceitful-rabble-rouser.” °° 
No matter how dismal the plight of the Jews in Germany, no matter 

how horrifying the headlines, no matter how close Europe came to all-out 

war, no matter how often German troops poured across another border, 

American eugenicists stood fast by their eugenic hero, Adolf Hitler. 

In 1938, Germany accelerated the humiliation of the Jews, as well as the 

Aryanization and confiscation of their property. On November 10, 1938, 

the world was shocked by the German national anti-Jewish riots and 

pogroms known as Kristallnacht. Over one hundred synagogues were 

burned across the Reich, and thousands of Jews were marched off to con- 

centration camps. The Gestapo and SS had by now subsumed the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institutes, the Society for Racial Hygiene and indeed all of 

German medicine.!”° 
Fischer, Lenz, Riidin and the other stalwarts became the medical gen- 

erals of Hitler’s campaign against humanity. In 1936, Riidin assumed lead- 

ership of the Institute for Racial Hygiene in Munich, one of the main 

centers tasked with deciding which German citizens possessed Jewish 

blood, and how much. In 1937, Lenz and Riidin, in a joint operation with 

the Gestapo, orchestrated the identification and rounding-up of some five 

hundred to six hundred “Rhineland bastards,” the offspring of Black 

French colonial soldiers; they were all secretly sterilized. Some 200,000 

Germans of all backgrounds had been sterilized by 1937. After that the 

records were not published.!*! 
Fischer was increasingly accompanied by SS officer Wolfgang Abel, 

who was usually dressed in a typical black Nazi uniform. The two could be 

seen in each other’s company even when visited by American eugenicists at 

the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and 
Eugenics. Together, Fischer and Abel manufactured fictitious eugenic pro- 

files of Jews, Gypsies and other non-Aryan undesirables, accusing them of 

numerous hereditary afflictions. In order to justify their eugenic persecu- 

tion, the Reich falsely ascribed flat feet, mental illness and an assortment of 

other maladies to those the Reich wanted to eliminate.!¥ 
In one lecture, Fischer declared, “When a people wants, somehow or 

other, to preserve its own nature, it must reject alien racial elements, and 
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when these have already insinuated themselves, it must suppress them and 

eliminate them. The Jew is such an alien and, therefore, when he wants to 

insinuate himself, he must be warded off. This is self-defense. In saying 

this, I do not characterize every Jew as inferior, as Negroes are, and I do not 

underestimate the greatest enemy with whom we have to fight. But I reject 

Jewry with every means in my power, and without reserve, in order to pre- 

serve the hereditary endowment of my people.”!® 

The concept of describing people as leading a “life unworthy of life,” 

sometimes known as “worthless eaters,” rose to the fore.'** Eugenic termi- 

nology and conceptualizations such as subhuman and bacterium were 

becoming more than jargon. They were becoming policy guidelines. Leon 

Whitney, executive secretary of the American Eugenics Society, declared, 

“While we were pussy-footing around...the Germans were calling a spade 

a spade.” Goddard expressed his frustration another way: “If Hitler suc- 

ceeds in his wholesale sterilization, it will be a demonstration that will carry 

eugenics farther than a hundred Eugenics Societies could. If he makes a 

fiasco of it, it will set the movement back where a hundred eugenics soci- 

eties can never resurrect it.”!* 
On September 1, 1939, Germany launched its blitzkrieg against Poland, 

beginning Word War II. The Reich needed hospital beds, and had to ration 

its wartime resources. Now the medical men of German eugenics would 

graduate from sterilization to organized euthanasia. Lenz helped draft 

euthanasia guidelines whereby a patient could be killed “by medical meas- 

ures of which he remains unaware.” The continued existence of those 

classed defective could no longer be justified in Hitler’s war-strapped 

Reich. Beginning in 1940, thousands of Germans taken from old age 

homes, mental institutions and other custodial facilities were systematically 

gassed. Between 50,000 and 100,000 were eventually killed. Psychiatrists, 

steeped in eugenics, selected the victims after a momentary review of their 

records, jotted their destinies with a pen stroke, and then personally super- 

vised the exterminations.'*° 
With the war raging, Lothrop Stoddard, a leader of the Eugenics 

Research Association, traveled to Nazi Germany. His 1940 book, Into the 

Darkness, celebrated Hitler and Nazi eugenics. “Nothing is so distinctive in 

Nazi Germany as its ideas about race,” wrote Stoddard. “Its concept of 

racial matters underlies the whole National Socialist philosophy of life and 

profoundly influences both its policies and practices. We cannot intelli- 

gently evaluate the Third Reich unless we understand this basic attitude of 

mind.!*” 
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“As is well known, the Nazi viewpoint on race and the resultant policies 

are set forth by Adolf Hitler himself in the pages of Mein Kampf, the Bible 

of National Socialism. The future Fuehrer therein wrote: ‘It will be the 
duty of the People’s State to consider the race as the basis of the commu- 

nity’s existence. It must make sure that the purity of the racial strain will be 

preserved. ...In order to achieve this end the State will have to avail itself 

of modern advances in medical science. It must proclaim that all those peo- 

ple are unfit for procreation who are afflicted with some visible hereditary 

disease, or are the carriers of it... having such people rendered sterile.”!** 
Focusing on Hitler’s Jewish policy, Stoddard observed, “The relative 

emphasis which Hitler gave racialism and eugenics many years ago foreshad- 

ows the respective interest toward the two subjects in Germany today. 

Outside Germany, the reverse is true, due chiefly to Nazi treatment of its 

Jewish minority. Inside Germany, the Jewish problem is regarded as a pass- 

ing phenomenon, already settled in principle and soon to be settled in fact by 

the physical elimination of the Jews themselves from the Third Reich.”!*” 

Stoddard was so favored by Hitler that der Fuhrer granted him a rare, 

exclusive audience. In a chapter entitled “I See Hitler,” Stoddard wrote of 

the moment of his encounter in these words, “At that moment I was bidden 

to the Presence.”!*° 
Goebbels’s ministry escorted Stoddard around Berlin and arranged access 

to other senior Reich officials, especially those concerned with race policy. 

The Eugenics Courts, normally conducted in secret, granted Stoddard 

extraordinary permission to sit on the bench next to the judges and observe 

their racial judgments of Jews and non-Jews alike. His courtroom experi- 

ences were recounted in a chapter entitled “In a Eugenics Court,” in which 

he bemoaned the race tribunals for being “almost too conservative.”!5! 

As Hitler’s divisions smashed through Europe, his eugenic ideal would 

be enforced not only against those in Germany, but also against those in 

conquered or dominated countries. In country after country, Hitler 

rounded up the defective Jews and other subhumans, systematically making 

one region after another judenrein—Jew free. As Hess insisted, “National 

Socialism is nothing but applied biology.”!* 
For decades, Hitler’s bloody regime, the Holocaust and the Second 

World War would be perceived as merely the outgrowth of the unfath- 
omable madness and blind hatred of one man and his movement. But in fact 
Hitler’s hatred was not blind; it was sharply focused on an obsessive eugenic 
vision. The war against the weak had graduated from America’s slogans, 
index cards and surgical blades to Nazi decrees, ghettos and gas chambers. 



CHAPTER [6 

Buchenwald 

es concentration camp near Weimar. The “Little Camp”—the 

isolation and quarantine section of Buchenwald. Block 57. One morning 
in late May of 1944.1 

Three-tiered geometric boxes lined the barrack. Each housed as many 
as sixteen emaciated humans per shelf. A thirsty and exhausted Frenchman 

named Oliv struggled to climb down from the top level for his day’s work. 

But he was too weak to climb out and negotiate the eight feet down. As 

Oliv lay limp, a fat, well-fed inmate doctor walked in. The other French 

prisoners pleaded with the doctor that Oliv was too ill and suffered from 

severe rheumatism, making his every movement painful. The frail man 

needed medical attention. A small infirmary, stocked with medicines and 

called “the hospital,” had been established in the Little Camp. The doctor 

controlled access to the facility and the drugs. Those admitted to the hospi- 

tal could be excused from work until nursed back to working strength—and 

thereby live another day.’ 
But the doctor, himself a prisoner yet reviled as a barbaric stooge of the 

SS, was known for refusing admission to the hospital except to those he 

favored—or those who could bribe their way in by turning over their relief 

packets. Most of all, the doctor hated the French communists. They—and 

their diseases—were everywhere in the Little Camp. The doctor believed 

that each inferior national group was a carrier of its own specific set of dis- 

eases. Frenchmen, he thought, brought in diphtheria and related throat 

diseases as well as scarlet fever. Simply put, the Little Camp doctor was 

unwilling to use his limited hospital to lessen the prisoners’ loads, extend 

their lives or relieve their suffering. The prisoners’ job was to work. His job 

was to ensure they kept working—until they could work no more.’ 

Furious and impatient, the Little Camp doctor pushed the others out of 

the way, stepped onto the lowest of the three tiers, reached up and grabbed 

Oliv’s emaciated foot as it dangled over the edge. He then yanked Oliv over 

ote 
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the short sideboard and down the eight feet to the floor. Oliv tumbled to 

the floor like a doll and cracked his skull. Blood soaked down the back of 

his shirt. As the life seeped out of Oliv, his comrades hauled him onto the 

lowest bunk, and then hurried out to their backbreaking labors at the 

quarry. When they came back to Block 57 that night, Oliv was dead. Next 

to the bathroom was a makeshift morgue; they moved his body there. 

Later, Oliv’s body waited its turn at the crematorium.* 

The French inmates of the Little Camp never forgot the brutality the 

doctor showed them, while exhibiting seemingly incongruous medical 

compassion to others. They never forgot that while most of them were 

worked and starved into skeletons, the doctor ate well. Many prisoners lost 

40 percent of their weight shortly after arriving in the Little Camp. But the 

doctor arrived at Buchenwald fat and stayed fat. No one could understand 

how a talented physician could render his skills so effectively to some, while 

allowing others to die horrible deaths. After Buchenwald was liberated in 

April of 1945, the stories about Dr. Edwin Katzen-Ellenbogen emerged in 

French reports and then in occupation German newspapers and the Allied 

armed forces media. Katzen-Ellenbogen was accused of murdering a thou- 

sand prisoners by injection.° 
The United States military conducted war crimes trials at Dachau for a 

variety of lesser-known concentration camp Nazis and their inmate collab- 

orators, especially the medical killers. Katzen-Ellenbogen was among 

them, and was found guilty of war crimes, right along with the other so- 

called “butchers of Buchenwald.” He was sentenced to a long term in 

prison. The court finding, however, was not an easy one. It was compli- 

cated by conflicting stories of Katzen-Ellenbogen’s outstanding academic 
background and prewar record.° 

Many found Dr. Katzen-Ellenbogen and the many lives he led incom- 

prehensible. How could he alternately function as a gifted psychiatrist and 

as a murderous man of medicine? At the time, none understood that 

Katzen-Ellenbogen viewed humanity with multiple standards. He was an 

American eugenicist. Nor was he just any eugenicist. Katzen-Ellenbogen 

was a founding member of the Eugenics Research Association and the chief 

eugenicist of New Jersey under then-Governor Woodrow Wilson.’ 

Viewing humanity through a eugenic prism, Katzen-Ellenbogen was 

capable of exhibiting great compassion toward those he saw as superior, 

and great cruelty toward those he considered genetically unfit. In 

Buchenwald, the French, with their Mediterranean and African hybridiza- 

tion, were eugenically among the lowest. They were not really worthy of 
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life. At the same time, in Katzen-Ellenbogen’s view, those of Nordic or 
Aryan descent were treasured—to be helped and even saved. It all followed 
classic eugenic thought. But in Buchenwald, it was the difference between 
life and death. 

How did one of America’s pioneer eugenicists wend his way from New 
Jersey to Buchenwald’s notorious Little Camp? The story begins in late 
nineteenth-century Poland. Katzen-Ellenbogen was the name of a famous 
line of Polish and Czech rabbis going back centuries. However, as the doc- 
tor’s life was built, he—or perhaps his immediate branch of the family— 

obscured any connection with a Jewish heritage. Like many European Jews 

who had drifted from tradition, he spelled his last name numerous ways, 

hyphenated and unhyphenated, and sometimes even signed his name 

“Edwin K. Ellenbogen.” He was probably born as Edwin Wladyslaw 

Katzen-Ellenbogen in approximately 1882, in Stanislawow, in Austrian- 
occupied Poland.® 

As a youth, Katzen-Ellenbogen developed severe vision problems. But 

he achieved academic success despite the affliction, attending fine schools 

and developing extraordinary powers of observation and ratiocination. 

First, he studied at a Jesuit high school in Poland. Then he attended the 

University of Leipzig, where he secured his medical degree in 1905. While 

in medical school, he became engaged to a girl from Massachusetts, Marie 

A. Pierce, daughter of a judge and scion of a prominent family of 

Americans dating back to the Minutemen. In 1905, Katzen-Ellenbogen 

sailed for America, settling briefly in Massachusetts, where he married 

Marie. He added “Marie” to his various middle names, and utilized her 

family’s connections to further his academic pursuits. Various letters of 

introduction were provided, as was the money Katzen-Ellenbogen needed 

to continue his university work in Europe. There he studied psychiatry 

with some of the best names in the field, during the formative years of the 

profession, and he also learned the mystifying medical art of hypnosis.” 

In 1907, Katzen-Ellenbogen returned to the United States, where he 

was naturalized as a citizen and started work in state institutions, such as 

the Danvers State Hospital of Massachusetts. One of the early exponents of 

Freud in America, Katzen-Ellenbogen became a Harvard lecturer in 

abnormal psychology. He developed expertise on fake symptoms. He 

authored an article in the Journal of Abnormal Psychology on “The Detection 

of a Case of Simulation of Insanity by Means of Association Tests.”!° 

Katzen-Ellenbogen began to specialize in epilepsy, especially with regard 

to mental deficiency. His expert testimony was pivotal in convicting a mur- 
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derer who claimed diminished mental capacity due to an epileptic attack; the 

convicted man was electrocuted in 1912. He authored numerous articles on 

the subject and became a coeditor of the international quarterly, Epilepsia. 

One of his articles asserted that different races should have their own stan- 

dards for imbecility. A child, he posited, “may be inferior as to race, but be up 

to the mark for its own racial standards... especially... .in America.”” 

In 1911, Woodrow Wilson became governor of New Jersey. Katzen- 

Ellenbogen was asked to become scientific director of the State Village for 

Epileptics at Skillman, New Jersey. It was there that he would develop his 

eugenic interests. “While there,” recalled Katzen-Ellenbogen, “I particu- 

larly studied ...the hereditary background of epilepsy.” As the state’s lead- 

ing expert, Katzen-Ellenbogen was then asked by Wilson to draft New 

Jersey’s law to sterilize epileptics and defectives. In the process, he became 

an expert on legal and legislative safeguards and jurisprudence.” 

As a leading member of the National Association for the Study of 

Epilepsy, Katzen-Ellenbogen delivered an address on epilepsy and feeble- 

mindedness at Goddard’s Vineland Training School. In 1913, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen became charter member #14 of the Eugenics Research 

Association at Cold Spring Harbor. The doctor continued his active mem- 

bership even after he sailed for Russia in 1915, never to return to the 

United States.!° 
Katzen-Ellenbogen bounced around the capitals of Europe for the next 

few years. He was about to board a ship in Holland when he received a 

telegram informing him that his only son had died in America after falling 

from a roof. Katzen-Ellenbogen was never the same. He became morose 

and introspective, questioning the value of human life, at least his own. “I 

contemplated to offer myself as physician to the leprosy colony in the 

upper State of New York,” he recounted. He also considered suicide. At the 

same time, Katzen-Ellenbogen deepened his fascination with things 

Catholic, purchasing a valued copy of a rare Madonna.* 
As Katzen-Ellenbogen wandered through Europe, he impressed many 

people as a kind humanitarian. He met one woman briefly ona train in 1921 

and discussed his favorite Madonna. More than two decades later, even after 

learning of his notorious war crimes, she wrote him, “I cannot believe that 

anyone who likes a picture of the Madonna can be entirely bad.” Years later, 

another woman, recalling their fond encounter in Germany, insisted, 

“There still are people in this world who believe in you.” 
In 1925, Katzen-Ellenbogen developed a relationship with a woman 

named Olga. She described him as “the companion of my life.” He 
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described her as “my old housekeeper.” By any measure, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen developed deep parental feelings for Olga’s two orphaned 

grandsons, and raised them as though they were his own. Together with his 

daughter, Katzen-Ellenbogen led an ad hoc family of five.!° 

They were living in Germany when Hitler rose to power. Despite his 

Catholic observances, after the 1935 Nuremberg Laws Katzen-Ellenbogen 

found himself defined as Jewish and subject to encircling anti-Jewish 

decrees. Like many practicing Christians of Jewish ancestry, he fled across 

the Czech border in 1936, establishing a clinic in Marienbad. When anti- 

Jewish agitation spread into Czechoslovakia, Katzen-Ellenbogen moved 

again, this time to the democratic stronghold of Prague, where in 1938 he 

began working with refugee groups.!’ 

After Hitler invaded Czechoslovakia in March of 1939, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen followed a typical route of flight. First, he crossed into Italy. 

After war broke out in September of 1939, he escaped to France. But when 

the Nazis bifurcated France in 1940, Katzen-Ellenbogen was caught in the 

occupied zone in Paris. As a result of his many recent relocations, he was a 

suspicious refugee in a city teeming with Gestapo agents. In 1941 he was 

arrested by Gestapo counter-intelligence corps, but he was soon released. 

Like many foreigners living in Nazi-occupied Paris, Katzen-Ellenbogen 

was ultimately arrested several times for questioning or detention. He was 

denied permission to leave for neutral Portugal. Finally, just as he was plan- 

ning to leave for Prague in the late summer of 1943, Nazi security agents 

came for him. The knock on the door came at six in the morning.'® 

Many eugenicists considered Nazi racial policies a biological ideal. 

Katzen-Ellenbogen discounted his Jewish ancestry, considering himself a 

eugenicist first and foremost. This made him different, and almost appeal- 

ing to the Gestapo, especially under the circumstances. 

Although a prisoner, he was given access to top Nazi generals in Paris to 

discuss his detention status. The war-stretched Nazis needed doctors, espe- 

cially in occupied lands. As a distinguished physician and psychiatrist who 

spoke German and also enjoyed American citizenship, Katzen-Ellenbogen 

became very useful to both the Gestapo and the Wehrmacht. Twice he was 

brought to the Reich military prison in France to examine a German sol- 

dier suffering from mental problems. Katzen-Ellenbogen even testified as 

an expert at the soldier’s court martial.'” 

Katzen-Ellenbogen found himself in a somewhat unique position. “I 

was the only doctor in France, a psychiatrist,” he recalled, “who was [also] 

qualified in Germany as a doctor, and they didn’t have anybody [with those 
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skills] in the army.” Eventually, the overworked regular German army doc- 

tor visiting the military prison asked Katzen-Ellenbogen, “As you speak 

French anyway and other languages, relieve me here. And when something 

very important happens, they can telephone for me.” Thus, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen became a general practitioner for the German military in Paris 

even as he remained in custody. Eventually, Katzen-Ellenbogen’s services 

were requested for German military men outside the prison. For all intents 

and purposes, he was at the disposal of the German medical staff. But in 

September of 1943, when orders came from Berlin to transfer prisoners in 

France to slave labor camps in the Reich, Katzen-Ellenbogen was put on a 

train and shipped to the dreaded Buchenwald.’° 
Buchenwald functioned for two purposes: to inflict cruelty on the 

Nazis’ enemies and to systematically work its inmates to death in service of 

the Reich—in that order. In the hierarchy of hell, Buchenwald was consid- 

ered among the worst of Nazi labor camps. Hundreds to thousands of peo- 

ple died within its confines each week from beatings, disease, starvation, 

exhaustion or execution.”! 
Cruel and painful medical experiments were conducted at Buchenwald, 

especially in Block 46, known for its frosted windows and restricted access. 

Nazi doctors deliberately infected prisoners with typhus, converting their 

bodies into so many living test tubes, kept alive only as convenient hosts for 

the virus. Doctors then carefully observed the progress of the disease in 

order to help evaluate potential vaccines. Some six hundred men died from 

such infections. In addition, Russian POWs were deliberately burned with 

phosphorus to observe their reactions to drugs. As part of the Reich’s pro- 

gram to develop mass sterilization techniques, fifteen men were castrated 

to observe the effects. Two died from the operation. Experimental Section 

V employed gland implants and synthetic hormones on homosexuals to 

reverse their sex drive; the SS officers delighted in joking about the men. 
Those who survived these heinous tests, or otherwise outlived their useful- 

ness, were often murdered with injections of phenol.” 
Horrible punishments were everyday occurrences. Many were hung 

from their wrists with their hands tied behind their backs, thus painfully 
tearing arms from their sockets. Weakened inmates who did not die quickly 
enough were bludgeoned with a large blood-encrusted club. Russian 
POWs were systematically shot in the back of the neck through a small 
hole as they stood at the height-measuring wall.23 

Large electric lifts continuously shuttled corpses to waiting crematoria, 
which operated ten hours a day and produced prodigious heaps of white 
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ash. Death was an hourly event at Buchenwald—aultimately more than 
50,000 perished. More French died than any other national group. But 

before the victims were burned, they performed additional service to the 

Reich. Pathologists in Block 2 dissected some 35,000 corpses so their body 

parts could be studied and then stored in various jars on shelves. Tattooed 
prisoners were especially prized. In Block 2, their skins were stripped off, 

tanned and stretched into lampshades and other memorabilia.”* 
Nuremberg Trial judges denounced “conditions so ghastly that they 

defy description. The proof is overwhelming that in the administration of 

the concentration camps the German war machine, and first and foremost 

the SS, resorted to practices which would shame the most primitive race of 

savage barbarians. All the instincts of human decency which distinguished 
men from beasts were forgotten, and the law of the jungle took command. 

If there is such a thing as a crime against humanity, here we have it repeated 

a million times over.”?° 
In assessing Buchenwald just after liberation, a British Parliamentary 

delegation declared, “We have endeavored to write with restraint and 

objectivity, and to avoid obtruding personal reactions or emotional com- 

ments. We would conclude, however, by stating...that such camps as this 

mark the lowest point of degradation to which humanity has yet 

descended. The memory of what we saw and heard at Buchenwald will 

haunt us ineffaceably for many years.””° 
Most new arrivals at Buchenwald were instantly shocked by the camp’s 

brutality and the physical cruelty heaped upon them by the guards. Upon 

initial entry, it was common for new prisoners to run a two-hundred-meter 

gauntlet of guards, who viciously beat them with clubs and truncheons as 

they passed. But Katzen-Ellenbogen seemed fascinated. Recalling his first 

moments in the camp, he said, “I was really amazed about the efficiency 

and quickness about everything that happened there.” He added, “We were 

treated not badly there....” Katzen-Ellenbogen was in fact privileged from 

the moment he entered the camp. While other prisoners at that time were 

forced into tattered zebra-stripe uniforms, the doctor was permitted to 

wear civilian attire, including a three-piece suit and tie. But he complained 

that the shirt with its button-down collar was too small, and the trousers 

too long. His warm furry hat and medical armband gave him a distinctive 

look as he toured the barracks.’ 
Early on, Buchenwald administrators learned through the prisoner 

grapevine of Katzen-Ellenbogen’s helpfulness to the Gestapo in France. 

He quickly became a trusted prisoner to the camp’s medical staff as well as 
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its SS officers, especially chief camp doctor Gerhard Schiedlausky. Katzen- 

Ellenbogen announced to everyone that he was an American doctor from 

New Jersey, and a skilled hypnotist to boot. None of this failed to impress 

the camp administrators, who often referred to him by the name Dr. K. 

Ellenbogen. One senior Nazi medic dared Katzen-Ellenbogen to demon- 

strate his skill as a hypnotist. A test subject was brought over, and within 

five minutes Katzen-Ellenbogen successfully placed him in a trance.”® 
Thereafter, Katzen-Ellenbogen was assigned to the hospital at the Little 

Camp, which functioned as the segregated new prisoner intake unit. Unlike 

the other inmates who slept sixteen-deep on stark wooden shelves and were 

fed starvation rations, Katzen-Ellenbogen enjoyed a private room with a 

real bed that he shared with only one other block trustee. He ate plenty of 

vegetables and even meat purchased through black market sources in 

Weimar. From time to time he cooked his own meals, an almost unimagin- 

able prisoner luxury. The doctor was able to count SS and Gestapo officers 

among his friends even as fellow prisoners detested him and despised their 

Nazi taskmasters. He was widely believed to be a Gestapo spy.”? 
One day in mid-1944, the camp doctor, Schiedlausky, summoned 

Katzen-Ellenbogen to the SS hospital. “You’re a hypnotizer,” said Schied- 

lausky with distress, “You’re a psychotherapist. Save me.” In the midst of 

the human depravity he oversaw, Schiedlausky had become unable to sleep. 

Self-administered drugs were no help. Katzen-Ellenbogen replied, “I can 

help you only, Doctor, if you will forget that I am a prisoner and you are the 

SS doctor.” Schiedlausky collegially replied, “Naturally.”*° 
As Katzen-Ellenbogen analyzed Schiedlausky’s dreams, he concluded 

that the SS doctor’s mind was troubled by a great burden. “Unless you are 
willing to tell me what it is,” Katzen-Ellenbogen told him, “no further 

treatment would be of value.” Schiedlausky answered, “You're right, but I 

can’t tell you.” At one point Katzen-Ellenbogen came upon Schiedlausky 

weeping uncontrollably and consoled the man. Katzen-Ellenbogen contin- 

ued to treat Schiedlausky, whose mental state deteriorated. Soon Katzen- 

Ellenbogen was exercising great influence over the camp doctor.3! 
Schiedlausky was so impressed with Katzen-Ellenbogen that he asked 

him to treat other SS men unable to sleep because of their murderous 
deeds. Even though Katzen-Ellenbogen was a prisoner, the Nazis opened 
up to him. For example, a bloodthirsty Austrian-born SS lieutenant named 
Dumbéck admitted to Katzen-Ellenbogen that he was haunted—day and 
night—by the ghosts of at least forty men he had personally beaten to 
death. As though confessing to a priest, Dumbéck admitted that sometimes 
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when he caught someone stealing vegetables from the garden, he just 

“[couldn’t] control himself.” It would typically begin as an urge to only slap 

the prisoner, but then Dumbéck would begin jumping on the man’s body 

until his ribs caved in. Katzen-Ellenbogen helped Dumbéck realize why he 

could not sleep: the killings. “That’s it exactly,” Dumbéck agreed. 

Dumbock was so grateful that he granted Katzen-Ellenbogen special privi- 

leges—ironically, to the vegetables in the garden. * 

Katzen-Ellenbogen proudly remembered that the SS men “trusted me 

as a doctor very much.”* 
Back at the Little Camp, Katzen-Ellenbogen administered cruel medi- 

cine. He forced Frenchmen to exercise in the frigid outdoors without their 

scarves and often without their shirts—this to “cure” infected throats. He 

smuggled in needed medicines through the SS medics but then sold them 

for money or favors. Such extortions allowed him to deposit some 50,000 

francs into a camp bank account. He also cached large quantities of Danish 

food, medicines and cigarettes in his bedroom, mainly pilfered from the 

Danish Red Cross packets turned over by the sick and injured.** 

Denying medical treatment was an entrenched eugenic practice at the 

state institutions Katzen-Ellenbogen was familiar with, from Danvers in 

Massachusetts to Skillman and Vineland in New Jersey. In those institu- 

tions, eugenic psychiatrists felt that medical care only kept alive those 

whom nature intended to die off. Katzen-Ellenbogen applied the same 

principles in Buchenwald. 

Katzen-Ellenbogen capriciously decided who entered the hospital. 

Another camp doctor confirmed in court, “It depended on Katzen- 

Ellenbogen whether a certain person would be admitted into the little hos- 

pital...or in the main hospital.” A Czech doctor added, “If he [Katzen- 

Ellenbogen] found a man with appendicitis or pneumonia and said, ‘I will 

not send you to the hospital,’ then the man would not get through because 

he, Dr. Katzen-Ellenbogen, was the only medical liaison [in the Little 

Camp].”?° 
Katzen-Ellenbogen himself casually admitted at his trial, “We 

selected. ... Let’s say there were 35 [needing hospitalization, and I was told] 

there are only 17 free [beds]. Which 17 should have preference for immedi- 

ate hospitalization?” He held the power of life and death over those who des- 

perately needed his help, and he sadistically exercised this power every day.*° 

In 1944, for instance, two French arrivals—a Protestant minister 

named Roux and a doctor named Rodochi—suffered greatly during the 

horrific railroad trip to Buchenwald. Upon entering the Little Camp, com- 
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patriots asked that Roux and Rodochi be admitted to the hospital. Katzen- 

Ellenbogen refused the first day. Even as they became weaker, he contin- 

ued his refusals for two more days. On the fourth day, the two died during 

roll call, having never been seen by any doctor.*’ 
After the war, a French physician internee identified as Denis told 

investigators that many men died who might have recovered had they been 

admitted to the hospital. But when French prisoners approached, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen often chased them away, slapped and punched them, or simply 

“beat them with any instrument handy.” Other inmates who were physi- 

cians would sometimes complain that Katzen-Ellenbogen stocked the nec- 

essary medicines, but that the Little Camp doctor would snarl that they 

were in Buchenwald to “die like dogs—not to be cured.”3® 
At his trial, prosecutors demanded answers. 

PROSECUTOR: Isn’t it also a fact, doctor, that many a prisoner died while he 

was waiting his turn to be examined there at the dispensary? 

KATZEN-ELLENBOGEN: ... When patients arrived he [a medical staffer] 

went always outside and looked who was the most ill and needs immediate 

attention or in a dangerous condition, to get them there first. 

Q: Just answer the question please. 

A: ... If you want me to answer the question yes or o, then I will have to 
“answer 70. 

Q: All right then your answer is: at no time did any prisoner die while wait- 

ing his turn to be examined in the dispensary. 
A: You say those questions [as though] with a revolver with “hands up.” It is 
impossible to answer whether yes or no. 

Q: You were there were you not? 

A: I was there. 

Q: You know whether a man is living or dead, don’t you? 
A: Yes. 

Q: All right. Did any man die while he was awaiting his turn in that line? 
A: Sure he did. 

Q: I though you said a moment ago that he didn’t. 
A: Yes, that is what I said—that is “a revolver,” a little so—yes, but not while 
he was awaiting his turn [and] because of waiting, but because he was in a 
condition that a few minutes later while they brought him in he was dead. 
Q: Just listen to my questions please, Doctor. I did not ask you because he 
was waiting in that line? 

A: I know. That is what I said: yes.3? 
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Failure to be hospitalized also bestowed a death sentence because it 

often facilitated assignment to the fatal work details at the nearby Dora 

works. At Dora, slave laborers were systematically worked to death tunnel- 
ing into a mountain, constructing the secret German V-2 missile facilities. 

Dora’s death rate was among the highest of any of the thousands of labor 

camps and subcamps in all of Nazi-occupied Europe. Many of Dora’s vic- 

tims were shuttled in from Buchenwald. Transports regularly delivered 

thousands of prisoners at a time, and some twenty thousand of them died in 

backbreaking labor. In fact, for the Nazi campaign known as Extermination 

by Labor, Dora was a convenient final destination to extract a prisoner’s 

final ergs of energy.” 
The weakened inmates whom Katzen-Ellenbogen callously refused to 

exempt from Dora work transports were essentially sentenced to death. In 

one typical transport of 1,000 to 1,200 French workers whom Katzen- 

Ellenbogen reviewed, only 97 came back alive. Indeed, the Dora 

Kommando, or work detail, was known everywhere as a “death kommando.” 

One Frenchman, when condemned to duty at Dora, turned to Katzen- 

Ellenbogen and declared, “Caesar, morituri te salutant.” (“We who are about 

to die salute you.”) Katzen-Ellenbogen recalled jocundly that the man “still 

had a sense of humor.”*! 
At his trial Katzen-Ellenbogen was asked by prosecutors, “The person- 

nel in the Medical Department... certainly knew that Dora was a death 

commando, isn’t that so?” Katzen-Ellenbogen replied, “I should guess so.”*”” 

Prisoners reported that Katzen-Ellenbogen actually encouraged unsus- 

pecting French inmates to volunteer for “death details.” In one instance, a 

Frenchman discovered the ruse and warned comrades to remove their names 
from the volunteer roster. Katzen-Ellenbogen reported the Frenchman who 

spread the warning and the prisoner was brutally punished.” 

Certainly, many concentration camp trustees, capos and block elders 

curried favor by demonstrating heightened brutality toward the inmates 

under their authority. But many used their trusted positions to subtly con- 

nive and cajole the SS, in small ways helping others survive. For example, 

Austrian journalist Eugen Kogon worked as a clerk in Buchenwald’s hospi- 

tal under the notorious Dr. Erwin Ding-Schuler. It was Ding-Schuler who 

in 1941 wrote in his diary, “Since tests on animals are not of sufficient 

value, tests on human beings must be carried out.” When testifying against 

Katzen-Ellenbogen, Kogon explained to prosecutors that it was not neces- 

sary to be merciless even when working for the most depraved doctors. “I 

worked in exactly the opposite way,” he said. “I made Major Dr. Ding- 
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Schuler a tool of the prisoners and all this only in a positive manner from 

the beginning to the end.... That’s the difference.” Kogon went on to 

write numerous articles and books’on the inhumanity of concentration 

camps such as Buchenwald.* 

Camp medical men did more than just withhold treatment. Many 

actively participated in the murder process itself. Katzen-Ellenbogen was 

publicly accused of finishing off a thousand men with injections. The fact 

that thousands were killed by an instantly-acting injection—20cc of phe- 

nol—was amply proved. But there were no witnesses to corroborate that 

Katzen-Ellenbogen was among the medics who wielded the hypodermics. 

He never directly denied being involved in injections, although he asserted 

he was unaware of Schiedlausky’s mass injection campaign in Block 61. 

When the subject of injections was brought up in court, Katzen- 

Ellenbogen nonchalantly testified that the allegation against him was just 

that—an allegation in the newspapers that could not be proved.* 
However, Katzen-Ellenbogen’s guilt-ridden colleague, camp doctor 

Schiedlausky, did admit his involvement in the injections as well as the 

other medical atrocities that took place in Block 61. Katzen-Ellenbogen 

denied claims that he exercised a “sinister influence” over Schiedlausky that 

could have made a difference. Prosecutors charged, “You could have 

stopped it, is that correct?”* 

With typical insouciance, Katzen-Ellenbogen replied, “Not that I 

could stop it, but that I would do my best, and I think that I would have 

succeeded to persuade Schiedlausky not to burn his fingers.” Prosecutors 

shot back, “Well, isn’t it a fact, doctor, that you [previously] testified that 

you would have had enough influence that his extermination of prisoners in 

Block 61 would never have happened?” Katzen-Ellenbogen admitted, “Yes, 

I said it before. It is the same thing I just said.” 

Q: Well, then, you certainly were able to exercise a considerable power over 
Schiedlausky, is that not correct? 

A: I wouldn’t use the word “power.” Influence, yes. 
Q: Well, was there any other man in Buchenwald that could exercise that 
same influence over Schiedlausky? 
A: Probably not, because Schiedlausky was a very secretive man, who, for 
instance, didn’t say anything to anybody, even his colleagues. ... Due to the 
fact that he was a patient of mine—I have a certain influence of psycho- 
analysis which is exercised over a patient.”*8 
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But ghastly science continued in Block 61. Heinous surgical procedures 

involving eye color and corneas were among the experiments performed by 

Nazi eugenicists operating in concentration camps. At Auschwitz, chemi- 

cals were injected into the eyes of children to observe color changes. At 

Buchenwald, trachoma was among the eye diseases investigated.” 

Katzen-Ellenbogen claimed that he did not participate in the deliberate 

infections, painful experiments and euthanasia at Buchenwald, only pure 

research. One Nazi doctor, Werner Greunuss, received life imprisonment 

for his activities at Buchenwald. While admitting that he assisted 

Greunuss, Katzen-Ellenbogen explained, “I conducted with him scientific 

research about vision, and the experiments were made by [prisoner medical 

assistants] Novak and Sitte on rabbits.” He added, “I worked on literature, 

particularly as my doctor thesis was in this region. Dr. Greunuss was able to 

read all my work which was then in German, and furnish me books from 

Jena University Library.”°° Nothing further was proved about Katzen- 
Ellenbogen’s involvement with eye research. 

Katzen-Ellenbogen did engage in other experimental medical activity, 

however. He regularly applied his skills as an accomplished hypnotist, 

including posthypnotic suggestions. There were the bedwetters, for exam- 

ple. In a hell where Katzen-Ellenbogen regularly ignored the severest dis- 

eases, injuries and afflictions, the doctor took an inexplicably keen interest 

in enuresis, or bedwetting. Many young boys, gripped by fright and mis- 

treatment, urinated uncontrollably at night. These boys were brought to 

the doctor, who placed them under hypnotic suggestion to cure their prob- 

lem. But prisoners openly accused Katzen-Ellenbogen of using his hyp- 

notic skills to extract information and confessions for the SS and Gestapo. 

Katzen-Ellenbogen was proud of his work. In one case, a young man 

between eighteen and twenty years old was brought in at 4 P.M. on a Sunday 

afternoon; he was placed under a trance in the presence of other SS doc- 

tors. On this point, Katzen-Ellenbogen in open court denied that he “was 

hypnotizing people in order to extort confession of political prisoners and 

deliver them to the Gestapo.” Yet he was never able to explain why he ren- 

dered service for bedwetters when he denied medical attention to so many 

others who were dying.*! 
Eugenics was always an undercurrent at Buchenwald. One block was 

known as the Abnenforschung barrack, or ancestral research barrack. It was 

worked by a small detachment known as Kommando 22a, mainly Czech 

prisoners, researching and assembling family trees of SS officers. SS offi- 

cers were required to document pure Aryan heredity. In addition, the SS 
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Race and Settlement Office was systematically sweeping through Poland 

looking for Volksdeutsche, that is, persons of any German ancestry. When 

this agency discovered Polish children eugenically certified to have Aryan 

blood, the youngsters were kidnapped and raised in designated Nazi envi- 

ronments. This program was called “Germanization.” As a skilled and doc- 

trinaire eugenicist, Katzen-Ellenbogen was assigned to perform eugenic 

examinations of Polish prisoners, seeking those fit for Germanization. 

Eugenic certification saved them from extermination.” 

In describing Katzen-Ellenbogen’s duties, one Buchenwald medical 

colleague, Dr. Horn, said, “The first one, he was consulting psychiatrist. 

That is, later on they were Germanizing Poles. For that reason you had to 

examine the Poles somatically and psychically and since later on the SS 

used us for this delicate mission, I used Katzen-Ellenbogen to write the 

psychiatric reports. It was a pretty difficult job to talk about the intelligence 

of a Polish farm worker who didn’t even speak German and Katzen- 

Ellenbogen speaks some sort of Slavic Esperanto very well and in all the 

cases that he wrote for me, and there were at least 60 cases which he did, he 

recommended that for every one of them that they should be Germanized, 

so none of them were hanged.”*? 

To protect those fit for Germanization, Katzen-Ellenbogen engaged in 

all manner of medical charades. “So I manufactured all kinds of new forms 

of insanity and made false reports about their condition,” he recalled. “As 

the invalids were not sent out at that time, they were probably saved from 

being gassed at one of the extermination camps. In many cases, similar 

cases, particularly when Rogge, one of the SS Doctors, was making selec- 
tions for the transport, I trained them to throw a fit, epileptic fit, and I 
don’t think that so many epileptics were ever in one place at one time as in 
Buchenwald.” Katzen-Ellenbogen did not save others in a similar fashion, 
just the fifty or so Polish prisoners he eugenically certified as possessing 
Aryan qualities, in spite of their mental or intellectual conditions.*4 

Katzen-Ellenbogen was an expert at faking symptoms. While on the 
witness stand at his trial, he was asked if someone could be trained to feign 
symptoms. He bragged, “To throw a fit? With training, he could do it. I 
myself, for instance, could give a wonderful performance in that respect.” 
Asked if a specialist could be fooled, Katzen-Ellenbogen rejoined, “To fool 
[SS] Dr. Rogge [who was making selections], yes. But not a real specialist.” 
Asked again, Katzen-Ellenbogen repeated, “Not a real specialist.”°° 

Katzen-Ellenbogen was very sure of himself. When called to testify 
against other doctors in the so-called “Doctors Trial” at Nuremberg, his 
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usual brashness was more than evident. When a prosecutor asked when he 

had joined the Nazi Party, Katzen-Ellenbogen snapped back, “When I was 

in America, I never asked a nigger whether he had syphilis, only when he got 

syphilis.” Later he explained, “That’s about the same [as the] question he 

put to me.”*6 
By any measure, the forgotten story of Katzen-Ellenbogen, an expert 

American eugenicist in Buchenwald, is one that stands alone. Kogon 

recalled it this way for prosecutors: “Katzen-Ellenbogen’s power in the 

Little Camp was an entirely extraordinary one. An extraordinarily large 

one, it should be. He was the man who was feared by the prisoners in the 

little camp as ‘the man in the background.’ He had under his command the 

block doctors... and his influence upon them was considerable.”*” 
When it came time to bring Katzen-Ellenbogen to justice, prosecutors 

found his record filled with contradictions. He saved Polish men with 
German blood, he let Frenchmen die before his eyes, and he sent thou- 

sands to their deaths by not exempting them from death kommandos. He 

was a Nazi collaborator; he was an eminent New Jersey doctor with 

Harvard credentials. The haze around Katzen-Ellenbogen’s record grew 

thicker in the postwar chaos. The witnesses were gone—either returned to 

their homes or incinerated—the evidence was burned, and Nazi medical 

cohorts were quick to support each other with glowing affidavits. 

Moreover, Katzen-Ellenbogen was an expert on the fine points of 

American jurisprudence—the standard that applied to his trial for war 

crimes. His court record is riddled with procedural jousting as he corrected 

prosecutors on what questions they were allowed to ask, and how questions 

should be phrased. At one point the prosecutor asked, “So that everything 

else, other than what you have qualified, has been of your own personal 

knowledge?” The defendant replied, “Most of the things I testified to was 

of my own personal knowledge. Still, I did not say that everything I said is 

correct, because I know too well the psychology of testimony, and I think 

you know it too, from your point of view that every witness tells objectively 

spoken truth.”°8 
In one tense exchange, a prosecutor failed to establish the proper legal 

foundations for a fact; in other words he did not introduce the particulars 

first and then ask the defendant’s relation to it. “As a matter of fact,” the 

prosecutor asked, “do you not know that the treatment that was given him 

was this: that you had him stretched and spread-eagled out on one of those 

bunks?” Katzen-Ellenbogen rebutted the prosecutor’s form, “Are you testi- 

fying again yourself or are you—”” 
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Q: You answer my question, Doctor?...Is it not fact that you let him lay 

there for approximately three days without any food, any water or any 

treatment at all? 
A: That new case that you are testifying about.... 

a: Answer my questions, is it or is it not a fact? 

A: No. If you want a case like that, I answer you no.... 

Q: Did he or did he not die? 

A: 1am not an author of fiction, Mr. Prosecutor. 

Q: Is your answer yes or no? 

A: Mr. Denson [the prosecutor], you are the author. You must have known 

whether you killed in the fiction that patient or not? I don’t know. 

In another exchange, Prosecutor William Denson attempted to poke 

holes in Katzen-Ellenbogen’s stories. 

Q: Is it not a fact, doctor, that they were beaten two to three hours later at 

Schebert’s order? 
A: I couldn’t say yes or no to that. I refer once more to the well known psy- 

chology of the testimony that if a man, month after month, tells the same 

story, then he is lying. 
Q: That is the reason you are not telling the same story? 

A: Maybe so, because if everybody—I heard here so many testimonies, | am 

influenced. I made in Harvard experiments of students [who] wanted to kill 

somebody and they made a statement immediately and four weeks later. 

You would see the discrepancy between the first and second statement. I am 

not above that myself.°! 

When it finally came time to sum up, Katzen-Ellenbogen virtually 

commanded the judges to take the contradictions and inconsistencies into 

account. From the witness box, he reminded the judges: “It is a legal princi- 

ple of all courts of all nations, the Romans as well in that time, im dubio pre 

vero, which in the English says: ‘give them the benefit of the doubt.’ That 

means if you are in doubt about my guilt, you have to acquit me.”” 
Then he actually invited the judges to commit a reversible error. “[But] 

I reverse that case,” he continued. “If you are in any doubt that I am not 

guilty, convict me because I would have a chance then in higher court or 

any other place to defend myself in a way that I perhaps didn’t do here.”® 

On August 14, 1947, in a Dachau barrack set up for war crimes trials, 

Katzen-Ellenbogen stood, somewhat disheveled, before the military tribu- 
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nal. Flanked by three shiny-helmeted MPs, his shoelaces removed to pre- 

vent suicide, bright lights above to aid the photographers, Edwin Marie 

Katzen-Ellenbogen awaited his judgment. 

Without evidence of specific murders, he could not be hanged, as were 

other medical war criminals at Buchenwald. Instead, the tribunal used the 

legal theory that applied to so many Nazi conspirators. This theory was 

called “common design,” meaning that Katzen-Ellenbogen joined “a com- 

mon design” to perpetrate the horrors of Buchenwald on the inmates. “It is 

clear,” concluded the tribunal, “that the accused, although an inmate, co- 

operated with the SS personnel managing the camp and participated in the 

common design.” 
Judgment: Guilty. Sentence: Life imprisonment.” 

Katzen-Ellenbogen appealed, issuing a pro se cascade of letters, petitions 

and motions, stressing his American citizenship and desire to help mankind. 

Upon review, his sentence was commuted to fifteen years. Katzen- 

Ellenbogen then appealed for special clemency on the grounds of poor 

health. In July of 1950, a clemency board comprised of three civilian attor- 

neys reduced his sentence to just twelve years, concluding, “Katzen- 

Ellenbogen’s health is poor. He is suffering from a coronary insufficiency 

causing severe myocardic damage, and a chronic congestive heart failure.”°’ 

He had all the symptoms. 
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CHAPTER | 7 

Auschwitz 

tes two or three days of terror in a sealed train, the Jews of Europe 

arrived at their eugenic apocalypse: Auschwitz. 

Suddenly the wooden boxcar doors would growl open. The stifling 

stench inside from the sick and dying and the overflowing bucket of defeca- 

tion would be replaced by the throat-stinging pungency of burning flesh as 

the victims glimpsed Hitler’s sprawling extermination center. SS troops, 

backed up by barking German shepherds, would begin shouting for the 

eighty or ninety people in each boxcar to jump down from the train and 

onto the ramp. 

Quick! Schnell! Terrified, the helpless Jews massed into orderly groups, 

unaware they were being assembled for eugenic selection. Teams of doc- 

tors swarmed everywhere, organizing people into lines. Two groups would 

be selected: those strong enough to be worked to death, and those to be 

gassed immediately. Women and children under fourteen to one side. Men 

to the other.' 
Then camp doctor Josef Mengele, the Angel of Death, would review 

the frantic lines: one by one, Jew by Jew. Then with the power of his 

thumb, he pointed to the left, to the left, to the left, to the right, to the 

right, to the left. As he condemned and spared, moment-to-moment, he 

whistled, as though conducting a Devil’s orchestra.’ 

Jews sent to the left were hustled to the showers for gassing, a proce- 

dure completely administered and supervised by doctors from start to fin- 

ish. Once doctors gave the all-clear signal, groups of prisoners called 

Sonderkommandos were compelled to scavenge piles of corpses for gold 

teeth and rings. Only then were bodies carted off for cremation to destroy 

the evidence.’ 
Those sent to the right could live another day and in the process endure 

their own brutalities and degradation. The living were registered and tat- 

tooed. The exterminated required no registration.* Subject to this selec- 

337 
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tion, many survived and perhaps 1.5 million at this camp complex alone 

were murdered—some quickly, and some very slowly.’ 

Among those selected for death at Auschwitz, several hundred, mostly 

children, were briefly exempted. Some even lived to tell their stories. 
These lucky albeit misfortunate few were chosen for cruel medical experi- 

ments conducted by Mengele. First these children were coddled and fed 

well to keep them in pristine shape. Then they were subjected to painful 

procedures. Often they were murdered as soon as the tests were completed, 

so they could be fastidiously dissected.° 
After the war Mengele’s sadistic experiments were considered by many 

to be the inexplicable actions of a scientist gone utterly mad. But in fact 

Mengele was following a fascinating research topic that was continuously 

discussed among eugenicists going back to Galton. This topic was as 

important to the researchers at Cold Spring Harbor and the funders at the 

Rockefeller Foundation as it was to Nazi medical murderers in Berlin, 

Munich and Frankfurt. 

No words will ever capture the inhumanity of Auschwitz. But one word 

does explain why Auschwitz was the last fanatic stand of the eugenic cru- 

sade to create a super race, a superior race—and finally a master race. As 

the cattle cars emptied their human cargo onto the ramp, as the helpless 

millions lined up for selection, they all heard one word, shouted twice. One 

word shouted twice could help them live as those next to them were sent to 

the gas chambers. One word shouted twice would link the crimes of 

Mengele to the war against the weak waged by the eugenics movement. 

* * * 

Dr. Otmar Freiherr von Verschuer was crucial to the work at Auschwitz. 
Verschuer lived the Nazi ideal long before Hitler emerged. A virulent 

anti-Semite and a violent German nationalist, he was among the student 
Freikorps militia that staged the Kapp Putsch in March of 1920. Two years 
later, Verschuer articulated his eugenic nationalist stance in a student arti- 
cle entitled “Genetics and Race Science as the basis for Volkische [People’s 
Nationalist] Politics.” “The first and most important task of our internal 
politics is the population problem.... This is a biological problem which 
can only be solved by biological-political measures.”” 

In 1924, at about the time Hitler staged his Beer Hall Putsch in 
Munich, Verschuer lectured that fighting the Jews was integral to 
Germany’s eugenic battle. He was speaking on race hygiene to a nationalist 
student training camp when the question of Jewish inferiority came up. 
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“The German, Volkische struggle,” he told the students, “is primarily 

directed against the Jews, because alien Jewish penetration is a special 

threat to the German race.” The next year, he helped found the Tiibingen 

branch of Ploetz’s Society for Racial Hygiene and became its secretary. In 

1927, Verschuer distinguished himself among German race hygienists 

when he was appointed one of three department heads at the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics. 

Verschuer chaired its Human Heredity department.® 

In 1933, Verschuer published numerous tables setting forth the exact 

ratios of environmental influences to human heredity. Later that year, 

when the State Medical Academy in Berlin offered its initial course on 

genetics and racial hygiene, Verschuer was one of the featured lecturers. 

He joined other eminent Nazi eugenicists in the program, such as Eugen 

Fischer and Leonardo Conti, who was a chief Nazi Party health officer and 

would later become Hitler’s main demographic consultant when the 1935 

Nuremberg Laws were being formulated. Later, Conti was put in charge of 

the 1939 euthanasia program.’ 
In June of 1934, Verschuer launched Der Erbarzt (The Genetic Doctor) as 

a regular supplement to one of Germany’s leading physicians’ publications, 

Deutsches Arzteblatt, published by the German Medical Association. In it, 

Verschuer asked all physicians to become genetic doctors, which is why his 

eugenic publication was a supplement to the German Medical Association’s 

official organ. Sterilization of the unfit was of course a leading topic in Der 

Erbarzt. Eugenic questions from German physicians were answered in a 

regular “Genetic Advice and Expertise” feature. In the first issue, 

Verschuer editorialized that Der Erbarzt would “forge a link between the 

ministries of public health, the genetic health courts, and the German 

medical community.” Henceforth, he insisted, doctors must react to their 

patients not as individuals, but as parts of a racial whole. A new era had 

arrived, in Verschuer’s view: medical treatment was no longer a matter of 

doctor and patient, but of doctor and state.'° 

After the Nazi sterilization law took effect in 1934, German eugeni- 

cists were busy creating national card files, automated by IBM, to cross- 

index people declared unfit. A plethora of eugenic research institutes were 

established at various German universities to advance the effort. Their 

researchers scoured the records of the National Health Service, hospitals 

and hereditary courts, and then correlated health files on millions of 

Germans. In this process, Verschuer considered himself nothing less than 

a eugenic warrior. In 1935, he left the Institute for Anthropology, Human 
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Heredity and Eugenics to found Frankfurt University’s impressive new 

Institute for Hereditary Biology and Racial Hygiene. Boasting more than 

sixty rooms, including labs, lecture halls, libraries, photography sections, 

ethnic archives and clinical rooms, the new institute was the largest of its 

kind in Germany. The institute’s mission, according to Verschuer, was to 

be “responsible for ensuring that the care of genes and race, which 

Germany is leading worldwide, has such a strong basis that it will with- 

stand any attacks from the outside.” More than just a research institute, 

Verschuer’s institution held courses and lectures for the SS, Nazi Party 

members, public health and welfare officials, as well as medical instructors 

and doctors in general to indoctrinate them with scientific anti-Semitism 

and eugenic theory.!! 
Soon the Institute for Hereditary Biology and Racial Hygiene had sur- 

passed the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in race biology and race politics, 

becoming the new model for German eugenic centers. Verschuer was 

doing his part to ensure that racial eugenics, the fulcrum of which was rabid 

Jew-hatred, became the standard for all medical training in Germany. He 

would soon boast that eugenics had become completely integrated into 

“the normal course of studies of medical students.” In a report to the Nazi 

Party, he advocated registering all Jews and half-Jews. Hitler, said 

Verschuer, was “the first statesman to recognize hereditary biology and 

race hygiene.” !? 

By 1937, Verschuer had gained the trust of the highest Nazi authorities 

and was beginning to eclipse his colleagues, and by 1939 he was describing 

his personal role as pivotal to Nazi supremacy. “Our responsibility has 

thereby become enormous,” said Verschuer. “We continue quietly with our 

research, confident that here also, battles will be fought which will be of 

greatest consequence for the survival of our people.” In an article for a 

series called Research into the Fewish Question (Forschungen zur Fudenfrage), 

Verschuer wrote, “We therefore say no to another race mixing with Jews 
just as we say no to mixing with Negroes and Gypsies, but also Mongolians 

and people from the South Sea. Our vélkisch attitude to the biological prob- 

lem of the Jewish Question. ..is therefore completely independent of all 

knowledge of advantages or disadvantages, positive or negative qualities of 

the Jews....Our position in the race question has its foundation in genet- 
ics.” In another article he insisted, “The complete racial separation 
between Germans and Jews is therefore an absolute necessity.”!3 

Quickly, Verschuer became a star in American eugenic circles as well. 
His career and his writings fascinated the U.S. movement. When he 
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became secretary of the Tiibingen branch of the Society for Race Hygiene 

in 1925, Eugenical News announced it. His 1926 article on environmental 

influences for Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftbiologie (Archives of Race 

Science and Social Biology) was promptly summarized in Eugenical News. The 

publication also noted Verschuer’s 1927 appointment as one of three 

department heads at the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and 

Eugenics. In 1928, Verschuer’s presence as a guest at an International 

Federation of Eugenic Organizations meeting was mentioned in Eugenical 
News. In the years leading up to the ascent of Hitler, his articles continued 

to be cited in Eugenical News.'* 
Even after the Nazis assumed power in 1933, the American eugenic and 

medical media kept Verschuer in the spotlight. In January of 1934, the 

Journal of the American Medical Association cited a paper he presented at the 

German Congress of Gynecology. That same month, Journal of Heredity 

reviewed his book on the relationship between eugenics and tuberculosis. 

In the spring of that year, both Eugenical News and American fournal of 

Obstetrics and Gynecology highlighted him as a leader for his work in devel- 

oping more than a thousand Nazi marriage screening centers. In 

September of 1934, JAMA questioned Verschuer’s estimate that the fre- 

quency of hereditary blindness in vulnerable populations was a full third, 

but this only confirmed his status as a major voice in genetic science. That 

same month, Eugenical News published an article entitled “New German 

Etymology for Eugenics” and cited two definitions for Rassenhygiene; 

Verschuer’s definition ran first, and Ploetz’s second. In Eugenical News’s 

next issue, November—December, Verschuer was listed in a feature titled 

“Names of Eminent Eugenicists in Germany.” 
By 1935, Verschuer was so admired by American eugenicists that 

Eugenical News heralded the opening of his Institute for Hereditary Biology 

and Racial Hygiene with the simple headline “Verschuer’s Institute.” The 

publication’s ecstatic article asserted that Verschuer’s new facility was the 
culmination of decades of preliminary research by Mendel, race theorist 

Count Gobineau, Ploetz and even Galton himself. Suggesting the far- 

reaching nature of his enterprise, Eugenical News made clear that 

Verschuer’s mission was not merely the “individual man” but “mankind” 

itself. Among the new institute’s several dozen rooms, the paper reported, 

were a number for “special investigators.” Eugenical News was so enamored 

that it departed from its usual text-only format and included two photo- 

graphs: a picture of the building’s exterior plus one of an empty, nonde- 

script corridor. The article closed, “Eugenical News extends best wishes to 
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Dr. O. Freiherr von Verschuer for the success of his work in his new and 

favorable environment.”!¢ 

Goodwill among American eugenicists toward Verschuer was ceaseless. 

On April 15, 1936, Stanford University anatomist C. H. Danforth wrote to 

Verschuer offering to translate abstracts of one of Verschuer’s journals. On 

July 7, 1936, Goddard, now located at Ohio State University, sent 

Verschuer several of his publications hoping that they might be useful to 

experiments at the new institute. On July 16, 1936, Popenoe wrote from 

the Human Betterment Foundation asking for statistics to rebut negative 

publicity about German sterilizations, saying, “We are always anxious to 

see that the conditions in Germany are not misunderstood or misrepre- 

sented.” E. S. Gosney, Popenoe’s partner at the Human Betterment 

Foundation, sent Verschuer three letters and two pamphlets in two months 

with the latest information on California’s sterilization program.'’ 
Laughlin himself sent two letters, one in German offering reprints of 

his own articles and a second in English conveying salutations from 

America on Germany’s accomplishment. Writing on Carnegie Institution 

ERO letterhead, Laughlin stated, “The Eugenics Record Office and the 

Eugenics Research Association congratulate the German people on the 

establishment of their new Institute for the Biology of Heredity and Race 

Hygiene. ... We shall be glad indeed to keep in touch with you in the devel- 

opment of eugenics in our respective countries.”!® 

Verschuer sent back an effusive letter of appreciation. He congratulated 

Laughlin on his recent honorary degree from the University of Heidelberg, 

adding, “You have not only given me pleasure, but have also provided valu- 

able support and stimulus for our work here. I place the greatest value on 

incorporating the results of all countries into the scientific research that 

takes place here at my Institute, since this is the only way of furthering the 

construction of the edifice of science. The friendly interest that you take in 

our work gives me particular pleasure. May I also be allowed to express my 

pleasure that you have been awarded an honorary doctorate from the 

University of Heidelberg and congratulate you on this honor? You have 

surely concluded from this that we German hereditarians and race hygien- 
ists value the pioneering work done by our American colleagues and hope 

that our joint project will continue to progress in friendly cooperation.”!” 

Verschuer and his institute remained prominent in the American med- 

ical and eugenic press. When in mid-1935, Verschuer’s new institute began 

deploying a force of young women as field workers to assemble family 

trees, Eugenical News reported it. AMA covered the new institute in-depth 
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in its September 1935 issue, specifying that cards on individuals arising 

from the investigations were being sent to other Reich health bureaus. 

JAMA reported on Verschuer’s work again a few months later in 1936, 

focusing on his desire to engage in mass research on heredity and illness.” 

Verschuer’s well-received book, Genetic Pathology (Erbpathologie), 

claimed that Jews disproportionately suffered from conditions such as dia- 

betes, flat feet, deafness, nervous disorders and blood taint. In its 

January-February 1936 edition, Eugenical News enthusiastically reviewed 

Genetic Pathology and parroted Verschuer’s view that a physician now owed 

his first duty to the “nation,” adding, “The word ‘nation’ no longer means a 

number of citizens living within certain boundaries, but a biological entity.” 

Verschuer’s language on citizenship was a clear precursor to the Reich’s 

soon-to-be-issued decree declaring that Jews could no longer be citizens of 

Germany, even if they resided there. Stripping German Jews of their citi- 

zenship was the next major step toward mass ghettoization, deportation and 

incarceration. Eugenical News closed its review of Genetic Pathology with this 

observation: “Dr. von Verschuer has successfully bridged the gap between 

medical science and theoretical scientific research.””! 
Verschuer’s popularity with American eugenicists had soared by 1937. 

Senior U.S. eugenicists were clamoring for his attention. Anti-Semite and 

Nazi sympathizer Charles M. Goethe sent a letter introducing himself. “I 

am National President of the Eugenics Research Association of the United 

States,” Goethe wrote. “I have heard much of your work at Frankfurt. ... 

May I ask whether I could visit your Institution? I feel, because of the vio- 

lent anti-German propaganda in the United States, our people know 

almost nothing of what is happening in Germany.”” 

Later that year, Goethe sent an equally fawning correspondence, apolo- 

gizing for not visiting Germany but appealing to Verschuer’s anti-Jewish 

sentiment. “It was with deep regret that I was unable to come to Frankfurt 

this year,” he wrote. “Dr. Davenport and Dr. Laughlin of the Carnegie 

Institute have told me so much about your marvelous work. ...I feel pas- 

sionately that you are leading all mankind herein. One must exercise herein 

the greatest tact. America is flooded with anti-German propaganda. It is 

abundantly financed and originates from a quarter which you know only too 

well [Jews]. ... However, this ought to not blind us to the fact that Germany 

is advancing more rapidly in Erbbiologie than all the rest of mankind.””? 

By 1938, the plight of the Jews in Germany and thousands of refugees 

had become a world crisis, prompting the Evian Conference. Hitler’s Reich 

had become identified in the media with brutal concentration camps. 
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Germany was again menacing its neighbors’ territory. Yet Goethe contin- 

ued his zealous propagandizing for Nazism. “Again and again,” Goethe 

wrote Verschuer in early 1938, “I am telling our people here, who are only 

too often poisoned by anti-German propaganda, of the marvelous progress 

you and your German associates are making.” In November of 1938, less 

than two weeks after the Kristallnacht riots, Goethe again wrote Verschuer, 

this time to lament, “I regret that my fellow countrymen are so blinded by 

propaganda just at present that they are not reasoning out regarding the 

very fine work which the splendid eugenists of Germany are doing....I am 

a loyal American in every way. This does not, however, lessen my respect 

for the great scientists of Germany.””* 
Clyde Keeler, a Harvard Medical School researcher at Lucien Howe’s 

laboratory, visited Verschuer’s swastika-bedecked institute at the end of 

1938. There he was able to see the center’s anti-Jewish program and its 

devotion to Aryan purity. Upon his return to the United States, Keeler 

gave fellow eugenicists a glowing report. On February 28, 1939, Danforth 

of Stanford wrote Verschuer to applaud him, adding that Keeler “thinks 

that you have by all means the best equipped and most effective establish- 

ment of the sort that he has seen anywhere. May I extend my congratula- 

tions and express the hope that your group will long continue to put out the 

same excellent work that has already lent it distinction.””° 
Davenport was equally inspired by Verschuer. On December 15, 1937, 

he asked Verschuer to prepare a special summary of his institute’s work for 

Eugenical News, “to keep our readers informed.” Davenport also asked 

Verschuer to join three other prominent Nazi eugenicists on Eugenical 

News’s advisory committee. Falk Ruttke, Eugen Fischer and Ernst Riidin 

were already members. With a letter of gratitude, Verschuer agreed to 

become the fourth.*° Verschuer was now an essential link between 
American eugenics and Nazi Germany. 

Otmar Freiherr von Verschuer had an assistant. His name was Josef 
Mengele. 

* * * 

Mengele began his career as a doctrinaire Nazi eugenicist. He attended 

Riidin’s early lectures and embraced eugenic principles as part of his fanatic 

Nazism. Mengele became a member of the SA, also known as the Storm 
‘Troopers, in 1934. His first academic mentor was the anti-Semitic eugeni- 
cist Theodor Mollison, a professor at Munich University. Just as Goddard 
claimed he could identify a feebleminded individual by a mere glance, 
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Mollison boasted that he could identify Jewish ancestry by simply examin- 
ing a person’s photograph. Under Mollison, Mengele earned his Ph.D. in 

1935. His dissertation on the facial biometrics of four racial groups— 

ancient Egyptians, Melanesians and two European types—asserted that 

specific racial identification was possible through an anthropometric exam- 

ination of an individual’s jawline. Medical certification in hand, Mengele 

became a practicing doctor in the Leipzig University clinic. But this was 

only temporary. Mengele’s dream was research, not practice. In 1937, on 

Mollison’s recommendation, Mengele became Verschuer’s research assis- 

tant at the Institute for Hereditary Biology and Racial Hygiene in 

Frankfurt. Here Mengele’s eugenic knowledge could be applied. Some of 

Mengele’s work involved tracing cranial features through family trees.”’ 

Verschuer and his new assistant quickly bonded. Mengele had applied 

for Nazi Party membership as soon as the three-year ban was lifted in 1937. 

He and Verschuer made a good professional team. Together the two wrote 

opinions for the Eugenic Courts enforcing anti-Jewish Nuremberg Laws. In 

one case, a man suspected of having a Jewish father was prosecuted for 

engaging in sexual relations with an Aryan woman. Under the Nuremberg 

Laws, this was a serious criminal offense calling for prison time. As the pros- 

ecution’s eugenic consultants, Mengele and Verschuer undertook a detailed 

examination of the suspect’s family tree and carefully measured his facial fea- 

tures. Their eugenic report declared the man to be fully of Jewish descent.”* 

However, the accused man provided convincing evidence that he was in 

fact the illicit offspring of Christians. His father was indeed Jewish, but his 

mother was not. The man claimed to be the product of his non-Jewish 

mother’s illicit affair with a Christian; hence he was no Jew. Illegitimacy 

was a common refrain of Jews seeking safe harbor from the Nuremberg 

statutes. The court believed the man’s story and freed him. The decision 

outraged Mengele and Verschuer, who wrote a letter to the Minister of 

Justice complaining that their eugenic assessment had been overlooked. 

Approximately 448 racial opinions were ultimately offered by Verschuer’s 

institute; these were so doctrinaire that Verschuer frequently appealed 

when the opinions were not accepted.”” 

Mengele’s relationship with Verschuer was more than collegial. Staff 

doctors at the institute recalled that Mengele was Verschuer’s “favorite.” 

Verschuer’s secretaries enjoyed Mengele’s constant visits to the office, and 

nicknamed him “Papa Mengele.” He would drop by the Verschuer home for 

tea, sometimes bringing his family. Mengele even made an impression on 

Verschuer’s children, who years later remembered him in friendly terms.*° 
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In 1938, Mengele joined the SS and received his medical degree, yet 

continued his close association with Verschuer. In fact his SS personnel 

file, number 317885, listed his employment in 1938 as an assistant doctor 

at the Institute for Hereditary Biology and Racial Hygiene. In the fall of 

that year, preparing for field assignment with an SS unit, Mengele under- 

went three months of rigorous basic training. Afterwards, he returned to 

Verschuer’s institute in Frankfurt to resume eugenic research. For exam- 

ple, he examined the inheritance of ear fistulas and chin dimples, and then 

published the results. In a summary of 1938 projects for the German 

Research Society, Verschuer listed Mengele’s work on inherited deformi- 
ties and cited two of Mengele’s papers, including one he completed for 

another doctor.*! 
In December of 1938, Mengele and Verschuer, as well as two other 

Nazi doctors associated with the institute, requested a grant from the 

Ministry of Science and Education to attend the International Congress of 

Genetics in Edinburgh, scheduled for the last week of August 1939. All 

four men secured initial authorization to attend as part of a large Nazi del- 

egation, approved by the Party. Train and ferry schedules were researched. 

But after further review, the ministry lacked the funds to send them all. 

Ministry officials decided Mengele could not go. Germany began World 

War II on September 1, 1939. England and Germany were now enemies, 

so Nazi conferees returned in the nick of time.*” 
Mengele wanted to get into the war, but a kidney condition prevented 

him from joining a combat unit. He continued working with Verschuer and 

in early 1940 was still listed on Institute for Hereditary Biology and Racial 

Hygiene rosters as being on Verschuer’s staff. An internal list of publica- 

tions and papers, dated January 1939, listed two papers written by 

Verschuer with the help of assistants including Mengele. One was entitled 

“Determination of Paternity,” recalling their days providing genealogical 

testimony for the Eugenic Courts. Mengele authored a third paper on the 

list with two of Verschuer’s other assistants.*? 
Mengele also contributed several book reviews to Verschuer’s publica- 

tion, Der Erbarzt, in 1940. One review covered a book called Fundamentals 

in Genetics and Race Care, in which Mengele criticized the author for failing 

to adequately describe “the relationship between the principal races that 

are to be found in Germany and the cultural achievements of the German 
people.” In another review critiquing a book about congenital heart 
defects, Mengele complained, “Unfortunately the author did not use sub- 
jects where the diagnosis could be verified by an autopsy.”34 
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By June of 1940, when Germany was advancing on Western Europe, 

Mengele could no longer wait to enter the battle. He joined the Waffen SS 

and was assigned to the Genealogical Section of the SS Race and Settlement 

Office in occupied Poland. He undoubtedly benefited from Verschuer’s 

March 1940 letter of recommendation averring that Mengele was accom- 
plished, reliable and trustworthy. At the SS Race and Settlement Office, his 

mission was to seek out Polish candidates for Germanization. He would 
perform the racial and eugenic examinations. Eventually, in 1941, he was 

transferred to the Medical Corps of the Waffen SS, and then to the elite 

Viking unit operating in the Ukraine, where he rendered medical assistance 

under intense battlefield conditions. He was awarded two Iron Crosses and 
two combat medic awards. The next year, 1942, as the Final Solution was 

taking shape, Verschuer arranged for Mengele to transfer back to the SS 

Race and Settlement Office, this time to its Main Office in Berlin.*° 

By 1942, an aging Fischer was preparing to retire from the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics in 

Berlin. His replacement was a major source of debate within eugenic and 

Nazi Party circles. By this time, Hitler’s war against the Jews had escalated 

from oppressive disenfranchisement to systematic slaughter.*° 
Fischer had emerged as a major advocate of “a total solution to the 

Jewish question.” His view was that “Bolshevist Jews” constituted a danger- 

ous and inferior subspecies. At a key March 1941 conference on the solu- 

tion to the Jewish problem held in Frankfurt, Fischer had been the 

honored guest. It was at this meeting that Nazi science extremists set forth 

ideas on eliminating Jews en masse. A leading idea that emerged was the 

gradual extinction (Volkstod) of the Jewish people by systematically concen- 

trating them in large labor camps to be located in Poland. Later, Fischer 

specified that such labor must be unpaid slave labor lest any “improvement 

in living standards... lead to an increase in the birth rate.”* 

Given Fischer’s high profile in Nazi Party extermination policies, his 

successor would have to be selected carefully. Lenz was considered for the 

job, but Fischer worked behind the scenes with the Nazi Party to have Lenz 

passed over. Fischer thought Lenz was too tutorial, and not bold enough for 

the challenges ahead. Instead, Fischer’s hand-picked successor would be 

Verschuer—something Fischer had actually planned on for years.** 

In 1942, Verschuer wrote in Der Erbarzt that Germany’s war would 

yield a “total solution to the Jewish problem.” He wrote a friend, “Many 

important events have occurred in my life. I received an invitation, which I 

accepted, to succeed Eugen Fischer as director of the Dahlem Institute 
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[Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and 

Eugenics at Berlin-Dahlem]. Great trust was shown toward me, and all my 

requests were granted with respect to the importance and authority of the 

institute. ...1 will take almost all my coworkers with me, first Schade and 

Grebe, and later Mengele and Fromme.” Even though Mengele was still 

technically attached to the Race and Settlement Office, he was still 

Verschuer’s assistant. Mengele’s name was even added to the special birth- 

day list for the institute’s leading staff scientists.°? 
In January 25, 1943, with Hitler’s extermination campaign in full swing, 

Verschuer wrote to Fischer, “My assistant Mengele...has been transferred 
to work in an office in Berlin [at the SS Race and Settlement Office] so that 

he can do some work at the Institute on the side.”*° 
On May 30, 1943, Mengele arrived at Auschwitz. 

* * * 

Eugenics craved one type of human being above all others to answer its 

biological questions and to achieve its ultimate biological goal. The quest 

to locate this type of human being arose at the dawn of eugenics, and con- 

tinued ceaselessly for four decades, throughout the voluminous discourse, 

research and publishing of the worldwide eugenic mainstream. To the 

eugenic scientist, no subject was of greater value. Young or old, healthy or 

diseased, living or dead, they all wanted one form of human—twins. 

‘Twins were the perfect control group for experimentation. How people 

developed, how they resisted or succumbed to disease, how they reacted to 

physical or environmental change—all these questions could be best 

answered by twins precisely because they were simultaneous siblings. 

While fraternal twins sprang from two separate eggs fertilized at the same 

time, identical twins were, in fact, one egg split in two. Identical twins were 

essentially Nature’s clones.*! 

Twins were valued for a second eugenic reason: Nature itself could be 

outmaneuvered if desirable individuals could be biologically enabled to 
spawn twins—or even better, triplets, quadruplets and quintuplets. In other 

words, a world of never-ending multiple births was the best assurance that 

the planned super race would remain super. 

About a decade before Galton coined the term eugenics, he was con- 
vinced he could divine the secret of human breeding by studying twins. In 

1874 and 1875, he published various versions of a scientific essay entitled 

“The History of Twins as a Criterion of the Relative Powers of Nature and 

Nurture.” In analyzing whether environment or heredity was responsible 
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for an individual’s success, Galton complained that his investigations were 

always hampered by the unending variables—that is, until he located bio- 

logical comparables. “The life history of twins supplies what I wanted,” he 

wrote. Galton had closely studied some eighty sets of twin children by the 

time he wrote that essay. These included twins of the same and different 

gender as well as identical and non-identical twins.” 

Cold Spring Harbor’s handwritten outlines for key Mendelian traits 

listed twinning as one of the ten salient physical characteristics to explore. 

Davenport’s 1911 textbook, Heredity in Relation to Eugenics, included a sec- 

tion on twins with the introduction, “It is well known that twin production 

may be an hereditary quality.” Three years later, Heinrich Poll, Rockefel- 

ler’s first fund administrator in Germany, published a major volume on 

twin research; Poll’s interest in the topic dovetailed with the Rockefeller 

Foundation’s years-long support of the subject. 
American eugenic publications constantly dotted their pages with the 

latest twin theory and research. Identifying the mechanism governing the 

creation and development of twins quickly became a major pursuit for 

eugenics. In 1916, Eugenical News published three articles on the subject, 

including one that examined a recent article in Biological Bulletin on 
armadillo quadruplets, hoping to apply the principle to multiple births in 

humans. One of the 1917 articles on twins in Eugenical News indicated that 
in about a quarter of same sex twins, “there is some factor that definitely 

forces the two children to be of the same sex.” A second article in 1917 
announced that a doctor in a Michigan institution for the feebleminded 

was searching the nation for mongolism in twins, especially cases in which 

only one of the siblings manifested the condition.** 

The problem with studying twins was that in adulthood most twins 

lived separate lives, often in separate cities and even in different countries. 

It was hard to locate them, let alone bring them together for examination. 

In 1918, the American Genetic Association, the renamed American 

Breeders Association, announced that it desired to “communicate with 

twins living in any part of the world.” The AGA explained, “It has been dis- 

covered that twins are in a peculiar position to help in the elucidation of 

certain problems of heredity. ... ‘Duplicate’ twins have a nearly (though 

never an absolutely) identical germ plasm. ... It is fortunate for our knowl- 

edge...on account of the chance it gives [us] to study the relative impor- 

tance of heredity and of environment.” Within a year of its announcement, 

the AGA had identified some six hundred twins, and by soliciting photos it 

had assembled a photo archive of several hundred.* 
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The ERO initiated its own twin study with a detailed four-page ques- 

tionnaire. Among its numerous questions: “What is your favorite fruit?” 

and “Do you prefer eggs boiled soft’or hard?” It also provided a place for 

each twin’s fingerprints and the names and addresses of family members. 

ERO investigators located one especially fertile family in Cleveland that 

had repeatedly produced multiple births. When Davenport wrote up the 

case for Journal of Heredity in 1919, he explained that it had taken more 

than six visits by field workers to determine the full scope of the original 

couple’s fecundity. Later, Eugenical News announced that Columbia, 

Missouri, was home to more twins than any other city in the nation—one 

pair for every 477 people.** 
Hereditarians sought twins of all ages—not just children—for proper 

study. The family tree of a New England family of twins, including one pair 

ninety-one years of age, fascinated eugenicists. Geneticists excavated old 

journals to discover even earlier examples, such as a seventeenth-century 

Russian woman who gave birth twenty-seven times, each time producing 

twins, triplets or quadruplets, yielding a total of sixty-nine children.*” 
Race and twins quickly became an issue for American eugenicists. In a 

1920 lecture series, Davenport raised the issue of “racial difference in twin 

frequency” in the same geographic area. He pointed out that from 1896 to 

1917, in Washington, D.C., the “negro rate [of twins] is 20 percent higher 

than the white rate.” For whites in the nation’s capital, it was 1.82 pairs of 

twins per hundred births, while blacks had 2.27 per hundred. At about the 

same time, Eugenical News, analyzing recent census data, claimed that twin 

births overall still occurred at a frequency of approximately 1 percent 

nationwide; but the percentage of multiple births among Blacks was almost 
one-fifth greater than among whites. Davenport followed up such observa- 
tions in his Jamaica race-crossing study, which featured in-depth studies of 
three sets of twins.*® 

Diagnostic and physiological developments in twin studies from any 
sector of the medical sciences were of constant interest to eugenic readers. 
So Eugenical News regularly summarized articles from the general medical 
literature to feed eugenicists’ unending fascination with the topic. In 1922, 
when a state medical journal reported using stethoscopes to monitor a twin 
pregnancy, it was reported in Eugenical News. When a German clinical 
journal published a study of tumors in twins, this too was reported in 
Eugenical News.” 

With each passing issue, Ewgenical News dedicated more and more space 
to the topic. The list of such reports became long. By the early 1920s, arti- 
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cles on twins became increasingly instructive. One typical article explained 
how to more precisely verify the presence of identical twins using a capil- 

lary microscope. Journal of Heredity also made twins a frequent subject in its 

pages. For example, it published Popenoe’s article entitled “Twins Reared 

Apart,” and Hermann Muller’s article “The Determination of Twin 

Heredity,” and regularly reviewed books about twins.*° 

Every leading eugenic textbook included a section on twins. Popenoe’s 

Applied Eugenics explained that identical twins “start lives as halves of the 

same whole” but “become more unlike if they were brought up apart.” 

Baur-Fischer-Lenz’s Foundation of Human Heredity and Race Hygiene cited 

several studies including those written by Popenoe in Journal of Heredity. 

The German eugenicists wrote, “Of late years, the study of twins has been 

a favorite branch of genetic research” and thanked Galton for his “flash of 

genius” in “[recognizing] this a long while ago.”*! 

In a similar vein, most international eugenic and genetic conferences 

included presentations or exhibits on twins—their disparity or similarity, 

their susceptibility to tuberculosis, their likes and dislikes. R. A. Fisher 

opened one of his lectures to the Second International Congress of 

Eugenics with the phrase: “The subject of the genesis of human twins... 

has a special importance for eugenicists.” The third congress offered an 

exhibit on mental disorders in twins, an exhibit illustrating fingerprint 

comparisons, a third juxtaposing identical and fraternal twins, and a fourth 

offering an array of fifty-nine anthropometric photos.” 

The quest for a superior race continued to intersect with the availability 

of twins. In the July-August 1935 edition of Eugenical News, Dr. Alfred 
Gordon published a lengthy article entitled “The Problems of Heredity 

and Eugenics.” His first sentence read: “Regulation of reproduction of a 

superior race (eugenics) is fundamentally based on the principles of hered- 

ity.” Gordon went on to explain, “The role of heredity finds its strongest 

corroboration in cases of psychoses in twins.” He then gave an example of 

just two case studies of twins. Such enthusiastic coverage in the biological 

and eugenic media was prompted a few months before by the extensive 

examination of just a single pair of twins undertaken at New York 

University’s College of Dentistry, this to identify pathological dentition.” 

There were so few twins to study that surgeons in the eugenics commu- 

nity passed along their latest discoveries, one by one, to advance the field’s 

common knowledge. In one case, Dr. John Draper of Manhattan wrote to 

Davenport, “Last Thursday, I opened the abdomen of twin girls, fourteen 

years old. They presented very similar physical characteristics and the psy- 
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choses so far as could be determined were identical.” Davenport replied, 

“Your observations upon the internal anatomy of the twin girls is exceed- 

ingly important, as very few observations of this type have been made upon 

twins.” He offered to dispatch a field worker to make facial measurements. 

Such random reports were precious to eugenicists because physical experi- 

mentation on large groups was essentially impossible.** 

All that changed when Hitler came to power in 1933. Germany surged 

ahead in its study of twins. The German word for twins is Zwillinge. There 

were tens of thousands of twins in the Reich. In 1921 alone, 19,573 pairs 

were born, plus 231 sets of triplets. In 1925, 15,741 pairs of twins were 

born, as well as 161 sets of triplets. Twins were now increasingly sought to 

help combat hereditary diseases and conditions, real and imagined. 

Verschuer’s book, Twins and Tuberculosis, was published in 1933 and 

received a favorable review in fournal of Heredity. In 1934, a Norwegian 

physician working with Verschuer and Fischer published in a German 

anthropology journal his analysis of 116 pairs of identical twins and 127 

pairs of fraternal twins for their inheritance of an ear characteristic known 

as Darwin’s tubercle.*° 
But many more twins would be needed to accomplish the sweeping 

research envisioned by the architects of Hitler’s master race. In early 

December of 1935, Verschuer told a correspondent for the Journal of the 

American Medical Association that eugenics had moved into a new phase. Once 

Mendelian principles of human heredity were established, the correspondent 

wrote, “Further progress was achieved with the beginning of research on 

twins, by means of which it is possible to measure hereditary influence even 

though the hereditary processes are complicated....Many of these 

researches, however, as Freiherr von Verschuer recently pointed out, are of 

questionable value. ... What is absolutely needed is research on series of fam- 

ilies and twins selected at random...examined under the same conditions, a 

fixed minimum of examinations being made in all cases.” The article went on 

to cite Verschuer’s view that meaningful research would require entire fami- 

lies—from children to grandparents.*° In plain words, this meant gathering 
larger numbers of twins in one place for simultaneous investigation. 

To attract more twins, the Nazi Party and the National Socialist 

Welfare League promoted “twin camps” for the holidays. Verschuer circu- 

lated handy text references for all German physicians who might encounter 

twins. When Verschuer opened his Institute for Hereditary Biology and 

Racial Hygiene in 1936, the event created such fanfare in Ewgenical News 
partially because, “Dr. Verschuer states that the object of his investigation 
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is mankind, not the individual man, but families and twins; and in this work 

there will not [only] be investigated... interesting twins, but all twins and 

families of definite geographical origin.”*” 
At about that time, German neuropsychiatrist Heinrich Kranz of the 

University of Breslau published extensive genealogical details about sev- 

enty-five pairs of twin brothers and fifty pairs of opposite gender twins, 

seeking correlations on criminal behavior. In a Journal of Heredity essay, 

Popenoe lauded Kranz’s investigation and predicted that such efforts would 

help identify “born criminals.” Popenoe welcomed more such German 

research because “it has become one of the most dependable methods of 

studying human heredity.”*® 
Indeed, a plethora of Nazi scientific journals were brimming with regu- 

lar coverage of eugenic investigations of twins. Several publications were 

devoted solely to the subject, such as Zwillingsforschungen (Twin Research) 

and Zwillings- und Familienforschungen (Twin and Family Research). Vers- 

chuer frequently wrote for these journals. In some cases Mengele coau- 

thored the articles, including an article on systemic problems and cleft 

palate deformation published in Zwéllings- und Familienforschungen. Some 

published twin research credited Mengele as the principal investigator, 

such as an article on congenital heart disease, also for Zwillings- und 

Familienforschungen.*? 
Verschuer’s preoccupation with twin studies expanded feverishly. He 

required more and more twins. In a September 1938 application for funds 

from the German Research Society, Verschuer explained his plans. “Large- 

scale research on twins is necessary to explore the question of the heredi- 

tary aspects of human characteristics, especially illnesses. This research can 

take two paths: 1. Testing of all twins in a specific geographic area, done at 

our institute by Miss Liebmann. All twins in the Frankfurt district back to 

1898 have been listed and almost all have been examined; she discussed 

some interesting cases in several articles and a comprehensive summary is 

being done. 2. Listing of series of twins. Based on cases in over 100 hospi- 

tals in west and southwest Germany, the number of twins among them 

were determined and the cases were examined according to illnesses.” He 

listed rheumatism, stomach ulcers, cancer, heart defects, anemia and 

leukemia as the conditions he was focusing on. Verschuer assured, “A good 

deal of material has been collected.” 
In 1939, Interior Minister Frick issued a public decree compelling all 

twins to register with their local Public Health Office and make themselves 

available for genetic testing. The Reich Statistics Bureau would cooperate 
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in the identification campaign. The announcement in the Nazi medical 

publication Ziel und Weg (Goal and Path) was published with a lengthy quo- 

tation from Mein Kampf on the cover: “We must differentiate most strin- 

gently between the state as a mere container and race as its contents. This 

container is meaningful only when it has the ability to preserve and protect 

the contents; otherwise it is worthless.”*! 

American eugenicist T. U. H. Ellinger was in Germany shortly after the 

decree to visit with Fischer at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 
Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics. In a Journal of Heredity 

essay on his visit, Ellinger flippantly reported to his colleagues, “Twins 

have, of course, for a long time been a favorite material for the study of the 

relative importance of heredity and environment, of nature and nurture. It 

does, however, take a dictatorship to oblige some ten thousand pairs of 

twins, as well as triplets and even quadruplets, to report to a scientific insti- 

tute at regular intervals for all kinds of recordings and tests.” 
When twins did report to the Institute for Anthropology, Human 

Heredity and Eugenics, they were often placed in small, specially-con- 

structed examination rooms, each lined with two-way mirrors and motion 

picture camera lenses camouflaged into the wallpaper. The staff proudly 

showed Ellinger all of these facilities.°> However, eugenicists at the insti- 

tute could only go so far with mere observations. 

Reich scientists needed more if they were to take the next step in creat- 

ing a super race resistant to disease and capable of transmitting the best 

traits. Autopsies were required to discover how specific organs and bodily 

processes reacted to various experiments. Verschuer needed more twins 

and the freedom to kill them. The highest ranks of the Hitler regime 

agreed, including Interior Minister Frick, who ran the concentration 

camps, and SS Chief Heinrich Himmler.™ Millions of dispensable human 
beings from across Europe—Jews, Gypsies and other undesirables—were 

passing through Hitler’s camps to be efficiently murdered. Among these 

millions, there were bound to be thousands of twins. 

Shortly after Verschuer took over for Fischer at the Institute for 
Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics, he proposed a Zwillings- 

lager, or “twins camp,” within Auschwitz. He applied to the German 

Research Society, which between July and September of 1943 passed his 

application through the various steps needed for approval and funding. 

The grant covered a six-month period beginning in October 1943 under 

contract number 0296/1595. The camp was approved and was bureaucrati- 

cally filed under the keyword “Twins Camp.”® 
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At the end of May 1943, Mengele arrived in Auschwitz, where he took 

control of the ramps where Jews were brought in. Verschuer notified the 
German Research Society, “My assistant, Dr. Josef Mengele (M.D., Ph.D.) 

joined me in this branch of research. He is presently employed as 

Hauptsturmfihrer [captain] and camp physician in the Auschwitz concen- 

tration camp. Anthropological testing of the most diverse racial groups in 

this concentration camp are being carried out with permission of the SS 

Reichsftihrer [Himmler].”© 

Nazi Germany had now carried eugenics further than any dared expect. 

The future of the master race that would thrive in Hitler’s Thousand-Year 

Reich lay in twins. For this reason, there would now be a special class of 
victims at Auschwitz. There would be a special camp, special medical facil- 

ities and special laboratories—all for the twins. 

After the locomotives lurched to a final stop at Auschwitz, after the 

whistle shrieked and the doors rolled open, after the bewildered masses 

tumbled out of the boxcars and onto the ramp, above the tumult of their 

own fear and the incessant barking dogs, all of them heard one word, and 

they heard it shouted twice. 

As the SS passed through the trembling crowds lining up for the gas 

chambers, they cried out for all to hear: 

Zwillinge! Zwillinge! 

‘Twins! Twins! 

LEA LORINCZI: “When we got off the trains, we could hear the Germans yelling, 

‘Twins, twins!”” Lea and her brother were spared.° 

MAGDA SPIEGEL: “SS guards were yelling, “Twins, twins, we want twins. I saw 

a very good-looking man coming toward me. It was Mengele.” They were also 

spared.® 

JUDITH YAGUDAH: “When it was our turn, Mengele immediately asked us if we 

were twins. Ruthie and I looked identical. We had similar hairdos. We were wear- 

ing the same outfits. Mengele ordered us to go in a certain direction—and our 

mother, too.” Judith and Ruthie were spared.” 

EVA MOZES: “As I clutched my mother’s hand, an SS man hurried by shouting, 

‘Twins! Twins!” He stopped to look at us. Miriam and I looked very much alike. We 

were wearing similar clothes. ‘Are they twins?’ he asked my mother. ‘Is that good?’ 

she replied. He nodded yes. ‘They are twins,’ she said.” Eva and Miriam were 

also pulled out of the gas chamber line.’° 

ZVI KLEIN: “My twin brother and I were marching toward the gas chambers 
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when we heard people yelling, ‘Twins! Twins!’ We were yanked out of the lines and 

brought over to Dr. Mengele.” Zvi and his brother were spared.”! 

MOSHE OFFER: “I heard my father cry out to them he had twins. He went over 

personally to Dr. Mengele and told him, ‘I have a pair of twin boys.’... But we did- 

n't want to be separated from our mother, and so the Nazis separated us by force. My 

father begged Mengele... As we were led away, I saw my father fall to the ground.” 

The Offer boys lived. Their parents disappeared into the selection.” 

HEDVAH AND LEAH STERN: “Some prisoners told [my mother] in Yiddish, “Tell 

them you have twins. There is a Dr. Mengele here who wants twins. Only twins 

are being kept alive.” The Stern sisters lived to tell their story.’ 

All of them lived through the Se/ektion. But now they lived in Mengele’s 
world of torture and testing, electroshock and syringes, eye injections and 

other hideous experiments—where live children and fresh cadavers were 

equally prized—all to achieve the eugenic ideal of a superior race in a place 

where mankind had sunk to the nadir of humanity. 

* * * 

Sadistic science at Auschwitz was part of Nazi Germany’s eugenic desire to 

create its master race. 

Like Verschuer, Mengele considered himself a warrior in the battle for 

eugenic supremacy. In an autobiographical account, Mengele spoke of his 

desire to create a super race as his initial motive for becoming a doctor. He 

traced his own family pedigree—pure Aryan stock—back four generations. 

An inmate anthropologist, Martina Puzyna, saved from death in order to 

work with Mengele, recalled, “He believed you could create a new super- 

race as though you were breeding horses.... He was mad about genetic 

engineering.” A prisoner pathologist forced to work closely with Mengele 

wrote that the Angel of Death was obsessed with “the secret of the repro- 

duction of the race. To advance one step in the search to unlock the secret 

of multiplying the race of superior beings destined to rule was a ‘noble 

goal.’ If only it were possible, in the future, to have each German mother 

bear as many twins as possible.”’* 
Shortly after arriving at Auschwitz, Mengele established Verschuer’s 

twin camp at Barrack 14 in Camp F. Mengele had his pick of assistants from 

the finest doctors and pathologists in Europe, who came to Auschwitz con- 

demned in sealed boxcars. One whom he selected from the ramp was a 

Hungarian Jewish pathologist named Miklos Nyiszli, a graduate of 

Friedrich Wilhelm University medical school in Breslau. He became one of 
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Mengele’s favorite assistants. Nyiszli’s task was to dissect the endless torrent 
of special corpses and create meticulous postmortem reports. For this 
process, Mengele would not settle for a typical ramshackle, makeshift con- 
centration camp facility. Instead, amid the filth and squalor of Auschwitz, 
Mengele requisitioned and created a modern well-equipped pathology lab.”5 

The lab had everything needed for perfect autopsies. It was eerily pro- 
fessional, with light green painted walls surrounding a red concrete floor. A 
polished marble dissection table with fluid drains abutted a utility basin with 
shiny nickel faucets. Three white porcelain sinks lined the wall. Mosquito 
screens covered the windows. In the adjacent room, Nyiszli found a well- 

stocked library with the latest publications, three microscopes, and a closet 

full of mortuary supplies—everything from aprons to gloves. Nyiszli 

recalled it as “the exact replica of any large city’s institute of pathology.”” 

Dina, a Czech inmate known for her skillful paintings, was selected at 

the ramp to become Mengele’s anthropological artist. She would create 

anatomical drawings of the twins’ features: noses, ears, mouths, hands, feet 

and skulls. Her artwork would accompany the experimentation data in each 

patient’s folder.’ 

Mengele was happy in his work, frequently whistling as he selected 

human guinea pigs, discarded others to the gas chambers, inflicted his 

experiments and then reviewed the autopsies. A broad smile lit up his face 

as he surveyed his precious subjects, especially the children. “Almost like he 

had fun,” one surviving twin recalled, adding, “He was very playful.” 

Diligent and detailed, he once noticed a smudge on a bright blue file cover 

and sternly turned to Nyiszli, asking, “How can you be so careless with 

these files, which I have compiled with so much love!”’® 

Love was a corrupted word for Mengele. He certainly loved his work. At 

times, he seemed to love the youngest twins. All of Mengele’s twins were 

better fed than other prisoners and even allowed small personal freedoms, 

such as roaming around the camp. Sometimes he served the children choco- 

lates, patted them on the head affectionately, chaperoned them to camp 

concerts and made them feel as though he were a father figure looking after 

them. Eva Kupas remembered that once, when she wanted to see her twin 

brother, Mengele personally escorted her and “held my hand the whole 

way.” He seemed to identify with one very young boy who somewhat resem- 

bled him, and actually trained the child to say “My name is ‘Mengele.””” 

But without warning Mengele could fly into uncontrollable murderous 

frenzies. One teenage girl wept and begged when she was separated from 

her mother and sisters. She recounted that Mengele “grabbed me by the 
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hair, dragged me on the ground and beat me.” When the girl’s mother 

pleaded, Mengele brutally beat her with his riding crop. In one case, a fran- 

tic mother fought to remain with her younger daughter. Mengele simply 

drew his pistol and shot the woman and her daughter, then waved the 

entire transport to the gas chambers, remarking, “Away with this shit!” 

Another time he caught a woman named Ibi, who had cleverly evaded the 
gas chambers six times by jumping off the truck just in time. A suddenly 

enraged Mengele shrieked, “You want to escape, don’t you. You can’t 

escape now!... Dirty Jew!” As he screamed, Mengele viciously beat the 

woman to death and kept beating her until her head resembled a bloody, 

formless mass. After these savage incidents, Mengele could immediately 

Jekyll-Hyde back to the charming, whistling clinician enchanted with his 

subjects and his science.*° 
In fact, Mengele loved his twins not because he thought they should be 

preserved, but only because they briefly served his mad scientific quest. 

Nyiszli recounted that siblings were subjected “to every medical examina- 

tion that can be performed on human beings,” from blood tests to lumbar 

punctures. Each was rigorously photographed naked, and calipered from 

head to toe to complete the record. But these were only the baselines and 

vital signs. Then came the actual experiments. The Reichenberg boys, mis- 

takenly thought to be twins because they so closely resembled each other, 

piqued Mengele’s interest because one possessed a singer’s voice while the 

other couldn’t carry a tune. After crude surgery on both boys’ vocal chords, 

one brother lost his speech altogether. Twin girls were forced to have sex 
with twin boys to see if twin children would result. Efforts were made to 

surgically change the gender of other twins.*! 
One day, Mengele brought chocolates and extra clothing for twin broth- 

ers, Guido and Nino, both popular with the medical personnel. A few days 

later the twins were brought back, their wrists and backs sewn together in a 

crude parody of Siamese twins, their veins interconnected and their surgical 

wounds clearly festering. The boys screamed all night until their mother 

managed to end their agony with a fatal injection of morphine.*” 
Mengele suspected that two Gypsy boys, about seven years of age and 

well-liked in the lab, carried latent tuberculosis. When prisoner doctors 

offered a different opinion, Mengele became agitated. He told the assem- 

bled staff to wait a while. An hour later he returned and sedately declared, 

“You are right. There was nothing.” After a brief silence, Mengele 

acknowledged, “Yes, I dissected them.” He had shot both in the neck and 

autopsied them “while they were still warm.”®3 
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It was imperative that twins be murdered simultaneously to analyze 
them comparatively. “They had to die together,” Nyiszli recounted. For 
example, the bodies of four sets of Gypsy twins under the age of ten were 
delivered to Nyiszli for autopsy in one shipment. Twelve sets of gassed 
twins were diverted from the furnace so they could be dissected as a group; 
to facilitate identification among the hundreds of twisted corpses, the 
twelve had been coded with chalk on their chests before they entered the 

chamber. One girl recovered from an implanted infection too soon; he 

killed her quickly so both siblings would be freshly deceased.®4 
If one of Mengele’s precious human guinea pigs was harmed before he 

could complete his work, he became incensed. Guards were under strict 

instructions to keep Mengele’s twins alive, or face his wrath if they died 

during the night prior to his handling. Some 1,500 twins were subjected to 

Mengele’s atrocities. Fewer than two hundred survived.*° Those who lived 

had simply not yet been killed. 

Mengele also sought dwarfs and the physically deformed—really any 

specimen of interest. He ghoulishly and capriciously explored the effects of 

genetics, disease and mass breeding. In one case, Mengele removed part of 

a man’s stomach without administering anesthesia. To investigate the 

pathology of dysentery, Mengele told Nyiszli to prepare for 150 emaciated 

corpses, and to autopsy them at the rate of seven per day; Nyiszli protested 

that he could only complete three per day if he was to be thorough. Eye 

color was a favorite subject for experimentation. Eager to discover if brown 

eyes could be converted to Nordic blue, Mengele would introduce blue 

dyes, sometimes by drops, sometimes by injection. It often blinded the sub- 

jects, but it never changed their eye color.*° 
While evidence of mass murder in the trenches of Russia and the gas 

chambers of Poland was systematically destroyed, Mengele’s murders were 

enshrined in the protocols of science. Mengele’s ghastly files did not remain 

his private mania, confined to Auschwitz. Every case was meticulously 

annotated, employing the best scientific method prisoner doctors could 

muster. Then the files were sent to Verschuer’s offices at the Institute for 
Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics in Berlin-Dahlem for study. 

An adult prisoner, chosen to help care for the youngest twins, 

recounted, “The moment a pair of twins arrived in the barrack, they were 
asked to complete a detailed questionnaire from the Kaiser-Wilhelm 

Institute in Berlin. One of my duties as [the] “Iwins’ Father’ was to help 

them fill it out, especially the little ones, who couldn’t read or write. These 

forms contained dozens of detailed questions related to a child’s back- 
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ground, health, and physical characteristics. They asked for the age, 

weight, and height of the children, their eye color and the color of their 

hair. They were promptly mailed to Berlin.”*” 

Nyiszli, who had to fill out voluminous postmortem reports, recalled 

Mengele’s warning: “‘I want clean copy, because these reports will be for- 

warded to the Institute of Biological, Racial and Evolutionary Research at 

Berlin-Dahlem.’ Thus I learned that the experiments performed here were 

checked by the highest medical authorities at one of the most famous scien- 

tific institutes in the world.”** 
The reports, countersigned by Mengele and sent to Berlin, were not 

just received and warehoused, they were carefully reviewed and discussed. 

A dialogue developed between Verschuer’s institute and Mengele. Another 

prisoner assistant recounted that Mengele “would receive questions about 

the twins from the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin, and he would send 

them the answers.”®? 
The volume of exchange was massive. In a March 1944 memo from 

Verschuer to the German Research Society, which financed his work, he 

asked for more clerical assistance and supplies for the Auschwitz project. 

The memo, entitled “On the continuation of hereditary-psychological 

research” and filed under the keyword “Twins camp,” was coded G for 

geheime, or “secret.” Verschuer explained, “Analysis of material obtained 

from the twins camp continued during the half-year reporting period 

October 1943 to March 15, 1944. Some 25 psychological analyses, each of 

which consisted of about 200 pages, were dictated during this period, contin- 

uing to round out the overall description of the experiences gained through 

the twins camp. These analyses were continued, following the same methods 

as those analyses which began in the summer of 1943. The evaluation system 
employed has proven useful and was developed further. Several secretaries 

will be necessary in order to continue the evaluation, as well as sufficient 

amounts of typing paper, steno blocks and other writing equipment. Some 

10,000 sheets of paper will be needed for the coming quarter-year.””° 
More than just reports, Nyiszli sent body parts. “I had to keep any 

organs of possible scientific interest,” he remembered, “so that Dr. 

Mengele could examine them. Those which might interest the Anthro- 
pological Institute at Berlin-Dahlem were preserved in alcohol. These 
parts were specially packed to be sent through the mails. Stamped ‘War 

Material—Urgent,’ they were given top priority in transit. In the course of 

my work at the crematorium I dispatched an impressive number of such 

packages. I received, in reply, either precise scientific observations or 
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instructions. In order to classify this correspondence I had to set up special 

files. The directors of the Berlin-Dahlem Institute always warmly thanked 

Dr. Mengele for this rare and precious material.””! 

Among his many grisly memories, one case especially haunted Nyiszli. 

Mengele spotted a hunchbacked Jew, a respected cloth merchant from 

Lodz, Poland, and his teenage son, handsome but with a deformed foot 

supported by an orthopedic shoe. Mengele ordered his slave pathologist, 

Nyiszli, to interview the father and son for the file. Nyiszli did so, not in 
the dissecting room, which reeked of formaldehyde, but in an adjacent 

study hall, trying his best not to alarm them. After the interview, the father 

and son were shot. Nyiszli performed detailed autopsies, complete with 

copious notes. Mengele was fascinated with the eugenic potential of the 

information, since each individual carried his own deformity. “These bod- 

ies must not be cremated,” Mengele ordered. “They must be prepared and 

their skeletons sent to the Anthropological Museum in Berlin.” After some 

discussion, Nyiszli began the gruesome chore of creating two lab-quality 

skeletons. This involved cooking the corpses to detach all flesh. During the 

long cooking process in the courtyard, four starving Polish slave workers 

mistook the contents of the vats and began eating. Nyiszli ran out to stop 

them. The cooled and treated skeletons were then wrapped in large sacks, 

labeled “Urgent: National Defense,” and mailed to the Institute for 

Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics.” 
In the depths of his misery, Nyiszli wondered if he had witnessed too 

much. “Was it conceivable,” he wrote, “that Dr. Mengele, or the Berlin- 

Dahlem Institute, would ever allow me to leave this place alive?”?? 

Like many eugenic research organizations, the Institute for Anthro- 

pology, Human Heredity and Eugenics valued twins’ eyes. For decades, 

American eugenicists had stressed the research importance of twins’ eyes, 

and the German movement naturally adopted the precept. Indeed, typical 

enthusiasm for the topic was evident in the March—April 1933 edition of 

Eugenical News in an article headlined “Hereditary Eye Defects,” which 

reviewed a newly released book that included a chapter on “eyes of twins.” 

Eugenical News closed its review with the comment, “We have nothing but 
praise for the assiduity in the gathering of the data.... We are happy to 

have this long needed work done and so well done.” Similarly enthusiastic 

reviews and articles on the subject of twins’ eyes and vision were published 

in Eugenical News during the latter 1930s.”* 

In 1936, a colleague had sent Laughlin a request to expand the eye color 

question of the ERO’s Twin Schedule. The new instructions would read: 
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“Look at the colored part of the eye carefully in a good light with the help of 

a mirror. Is there any difference that you can see in the color or pattern of 

marks in the right and left eyes? Blue. and gray eyes have brownish streaks, 

sometimes a few, which can be easily counted and usually more in one eye 

than in the other. Please describe any such difference between your eyes.”” 
Like his American colleagues, Verschuer was long interested in twin eye 

color. He wanted eye color studies included in his Auschwitz experiments, 

and the German Research Society funded one such project in September of 

1943. Mengele was careful to gather all the eyes Verschuer needed.”° 
Inmate doctor Jancu Vekler never forgot what he saw when he entered 

one room at the Gypsy camp. “There I saw a wooden table with eyeballs 

laying on it. All of them were tagged with numbers and little notes. They 

were pale yellow, pale blue, green and violet.” Vera Kriegel, another slave 

doctor, recalled that she walked into one laboratory and was horrified to see 

a collection of eyeballs decorating an entire wall, “pinned up like butter- 

flies.... I thought I was dead,” she said, “and was already living in hell.” 
One day a prisoner transcriptionist was frantic because while a family of 

eight had been murdered, only seven pairs of eyes were found in the 

pathology lab. “You’ve given me only seven pairs of eyes,” the assistant 

exclaimed. “We are missing two eyes!” He then scavenged similar eyes 

from other nearby corpses to complete the package for Verschuer’s insti- 

tute—without Mengele being the wiser.” 
Chief recipient of the eyes was Karin Magnussen, another Verschuer 

researcher at the institute who was investigating eye anomalies, such as 

individuals with irises of different colors. In a March 1944 update sub- 

headed “Work on the Human Eye” and submitted to the German Research 

Society, Magnussen reported, “The first histological work, which was con- 

cluded in the fall, ‘On the Relationship Between Iris Color, Histological 
Distribution of Pigment and Pigmentation of the Bulb of the Human Eye,’ 

to be published in the Zeitschrift fiir Morphologie und Anthropologie [Fournal 
for Morphology and Anthropology], is currently in press. Material for a second 
series of experiments is currently being prepared for histological examina- 
tion. The article on the determination of iris color, which was intended for 
publication in Erbarzt in December 1943, was printed but destroyed by 
enemy attacks and is now being reprinted. Observations continue on links 
among certain anomalies in humans. Other observations of humans had to 
be temporarily suspended for war-related reasons, but are to resume in 
summer if possible. Material is constantly being collected and evaluated for 
the expert opinions.””? 
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Among the several scholarly articles on eyes from Auschwitz that 
Magnussen was authoring was one intended for the journal Zeitschrift fiir 
Induktive Abstammungslehre und Vererbungsforschung (fournal for Inductive 
Genealogical Science and Hereditary Research). Editorial board member 

Professor George Melchers, who reviewed the submission draft, remem- 

bered, “I was struck by the fact that the whole family—grandparents, par- 

ents and children—had died at the same time. I could only assume they had 

[all] been killed in a concentration camp.” The war was coming to an end, 

so Melchers never submitted Magnussen’s article to the full board.!™ 
Magnussen later told her denazification tribunal, “I became acquainted 

with Dr. Mengele, who had been inducted as a medical officer, in [Berlin-] 

Dahlem during the war, when he visited the institute while on leave. I 

spoke with him a few times during such visits to the institute about scien- 

tific projects and scientific problems. ... I completed my research, although 

after [a Gypsy] clan with heterochromatic eyes was imprisoned in 

Auschwitz, I was refused all access to these family members. Completion of 

my research was only possible through the help given me by Dr. Mengele, 

who coincidentally had been transferred to the camp. At that time, he 

helped me trace the hereditary path by determining eye color and family 

relationships. Through him I also learned that one of the most important 

families in the clan was contaminated with tuberculosis. I then asked him if 
he could send me the autopsy and pathological tissue from the eyes if 

someone from this family should die.” She added, “The impression I 

received from the cases of illness and from the very responsible and very 

humane and very decent behavior exhibited by Dr. Mengele toward his 

imprisoned patients and subordinates ...was such that I would never have 

thought that anything could have happened in Auschwitz that violated laws 

of the state, medicine or of humanity.”!°! 
In addition to eyes, Verschuer wanted blood. Liters of it. For decades, 

eugenicists had sought the genetic markers for “carriers,” or people who 

appeared normal but were likely to transmit a Mendelian predisposition for a 

range of defective traits from pauperism to epilepsy. This effort was at first 

bogged down in early attempts to assemble race-based family trees and to 

create pseudoscientific ethnic and class countermeasures. But by the twen- 

ties, the most talented eugenicists and geneticists were working hard to ana- 

lyze blood serum to solve the question of defective germ plasm. ‘They weren’t 

sure whether they were seeking a specific hormone, an enzyme, a protein, 

genetic material or other blood molecule. They only knew that mankind’s 

eugenic destiny was lurking in the blood and waiting to be discovered.'” 
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In 1924, Davenport had told the Second International Congress of 

Eugenics, “The hormones that determine our personality, constitute the 

bridge that connects this personality on the one hand, with the specific 

enzymes packed away in the chromosomes of the germ cells, on the other.” 

Davenport went on to explain, “You and I differ by virtue of the... atomic 

activity of the enzymes and hormones which make up that part of the 

stream of life-yeast which has got into and is activating our protoplasm and 

will activate that of the fertilized egg that results from us and our consorts.” 

He stressed that a human being was dictated “by virtue of the peculiar 

properties of those extraordinary activating substances, which are specific 

for him and other members of his family and race or biotype. The future of 

human genetics lies largely in a study of these activities. ...Of these [stud- 

ies], one of the most significant is that of twin-production.”!” 
The Eugenical News report on the 1927 grand opening of the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics pointed 

out, “In the section on human genetics, twins and the blood groups were spe- 

cially considered.” On May 13, 1932, the Rockefeller Foundation’s Paris 

office dispatched a radiogram to its New York headquarters asking for funds 

to support Verschuer’s research while he was at the Institute for Anthropology, 

Human Heredity and Eugenics. The foundation approved a three-year grant 

totaling $9,000 to “KWG Institute [for] Anthropology for research [on] twins 

and effects on later generations of substances toxic for germ plasm.”!™* 

At the same time, the foundation was already funding an array of vocal 

German anti-Semites in a five-year $125,000 study. Internal foundation 

reports described the study as “the racial or biological composition of the 

German people and of the interaction of biological and social factors in 

determining the character of the present population.” Twin research was 

repeatedly cited as a key facet of the research. Among the scientists listed 

on the foundation’s roster was Riidin in project items 9 and 10; project item 

16 was Verschuer. This $125,000 grant was not made directly, but chan- 

neled through the Emergency Fund for German Science (Notgemeinschaft 

der Deutschen Wissenschaften), which evolved into the German Research 

Society (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft).'°° 
When Hitler came to power the next year, Rockefeller did not cease its 

funding of race biology in Germany. However, unlike many American 

eugenic leaders, Rockefeller officials were more circumspect. Rockefeller 
executives did not propagandize for Nazism, nor did they approve of the 

Reich’s virulent repression. The foundation’s agenda was strictly biological 

to the exclusion of politics. It wanted to discover the specific genetic com- 
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ponents of the blood of the unfit—even if that meant funding Nazi-con- 
trolled institutions. 

Rockefeller’s seed money was not wasted. In 1935, Eugenical News pub- 
lished a notice entitled “Blood Groups of Twins,” which summarized a 
Nazi medical journal article based on Verschuer’s research. “The Kaiser- 
Wilhelm Institute ftir Anthropologie Menschliche Erblebre und Eugenik, at 
Dahlem-Berlin,” reported Eugenical News, “is conducting, through Dr. O. 

v. Verschuer, studies on twins. Of 202 one-egg twins on whom the blood 
group was determined, in every case the serologic findings were the same; 

that is, both fell into the same blood group, just as both are of the same sex. 

On the other hand, in the case of two-egg twins the blood groups of the 

twins, whether of same or opposite sex, were frequently unlike.”! 
After attorney Raymond Fosdick assumed the presidency of the 

Rockefeller Foundation in 1936, the charitable trust became increasingly 

reluctant to fund any projects associated with the term eugenics. Rockefeller 

money continued to flow into prewar Nazi Germany to fund eugenic proj- 

ects, but only when the proposals were packaged as genetics, brain research, 

or serology investigations attempting to locate the specific substances in the 

blood. However, Rockefeller financing was often too slow for Verschuer, 

who now sought faster and closer funding through the Reich Research 

Fund in Berlin, which in the thirties continued to enjoy annual Rockefeller 

monies. In June of 1939, when the Rockefeller Foundation tried to con- 

vince protestors that it was not financing Nazi science, Fosdick was forced 

to remind his colleagues that such denials were “of course hardly correct.” 

Rockefeller money was still flowing through the Emergency Fund for 

German Science, now the German Research Society.'°” 
A cascade of German Research Society grants financed Verschuer’s con- 

tinuing heredity research, including a 1935 grant for twin studies. In 1936 

and 1937, Verschuer again received funding for twin research and his search 

for the specific components in blood. The grants continued through the war 

years, supporting a broad array of concentration camp experimentation.'8 
In the late summer of 1943, Verschuer received German Research 

Society funding for serology experiments filed under the keyword 

Spezifische Eiweisskorper, alternately translated as “Specific Proteins” or 

“Specific Albuminous Matter.” His project would require voluminous 

blood samples, as he was seeking the specific blood proteins or albuminous 

matter that carried genetic traits, from epilepsy to eye color. Verschuer 

explained in a memo that the blood would come from the ‘Twins Camp at 
Auschwitz. Mengele, wrote Verschuer, would supervise the operation with 
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the explicit permission of Himmler. “The blood samples are being sent to 

my laboratory for analysis.”!” 
Victim after victim, Mengele extracted large amounts of blood from 

twins and gypsies. He siphoned it from their arms, sometimes both arms, 

from the neck, sometimes from fingers. Hedvah and Leah Stern recalled, 

“We were very frightened of the experiments. They took a lot of blood 
from us. We fainted several times.” One twin survivor remembered years 

later, “Each woman was given a blood transfusion from another set of twins 

so Mengele could observe the reaction. We two each received 350 cc of 
blood from a pair of male twins, which brought on a reaction of severe 

headache and high fever.”!!° 
Mengele returned to Berlin from time to time. On one of these trips, he 

visited his mentor Verschuer for a cozy family dinner. Mengele was asked 

whether his work at Auschwitz was hard. Years later, Verschuer’s son 

recalled Mengele’s reply to his mother: “It’s dreadful,” Mengele said. “I 

can’t talk about it.”!!! 
Nevertheless, Mengele was tireless in his bloodletting, his eyeball 

extractions, his infecting, his autopsying and his selecting, most to the left 

and some to the right. In mid-August of 1944, his superior filed a letter of 

commendation. “During his employment as camp physician at the concen- 

tration camp Auschwitz,” Verschuer asserted, “he has put his knowledge to 

practical and theoretical use while fighting serious epidemics. With pru- 

dence, perseverance and energy, he has carried out all tasks given him, 

often under very difficult conditions, to the complete satisfaction of his 

superiors and has shown himself able to cope with every situation.”!” 

Years later, Verschuer’s medical technician, Irmgard Haase, was inter- 

viewed about the work at Auschwitz. She admitted, “There was the 

research work, which included enzymes in the blood of Gypsy twins and of 

Russian prisoners of war.... From the middle of 1943 onwards, there were 

several consignments of 30 ml samples of citrated blood.” Asked where the 

blood had come from, she replied, “I don’t know. The specimens were in 

boxes, which had been opened. I never saw the sender’s name.” She added, 

“I thought that they were from a camp for prisoners.” Auschwitz? “I never 

heard the word at that time.”!? 
Mengele? “Never heard of him.” She emphasized, “Specific enzymes in 

the blood were being investigated by means of... protective enzyme reac- 

tions.” Were there any misgivings? Haase responded no: “It was science, 
atter all ue 
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Mengele was not alone. Hitler’s doctors operated a vast network of experi- 

mentation in Nazi concentration camps, euthanasia mills and other places 

in the territories it occupied. Much of that experimentation was eugenic 

and genetic, such as the work of Mengele. Much of it was strictly medical, 

such as the testing at Buchenwald designed to find cures or medicines for 

well-known diseases. Much of it was simply strategic, such as the cruel ice 

water and high altitude tests at Dachau intended to benefit Luftwaffe pilots 

bailing out over the North Atlantic.!!° 
But even when strictly medical or military testing was inflicted on help- 

less subjects, it was most often imposed along eugenic lines. More specifi- 

cally, many Aryans—such as habitual criminals, Jehovah’s Witnesses and 

socialists—were imprisoned in camps under beastly conditions. Mostly, it 

was the worthless and expendable—Jews, Gypsies, Russians and other “sub- 

human” prisoners—who were victimized as medical fodder. The exceptions 

were those Germans considered hereditary misfits, such as homosexuals 

and the feebleminded. All of it was in furtherance of Hitler’s biological rev- 

olution and his quest for a master race in a Thousand-Year Reich. 

Hitler’s master race would be more than just chiseled blond and blue- 

eyed Nordics. Special breeding facilities were established to mass-produce 

perfect Aryan babies.'!° They would all be closer to super men and women: 
taller, stronger and in many ways disease-resistant. Therefore Verschuer 

was the vanguard of a corps of Nazi medical men who saw the struggle 

against infirmity and sickness as consonant if not intrinsic to their struggle 

for eugenic perfection. Nazi Germany was indeed engaged in advanced 

medical genetics, now amply funded by the Reich’s plunder, and militarized 

and regimented by the fascist state. 
Therefore, even as Verschuer and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 

Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics were supervising the 

eugenic murders at Auschwitz, they enjoyed military contracts and 

German Research Society funding to attack a gamut of dreaded inherited 

diseases. This research could be conducted in concentration camps such as 

Buchenwald and Birkenau, or in Kaiser Wilhelm’s grandiose complex of 

centers for higher learning. 

For example, Hans Nachtsheim, who also worked under Verschuer, 

investigated epilepsy and other illnesses under German Research Society 

aegis and military contract SS 4891-5376, filed under “Research into 

Heredity Pathology.” One typical status memo in October of 1943 
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reported that, “Experiments on the significance of a lack of oxygen for 

the triggering of epileptic seizures in epileptic rabbits, which were carried 

out jointly with Dr. Ruhenstroth-Bauer from the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Institute for Biochemistry... have essentially been concluded. A prelimi- 

nary report of the research is currently being printed in the journal 

Klinische Wochenschrift [Clinical Weekly]; a comprehensive report is in the 

process of being drawn up to be published in the journal Zeitschrift fiir 

menschliche Vererbungs- und Konstitutionslehre |Fournal for Science of Human 

Genetics and Constitution].”!"" 

The depth of Nachtsheim’s learning was evident. “Further experi- 

ments,” he continued, “are concerned with the effect of the epilepsy gene 

in association with other genes [Gengesellschaft]. It has been determined 

that a single dosage of the epilepsy gene may suffice to induce epilepsy in 

combination with certain other genes, although the epilepsy gene is usually 

recessive, meaning that it must be present in a double dosage in order to 

become effective. Thus, a carrier of two albino genes and a single epilepsy 

gene can become an epileptic. The albino gene is the most extreme and 

most recessive allele [chromosomal pair] of a series of 6 alleles. In order to 

understand the essence of genes and their interaction, it is important to 

know how the other alleles act in combination with the epilepsy gene. Up 

to now, it could be proven that the allele most closely related to the albino 

gene...reacts just as the albino factor, while the normal allele, which is 

dominant over all other alleles in the series, suppresses the outbreak of 

epilepsy even in a single dosage in the presence of even one epilepsy gene. 

Experiments with the other alleles remain to be done.”!!® 

Verschuer studied tuberculosis in rabbits under German Research 
Society aegis and contract SS 4891-5377. One typical report explained 

that, “In addition to crossbreeding, pure breeding continued; in particular, 

the attempt was made to determine why the members of one family were 

always killed by lung tuberculosis while this form did not develop in the 

other family. The attempt was made to change the way in which tuberculo- 

sis presented in the various breeds. This was done by means of sac block- 

age, reinfections and organ implants. These experiments have not yet been 

concluded, but it appears that the development of tuberculosis in the 

breeds is extremely resistant. It will be necessary to expand these experi- 

ments, since their results could be of fundamental significance for the 

treatment of tuberculosis in humans.”!!° 
Similar genuine science could be seen in the other reports of the vari- 

ous Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes. One of them was the Institute for Brain 
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Research, an organization financed by Rockefeller money from the ground 
up starting in the late 1920s. Senior researchers Drs. Julius Hallervorden 

and Hugo Spatz published their pioneering work on a form of inherited 

brain degeneration, which was eventually named Hallervorden-Spatz 

Syndrome. After Institute for Brain Research founder Oskar Vogt was 

removed for his lack of Nazi activism, Spatz took his place and the organi- 
zation was fully integrated into the Nazi killing process. While 

Hallervorden held the neuropathology chair at the Institute for Brain 
Research, he was also appointed senior physician at Brandenburg State 

Hospital, one of six institutions operating gas chambers under the T-4 

euthanasia program. Ultimately, more than 70,200 Germans classed fee- 

bleminded were gassed under T-4. In 1938, four autopsies were performed 

at the Brandenburg facility. During the next five years, 1,260 would be 

completed. The brains—nearly 700—went to Hallervorden.'”° 
Hallervorden to his interrogators after the war: “I heard that they were 

going to do that, and so I went up to them and told them, ‘Look here now, 

boys, if you are going to kill all those people, at least take the brains out so 

that the material could be utilized.’... There was wonderful material 
among those brains, beautiful mental defectives, malformations and early 

infantile disease. ... They asked me: ‘How many can you examine?’ and so I 

told them an unlimited number—the more the better.... They came 

bringing them in like the delivery van from the furniture company. The 

Public Ambulance Society brought the brains in batches of 150-250 at a 

time. ...I accepted the brains, of course.”!?! 

Direct Rockefeller funding for Hallervorden and Spatz’s Institute for 

Brain Research during the Hitler regime stopped in 1934, and funding 

for Riidin’s Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Psychiatry ended in 1935. 

However, there were undoubtedly additional Rockefeller funds made 

available to institute researchers through the German Research Society. 

Rockefeller also provided the seed money for research at the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institute for Biology until the war broke out. Moreover, the 

foundation continued to fund individual physicians, such as Tiibingen 

forensic psychiatrist Robert Gaupp, Breslau patho-psychologist Kurt 

Beringer, Munich psychiatrist Oswald Bumke and Freiburg neurologist 

Werner Wagner, each affiliated with his own institution. During these 

years, Rockefeller also subsidized social scientists in Nazi-annexed 

Vienna. Much of this money continued until 1939. During the thirties, 

millions in Rockefeller Foundation grants also flowed to other Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institutes devoted to the physical sciences. One such was the 
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Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry, 

which was engaged in weapons research.” 

The mentality behind the foundation’s biological funding could best be 

seen in the words of Rockefeller Natural Science Director Warren Weaver. 

Just a few months after Hitler came to power in 1933, Weaver circulated a 

report to the trustees entitled “Natural Sciences—Program and Policy: 

Past Program and Proposed Future Program.” That report asserted, 

“Work in human genetics should receive special consideration as rapidly as 

sound possibilities present themselves. The attack planned, however, is a 

basic and long-range one.” A year later, Weaver asked “whether we can 

develop so sound and extensive a genetics that we can hope to breed, in the 

future, superior men?”!? 
In pursuing its breeding goals, the Rockefeller Foundation could reassure 

itself and others that it was not actually furthering the pseudoscience of 

eugenics. In fact, that 1933 report to the trustees specifically stated, “The 

attack [for heredity research] planned, however, is a basic and long-range one, 

and such a subject as eugenics, for example, would not be given support.” After 

rejecting eugenics by name, the report went on to advocate that “support 

should be continued and extended to include the biochemical, physiological, 

neurological and psychological aspects of internal secretions in general.”!?* 
But while openly eschewing eugenics with statements and memos, 

Rockefeller in fact turned to eugenicists and race scientists throughout the 

biological sciences to achieve the goal of creating a superior race. 

Rockefeller never knew of Mengele. With few exceptions, the founda- 

tion had ceased all eugenic studies in Nazi-occupied Europe when the war 

erupted in 1939. But by that time the die had been cast. The talented men 

Rockefeller financed, the great institutions it helped found, and the science 

it helped create took on a scientific momentum of their own. 

What could have stopped the race biologists of Berlin, Munich, 

Buchenwald and Auschwitz? Certainly, the Nazis felt they were unstop- 

pable. They imagined a Thousand-Year Reich of super-bred men. Hence 

when the twins, the prisoner doctors and those selected for the gas chamber 

looked at Mengele, time after time they reported the piercing look in his 

eyes. That look—Mengele’s glare—was the Nazi vision wedded to a fanati- 

cal science whose soul had been emptied, its moral compass cracked; a sci- 

ence backed not merely by iron dogma but by men wielding machine guns 

and pellets of Zyklon B. All of them were versed in the polysyllabics of cold 

clinical murder. Surely, to the victims of Auschwitz, it must have seemed 

like nothing could stop Nazi science from its global biological triumph. 
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But something did defeat Mengele and his colleagues. Not reason. Not 

remorse. Not sudden realization. Nazi eugenicists were impervious to 

those powers. But two things did stop the movement. On June 6, 1944, the 

Allies invaded at Normandy and began defeating the Nazis, town by town 

and often street by street. They closed in on Germany from the west. The 

Russian army overran the Auschwitz death camp from the east on January 

27, 1945. Mengele fled.!”° 

Hence, Auschwitz was indeed the last stand of eugenics. The science of 

the strong almost completely prevailed in its war against the weak. Almost. 
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CHAPTER | & 

From Ashes to Aftermath 

ifpesees 17, 1945, as the Russian army approached Auschwitz, Men- 

gele went from office to office methodically gathering his research mate- 

rials. “He came into my office without a word,” recounted pathologist 

Martina Puzyna. “He took all my papers, put them into two boxes, and had 

them taken outside to a waiting car.” Mengele and the documents fled first 

to Gross-Rosen concentration camp, and then into Czechoslovakia. There 

he joined up with Hans Kahler, a close friend, coauthor and one of 

Verschuer’s twins researchers. The Russians liberated Auschwitz on January 

27, at about 3 P.M., and Mengele’s horrors were quickly discovered. Inter- 

national commissions listed him as a war criminal. But Mengele slipped 

through the Allied manhunt and eventually escaped to South America.' 

Even as the Allies closed in, Verschuer still hoped he and Hitler’s Reich 

would prevail in its war against the Jews. Just months before Mengele 

abandoned Auschwitz, Verschuer published part of a lecture proclaiming, 

“The present war is also called a war of races when one considers the fight 

with World Jewry. ... The political demand of our time is the new total 

solution [Gesamtlosung] of the Jewish problem.” By the beginning of 1945, 

the Reich was collapsing. On February 15, 1945, amid the chaos of Berlin’s 

last stand, Verschuer found two trucks with which to ship his lab equip- 

ment, library, and several boxes of records to his family home in Solz.’ 

Nazi eugenicists continued their cover-up, in progress since the 

Normandy invasion. On March 12, 1945, Hans Nachtsheim, assistant 

director at the Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics, 

wrote Verschuer in Solz. “A mass of documents have been left here which 

should be or have to be destroyed should the enemy ever come close to 

here. ... We should not choose a moment... too late to destroy them.”° 

In the first days of May, the Reich was reduced to rubble and der Fiihrer 

had killed himself.* Nazism and its eugenics were defeated. But now its 

architects and adherents would reinvent its past. 

7 
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In April of 1946, the military occupation newspaper in Berlin, Die Neue 

Zeitung, published an article on various doctors who had fled Germany, and 

followed it up on May 3 with specific accusations against Verschuer. In the 

article, Robert Havemann, a communist and chemist who had resisted the 

Nazis, expressed out loud what many knew. He openly accused Verschuer 

of using Mengele in Auschwitz to obtain blood samples and eyeballs from 

whole murdered families.’ 
A nervous Verschuer reacted at once. He sent a sworn statement to 

Otto Hahn, the occupation-appointed administrator of the Kaiser 

Wilhelm Institutes, insisting that he had always opposed racial concepts. 

“Even before 1933,” averred Verschuer, “but also after, I took personal 

risks and attacked, as a scientist, in speeches and in writing, the race con- 

cept of the Nazis....I argued against attributing values to races, I warned 

against the high estimation of the Nordic race, and I condemned the mis- 

use of the results of anthropology and genetics to support a materialistic 

and racial point of view of life and history.”° 
He went on to concede his relationship with Mengele, referring to him 

only as “Dr. M.,” and insisting it was totally innocent. Verschuer stated, “A 

post-doc of my former Frankfurt Institute, Dr. M., was sent against his will 

to the hospital of the concentration camp in Auschwitz. All who knew him 

learned from him how unhappy he was about this, and how he tried over 

and over again to be sent to the front, unfortunately without success. Of his 

work we learned that he tried to be a physician and help the sick... .’ 

“After I went to Berlin [from Frankfurt],” Verschuer continued, “I 

began research on the individual specificity of the serum proteins and the 

question of their heredity.... For these experiments I needed blood sam- 

ples of people of different geographic background. ... At that time my for- 

mer post-doc Dr. M. visited me and offered to obtain such blood samples 

for me within the context of his medical activity in the camp Auschwitz. In 

this manner I received—during this time, certainly not regularly—a few 

parcels of 20-30 blood samples of 5-10 mls.”® 
Verschuer then asked Hahn to give him a character reference, and 

even drafted a statement for Hahn to sign: “Professor von Verschuer is 

an internationally known scientist who has kept away from all political 

activity.... Professor von Verschuer had nothing to do with the errors 

and misuses of the Nazis, by which his scientific field was particularly 

hit. He kept his distance from them and, whenever he was confronted by 

them, he criticized them courageously.” Hahn would not sign such a 
document.’ 
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So Verschuer sought support from his allies in American eugenics. 

Shortly after Havemann’s exposé, Verschuer wrote to Paul Popenoe in Los 

Angeles, hoping to reestablish cooperative ties. On July 25, Popenoe wrote 

back, “It was indeed a pleasure to hear from you again. I have been very anx- 

ious about my colleagues in Germany. ...I suppose sterilization has been 

discontinued in Germany?” Popenoe offered tidbits about various 

American eugenic luminaries and then sent various eugenic publications. In 

a separate package, Popenoe sent some cocoa, coffee and other goodies.!° 

Verschuer wrote back, “Your very friendly letter of 7/25 gave me a great 

deal of pleasure and you have my heartfelt thanks for it. The letter builds 

another bridge between your and my scientific work; I hope that this 

bridge will never again collapse but rather make possible valuable mutual 

enrichment and stimulation.” Seeking American bona fides, Verschuer 

tried to make sure his membership in the American Eugenics Society was 

still active. “In 1940, I was invited to become a member of the American 

Eugenics Society,” Verschuer wrote. “Now that this calamitous war has 

ended, I hope that this membership can be continued. I would be grateful if 

you might make a gesture in this matter. In this context, I would like to 

mention that in recent months a former employee, a person devoid of char- 

acter, has made extremely defamatory statements about me, which have 

also found their way into the American press. Therefore, it is possible that 

persons who do not know me better might have formed a wrong opinion of 

me. You will surely understand that it is important to me that any damage 

to my reputation be repaired and I would be very grateful for your kind 

help in doing so.”!! 
Verschuer wrote again at the end of September 1946, requesting 

Popenoe’s help. Because Verschuer was considered part of the Nazi med- 

ical murder apparatus, the Americans had halted his further work. “Since I 

wrote you,” said Verschuer, “I have learned that the American military gov- 

ernment does not intend to permit the continuation of my scientific work. 

This attitude can only be due to the spread of false information about me 

and my work. I have regularly sent you all of my scientific publications and 

you have known me for many years through correspondence. ‘Therefore, 

may I ask for two things? 1. For a letter of recommendation from yourself 

and other American scientists who know me, stating that you know me as a 

serious scientific researcher and that you value my continued scientific 

work; 2. I ask you and other American geneticists and eugenicists who 

know me to undertake steps with the American military government in 

Germany to bring about the granting of permission for me to continue my 
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life’s work as a scientific researcher. It is my urgent wish that I be able to 

rebuild genetic and eugenic science from the ruins we stand upon in every 

area in Germany, a science that—free of the misuse of past years—may 

again attain international renown.”!? 

Popenoe, who had also been corresponding with Lenz, was eager to be 

helpful, but uncomfortable standing up for an accused Nazi doctor. “I am 

distressed to hear that you may not be allowed to go ahead with your scien- 

tific work,” Popenoe replied to Verschuer on November 7, 1946, “but it is 

hard for me to see how any of us over here could give any evidence that 

would be of value to you, even if we knew where to send it. Of course we 

could all testify that your scientific work before the war was objective and 

maintained very high standards. But if you have been ‘denazified,’ as I take 

to be the case from what you say, it was certainly not for that work, which is 

the only work I know about. None of us over here knows anything about 

what was going on in Germany from about 1939 onwards, but I suppose 

the action taken against you is due to your prominence in public life, as the 

successor of Eugen Fischer (who has been attacked bitterly in this country), 

etc. I could say nothing that would be pertinent, because I don’t know any- 

thing about it. I am being perfectly frank with you, as you see.... But as it 

stands now, all I could say is: ‘All his work that I saw before the war was of 

high quality,’ and the authorities would presumably reply, “That has noth- 

ing to do with it.” 

Correspondence bounced back and forth between the two until 

Popenoe finally sent a brief letter of endorsement, limited to the prewar 

years. Verschuer then asked if he could be invited to join the faculty of an 

American university. “I have inquired from some leaders in American 

genetics,” Popenoe replied, “and they all feel that it will be a long time 

before any university here is ready to offer a position to any German scien- 

tist who occupied an important position in Germany during the war years. 

As you perhaps know, our army brought over a number of physicists and 

other specialists, and their presence in this country has led to many protests 

and recriminations. I think it is out of the question, therefore, for you to 

look forward to any scientific activity here in the next few years—much as I 

myself should like to have a visit from you.”!* 
Throughout late 1947 and 1948, Verschuer continued corresponding 

with leading eugenicists and geneticists at American institutions, seeking to 

reestablish academic exchanges and professional standing. He submitted 

one of his older books for a new review by the American Eugenics Society. 

Popenoe promptly assured he would review it in a new eugenic publication 
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called Family Life, and then bemoaned the loss of German eugenic publica- 

tions. “It is sad to think,” Popenoe wrote, “that the scientific journals, and 

even the publishing houses that produced them no longer exist!” Verschuer 

also began exchanges with scientists at the University of Michigan and the 

University of Minnesota. These were received with goodwill and even 

enthusiasm. When Nazi agitator C. M. Goethe of California received 

Verschuer’s letter, he replied that he was “thrilled.” 
While Verschuer was busy reestablishing his support in America, he 

was rehabilitating himself in occupied Germany as well. After making his 

accusations public, Havemann organized a committee of Kaiser Wilhelm 

Institute scientists to examine the evidence against Verschuer. They ruled 

that Verschuer indeed had engaged in despicable acts in concert with 

Mengele at Auschwitz, but their report was kept secret for fifteen years. In 

1949, while the first report remained under lock and key, a second board of 

inquiry was urged to reexamine the issue. This second board unanimously 

ruled that he had committed no transgressions involving Auschwitz, and 

indeed that “Verschuer has all the qualities which qualify him to be a 

researcher and teacher of academic youth.” Virtually comparing Verschuer 

to Christ being crucified, the esteemed panel of German scientists declared 

they could not sit in judgment of him as “Pharisees” (Pharisierbaft).'° 

Soon, Verschuer once again became a respected scientist in Germany 

and around the world. In 1949, he became a corresponding member of the 

newly formed American Society of Human Genetics, organized by Ameri- 

can eugenicists and geneticists. Hermann Joseph Muller of Texas, a 

Rockefeller fellow who had worked at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 
Brain Research during 1932, served as the first president of the American 

Society of Human Genetics."” 

In the fall of 1950, the University of Miinster offered Verschuer a posi- 

tion at its new Institute of Human Genetics, where he later became a dean. 

At about that time he helped found the Mainz Academy of Sciences and 

Literature, which later published his books, including one on cancer. In 

the early and mid-1950s, Verschuer became an honorary member of 

numerous prestigious societies, including the Italian Society of Genetics, 

the Anthropological Society of Vienna, and the Japanese Society for 

Human Genetics.'® 
A later president of the American Society of Human Genetics, Kurt 

Hirschhorn, remembered his own encounter with Verschuer in about 

1958. An Austrian Jew, Hirschhorn had come to the United States as a 

refugee during the Hitler era. Hirschhorn became a genetic researcher 
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and, while on a fellowship to Europe, he had visited Verschuer at the 

University of Miinster. “Verschuer was partly responsible for the whole 

extermination,” Hirschhorn related emphatically during a February 2003 

interview. “He was the one that gave the Nazis the pseudo-genetic ration- 

ale to destroy the Jews and Gypsies. He was part of the organization 

[American Society of Human Genetics] in 1949 because in those days... it 

was all covered up. No one really knew. But I’ll never forget. I was sitting in 

his university office in Miinster as a young man, and he asked a lot of per- 

sonal questions about my background, and so forth, until he found out I 

was Jewish. I knew who he was by that time. I took a great deal of pleasure 

in telling him that I came to the United States from Austria, and when I 

turned eighteen, I enlisted in the army and went over there and fought the 

Nazis—and went right through Minster. He was taken aback.”!” 

In the 1960s, Frankfurt prosecutors were obliged by international pres- 

sure to continue their hunt for Nazis. The same prosecutors who investi- 

gated Mengele examined his relationship to Verschuer but concluded there 

was no connection between the two. Benno Miiller-Hill, a German geneti- 

cist, later investigated Verschuer’s activities. Miiller-Hill reviewed 

Verschuer’s many written defenses, including the one in which Verschuer 

claimed that while in Auschwitz, Mengele “tried to be a physician and help 

the sick.” Writing in the journal History and Philosophy of Science, Miiller- 

Hill described Verschuer’s account as “Lies, lies, lies.”2° 

Verschuer was never prosecuted. In 1969, he was killed in an automo- 

bile accident. But the legacy of his torturous medicine, twisted eugenics 
and conscious war crimes lives on. 

* * * 

As the ashes of Jews and Gypsies wafted into the air of Europe and were 
dumped into the Vistula River coursing through the heart of Europe, so 
their victimization flowed into the mainstream of modern medical litera- 
ture. Medical literature evolves from decade to decade. As American 
eugenic pseudoscience thoroughly infused the scientific journals of the first 
three decades of the twentieth century, Nazi-era eugenics placed its unmis- 
takable stamp on the medical literature of the twenties, thirties and forties. 

The writings of Nazi doctors not only permeated the spectrum of 
German medical journals, they also appeared prominently in American 
medical literature. These writings included the results of war crime experi- 
mentation at concentration camps. Verschuer’s own bibliographies, circa 
1939, enumerated a long list of Nazi scientific discoveries, authored by 
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him, his colleagues and assistants, including Mengele. Such scientific pub- 
lication continued right through the last days of the Third Reich. The top- 

ics included everything from rheumatism, heart disease, eye pathology, 

blood studies, brain function, tuberculosis, and the gastric system to end- 
less permutations of hereditary pathology.?! Much of it was sham science. 
Some of it was astute. Both types found their way into the medical litera- 

ture of the fifties and sixties. Hence, Nazi victimization contributed signif- 

icantly to many of the modern medical advances of the postwar period. 

For example, the Nazis at Dachau, using ice water tests, were the first 

to experimentally lower human body temperature to 79.7 degrees 

Fahrenheit—this to discover the best means of reviving Luftwaffe pilots 

downed over the North Sea. Nazi scientists learned that the most effective 
method was rapid rewarming in hot water. Nuremberg testimony revealed 

that Dr. Sigmund Rascher, who oversaw these heinous hypothermia tests, 

prominently reported his breakthroughs at a 1942 medical symposium with 

a paper entitled “Medical Problems Arising from Sea and Winter.””” 

After the war, Rascher’s conclusions were gleaned from Nazi reports 

and reluctantly adopted by British and American air-sea rescue services. A 

Nuremberg war crimes report on Nazi medicine summed up the extreme 

discomfort of Allied military doctors: “Dr. Rascher, although he wallowed 

in blood...and in obscenity...nevertheless appears to have settled the 

question of what to do for people in shock from exposure to cold.... The 

method of rapid and intensive rewarming in hot water...should be imme- 

diately adopted as the treatment of choice by the Air-Sea Rescue Services 

of the United States Armed Forces.”” 
Rascher reported to Hubertus Strughold, director of the Luftwaffe 

Institute for Aviation Medicine. Strughold attended the Berlin medical 

conference that reviewed Rascher’s revelations. A Nazi scientist wrote at 

the time that there were no “objections whatsoever to the experiments 

requested by the Chief of the Medical Service of the Luftwaffe to be con- 
ducted at the Rascher experimental station in the Dachau concentration 

camp. If possible, Jews or prisoners held in quarantine are to be used.””* 
After the war, Strughold was smuggled into the United States under the 

infamous Operation Paperclip project, which offered Nazi scientists refuge 

and immunity in exchange for their scientific expertise. Once in the U.S., 

Strughold became the leader in American aviation medicine. His work was 

directly and indirectly responsible for numerous aeromedical advances, 

including the ability to walk effortlessly in a pressurized air cabin—now 

taken for granted—but which was also developed as a result of Dachau 
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experiments. He was called “the father of U.S. Space Medicine,” and 

Brooks Air Force Base in Texas named its Aeromedical Library in his 

honor. A celebratory mural picturing Strughold was commissioned by 

Ohio State University. When Jewish and Holocaust-survivor groups, led 

by the Anti-Defamation League, discovered the honors extended to 

Strughold, they objected. Ohio State University removed its mural in 

1993. The U.S. Air Force changed its library’s name in 1995.” 
In 2003, the state of New Mexico still listed Strughold as a member of 

its International Space Hall of Fame. But on February 13, 2003, when this 

reporter asked about their honoree’s Nazi connection, a startled museum 

official declared, “If he was doing experiments at Dachau, it would give one 

pause why anyone would ever nominate him in the first place.” Museum 

officials added they would immediately look into removing his name.”° 
Another case involved Nazi doctors Hallervorden and Spatz. In 1922, 

the two had successfully identified a rare and devastating brain disease 

caused by a genetic mutation. The disease came to be known as 

Hallervorden-Spatz Syndrome in their honor. During the Hitler era, while 

working at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Brain Research, Hallervorden 

and Spatz furthered their research by utilizing hundreds of brains har- 

vested from T-4 victims. Right through the 1960s, Hallervorden authored 

numerous influential scientific papers on the subject. For decades, the 

name Hallervorden-Spatz has been used by the leading medical institutions 

in the world, honoring the two Nazis who discovered the disorder. 

Thousands of articles and presentations have been made on the topic, using 

the name Hallervorden-Spatz. Medical investigators created an “Inter- 

national Registry of Patients with Hallervorden-Spatz Syndrome and 

Related Disorders.””’ 
Leading family support groups involved with the disorder have also 

taken their organizational names from the two Nazi doctors. But the news 

about Hallervorden and Spatz’s Nazi past recently became known to many 

in the field. In 1993, two doctors expressed the view of many in a letter to 

the editor of the journal Neurology. “It is also time to stop using the term, 

‘Hallervorden-Spatz disease’ whose only purpose is to honor Hallervorden 

by using his name.” Another journal, Lancet, expressed a similar view in 
1996, describing the continued honorary use of the name “Hallervorden- 
Spatz” as “indefensible” because “both Hallervorden and Spatz were 
closely associated with the Nazi extermination policies.”28 

In January of 2003, the Hallervorden-Spatz Syndrome Association 
renamed itself the NBIA Disorders Association; the acronym was derived 
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from “neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation.” Just after the 

announcement, the newly-renamed association’s president, Patricia Wood, 

told this reporter that the name change was certainly due to the legacy of 

Nazi experiments attached to Hallervorden and Spatz. The association’s 

website confirmed that the name change was driven by “concerns about the 
unethical activities of Dr. Hallervorden (and perhaps also Dr. Spatz) 

involving euthanasia of mentally ill patients during World War II.”?° 

The National Institutes of Health also adopted the Hallervorden-Spatz 

appellation for its research into the disease. NIH convened a two-day 

workshop on the disorder in May of 2000. As of March 2003, the National 

Institutes of Health continues to maintain a Hallervorden-Spatz Disease 

Information web page. On February 13, 2003, an NIH spokesman said that 

the institute was becoming aware of the Hallervorden-Spatz Nazi legacy 

and monitoring name changes in the field. “It is unfortunate that the two 

people who have discovered and researched this disease have undergone 

political scrutiny,” the spokesman said, “but I don’t see any name change at 

this time.” The spokesman stressed that the problem was mere “political 

scrutiny.” The spokesman did confirm that the institute would adjust 

its website’s search engine to permit the term “NBIA” to reach its 

Hallervorden-Spatz information sites.*° 
Nazi medical victims suffered torture to substantially advance Reich 

scientific knowledge and modern medicine. Then the murdered specimens 

were delivered to the likes of Verschuer and Hallervorden and their 
eugenic institutions. But then what? After the war, victims’ remains were 

transferred to or maintained by some of Germany’s leading medical 

research facilities. Hence the exterminated continued to provide organic 

service to German medicine. In 1989, the Max Planck Institute for Brain 

Research, the successor to Hallervorden’s center, admitted that it still pos- 

sessed thirty tissue samples in its files. That same year, tissue samples and 

skeletons were also found in universities in Tiibingen and Heidelberg. In 

1997, investigators confirmed that the University of Vienna’s Institute of 

Neurobiology still housed four hundred Holocaust victims’ brains. The 

University of Vienna had functioned as part of the Reich after Austria’s 

union with Germany in 1938. Similar discoveries have been made else- 

where in former Nazi-occupied Europe.*! 

In many cases, local officials, acting nearly a half-century after the fact, 

have elected to cremate the remains respectfully and bury them in memo- 

rial cemeteries. At one such burial service, conducted by Eberhard-Karls 

University in Tiibingen, Professor Emeritus of Neuropathology Jiirgen 
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Peiffer spoke solemnly. “We must remember,” he eulogized, “that there is a 

dangerous possibility that we may bury our bad consciences together with 

these tissue remains, thereby avoiding the necessity of remembering the 
past....I know that there are those who think we are acting out of faint- 

heartedness and anxiety; some ask whether ‘dust to dust’ really applies to 

glass slides and whether this act is the appropriate answer?” He answered 

his own question when he read aloud the inscription on the tablet.*” 

Displaced, oppressed, maltreated, 

Victims of despotism or blind justice, 

They first found their rest here. 

Science, which did not respect 

Their rights and dignity during life, 

Sought even to use their bodies after death. 

Be this stone a reminder to the living.*? 
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American Legacy 

merica’s retreat from eugenics was precipitated by the convergence of 
two forces: Hitler’s ascent in Germany and the climactic exit of the 

pseudoscience’s founding fathers from Cold Spring Harbor. But it was not 

a moment of truth that finally convinced the Carnegie Institution and the 

eugenic establishment to turn away from their quest for a superior Nordic 

race. Rather, the end was an inexorably slow process devoid of mea culpas, 

one that saw the major players withdraw only with great reluctance. 

The real father of eugenics was of course Charles Benedict Davenport. 

Galton was merely the grandfather. It was Davenport who twisted Galton’s 

stillborn Victorian vision into self-righteous social-biological action. 

Eugenics always risked veering completely out of control. It did in Nazi 

Germany. 

During the twelve-year Hitler regime, Davenport never wavered in his 

scientific solidarity with Nazi race hygiene. Nor did he modify his view 

that the racially robust were entitled to rule the earth. But Germany’s tri- 

umph in the thirties wielding his principles did not bring Davenport the 

personal fulfillment he craved. During all his years at the pinnacle of inter- 

national eugenic science, Davenport remained the same sad, embittered, 

intellectually defensive man who had first embarked upon a biological cru- 

sade at the turn of the century. As one lifelong friend remembered, Daven- 

port remained “a lone man, living a life of his own in the midst of others, 

feeling out of place in almost any crowd.” Davenport could acquire inter- 

national celebrity, but never personal happiness.! 

Correction. Davenport did find personal joy in one thing: his children, 

especially his son Charlie, born January 8, 1911. Little Charlie unlocked 
the affectionate quality guarded deep within men like Davenport. Proudly, 

Davenport would call out through the neighborhood for Charlie to come 

back for dinner after a day’s play. A family friend remembers the intense 

“pride and devotion” Davenport felt when it came to little Charlie.’ 

385 
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The same year Charlie was born, Davenport published his cornerstone 

volume, Heredity in Relation to Eugenics, which explained the biological basis 

of the superior family. Even as millions were devastated by crippling diseases, 

such as tuberculosis and polio, Davenport's answer was to blame their ances- 

try, or more precisely, unsound protoplasm. “It is an incomplete statement,” 

asserted Davenport’s book, “that the tubercle bacillus is the cause of tuberculo- 

sis, or alcohol the cause of delerium tremens or syphilis the cause of paresis. 

Experience proves it....In general, the causes of disease as given in the 

pathologies are not the real causes. They are due to inciting conditions act- 

ing on susceptible protoplasm. The real cause of death of any person is his 

inability to cope with the disease germ or other untoward conditions.” Fatal 
epidemics did not kill, preached Davenport, only defective germ plasm.’ 

On the evening of September 5, 1916, Davenport came face to face 

with his own dogma. That night, young Charlie was stricken by polio. 

Death entered the Davenport household quickly; within hours of showing 

symptoms, Charlie was dead. The next day the boy was interred in the fam- 

ily plot of a Brooklyn cemetery. Davenport never recovered from the loss. 

A close associate recounted a broken man, a man absolutely “prostrated.” 

After the funeral, both he and his wife retired to a sanitarium for several 

weeks. When he emerged, Davenport became even more cloistered and 

relentless in his work.* 
For years, Davenport uncompromisingly continued to seek out the 

imperfect, the inferior, the weak and the susceptible, demanding their 

elimination. In 1934, at age sixty-eight, after a three-decade crusade, 

Davenport retired from the Carnegie Institution. Officials at the 

Washington office allocated a small room at the Eugenics Record Office to 

him, along with clerical help. On June 28, he delivered his final official 

address, “Reminiscences of Thirty Years.” The next day, Davenport began 

the remainder of his joyless life. The letter he dictated to his secretary 

almost stoically informed the Carnegie Institution: “I am now getting set- 

tled in a corner of the south room, second floor, of the Eugenics Record 

Office, and am looking forward to a chance of uninterrupted research.”* 

Davenport of course continued to be active as the elder statesman of 

eugenics into the 1940s, even as the Nazis assumed international leadership 

and swept Davenport’s principles into a brutal war. As late as 1943, 

Davenport was protesting, in Eugenical News, the widespread opposition to 

stern racial policies. But during his retirement years, Davenport mostly 

busied himself with continuous private investigations of mice, children, 

and other organisms.° 
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In January of 1944, Davenport became fixated on a killer whale that had 

beached itself off Long Island. He was determined to have its skull to 

exhibit at his new whaling museum at Cold Spring Harbor. Night after 

night, in a steam-filled but uninsulated shed, Davenport boiled the whale’s 

head in a great cauldron. It was a slow process. The enormous orca was 

tough and resistant. Even as the weather became more and more brutal, 

Davenport would not give up. He fought the elements and the whale skull 

for two weeks, determined to beat them both. He became weaker and 

weaker.’ 
Colleagues remembered that one night Davenport appeared at an ERO 

staff meeting reeking of blubber. He sat off by himself, seventy-eight years 

old and still unshakable. Shortly thereafter, Davenport came down with a 

severe case of pneumonia. On February 18, 1944, Davenport died, not of 

old age, but of germs.® 

* * * 

The Carnegie Institution continued to back eugenics long after its execu- 

tives became convinced it was a worthless nonscience based on shabby data, 

and years after they concluded that Harry Hamilton Laughlin himself was 

a sham. 
Laughlin and eugenics in general had become the butt of jokes and the 

object of reprehension as far back as 1912, when the world learned that its 

proponents planned to sterilize millions in America and millions more in 

other nations. Scientists from other disciplines ridiculed the movement as 

well. Despite the widespread derision, eugenics persevered as a science 

under siege, battling back for years, fortified by its influential patrons, the 

power of prejudice and the big money of Carnegie. But the Carnegie 

Institution’s patience began to erode as early as 1922, when Laughlin 

became a public font of racist ideology during the Congressional immigra- 

tion restriction hearings.” 
Carnegie president John C. Merriam continued to be embarrassed by 

Laughlin’s immigration rantings throughout the 1920s. But he tolerated 

them for the greater agenda of the eugenics movement. However, 

Laughlin struck a particular nerve in the spring of 1928, while Merriam 

and a U.S. government official were touring Mexican archaeology sites. 

During the tour, Mexican newspapers splashed a story that Merriam’s 

Carnegie Institution was proposing that Congress severely limit immigra- 

tion of Mexicans into the United States. It was Laughlin who prompted 

the story."° 
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Merriam immediately instructed Davenport to muzzle Laughlin. “He 

[Merriam] feels especially that you ought not go further,” Davenport wrote 

Laughlin, “... helping the [House] committee on a definition of who may 

be acceptable as immigrants to the United States from Spanish America. 

The Spanish Americans are very sensitive on this matter. ...It will not do 

for the Carnegie Institution of Washington, or its officers, to take sides in 

this political question.” Anticipating Laughlin’s predictable argument, 

Davenport continued, “I know you regard it properly as more than a polit- 

ical question and as a eugenical question—but it is in politics now, and that 

means that the institution has to preserve a neutrality.”"! 
Yet Laughlin did nothing to restrict his vocal activities. By the end of 

1928, Merriam convened an internal committee to review the value of the 

Eugenics Record Office. In early February of 1929, the committee 

inspected the Cold Spring Harbor facility and concluded that the accumu- 

lation of index cards, trait records and family trees amounted to little more 

than clutter. They “are of value only to the individual compiling them,” 

the committee wrote, and even then “in most cases they decrease in 

importance in direct proportion to their age.” Some of the files were 

almost two decades old, and all of them reflected nineteenth-century 

record-keeping habits now obsolete. The mass of records yielded much 

private information about individuals and their families, but little hard 

knowledge on heredity.!” 
Nonetheless, with Davenport and Laughlin lobbying to continue their 

work, the panel rejected any “radical move, such as relegating them [the 

files] to dead storage.” Instead, Carnegie officials decided a closer affilia- 

tion with the Eugenics Research Association would help the ERO achieve 

some approximation of genuine science. Hence the Carnegie Institution 

would continue to operate the ERO under Carnegie’s Department of 
Genetics.¥3 

Genetics, however, was not the emphasis at Cold Spring Harbor. 

Laughlin and his ERO continued their race-based political agitation 
unabated. Moreover, once Hitler rose to power in 1933, Laughlin forged 

the ERO, the ERA and Eugenical News into a triumvirate of pro-Nazi agita- 
tion. But things changed when Davenport retired in June of 1934. 
Laughlin lost his greatest internal sponsor, and with Davenport out of 
power, Carnegie officials in Washington quickly began to move against 
Laughlin. They pointedly questioned his race science and indeed the whole 
concept of eugenics in a world where the genuine science of genetics was 
now emerging. 
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Carnegie officials first focused on Eugenical News, which had become a 
compendium of American raceology and Nazi propaganda. Although 
Eugenical News was published out of the Carnegie facilities at the ERO, by a 
Carnegie scientist, and functioned as the official voice of Carnegie’s 

eugenic operations, the Carnegie Institution did not legally own or control 

Eugenical News. It was Laughlin’s enterprise. Carnegie wanted an immedi- 
ate change and made this clear to Laughlin.'* 

Laughlin became very protective. He had always chosen what would 

and would not run in Eugenical News, and he even authored much of the 
text. In a September 11, 1934, letter to Davenport’s replacement, Albert F. 

Blakeslee, Laughlin rebuffed attempts to corral Eugenical News, defensively 

insisting, “In this formative period of making eugenics into a science, the 

ideals of the Eugenics Record Office, of the Eugenics Research 

Association, of the International Congresses and Exhibits of Eugenics, and 

of the Eugenical News are identical. I feel that the position of the Eugenical 
News as a scientific journal is quite unique, in that eugenics is a new science, 

and that the trend and rate of its development, and its ultimate character, 

will be influenced substantially by the Ewgenical News.”'° 

Laughlin made clear to Carnegie officials that they simply could not 

control Eugenical News, because it was legally the property of the Eugenics 

Research Association—and Laughlin was the secretary of the ERA. To 

drive home his point, a Laughlin memo defiantly included typed-in 

excerpts from committee reports and letters to the printer, plus sample 

issues going back to 1916—all demonstrating the ERA’s legal authority 

over Eugenical News. “I feel that the Institution should go into the matter 

thoroughly,” insisted Laughlin, “and make a clean-cut and definite ruling 

concerning the relationship of the Carnegie Institution (represented by the 

Eugenics Record Office) to the Eugenical News.”!° 
By now, Carnegie felt it was again time to formally revisit the worth of 

Laughlin and eugenics. A new advisory committee was assembled, spear- 

headed by archaeologist A.V. Kidder. He began assembling information on 

Laughlin’s activities, and Laughlin was only too happy to cooperate, almost 

boastfully inundating Kidder with folder after folder of material. With 

Davenport in retirement, Laughlin undoubtedly felt he was heir to Cold 

Spring Harbor’s throne. He sent Washington a passel of demands about 

revamping Cold Spring Harbor’s administrative structure, renovations of 

its property and new budget requests for 1935."” 

Kidder was not encouraging. He wrote back, “I think I ought to tell you 

that I feel quite certain that the administrative and financial changes which 
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you advocate are extremely unlikely, in my opinion, to be carried into effect 

in 1935.” Kidder was virtually besieged with Laughlin’s written and printed 

submissions to support his requests for a sweeping expansion of the ERO. 

On November 1, 1934, Kidder acknowledged, “I am at present reviewing 

all the correspondence and notes in my possession relative to the whole 

Cold Spring Harbor situation and in the course of a few days I shall prepare 

a memorandum for Dr. Merriam.” But within two days, Kidder conceded 

that he was overwhelmed. “I have read all the material you sent me with 

close attention,” he wrote Laughlin. “I have also read all the Year Book 

reports of the Eugenics Record Office. ...I am now trying to correlate all 

this information in what passes for my brain.”’® 
On Sunday, June 16 and Monday, June 17, 1935, the advisory committee 

led by Kidder visited Cold Spring Harbor, touring both the ERO and the 

adjacent Carnegie Station for Experimental Evolution. Laughlin’s resi- 

dence, provided by the Carnegie Institution, was one of the buildings in the 

compound, and Mrs. Laughlin graciously prepared Sunday lunch and 

Monday dinner for the delegation. The men found her hospitality delight- 

ful, and Laughlin’s presentations exhaustive. But after a thorough examina- 

tion, the advisory committee concluded that the Eugenics Record Office 

was a worthless endeavor from top to bottom, yielding no real data, and that 

eugenics itself was not science but rather a social propaganda campaign with 

no discernible value to the science of either genetics or human heredity.!” 

Almost a million ERO records assembled on individuals and families 
were “unsatisfactory for the scientific study of human genetics,” the advisory 

committee explained, “because so large a percentage of the questions con- 

cern... traits, such as ‘self-respect,’ ‘holding a grudge,’ ‘loyalty,’ [and] ‘sense 

of humor,’ which can seldom truly be known to anyone outside an individ- 

ual’s close associates; and which will hardly ever be honestly recorded, even 

were they measurable, by an associate or by the individual concerned.””° 
While much ERO attention was devoted to meaningless personality 

traits, key physical traits were being recorded so sloppily by “untrained 

persons” and “casually interested individuals” that the advisory committee 

concluded this data was also “relatively worthless for genetic study.” The 
bottom line: a million index cards, some 35,000 files, and innumerable 

other records merely occupied “a great amount of the small space avail- 

able...and, worst of all, they do not appear to us really to permit satisfac- 
tory use of the data.”?! 

The advisory committee recommended that all genealogical and 
eugenic tracking activities cease, and that the cards be placed in storage 
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until whatever bits of legitimate heredity data they contained could be 

properly extracted and analyzed using an IBM punch card system. A mil- 

lion index cards had accumulated during some two decades, but because of 

the project’s starting date in 1910 and Laughlin’s unscientific methodology, 

the data had never been analyzed by IBM’s data processing system. This 

fact only solidified the advisory committee’s conclusion that the Eugenics 

Record Office was engaged in mere biological gossip backed up by reams 

of worthless documents. The advisory committee doubted that the demo- 

graphic muddle would “ever be of value,” and added its hope that “never 

again ...should records be allowed to bank up to such an extent that they 

cannot be kept currently analyzed.”” 
The advisory committee vigorously urged that “The Eugenics Record 

Office should engage in no new undertaking; and that all current activities 

should be discontinued save for Dr. Laughlin’s work in preparation of his 

final report upon the Race Horse investigation.” Moreover, the advisory 

committee emphasized, “The Eugenics Record Office should devote its 

entire energies to pure research divorced from all forms of propaganda and 

the urging or sponsoring of programs for social reform or race betterment 

such as sterilization, birth-control, inculcation of race or national con- 

sciousness, restriction of immigration, etc. Hence it might be well for the 

personnel of the Office to discontinue connection with the Eugenical 

News.” Committee members concluded, “Eugenics is by generally accepted 

definition and understanding not a science.” They insisted that any further 

involvement with Cold Spring Harbor be devoid of the, word eugenics and 
instead gravitate to the word genetics.” 

Geneticist L. C. Dunn, a member of the advisory committee traveling 

in Europe at the time, added his opinion in a July 3, 1935, letter, openly 

copied to Laughlin. Dunn was part of a growing school of geneticists 

demanding a clean break between eugenics and genetics. “With genet- 

ics,” advised Dunn, “its relations have always been close, although there 

have been distinct signs of cleavage in recent years, chiefly due to the 

feeling on the part of many geneticists that eugenical research was not 

always activated by purely disinterested scientific motives, but was influ- 

enced by social and political considerations tending to bring about too 

rapid application of incompletely proved theses. In the United States its 

[the eugenics movement’ relations with medicine have never been close, 

the applications having more often been made through sociology than 

through medicine, although the basic problems involved are biological 

and medical ones.”** 
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Dunn wondered if it wasn’t time to shut down Cold Spring Harbor 

altogether and move the operation to a university where such an operation 

could collaborate with other disciplines. “There would seem to me to be no 

peculiar advantages in the Cold Spring Harbor location.” As it stood, 

“‘Rugenics’ has come to mean an effort to foster a program of social 

improvement rather than an effort to discover facts.” In that regard, Dunn 

made a clear comparison to Nazi excesses. “I have just observed in 

Germany,” he wrote, “some of the consequences of reversing the order as 

between program and discovery. The incomplete knowledge of today, 

much of it based on a theory of the state, which has been influenced by the 

racial, class and religious prejudices of the group in power, has been 

embalmed in law, and the avenues to improvement in the techniques of 

improving the population have been completely closed.” 
Dunn’s July 3 letter continued with even more pointed comparisons to 

Nazi Germany. “The genealogical record offices have become powerful 

agencies of the [German] state,” he wrote, “and medical judgments even 

when possible, appear to be subservient to political purposes. Apart from 

the injustices in individual cases, and the loss of personal liberty, the solu- 

tion of the whole eugenic problem by fiat eliminates any rational solution 

by free competition of ideas and evidence. Scientific progress in general 

seems to have a very dark future. Although much of this is due to the dic- 

tatorship, it seems to illustrate the dangers which all programs run which 

are not continually responsive to new knowledge, and should certainly 

strengthen the resolve which we generally have in the U.S. to keep all 

agencies which contribute to such questions as free as possible from com- 

mitment to fixed programs.””¢ | 
Carnegie’s advisory committee could not have been more clear: eugen- 

ics was a dangerous sham, the ERO was a worthless and expensive under- 

taking devoid of scientific value, and Laughlin was purely political. But as 
Hitler rose and the situation of the Jews in Europe worsened, and the 

plight of refugees seeking entry into the United States became ever more 

desperate, the Carnegie Institution elected to ignore its own findings about 

Cold Spring Harbor and continue its economic and political support for 
Laughlin and his enterprises. Shortly after Merriam reviewed the advisory 

committee’s conclusions, the Reich passed the Nuremberg Laws in 

September of 1935. Those of Jewish ancestry were stripped of their civil 

rights. Laughlin, Eugenical News and the Cold Spring Harbor eugenics 

establishment propagandized that the laws were merely sound science. 

Eugenical News even gave senior Nazi leaders a platform to justify their 
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decrees. The Carnegie Institution still took no action against its Cold 
Spring Harbor enterprise. 

In 1936, the brutal Nazi concentration camps multiplied. Systematic 

Jewish pauperization accelerated. Jews continued fleeing Germany in ter- 

ror, seeking entry anywhere. But American consulates refused them visas. 

In the face of the humanitarian crisis, Laughlin continued to advise the 

State Department and Congress to enforce stiff eugenic immigration barri- 

ers against Jews and other desperate refugees. The Carnegie Institution 

still took no action against its Cold Spring Harbor enterprise.”’ 

In 1937, Nazi street violence escalated and Germany increasingly 

vowed to extend its master race to all of Europe—and to completely cleanse 

the continent of Jews. Laughlin, Eugenical News and the eugenics establish- 

ment continued to agitate in support of the Reich’s goals and methods, and 

even distributed the anti-Semitic Nazi film, Erbkrank. The Carnegie 

Institution still took no action against its Cold Spring Harbor enterprise.”® 

In 1938, as hundreds of thousands of new refugees appeared, an emer- 

gency intergovernmental conference was convened at Evian, France. It was 

fruitless. Germany then decreed that all Jewish property was to be regis- 

tered, a prelude to comprehensive liquidation and seizure. In November, 

Kristallnacht shocked the world. Nazi agitation was now spreading into 

every country in Europe. Austria had been absorbed into the Reich. Hitler 

threatened to devour other neighboring countries as well. Laughlin, 

Eugenical News and the eugenics establishment still applauded the Hitler 

campaign. By the end of 1938, however, the Carnegie Institution realized it 

could not delay action much longer.”” 
On January 4, 1939, newly installed Carnegie president Vannevar Bush 

put Laughlin on notice that while his salary for the year was assured, Bush 

was not sure how much funding the ERO would receive—if any. At the 

same time, Jews from across Europe continued to flee the Continent, many 

begging to enter America because no other nation would take them. In 

March of 1939, the Senate Immigration Committee asked Bush if Laughlin 

could appear for another round of testimony to support restrictive “reme- 

dial legislation.” Bush permitted Laughlin to appear, and only asked him to 

limit his unsupportable scientific assertions. But Laughlin was not prohib- 

ited from again promoting eugenic and racial barriers as the best basis for 

immigration policy. Indeed, the Carnegie president reminded him, “One 

has to express opinions when he appears in this sort of inquiry, and I believe 

that yours will be found to be a conservative and well-founded estimate of 

the situation facing the Committee.” Bush added that he had personally 
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reviewed Laughlin’s prior testimony and felt it was “certainly well handled 

and valuable.”*° 
After testifying, Laughlin received a postcard at the Carnegie 

Institution in Washington from an irate citizen in Los Angeles. “As an 

American descendant of Americans for over 300 years, I’d like to learn 

what prompted you to supply [the Senate Immigration Committee] . .. with 

so much material straight from Hitler’s original edition of Mein Kampf.”*! 

At about this time, Laughlin was also permitted to testify before the 

Special Committee on Immigration and Naturalization of the New York 

State Chamber of Commerce. In May of 1939, Laughlin’s report, Immugra- 

tion and Conquest, was published under the imprimatur of the New York 

State Chamber of Commerce and “Harry H. Laughlin, Carnegie Institu- 

tion of Washington.” The 267-page document, filled with raceological 

tenets, claimed that America would soon suffer “conquest by settlement 

and reproduction” through an infestation of defective immigrants. As a 

prime illustration, Laughlin offered “The Parallel Case of the House Rat,” 

in which he traced rodent infestation from Europe to the rats’ ability “to 

travel in sailing ships.” 
Laughlin then explained, in a section entitled “The Jew as an 

Immigrant Into the United States,” that Jews were being afforded too large 

a quota altogether because they were being improperly considered by their 

nationality instead of as a distinct racial type. By Laughlin’s calculations, no 

more than six thousand Jews per year ought to be able to enter the United 

States under the existing national quota system—the system he helped 

organize a half-decade earlier—but many more were coming in because 

they were classified as German or Russian or Polish instead of Jewish. He 

asked that Jews in the United States “assimilate” properly and prove their 

“loyalty to the American institutions” was “greater than their loyalty to 

Jews scattered through other nations.” Immigration and Conquest’s precepts 

were in many ways identical to Nazi principles. Laughlin and the ERO 

proudly sent a copy to Reich Interior Minister Wilhelm Frick, as well as to 

other leading Nazis, including Verschuer, Lenz, Ploetz and even Riidin at a 

special address care of a university in occupied Czechoslovakia.*? 
In late 1938, the Carnegie Institution finally disengaged from Eugenical 

News. The publication became a quarterly completely under the aegis of the 

American Eugenics Society, published out of AES offices in Manhattan, with 

a new editorial committee that did not include Laughlin or any other 
Carnegie scientist. The first issue of the reorganized publication was circu- 

lated in March of 1939. Shortly thereafter, the Carnegie Institution formal- 
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ized Laughlin’s retirement, effective at the end of the year. On September 1, 
1939, the Nazis invaded Poland, igniting World War II. Highly publicized 

atrocities against Polish Jews began at once, shocking the world. Efforts by 

Laughlin in the final months of 1939 to find a new sponsor for the ERO were 

unsuccessful. On December 31, 1939, Laughlin officially retired. The 

Eugenics Record Office was permanently closed the same day.*+ 
Laughlin and his wife immediately moved back to Kirksville, Missouri. 

The last years of his life were uneventful, and he died in Kirksville on 

January 26, 1943. Davenport eulogized him in Eugenical News as a great 

man whose views were opposed by those of “a different social philosophy 

which is founded more on sentiment and less on a thorough analysis of the 

facts.” Davenport saluted his protégé, predicting that within a generation 

Laughlin’s work would be “widely appreciated” for what it really was: 

“preservation...from the clash of opposing ideals and instincts found in 

the more diverse racial or geographical groups.”?° 
Strangely enough, Laughlin, the staunch defender of strong germ plasm 

and warrior against the feebleminded and the hereditarily defective, left no 

children. The family kept it a secret, but the rumor was that Laughlin him- 

self suffered from an inherited disease that made him subject to uncontrol- 

lable seizures. These seizures had occasionally occurred in front of his 

colleagues at the ERO. Laughlin’s condition had been discovered in the 

1920s upon his return from Europe. During one episode, Laughlin report- 

edly drove off the road near Cold Spring Harbor and almost ran into the 

water. An obstruction stopped his vehicle. Laughlin nearly died that night, 

and his wife reportedly never allowed him to drive a car again.*° 

Among his many crusades, Laughlin may best be remembered for his 

antagonism toward epileptics. He claimed that epilepsy was synonymous 

with feeblemindedness, and that people with epilepsy did not belong in 

society. He fought to keep such people out of America and demanded their 

sterilization and even their imprisonment in segregated camps. No wonder 

the family kept his condition a secret. Childless and frustrated, Harry 

Hamilton Laughlin reportedly suffered his genetic disease in silence and 

died under its grip. The disease: epilepsy.*” 

* * * 

Once Laughlin retired on December 31, 1939, Carnegie began the immedi- 

ate and systematic dismantling of the ERO, abandoning three decades of 

support for racial eugenics. Mail addressed to the ERO, and even letters 

specifically addressed to Laughlin or Davenport, were not forwarded to 
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either man. Instead, a series of standard responses were typed up for clerical 

staff to utilize in replying to all correspondents. The message: work at the 

office had been suddenly discontinued and no questions could be answered.*® 

Personal correspondents were told to contact Laughlin or Davenport 

directly at their home addresses. But if a letter involved even the slightest 

reference to eugenics or the Cold Spring Harbor installation, it was 

answered with a vague customized form letter. For example, on February 

19, 1940, the widow of Lucien Howe sent a handwritten personal note to 

Davenport lamenting the news that the ERO had been discontinued. An 

officer of the Carnegie Institution replied for him, writing back to the 

aging Mrs. Howe, “Your letter of the 19th to Dr. Davenport has been 

turned over to me for reply” and so on.*? 
When eugenic enthusiasts earnestly mailed in their family trees or 

genealogical trait records, or requested copies of their files or pertinent 

information from them, they were deftly answered with noncommittal 

form letters. When a Texas man offered family information, he received a 

curt note, “Doctor Laughlin has resigned, and for the time being at least, 

the Genetics Record Office is not in a position to file and index family 

records.” The same type of reply was mailed out time and time again. The 

ERO had operated under the name “Eugenics Record Office” until 1939, 

when Carnegie officials insisted on a cosmetic name change to “Genetics 

Record Office.” From 1939 on, Carnegie Officials consistently referred 

to the ERO as the “Genetics Record Office” or sometimes simply the 

“Record Office,” avoiding any use of the word eugenics.*© 

Letters came in for years. Carnegie officials generally acted as though 

they had no access to Laughlin’s files and therefore could not answer spe- 

cific questions. But in fact Carnegie administrators kept the files close at 

hand and quietly checked them in some cases. For example, when Jane 

Betts in Wichita asked about record #51323 on February 29, 1944, a 

Carnegie official quickly plucked her record out of a million files and 

replied about its status. With few exceptions, however, questions addressed 
to the Eugenics Record Office were generally answered with no real infor- 

mation except that the office was closed and no data was available.*! 

After World War II, when the magnitude of Hitler’s eugenicide 
became apparent, the Carnegie Institution decided to get rid of its 

records. It sold the ERO building at Cold Spring Harbor but retained the 

rest of the facilities. Officials destroyed many of Laughlin’s years-old 

unpublished worksheets on horse racing and breeding (an adjunct to his 

investigations in human heredity), but finding recipients for the rest of 
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the ERO’s enormous and controversial collection was not easy. In May of 

1947, a leading heredity clinic at the University of Michigan was offered 

the files but wondered whether Carnegie would provide a stipend to 

house the materials. Carnegie would not. So Carnegie kept searching for 

someone to take the files.” 
In September of 1947, a Carnegie administrator overseeing the dis- 

mantled Cold Spring Harbor operation wrote to the Dight Institute, an 

independent eugenic research organization at the University of Minnesota. 

“If any institution is interested in the records of the Genetics Record 
Office, I am confident that arrangements could be made...to transfer 

them.” But, the note added, “there is very little chance that those funds 

[formerly used to run the ERO] would be transferred with the records.” 

Dight director Sheldon Reed, an ardent eugenicist, replied, “It seems a 

great pity to me that the work must be abandoned.” As for transferring the 

voluminous files to Dight, Reed posed a number of questions about the size 

and breadth of the collection and the cost of the transfer. Dight did not 

want to pay any of the moving expenses. As Dight officials pondered the 

usefulness of a collection they termed “colossal,” Reed was frank with the 

Carnegie Institution. “I am sorry to take up your time with this business 

[the many logistical questions],” he wrote, “but it may be that you are even 

more interested in getting rid of records than I am in obtaining them.” 

Eventually, Carnegie officials decided the best idea was to disperse the 

ERO records. In January of 1948, the Dight Institute agreed to house the 

ERO’ extensive individual trait and family documents if Carnegie would 

defray the expected $1,000 shipping costs. Some six months later the 

Minnesota Historical Society agreed to take a half-ton of biographical 

jubilee books, family genealogical volumes and related materials. At the 

same time, the New York Public Library received a thousand ERO vol- 

umes of family genealogical books and local histories. Horse racing and 

stud breeding publications were handed over to the family that had origi- 

nally sponsored the research. Carnegie donated Davenport’s voluminous 

papers and Laughlin’s ERO operational papers to the American Philo- 

sophical Society in Philadelphia, while maintaining some documents at a 

Cold Spring Harbor archive and retaining some others in Washington. 

When the Dight Institute closed its doors in the 1990s, its ERO papers 

were also sent to the American Philosophical Society, which now holds the 

largest consolidated eugenic collection anywhere.* 

The dispersal of the records of the Cold Spring Harbor enterprise did 

not end the flow of letters to the ERO. For decades, people continued to 
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send requests for eugenic information, updates of their pedigrees, and 

proof of their family’s biological worth. In 1952, a dozen years after the 

ERO’s closure, Clifford Frazier, an attorney in Greensboro, North 

Carolina, wrote offering to “bring my family data heretofore furnished up 

to date.” In 1953, James Brunn, a realtor in Kansas City, Missouri, wrote 

requesting information to help trace his lineage back to the Revolutionary 

War. In 1959, Minnie Williams of Harrison, Ohio, wrote to say that she 

had finally assembled as much information as she could about her family 

pedigree; she had been working at it for years. In 1966, Elsie Van Guilder 

addressed a letter to “American Breeders Association, Eugenics Section, 

Cold Spring Harbor” seeking to trace her family. In 1976, E. Taylor 

Campbell of St. Joseph, Missouri, explained that he had been working on 

his family tree for fifty-one years, and he still needed nine more forms.*° 
Indeed, eugenic enthusiasts continued remitting family traits and prof- 

fering inquiries for decades. Letters continued into the 1980s, forty years 

after the ERO was dismantled. They probably never stopped. In February 

of 2003, a North Carolina attorney told this reporter than he had just dis- 

covered old ERO forms from his father’s day; the attorney said his daugh- 

ter was working with them to advance the family genealogy. Laughlin’s 

work was that engrained in America. It persevered—not only in the mind- 

sets of generations of Americans, but also in America’s laws.*’ 

Although the ERO stopped functioning in 1939, America’s eugenic 

laws did not. Tens of thousands of Americans continued to be forcibly ster- 

ilized, institutionalized and legally prevented from marriage on the basis of 

racial and eugenic laws. During the 1940s, some 15,000 Americans were 

coercively sterilized, almost a third of them in California. In the fifties, 

about ten thousand were sterilized. In the sixties, thousands more were 

sterilized. All told, an estimated 70,000 were eugenically sterilized in the 

first seven decades of the twentieth century; the majority were women. 

California consistently outdistanced every other state.*® 
Victims, especially those who only discovered their sterilizations years 

after the fact, eventually began to initiate litigation. One such victim was 

Joseph Juhan, a Tennessee war veteran with little formal education but with 

a pointed message for the Carnegie Institution. In late 1976, he penned a 

letter filled with poorly formed characters and numerous misspellings, ran- 

domly employing parentheses for emphasis, that nevertheless poignantly 

asserted his legal rights. The letter was addressed to “Dr. Charles 

Davenport, Dept of Experimental Evolution” at Cold Spring Harbor. 
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Dear Sir: I write to “request” your help. In the year of “1954” while a 

patient at the (State Hospital), at Milledgeville, Ga, a visectomy or steriliza- 

tion operation was performed upon me, by orders of a state (eugenics 

board). A mental (deficiency dygnoses was made of my case. At the time I 

was only 18 years old. 

I was wondering as the (Carnegie Instutions Dep. of experimental evo- 

lution or (eugenics studies) have have been ingaged in the study of (state 

mental inistutions records of (certain mental deficiency cases, if to your 

“knowledge” there has been in (eugenic’s studys connected with the 

(Carnegie Inistutions at the (Milledgeville State Hosp in the State of Ga, 

in 1954. 

The purpose of this “inquirey” is to obtain records for the American 

Civil Liberty’s Union, in order to present befor a (U.S. Court of Law the 

(circumstances of my case, in 1954, whereby a (State Hospital acting under 

orders of a (Eugenics) Board did cause a (vocectomy) or sterlization opera- 

tion, upon me at the age of 18. 

I feel this was (uncessary, in violation of the (Fundimental, or basic free- 

doms guaranteed under the (U.S, Contitution) as no (mental deficiency of a 

genetic nature has ever exzisted in my case. 

Your help in this matter will be greately appriecated. 

I am Sincerely 

Joseph Juhan 

c/o U.S., VA Hospital 

Murfreesboro, Tenn 37130*? 

A response came from Agnes Fisher, the Record Office’s secretary. 

Dear Mr. Juhan, 

I am writing in reply to your letter addressed to Dr. Charles Davenport. 

(Dr. Davenport retired from the Carnegie Institution in 1934, and died in 

1944.) 

You inquired about the possibility that eugenic studies were made by 

the Carnegie Institution at the Milledgeville State Hospital in 1954. 

The Eugenics Record Office, formerly connected with the Department 

of Genetics in Cold Spring Harbor, was closed in 1939 upon the retirement 

of its director, Dr. H. H. Laughlin. At that time all studies and activities 

carried on by the Record Office or its staff were discontinued. Therefore 

no such studies could have been made in 1954.°° 
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The American Civil Liberties Union never filed a sterilization suit in 

Georgia. But a few years later, in 1980, the ACLU in Richmond did file a 

historic suit against the state of Virginia on behalf of the victims of the 

Lynchburg Training School where Carrie Buck was sterilized. The ACLU 

ultimately forced Virginia to confront its history. In May of 2002, the gov- 

ernor of Virginia formally apologized to victims living and dead for decades 

of eugenic sterilizations. The governors of California, Oregon, North 

Carolina and South Carolina have followed suit.*! 
Nonetheless many of the laws are still on the books. For example, 

North Carolina’s eugenic sterilization law, although not used for years, 

remains in force and was even updated in 1973 and 1981. Chapter 35, 

Article 7 still allows for court ordered sterilization for moral as well as med- 
ical improvement. While most states stopped enforcing sterilization 

statutes in the sixties and seventies, the practice did not stop everywhere. 

Across the country, additional thousands of poor urban dwellers, Puerto 

Rican women and Native Americans on reservations continued to be steril- 
ized—not under state laws, but under special federal provisions.*” 

In the seventies, for example, a group of Indian Health Service physi- 

cians implemented an aggressive program of Native American sterilization. 

According to a U.S. General Accounting Office study, hospitals in just four 

cities sterilized 3,406 women and 142 men between 1972 and 1976. The 

women widely reported being threatened with the loss of welfare benefits 

or custody of their children unless they submitted to sterilization. A federal 

court ordered that all future Indian Health Service sterilizations employ 

the proper safeguards of legitimate therapeutic procedures, and that “indi- 

viduals seeking sterilization be orally informed at the outset that no Federal 

benefits can be withdrawn because of failure to accept sterilization.” 

During the same four-year period, one Oklahoma hospital alone sterilized 

nearly 8 percent of its fertile female patients. No one will ever know the full 

scope of Indian sterilization in the postwar period because medical records 

were either not kept or were incomplete.’ 
Eugenics left behind more than sterilization laws. Marriage prohibi- 

tions remained in force. For example, Walter Plecker’s Racial Integrity 

Act and numerous similar state statutes endured long after the ERO and 

Plecker disappeared. These laws potentially affected millions in ways that 

society can never measure. In 1958, two Virginians, a black woman 

named Mildred Jeter and a white man named Richard Loving, were mar- 

ried in Washington, D.C., to avoid violating Plecker’s law. Upon their 

return to Virginia, they were arrested and indicted by the Caroline 
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County grand jury. The trial judge suspended their one-year jail sentence 
on the condition that they leave Virginia and not return together for 
twenty-five years.°* 

From their new residence across the river in Washington, D.C., the 
Lovings appealed the infringement of their civil rights. Appellate courts, 
one after another, affirmed Virginia’s law and the couple’s conviction. 
Finally, almost nine years later in 1967, the United States Supreme Court 
considered the case.°*° 

Writing for the majority, Chief Justice Earl Warren declared: “There 
can be no doubt that restricting the freedom to marry solely because of 
racial classifications violates the central meaning of the Equal Protection 
Clause.... The freedom to marry has long been recognized as one of the 

vital personal rights essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free 

men. Marriage is one of the ‘basic civil rights of man,’ fundamental to our 

very existence and survival....To deny this fundamental freedom on so 

unsupportable a basis as the racial classifications embodied in these 

[Virginia] statutes, classifications so directly subversive of the principle of 

equality at the heart of the Fourteenth Amendment, is surely to deprive all 

the State’s citizens of liberty without due process of law.... These convic- 

tions must be reversed. It is so ordered.”*° 
After the Lovings’ victory in 1967, other states’ racial integrity laws 

became unenforceable. In 2000, Alabama became the last state in the union 

to repeal its antimiscegenation statute.” 
With the science stripped away, all that remained to justify eugenic leg- 

islation was bigotry. Late in the twentieth century, in an enlightened post- 

war era, the eugenic notions that gripped a nation and then a world were 

finally understood. It had all just been colossal academic hubris masquerad- 

ing as erudition. 

* * * 

By the late 1920s, the Carnegie Institution had confirmed by its own inves- 

tigations what many in the scientific world and society at large had long 

been saying: that the eugenic science it helped create was a fraud.*® 
Nevertheless, Carnegie allowed its Cold Spring Harbor enterprise to sup- 

ply the specious information needed to validate Virginia’s legal crusade to 

sterilize Carrie Buck. Relying on Laughlin’s pseudoscience and his own 

prejudices, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes had estab- 

lished the law of the land. In 1927, Holmes’ famous opinion decreed: 
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It is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to execute degenerate off- 

spring for crime, or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can pre- 

vent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind.... Three 

generations of imbeciles are enough.”” 

With Holmes’ decision in hand, Carnegie’s Cold Spring Harbor enter- 

prise had unleashed a national campaign to reinforce long dormant state 

laws, enact new ones and dramatically increase the number of sterilizations 

across America. Sterilizations multiplied, marriage restrictions were broad- 

ened. Hundreds of thousands were never born. Untold numbers never 
married. The intent had been to stop the reproduction of targeted non- 

Nordic groups and others considered unfit. It continued into the 1970s, 
probably even later. It was all said to be legal, based on science, sanctioned 

by the highest courts. But what was it really? 

As early as December of 1942, the Nazi plan was obvious. In a highly- 

publicized warning simultaneously broadcast in more than twenty-three 

languages the world over, the Allies announced that the Nazis were exter- 

minating five million Jews and murdering millions of other national peo- 

ples in a plan to perpetrate a master race. The Allies vowed to hold war 

crimes trials to punish the Nazis and all those who abetted them. 

Ultimately, the trials would bring to justice more than just the execution- 

ers, but those who ordered them, financed them, inspired them, facilitated 

their crimes and gave them scientific and medical support. These war 

crimes trials would ultimately include bankers, industrialists, philosophers, 

a newspaper editor, a radio propagandist, and many doctors and scientists. 

By 1943, humanity needed a new word for the Third Reich’s collective 

atrocities. The enormity of Nazi butchery of whole peoples by physical 

extermination, cultural obliteration, biological deracination and negative 

eugenics defied all previous human language. Nothing like it on so sweep- 

ing a scale had ever occurred in history. 
Raphaél Lemkin, a Jewish refugee at Duke University, formerly a pros- 

ecutor from Warsaw and an expert on international law, was commissioned 

by human rights organizations to study the crime. After a few months 

fighting as a partisan, Lemkin had fled Poland for Sweden and ultimately 

settled in the United States. His new word describing the overall Nazi 

campaign in Europe sprang from the same Greek root Galton had used. 

Eugenics was the study of “well-born life.” Lemkin’s new word, contem- 

plated by him since 1940, encompassed the systematic destruction of an 

entire group’s life. His new word was genocide.°! 
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On October 30, 1943, as Lemkin was finalizing his study, the Allies met 
in Moscow and issued a joint declaration reconfirming that there would be 
war crimes trials for Nazi perpetrators, to be conducted in both the victim- 
ized countries and in Germany. The Allies demanded that all such crimes 
cease during the final turbulent days of Europe’s liberation. “Let those who 
have hitherto not imbrued their hands with innocent blood beware lest they 

join the ranks of the guilty, for most assuredly the three Allied powers will 

pursue them to the uttermost ends of the earth and will deliver them to their 

accusors in order that justice may be done.” The declaration was signed by 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Josef Stalin.” 

Days later, on November 15, 1943, Lemkin completed his study, Axis 

Rule in Occupied Europe, which was published a year later. In a chapter enti- 

tled “Genocide,” Lemkin listed the several physical and administrative 

“techniques of genocide.” Among the techniques was a section labeled 

“Biological.” Lemkin later explained the principle: “The genocidal policy 

[of the Nazis] was far-sighted as well as immediate in its objectives. On the 

one hand an increase in the birth rate, legitimate or illegitimate, was 

encouraged within Germany and among Volksdeutsche in the occupied 

countries....On the other hand, every means to decrease the birth rate 

among ‘racial inferiors’ was used. Millions of war prisoners and forced 

laborers from all the conquered countries of Europe were kept from con- 

tact with their wives. Poles in incorporated Poland met obstacles in trying 

to marry among themselves. Chronic undernourishment, deliberately cre- 

ated by the occupant, tended not only to discourage the birth rate but also 

to an increase in infant mortality. Coming generations in Europe were 

thus planned to be predominantly of German blood, capable of over- 

whelming all other races by sheer numbers.”® 

Axis Rule in Occupied Europe even quoted a relevant Hitler speech: “We 

are obliged to depopulate as part of our mission of preserving the German 

population. We shall have to develop a technique of depopulation. If you 

ask me what I mean by depopulation, I mean the removal of entire racial 

units. And that is what I intend to carry out.... Nature is cruel, therefore 

we, too, may be cruel....I have the right to remove millions of an inferior 

race that breeds like vermin! And by ‘remove,’ I don’t necessarily mean 

destroy; I shall simply take the systematic measures to dam their great nat- 
ural fertility.... There are many ways, systematical and comparatively pain- 

less, or at any rate bloodless, of causing undesirable races to die out.” 

Some five months later, Lemkin’s chapter on genocide was popularized 

in an article entitled “Genocide—A Modern Crime,” appearing in Free 
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World, a new United Nations multilingual magazine. In Free World, 

Lemkin again cited “Biological” techniques as a means of genocide. By this 

time Lemkin had become an advisor to the Judge Advocate General of the 
U.S. Army, and military tribunal planners were working with him and his 

concepts as they prepared to bring Nazi war criminals to justice. 
Within a month of the publication of “Genocide—A Modern Crime,” 

the Third Reich fell. Lemkin’s codified principles of genocide, war crimes 

and crimes against humanity became pivotal. In August of 1945, the victori- 

ous Allies met in London and chartered an international military tribunal to 

bring the highest-ranking Nazi war criminals to justice. The so-called 

Nuremberg Trials began just three months later. The dock was hardly lim- 

ited to those Nazis who pulled triggers and ordered murders—such as 

Interior Minister Wilhelm Frick and Governor-General of Poland Hans 
Frank—but also included key propagandists and facilitators, such as newspa- 

per editor Julius Streicher and radio director Hans Fritzche. At the same 

time, international justice groups continued to further define the prior acts of 

genocide in anticipation of more war crimes tribunals, these for individuals 

of lesser stature who were nonetheless instrumental in Nazi genocide. These 

additional trials would prosecute doctors, scientists and industrialists. Many 

of these tribunals would be conducted exclusively by the United States. 
On December 11, 1946, as the United States was readying its own pros- 

ecutions, the United Nations approved Resolution 96 (I), which embedded 

the concept of “genocide” into international law. It proclaimed: “Genocide 

is a denial of the right of existence of entire human groups, as homicide is 

the denial of the right to live of individual human beings; such denial of the 

right of existence shocks the conscience of mankind, results in great losses 

to humanity in the form of cultural and other contributions represented by 
these human groups, and is contrary to moral law and the spirit and aims of 

the United Nations.”° 
Shortly thereafter, the articles of a forthcoming Treaty Against 

Genocide were formulated and later adopted through a succession of reso- 

lutions, conventions and treaties to become settled international law. The 

international convention enumerated crimes against humanity and crimes 

of genocide in five categories; the last two categories—in subsections (d) 

and (e)—squarely confronted eugenic policies: sterilization and the kidnap- 
ping of eugenically qualified children to be raised as Aryans. Article II 

stated: “In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following 
acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethni- 

cal, racial or religious group, as such: 
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(a) Killing members of the group; 

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; 

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring 

about its physical destruction in whole or in part; 

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; 

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”® 

Article HI assigned equal guilt to those who were responsible for 

“direct and public incitement” to commit the crimes described as genocide, 

and those who in other ways become complicit. Article IV declared that the 

law could punish anyone in any country, “whether they are constitutionally 

responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals.” American prose- 

cutors at the subsequent Nuremberg Trials took their cue from the treaty.°” 
In early July of 1947, the Allies indicted the leaders of the Reich’s mili- 

tarized eugenics umbrella organization, the SS Race and Settlement Office, 

which forcibly sterilized thousands, kidnapped Polish children with Nordic 

racial features, organized the Nordic breeding program known as Lebens- 

born, developed extensive genealogy files on millions and conducted 

eugenic examinations of prisoners before deciding if they should be saved 

or exterminated. For these activities, SS Race and Settlement Office leader 

General Otto Hofmann stood among those in the dock.”° 
The indictment clearly enumerated the various aspects of Nazi eugen- 

ics as genocide: “Kidnapping the children of foreign nationals in order to 

select for Germanization those who were considered of ‘racial value.’... 
Encouraging and compelling abortions on Eastern workers. ... Preventing 

marriages and hampering reproduction of enemy nationals.””! 

A week after the indictment was served on the accused, the military 

occupation’s semiofficial newspaper, Die Neue Zeitung, drove home the 

point to the German people, publishing extracts of the U.N. ‘Treaty on 

Genocide. The newspaper announced: “On 10 June the Secretary’s Office 

of the United Nations completed the first draft of an international conven- 

tion for the punishment of government officials who attempted to extermi- 

nate racial, religious, national, or political groups.... Three distinct types 

of ‘genocide’ are listed.” The paper then itemized actions that qualified as 

genocide, including “open mass murder” and housing people in conditions 

calculated to kill. Die Neue Zeitung explained that the other of the three 

most significant forms of genocide was “sterilization of large groups and 

forcible separation of families as ‘biological genocide.” The article itself 

was entered into the Nuremberg Trial record.” 
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During the long trial, which lasted almost a year, prosecutors outlined 

a lengthy bill of eugenic particulars, including the murder of those who 

did not pass eugenic tests. “The SS Race and Settlement Main Office 

(RuSHA) was responsible,” prosecutors declared, “among other things, for 

racial examinations. These racial examinations were carried out by 

RuSHA leaders or their staff members, called racial examiners.” Prosecu- 

tors charged that as part of the Reich’s genocidal campaign, RuSHA was 

continually engaged in “classification of people of German descent.” It 

added, “RuSHA, in carrying out racial investigations and examinations, 

took a leading part in the accomplishment of the [extermination] program. 

Since negative results of racial investigations and examinations led to the 
extermination or imprisonment in concentration camps of the individuals 

concerned, the Staff Main Office... acted in close cooperation with the SS 

Reich Security Main Office [the chief SS agency overseeing physical exter- 

mination]. The Reich Security Main Office imposed capital punishment 

and imprisonment in concentration camps upon individuals designated by 

RuSHA.”? 
An entire portion of the prosecutors’ case, “Section 4: Sterilization,” 

presented documents and evidence concerning the mass sterilization of 

unfit individuals by Nazis throughout Europe during the Reich’s twelve- 

year reign of terror. Leaving no doubt, prosecutors declared, “The funda- 

mental purpose... was to proclaim and safeguard the supposed superiority 

of ‘Nordic’ blood, and to exterminate and suppress all sources which might 

‘dilute’ or ‘taint’ it. The underlying objective was to assure Nazi dominance 

over Germany and German domination over Europe in perpetuity.””* 

Eugenics was also pivotal to a gamut of other war crimes. Often before 

burning a town or murdering an entire community, Nazis identified and 

kidnapped the eugenically fit Nordic children so they could be raised in 

Aryan institutions. This was done, prosecutors stated, “in accordance with 

standards... [of] Nazi racial and biological theories.” What had occurred 

in Lidice, Czechoslovakia, was read into the record as an example. After 

Lidice was selected for obliteration, every adult man in the village was exe- 

cuted and most of the village’s women were deported to Ravensbriick con- 

centration camp. But the village’s children were dispatched to Poland for a 

thorough “medical, eugenic, and racial examination carried out by the 

physicians of the health offices.” Those deemed sufficiently Nordic were 

sent to live with Aryan families where they would undergo Germanization. 

Those deemed unfit were “deported.” The prosecutor stated, “Here ends 

all traces of these 82 children of Lidice.””° 
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“And so,” prosecutors solemnly explained, “the final balance gives us 

these terrible facts: 192 men and 7 women shot; 196 women taken into 

concentration camps, of whom 43 died from torture and maltreatment; 105 

children kidnapped.... The village was burned, buildings leveled, streets 
taken up and all other signs of habitation completely erased.” To protest 

the utter eugenic extermination of Lidice, many small towns later adopted 
the name of the village. Hence the people are gone, but the memory of 

Lidice lives on.”° 
Count after count recited the fact that “racial value” following a 

eugenic analysis made all the difference between life and death, genocide 

and survival.’” Prosecutors sorted Germany’s many eugenic atrocities into 
specific categories of war crimes. Point 15, entitled “Hampering Repro- 

duction of Enemy Nationals,” specified sterilization and marriage restric- 

tion: “To further weaken enemy nations, both restrictive and prohibitive 

measures were taken to discourage marriages and reproduction of enemy 

nationals. The ultimate aim and natural result of these measures was to 

impede procreation among nationals of Eastern countries.” Point 18, enti- 

tled “Slave Labor,” explained that through the racial examinations of 

RuSHA, “foreign nationals without any German ancestry were sent to 

Germany as slave labor,” where they were worked to death.”® 
Point 21, “Persecution and Extermination of Jews,” explained how 

genealogy offices were critical to Hitler’s war against the Jews across 

Europe. “RuSHA also participated extensively in the persecution and exter- 

mination of Jews. The Genealogy Office (Abnentafelamt) of RuSHA pre- 

pared and retained in its files the names of all Jewish families in the Reich 

and persons having any Jewish ancestry. This office also participated in 

preparing similar files in the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway, Denmark, 

Danzig, and France where it worked together with the SS Reich Security 

Main Office. These files were used for enforcing discriminatory measures 

against Jews and preparing transport lists of Jews to be taken from Germany 

and the occupied countries to the extermination camps in the East.””” 

On January 20, 1942, SS Race and Settlement Office leader Hofmann 

had attended the infamous Wannsee Conference, the planning session 

associated with the Final Solution. The Wannsee Protocol produced after 

the conference made the eugenic guidelines clear. Mixed Jews of the “first 

degree,” that is, Jews with substantial German blood in their ancestry, 

could be exempted from “evacuation,” the code word for extermination, 

but only if they were sterilized. The Wannsee Protocol recorded: 

“Hofmann is of the opinion that extensive use must be made of steriliza- 
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tion.” The protocol also recorded that “[Persons of mixed blood] exempted 

from evacuation will be sterilized in order to obviate progeny and to settle 

the [mixed blood] problem for good. Sterilization is voluntary, but it is the 

condition for remaining in the Reich.”*° 

Confronted by prosecutors at his trial with charges of eugenic extermi- 

nation, Hofmann said little in his own defense, and openly admitted he was 

a Nazi eugenicist. 

PROSECUTOR: When did you become chief of the Eugenics Office in 

RuSHA? 
HOFMANN: At the beginning of 1939 I was appointed to this task. ... 

Q: What were your duties there? 

A: The Eugenics Office was responsible for carrying out the betrothal and 

marriage order which Himmler had issued on 31 December 1931 to the 

SS.... The RuSHA leader had to look after the eugenics research offices of 

the SS, regiments, and, according to his qualifications and talents, he influ- 

enced cultural life within the areas of the main district.*! 

Hofmann could not understand why the United States thought his 

actions were crimes against humanity. He placed into evidence a special 

report on America produced by the Nazi Party’s Race-Political Office years 

before on July 30, 1937. “The United States,” asserted the report, “how- 

ever, also provides an example for the racial legislation of the world in 

another respect. Although it is clearly established in the Declaration of 

Independence that everyone born in the United States is a citizen of the 

United States and so acquires all the rights which an American citizen can 

acquire, impassable lines are drawn between the individual races, especially 

in the Southern States. Thus in certain States Japanese are excluded from 

the ownership of land or real estate and they are prevented from cultivating 

arable land. Marriages between colored persons and whites are forbidden 

in no less than thirty of the Federal States. Marriages contracted in spite of 

this ban are declared invalid.” Typical laws were recited from Alabama, 

Arizona, Arkansas, California and Florida. 

The special report added, “Since 1907, sterilization laws have been 

passed in twenty-nine States of the United States of America.”* 
Hofmann’s document made one other point. It offered the following 

justification, originally translated from English into German and then back 

into English for the trial: 
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In a judgment of the [U.S.] Supreme Court... it says, among other things: 

“It is better for everybody if society, instead of waiting until it has to execute 

degenerate offspring or leave them to starve because of feeble-mindedness, 

can prevent obviously inferior individuals from propagating their kind.”** 

Hofmann was sentenced to twenty-five years imprisonment.*® 
For three—perhaps four—decades after the Treaty Against Genocide 

was adopted, the United States continued to sterilize targeted groups 

because of their eugenic or racial character, real or supposed; continued to 

prevent marriages because of their eugenic or racial character, real or sup- 

posed; and continued to hamper reproduction, interfere with procreation, 

and prevent births in targeted groups. After the Hitler regime, after the 

Nuremberg Trials, some twenty thousand Americans were eugenically 

sterilized by states and untold others by federal programs on Indian reser- 

vations and in U.S. territories such as Puerto Rico. 

They said it was legal. They said it was science. What was it really? 
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CHAPTER )() 

Eugenics Becomes Genetics 

Nes Hitler, eugenics did not disappear. It renamed itself. What had 

thrived loudly as eugenics for decades quietly took postwar refuge under 

the labels human genetics and genetic counseling. 
The transition was slow and subtle and spanned decades. Some defected 

from American eugenics as early as the twenties, prompted by a genuine 

revulsion over a movement that had deteriorated from biological utopi- 

anism into a campaign to destroy entire groups. For others who defected in 

the thirties and early forties, it was the shock of how Adolf Hitler applied 

eugenics. For America’s eugenic holdouts, it was only the fear of guilt by sci- 

entific association with genocide that reshaped their memories and guided 

their new direction. It took a Holocaust, a continent in cinders and a once 

great nation bombed and battled into submission to force the issue. 

Originally, human genetics and eugenics were one and the same. At the 

turn of the twentieth century, American breeders of plants and animals had 

turned their hybridizing skills and social prejudices on their fellow man, 

trying to manage humanity the same way they managed crops and herds. 

The American Breeders Association created its Eugenics Committee in 

1903. In 1904, the Carnegie Institution founded its eugenic installation at 

Cold Spring Harbor.' The word genetics did not exist at the time. 

In England, meanwhile, research into Mendel’s decades-old discovery 

of cellular “elements” had advanced and was sorely in need of a new dedi- 

cated field of study. By 1905, William Bateson, the man who several years 

earlier had promulgated the rediscovery of Mendel’s theories, was now pri- 

vately referring to the new science of heredity as “genetics,” from the same 

Greek root Galton employed. Bateson publicly announced the new science 

during his inaugural address during the Royal Horticultural Society’s 
Third International Conference on Hybridization in 1906. “The science 

itself is still nameless,” declared Bateson. “...I suggest for the considera- 

tion of this Congress the term Genetics, which sufficiently indicates that our 

ca 
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labors are devoted to the elucidation of the phenomena of heredity and 

variation... and [their] application to the practical problems of breeders, 

whether of animals or plants.” When the conference proceedings were 

published, the society renamed the event the Third International 

Conference on Genetics.” Genetics was born. 

Shortly thereafter, students of genetics began referring to the transmit- 

table cellular elements as “genes.” By 1912, Cambridge University received 

a sizeable endowment for genetic studies and in 1914 established the 

world’s first chair in genetics. Mainstream European and American geneti- 

cists were primarily devoted to the study of hereditary mechanisms, prob- 

ing the structure and interactions of enzymes, proteins and other cellular 

components. Plant and animal geneticists zealously explored the proto- 

plasm of fruit flies, maize, sheep and other species, hoping to understand 

and manage the lower life-forms. They understood that man was a more 

complex animal that had both conquered, and was conquered by, his envi- 

ronment. In Europe, human studies of cellular mechanisms were under- 

taken, but slowly. Not so in America, where breeders distorted Mendelian 

principles into eugenics and then subsumed nascent human genetics. The 

two words were synonymous in the United States.’ 

In 1914, the American Breeders Association changed its name to the 

American Genetic Association, and its publication from American Breeders 

Magazine to Journal of Heredity. The organization and its publication func- 

tioned as a scientific jumble, combining the best efforts of good agronomy 

and zoology with tainted, ill-advised and racist social engineering. The 

Carnegie Institution ran the Eugenics Record Office under its Department 

of Genetics, with Davenport as its director. Many of the nation’s leading 

geneticists, such as W. E. Castle and Raymond Pearl, were among the ear- 

liest dues-paying members of the Eugenics Research Association. Genetics 

and biology departments across America taught eugenics as part of their 

curriculums. In 1929, Eugenical News changed its subtitle once again, this 
time to “Current Record of Human Genetics and Race Hygiene.”* 

However, by the late twenties and early thirties many human geneticists 

who had joined the eugenic charge were defecting. L. C. Dunn exemplified 

this growing trend. In 1925, he had coauthored Principles of Genetics, assert- 

ing in typical eugenic rhetoric that “even under the most favorable sur- 

roundings there would still be a great many individuals who are always on 

the borderline of self-supporting existence and whose contribution to soci- 

ety is so small that the elimination of their stock would be beneficial.”> But 

in 1935, two years after the rise of Hitler, Dunn formally suggested that the 
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Carnegie Institution shut down its Cold Spring Harbor eugenic enterprise. 

“With genetics,” Dunn told Carnegie officials, “its relations [with eugen- 

ics] have always been close, although there have been distinct signs of 

cleavage in recent years, chiefly due to the feeling on the part of many 

geneticists that eugenical research was not always activated by purely disin- 

terested scientific motives, but was influenced by social and political con- 

siderations.” Dunn later became an outspoken critic of both Nazi eugenics 

and the American movement.° 
In 1937, Laurence Snyder, the incoming president of the Eugenics 

Research Association and chairman of its Committee on Human Heredity, 

became convinced it was time for a break with the past. In a lengthy report 

to Laughlin and the Carnegie Institution, Snyder’s committee concluded 

that the end for organized eugenics was near. “The recent attacks upon 

orthodox eugenics,” the committee declared, “and indeed upon the whole 

present social set-up...emphasize more than ever the need for accurate 

facts and information on basic human genetics. These attacks, it may be 

stated in passing, come not from irresponsible nor untrained minds, but 

from some who have the authority of long and honorable scientific 

achievements behind them.”’ 
Referring to the worries over a Europe in political turmoil and prepar- 

ing for war, the committee report continued, “In these days when the social 

outlook of whole nations is undergoing far-reaching changes, any fact con- 

tributing to our knowledge of basic human welfare becomes of especial 

importance. The science of human genetics, judged by its past achieve- 

ments and by what we may reasonably expect in its future developments, is 

more certainly basic to any well-formulated plan of human welfare.”* 

Unfortunately, noted Snyder, in America the concept of “human genet- 

ics” had itself become as tarnished as eugenics. “The interest of American 

geneticists in human genetics,” the committee reported, “appears to have 

been waning of late, as evidenced by the almost complete absence of papers 

on human heredity at the various scientific meetings. This state of affairs in 

America, in contrast to the condition in some of the European countries, is 

to be deplored. It has come about, in the opinion of your committee, 

because of two main reasons. First, there has appeared from time-to-time a 

good deal of unscientific writing on the subject of eugenics. Since the terms 

‘eugenics’ and ‘human genetics’ are in the minds of many persons synony- 

mous, human genetics has suffered a loss of prestige as a result.”” 

In his June 1938 presidential address to the Eugenics Research 

Association, Snyder boldly laid the framework for a transition to genuine 
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human genetics programs. In doing so, he first admitted that much of the 

vocabulary and theory of eugenics was little more than polysyllabic non- 

sense. “When the Mendelian laws were rediscovered,” began Snyder, “and 

especially when the more modern complicated extensions of genetic theory 

became understood by research workers in the field of heredity, geneticists 

spoke a language largely unintelligible to the psychologist, the sociologist 

and the layman. At that time it was possible, by invoking a phraseology 

mysterious and somewhat awe-inspiring, to make generalizations regard- 

ing racial degeneration, the inheritance of personality, character, insanity 

and criminality, which could not be analyzed immediately by the sociolo- 

gists and the psychologists because of their unfamiliarity with the ‘rules of 

the game.””!° 
Snyder knew he was speaking to a constituency of Jongtime ardent 

eugenicists, and proceeded cautiously. “This does not mean that the 

eugenicist must completely renounce a eugenic program,” he stated. “It 

does mean, however, that the immediate and imperative need is for more 

facts about human inheritance, specifically, facts about socially significant 

traits and their possible genetic backgrounds.”!! 
Nonetheless, the voices of reform were generally drowned out by race- 

ology and eugenics from the entrenched ranks and longtime leaders, such 

as Davenport, Laughlin and Popenoe. Organized eugenics remained com- 

mitted to the Nazi program through much of the Reich years. After the 

war, geneticists would claim they had no affinity with their Nazi counter- 

parts. But that was not the case. 

For example, in April 1942, amid worldwide charges of mass extermina- 

tion, the American Genetic Association’s fournal of Heredity published a 

long, flippant, almost cheery assessment of Nazi eugenics and genetics. 

American geneticist Tage U. H. Ellinger’s article entitled “On the Breeding 

of Aryans and Other Genetic Problems of War-time Germany” recounted 

his exciting visit to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human 

Heredity and Eugenics. Institute officials granted him an insider’s tour of 

the Reich’s twins lab and other advanced genetic projects.” Ellinger’s stun- 

ning article was an American geneticist speaking about Nazi genetics to fel- 

low geneticists. 

“I had an opportunity to meet some of my fellow geneticists,” began 

Ellinger, “who seemed to be working undisturbed by the campaign and the 

‘mopping up’ in Poland, and by the hectic preparations for the assaults on a 

great many peaceful countries such as Denmark, Norway, Holland, and 

Belgium. The following unpretentious notes, written for laymen, may per- 

haps interest some of their many American friends.'? 
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“Quite a few of them were busy treating or rather mistreating the sex 

cells of animals and plants in order to produce new varieties. I was intro- 

duced to all kinds of extraordinary creatures produced in that way, mice 

without toes or with corkscrew tails, flies that violated the very definition of 

a fly by having four wings instead of two, funny-looking moths, and strange 

plants. Radiation, especially with X-rays, is the principal means of produc- 

ing such new kinds, or rather monsters, of animals and plants.”!+ 

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute officials made Ellinger privy to their surrepti- 

tious surveillance methods and government procedures. In his article, 

Ellinger jocundly reported, “Twins have, of course, for a long time been a 

favorite material for the study of the relative importance of heredity and 

environment, of nature and nurture. It does, however, take a dictatorship to 

oblige some ten thousand pairs of twins, as well as triplets and even quadru- 

plets, to report to a scientific institute at regular intervals for all kinds of 

recordings and tests.” 
As for Jews, Ellinger told his fellow geneticists, “In itself, the problem is 

a fairly simple one when it is first understood that the deliberate eradica- 

tion of the Jewish element in Germany has nothing whatever to do with 

religious persecution. It is entirely a large-scale breeding project, with the 

purpose of eliminating from that nation the hereditary attributes of the 

Semitic race. Whether this be desirable or not is a question that has noth- 

ing to do with science. It is a matter of policy and prejudice only. It is a 

problem similar to that [which] Americans have solved to their own satis- 

faction with regard to their colored population. The story of the cruel ways 

in which life has been made unbearable for millions of unfortunate 
German Jews belongs exclusively in the shameful realm of human brutality. 

But when the problem arises as to how the breeding project may be carried 

out most effectively, after the politicians have decided upon its desirability, 

biological science can assist even the Nazis.”!¢ 

Ellinger elaborated on Nazi eugenic examinations. “It is a problem,” he 

wrote, “of exactly the same nature as if you were asked to record the exact 

hereditary differences between a bird dog and a hound. It has nothing 
whatever to do with your personal preference for one or the other. It is a 
matter of common knowledge that anybody can immediately recognize 

many Jews by simply looking at them. In other words, the Jew has a num- 

ber of characteristic bodily features not often combined in a non-Jew or 

‘Aryan.’ In addition, he may display certain mental characteristics you 

would soon notice by personal association... . 17 

“An amazing amount of unbiased information has accumulated deal- 

ing, for instance, with such features as the position of the ears, the shape of 
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the nostrils, etc. As a result, it is quite possible, by studying the bodily fea- 

tures of a person and his relatives, to state, with considerable likelihood of 

being right, whether this person has Jewish ancestors. ... If it be decided 

by the Nazi politicians that persons with Jewish ancestors shall be prevent- 

ed from mating with those who have not such ancestors, science can 

undoubtedly assist them in carrying out a reasonably correct labeling of 

every doubtful individual. The rest remains in the cruel hands of the S.S., 

the S.A., and the Gestapo.”!® 

As for the fate of the Jews, Ellinger wrote, “What I saw in Germany 

often made me wonder whether the subtle idea behind the treatment of the 

Jews might be to discourage them from giving birth to children doomed to 

a life of horrors. If that were accomplished, the Jewish problem would solve 

itself in a generation, but it would have been a great deal more merciful to 

kill the unfortunates outright.” Ellinger’s article candidly admitted, “As 

things are run in Nazi Germany, it is obviously a matter almost of life and 

death whether you carry the label Aryan or Jew.”!” 
Summing up, Ellinger attested that, “Genetics really seems to have an 

unlimited field of practical applications, but I am sure that the old priest 

Mendel would have had the shock of his life had he been told that seventy- 

five years after he planted his unpretentious peas in the monastery garden 

of Briinn, his new science would be called upon to ‘grade up’ the ‘scrub’ 

population of Greater Germany to new ‘standards of Aryan perfection.”””° 
A year later, in 1943, Eugenical News projected the future of eugenics. 

An article entitled “Eugenics After the War” cited Davenport’s work at 

Carnegie’s Department of Genetics. Davenport envisioned a new mankind 

of biological castes with master races in control and slave races serving 

them. He compared the coming world order to “colonies of bees and ter- 

mites....All the bees in a hive, including the queen, are full sisters and 

have been for uncounted generations. Each one is hatched with a set of 

instincts, which enables it, in machine-like fashion, to do the proper thing 

at the proper time for the existence of the colony. In human communities, 

also, the more uniform the instincts and ideals the less friction and the less 

need for government control with its vast system of law, law enforcement 
and punishment.’! 

“Contrariwise the more mixed the population from the standpoint of 

instincts and physical and mental capacity, the more badly does the machine 

work and the more need of constant repair and adjustment.” Davenport 

added that additional worker strains might be imported to help serve 

America’s coming biological order. “It is quite possible,” wrote Davenport, 
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“that some tens of thousands of ‘Black fellows’ [aborigines] from central 
Australia might be induced to come to this country.” But he added that he 
hoped America would forgo any further opportunities for race-mixing.” 

But by 1943, reformers were shouting down diehard Nazi supporters 

such as Davenport. In the same issue in which Davenport forecast a new 

biological order, other Eugenical News correspondents were condemning 

Hitler’s eugenics, and negative eugenics in general. Following Davenport’s 

remarks, another article entitled “Eugenics in 1952” prophesied various 

views of eugenics some nine years ahead. One writer urged new thinking 

on the subject, insisting, “The history of the Nazi movement in Germany 

proves... [that] unless the new brain functions in an emotional climate of 

decent social mindedness, it is going to breed a race of madmen rather than 

of supermen.””? 
Another commentator insisted that any fascism in the United States a 

decade hence would fail because it “will be shown to belong to the discred- 

ited Nazi ideology.” A third writer, obviously repulsed by the death and 

desolation in Nazi-occupied Europe, simply hoped for better times: “A 

new era is dawning.... Hatred, hostility, and homicide, so recently ended, 

gives way to love, understanding and growth.”’* 
y The next 1943 issue of Eugenical News published a scathing denuncia- 

tion of Adolf Hitler for decimating Europe’s families. “Hitler, who has torn 

children from the heart of the family and sent them to the four corners of 

the earth, without any identification; Hitler, who has torn brothers from 

sisters, husbands from wives, sons from mothers...and planted them 

among strangers; Hitler, who by his plans attacked the sacred tie of mar- 

riage; Hitler, who believed he could do this and so establish his new order, 

now sees that it is just this eternal tradition and sanctity of marriage and the 

family that cannot break, and that will ultimately bring his end.””° 
Eugenical News had changed. Its readers had changed. For some the 

change was reluctant. For many others it was genuine. Within the smoke of 

Nazi eugenics, many saw a frightful image. Perhaps they saw themselves. 

The transformation of eugenics into human genetics accelerated after 

the war. By 1944, the American Eugenics Society informed its member- 

ship that it now defined eugenics as “genetics plus control of physical and 

social environment.” Meanwhile, Eugenical News was publicly debating 

whether eugenics would even exist after the war. The June 1945 edition, 

released just after the fall of Germany, admitted, “The question as to what 

the AES should do after the war is a difficult one. The times will not be 

very favorable.””° 
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The September 1945 issue of Eugenical News decried the “Perversions 

of Eugenics,” declaring, “Galton regarded eugenics as a means by which 

persons with valuable inborn qualities could make a larger contribution to 

posterity than persons less well endowed. ...Galton’s view has been per- 

verted by German race superiority, by irresponsible and unimportant racial 

agitators in America, and by cranks with various plans for breeding a better 

race.” The publication called for a revamped “eugenic policy which is 

socially acceptable.”?’ 
Months later, American Eugenics Society President Frederick Osborn 

prepared a crestfallen lead story for the September 1946 edition of 

Eugenical News. His confession-like epistle, “Eugenics and Modern Life: 

Retrospect and Prospect,” admitted everything. “The ten years, 1930 to 

1940 marked a major change in eugenic thinking,” Osborn began. “Before 

1930, eugenics had a racial and social class bias. This attitude on the part of 

eugenists was not based on any scientific foundation. It had developed nat- 

urally enough out of the class-conscious society of Galton’s England, and 

out of the racial problems presented so vividly to the United States by the 

great immigration of the early part of the century. The ruling race and the 

ruling class seemed, to the members of the ruling race and class, to be evi- 

dently superior to the non-ruling races and classes....”78 

Without naming names, Osborn conceded, “A few of the older pio- 

neers never accepted the change and eugenics lost some followers.” He 

counseled, “Population, genetics, psychology, are the three sciences to 

which the eugenist must look for the factual material on which to build an 

acceptable philosophy of eugenics and to develop and defend practical 

eugenics proposals.” But he cautioned, “We do not want to repeat in some 

new form the mistake of the earlier eugenists who declared for race and 

social class, and thereby set back the cause of eugenics for a generation.””? 

* * * 

Beyond mere commentary and condemnations, the incremental effort to 

transform eugenics into human genetics forged an entire worldwide infra- 

structure. In 1938, for example, the Institute for Human Genetics opened 

in Copenhagen. It became a leader in genetic research under the leadership 

of the Danish biologist and geneticist Tage Kemp. Kemp, however, was 

actually a Rockefeller Foundation eugenicist. The Institute for Genetics 

was established by Rockefeller’s social biology dollars. Moreover, the 

Rockefeller effort in Denmark would serve as a model for what it would do 
elsewhere in Europe. 
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Kemp’s relationship with Rockefeller’s eugenics program began in 

1932, when Rockefeller officials granted Kemp a fellowship to travel to 
Cold Spring Harbor and study alongside Davenport and Laughlin. In his 

report to Rockefeller’s Paris office, Kemp related, “To begin with, I 

endeavored to gain a thorough knowledge of the working methods of the 

Eugenics Record Office. ...In connection with my studies at the Eugenics 

Record Office, I pursued study of the heredity of sporadic goiter, carrying 

out examinations amongst the population of Long Island and, in certain 

cases, also amongst the patients of the U.S. Veteran Hospital, Northport, 

L.I., and Kings Park State Hospital, L.I.” During his U.S. tour, Kemp also 

attended the Third International Congress of Eugenics in New York City, 

and presented a paper on “A Study of the Causes of Prostitution, Especially 

Concerning Hereditary Factors.”*° 
Kemp became a rising star at Rockefeller and was utilized as an advance 

man and confidential source for the foundation as it sought to create a 

eugenic infrastructure throughout Europe. On June 29, 1934, Daniel 

O’Brien, who ran Rockefeller’s Paris office, notified Kemp, “It is a pleasure 

to inform you that, at the last meeting of our Committee, a special fellow- 

ship was granted to you in order to permit you to spend three months on 

visits to various European institutes of genetics.” O’Brien’s letter contin- 

ued, “I should like to have your comments on individuals who might be 

helped by means of a fellowship of approximately one year....It would be 

particularly helpful to receive your personal impressions of the able men 

you come into contact with....It would of course be understood that any 

information you may give would be considered strictly confidential.”*! 

Kemp’s itinerary included Holland, England, France, Austria, Switzer- 

land, Russia, Germany and several other nations. His extensive report to 

Rockefeller included a significant section on Germany, which included 

summaries on the leading race hygienists and their institutions. For exam- 

ple, in Munich he met with Riidin and reported: “On the whole, I am find- 

ing the work going on there rather important and serious, and it is 

supported by enormous means.” Kemp then rated the leading scientists 

under Riidin, indicating which ones spoke English, and the nature of their 

projects. Bruno Schultz, for example, was “doing a great deal of statistical 

work concerning mental diseases of practical value for the sterilization law 

and the eugenical legislation in Germany.”*” 

In Berlin, Kemp toured the Institute for Brain Research, which 

Rockefeller had built. Kemp was impressed, writing back to Rockefeller 

officials, “I learned all concerning the anatomical, physiological and clini- 
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cal work going on at this immense, remarkable and rather complicated 

institution.” He also spent time at the Institute for Anthropology, Human 

Heredity and Eugenics, “which I am finding one of the best centers in the 

world for the study of normal and morbid inheritance by human beings.” 

Kemp was also impressed with Verschuer, whom he described as “a keen 

National Socialist, completely honest, however, I feel, so one can rely 

upon his scientific results as being objective and real. He works especially 

with twin investigations and is doing this research very thoroughly and 

systematically.”*? 
In Munich, Kemp also met with Theodor Mollison, Mengele’s first 

advisor. He described Mollison as “a very fine and charming personality.” 

Kemp reported, “He is especially working on the specificity of the proteins 

of various human races.”*# 
Rockefeller continued granting Kemp funds for eugenic work, albeit 

always calling it “genetics.” Indeed, just after his report about European 

genetics, discussions were launched to build the institute in Copenhagen, 

which Kemp would lead. Previously, Kemp’s fledgling studies were con- 

fined to one or two small rooms at the University of Copenhagen. That 

would all change once the spacious new Institute of Human Genetics was 

erected.?> 
Although Kemp’s new institute was packaged as genetics, its eugenic 

nature was never in doubt. For example, within Denmark, directors of two 

existing centers for the feebleminded, as well as other local eugenicists, 
hoped Rockefeller’s new institute would bolster the “scientific foundation 

for eugenic sterilization.” Indeed, at times the project was described in 

Rockefeller memorandums as the institute for “Human Genetics and 
Eugenics.” Once plans became final, Rockefeller officials confirmed their 
plans had been developed “on the basis of his [Kemp’s] experiences gath- 

ered in studies in 1932 and 1934 partly at Eugenics Record Office and 

Department of Genetics in Cold Spring Harbor, USA,” as well as at lead- 

ing eugenic centers in Uppsala, Austria and Munich.*° 
The University of Copenhagen and the local government planned to 

contribute land and financial support. But executives at the Rockefeller 

Foundation clearly understood, as their memos on the proposal reflected, “It 
will be impossible to have this plan realized at present without a grant from 

the Rockefeller Foundation.” The foundation committed $90,000, and the 

new Institute for Human Genetics opened to much fanfare in 1938. After the 

war, the Bureau of Human Heredity, another Danish eugenic agency, trans- 

ferred its operations to the institute and the personal direction of Kemp.*” 
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Thus Rockefeller inaugurated another eugenic outpost in Europe. It 

was not Germany; it was Denmark. It was not eugenics; it was genetics. 

* * * 

While human genetics was becoming established in America, eugenics did 

not die out. It became quiet and careful. The American Eugenics Society 

inherited the residuum of the movement. 
The AES assumed primacy in organized eugenics in the late thirties. It 

established a relationship with the Carnegie Institution just as the ERO 

was being dismantled. In 1939, Carnegie awarded the AES its first grant of 

$5,000 for genetic research. Additional grants in 1941 allowed the AES to 

help establish the Department of Medical Genetics at what became Wake 

Forest Medical School, the first such medical genetic chair in the United 

States. The Eugenics Research Association’s vice president, William Allan, 

was chosen to lead the new department. Allan had previously studied 

eugenic defects of people in the Appalachians, and now he would head the 

new $50,000 project funded by Carnegie. Writing in Eugenical News, Allan 
urged county-based “Family Record Offices” in North Carolina to assist in 

identifying the unfit and screening marriages. Such record offices would 

integrate marriage records and birth and death registries with family infor- 

mation going back more than a century. The undertaking could be imple- 

mented easily, he stated, because, “We already have a small army of men, 

our County Health Officers.” Allan himself was experienced in assembling 

family pedigrees.*® 
When Allan suddenly died two years later, fellow eugenicist C. Nash 

Herndon took over. Herndon advocated forced sterilization. Emulating 

the technique of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, Herndon’s Department of 

Medical Genetics provided what he called the “genetic work-ups and med- 

ical affidavits” for the county to sterilize dozens of it citizens. Blacks were 

mainly targeted. He described the campaign in a 1943 university report: 

“This project consists of a gradual, but systematic effort to eliminate cer- 

tain genetically unfit strains from the local population. About thirty opera- 

tions for sterilization have been performed.”*? 

Writing in Eugenical News years after he joined the Wake Forest staff, 

Herndon also urged genetic counseling to encourage the fit to marry the 

fit. In addition, he called for educational efforts for the feebleminded to be 

reduced, declaring “It is of course an obvious waste of time to attempt to 

teach calculus to a moron.” Under Herndon, Wake Forest Medical School 

became one of America’s premier genetic research establishments. In late 
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2002, the Winston-Salem Journal published a five-part investigation of 

North Carolina’s eugenics program and the university’s involvement. The 

newspaper quoted the record of one woman who in 1945 pleaded with the 

eugenics board: “I don’t want it. I don’t approve of it, sir. I don’t want a 

sterilize operation.... Let me go home, see if I get along all right. Have 

mercy on me and let me do that.” A shocked Wake Forest Medical School 

announced an internal investigation to discover the extent of the school’s 

connection to North Carolina’s eugenics program. In February of 2003, 

some two months after the articles ran, a spokesman told this reporter that 

the university still did not understand the historical facts or context of 

eugenics, but was determined to be thorough in its investigation.” 

The AES was making some progress launching human genetic pro- 

grams like the one at Wake Forest, but when America went to war, the 

nation’s priorities dramatically changed. By 1942, the AES had virtually 

disbanded. Its office closed, and its papers were shipped to the home of 

Eugenical News editor Maurice Bigelow. The publication continued during 

the war years, but circulation dwindled to just three hundred.*! 
After the war, it took Frederick Osborn to salvage the organization. He 

became president of the AES in 1946. Osborn was a former president of 

the Eugenics Research Association and the nephew of eugenic raceologist 

Henry Fairfield Osborn, who was cofounder of the AES and president of 

the Second International Congress of Eugenics. The younger Osborn was 

determined to continue the eugenics movement, but under the name of 

“genetics.” Constantly introspective about eugenics’ calamitous past, 

Osborn wondered why “the other organizations set up in this country 

under eminent sponsorship have long since disappeared.... Was it 

because ...some of the early eugenicists placed a false and distasteful 

emphasis on race and social class? ... Was it because of the emotional reac- 

tion to Hitler’s excesses and his misuse of the word ‘eugenics’? Or did it go 

deeper.” He concluded that the public was not ready to cope with eugenic 

ideals, especially in the absence of irrefutable science. 

In 1947 the remnant board of directors unanimously agreed, “The time 
was not right for aggressive eugenic propaganda.” Instead, the AES contin- 

ued quietly soliciting financial grants from such organizations as the 

Dodge Foundation, the Rockefeller-funded Population Council, and the 
Draper Fund. The purpose: proliferate genetics as a legitimate study of 
human heredity.¥ 

During the fifties, Osborn took extraordinary pains to never utter a 

provocative eugenic word. In a typical 1959 speech on genetics at Hunter 
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College, Osborn was explicit, “We are not speaking here of any manipula- 

tion of the genes to produce a superior race. This would require a knowl- 

edge of human genetics we do not at present possess, and changes in our 

social mores which would be presently unacceptable.” He merely insisted, 

“Medical genetics has recently become an accepted field of study; the 

larger medical schools are developing departments of human genetics and 

setting up heredity counseling clinics.”*+ 
At the same time, Osborn and his colleagues were searching for a new 

socially palatable definition of eugenics that would promote the same ideals 

under a new mantle. One Osborn cohort, Frank Lorimer, wrote Osborn, 

“Personally, I would redefine ‘eugenics’ to include concern with all condi- 

tions affecting the life prospects of new human beings at birth.” He added 

the caveat, “This is a matter of strategy rather than ideology.”* 

The AES knew that reestablishing eugenics was an uphill battle. 

Osborn’s draft address for the 1959 board of directors meeting outlined an 

ambitious campaign of behind-the-scenes genetic counseling, birth con- 

trol, and university-based medical genetic programs. At the same time, 

Osborn conceded that the movement’s history was too scurrilous to gain 

public support. “Lacking a scientific base,” wrote Osborn, “the eugenics 

movement was taken over successfully by various special interests. The 

upper social classes assumed that they were genetically superior and that 

eugenics justified their continuing position. People who thought they 

belonged to a superior race assumed that the purpose of eugenics was to 

further their interests. ... The worst in all these movements found their cli- 

max under Hitler who combined them for political motives. It is no wonder 

that for a long time afterwards eugenics had few followers among thought- 

ful people.” But, he concluded, “With the close of World War II, genetics 

had made great advances and a real science of human genetics was coming 

into being.... Eugenics is at last taking a practical and effective form.”” 

For Osborn, eugenics and genetics were still synonymous. 

Osborn’s warnings notwithstanding, some AES members were eager to 

resume their former propaganda campaigns against the unfit. “The Society 

is torn,” one member wrote Osborn. “Is it to be a ‘scientific’ society or is it 

to be a ‘missionary’ or ‘educational’ society?”*” 

In 1961, geneticist Sheldon Reed wrote to an AES official, “It seems 

to me that there is considerable schizophrenic confusion as to whether 

eugenics exists or not.” He wondered if perhaps “the society should dis- 

band.” Reed added defiantly that the AES should cast off any guilt about 

the Holocaust. “My final point,” Reed declared, “is concerned with the 
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allocation of guilt for the murder of the Jews. Was this crime really abet- 

ted by the eugenics ideal? One should remember that the Jews and other 

minorities have been murdered for thousands of years and I suspect that 

motives have been similar on all occasions, namely robbery with murder 

as the method of choice in disposing of the dispossessed individuals. .. . I 

do not wish to make Charles Davenport my scapegoat for this, as seems 

to be the fashion these days. As far as I can see, the motives behind the 

liquidation of the Jews were not eugenic, not genocide... but just plain 

homicidal robbery.”** 
But Osborn felt, “We have to take into account that Europeans under 

Hitler suffered almost a traumatic experience.” He had already cautioned, 

“We must not put out anything that would upset the best of the scientists.” 

On another occasion, he warned, “This question of how to make selection 

an effective force is the crux of any eugenics program. It is completely irrel- 

evant to get involved in red herrings regarding ‘breeding of supermen.” To 

dampen his colleagues’ ardor, Osborn constantly reminded AES members, 
“The purpose of eugenics is not to breed some...superior being, but to 

provide conditions... for each succeeding generation to be genetically bet- 

ter qualified do deal with its environment.”* Such remarks were made even 

as the AES continued to promote the gradual development of a superior 

race, albeit under the guise of genetic counseling and human genetics and 

with the full participation of hard science. 

Eschewing high-profile agitation, Osborn insisted that only quiet work 

with scientists could accomplish the goal. In a candid 1965 letter, he wrote, 

“I started hopefully on this course thirty-five years ago and some day would 

be glad to tell you all of the steps we took—the work we did, the confer- 

ences we held, and the money we put into the then Ewgenical News—about 

$30,000 a year, to propagandize eugenics. It got us no where, probably 

because we did not have the backing of the scientific world.”*° 
That same year, after numerous genetic counseling and human heredity 

programs had been established, Osborn was able to confidently write to 

Paul Popenoe, “The term medical genetics has taken the place of the term 

negative eugenics.” Keeping a low profile had paid off. On April 12, 1965, 

Osborn wrote a colleague at Duke University somewhat triumphantly, 

“We have struggled for years to rid the word eugenics of all racial and social 

connotations and have finally been successful with most scientists, if not 
with the public.”*! 

Indeed, by 1967, Osborn’s society had become a behind-the-scenes 
advisor for other major foundations seeking to grant monies to genetic 
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research. Even the National Institutes of Health sought their advice in 

parceling out major multiyear grants for what was called “demographic- 

genetics.” By 1968, a pathologist at Dartmouth Medical School was asking 

the Carnegie Institution if he could access the ERO’s trait records on New 

Englanders for his “medical genetics project.” 
During the sixties, seventies and eighties, the racist old guard of eugen- 

ics and human genetics died out, bequeathing its science to a new and 

enlightened generation of men and women. Many entities changed their 
names. For example, the Human Betterment League of North Carolina 

changed its name to the Human Genetics League of North Carolina in 

1984. In Britain there were name changes as well. The Annals of Eugenics 

became the Annals of Human Genetics and is now a distinguished and purely 

scientific publication. The University College of London’s Galton Chair of 

Eugenics became the Chair of Genetics. The university’s Galton Eugenics 

Laboratory became the Galton Laboratory of the Department of Genetics. 

The Eugenics Society changed its name to the Galton Institute.°? 
In 1954, Eugenical News changed its name to Eugenics Quarterly and was 

renamed again in 1969 to Social Biology. Later the AES renamed itself the 

Society for the Study of Social Biology. As of March 2003, both the organ- 

ization and its publication are operating out of university professors’ 

offices. Social Biology editors and the leaders of the society are aware of their 
society’s history, but are as far from eugenic thought as anyone could be. 

The group is now researching genuine demographic and biological trends. 

Professor S. Jay Olshansky of the University of Illinois at Chicago and 

Social Biology’s associate editor as of March 2003, denounced eugenics and 

his journal’s legacy during an interview with this reporter. “You couldn’t 

find anyone better to run this society,” he insisted. “I carry a potentially 

lethal genetic disorder. Plus, ’m a Jew. I would be the exact target of any 

eugenics campaign. I hate what eugenics and the Nazis stood for.”** 
The American Genetic Association, formerly the American Breeders 

Association, also continues today. As of March 2003, it was headquartered 

out of a scientist’s home office in Buckeystown, Maryland. In the 1950s, the 

American Genetic Association still listed its three main endeavors at the 

top of its letterhead: “Eugenics-Heredity-Breeding.” As of 2003, most of 

the organization’s early twentieth-century papers were in storage. As of 

early 2003, AGA leaders knew little of the association’s past. But the group 

still publishes Journal of Heredity. Once a font of eugenic diatribe, it is now 

a completely different journal with a different and enlightened mission. Its 

editor as of March 2003, Stephen O’Brien, is a distinguished government 
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geneticist who has been featured in documentaries for his efforts to help 

develop countermeasures to fight plague-like diseases.*° 

Planned Parenthood went on to psomote intelligent birth control and 

family planning for people everywhere, regardless of race or ethnic back- 

ground. It condemns its eugenic legacy and copes with the dark side of its 

founder, Margaret Sanger. Planned Parenthood exists in a community of 

other population-control groups, such as the Population Council and the 

Population Reference Bureau, many of which sprang from eugenics.*° 
Cold Spring Harbor stands today as the spiritual epicenter of human 

genetic progress. Following the war, it devoted itself to enlightened human 

genetics and became a destination for the best genetic scientists in the 

world. In the summer of 1948, a visionary young geneticist named James 

Watson studied there. He returned in 1953 to give the first public presen- 

tation on the DNA double helix, which he had codiscovered with Francis 

Crick. Watson became director of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in 

1968, and president in 1994. In February of 2003, the lab hosted an inter- 

national celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the discovery of the dou- 
ble helix.*’ 

The world is now filled with dedicated genetic scientists devoted to 

helping improve all mankind. They fight against genetic diseases, help cou- 

ples bear better children, investigate desperately-needed drugs, and work 

to unlock the secrets of heredity for the benefit of all people without regard 

to race or ethnicity. Every day, more eager scientists join their ranks, deter- 

mined to make a contribution to mankind. Genetics has become a glitter 

word in the daily media. Most of the twenty-first century’s genetic warriors 

are unschooled in the history of eugenics. Most are completely divorced 

from any wisp of eugenic thought. 

Few if any are aware that in their noble battle against the mysteries and 
challenges of human heredity, they have inherited the spoils of the war 
against the weak. 



CHAPTER D | 

Newgenics 

\\oe now? The short answer is nobody knows. The world will not dis- 

cover the latest human genetic trends in books like this one, but rather 

in the morning paper and on the evening news. Almost as soon as any 

author's page is typed, genetic advances redefine the realities, the language 

and the timelines. By creep and by leap, the world will be alternately 

shocked and lulled—and then shocked again—to learn how rapidly 

humanity and nature are changing. 

Today’s headline is tomorrow’s footnote. In 1978, Louise Brown 

became the world’s first test-tube baby and a braver new world shuddered. 

Since then, zm vitro fertilization has become common reproductive therapy. 

In 1997, Dolly the cloned Scottish sheep captured cover stories and stirred 

acrimonious debate across the world. Shortly after that, several cows were 

cloned in Japan, but the news merely flashed across CNN as a fleeting text 

report behind the comical headline “Udderly Amazing.” In 1998, the 

Chinese government launched a program to clone its pandas. Shortly 

thereafter, Spanish authorities approved cloning of a bucardo, a recently 

extinct mountain goat. In 2000, Virginia scientists cloned five pigs. Entire 

menageries are in various stages of being cloned, from monkeys to 

mastodons to family pets.! 
Human clones are next. In late 2001, when editors were discussing this 

book, the experts insisted we were decades away from the first human 

clone. As chapters were being submitted, the prediction of “decades” short- 

ened to “years.” By the end of 2002, those same experts were debating 

whether any of several competing scientists had already successfully cre- 

ated the first cloned babies. There is no shortage of willing donors or par- 

ents, nor rumors to supply the field. Legislation enacted in several 

countries cannot address the international dimensions of the where, who 

and how of impregnation, gestation and conception itself.’ 

a2 
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Predictions and timelines are little more than well-intentioned self- 
delusion. However, this much is certain: a precocious new genetic age has 

arrived. This genetic age, morphing at high velocity, can barely be compre- 

hended by a world that doesn’t even speak the language of genetic engi- 

neering. Certainly, the latest developments continuously flood a spectrum 

of scientific journals and symposia, prominent and obscure. Yet few can 

keep up with the moral, legal and technological implications, especially 

since much of the information is so technical. 

At the same time, the consequences of genetic advance are obscured by 

hype and conspiratorial clamors. Adding more fog, human genetics is now 

in many ways dominated by capital investment, and many revelations are 

subject to the eighteen-month initial secrecy of patent applications, the 

protracted strictures of Wall Street financing and the permanence of cor- 

porate nondisclosure agreements. Many areas of human science are now 
trade secrets. Twentieth-century corporate philanthropy has given way to 

twenty-first-century corporate profits. Information is often controlled by 

public relations officers and patent attorneys. It takes a profoundly trained 

professional eye and a clear mind to separate fact from fantasy and bless- 

ings from menaces. 

No one should fear the benefits of human reengineering that can oblit- 

erate terrible diseases, such as cystic fibrosis and Tay-Sachs. The list is long 

and genetic researchers are constantly laboring toward the next break- 

through. Every such medical advance is a long overdue miracle. Society 

should welcome corrective genetic therapies and improvements that will 

enhance life and better mankind. 

Yet humanity should also be wary of a world where people are once 

again defined and divided by their genetic identities. If that happens, sci- 

ence-based discrimination and the desire for a master race may resur- 

rect. This time it would be different. In the twenty-first century it will 

not be race, religion or nationality, but economics that determines 

which among us will dominate and thrive. Globalization and market 
forces will replace racist ideology and group prejudice to fashion man- 
kind’s coming genetic class destiny. If there is a new war against the weak 
it will not be about color, but about money. National emblems would 
bow to corporate logos. 

Newgenics may rise like a phoenix from the ashes of eugenics and con- 
tinue along the same route blazed in the last century. If it does, few will be 
able to clearly track the implications because the social and scientific revo- 
lutions will develop globally and corporately at the speed of a digital signal. 
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The process will manifest as gradual genetics-based economic disenfran- 

chisement. First, newgenics will create an uninsurable, unemployable and 

unfinanceable genetic underclass. 

The process has already started. 

* * * 

Like eugenics, newgenics would begin by establishing genetic identity, 

which is already becoming a factor in society, much like ethnic identity 

and credit identity. DNA identity databanks are rapidly proliferating. The 

largest group of databanks warehouse the genetic identities of criminals, 

suspects, arrestees and unidentified individuals whose DNA is found at 

crime scenes. The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Combined National 

DNA Index System (CODIS) was inaugurated in 1990 and has been 

steadily databasing DNA from criminal encounters. All fifty states have 

now passed laws creating state databanks that feed CODIS using the FBI’s 

software. By March of 2003, these state databanks were just becoming 

operational, but legal reviewers have already pointed out the state-to-state 

inconsistencies in collection and dissemination standards, as well as stor- 

age protocols. The FBI’s databank, which in March of 2003 maintained 

more than 1.5 million profiles, is growing by some 100,000 profiles a 

month, and the Department of Justice has asked the FBI to prepare for up 

to fifty million.’ 
England’s rapidly expanding National DNA Database is expected to 

hold DNA “prints” on three million individuals by 2004. Canada’s newly- 

created databank stored some 23,000 samples as of March 2003, and adds 

more than a thousand profiles a month. Canada is also pioneering total 

robotic management and retrieval. China is building extensive databanks, 

employing more than a hundred DNA laboratories to process the samples. 

By March of 2003, national DNA databases had become active in Austria, 

Holland, Germany, Australia and many other countries. Local DNA drag- 

nets in Germany, England, Australia and the United States have been 

launched by police to snare offenders who would otherwise never be identi- 

fied. Such dragnets, which typically ask every citizen of a certain profile or 

geographical area to provide a DNA sample, are becoming more common.* 

Police DNA databanks are a powerful and needed tool to help thwart 

crime and terrorism. They have not only trapped many criminals, they 

have also prompted the release of many wrongfully arrested or convicted. A 

number of death row inmates and long-term convicts have been freed only 

because of DNA analysis of previously untested evidence. Moreover, help- 
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ful medical information on individuals is already being discerned from 

police DNA “fingerprints.” For example, British police DNA specialists 

have concluded that one of the ten DNA markers they analyze for criminal 

identification also carries information about diabetes. Information about 

various types of cancer has been derived from DNA fingerprints as well.’ 

The network of DNA databases will soon be global. Interpol conducts a 

regular International DNA Users Conference to proliferate and link police 

DNA databank systems worldwide. Soon every nation from Argentina to 

Zambia, and every local jurisdiction in between, will be able to tap into the 

international genetic network.° 
While police DNA databanks are a necessity, they carry twenty-first- 

century problems. Each country will develop its own rules and regulations 

about storage, handling and access. There is as yet no body with the 

authority to set global standards for collection, maintenance or dissemina- 

tion of DNA data. Quickly, society has learned that crime fighting is no 

longer the only reason to collect and organize DNA fingerprints. 

Identification itself is a compelling issue. Military organizations now 

record DNA fingerprints of their soldiers. America’s Armed Forces 

Repository of Specimen Samples, located in a facility outside Washington, 

maintains hundreds of thousands of profiles. The tomb of the unknown 

soldier will soon be a thing of the past.’ 
States are discussing local genetic identification banks for ordinary citi- 

zens as well. Connecticut’s Department of Social Services already operates 

a special Biometric ID Project that stores digital fingerprints of its welfare 

recipients to combat widespread interstate welfare fraud. The Connecticut 

program currently only records digital scans of traditional fingerprints, but 

the agency has publicly indicated that stored biometric data could also 

include retinal scans and facial imaging.* Eventually, each state will proba- 

bly develop its own biometric methodology, which would almost certainly 

include genetic identification. Such systems would ultimately proliferate 

down to the county and municipal levels, creating a diverse interoperable 

national network. 

The events of September 11 only accelerated fascination with genetic 

identification. The technique is now widely studied as a weapon in the war 

against global terrorism. Think tanks have discussed a wide range of bio- 

metric recognition systems and smart cards to secure our society. Biometric 

databanks—to include DNA fingerprints—have been proposed for air- 

ports, immigration bureaus, customs stations, passport offices and even 

university programs for foreign students. Such systems would be deployed 
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worldwide and could be used at airline counters and visa offices in coun- 
tries across the world. 

Genetic identification has also become a consumer commodity. 

Paternity suits, cultural and family ancestry claims, inheritance disputes and 

the simple fear of losing loved ones in terrorist attacks or massive calamities 

have caused many to obtain their own DNA information and store it per- 

sonally or in private repositories. Genetic counseling is commonly advised 

for many couples who may be troubled by hereditary diseases or conditions. 

Such genetic screens are imperative for those carrying dreaded inherited 

diseases, such as Huntington’s chorea, sickle-cell anemia, Tay-Sachs or a 

history of breast cancer. Registries are being built. Private labs now market 

their genetic testing.” The field is proliferating in a global community, 

employing the Internet to enable all citizens from any country to contribute 

to and access various labs in Australia, the United States and England. 

Soon DNA fingerprints will become as common as the traditional fin- 

gerprints first discovered by Galton.!° He suspected they might reveal 
much about an individual. But he probably never expected that within a 

century his term for the unique sworls on one’s fingertips would expand 

into the name for genetic identification that would reveal the secrets of a 

person’s biological past and future. 

Eventually, genetic databases will go far beyond the identification of 

mere individuals. The science will create family genetic profiles for use in 

litigation, health and employment that may function as credit bureaus do 

today. The day is coming when such family information will be routinely 

sought in conjunction with employment, insurance and credit granting. 

The Medical Information Bureau (MIB) is the American insurance 

industry’s massive databank that dispenses coded medical information and 
certain lifestyle traits on the millions of individuals who have applied for 

health and medical insurance. More than sixteen million individual records 

are stored at any given time. Records are retired after seven years. In their 

constant battle against fraud, the MIB enables insurance companies to dou- 

ble-check the veracity of applications. Like a credit bureau, the MIB col- 

lects information its insurance company members report, and dispenses it 

to them when they inquire. Since the 1970s, the MIB has included two 

codes to signify hereditary conditions, this reporter has learned. One code 

is for hereditary cardiovascular conditions, and the other is a general code 

to designate “other family hereditary medical conditions,” according to 

MIB officials. As of March 2003, neither hereditary code is subcoded for 

any specified condition such as epilepsy, congestive heart failure or clinical 
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anxiety, officials said. Instead, the codes are designed to alert insurers to 

seek additional information from their applicants."! 

In a group interview with the databank’s counsel, marketing director 

and manager, MIB officials repeatedly insisted the two codes did not sig- 

nify a genetic predisposition to a health problem, but instead merely “a 

family hereditary” trait. Family hereditary codes, once gathered, are 

reported whether or not an individual applicant has shown any symptoms. 

The family’s medical history itself, not the individual’s condition, is the 

determining factor. MIB officials also insisted they would never search out 

and link other family members based on hereditary conditions.” 

No DNA repository—police, medical or governmental—is currently 

linking family members. To do so would create modern-day, genetically- 

stigmatized Jukes or Kallikaks. It would be the first giant step down the road 

of newgenics. The financial ramifications are extraordinary and the poten- 
tial for targeted exclusion is manifest. If the world sees such exclusions, it 

will probably see them first and most dramatically in the insurance industry. 

Insurance companies vigorously claim they do not seek ancestral or 

genetic information. This is not true. In fact, the international insurance 

field considers ancestral and genetic information its newest high priority. 

The industry is now grappling with the notion of underwriting not only the 

individual applicant, but his family history as well. Insurers increasingly 

consider genetic traits “pre-existing conditions” that should either be 

excluded or factored into premiums. A healthy individual may be without 

symptoms, or asymptomatic, but descend from a family with a history of a 

disease. In the industry’s view, that individual presumably knows his family 

history; the insurance company doesn’t. Insurers call this disparity “asym- 

metrical information,” and it is hotly discussed at numerous industry sym- 
posiums and in professional papers. Governments and privacy groups 

worldwide want to prohibit the acquisition and use of genetic testing. 

Many in the insurance world, however, argue that their industry cannot 

survive without such information, and the resulting coverage restrictions, 

exclusions and denials that would protect company liquidity." 

A June 2000 American Academy of Actuaries industry-only monograph 

entitled “Genetic Information and Medical Expense,” obtained by this 

reporter, cautiously addressed the question. In a section headed 

“Asymmetrical Information,” the monograph asked: “Would a ban on the 

use of genetic information merely prohibit insurers from asking for genetic 

tests, or would they also be barred from obtaining test results already 

known to the applicant? While a more encompassing ban may remove 
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applicants’ fears of genetically based denial of coverage, the imbalance of 

information would leave insurers at a disadvantage.” The section con- 

cluded, “... biased selection would have a direct impact on premium rates, 

ultimately raising the cost of insurance to everyone.”!* 

In the next section, entitled “Pre-existing Conditions,” the monograph 

argued, “Such a ban [on genetic testing] could have more severe conse- 

quences over time, as genetic technology advances.” In a series of attached 

potential “market scenarios,” the monograph speculated about individuals 

with healthy heredities subsidizing those destined to become ill. In one sce- 

nario, the monograph stated, “The ultimate character of the market 

depends on the relative number of these ‘genetically blessed’ individuals.” 

A Spring 2002 American Academy of Actuaries briefing paper enti- 

tled “The Use Of Genetic Information In Disability Income And Long- 

‘Term Care Insurance,” obtained by this reporter, suggests that the insur- 

ance industry could become insolvent without the benefits of predictive 

testing. In a section labeled “Adverse Selection,” the briefing paper 

declared, “Insurers maintain that the view of the consumer advocates 

conflicts with the economic realities of the voluntary insurance market. 

Insurers are concerned that if they were prohibited from obtaining 

genetic information from the medical records of applicants, then those 

applicants would know more about their genetic predisposition than the 

insurance company (asymmetric information), and more substandard and 

uninsurable individuals would qualify for insurance. Premiums could not 

be adjusted adequately to cover the deterioration of the insured popula- 

tion because the higher prices would drive out the healthy. As the insured 

population disproportionately became weighted toward those who were 

predisposed to certain genetic defects, experience would worsen and pre- 

miums would increase. The increase in premiums would further reduce 

the number of healthy policy-holders and could eventually cause the 

insurers to become insolvent.”!° 
Insurance discrimination based on genetics has already become the 

subject of an active debate in Great Britain. British insurers were widely 

employing predictive genetic testing by the late 1990s to underwrite life 

and medical insurance, and utilizing the results to increase premiums and 

deny coverage. The science of such testing is by no means authoritative or 

even reliable, but it allows insurers to justify higher prices and exclusions. 

Complaints of genetic discrimination have already become widespread. A 

third of those polled from genetic disorder support groups in Britain 

reported difficulties obtaining insurance, compared to just 5 percent froma 
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general population survey. Similarly, a U.S. study cited by the American 

insurance publication Risk Management found that 22 percent of nearly one 

thousand individuals reported genetic discrimination. A British Medical 

Journal study paper asserted, “Our findings suggest that in less clear cut 

instances, where genes confer an increased susceptibility rather than 100% 

or zero probability, some people might be charged high premiums that 

cannot be justified on the actuarial risk they present.”! 

Nearly three-quarters of a group surveyed by Britain’s Human Genetics 

Commission (HGC) objected to insurer access to genetic testing. One man 

who tested positive for Huntington’s told of being denied insurance when 
his genetic profile became known; later, when he did obtain a policy, it was 

five times more expensive. One forty-one-year-old London woman 

recalled that after her genetic report showed a gene associated with breast 

cancer, she was unable to buy life insurance. In consequence, when she 

attempted to purchase a home in 1995, it was more costly. Chairman of the 

HGC Helena Kennedy said: “Most of us are nervous and confused about 

where technology might be leading, and the potential challenges to privacy 

and confidentiality. We know from our survey that people are worried that 

these developments might lead to discrimination or exploitation, and are 

skeptical of the law’s ability to keep up with human genetics.”'® 

A Code of Practice for genetic testing by British insurers was estab- 

lished in 1997, but in 2001, Norwich Union Insurance, among other firms, 

admitted it had been using unapproved genetic tests for breast and ovarian 

cancers, as well as Alzheimer’s. British insurers began widely utilizing 

genetic tests after a leading geneticist consulting for the industry’s trade 

association recommended the action, a Norwich Union executive 

explained. The widespread concern in England is generation-to-genera- 

tion discrimination pivoting not on race, color or religion, but on genetic 

caste. “We are concerned, of course,” warned Dr. Michael Wilks, of the 

British Medical Association’s Medical Ethics Committee, “that the more 

we go down the road of precision testing for specific patients for specific 

insurance policies the more likely we are to create a group who simply will 

not be insurable.” Wilks called such a group a genetic “underclass.” A 

member of Parliament characterized Norwich Union’s actions as an 

attempt to construct a “genetic ghetto.”!” 
The British government ultimately imposed an industry-wide morato- 

rium permitting the use of just one type of test. In the subsequent three- 

year period, out of 800,000 Norwich policies, only 150 involved genetic 

tests. But British insurance industry sources argue that unless widespread 
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genetic testing and access is restored, the industry and the health service 

will be overrun with claims.”° 
Moreover, some insurers may also want genetic data so they can use the 

information to rescind insurance, claiming that an individual fraudulently 

or even inadvertently omitted ancestral information from an application— 

even if the insurance claim is unrelated to the medical condition. 

Precedents abound for such retroactive invalidations, albeit based on fam- 

ily health history rather than genetic testing. In a 1990 Quebec case, a man 

was killed in a car crash. He carried the gene for a degenerative disease, a 

form of myotonic dystrophy, and knew his father had suffered from the 

malady but omitted the information from his 1987 application for a 

$30,000 policy. His widow was denied a policy payment when Industrial 

Alliance, one of Quebec’s largest insurers, prevailed in court, claiming 

fraud by omission. An Industrial Alliance attorney told this reporter that 

the company was aware the man came from a region known for a great deal 

of consanguinity and where myotonic dystrophy is common. Hence, the 

company’s postcrash investigation bore fruit.”! 
The Industrial Alliance attorney added that such policy invalidations, 

based on applicants’ statements, are common in Canada. A company attor- 

ney explained that his firm had even invalidated one car crash death when 

they learned the applicant indicated he was not a smoker, and a postcrash 

investigation revealed the man had actually smoked within the previous 

year. “Even my mother was angry at me for that one,” the company attor- 

ney admitted. “She said, ‘What does cigarettes have to do with the car 

crash?” But, explained the attorney, under Quebec law, within the first two 

years of a life insurance policy, any material omission, deliberate or acci- 

dental, can be investigated to invalidate a life insurance claim. After two 

years, Quebec insurance companies are allowed to invalidate a policy if 

they can prove a deliberate omission.” 
The Quebec precedent, which is now spreading to other countries, 

means that if a person does not possess his genetic information—even 

innocently—he is being omissive. On the other hand, possessing it makes 

the data automatically disclosable to the company at the point of applica- 

tion. Insurers worldwide argue that if they cannot require testing, they 

should be permitted access to the genetic information individuals will 

increasingly feel obligated to gather. Either way, genetics will soon be an 

underwriting factor in everyone’s personal insurance. 

Information from America’s MIB, and repositories like it, is often used 

by insurers to detect omissive statements, this as a basis for denying claims 
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and invalidating policies. The MIB cites combating application fraud as its 

chief mission. Ironically, many applicants simply do not know their ances- 

tors’ health conditions. For example, many American Jews descended from 

Europe do not know the exact health conditions of ancestors killed in the 

Holocaust or Eastern Europe’s pogroms. Many African-Americans know 

little of their ancestors reared in slavery or abject twentieth-century 

poverty. Our mobile society includes many single-parent families where lit- 

tle is known about ancestral health problems. The paucity of genetic infor- 

mation is all the more reason for insurers to press for genetic bureaus to 

emulate the medical and credit bureaus they currently employ. 

A cross-referenced genetic information bureau would permit insurers 

and financial institutions to create the commercial “genetic underclass” 

envisioned by critics. Insurers deny that such databanks are in the offing or 

even desired. Many continue to argue that the insurance community is sim- 

ply not interested in genetics. 

Yet the worldwide insurance industry is indeed rushing to integrate 

advanced genetics into their everyday business. In England, an insurance 

industry program called the UK Forum for Genetics and Insurance regu- 

larly brings genetic scientists and insurance executives together. The 

debate is an international one because all insurance is global. All risk—no 

matter how local—is studied, shared and reinsured by worldwide layers of 

the insurance industry. The International Actuarial Association’s 2002 col- 

loquium in Cancun highlighted genetics as one of its four main agenda 

items. “Are we expecting trouble for the insurance industry from genetic 

information?” an IAA program memo pointedly asked. MIB’s industry 

intelligence website, as of March 2003, featured a “Special Section: 
Genetics” offering an in-depth survey of genetics and insurance, including 

writings on genetic discrimination, “Balancing Interests in the Use of 

Personal Genetic Data,” and one major reinsurer’s article entitled “The 

Future Will Not Wait for Us.”” 
For decades, insurers, realtors and financial institutions engaged in 

lucrative racial, sexual and geographic discrimination and preferential 

treatment known as redlining and greenlining. The terms derive from the 
colored lines drawn on maps by insurers and realtors to select neighbor- 

hoods for discrimination or preference. Such practices are now outlawed in 

many countries. But for genelining, the laws in various countries are vague, 
insufficient or nonexistent. Entire extended families of undesirable 
insureds could be identified with the same subtlety and secrecy with which 

geographic and ethnic undesirable insureds were identified a few decades 
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ago. Corporate newgenics, blind to the color of one’s flag, skin or religious 
creed, would be driven only by profit. 

While insurers and banks may create a genetic underclass in finance, 
employers may create a genetic underclass among workers. As early as the 

1960s, Dow Chemical undertook long-term genetic screening in search of 

mutagenic effects arising from its workplace. A 1982 federal government 

survey of several hundred U.S. companies found that 1.6 percent admitted 

they were utilizing genetic testing, mainly for hazardous workplace moni- 

toring and screening new hires. In 1997, an American Management 

Association survey reportedly indicated that 6-10 percent of employers 

polled had asked their employees to submit to voluntary genetic testing. By 

and large, such screening was conducted openly and was necessary to pro- 

tect workers from hazardous employment environments.** The increase in 
employer testing since the Human Genome Project was completed in June 

2000 can only be imagined. How each company will use its information is 

neither standardized nor regulated. 

In 1994, investigators discovered that the University of California’s 

Lawrence Berkeley Lab went further than simply monitoring the work- 

place. At the suggestion of the U.S. Department of Energy, which largely 

funds the lab, medical officers tested employees’ blood and urine samples 

for syphilis, sickle-cell and pregnancy. African-Americans and Latinos were 

often repeatedly tested for syphilis. The one white employee repeatedly 

tested for syphilis was married to an African-American. Employees sued. 

When asked by U.S. News & World Report why only minorities were singled 

out for repeated syphilis testing, a Berkeley Lab medical officer reportedly 

replied: “Because that’s where the prevalence of the disease is. How come 
only people over a certain age would get an EKG? See the logic?” The man 

reportedly later denied he had made the inflammatory statement to U.S. 

News & World Report.” 
A landmark federal court ruling in 1998 in favor of the Berkeley Lab 

employees established the Constitutional right of citizens to their genetic 

privacy. The court’s opinion declared, “One can think of few subject areas 
more personal and more likely to implicate privacy interests than that of 

one’s health or genetic makeup.” The lab settled for $2.2 million in 2000 
and deleted the employee information from its computers.’”° 

Burlington Santa Fe, one of North America’s largest railroads, went a 

step further in an attempt to stem soaring carpal tunnel claims by employ- 

ees. Its medical director had read two medical journal articles on carpal 

tunnel, including one that indicated a genetic predisposition for the syn- 
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drome. In March of 2000, Burlington launched a program of surreptitious 

genetic testing of thirty-five employees making claims for carpal tunnel to 

determine whether they possessed genetic predisposition. ‘Tests on some 

twenty employees were actually completed. The intent was to help the 

company deny carpal tunnel claims.’’ 
Burlington’s medical director selected Athena Diagnostics, the nation’s 

premier genetic testing laboratory, to analyze the tests. Athena annually 

performs some 70,000 doctor-referred genetic tests for conditions such as 

hearing loss, movement disorders, epilepsy, mental retardation and carpal 

tunnel, a lab source told this reporter. The lab did not understand the pur- 

pose of Burlington’s testing, a lab source said. Once they learned it was not 

for therapeutic but insurance purposes, “we were dismayed,” a senior 

Athena executive told this reporter. Burlington was sued on a Friday after- 

noon in February 2001. Senior executives spent a frantic weekend review- 
ing the charges and settled by Monday with a $2.2 million payout to 

employees. Athena soon implemented safeguards such as requiring a 

signed patient authorization. But according to a company source, Athena 

still accepts genetic test requests from any licensed physician—whether on 

behalf of an individual, insurance company or attorney—and from any 

licensed lab in the U.S. or overseas.”8 
In the late nineties, government officials in Hong Kong refused to hire 

two men and fired a third after learning that each had a schizophrenic par- 

ent. The men had variously worked as a fireman, an ambulance worker and 

a customs officer. At first, the men were not told why the actions were 

taken. Government officials claimed the men were not fit for work because 
their parentage suggested a 10 percent chance they would also become 

schizophrenic. In fact, the officials had misread a genetic textbook; in real- 

ity there was only a 4 percent chance the employees would develop schizo- 

phrenia at their ages, compared to 1 percent for the general population. 

The three men sued. The judge stated that the “genetic liability to develop 

the disease their parent suffers from does not present a real risk to safety at 

either place of employment” and awarded the three $2.8 million in dam- 

ages.’? There was no genetic test involved in these three cases, just a review 

of the employees’ written personnel files. But the incident again illustrates 

the danger of genetic information being misinterpreted and abused by local 

officials and corporate executives who have the power to discriminate. 

* * * 
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Are national genetic databanks of all citizens coming? Sir Alec Jeffreys, the 

founder of DNA fingerprinting, originally believed that DNA fingerprints 

should be limited to criminals. But late in 2002, he changed his mind and 

declared that every person’s profile should be added to the databank. 

Former New York City mayor Rudolph Giuliani has urged that a DNA fin- 

gerprint be recorded for every American at birth.*° That day is coming. 
In 1998, Iceland created the world’s first national DNA database of its 

citizens. Almost all of its 275,000 citizens trace their lineages to the original 
Nordic Vikings of a prior millennium. In a unique arrangement, Iceland’s 

national genetic code was sold to the genetic research and pharmacoge- 

netic industries through an entity called deCODE Genetics. Less than 8 

percent of Iceland’s population opted out of the voluntary program, hence 

deCODE possesses virtually a complete national genetic and hereditary 

portrait of Iceland. Scientists at deCODE are currently utilizing the infor- 

mation in their study of a range of debilitating conditions, including respi- 

ratory and muscular diseases. Safeguards have been built into the program 

to conceal individuals’ names. But at least one Icelander has sued the gov- 

ernment to have her father’s genetic history removed. As of March 2003, 

the case is still winding its way through Icelandic courts. Iceland’s national 

genomic information will be made available to a wide variety of scientific, 

commercial and governmental entities in an Internet-based system that 

employs massive data storage drives codenamed “Shark.”?! 
One main company manages and controls Iceland’s genetic data. That 

company is already positioned to become the worldwide manager and dis- 

seminator of all genomic information globally. In anticipation of that day, the 

company currently operates genomic offices in California, New York, Zurich, 

Haifa, New Delhi and Tokyo. The name of the company is IBM. Its Iceland 

project operates under a division known as “Life Services—Nordic.”” 

Estonia became the second nation to databank its entire population. In 

2001, Estonia created the Estonia Genome Project to capture the genetic 

profiles of its 1.4 million citizens. A biotechnology industry article cited by 

the government’s website explains, “Unlike remote Iceland, Estonia has 

long been a European stomping ground, ruled by a succession of Russian, 

Swedish, German, and Danish invaders who left their genetic heritage. 

Estonia’s ethnic mix thus could be a major draw for pharmaceutical compa- 

nies that want to find disease genes common to most Europeans.”*? 

The tiny Polynesian nation of Tonga sold the information on its unique 

gene pool to Autogen, an Australian genetic research firm, in 2000. Tonga’s 

170 islands host a group of some 108,000 natives isolated for more than three 
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millennia. Autogen was quoted as explaining its interest in Tonga’s popula- 

tion: “The less mixture of inter-racial marriage, the more likely you are to be 

able to determine a particular gene that may be responsible for a particular 

disease, whether it’s breast cancer or whether it’s kidney disease.”** 

After reevaluation the arrangement between Tonga and Autogen was 

cancelled. Autogen instead focused on a Tasmanian genetic repository. 

“Tasmania is one of only a few populations in the world where up to seven- 

generation family pedigrees are available,” the company announced. “This 

makes it an ideal location to study the genetics of complex diseases such as 

obesity and diabetes.”?° 
In England, the UK Biobank recently opened as a repository for the 

medical information and genetic data of a half million volunteers. More 

commercial initiatives are underway to secure national genetic information 

around the world using ethnic, national, racial and even religious parame- 

ters. The pharmaceutical companies, governmental agencies and research 

foundations that operate these databanks will interconnect them globally. 

The devoted men and women laboring on these national projects are join- 

ing research hands to create new disease-fighting drugs, unlock the myster- 

ies of hereditary disease and improve the quality of human life. In the 

process, prodigious masses of individual genetic information are being 

gathered. This data can be exchanged and retrieved at the speed of light 

from a computer and even downloaded to a cell phone.*° 

Lawmakers worldwide recognize both the great potential to mankind 

and the profound dangers. In America, the Genetic Anti-Discrimination 

Bill, which would prohibit genetic testing in group insurance and employ- 

ment, has been percolating in Congress in various forms for years. In previ- 

ous anti-discrimination laws, Congress has sought to remedy entrenched 

injustice. But in this case one of the bill’s sponsors, U.S. Representative 

Louise Slaughter of New York, described the proposed legislation as “pro- 

phylactic,” since Congress can hardly imagine what genetic misuses are in 

store. As of March 2003 the bill was stalled.*” 
Other countries are also grappling with protective legislation. As of 

March 2003, Finland and Sweden have been debating legislation for years. 

Denmark, however, has already banned insurance companies from utilizing 

genetic information. Employers in Austria are prohibited from utilizing 

employee genetic data obtained from any source. French bioethics legisla- 

tion prohibits access by employers and insurance companies.?® 
But in reality, there are so many uses for genetic information—proper 

and improper, obtainable from so many globalized sources, in so many for- 
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mats, employing such diverse and fast-moving technical and scientific jar- 

gon—that drafting genuine protective legislation is frustrating to lawmak- 

ers and genetic privacy groups alike. Is a paper notation of a history of heart 

disease in a family the same as a genetic predisposition? Is a cholesterol test 

genetic? Is bloodwork genetic testing? Is information imported from one 

country governed by another country’s laws? Japanese employers utilize 

genetic labs in America; whose safeguards on access, dissemination and use 

govern? What if the origin and destination is cyberspace? If an individual 

knows certain genetic information, why shouldn’t he disclose it to insurance 

companies and employers like any other required medical information? 

The problem is growing exponentially. “We need to stop genetic dis- 

crimination before it becomes widespread,” Representative Louise 

Slaughter told this reporter. “The U.S. Congress has been debating my 

legislation for over seven years. Genetic discrimination is already occur- 

ring. If we can’t pass a ban on these practices today, what are we going to do 

as the science becomes more complex? It is crucial that we, as a nation, 

state unequivocally that genetic discrimination is wrong and will not be tol- 

erated.”?? Like-minded legislators and advocates in many countries echo 

those words. 

Prominent voices in the genetic technology field believe that mankind is 

destined for a genetic divide that will yield a superior race or species to 

exercise dominion over an inferior subset of humanity. They speak of “self- 

directed evolution” in which genetic technology is harnessed to immeasur- 

ably correct humanity—and then immeasurably enhance it. Correction is 

already underway. So much is possible: genetic therapies, embryo screen- 

ing in cases of inherited disease and even modification of the genes respon- 

sible for adverse behaviors, such as aggression and gambling addiction. 

Even more exotic technologies will permit healthier babies and stronger, 

more capable individuals in ways society never dreamed of before the 

Human Genome Project was completed. These improvements are coming 

this decade. Some are available now. 
But correction will not be cheap. Only the affluent who can today 

afford personalized elective health care will be able to afford expensive 

genetic correction. Hence, economic class is destined to be associated with 

genetic improvement. If the genetically “corrected” and endowed are 

favored for employment, insurance, credit and the other benefits of society, 

then that will only increase their advantages. But over whom will these 
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advantages be gained? Those who worry about “genelining,” “genetic 

ghettos” and a “genetic underclass” see a sharp societal gulf looming ahead 

to rival the current inequities of the health care and judicial systems. The 

vogue term designer babies itself connotes wealth. 

The term designer babies is by and large just emblematic of the idea that 

genetic technology can do more than merely correct the frail aspects of 

human existence. It can redress nature’s essential randomness. Purely elec- 

tive changes are in the offing. The industry argues over the details, but 

many assure that within our decade, depending upon the family and the 

circumstances, height, weight and even eye color will become elective. 

Gender selection has been a fact of birth for years with a success rate of up 

to 91 percent for those who use it.” 
It goes further—much further. A deaf lesbian couple in the Washing- 

ton, D.C., area sought sperm from a deaf man determined to produce a 

deaf baby because they felt better equipped to parent such a child. A child 

was indeed born and the couple rejoiced when an audiology test showed 

that the baby was deaf. A dwarf couple reportedly wants to design a dwarf 

child. A Texas couple reportedly wants to engineer a baby who will grow 

up to be a large football player. One West Coast sperm bank caters exclu- 

sively to Americans who desire Scandinavian sperm from select and 

screened Nordics.*! 
All of us want to improve the quality of our children’s futures. But now 

the options for purely cosmetic improvements are endless. A commercial- 

ized, globalized genetic industry will find a way and a jurisdiction. It will be 

an international challenge to successfully regulate such genetic tampering 

and the permutations possible because few can keep up with the moment- 

to-moment technology. 

It goes much further than designer babies. Mass social engineering is still 

being advocated by eminent voices in the genetics community. Celebrated 

geneticist James Watson, codiscoverer of the double helix and president of 

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories, told a British film crew in 2003, “If you 

are really stupid, I would call that a disease. The lower 10 per cent who really 
have difficulty, even in elementary school, what’s the cause of it? A lot of peo- 

ple would like to say, “Well, poverty, things like that.’ It probably isn’t. So I’d 

like to get rid of that, to help the lower 10 per cent.”* For the first half of the 
twentieth century, Cold Spring Harbor focused on the “submerged tenth”; 

apparently, the passion has not completely dissipated. 

Following in the footsteps of Galton, who once amused himself by 

plotting the geographic distribution of pretty women in England, Watson 
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also told the film crew, “People say it would be terrible if we made all girls 
pretty. I think it would be great.” Watson gave no indication of what the 
standard for beauty would be. 

Some who speak of human cloning speak of mass replication of a per- 
fected species. That is nothing less than a return to the campaign to create 

a master race—but now aided by computers, digital communications and a 

globalized commercial infrastructure to accelerate the process. Some of 

America’s leading thinkers on genetic evolution believe that within a few 

hundred years, the world will indeed be divided into the “genetically 

endowed”—or “GenRich” as some call them—and those who will serve 

them, almost like the worker bees Davenport envisioned.*+ Advocates of 

the genetic divide encourage it as a matter of personal choice, and argue 

that the same man who purchases eyeglasses, tutors his child or seeks med- 

ical attention to conquer his biological limitations is destined to take the 

next step and achieve genetic superiority. This is not the philosophy as 

much as the raison d’étre of newgenics. 

It will transform the human species as we know it. Transgenic crea- 

tures—created from two or more species—are now commonplace. 
Genomic engineers have implanted a human embryo in a cow. In British 

Columbia, fish hatcheries have engineered an oversized salmon dubbed 

“Frankenfish” that is more profitable to raise. Geneticists have inserted the 

jellyfish’s gene for luminescence into rhesus monkey DNA, creating a 

monkey that glows in the dark; the creature was named ANDi for “inserted 

DNA” in reverse. No one can successfully legislate or regulate experimen- 

tation on monkeys. In the suburbs of Washington, D.C., J. Craig Venter, 

one of the scientists who led the efforts to map the human genome, has 

announced plans to create a new form of bacterial life to aid in hydrogen 

energy production.» 
Bioethicists are of little help in this hurtling new world. The still 

emerging field of bioethics includes self-ordained experts who grant inter- 

views to television talk shows and newspapers even as they consult as scien- 

tific advisors to the very corporations under question. The do’s and don’ts 

of genetic tinkering are being revised almost daily as the technology breeds 

an ever-evolving crop of moral, legal and social challenges that virtually 

redefine life itself. 
It will take a global consensus to legislate against genetic abuse 

because no single country’s law can by itself anticipate the evolving inter- 

collaborative nature of global genomics. Only one precept can prevent 

the dream of twentieth-century eugenics from finding fulfillment in 
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twenty-first-century genetic engineering: no matter how far or how fast 

the science develops, nothing should be done anywhere by anyone to 

exclude, infringe, repress or harm an individual based on his or her gen- 

etic makeup. Only then can humankind be assured that there will be no 

new war against the weak. 
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Major Sources 

ARCHIVAL REPOSITORIES 
Original papers and documents were accessed at several dozen archival repositories, record collections and 
unprocessed files in storage. The challenging range of repositories spanned the gamut from governmental 
and organizational archives to corporate and private files. Many key records are held by the special collec- 
tions and manuscript departments of libraries, such as the Laughlin Papers in the Special Collections of 
Pickler Memorial Library at Truman University. I estimate there are some five hundred key and niche 
repositories of eugenic information in the United States and just as many overseas. Most of them are listed 
below, but space precludes a complete roster. 

UNITED STATES 

American Breeders Association Files (ABA) 
American Civil Liberties Union Files 
American Genetics Association Files 
American Heritage Center 
American Philosophical Society (APS) 

Charles B. Davenport Papers 
American Eugenics Society Records 
Leon F. Whitney Collection 
Eugenics Record Office Records 

California Institute of Technology Archives 
Ezra Gosney / Human Betterment Foundation Papers 

California State Archive 
Carnegie Institute of Washington (CIW) 
Central Virginia Training Center Files 
Chicago Tribune Newspaper Morgue 
Cold Spring Harbor Archive (CSH) 
Cook County Circuit Court Archives 
Hoover Institute Archives 
Indiana Historical Society 
Indiana State Archives 
Indiana State Library 
Margaret Sanger Papers Project at NYU 
Monacan National Tribal Archives Files 
National Archives (NA) 

RG 29 Bureau of the Census 
RG 40 Commerce 
RG 43 Conference Commissions and Expositions 

RG 59 State Department 
RG 60 Department of Justice 
RG 242 Captured German Records 
RG 238 War Crimes Records 
RG 330 Department of Defense 

Pickler Memorial Library, Truman State University (Iruman) 

Harry H. Laughlin Papers. 

Maryland 

Richmond 

Maryland 
Laramie, WY 

Philadelphia 

Pasadena, CA 

Sacramento 
Washington, DC 

Lynchburg, VA 
Chicago 
Cold Spring Harbor 

Chicago 
Stanford, CA 
Indianapolis 
Indianapolis 
Indianapolis 
New York 
Madison Heights, VA 

College Park, MD 

Kirksville, MO 
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Planned Parenthood Foundation 
Records of the Montgomery County Courthouse 
Richmond Times-Dispatch Newspaper Morgue 
Rockefeller Foundation Archives (RAC) 

RG 1.1 Projects 
RG 1.2 Projects 
RG 3.1 Administration, Program and Policy 
RG 6.1 Field Officers 
RG 10 Fellowship Recorder Cards 

Smith College 
Sophia Smith Collection 

‘Tamiment-Wagner Labor Archives Archive 
University of California at Berkeley Archive 

71/3C William E. Ritter Papers 
72/227C Berkeley PD 
C-B 403 August Vollmer Papers 
C-B 927 Robert H. Lowie Papers 
CU-23 UCB Department of Anthropology 

University of California at Davis 
Vermont Public Records (VT-PRA) 

Eugenics Survey of Vermont and the Vermont Commission 
on County Life 

UNITED KINGDOM 

House of Lords Records Office 

Public Records Office (PRO) 
Colonial Office 

Department of Education 
Department of Technical Co-Operation, Ministry of 

Overseas Development 
Dominions Office 
Foreign Office 
General Register Office 
Home Office 
Medical Research Council 
Ministry of Health 

University College of London (UCL) 
Galton Papers 
Pearson Papers 
Penrose Papers 

Wellcome Library 
SA-EUG Eugenics Society 
PP-MCS Marie Stopes Papers 
GC-088 Rockefeller Papers 

GERMANY 
Buchenwald Archiv 

Bundesarchiv Berlin (BAB) 
NS 2 Rasse- und Siedlungshauptamt 
NS 5 Deutsche Arbeitsfront 

R 2 Reichsfinanzministerium 

R 3 Reichsministerium fiir Riistung und Kriegsproduction 
R7 Reichswirtschaftsministerium 
R 36 Deutscher Gemeindetag 
R 86 Reichsgesundheitsamt 
R 1501 Reichsministerium des Inneren 
R 1509 Reichssippenamt 

R 4901 Reichsministerium fiir Wissenschaft, 

Erziehung und Volksbildung 

New York 
Christiansburg, VA 
Richmond 
Sleepy Hollow, NY 

North Hampton, MA 

New York 
Berkeley, CA 

Davis, CA 

Middlesex, VT 

London 

London 

London 

London 

Weimar 

Berlin 
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Bundesarchiv Koblenz (BAK) Koblenz 
R 73 Notgemeinschaft der deutschen Wissenschaft 

Max Planck Archiv Berlin 
I. Abt., Rep. 1A, Nr. 762-781 Presse 

I. Abt., Rep. 1A, Nr. 1050-1065 Auslands- und 
internationale Angelegenheiten 

I. Abt., Rep. 1A, Nr. 1076-1086 Besuche durch 
auslandische Gelehrte 

I. Abt., Rep. 1A, Nr. 1094 Rockefeller Foundation 

I. Abt., Rep. 1A, Nr. 2443-2451 Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut 

fiir Psychiatrie 

I. Abt., Rep. 3, Nr. 4 Jahresberichte des Kaiser-Wilhelm- 

Instituts fiir Anthropologie, menschliche Erblehre 
und Eugenik 

I. Abt., Rep. 3, Nr. 23 International Federation of 

Eugenic Organisations 
I. Abt., Rep. 3, Nr. 26 Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut fiir 

Anthropologie, menschlich Erblehre und Eugenik 
V.a Abt., Rep. 16 Verschuer 
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Psychiatrie, Miinchen (Deutsche Munich 

Forschungsanstalt fiir Psychiatry) Historisches Archiv 
der Klinik 

GDA (ehemalige Genealogisch-Demographische Abteilung) 
Universitatsarchiv Heidelberg Heidelberg 

B-1523/3-7 Ehrepromotionen 
H-III-869/2 Akten der medizinischen Fakultat 

Universitatsarchiv Minster Muinster 
Nachlass Verschuer, Nr. 4 

LIBRARIES 
Libraries are crucial to research on eugenics because so much information resides in period secondary 
sources. In addition, each library maintains its own unique and often precious collection of obscure literature 
and local materials. Sometimes the most valuable materials are found in small community libraries. I esti- 
mate there are hundreds of libraries in the United States, and just as many overseas, containing important 
secondary materials. Most of the libraries we accessed are listed below, but space precludes a complete roster. 

UNITED STATES 
Alderman Library, University of Virginia 
Bailey/Howe Library, University of Vermont 

Charlottesville, VA 

Burlington, VT 

Bancroft Library, University of California at Berkeley Berkeley, CA 
Bobst Library, New York University New York 
Boston Public Library Boston 
California Institute of Technology Library Pasadena 
Carnegie Library, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Cold Spring Harbor 
Charles C. Sherrod Library, East Tennessee State University Johnson City, TN 

Chicago Historical Society Research Center Chicago 
Chicago Public Library Chicago 
Clapp Library, Occidental College Los Angeles 
Dag Hammarskjéld Library, United Nations New York 
Dahlgren Memorial Library, Georgetown University Washington, DC 
Enoch Pratt Free Library Baltimore 
Fairfax County Public Library Fairfax, VA 
Fenwick Library, George Mason University Fairfax, VA 

Gelman Library, George Washington University 
History Office and Library, Immigration and Naturalization 

Hodges Library, University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University 

Illinois State Historical Library 

Washington, DC 

Washington, DC 
Knoxville 

New Orleans 

Springfield, IL 
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Indiana State Library 
John Crerar Library, University of Chicago 
Kellogg-Hubbard Library 
Kuhn Library, University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
Lane Medical Library, Stanford University Medical School 
Lauinger Memorial Library, Georgetown University 
Lehman Social Sciences Library, Columbia University 
Library of Congress 
Library of the American Philosophical Society 
Library of the American University 
Library of the University of the District of Columbia 
Library of Virginia 
Library, U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum 
Library, YIVO Institute for Jewish Research 
Macdonald DeWitt Library, Ulster County Community College 
McCormick Library, Planned Parenthood Foundation 
McKeldin Library, University of Maryland College Park 
Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin—Madison 
Merriam Library, California State University 
Montgomery College Library 
Montgomery County Public Libraries 
Mullen Library, Catholic University of America 
National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health 
New York Academy of Medicine Library 
New York Public Library 
Newman Library, Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Orange Public Library 
Pickler Memorial Library, Truman State University 
Princeton University Library 
Schlesinger Library, Harvard University 
Science, Industry & Business Library, New York Public Library 
Sheridan Libraries, Johns Hopkins University 
Smith Memorial Library, Indiana Historical Society 
Washington College of Law Library, American University 
Washington Research Library Consortium 

CANADA 
Osler History of Medicine Library, McGill University 
McLennan-Redpath Library, McGill University 

FRANCE 
Bibliothéque Nationale de France 

GERMANY 

Bibliothek des Archivs zur Geschichte der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft 

Bibliothek fiir Geschichte der Medizin, Freie Universitat Berlin 

Bibliothek des Otto-Suhr-Institutes fiir Politikwissenschaft, 

Freie Universitat 

Bibliothek des Zentrums fiir Antisemitismusforschung, 
Technische Universitat 

Staatsbibliothek Berlin 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Bodleian Library, Oxford University 
British Library 
Library of the Public Record Office 
Library of the University College of London 
Wellcome Library 

Indianapolis 
Chicago 
Montpelier, VT 
Baltimore 
Stanford, CA 
Washington, DC 
New York 
Washington, DC 
Philadelphia 
Washington, DC 

Washington, DC 
Richmond 
Washington, DC 
New York 
Stone Ridge, NY 
New York 
College Park, MD 
Madison, WI 

Chico, CA 

Rockville, MD 

Rockville, MD 

Washington, DC 

Bethesda, MD 

New York 
New York 
Blacksburg, VA 

Orange, NF 
Kirksville, MO 

Princeton, NF 
Cambridge, MA 
New York 
Baltimore 
Indianapolis 
Washington, DC 
Upper Marlboro, MD 

Montreal, QC 

Montreal, QC 

Paris 

Berlin 

Berlin 

Berlin 

Berlin 

Berlin 

London 

London 

London 

London 

London 
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JOURNAL, NEWSPAPERS AND MEDIA 
Scores of publications and media outlets were consulted, both as sources of period materials and for topical 
information. These covered a spectrum, from obscure professional and medical journals, to Nazi-era sci- 

entific and political media, to the eugenics media, to contemporary publications and news organizations. 
In some cases, every issue of a publication was surveyed for as many as forty years; Eugenical News is an 
example. In other instances, we studied select editions. Many of the publications and media outlets we sur- 

veyed are listed below, but space precludes a complete roster. 

JOURNALS 
American Bar Association Fournal 
American Journal of Medical Genetics 
American Journal of Pathology 
American Journal of Public Health 
American Journal of Sociology 
Bio IT World 
BIOS 
Birth Control Review 
Brain Pathology 
British Journal of Inebriety 
The British Medical Journal 
Canadian Medical Association Journal 
Digestive Diseases 
Dimensions 
Epilepsia 
History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences 

History of Psychiatry 
IAA Bulletin AAI 
Institutional Quarterly 
Fournal of Abnormal Psychology 
Journal of American History 
Journal of American Public Health 
Fournal of Contemporary Health Law and Policy 

Journal of Delinquency 
Journal of Psycho-Asthenics 
Journal of Southern History 
Journal of the American Medical Association 
Journal of the Anthropological Institute 
Journal of the History of Sexuality 
Journal of the History of Biology 

Lancet 
McGill Law Journal 
Mental Retardation 
National Geographic 

Nature 
Nature Reviews 

Neurology 
New York Medical Journal 
New York University Law Review 

Osiris 
Psychological Review 
The Standard 

EUGENIC MEDIA 
American Breeders’ Magazine 

Eugenical News 
Eugenics 
Eugenics Quarterly 

Eugenics Review 
Journal of Heredity 
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GERMAN MEDIA 
Abhandlungen aus dem Gebiete der Sexualforschung 
Allgemeines Statistisches Archiv Bevolkerungsfragen 
Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschaftsbiologie 

Der Erbarzt 
Deutsches Artzeblatt 
Die Neue Zeitung 
Fortschritte der Erbpathologie, Rassenhygiene und ihrer Grenzgebiete 

Hollerith Nachrichten 
Neues Volk 
Rassenpolitische Auslands-Korrespondenz 
Schleswig-Holsteinische Hochschullblatter 
Sexual-Probleme, Zeitschrift fiir Sexualwissenschaft und Sexualpolik 

Volkischer Beobachter 
Volk und Rasse 
Zeitschrift fiir Morphologie und Anthropologie Festschrift 

Zeitschrift fiir Rassenkunde 
Zeitschrift fiir Sexualwissenschaft 
Ziel und Weg 

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, WIRE SERVICES AND OTHER MEDIA 

Associated Press 
Atlantic Monthly 
The Australian 
British Broadcasting Corporation 
Cable News Network 
Chicago Tribune 
Christian Science Monitor 
Economic Quarterly 
Free World 
The Guardian 
The Independent 
London Times 
Los Angeles Times 
Mind 
New Republic 
New York Times 
The Pedagogical Seminary 
The Poor-Law Officers’ Journal Reuters 
Richmond Times-Dispatch 
Risk Management Magazine 
San Francisco Daily News 
Scientist 
Time Magazine 
U.S. News & World Report 
Washington Post 
Winston-Salem Journal 

UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS 
Numerous university dissertations, theses and other unpublished manuscripts and monographs were con- 
sulted. Some of the salient ones are listed below. 

American Academy of Actuaries. “Genetic Information and Medical Expense Insurance.” June 2000. 
Curtis, Patrick Almond. “Eugenic Reformers, Cultural Perceptions of Dependent Populations, and the 

Care of the Feebleminded in Illinois: 1909-1920.” Ph. D. diss., University of Illinois at Chicago, 

1983. 

Hassencahl, Francis Janet. “Harry H. Laughlin, ‘Expert Eugenics Agent’ for the House Committee on 
Immigration and Naturalization.” Ph. D. diss., Case Western Reserve University, 1970. 
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Lombardo, Paul A. “Eugenic Sterilization in Virginia: Aubrey Strode and the Case of Buck v. Bell.” Ph. D. 
diss, University of Virginia, 1982. 

Mehler, Barry. “A History of the American Eugenics Society, 1921-1940.” Ph. D. diss., University of 
Illinois, 1988. 

Mottier, Véronique. “Narratives of National Identity: Sexuality, Race, and the Swiss ‘Dream of Order.” 
Paper presented at the European Consortium for Political Research Annual Joint Sessions, 
Workshop: The Political Uses of Narrative, at Mannheim 26-31 March 1999. 

Smith, Gregory H. “Securing our Personal Genome.” Forthcoming Master's thesis, Indiana University, 
2003. 

DOCUMENTARIES 
Film documentaries, including independently produced videos, provide an excellent source of eyewitness 
testimony and visual insight. Some of the salient videos utilized are listed below. 

Baron, Saskia and Paul Sen, director and Dunja Noack, producer. Science and the Swastika. Videocassette. 

The History Channel, 2001. 

Bryant, Sharon, producer. Reclaiming our Heritage. Virginia Foundation for the Humanities, 1997, video- 

cassette. 

Trombley, Stephen, director and Brucie Eadier, producer. The Lynchburg Story. Videocassette. 
Worldview Pictures, 1993. 

Blumenstein, Rob, producer-director. History’s Mysteries: Hitler’s Perfect Children. The History 
Channel, 2000. 

MAJOR JOURNAL ARTICLES 
I consulted numerous scholarly articles of great value. Some of the salient articles are listed below. 

“Cécile and Oskar Vogt: On the Occasion of her 75th and his 80th Birthday.” Neurology Vol. 1 No. 3 (May- 
June 1951). 

Elks, Martin A. “The ‘Lethal Chamber’: Further Evidence for the Euthanasia Option.” Mental Retardation, 
Vol. 31 No. 4 (August 1993). 

Kevles, Daniel J. “Testing the Army’s Intelligence: Psychologists and the Military in World War I.” The 
Journal of American History, Vol. 55, Issue 3 (Dec., 1968). 

Lakin, K. Charlie. “Demographic Studies of Residential Facilities for the Mentally Retarded.” 
Developmental Disabilities Project on Residential Services and Community Adjustment Project Report No. 3. 
University of Minnesota Department of Psychoeducational Studies, circa 1979. 

Lemkin, Raphaél. “Genocide- A Modern Crime.” Free World Vol. 4 (April 1945). 
Lemmens, Trudo. “Selective Justice, Genetic Discrimination, and Insurance: Should We Single Out 

Genes in Our Laws?” McGill Law Journal 45 347 (2000). 

Lombardo, Paul A. “Medicine, Eugenics, and the Supreme Court: From Coercive Sterilization to 

Reproductive Freedom.” The Journal of Contemporary Health Law and Policy Volume 13 (1996). 
Lombardo, Paul A. “Three Generations, No Imbeciles: New Light on Buck v. Bell.” New York University 

Law Review, Vol. 60 no. 1. 

MacDowell, E. Carlton. “Charles Benedict Davenport, 1866-1944: A Study of Conflicting Influences.” 

BIOS vol. XVII no. 1. 
MacNicol, John. “The Voluntary Sterilization Campaign in Britain, 1918-39.” The Journal of the History of 

Sexuality, Vol. 2., No. 3 (1992). 
Miiller-Hill, Benno. “The Blood from Auschwitz and the Silence of the Scholars.” History and Philosophy of 

the Life Sciences Vol. 21 (1999). 
Neugebauer, Wolfgang and Georg Stacher. “Nazi Child ‘Euthanasia’ in Vienna and the Scientific 

Exploitation of Its Victims before and after 1945.” Digestive Diseases 17 (1999). 
Peiffer, Jiirgen. “Neuropathology in the Third Reich: Memorial to those Victims of National-Socialist 

Atrocities in Germany who were Used by Medical Science.” Brain Pathology 1 (1991). 
Reilly, Philip. “The Virginia Racial Integrity Act Revisited: The Plecker-Laughlin Correspondence: 1928- 

1930.” American Journal of Medical Genetics Vol. 16 (1983). 

Sherman, Richard B. “The Last Stand’: The Fight for Racial Integrity in Virginia in the 1920's.” The 

Journal of Southern History, Vol. 54 Issue 1 (February, 1988). 

Shevell, Michael. “Racial Hygiene, Active Euthanasia, and Julius Hallervorden.” Neurology 42 (November 

1992) and “Reply from the Author.” Neurology 43 July 1993). 
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Seidelman, William E. “Medicine and Murder in the Third Reich.” Dimensions: A Journal of Holocaust 

Studies Vol. 13 No. 1 (1999). 
Weber, Matthias M. “Psychiatric Research and Science Policy in Germany. The History of the Deutsche 

Forschungsanstalt fiir Psychiatrie (German Institute for Psychiatric Research) in Munich from 1917 

to 1945.” History of Psychiatry xi (2000). 
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